### GLOBAL SITUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Confirmed Cases</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Confirmed (per 100,000 population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>57,501</td>
<td>5,660,342</td>
<td>989.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>351,750</td>
<td>109,581,078</td>
<td>321.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>363,481</td>
<td>273,623,615</td>
<td>129.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>33,488</td>
<td>54,408,600</td>
<td>61.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>18,758</td>
<td>32,365,999</td>
<td>57.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>437,479</td>
<td>33.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>3,669</td>
<td>69,769,978</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>16,718,965</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>97,338,670</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao PDR</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7,275,560</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Cases: 39,293,220**

214 Countries and Territories Affected

### OVERSEAS FILIPINOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Confirmed</th>
<th>Recovered</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Americas</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>1,756</td>
<td>1,227</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>1,214</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and Africa</td>
<td>7,364</td>
<td>4,540</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11,145</td>
<td>7,184</td>
<td>811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PHILIPPINE SITUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Status</th>
<th>Increase/Decrease</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Cases</td>
<td>3,139</td>
<td>351,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recoveries</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>294,865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** DOH Case Bulletin No. 216, 16 October 2020

---

### ACTIVE CASES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Status</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymptomatic</td>
<td>5,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>40,618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>1,528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** DOH Beat Covid PH Situationer Issue 172, 16 October 2020

### TESTING OUTPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>NOW</th>
<th>CUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samples Tested</td>
<td>33,613</td>
<td>4,305,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals Tested</td>
<td>31,198</td>
<td>4,055,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Tests</td>
<td>2,101</td>
<td>401,734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positivity Rate</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** DOH Beat Covid PH Situationer Issue 172, 16 October 2020

---

### Trends in terms of New Confirmed Cases, Deaths, and Recoveries
ACTIVATION OF INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM

Incident Command System (ICS) is an on-scene disaster response mechanism that is used to manage hazards and other consequences associated with COVID-19. For this purpose, an Incident Management Team (IMT) is organized to oversee the implementation of ICS at the tactical level. The number of IMTs organized are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCR</th>
<th>LUZON</th>
<th>VISAYAS</th>
<th>MINDANAO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACTIONS TAKEN: RESPONSE OPERATIONS

The Task Group Response Operations is organized under the leadership of the Department of Health (DOH). The critical tasks of the Task Group, among others, are to identify, screen and assist suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients, provide necessary treatment, implement preventive measures, implement community quarantine regulations, maintain peace and order, provide emergency relief to affected population, and undertake proper disposal of cadavers.

Members: DA, DBM, DILG, DFA, DOF, DOH, DOST, DOT, DTI, DOTR, DOLE, DSWD, NEDA, NFA, OCD, OWWA, POEA, AFP, BFP, PCG, PNP

Regional and Local Response Clusters: Health, Law and Order, Food and Non-Food Items, Governance, Management of the Dead

Treatment facilities in operation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Bed Capacities</th>
<th>Total Accommodated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>1,445</td>
<td>14,154</td>
<td>4,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>6,045</td>
<td>2,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>9,046</td>
<td>4,117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quarantine facilities in operation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Bed Capacities</th>
<th>Total Accommodated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Close Contact</td>
<td>3,763</td>
<td>43,691</td>
<td>12,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Suspected / Probable Cases</td>
<td>3,323</td>
<td>73,007</td>
<td>14,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Confirmed Cases</td>
<td>1,061</td>
<td>24,294</td>
<td>6,394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quarantine Control Points:

- Operated by PNP: 1,520
- Operated by Joint Task Force Shield: 1,392
- Operated at airports: 66
- Operated at seaports: 309

Maintenance of law and order:

- Total curfew violators: 182,706
- Total individuals arrested for hoarding/ profiteering/ price manipulation: 318
- Total violators of public utility vehicles: 5,598

Social Amelioration Program:

- Total expenditures
  - 1st tranche - 89,587,444,050.00
  - 2nd tranche - 251,832,933,100.00
- Total families served:
  - 1st tranche - 15,036,882
  - 2nd tranche - 3,730,693

DSWD Program

- Total relief assistance provided: 20,990,000,535.30
- Total family food items distributed: 2,041,076
- Total non-food items distributed: 102,782
- Total Assistance to Individuals in Crisis Situation (AICS): 5,033,064,781.56

Total COVID-19 tests conducted: 792,439
- Positive: 118,934
- Negative: 632,421
- Equivocal: 173

Total individuals tested: 874,765
- Positive: 123,776
- Negative: 654,804
- Equivocal: 116

MITIGATION

Total (ROF) Arrived: 436,325
- NAIA T1: 119,109
- NAIA T2: 136,870
- NAIA T3: 69,711
- Clark Intl Airport: 36,555
- Macatam-Cebu Intl Airport: 28,742
- Manila (Seaport): 39,043
- Subic (Seaport): 75
- Bataan (Seaport): 396
- Tawi-Tawi (Seaport): 1,966
- Deceased OFDs: 1,836

Total ROFs Assisted to Provinces: 203,714
- Land: 77,499
- Air: 121,325
- Sea: 4,890

ROF Summary of Cases:

- Confirmed: 9,197
- Admitted: 408
- Recovered: 8,755
- Death: 5

ACTIONS TAKEN: Management of Returning Overseas Filipinos (MROF)
AREAS UNDER COMMUNITY QUARANTINE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MGCQ</th>
<th>GCQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAR, I, II, III, CALABARZON (except Batangas)</td>
<td>NCR, Batangas, MIMAROPA, V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(except Bacolod City), VII, VIII (except Tacloban City),</td>
<td>Bacolod City, Tacloban City, Iligan City, and Lanao del Sur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, X (except Iligan City), XI, XII, CARAGA, and BARM (except Lanao del Sur)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IATF Resolution No. 75-A, s. 2020 issued on 28 September 2020 (Effective 1-31 Oct)

**ACTIONS TAKEN: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT & LOGISTICS**

The Task Group Resource Management and Logistics is organized under the leadership of the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD). The critical tasks of the Task Group, among others, are to ensure availability of resources, supplies, and facilities for response operations, identify quarantine and treatment facilities and locations, and formulate economic plans, programs, and projects to cope with the impacts.

**Members:** DBM, DENR, DFA, DICT, DILG, DOF, DOH, DOLE, DOTR, DSWD, DTI, DICT, NEDA, OCD, BFA, AFP, BFP, PCG, PNP

**Regional and Local Response Clusters:** Logistics, Economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total transportation assets:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cumulative medical supplies dispatched by OCD and DOH:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplies</th>
<th>OCD Dispatches</th>
<th>DOH Dispatches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masks (Surgical)</td>
<td>2,357,515</td>
<td>24,949,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks (N95)</td>
<td>18,100</td>
<td>1,723,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks (KN95)</td>
<td>150,354</td>
<td>5,672,789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other medical supplies, food and non-food items, etc. are not reflected in the above figures.


**ACTIONS TAKEN: STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS**

The Task Group Strategic Communications has been organized under the leadership of the Office of the Cabinet Secretary (OCS). The critical tasks of the Task Group, among others, are to disseminate appropriate, accurate and timely messages utilizing all available platforms, manage "infodemics", implement measures to cultivate the adoption of desired public behavior, and address local "fake news" and other falsified information.

**Members:** OCS, OPAPP, PCCO, DICT, DILG, DOH, OCD

**Regional and Local Response Cluster:** Crisis Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of press releases: 5,587</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of website stories/infographics: 11,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of press briefings on TV and radio programs: 5,886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Common themes for strategic communication:**

- Highlights and milestones of response efforts
- Call for support from non-government and private stakeholders
- Practical tips for Filipino families
- Distribution of donations
- Corrections on false information

---

**ACTIONS TAKEN: FOOD SECURITY**

**KADIWA ni Ani at Kita¹**
Sites established: 2,623
Farmers/cooperatives participated: 4,453
Household served: 2,086,386
Farmer beneficiaries: 24,062

**Rice Resiliency Program**
Farmer beneficiaries: 880, 589
Distributed bags:
- Certified seeds: 237,267
- Hybrid seeds: 395,194
- Fertilizers: 1,337,925

**Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF) Program²**
Beneficiaries served: 591,246

**Food Passes issued to suppliers and trucker of agri-fisheries products:** 180,457

**Expanded SURE AID Program³**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Served</th>
<th>Amount Distributed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marginalized, small farmers and fisherfolk</td>
<td>45,675</td>
<td>P1.142B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro and small enterprises</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>P1.002B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

¹ The KADIWA ni Ani at Kita project envisages increasing small farmers' and fisherman's income through direct product selling to end-users and increased institutional market linkages.

² FSRF provides unconditional cash grants equal to P5,000.00 per beneficiary to support rice farmers to cushion the effects of the sudden drop of palay price.

³ The SURE AID Program is facilitated by the Agricultural Credit and Policy Council (ACP). It aims to: (a) finance the emergency and production capital requirements of marginalized, small farmers and fisherfolk (MSRFs); and (b) provide the working capital requirements of micro and small enterprises (MSEs) engaged in agri-fisheries.

**UNDERSECRETARY RICARDO B JALAD**
Executive Director, NDRRMC and Administrator, OCD

---

**REFERENCES:**
I. NATIONAL LEVEL

National Task Force against COVID19

Source: NTF for COVID-19 NIC-EOC Daily Situation Report as of 07 September 2020, and TGRO Reports for COVID-19 as of 15 October 2020


A. Health Response and Capacity Building (TG Response Operations)

A total of 27,867 contact tracing teams with 246,795 members have been organized and 147 COVID-19 testing facilities have been accredited.

Currently, there are four (4) mega swabbing sites in Metro Manila, 10,948 COVID Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities (TTMFs) in Regions III, CALABARZON, VII, and NCR with 3,558 bed capacity, and 10,934 LIGTAS-COVID Centers nation-wide with 168,654 bed capacity (61,340 or 36.37% are occupied).

There are 1,855 referral / treatment hospitals with 33,300 total bed capacity; of which, 11,062 (33.22%) are occupied and 22,238 (66.78%) are available.

B. Provision of Social Amelioration Programs (STG Mitigation, TGRO)

1. Updates on the implementation of the different mitigation programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSWD</td>
<td>1. Social Amelioration Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Social Amelioration Package for</td>
<td>As of 15 June, about 13,310,857 low income non-4Ps families (or 98.19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low-income non-4Ps beneficiaries</td>
<td>out of the 13,556,093 targeted family beneficiaries received cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Social Amelioration Package for</td>
<td>assistance. Actual pay-out to said beneficiaries stands at ₱80,648,878,550.00 or 98.20% of the total allocated budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4Ps beneficiaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Social Amelioration Package for</td>
<td>DSWD provided emergency cash subsidy to 242,453 PUVs and TNVs drivers (or 109%) out of the targeted 90,000 beneficiaries with a total assistance of ₱1,713,168,500.001.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TVNs &amp; PUVs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLE</td>
<td>2. Regular Emergency Subsidy Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Assistance to Individuals in Crisis</td>
<td>A total of 436,841 clients for COVID-related concerns (e.g., medical and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Situation (AICS) program</td>
<td>burial assistance) were served in the total amount of ₱1,825,923,845.57.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Social Pension</td>
<td>A total of 2,856,022 indigent senior citizens received their social pension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>amounting to ₱8,568,066,000.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Relief assistance</td>
<td>DSWD has distributed 2,008,898 family food packs 5.110 ready-to-eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>food, 2,570 tents, 78,377 hygiene kits, 4,805 sleeping kits, 20 kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kits, 1,759 family kits, and other food and non-food items. to LGUs equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to ₱1,035,893,989.86.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Supplementary Feeding Program</td>
<td>A total of 1,755,363 children were provided with meals amounting to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>₱2,865,006,126.19.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These include drivers of Public Utility Jeepneys (PUJs), taxi, buses, motorcycle taxi, and Transport Network Vehicle Service (TNVs), among others.
**C. Management of ROFs and LSIs (STG Repatriation, TGRO)**

1. A total of 389,691 OFWs and OFs arrived in the country via airplane (351,255) and vessel (38,436). Of these, 325,144 ROFs arrived in Manila, 36,512 arrived in Clark, 26,049 arrived in Cebu, and 1,986 arrived in Tawi-Tawi/Zamboanga. For the period May 3 to September 28, a total of 8,681 ROFs were confirmed to have contracted the virus.

2. On **15 October 2020**, STG-LSI reported a total of **302,947 registered LSIs**. The regions with the most number of LSIs are Regions I (48,867), V (44,149), VII (37,157), and MIMAROPA (29,030). These LSIs are being assisted by the 721 PNP Help Desks established for LSIs and ROFs.

3. OWWA assisted **160,096 OFWs** through the Balik Probinsiya Program. A total of **208,152 OFWs were sent back to their respective residences** as of 18 September 2020.

4. According to BOQ as of May 25, a total of 36,614 ROFs were swabbed and their specimens sent to PRC for analysis, of these 555 yielded positive results. From the tests results from PRC, a total of 29,376 certificates were issued and were released covering the period May 3-25.

5. From May 17 to 26, the JTF CV Shield issued a total of 9,843 travel authorities for 4,753 LSIs, 3,854 ROFs, and 1,336 others. 721 help desks for LSIs and ROFs were also organized nationwide by the JTF CV Shield as of May 26. The DILG also organized 1,732 DILG-OFW Desks to address the concerns of the LSIs.

---

**Table: DMI’s Social Amelioration Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Tuong Panghanapbuhay sa Ating Displaced/ Disadvantaged Workers #Barangay Ko, Bahay Ko Disinfection/ Sanitation Project (TUPAD #BKSK)²</td>
<td>As of 25 May 2020, a total of 320,852 displaced worker-beneficiaries from the informal sector availed the program and received their payment in the total amount of ₱1,217,452,668.29.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP)³</td>
<td>As of 19 May 2020, the DOLE distributed one-time assistance worth ₱5,000.00 to 657,201 employees in the total amount of ₱3,286,005,000.00.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) CAMP – Abol Kamay at Pagtulong (AKAP) for OFWs⁴</td>
<td>As of 09 August 2020, assistance amounting to ₱2,398,000,000.00 was disbursed to 234,060 OFWs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table: DA’s Social Amelioration Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF)</td>
<td>As of 13 June, a total of 18,527 or 46.31% out of the targeted 40,000 marginalized and small farmers and fisherfolk (MSFF) were served with ₱997,818 million cash assistance transferred to partner lending conduits and a total of ₱463,095 million worth of loans disbursed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Expanded SURE Aid and Recovery Project</td>
<td>As of 24 August 2020, a total of 32,354 or 79% out of the targeted 40,000 marginalized and small farmers and fisherfolk (MSFF) were served with ₱1,200,573,000.00 cash assistance transferred to partner lending conduits and a total of ₱809,740,000.00 worth of loans disbursed. 97 agri-fishery micro and small enterprises (MSEs) were served out of the targeted 150 MSEs with a total of ₱675,850,000.00 worth of loan released for MSEs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

² The program’s budget allocation amounting to ₱1,146,879,192.00 for 279,028 target beneficiaries is being implemented through direct administration and through LGUs.

³ Additional target beneficiaries of 43,079 with additional allocation of ₱180,389,192.00

⁴ With additional target beneficiaries of 300,000 with augmented allocation of ₱1,500,000,000.00.

OV Chance Labor Offices (POLOs) with ₱1 billion.
**D. Maintenance of peace and order amid extended ECQ (STG Peace and Order, TGRO)**

1. **Quarantine control points in enforcing ECQ.** As of 02 October 2020, a total of 3,700 quarantine control points were established and being supervised and manned by 53,156 security personnel from PNP, AFP, BFP and PCG. Assisting them were 1,127 HPG personnel who were deployed across 112 dedicated quarantine posts nationwide.

2. **Security Assistance.** From 17 March to 02 October 2020, a total of 3,149 police personnel were deployed in 6,453 vital installations such as rice warehouses, supermarkets, malls and food manufacturing establishments throughout the country to maintain peace and order. PNP also deployed 700 personnel to provide appropriate security coverage and assistance during the arrival and departure of 59,520 repatriates.

**E. Resource Management and Logistics**

Matrix of DOH inventory of critical medical supplies as of **15 October 2020:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>(AFP Warehouse 3)</th>
<th>(AFP Warehouse 6)</th>
<th>(AFP Warehouse 9)</th>
<th>DOH Central Office Gym</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>360</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional walking through booth</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio bags</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathcare PAP YH-830</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadaver bag</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>2,802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III Biological Safety Cabinet</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth Mask</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conc. O2 Canta (kit spare parts)</td>
<td>box</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover-all</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>25,710</td>
<td>11,440</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5,250</td>
<td>42,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drager ventsar carina leak</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Mask-Surgical masks</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>448,000</td>
<td>2,951,711</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>3,404,711</td>
<td>3,404,711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face shield</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>140,975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter/HME Twinstar 5S</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goggles</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>157,620</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>157,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head cover</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>4,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heated Breathing Circuits</td>
<td>kit</td>
<td>320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Flow Nasal Cannula Oxygen Therapy Equipment w/ Stand</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN95 mask</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>136,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>136,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Ventilator</td>
<td>unit</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal Oxygen Cannula</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV Full Face Mask (Small)</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV Full Face Mask (Medium)</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV Full Face Mask (Large)</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV Oronasal Mask</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>670</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV Oronasal Mask (Medium)</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV Oronasal Mask (Large)</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N95 mask</td>
<td>piece</td>
<td>309,414</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>409,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen concentrator</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Monitor</td>
<td>unit</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPE set (BIOMED Pro)</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>6,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F. Strategic Communication (TG StratComm)

1. The TG StratComm continuously disseminates information materials with “Bayanihan, we heal as one, solidarity” as its main message. These materials are distributed through multimedia platform such broadcast news, press releases, radio plugs, news and feature reports, photo releases, among others. Below is the summary of materials released by PCCO and its attached agencies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials released/ shared</th>
<th>No. of Materials Released</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(24 March 24 – 25 September )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast news</td>
<td>25,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live broadcast interviews</td>
<td>5,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational videos</td>
<td>15,355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio plugs</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public service announcements (PNA and PIA)</td>
<td>7,841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News and feature reports</td>
<td>34,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo releases</td>
<td>23,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media cards and infographics</td>
<td>28,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balita Central digital tabloid</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townhall meeting with PIOs</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwentuhan with OFWs</td>
<td>6,665</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PCDO

2. The TG StratComm also recommends for DSWD and NBI to address concerns with respect alleged anomalies in SAP distribution.

3. DOH’s strategic communication on 11 May 2020, includes release of information materials focused on providing updates on COVID-19, and promoting vigilance, solidarity and preparedness amid the outbreak. The DOH also maintains the COVID-19 tracker on-line and DOH data drop on its website, as well as releases daily Beat COVID19 situationer reports for public consumption.

4. The NTF COVID19 communications group also supports the TG Stratcomm through distribution of press releases, news features and photo releases on daily operations of the NTF COVID19 and the NIC-EOC. These are continuously being widely distributed via ntfcovid19 accounts in FB, twitter and Instagram.

Task Group Resource Management and Logistics (TG RML)

STG Logistics

- **Summary of Air Operations:**
  
  As of 12 July 2020, a total of 185 foreign nationals have been airlifted, 868 sorties have been conducted, and a total of 875,400.7 lbs of items have been flown in a total of 1,371.4 flying hours.

Source: PAF Air Operations Report as of 12 July 2020
a. **Summary of Land Mobility Operations**
   - As of 06 August 2020, a total of twenty-two (22) trucks were used serving 279 recipients and delivered 263,985 PPEs in Regions I, II, III, CALABARZON, CAR and NCR
   - From 02-06 May 2020, a total of twenty-six (26) trucks were used serving 270 recipients and delivered 262,200 PPE in Regions I, CALABARZON, NCR, Clark International Airport and Colonel Jesus Villamor Air Base (CJVAB)

b. As of **14 October 2020**, 7,718 donations were monitored (508 International and 7,210 Domestic), while as of **14 October 2020**, a total of 5,149,799 government-procured PPE sets were delivered to national offices, regional offices, LGUs, government hospitals, and private hospitals.

c. **Cash Donations as of 22 September 2020:**
   - Foreign Financial Donation *received* by other stakeholdes - ₱889,000,000.00
   - Domestic Cash Donations received by OCD - ₱33,560,902.51

d. **Summary of Procured and Donated Items as of 14 October 2020:**
   - Total Items Dispatched: 81,733,509
   - Total Procured Items Dispatched: 71,822,738
   - Total Donated Items Dispatched: 9,910,771

---

**Task Group on Management of Returning Overseas Filipinos (TG MROF)**

a. Coordinated with various government agencies, private entities, other Task Groups created in response to the prevailing crisis, Regional Task Units, and Local Government Agencies to facilitate the safe return of the ROFs back to their home provinces.

b. Catered the medical and social needs of Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs).

c. Assisted a total of **432,288 Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs)** arrived at NAIA terminals, 1, 2, and 3, Clark International Airport, Mactan-Cebu International Airport, and South Harbor. Of which, **190,462** are land-based OFWs, **175,974** are sea-based OFWs, and **64,018** are Non-OFWs.

d. Provided RT-PCR tests to a total of **430,454 ROFs** and Rapid Diagnostic Tests to **12,987 ROFs**.

e. Assisted a total of **9,168** ROFs who tested positive with COVID-19.

f. Assisted **203,714** ROFs back to their home provinces. Of which, **77,499** were assisted by land, **121,325** by air, and **4,890** by sea.

g. OWWA provided assistance to **333,985** ROFs. Of which, **151,017** were assisted through the “Hatid-Sundo” Program, **156,378** ROFs through the “OFW Kalinga” Program, **7,123** ROFs through the “Tulong Marino” Program and **19,467** stranded OFWs.

h. A total of **1,986** REFs from Sabah arrived in the country and were assisted to go back to their respective home provinces.

*Source: TG MROF Daily Report as of 15 October 2020*

---

**Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD)**

a. As of **15 October 2020**, a total of ₱1,602,655,544.23 worth of assistance was provided to the families and individuals including strandees affected by community quarantine being implemented due to COVID-19 pandemic; of which, ₱1,092,448,270.86 was provided by the DSWD, ₱477,915,614.81 from NGOs, and ₱31,843,409.56 from Private Partners.

b. DSWD Central Office (CO), Field Offices (FOs), and the National Resource Operations Center (NROC) prepositioned the following resources:
   - Total stockpiles and standby funds: ₱1,191,370,122.17
     - **Standby Funds**: A total of ₱552,440,831.83 standby funds in the CO and FOs. Of the said amount, ₱509,417,539.94 is the available Quick Response Fund (QRF) in the CO.
     - **Stockpiles**: A total of **201,758 family food packs (FFPs)** amounting to ₱91,757,640.88, **other food items** amounting to ₱226,573,713.21 and **non-food items (FNIs)** amounting to ₱320,597,936.25 are available.

c. As of 17 August 2020, a total of ₱14,791,839,995.78 worth of assistance was also provided to the families and individuals including strandees by the LGUs.
DSWD-DRMB
a. The Disaster Response Management Bureau (DRMB) is on BLUE alert status.
b. Placed the Operations Center (OpCen) on 24/7 virtual operation to closely monitor and coordinate with the National Resource and Logistics Management Bureau (NRLMB) and DSWD Field Offices for significant updates on response operations relative to COVID-19.
c. Facilitated the relief distribution for stranded Indigenous People in NCR in coordination with NCIP.
d. Distributed 450 family food packs to solo-parents, elderly, and persons with disability in San Pedro 9, Barangay Bagbag, Novaliches, Quezon City on 06 May 2020.
e. Distributed of 350 family food packs to Yakan tribe in Salam Mosque Compound, Barangay Culiat, Quezon City on 9 May 2020.
f. Provided 1,280 family food packs and 1,280 hygiene kits for the NCIP-led initiative "Oplan Bayanihan for Stranded Indigenous Peoples" in partnership with DSWD, PNP, AFP, and DILG.
g. Reported to the NTF on 15 May 20120 relative to the BLUE alert status of the Disaster Response Management Bureau (DRMB).
h. DSWD-DRMB Quick Response Team (QRT) distributed family food packs to stranded seafarers in NCR on 13-15 May 2020.
i. Facilitated the relief distribution in Litex Village, Brgy. San Jose, Montalban, Rizal
j. Provided augmentation support to DSWD-Field Office NCR in the distribution of relief assistance to 9 stranded construction workers at Greater Lagro, Fairview, QC.
k. Drafted guidelines relative to Food and Non-food Items and fund management.
l. Provided augmentation to the 2nd Hatid Tulong Initiative at the Philippine Sports Commission Vito Cruz, Malate, Manila.
m. DSWD-DRMB together with DSWD Field Office III facilitated the distribution/delivery of water donated by Maynilad Water for Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs), temporary sheltered at Pleasant View, City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan.

Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG)

a. As of 09 August 2020, 6:00 PM, a total of 17,470 calls/messages such as requests for assistance, inquiry, and complaints were received and acted upon by the EOC.
c. Continuously provides guidance to stranded passengers and returning OFWs.
d. Continuously monitors the National Contact Tracing Report.

d. Distributed family food packs to Yakan tribe in Salam Mosque Compound, Barangay Culiat, Quezon City on 9 May 2020.

Bureau of Fire Protection (BFP)

a. Assisted in community monitoring and provided support in the management of checkpoints.
b. Established decontamination facilities in selected major control points identified by the IATF-MEID. The decontamination facilities have decontamination corridors, refuge areas, and standby ambulances.
c. Provided security assistance to DSWD for the implementation of the Emergency Subsidy Program as instructed by the Joint Task Force Coronavirus Shield (JTF CV SHIELD)
d. Placed BFP EMS teams nationwide on standby and ready to respond relative to requests for patient transport.
e. Deployed personnel and volunteers to man the Mega Swabbing Facility at the Philippine Arena in collaboration with the Office of the President (OP) and OCD.

f. Performed technical decontamination for scheduled walkthrough within the Mega Testing Center.

g. Regularly coordinated with OCD and DOH for possible deployment of personnel to the Mega Treatment Monitoring Facility at Filinvest Tent, Spectrum Midway, Alabang Muntinlupa.

h. In adherence to “Bayanihan to Heal as One”, a total of 27 personnel from different agencies (5 from DOT; 5 from DOE; 3 from PSA; 6 from DENR; 4 from DTI; 3 from DOJ; and 1 from the Philippine National Volunteer Service Coordinating Agency) convened and volunteered as additional manpower at the mega swabbing facility at Philippine Arena, Ciudad de Victoria, Sta. Maria, Bulacan.

i. Assigned personnel to perform the activities directed to the Bureau:
   - Provided assistance in the on-site triage, treatment, transport, and decontamination in various control points and community quarantine control points nationwide;
   - Provided support to other functions of the bureau in the fight against COVID-19 such as monitoring the health status of the BFP workforce, contact tracing, assisting in the implementation of emergency subsidy program, rendering duty in isolation areas, monitoring activities of the workforce deployed on the ground and extending additional manpower to National Government Agencies for the timely provision of basic necessities of the community.
   - Planned and coordinated various activities in their respective area of responsibility (AOR) in relation to COVID-19.

j. Prepositioned transport and response assets at identified strategic areas to complement the total deployed personnel ready to provide response and decontamination activities.

k. Conducted contact tracing activities with the contact tracing teams from LGUs.

l. Conducted water rationing at control points, improvised handwashing stations, and various areas.

m. Conducted flushing activities and decontamination activities in quarantine areas and other public places.

n. Disseminated IEC campaign materials nationwide which includes the production of an instructional video for COVID-19 decontamination procedures.

o. Assisted in repacking activities.

p. Provided transportation assistance to LSIs and individuals with COVID-19 related cases.

q. Conducted decontamination procedures on hospitals, community facilities, vehicles traversing through checkpoints/control points and uniformed personnel.

r. Conducted psychospiritual activity for BFP personnel and civilians.

s. Conducted contact tracing activities.

t. Provided security assistance during the implementation of Emergency Subsidy Program.

u. Deployed personnel to the Filinvest Tent COVID-19 Quarantine Facility in Alabang, Muntinlupa.

**Department of Health (DOH)**

- Delivered PPE sets to various hospitals in the country.

- Continuously monitors the COVID-19 cases in the country and disseminated information using the social media and other online platforms.

**DOH-HEMB**

Received a total of 1,267 calls from 01 March to 21 August 2020 of which, 705 queries regarding COVID-19 were properly addressed and 562 were referred and coordinated to different government hospitals, private hospitals, and other concerned agencies.

**Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA)**

- Facilitated the repatriation of affected Overseas Filipinos (OFs) all over the world with the assistance of the Philippine Embassies and Philippine Consulates General with details as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As of 15 October 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overseas Filipinos (OFs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-based or seafarers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Processed/assisted in the facilitation of international humanitarian assistance particularly from 11 foreign governments and 6 other entities; 5 international organizations; and 45 private companies, groups and individuals.

c. Assisted in obtaining flight clearances and issuance of visas of foreign technical experts in relation to the COVID-19 particularly on the procurement of the Philippine Red Cross and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) grant to DOH.

d. The Philippines, through ASEAN, participated in various unilateral discussions on shaping regional policies that aim to address the effects of COVID-19.

Department of Agriculture (DA)

a. Institutionalized the DA COVID-19 Food Resiliency Task Force Hotline.

b. Continuously coordinates with the Regional and Provincial PNP, and concerned LGUs to resolve issues on the unhampered movement of all food and production items through food lanes and the free movement of farmers, fishers, and agribusiness personnel for continuous farming, fishing, and agribusiness activities by reminding them to follow the issuance of the Department and the IATF-EID.

c. Issued the following memoranda in support to the unhampered production and movement of cargoes, agriculture and fishery inputs, and other food products to assure the public of availability and accessibility to safe and affordable food:

- **MC No. 06 s. 2020:** Implementing Guidelines for the Delivery of Food and Other Agricultural Commodities to, from, and Passing through the National Capital Region (NCR) during the Thirty (30) Day Community Quarantine.
- **MC No. 07 s. 2020:** Supplemental Circular Based on the Memorandum Issued by the Executive Secretary on Enhanced Community Quarantine of Luzon, Ensuring Unhampered Movement of all Food and Production Items through Food Lanes.
- **MC No. 09 s. 2020:** Supplemental Circular Based on the Memorandum Issued by the Executive Secretary on Enhanced Community Quarantine, Ensuring Unhampered Movement of all Cargoes, Agriculture and Fishery Inputs, Food Products, and Agribusiness Personnel Nationwide.
- **MC No. 10 s. 2020:** Supplemental Circular Based on the Memorandum Issued by the Executive Secretary on Enhanced Community Quarantine, Inclusion of Abaca and Cotton as Essential Agriculture Commodities to Ensure Unhampered Movement of All Cargoes, Agricultural Farm Inputs and Machineries and All Concerned Personnel Nationwide.

d. Spearheaded the direct coordination and market matching to penetrate the barangays and subdivisions.

e. Conducts daily price monitoring of agricultural and fishery commodities in public markets.

f. Provided assorted vegetable seeds to affected livelihoods in support to Urban Agriculture.

g. Implemented the Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers Program as part of Social Amelioration measures.

h. Strengthened the DA “social media army” to immediately respond to queries in Facebook pages and corporate email.

i. Maximized the use of online portals to disseminate information.

j. Launched the "KADIWA ni Ani at Kita" Project to increase small farmers’ and fishermen's income through direct product selling to end-users and increased institutional market linkages.

k. Established a total of 2,488 KADIWA ni Ani at Kita facilities with 2,066,517 estimated number of households and 4,453 participating farmer beneficiaries/agri-fishery cooperatives nationwide, and served 24,001 farmer-beneficiaries.

l. As part of the Urban Agriculture for Crops and Livestock Program, DA provided assorted seeds, planting materials, and animal heads to a total of 3,468,194 individuals/households, 547 P/MLGUs/groups/clusters, 66 communities/barangays/schools/gardens, and 5 DA stations.

m. For the Rice Resiliency Program, a total of 237,266 bags of certified seeds, 393,194 bags of hybrid seeds, and 1,335,485 bags of fertilizers have been distributed in Regions III, CALABARZON, VI, and VII. As of 01 October 2020, 879,937 farmers benefitted from the project.
n. Issued a total of **180,090 food passes** to suppliers and truckers of fresh and processed agricultural and fishery products, and **30,065 RapidPass** to farmers, fisheries, farm workers, and agribusiness personnel passing through Metro Manila.

o. Communications Efforts:
   - 111 articles published in the website with 1,740 pick-ups by the media
   - 111 press releases disseminated to 57 reporters/editors
   - 161 interviews aired in various media networks
   - 13 virtual pressers

p. DA RFOs have mobilized a total of **3,696,084 MT** of agricultural and fishery products throughout the country. Moreover, the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) issued **120,136** Local Transport Permits with a total volume of **289,182** of fishery products.

q. Implemented the **Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF) Program**, a part of the government’s Social Amelioration Program (SAP), to support rice farmers through an unconditional cash transfer amounting to **₱5,000.00** as cash grants via Landbank cash cards to cushion the effects of the sudden drop of palay price. A total of **591,246** target beneficiaries were served by the program, of which, **91% (535,654)** were claimed.

r. The Agricultural Credit and Policy Council (ACPC) facilitated the **Expanded SURE AID Program** as support to the marginalized, small farmers and fisherfolk (MSFF) and micro and small enterprises (MSE) on agri-fisheries with details belows:
   - A total of **44,929 MSFFs in 49 provinces** were served amounting to **₱1.124 billion**.
   - A total of **122 MSEs in NCR and 49 provinces** were granted with **₱1.002 million**.

s. Philippine Fisheries Development Authority (PFDA) has unloaded a total of **328,864 MT** of fish since 23 March 2020.

t. Monitored the direct procurement of **443 LGUs** of agri-fishery products worth **₽2.6 billion** from farmers and fisherfolk.

u. Through the **Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA)**, all 597,404 target beneficiaries have been served; of which, **88% or 524,827** have claimed.

v. Established the **AGRI (1381) Hotline** to address concerns regarding food availability and price stability.

**Department of Education (DepEd)**

a. Issued policy directives to provide measures for the prevention and control of the COVID-19 in Basic Education Schools and DepEd Offices; formation/activation of DRRM Teams to combat the virus; and safety precautions and protocols and reporting templates. Prevention and control measures include placing travel limitations and restrictions and guidelines for DepEd activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
<th>NO. OF POLICY DIRECTIVES ISSUED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department Order</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum from the Department</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Memorandum from the Office of the Secretary</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum from the DepEd Task Force COVID-19</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum from the Office of the Undersecretary for Administration</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. In light of the response to the COVID-19 outbreak, the following actions were undertaken by the DepEd:
   - Continuous health monitoring of learners and personnel, and monitoring of school sites
   - Coordination with the IATF and ExeCom Meetings for the Management of COVID-19
   - Measures for continuous delivery of services implemented
   - Alternative Delivery Mode of education provided through DepEd Commons and Open Educational Resources: http://commons.deped.gov.ph
   - Contact tracing of NFOT/NSPC participants through Division Offices
   - Launched #BayanihanPinoy on social media pages to support the frontliners
   - Planned and prepared the contingency measures for the next school year
• Commons expands features for ALS Learners
• Fostering Wellness, Solidarity, and Service Amidst COVID-19 posted to provide helpful links to care for self and others during the quarantine period (can be accessed through https://www.deped.gov.ph/COVID-19)
• Convened education cluster partners and other external partners in online meetings for the collaborations on education continuity strategies amidst COVID-19
• Conducting a nationwide consultation with stakeholders and education experts in preparing Learning Continuity Plan on “how to deliver education to learners is also being prepared in case the opening of classes gets pushed back”
• Globe E-skwela Webinar on “Making Homes the extended classroom: Parent-Teacher Collaboration during COVID-19 on Tuesday, 21 April 2020, 10:00 AM
• Conducted MHPSS Webinar Series in 3 Clusters (Luzon Visayas and Mindanao) with a total of 593 trained personnel
• Conducted the Webinar Series entitled “Understanding COVID-19: What it means for DepEd” with a total of 543 trained personnel and 170,000 live stream views
• Conducted the 2nd Part of Webinar Series entitled "Understanding COVID-19: What it Means for DepEd" with the DOH, National Task Force Against COVID-19, UNICEF Philippines, and Council for the Welfare of Children on 4 May 2020 with 81,000 livestream views
• Collated Letters of Hope from Learners. Provided to partners for printing and distribution to Frontliners
• Continuous conduct of Employee Welfare Division's “Stronger from Home” wellness initiative
• Implementation on the use of e-books as part of "New Normal" in the Philippine education system
• Continuous conduct of Employee Welfare Division’s “Stronger from Home” wellness initiative.
• Released Fostering Wellness, Solidarity, and Service Amidst COVID-19 for May 30, 2020 issue
• Conducted National Virtual Kick-off Program of 2020 Oplan Balik Eskwela at Brigada Eskwela. The program was streamed via the DepEd Philippines Facebook page last June 1, 2020 with a total of 875,000 views.
• Conducted enrollment through remote methods and encouraged schools to do the same.
• Conducted the 2nd coordination meeting with UNILAB Foundation, PGCA and concerned DepEd offices for the implementation of MHPSS activities for learners, parents and DepEd personnel last 16 June 2020.
• Conducted an Orientation for Regional and Schools Division Offices on MHPSS Amidst COVID-19 for Learners and Personnel with Undersecretaries and Directors from DepEd and Executive Director of UniLab.
• Conducted the “National Orientation on Understanding COVID-19 and the DepEd Required Health Standards for Regional COVID-19 DRRM Teams” on 7 July 2020 via Google Meet attended by 106 participants from 17 DepEd Regional COVID-19 Task Force.
• Developed and enhanced Contingency Plans amidst COVID-19 for Regions.
• Provided Psychosocial Support for Department of Education Personnel
• Conducted the Episode 2 of the webinar series for parents entitled “Pangangasiwa ng Saloobin at Emosyon”.

In partnership with Save the Children Philippines and Prudence Foundation, DepEd conducted RADaR Web and Mobile Applications Rollout Day 2 on 24 September 2020 which was streamed live through the DepEd Philippines Official Facebook page with 295,000 total views.

Conducted “Handang Isip, Handa Bukas! School Opening Day National Program”, Hosted by the Department of Education (DepEd) streamed live broadcast through DepEd Philippines Official Facebook page, DepEd Regional FB Pages and other Partners Facebook Pages with 1,800,293 total views on October 5, 2020.

Activation of “Oplan Balik Eskwela Hotlines”, a DepEd Public Assistance Command Center from Central and Regional Offices.

c. Conducted Webinars in response to COVID-19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Webinar</th>
<th>No. of Episodes/Clusters</th>
<th>Target Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Kuwentuhan: DRRMS Booklatan</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Elementary Learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKKK! Tambayan (Online Kahusayan para sa Karapatan ng Kabataan Tambayan)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Secondary Learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness Check Series</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>DepEd Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towards Psychosocial Well-Being and Mental Health: Kaginhawaan of Top Leaders of the Department of Education</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MANCOM Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and Enhancement of Contingency Plans amidst COVID-19 for Regions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Regional DRRM Coordinators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of Psychosocial Support for Department of Education Personnel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>DepEd personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Building on the Provision of Remote Psychological First Aid for Secondary Learners</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DepEd Secondary Teachers and SDRRM Coordinators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabay Bahay: An Online Parenting Series</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DepEd learners parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAKAIBA-YANIHAN: Inclusive Psychosocial Support for Learners with Disabilities together with their Parents and Guardians</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Learners with Disabilities together with their Parents and Guardians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAAGAPAY-BUHAY: Online Parenting Series for Parents, Guardians and Teachers of Learners with Disabilities</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Parents, Guardians and Teachers of Learners with Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Building on the Provision of Remote Psychosocial Support through Play for Elementary Learners</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>DepEd Elementary Teachers and SDRRM Coordinators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Transmission Corporation (TransCo)

a. Ensured the normal operation and maintenance of electrical systems at the Authority of the Freeport Area of Bataan (AFAB) and the Baguio City Economic Zone (BCEZ).

b. Received and validated Fit-All billings of eligible Renewable Energy Developers (RED) to ensure regular and on-time payment for generated electricity.

c. Complied with Circular No. 2020-012 by providing implementing rules and regulations for alternative work arrangements, COVID-19 response protocols, and minimum health standards (MHS) protocols.

d. Prepared protocols under the “New Normal” following the DOH guidelines on the operationalization of risk-based public health standards to reduce transmission.

e. Continuous coordination and reporting re COVID-19 related efforts to the OCD.

f. Processed 52 Feed-In-Tariff payments of FIT-Eligible Renewable Energy Developers (RED) to ensure they have the means to support their operations.
**Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation (PDRF)**

a. Coordinated for the implementation of various response efforts with the member companies and network.

b. Facilitated the donation drive through Project Kaagapay to provide personal protective equipment (PPE) sets for the healthcare community and to procure ventilators.

c. Raised a total of ₱1,757,366,198.82 worth of cash and in-kind donations from various companies and networks through Project Ugnayan.

d. Delivered ready-to-eat food packs to hospitals across Metro Manila in partnership with various food companies, transport groups, and delivery services.

**World Vision**

Implemented its Health Emergency Response with major outcomes/activities on:

a. Improved capacity of health facilities through the provision of PPEs, Disinfectant Kits, and Tents for Isolation/Triage/Mobile Hospital:
   - Provided a total of 17 isolation tents (42 sqm each) to 10 referral hospital and medical facilities in Quezon City, Caloocan, National Bilibid Prison (NBP), Legaspi City in Albay, Pangasinan Province, Cagayan de Oro, Davao, and Cebu City.
   - Provided two (2) Mobile Storage Units (MSU) (320 sqm each) to OCD and Quezon City.
   - Distributed a total of 1,895 PPE kits containing 6,976 pcs N95 mask, 30,320 pcs surgical mask, 189,500 pairs of gloves, 5,496 pcs of apron, 387,000 surgical caps, 7,580 pcsoggles, and 387,000 pairs of shoe cover.
   - Distributed to 72 hospitals and health centers a total of 996 disinfectant kits containing 996 units 1-gallon alcohol, 1,992 units of 1L bottles of bleach solution, 11,952 pcs of detergent powder, 2,988 pairs of cleaning gloves, 1,839 pcs of spray bottles, 2,988 pcs. of wet mop, 9,960 cleaning soft cloth, and 2,988 pcs of scrub brush.

b. Provided relevant infection prevention and control measure like Sanitation Kits and education, information materials in different platforms to the affected population:
   - Distributed a total of 6,530 family sanitation kits (composed of 65,300 pieces of surgical masks, 6,530 units of 500ml bottles of alcohol, 65,300 pieces of germicidal soap, 6,530 units of 500ml bottles of mouthwash, 19,590 pieces child toothbrush, 13,060 pieces adult toothbrush, 6,530 units of 145ml tubes toothpaste, and 6,530 hygiene and sanitation reading materials).
   - Distributed a total of 326 hygiene kits composed of 3,260 pcs. of bath soap, 326 units of laundry soap, 326 units of toothpaste, 978 pcs. of toothbrush for children, 978 pcs. of toothbrush for adults, 652 units of sanitary pad, 326 finger nail cutters, 326 toe nail cutters, 1,956 units of underwear for men, 1,956 units of underwear for women, and 326 malong.
   - Reached over 5.7 million people with IPC (handwashing, social distancing, stay safe at home), child protection (reporting of violence against children) and health messages (boosting immune system, support to EO51) through IEC distribution and mass media. Risk communication materials are played by over 100 radio stations across the country.

c. Provided the affected population temporary source of income through cash-based programming:
   - Distributed a total of 58.8 metric tons of fresh vegetables to 22,798 families and frontline workers in Quezon City, Manila, Malabon Cagayan de Oro City, Cebu City, and Davao City and to nine (9) referral hospitals and seven (7) child care centers in Metro Manila.
   - Provided ₱1,000.00 cash assistance to 4,729 families.

**Police Community Affairs and Development Group**

- Distributed 200 pieces of N95 and 600 Peva Coats to each of the following hospitals in partnership with PCEC/PHILRADS:
  - Dr. Jose Reyes Memorial Medical Center
  - San Juan Medical Center
  - Victor Potenciano Hospital
  - East Ave Medical Center
  - St. Martin de Porres Charity Hospital
b. Distributed relief goods to 400 Families in Payatas, Quezon City in partnership with PCEC/PHILRADS.
c. Picked up 400 bags of 25-kg rice; 4,000 pieces of canned goods; 300 bottles of alcohol; and 800 pieces of bath soap/bar soap to be distributed to the COVID-19 infected areas in partnership with PCEC/PHILRADS.
d. Distributed 250 packs of goods at Bgy Talon Uno and Talon Cinco, Las Piñas in line with “Adopt a Community Project” of PNP in partnership with PCEC/PHILRADS.
e. Picked up disinfectant alcohol at Ginebra San Miguel Corporation Incorporated, Cabuyao plant to be distributed to the frontliners.

II. REGIONAL LEVEL

National Capital Region

Metro Manila Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (MMDRRMC)

- Promulgated and strongly recommended all Local Legislative Councils of the NCR to issue ordinances for CURFEW from 8:00 PM to 5:00 AM subject to necessary guidelines as deem necessary.
- Ensured that social distancing and community quarantine will be adopted.
- Directed Metro Manila Ayala Malls to close on 14 March 2020, 7:00 PM to prioritize the health and safety of everyone.

REGIONAL TASK FORCE COVID-19 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION ACTIONS

- Conducted and attended several meetings such as the RTF NCR COVID, VTCs, and Joint Meetings.
- Issued RTF Memo No 02 re Processing of Travel Certification (Pass).

DSWD NCR

- Provided a total of ₱6,435,069,549.54 worth of assistance. Of which, ₱194,611,427.57 came from DSWD-NCR, ₱5,875,048,121.97 from the LGUs and ₱365,410,000 from Asian Development Bank donations.
- As of 15 October 2020, a total of 373,038 Family Food Packs, 75 dignity kits, 50 tents, 24,027 sanitary kits, 400 face masks, 606 hygiene kits, 408 sleeping kits, 300 diapers, and 2,193 sleeping kits amounting to a total of ₱194,611,427.57 have been provided by DSWD-NCR to LGUs and other partners in response to the enhanced community quarantine in Metro Manila due to COVID-19.
- The Asian Development Bank (ADB) donated $5,000,000.00 (approx. ₱250,000,000.00) worth of goods for augmentation to LGUs in Metro Manila. The DSWD-NRLMB, Philippine Army, and the DSWD-FO NCR are working together in facilitating the delivery of said goods in the form of bags of rice (50kg per bag) with details as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LGU</th>
<th>No. of Bags</th>
<th>Cost Per Bag</th>
<th>No. of Relief Goods</th>
<th>Cost Per Relief</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caloocan</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,700.00</td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>42,100,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Piñas</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5,850</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>14,625,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malabon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14,603</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>36,507,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makati</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>6,250,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandaluyong</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11,357</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>28,392,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,700.00</td>
<td>14,637</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>37,442,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navotas</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4,766</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>11,915,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasay</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,700.00</td>
<td>7,949</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>20,722,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pateros</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>6,500,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezon</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,700.00</td>
<td>23,200</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>58,850,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>7,500,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taguig</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10,194</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>25,485,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valenzuela</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,648</td>
<td>2,500.00</td>
<td>69,120,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>144,804</td>
<td>365,410,000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
d. DSWD-FO NCR continuously coordinates with the Joint Task Force-National Capital Region (JTR-NCR) for the possible provision of trucks/vehicles for hauling and transport the goods and some LGUs also committed to provide their trucks/vehicles for the same purpose.

e. DSWD-FO NCR continuously coordinates with the Philippine National Police (PNP) to ensure the safety and security during the hauling, transport, and unloading of goods.

f. On 16 April 2020, the FO-NCR facilitated the repacking of an estimated number of 50,000 family food packs to be delivered on 17 April 2020.

g. Prepositioned a total of 27,467 FFPs for augmentation to LGUs on 04 May 2020.

h. Deployed staff for Food and Non-Food Items (FNFI) Augmentation to LGUs and other partners.

i. Provided relief assistance amounting to ₱14,961,572.89 to 24,402 individuals (i.e., stranded workers and students, frontliners, walk-in clients, residential care facilities, etc.) affected by the ECQ due to COVID-19 pandemic as of 03 June 2020.

j. Released ₱1.4B SAP 4P to 223,960 beneficiaries and ₱12.3B to 1.5M beneficiaries.

k. Facilitated the delivery of raw materials for family food packs to the repacking hubs in various cities across the Region.

l. Received from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) donated $5,000,000.00 or approximately ₱250,000,000.00 worth of goods for augmentation to LGUs in Metro Manila.

m. DSWD-FO NCR, DSWD-NRLMB, and the Philippine Army facilitated the delivery of said goods in the form of bags of rice (50kg per bag).

n. DSWD-FO NCR conducted continuous coordination with the Philippine National Police (PNP) for assistance to ensure the safety and security of hauling, transport, and unloading of goods.

DOTr NCR

a. Transported a total of 24,222 OFWs Under Hatid Probinsya Para sa OFWs.

b. Transported 733 students under Hatid Estudyante Para Makabalik sa Probinsya

c. Transported 1,017 stranded seafarers under Balik Seafarer Uwi-Pamilya Program.

d. Transported 1,073 health workers nationwide via 20 routes under Free Ride for Health Workers Program.

e. Integrated DOTr Free Rides Routes in NCR and LGUs in Google Maps, Sakay.ph, GPS location tracker with Vectras and PLDT.

f. Waived Toll Fees for frontliners and express planes cargoes.

g. Opened 12 Routes in Greater Manila during first week of GCQ.

h. Operationalized Public Utility Vehicle in Metro Manila (18,813 TNVS units, 12,906 taxis, 268 P2P buses in 28 routes).

i. Implemented MRT-3 Bus Augmentation Program.

j. Established One Stop Shop in NAIA Terminals 1 and 2.

k. Administered RT PCR and Rapid Test to individuals repatriated OFWs.

l. Ferried 3,297 frontliners under Ph Coast Guard Libreng Sakay Program.

DILG NCR

a. Assisted/endorsed 6,200 LSIs to regions nationwide; provided assistance to LSIs boarded in 58 sweeper flights; 35,876 OFWs were assisted and was endorsed to NCRPO, LGUs for unhindered transit by land buses.

b. Facilitated the provision of assistance/resource augmentation to LGUs by national government (financial and non-financial).

c. Issued policies/advisories on the following:
   • Allowing LGUs to reprogram/realign certain funds/plans for COVID-19 (e.g. 20% IRA of C/M, SK fund, GAD fund)
   • Expanded/mass testing by LGUs
   • Provision of hazard pay/benefits to health workers and other non health workers who are also exposed to great risk
   • Support to welfare of health workers and other frontline workers
   • Inclusion of fisher folks in the SAP
   • Clarificatory guidelines on the use of peace and order council funds for COVID-19 related programs, projects, services, and activities
- Standard guidelines in the determination of appropriate quarantine level or zoning.

d. Enhanced the DOH-DILG harmonized template and technical notes on contact tracing.
e. Integrated contact tracing data from StaysafePH, COVIDKAYA, Tanod, etc. into one single platform.
f. Continuously collaborates with MMCHD to immediately address data discrepancies on reports and requested MMCHD to constantly assist LESUs and LHOs on data recording, analysis and reporting.
g. Monitored a total of 10,984 PUMs and 10,707 recovered cases.
h. Provided libreng sakay, checkpoints, and delivery of food packs to healthcare workers.

**DICT NCR**

a. Provided technical assistance in the development of systems, such as Rapid Pass to fast-track the flow of goods, emergency responders and other priority vehicles.
b. Provided connectivity to government facilities including health facilities and quarantine facilities. The following locations in NCR were provided with Free Wi-Fi.
c. Issued Digital Certificates e.g. individual certificates, agency certificates, and SSL certificates as part of Work From Home Arrangements.
e. Managed Cyber Incident reports in a timely manner and conducted Cyber security Assessment.
f. Developed Digital Teachers Training Program and Digital Teachers and Learners Project.

**PIA NCR**

a. Produced relevant news releases, informational videos, infographics, briefings and continuous countering of fake news, sharing of best practices and monitors sitreps.
b. Produced 63 news releases with 76 photos uploaded on PIA Website.
c. Posted 18 Informational Videos, 22 Short Videos posted, 9 Short Audio materials, 33 Infographics / Socmed cards, and 25 Briefings on PIA-NCR Facebook.
d. Monitored 125 situation reports and disseminated 2 Text Blasts (sent up to 3,500 SMART subscribers).

**TESDA NCR**

a. Provided Training Assistance for Repatriated OFWs (includes free training and assessment, 1yr accident insurance among others) thru TESDA Memo No 207 s 2020; TVET Arrangements Towards the New Normal During the COVID-19 Crisis TC No 66 s. 2020).
b. Deployed representatives in One-Stop-Shops at the Airport terminals.

**OWWA-NCR**

b. Facilitated travel arrangements for arriving ROFs:
   • Provided assistance (i.e. accommodation, food and transportation)
   • Coordinated travel to respective provinces especially for those ROFs with negative results.
   • Ferried ROFs to PITX for Luzon bound while to NAIA T2 / Pier 4 for Visayas and Mindanao

**DepED-NCR**

Approved the request of MMDA/MMC re extended use of schools as quarantine and treatment facilities until 31 July 2020 only with several conditions.

**Local Government**

**CDRRMC Caloocan City**

a. Ensured continuous house to house distribution of food packs.
b. Conducted continuous swab testing at Brgy. 171, 172, 174, 175, 185, and Glorietta Park, Tala.
c. As of May 14, 2020, a total of 1,668,000 food packs were already distributed by the City Government of Caloocan.
d. Established a total of 11 Quarantine Facilities as of reporting time.
e. Implementation of community market for constituents to purchase at lower price KFC ready-to-cook snacks, Tokyo-Tokyo frozen food items, and Mister Donut Favorites in front of Caloocan City Hall Complex.
f. Continuous implementation of Mobile Pharmacy to distribute medicine, vitamins, and some proper hygiene equipment at Barangays 178, 175, 76 and 78.
g. Continuous distribution of relief goods for Barangay 12, which is currently under lockdown due to the increase of COVID-19 positive cases and constant reminder for everyone to stay inside their respective homes and disinfect themselves properly.
h. Continuous conduct of rapid testing of City Government Staff before they return to their respective jobs, considering that Caloocan is still under Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine.
i. Put up visual signage at the Caloocan City Hall to ensure compliance with social distancing protocols and strengthen the fight against COVID-19.
j. Designated bike lanes along the main roads in North and South Caloocan led by DPTSM and CEMD to safeguard the increasing number of commuters and citizens who use bicycle as means of transportation.
k. Launched the Urban Agriculture Program for Caloocan City through a MOA in partnership with the Department of Agriculture and Philippine Seed Industry Association (PSIA).
l. Entered into a MOA with online delivery platform Pure-Ride Philippines to provide alternative mode of income for displaced workers.

**CDRRMC Las Piñas City**

a. Signed the Laboratory Testing Agreement between the City Government and Philippine Red Cross Testing Facility for a faster and extensive COVID-19 testing to its citizens.
b. Conducted ocular inspection in supermarkets to ensure social distancing and wearing of face masks are strictly followed.
d. Conducted mass testing and full operationalization of the LIGTAS Covid Center.
e. Conducted Expanded Targeted Testing and Launching of Mobile Swabbing Booth.
f. Provided financial assistance to new graduates.
g. The SK Federation implemented a feeding program.

**CDRRMC Mandaluyong City**

a. Provided financial assistance to TODAs in the City through City Resolution No. 2889 s.2020.
b. Launched a free transport service under the Sagip Hatid Program using a especially customized passenger jeepneys called as MeiDyip for the citizens of Mandaluyong in need of medical attention in hospital or clinic.
c. Launched the Street Dweller Rescue, an operation to rescue street dwellers and provide them with immediate safe refuge and care.
d. Provided temporary housing facility for a total of 107 health care frontline workers.
e. Provided food packs and medical needs to Mandaluyong PWDs.
f. Provided basic needs of PWD citizens, their families, and PWD youth through its Persons with Disability Affairs Division (PDAD).
g. Provided road safety bicycle lanes and measures along F. Martinez Street from Shaw Mall to City Hall in Maysilo Circle.

**CDRRMC Manila City**

a. Distributed 36,780 sacks of rice to 896 barangays for the 606,097 families in the City.
b. Signed an executive order on Tuesday, April 21 to shut down the Sampaloc district from Thursday, 23 April (8:00 PM) until Saturday, 25 April (8:00 PM) in a bid to control COVID-19.
c. Provided ₱5,000 cash assistance to teaching and non-teaching elementary and high school personnel.
d. Conducted high-volume misting at District I in coordination with Manila Fire Volunteers.
e. Distributed the 2nd wave of its City Amelioration Crisis Assistance Fund (CACAF).
f. Installed decontamination booth at Tondo high School.
g. Established an Online Mayoral Platform for all official COVID-19 resources.
h. Distributed grocery packs and relief goods for more than 13,233 public utility drivers and 3,000 sidecar drivers.
i. Confiscated counterfeit IATF passes in Recto.
j. Provided free shuttle services to more than 400 Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs), led by the Department of Tourism, Culture and Arts of Manila.
k. Turned-over a negative pressure chamber and a mobile isolation unit donated by private entities.
l. Formally opened the quarantine facilities at San Andres Sports Complex, P. Gomez Elementary School, Patricia Sports Complex, and Tondo Sports Complex.
m. Entered into a partnership with Grab Philippines for a program called “Grab-Manila Socio Economic Recovery Initiative” to hire displaced tricycle and motorcycle riders in the City.
n. Received 20,000.00 BOSON Test Kits and 3 pcs of Air Purifier from a private individual.
o. Turned over hand washing stations and swab test booth by the Lions Club International to the Manila City Government.
p. Conducted daily simultaneous Oplan Wisik to disinfect Public areas around the City.
q. Distributed food packs and hygiene kits to 15,979 students in Juan Luna ES, A. Maceda Integrated School, P. Pelaez Elementary School, Laong Laan Elementary School, Silahis ng Katarungan Elementary School, G. Lopez Jaena Elementary School, Dr. A. Albert Elementary School, Justo Lukban Elementary School, and R. Palma Elementary School.
r. Entered into a partnership with Grab Philippines for a program called “Grab-Manila Socio Economic Recovery Initiative” to hire displaced tricycle and motorcycle riders in the City.
s. Conducted inspection and maintenance activities at the decontamination booth and inflatable tents at Gregorio Del Pilar Elementary School and San Andres Sports Complex.
t. Installed decontamination booth at BJMP.
u. Opened the second drive-thru COVID-19 Testing Center at Quirino Grandstand.
v. Launched a free walk-in COVID-19 Testing Center in Ospital ng Sampaloc.
w. Facilitated specimen transport from the Drive-thru COVID-19 Testing Facilities to District Hospitals.
x. Conducted inspection and maintenance of decontamination booth and inflatable tents at Gregorio Del Pilar Quarantine Facility.
y. Conducted misting/disinfecting and anti-dengue operation at Barangay 284 Goldrich Mansion.
z. Conducted misting operation at Bacood Public Library, Manila Civil Registry Office, Department of Assessment, Office of the City Accountant, City Budget Office, City Treasurer’s Office, RTC Branch 42, Office of the Secretary to the Mayor, Office of the City Administrator, MTPB OVR Section, MDSW, City Assessment Office, Division of City Schools, Manila Barangay Bureau and DILG, Development Bank of the Philippines Arroceros and Landbank YMCA.

aa. Provided 630,866 face masks to the constituents of the City of Manila.
bb. Issued EO No. 35 – An order providing guidelines on the operation of restaurants in the City of Manila including the provision for take-out and food delivery services during GCQ and for other purposes.
cc. The Manila Barangay Bureau, in coordination with the City Library, distributed vitamins, face shields, and books in select barangays.

dd. The Sangguniang Kabataan of Brgy. 80 Zone 7 distributed laptop tablets to select students in the barangay.

ee. Initiated the conduct of free mass swab testing for public market vendors, mall employees, supermarket employees, hotel staff, restaurant workers, e-trike drivers, pedicab drivers, tricycle drivers, jeepney drivers, and bus drivers.
ff. Passed Ordinance No. 8688 entitled, “An Ordinance Prohibiting the Use of Karaoke, Videokes, and Other Sound-producing Devices from Monday to Saturday, 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM”.
CDRRMC Makati City
a. Built two (2) negative pressure tents for COVID-19 patients at the Ospital ng Makati.
b. Established Makati Defeat COVID-19 Monitoring and Information System – an online contact tracing and monitoring application.
c. Used the Makatizen Card and Gcash which are contactless/cashless methods to give financial assistance to vulnerable sectors.
d. Provided cash gifts to graduating Grade 6 and Grade 12 students of the city thru Gcash:
   - Non-honor graduates – ₱1,000
   - Graduates “with honors” – ₱2,000
   - Graduates “with highest honors” – ₱5,000.
e. Implemented the Makatizen Economic Relief Program with a total budget of ₱2.7 Billion to provide ₱5,000.00 financial aid to every Makatizen affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
f. Provided free daily internet load to students in preparation for the conduct of e-classes for this school year through the Makatizen Student Learner's Package.
g. Established the MAKA-Tindahan Online Store to help constituents purchase household necessities without the need to go out of their houses and was made accessible and downloadable through the Makatizen App.
h. The LGU is recruiting jobless Public Utility Jeepney (PUJ) drivers, particularly those who were hardly hit by the travel restrictions amid the COVID-19 pandemic, to work with its innovative mobile learning hub.
i. Enacted City Ordinance No. 2020-165 which provides for the operation and safe dining guidelines of food establishments operating in the City.

CDRRMC Malabon City
a. Installed and turned-on additional streetlights (Barangays Flores, Longos, Tugatog, and Baritan) to ensure efficient and safer manning of authorized personnel.
b. Forged partnership with AFP for the AFP Mobile Kitchen for Barangays Longos, Tonsuya, Catmon, and Taniong.
c. Distributed 4,259 relief goods to the vulnerable sector from April 14 to May 1.
d. Provided 31,620 hot meals for the frontliners.
e. Continuous provision of Free Transportation “Kaagapay para sa mga Health Care Workers at Frontliners”.
f. Continuous deployment of E-trikes in all barangays to assist in the distribution of relief goods.
g. Distributed 858,320 food packs in the 21 barangays.
h. Established P.E.S.O. Employment Referral System or job matching scheme for those who have lost their source of income or livelihood due to the community quarantine.
i. Provided instructions on securing travel pass for locally stranded individuals (LSIs) through the City Government’s Facebook page.
j. Launched a COVID-19 application that will be used for contract tracing.
k. Released “Public Transport Guidelines on COVID-19 MECQ”.
l. Distributed 81,362 relief packs to senior citizens, PWDs, solo parents, drivers and other vulnerable sectors.
m. Continuous installation of street lights by the City Engineering Office for maintenance of peace and order.
n. Established the Malabon City SAP Hotline, posted on the City Government's FB Page
o. Implemented number coding for tricycles, E-trikes, and pedicabs as a measure to ensure social distancing, which shall be observed by drivers and passengers.
p. Conducted expanded strategic testing for BJMP personnel and PDLs.
q. Launched an information drive to remind the citizens of Malabon about the 3Ps, “Pagsuot ng Mask, Paghugas ng Kamay, at Physical Distancing” through the City Government’s Facebook page.
r. Encouraged Malabonians to donate their extra gadgets for the students and teachers of City of Malabon Polytechnic Institute (CMPI).
s. Provided squid to Brgy. Tugatog for distribution to its constituents.
t. Distributed relief packs to street sweepers donated by the City Foundation and PBSP.
u. City Sanitation Team put plastic cover in faculty rooms at the City of Malabon University (CMU) and in public places as a safety and preventive measures.

v. Conducted training on the proper use of PPE and disinfection of isolation area and ambulances for drivers, barangay staff, BHERTS, City Health Department, and Ospital ng Malabon staff.


x. Conducted continuous misting operation of MDRRMO in Barangay Hall and Health Center of Barangay Baritan and Santulan.

y. Provided breakfast provision under KKC program for individuals in Malabon City Isolation Areas.

**CDRRMC Marikina City**

a. Established a Bayanihan Center.

b. Established a COVID Testing Center through the Marikina Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory.

c. Enacted City Ordinance No. 767 s. 2020 on the Mandatory Wearing of Face Mask.

d. Launched an online palengke for the residents of Barangay Jesus dela Pena.

e. Established a Marikina Molecular Diagnostic Laboratory.

f. The Sangguniang Barangays of Jesus Dela Pena and Fortune in the City of Marikina launched an Online Palengke, and Breastfeeding Support Group, for its residents, respectively.

g. Provided Libreng Sakay to employees going to Marikina City Hall and residents going to Marikina Public Market, observing social distancing and health protocols.

**CDRRMC Muntinlupa City**

a. Implemented the "No Quarantine Pass, No Entry" policy in the city's public market.

b. Operationalized the "Market on Wheels" project.

c. Passed various policies relative to COVID-19 such as limited operating hours for establishments, closure of non-exempt establishments, anti-hoarding, banning of the sale of liquor, daily prayer hour, and the strict wearing of face mask when going outside.

d. Started transferring probable and suspect cases from their homes to quarantine facilities as an aggressive approach in containing the spread of the virus.

e. Distributed the third wave of relief goods to the communities, which benefitted 42,291 families.

f. TUPAD-GAD Sewers: Livelihood program in partnership with the City Gender and Development Office, PESO, Congressman Ruffy Biazon, and Councilor Arlene Hilapo to aid 164 sewers. Said sewers will work from home for 15 days for the production of facemasks with ₱537.00 daily wage or a total of ₱8,055.00 in 15 days.

**CDRRMC Navotas City**

a. Started offering free cremation services to Navotenos through its NavoHimlayan.

b. Continuously conducts through its Epidemiology Unit, of over-all monitoring of PUMs and PUIs in the city in coordination with the BHERTs and Brgy. Health Centers.

c. Continuous monitoring of Chinese movement and business establishments.

d. Provided cash vouchers to all senior citizens of Paranaque City, delivered right at their doorsteps with the help of AIR21 courier services.

e. Provided additional ISO to address increasing numbers of COVID cases and PUIs.

f. Implemented a policy not requiring notarization for business permit applications during the lockdown period, and allowed electronic submission and approval of such with minimum number of signatories.

**CDRRMC Parañaque City**

a. Allocated funds for the distribution of 10 kilograms of rice to all households.

b. Ordered the monitoring of Chinese ECQ violators, regular inspection of Chinese-owned business establishments, and monitoring of two condominiums with Chinese nationals involved in operating illegal POGO firms.

c. Continuous monitoring of Chinese movement and business establishments.

d. Provided cash vouchers to all senior citizens of Paranaque City, delivered right at their doorsteps with the help of AIR21 courier services.

e. Provided additional ISO to address increasing numbers of COVID cases and PUIs.

f. Implemented a policy not requiring notarization for business permit applications during the lockdown period, and allowed electronic submission and approval of such with minimum number of signatories.

**CDRRMC Pasay City**

a. Enacted the Pasay City ordinance that penalizes those who harass or humiliate frontliners and victims of the COVID-19 disease.
b. Launched the city’s anti-discrimination hotline for frontliners and COVID-19 patients, which is open from 8AM to 5PM.

c. Provided cooked foods for the constituents of Pasay City.

**CDRRMC Pasig City**

a. Signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between Pasig City Government and The Medical City (TMC) to address backlogs of testing persons for possible infection of the COVID-19.

b. Continuously monitors PUIs, confirmed cases, deaths, and recoveries.

c. Partnered with the Rotary Club of Makati for the provision of a 16-bed isolation area to be used as a “Step-Down Facility”.


e. Provided free crematorium services for any resident who died due to COVID-19 through the Project Damayan.

f. Conducts regular disinfection and decontamination in specific areas.

g. Monitoring of entry and exit restrictions and mobile markets through social media.

h. Passed an ordinance waiving all regulatory fees for private schools until face-to-face classes are allowed.

i. Provided free Enhanced Chemilluminiscence Immunoassay (ECLIA) testing to Pasig City residents.

**MDRRMC Pateros**

a. Established mini markets and installation of makeshift decontamination tents.

b. Established Fresh Market on Wheels and/or “Buy Gulay Online”.

c. Provided financial and non-financial support to the Municipality of Pateros as it needs more assistance and has limited funds compared to other LGUs in the NCR.

**CDRRMC Quezon City**

a. Issued Executive Order No. 29 re “An Order Recognizing Establishments Providing Credit Services as Essential Services During the ECQ”.

b. Collaborated with the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) for the AFP mobile kitchen.

c. Established a 40-ft refrigerated freezer van to be utilized as a mobile morgue at the Arlington Memorial Homes in Araneta Ave., Quezon City and was installed on 25 April 2020.

d. Opened the Hope 3 Community Facility with an 84-bed capacity and nursery facility.

e. Partnered with various line companies to accommodate more healthcare workers, frontliners, and employees in LibrengSakay Shuttle Service.

f. Employed social distancing mechanism in transport services of Quezon City.

g. Provided QC Quarantine care packs to those who were tested/swabbed and advised to undergo home quarantine.

h. Deployed buses to give transportation services for health workers.


j. Distributed the unclaimed SAP payouts.

k. Entered into a partnership with Food Panda delivery service to provide jobs for displaced public drivers/riders in the city.

l. Quezon City IMT deployed 1,286 personnel from members of QCDRRMC during operational period.

m. Distributed additional ventilators to hospitals.

n. Distributed ₱2,000 to vendors and hawkers in the city as part of Kalingang QC Program.

o. Reopened its protection center for victims of gender-based violence and abuses.

p. Launched a 15-bed Emergency Quarantine facility at Rosario Maclang Bautista General Hospital for mild to moderate COVID-19 cases.

q. Distributed 540 slippers to Hope Community Caring Facilities.

r. Provided financial assistance to over 12,000 PWDs, senior citizens, and solo parents in the City.

s. Distributed 5,000 face masks and face shield to market vendors in all eight (8) city-owned markets.
t. Quezon City local school board approved the ₱2.9B supplemental budget for ‘new normal’ in education.
u. Launched the QCart program, which supports the city’s micro and small businesses. 
v. Provided additional routes relative to Libreng Sakay for frontliners and health workers.
w. Partnered with LALAMOVE to help the displaced PUJ drivers by utilizing the jeepneys for its delivery services.
x. Provided 2,000 face shields and 100 protective personal equipment (PPEs) to the QC-Chapter of the Philippine Dental Association to be used by the dental clinics in Quezon City.
y. Provided ₱2,000.00 financial assistance to 35,000 PWDs, senior citizens, and solo parents through the Kalingang QC Online Payout.
z. Distributed frozen chicken to Quezon City TODA.
bb. Initiated the Sagip Batang Lansangan - Ngiti Mo, Sagot Ko Project held at Sagip Batang Solvent Reformation Center by the Quezon City Government through the Quezon City Health Department Dental Team in partnership with Rotary International District.
c. Distributed at total of 4.1 million food packs.
dd. Hosted an online zumba class for the enjoyment of the whole family while incorporating exercise and social and health benefits.
e. Implemented digital transactions for the application for and renewal of business and building permits. The shift to digital transactions will limit face-to-face interactions during the new normal.
ff. Signed a MOA with DSWD for the distribution of food packs.
gg. Signed a MOA between Lalamove for jeepney drivers affected by quarantine (LalaJeep) as alternative source of income for the jeepney drivers of the city.
hh. Provided free anti-rabies vaccine in Kaingin 1, Barangay Pansol.
ii. Constructed a protection shelter and activated its crisis helpline and online support groups that will both offer counseling and legal advice.
jj. Conducted decontamination activity at Camp Karinal.
k. Conducted COVID-19 rapid testing for QC City Hall employees from 22-26 June 2020.
l. FoodPanda Care Program donated 600 packs for the frontliners of QC Task Force on Solid Waste Management.
m. Partnered with Food Panda to form PandaTODA which is a program that enables residents to purchase food online and provide tricycle drivers an alternative source of income.
n. Started operations at the new COVID-19 Satellite Clinic in Novaliches District Hospital (NDH).
oo. Promoted the “Why I Wear Mask” Campaign.
pp. Provided free COVID-19 screening for small businesses in Quezon City.
qq. Launched the first virtual job fair via Facebook led by the Quezon City Public Employment Service Office (PESO) in partnership with Tele Tech.
rr. Issued QC SP Resolution no. 8200, s. 2020, Urging all Public Utilities, including but not limited to Electric, Telecommunication, and Water Companies to allow a 30-day Bill Payment Extension from due date.
t. Formulated guidelines for religious gatherings while under General Community Quarantine (GCQ).
uu. Developed digitized and innovated building application procedures to adapt to the new normal.
vv. Implemented guidelines for micro and small business enterprises for inclusion in the Kalingang QC sa Negosyo – Wage Relief Program.
ww. Inspected churches and places of worship within the City.
xx. Partnered with Grab Philippines in search for QC-based food business entrepreneurs in expanding their product reach.
yy. Inspected restaurants and other dining places in preparation for the increase in seating capacity to accommodate more customers while observing all the health standards and other COVID-19 protocols.
zz. Requested coordination with the Bureau of Quarantine (BOQ) regarding on COVID-19 patients billeted in various hotels in the city.
aaa. Partnered with Grab Philippines for the hosting of the Mega Swabbing Event for Grab Drivers at the Quezon City Memorial Circle.

bbb. Established a new quarantine and isolation facility in Brgy. Commonwealth with 30 cubicles that can be used by positive COVID-19 patients in District 2.

ccc. Distributed bread, food packs, and medicines to street dwellers who are temporarily placed in QC Memorial Circle temporary shelter.

ddd. Established a stand alone treatment facility hospital unit at the East Avenue Medical Center. The treatment facility which has its own emergency room, two (2) ICUs, operating room and support services to cater COVID19 patients.

eee. Launched “PALENGKONEK” a website (https://www.palengkonek.com) where residents of the city can buy fruits, vegetables and meat online without hassle of going out their houses to reach the nearest public markets.

fff. Launched the online telemedicine system, in partnership with DOH, where confirmed COVID-19 patients who are undergoing home quarantine or admitted to the city’s HOPE community-caring facilities can consult their doctors without the need to personally meet them.

ggg. Distributed ₱4,000.00 financial assistance as part of the QC Social Amelioration Program to barangays.

hhh. Opened new quarantine facilities to make service more accessible to residents in Barangays Holy Spirit, Masagana, Milagrosa, Dioquino Zobel, Bagumbahay, Duyan Duyan, Silangan, and Bayanihan.

iii. A MOA was signed between Quezon City Government, National Teachers College and APEC Schools under the Yuchengco-Ayala Education Partnership or iPeople Inc. Said collaboration allows Quezon City students to enroll in these private schools for free or at a lower cost.

jjj. Constructed additional classrooms to ensure the accommodation of students once the IATF allows face-to-face learning.

kkk. Started imposing fine for all bikers without helmet in accordance with Ordinance No. SP-2942.

lll. Provided financial assistance to the beneficiaries of the Social Services Development Department (SSDD).

CDRRMC San Juan City

a. Provided free cremation services to the residents of San Juan City who succumbed to COVID.

b. Adapted the City Resolution No. 54 & 55 and City Ordinances 26 & 27 effective 17 April 2020.

c. Conducted 1st batch of mass testing in San Juan – 206 confirmed cases, 271 suspect cases, 47 recovered cases, 34 deaths from COVID-19.

d. Approved a resolution authorizing San Juan City Mayor to enter a MOA with Mercury Drug Corp for the utilization of “Botika on Wheels” program.

e. Provided discount on prices of basic market goods through Palengke on Wheels.

f. Issued a memorandum for contractors and developers with on-going infrastructure projects in San Juan City for strict compliance of DPWH Safety Guidelines.

g. Provided free services, through the BPLO, for the step-by-step application for certificate of compliance relative to the re-opening of businesses in San Juan.

h. Issued Executive Order No. 40, s. 2020 re Promulgating guidelines on the implementation of the General Community Quarantine (GCQ) within the territorial jurisdiction of San Juan City.

i. Provided financial assistance for San Juan Medical and non-medical frontliners.

j. Conducted testing for San Juan City frontline workers, close contacts, and constituents who have coordinated with the Barangay Health Emergency Response Teams.

k. Opened the San Juan City Gym as the new mass testing facility in lieu of the Mega Swabbing Facility at Palacio de Maynila.

l. Opened the Pinaglaban Shrine to serve as jogging ang exercise venue for residents of the city.

CDRRMC Taguig City

a. Established “Vet Telemedicine” which is a virtual care solution which connects fur parents and veterinarians committed to provide consultation through mobile phones.

b. Partnered with non-profit organization (Mesa ni Misis) which supports local farmers by providing affordable and healthy food to the community.
c. Conducted classes through web meetings and self-paced learning tools.

**CDRRMC Valenzuela City**

a. Passed the Ordinance No. 685 s2020 “Anti- Fake ID Ordinance” thereby, all individual caught/reproduce/ using fake IDs (e.g. PWD, Senior Citizen, Employee, Driver’s license) will be fined or imprisoned for 6 months.

b. Imposed higher penalties to violators both administrative and criminal liabilities per amended Ordinance No 670 “An Ordinance Imposing Restrictions on Unnecessary Travel and Loitering in the City of Valenzuela from 8 PM to 5 AM in view of the COVID-19, Providing Exemptions and Penalties Therefor and for Other Purposes and subsequently amended, imposing higher penalties to violators both administrative and criminal liabilities.

c. Issued EO No. 2020-099 s. 2020 or “Creating the Valenzuela City IATF for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases (VCIATF-MEID) in the City of Valenzuela”.

d. Extended the deadline for the payment of Business, Real Property, and Transfer Tax to 25 June 2020, in pursuant to Section 4 of the Department of Finance Circular No. 002-2020.

e. Signed a partnership agreement with Singapore Domestic Laboratory and Pisces Hotel.

f. Issued new guidelines and protocols regarding MECQ including 50% workforce in more than 10 employees, safety measures like wearing face mask, physical distancing and frequent washing of hands, maximum of 5 persons per meeting, curfew hours of 8:00 PM to 5:00 AM, classes are still suspended and the City Government is still on skeleton workforce.

g. Passed Ordinance No. 695,s of 2020 or the “Anti-Kite Flying Ordinance”.

h. Valenzuela City Transportation Office held a meeting with all TODA and PODA operators to discuss and orienting them the new MECQ protocols and guidelines.

i. Reiterated the Ordinance No. 681 or the “Stay Sober Ordinance” which prohibits selling, buying, transportation, and consumption of liquors in the city during MECQ and state of Public Health Emergency.

j. Held a meeting with all mall operators of the city to discuss strict implementation of MECQ at their respective malls, and that any violation will lead to suspension of business permits.

k. The city, in coordination with the PNP, barangays, and Task Force Disiplina apprehended 257 individuals from 18-19 May 2020 in violation of local ordinances. All violators are issued Ordinance Violation Report.

l. Held a meeting with all funeral services of the city to discuss strict implementation of safe distancing during wakes, and that for non-covid related deaths, only the immediate family are allowed.

m. Passed Ordinance No. 708 s.2020 or the Anti COVID19 Jokes Ordinance. With this ordinance, all individuals are prohibited to joke around in regards with COVID19, pretending to have or accusing someone having the infection, through but not limited to conversation, letter, telephone, email, social media or any kind.

n. Enacted City Ordinance No. 685 series of 2020 or the “Anti-Fake ID Ordinance”. As the city government encountered some individuals who and establishments that use altered and tempered IDs to claim benefits and receive privileges. Violators would be subjected to administrative and criminal penalties.

o. Conducted second wave of distribution of food assistance to about 220,000 families. 24 satellite centers have been established around the city where beneficiaries can simply present their food voucher and redeem food packs thereby relieving them from the hassle of long lines.

p. Established automated contact tracing.

q. Established a step down facility for patients who tested negative twice but tested positive again for the disease.

r. Deployed Sweeper Vans for returning OFWs.

s. Partnered with 5 laboratories (The Medical City, Detoxicare Molecular Laboratory, Singapore Diagnostic Laboratory, Philippine Red Cross, and Hi Precision Diagnostic Laboratory).

t. LGU signed a MOA with Hi Precision Diagnostic Laboratory to increase daily testing capacity.

u. Released payouts to 19 barangay for 3,160 Qualified Senior Citizens of Valenzuela under RA 9994 or Expanded Senior Citizens Act of 2010.
v. City signed a MOA with ride hailing company “Joyride” where city tricycle drivers serve as their package couriers or delivery men during their no-work days because of the odd-even scheme implemented by the city.

w. Installation of three (3) walk-through thermal scanners in 3 major facilities of the city, City hall, Finance building and City External and Services Office (CESO).

x. Prepositioned equipment, including boats, at the seven (7) rescue satellite stations and likewise, modular tents to be placed inside classroom for safe distancing in consideration with the COVID-19 pandemic.

y. Signed a MOA with Happy Move PH wherein tricycle drivers will serve as their package couriers or delivery men during their no-work days since the City implements an odd-even scheme.

z. Issued advisory regarding the resumption of Modified Number Coding Scheme starting 8 June 2020. Healthcare workers and vehicles with 2 or more passengers including drivers are exempted.

aa. Issued advisory and warning regarding the preparation of all BDRRMCs within the City to prepare for the rainy season in consideration of the COVID-19 pandemic.

bb. Lifted Ordinance No. 699, s. 2020 re “Anti-Hoarding and Anti-Panic Buying Ordinance in Valenzuela City.”

c. Expanded the localized targeted confirmatory testing.

d. Provided another batch of food packs to the displaced jeepney drivers.

e. Provided “Libreng Sakay” to commuters going back to work from 5:30AM to 9:00PM.

f. Opened another isolation facility in Pinturin Senior Highschool building, in Brgy. Punturin near Balai Banyuhay, total of 64 available slots for quarantine and isolation individuals.

gg. Issued guidelines regarding the limitations of visiting memorial parks of cemetery to Ten (10) Individuals for every group following minimum public health standards according to IATF Reso. No. 49.

hh. Established 11 quarantine and isolation facilities.

ii. Signed an agreement with Abbott to use Abbott’s ARCHITECT test machines of which, the City has two (2) machines and can run up to 3,500 tests per day on a 10h run.

jj. Amended Ordinance No. 670, s. 2020, “An Ordinance Imposing Restrictions on Unnecessary Travel and Loitering in the City of Valenzuela from 8:00 PM to 5:00 AM in view of Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19), Providing Exemptions and Penalties Therefor and for Other Purposes” according to City Ordinance No. 729. Adjusting curfew hours from 10:00 PM to 5:00 AM. All provisions and exemptions will remain.

kk. Opened another isolation facility at Punturin Senior High School Building of which, in total, the City now has 13 quarantine and isolation facilities.

ll. Issued Ordinance No. 730, an amendment to Section 9 of Ordinance No. 723, s. 2020 which states that all salons, parlors, and barbershops are allowed to extend operating hours but not beyond curfew hours.

mm. Implemented Community Lockdown thru Barangay Paso de Blas in Bagong Kaunlaran from 12:00 AM, 25 July to 11:59 PM, 09 August 2020.

nn. Passed the Ordinance No. 765 Series of 2020 with the subject the “Workplace COVID-19 Management Ordinance”.

oo. Signed a MOA with Food Panda Philippines, Inc. to expand its food delivery services and provide alternative income for tricycle drivers who are affected by the community quarantine.

pp. Passed Ordinance No. 800, s. 2020 or “The Videoke and Other Devices of Similar Nature Regulatory Ordinance” which prohibits noise using stereos, karaoke, videoke, cassette, radio player, and other similar devices from Monday to Sunday, 10:00 PM to 6:00 AM the following day, during class hours, and in all residential and socialized housing areas in the City every Monday to Friday, 6:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

qq. Launched the third in-city relocation site located in Disiplina Village Lingunan in cooperation with Department of Human Settlement Human Development, Gawad Kalinga, and National Grid Corporation of the Philippines.
Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR)

Issued the following in relation to COVID-19 response:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>REGIONAL/ LOCAL DECLARATIONS</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 11, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Resolution No. 01, s. 2020</td>
<td>Formulating and Operationalizing the Cordillera Support Plan to the DOH Inter-Agency Task Force on Emerging / Re-emerging Infectious Diseases (IATF-EREID) (COVID-19) Contingency Plan: Four-Dour Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 16, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 11, s. 2020</td>
<td>Constitution of Support Working Teams (SWTs) for the Cordillera Regional DRRM Council Task Groups on COVID-19 and Submission of Implementation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 12, s. 2020</td>
<td>Raising the Alert Status of the Cordillera RDRRMC Emergency Operations Center (EOC) from BLUE Alert to RED Alert Status in the COVID-19 virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 13, s. 2020</td>
<td>Activation of the Regional Incident Management Team (IMT) for the Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 23, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 14, s. 2020</td>
<td>Mandatory Decontamination / Disinfection of Frontline Service Providers and Service Vehicles being utilized for COVID-19 Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 25, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 15, s. 2020</td>
<td>No Mask, No Gloves, No Entry Policy: A COVID-19 Safety Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 28, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 16, s. 2020</td>
<td>Addendum to the Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 15, s. 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 31, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Memorandum No. 17, s. 2020</td>
<td>Submission of Baseline Data for the Formulation of Cordillera Regional Recovery and Resiliency Plan for Sectors and Communities affected by coronavirus disease 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 27, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Resolution No. 02, s. 2020</td>
<td>Urging the Cordillera Local Government Units to Purchase the Agricultural Produce of Vegetable Farmers in their Areas and Provide Mechanisms, such as the Deployment of Rolling Stores, for their Distribution as Relief Goods while the Region is under ECQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 30, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RDRRMC Resolution No. 03, s. 2020</td>
<td>Constituting the Cordillera Regional Inter-Agency Task Group on the Management of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19 ) Health Event and its Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undated</td>
<td>Unnumbered</td>
<td>Guidelines in the Use of Gloves to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 30, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 AO No. 01, s. 2020</td>
<td>The assumption as Chairperson, Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 of the Regional Director, OCD-CAR &amp; Chairperson, Cordillera RDRRMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 30, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 AO No. 02, s. 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 Task Organization, Objectives, Functions, and Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 30, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 AO No. 03, s. 2020</td>
<td>Designation of Edgardo J. Ollet, MNSA as Chief of Staff and Frankie Cortez, LPT as Operations Officer of the Chairperson, Cordillera RIATG COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 31, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 MC No. 01, s. 2020</td>
<td>Operational Guidelines on the Management of COVID-19 Situation in the Cordilleras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 MC No. 02, s. 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 - Cordillera RDRRMC Implan on the Management of Medicines, Medical Equipment, Supplies, and Other Health Products ICOV COVID-19 Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 13, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 MC No. 03, s. 2020</td>
<td>Data Sharing Arrangement and Submission of Reports of Contact Tracing Results and Activities as Addendum to the Regular Submission of Situational Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 MC No. 04, s. 2020</td>
<td>Constitution of Technical Working Group (TWG) for the conduct of Economic Losses and Human Recovery Needs Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 18, 2020</td>
<td>Memorandum from the C, RIATG COVID-19</td>
<td>Inventory Report of Hospitals and LGU Patient Care Center (Isolation) in the Cordilleras for the Conduct of Mass Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 22, 2020</td>
<td>MC No. 05, s. 2020</td>
<td>Invitation to a web-based seminar titled “Laban Kontra COVID-19: Sharing the BGHMC experience in Pre-Hospital Care and Transport”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 25, 2020</td>
<td>MC No. 06, s. 2020</td>
<td>Submission of Situational Report in Compliance with the NTF COVID-19 Report Templates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 27, 2020</td>
<td>MC No. 07, s. 2020</td>
<td>Conduct of 2-Day Report Development Workshop for the COVID-19 Regional Economic Losses and Human Recovery Needs Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG COVID-19 Res. No. 01, s. 2020</td>
<td>Operationalization of a Customs Cordillera’s Management of COVID-19 Strandees and Repatriates in Keeping with the 01-15 May 2020 ECQ (ECQ) and General Community Quarantine (GCQ) Implementation Nationwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30, 2020</td>
<td>MC No. 08, s. 2020</td>
<td>Dissemination of the Feasibility Analysis of Syndromic Surveillance Using a Spatio-Temporal Epidemiological Modeler (FASSSTER) and TANOD COVID Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>REGIONAL/ LOCAL DECLARATIONS</td>
<td>DETAILS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 8, 2020</td>
<td>Transitory Implementation Plan</td>
<td>To the Resolution No. 1, series of 2020, dated 29 April 2020 “Operationalizing a customized Cordillera’s Management of COVID-19 Strandees and Repatriates in Keeping with the May 1-15, 2020 ECQ (ECQ) and General Community Quarantine (GCQ) Implementation Nationwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 8, 2020</td>
<td>Memorandum form the C, Cordillera RIATG and C, Cordillera RDRRMC</td>
<td>Documentary Requirements for all Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) returning/entering the Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 8, 2020</td>
<td>Memorandum form the C, Cordillera RIATG and C, Cordillera RDRRMC</td>
<td>Provision of Transportation for the Strandees/Repatriates Returning to the Cordilleras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 09, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG Resolution No. 01, s. 2020</td>
<td>Operationalizing a Customized Cordilleras’ Management of COVID-19 Strandees and Repatriates in Keeping with the 1-15 May 2020 ECQ and GCQ Implementation Nationwide Transitory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 09, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RIATG Resolution No. 01, s. 2020 Implementation Plan</td>
<td>Implementation Plan to the resolution No. 01, series of 2020, dated 29 April 2020 “Operationalizing a customized Cordilleras Management of COVID-19 Strandees and Repatriates in Keeping with the May 1-15, 2020 Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) and General Community Quarantine (GCQ) Implementation Nationwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16, 2020</td>
<td>Public Advisory</td>
<td>Advisory on the Issuance of Travel Authority to LSIs and Returning Overseas Filipinos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16, 2020</td>
<td>Public Advisory</td>
<td>Authorized Persons Outside Residence (APOR) List Under General Community Quarantine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27, 2020</td>
<td>Cordillera RTF COVID-19 MC No. 11, s. 2020</td>
<td>Constitution of Sub-Task Group on the Management of Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) and Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs) (STG on Management of LSIs and ROFs) under the Supervision of the DILG-CAR as Vice-Chairperson for Community Quarantine of the Cordillera Regional Task Force COVID-19 (Cordillera RTF COVID-19).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task Units**

a. The Cordillera Regional Inter-Agency Task Group for COVID-19 convened a Joint Coordination Meetings on 14 and 23 April 2020 at DPWH-CAR Conference Hall, Engineer’s Hill, Baguio City for the updates on the activities and ways forward on the Task Units.

b. Members from the CRDRRMC-CRIATG attended the meeting and orientation of the technical working group (TWG) in preparation for the conduct of the Economic Losses Assessment and Human Recovery Needs Assessment in the region.

c. OCD CAR Regional Director and Cordillera Regional Inter-Agency Task Group for COVID-19 Chairperson participated in the 15th NIC Inter-Task Group VTC Meeting.

d. Cordillera Regional DRRMC-Cordillera Regional Inter-Agency Task Group for COVID-19 convened for the 5th Joint Coordination Meeting on 13 May 2020 at Conference Hall, OCD-CAR, Quezon Hill, Baguio City.

e. Hosted the Kapihan sa Baguio where COVID19 updates were disseminated as well as preparations for the typhoon/rainy season. The four regional vice-chairs of the regional DRRM council were all present/represented.

f. Participated and reported updates in the 37th NIC Inter-Task Group VTC Meeting on 28 July 2020.
DOH CHD CAR
a. Continuous coordination with the Regional Epidemiology and Surveillance Units (RESU), the Emerging and Re-emerging Infectious Diseases (EREID) Program coordinators, and with the Local Epidemiology and Surveillance Units (LESUs) with regard to PUIs/PUMs, logistical requirements, and medicines to be allocated to the health facilities.
b. Continuous clinical management of the PUIs and collection of appropriate specimens testing.
c. Issued and disseminated Resolution No. 1 s. 2020 by the Cordillera RIATG Task Unit on Medical Health Response: “Guidelines for Quick Triage of Regional Line Agency Employees Returning to Work After the Lifting of ECQ or its Reclassification to GCQ”.
d. Provided mental health services for IMT members.
e. Conducted Training on Specimen Collection, Packaging, and Transport during Infectious Disease Outbreak.
f. Provided technical assistance to facilities applying for Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility certification to increase available TTMFs catering to asymptomatic and mild COVID19 cases in the provinces.

DOST CAR
a. Provided various personal protective equipment (PPE) to frontline workers.
c. Conducted webinar on FASSSTER.
d. Distributed frontline sanitiks, facemasks, alcohol, and food packs.
e. Prepared disinfectant solutions and 70% ethyl alcohol which were then distributed to hospitals.
f. Distributed 1,200 liters of rubbing alcohol in partnership with the San Miguel Corporation.
g. Distributed 1,300 3D-printed face shields to frontliners in partnership with local fabricators, the Philippine Science High School – CAR Campus (PSHS-CARC), the Cordillera Regional Health Research and Development Consortium (CRHRDC), and the SLU SIRIB Center.
h. Distributed 10,000 DOST-MIRDC face shields, which were fabricated through plastic injection technology, to the CRDRRMC and all LGUs in the region.
i. Promoted and deployed information management and data analytics systems:
   • Support to the University of the Cordilleras’ GIS Laboratory in the Introduction of GIS as an information management system for COVID-19 surveillance and community needs mapping.
   • Deployed feasibility analysis of syndromic surveillance using spatio-temporal epidemiological modeler for early detection of diseases (FASSSTER) as a decision support system for CAR LGUs in partnership with the DOH-CAR.

PRO Cordillera
a. Continuous contact tracing for residents in contact with COVID positive person.
b. Provided personnel as security escorts on the distribution of the Social Amelioration Program on their respective departure and arrival place and vice-versa.
c. Provided area security and police presence during the distribution of the Social Amelioration Program (SAP) payouts in various parts of the region.
d. Ensured strict enforcement of curfew hours and liquor ban.
e. Provided augmentation of mobility assets and personnel in the hauling of FFPs.
f. Baguio City Police Office launched the project entitled “Kapwa Ko, Sagot Ko”: A project of BCPO to prepare relief goods to be distributed to the affected individuals of the city.
j. Conducted Video Conferencing participated by R-Staffs, RSUs, PDs/CD and other Head of Office concerning the distribution of Social Amelioration Fund and matters related to COVID-19.
k. Furnished the EOC with data using the templates in OCD Memo 239, s. 2020 re Harmonization of Response Cluster Reports and RTF Situation Report.
l. Processed and issued a total of 70,891 Travel Authority (TA) of which, 32,899 were for Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs), 953 for Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs), and 37,039 for other citizens.
503rd Infantry Brigade, Philippine Army
a. Deployed personnel in all Quarantine Control Points (QCPs) in the region in the implementation of the Luzon-wide ECQ.
b. Provided augmentation of mobility assets and personnel for the hauling and delivery of learning materials for DepEd Schools Division of Baguio City.
c. Provided augmentation of mobility assets and personnel for the hauling of FFPs and PPEs.

14th CAR Regional Community Defense Group, Army Reserve Command
Deployed personnel in all QCP in the region relative to the implementation of the Luzon-wide ECQ.

Tactical Operations Group-1, Philippine Air Force
a. Established decontamination facilities.
b. Issued guidelines/requirements for non-military passengers of air assets to protect pilot and crews from potential transmission of COVID-19.
c. Established quarantine facilities for TOG-1 personnel.

LTO CAR
a. Law Enforcement Operations disinfected motor vehicles including jeepneys ferrying health workers before proceeding to its respective destination.
b. LTO Law Enforcement Operations provided free shuttle services exclusive for barangay health workers in the City of Baguio.

BFP CAR
a. Coordinated and assisted the Local Government Unit, DOH, and PNP in the enforcement of ECQ.
b. Placed on stand-by personnel for logistical support to ensure the implementation of the enhanced community quarantine.
c. Provided assistance to haul shelter repair kits for the distribution to Province of Abra and Apayao.
d. Conducted Community Case Monitoring and coordination with the MIATF.
e. Placed stations on stand-by for any emergencies or activities as need arises.

OWWA CAR
a. Provided assistance to province-bound Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) who were affected by the implementation of the ECQ.
b. Facilitated the return of ROFs to their residences.

DILG CAR
a. Issued policies and guidelines on the prohibition of social gathering, observance of curfew, hygiene station in all business establishments, and price freeze for all basic commodities.
b. Continuously monitored and assisted stranded constituents in the region.
c. Established an online tracker of concerns, complaints, queries, and requests.
d. Implemented and monitored the compliance of LGUs on the Conduct of Expanded Testing Procedures for COVID-19 as per MC 2020-073.
e. Furnished the Cordillera RDRRMC EOC with updates on contact tracing teams and activities, and provided same with data using the templates as reflected in the OCD Memo 239, s. 2020 re Harmonization of Response Cluster Reports and RTF Situation Report.
f. Issued resolution recommending favorable action by the Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Disease (IATD-EID) of the appeal of Baguio City to be reclassified under modified General Community Quarantine.
g. Issued resolution re: partially granting the request of the Governor of Apayao for the municipalities of Conner and Kabugao to shift from Modified General Community Quarantine (MGCQ) to General Community Quarantine (GCQ).
h. Issued resolution re: allowing Barangay Poblacion, La Paz, Abra to shift from Modified General Community Quarantine (MGCQ) to General Community Quarantine (GCQ) until June 15, 2020.
National Nutrition Council CAR
a. Disseminated COVID-related advisories, policies, and guidelines through social media.
b. Provided technical assistance to Baguio City in the preparation of City Nutrition Committee advisory addressed to barangay officials regarding the management/distribution of nutrition commodities in its respective barangays through non-DOH or HSO channels.
c. Facilitated the preparation and approval of RNC Resolution no 7, s. 2020 re Enjoining all LGUs, NGAs, NGOs, civic groups, private entities, and other offices to include fruits and vegetables in the food packs to be distributed to constituents during the ECQ period and future emergencies and disasters.

Environmental Management Bureau CAR
b. Distributed 193 pcs of PPEs to its employees.

Local Government
a. Continuous contact tracing of residents who were in contact with COVID positive person.
b. Setup checkpoints in every entry and exit of each municipality.
c. Issued Executive Orders re Prohibition of Social Gathering, Observance of Curfew, hygiene station in all business establishments, and price freeze for all basic commodities.
d. Activated Barangay Health Emergency Response Teams (BHERTs).
e. Implemented the triage protocols for individuals/ LSIs arriving to its respective AORs from other provinces and regions.

B. TASK UNIT ON RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND LOGISTICS

DSWD CAR
a. The Operations Center is on RED ALERT in accordance to the alert level status of Cordillera Regional Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (CRDRRMC).
b. Monitored the stockpiles in the provinces and facilitated the processing of RIS.
c. Coordinated with other agencies and organizations for warehousing of FNFIs that will be prepositioned to different provinces in CAR.
d. Ensured continuous purchase and repacking of Family Food Packs (FFPs) for relief distribution and prepositioning.
e. Delivered FFPs to different provinces for relief augmentation.
f. Disseminated Interim Guidelines on Relief Distribution to City/Municipal Local Government Units in relation to COVID-19.
g. Continuously monitored reports from the different municipalities.
h. Social Amelioration Program Updates
   • With the on-going review of proposals for the Social Amelioration Programs, the review committee was able to review 77 proposals from 70 municipalities and two (2) cities.
   • Continuous monitoring of payout for the non-4Ps beneficiaries of SAP.
   • Responded to grievances and strategized the utilization of savings on SAP distribution.
   • A total of 60,125 4Ps households and 238,051 non-4Ps families have received their Social Amelioration Program (SAP) assistance payout amounting to a total of ₱1,554,091,250.00.
   • Commenced with the distribution of the second tranche of the Social Amelioration Program payouts, with 13,990 4Ps and 39,375 non-4Ps households provided with a total of ₱274,621,000.00 assistance.
i. Provided assistance amounting to a total of ₱2,075,421,108.84 of which, ₱150,850,793.85 was provided by the Local Government Units and ₱1,915,214,451.00 was augmented by DSWD CAR in the form of its available Family Food Packs, Assistance to Individuals in Crisis Situations and Social Amelioration Program Emergency Fund; and likewise, Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) and Private Individuals also donated a total amount of ₱366,417.00 and ₱8,989,447.00 respectively.
j. Facilitated the transfer of funds to LGUs with supplemental proposals for SAP. Funds were transferred to 37 municipalities which submitted their supplemental proposals.
k. Signed a joint advisory between the DSWD and DILG Field Offices CAR to fast track the submission of encoded SAP additional list based on MC14, due June 11, 2020.
l. Continuous coordination with DRMB and NRLMB on the disaster operations concerns such as technical assistance guidance and facilitation of logistical concerns.
m. Facilitated the Turnover of DSWD Donation Drive to Benguet General Hospital.
n. Continuous hauling of NFA rice from Loakan, Baguio City to Regional Warehouse.
o. Continuous repacking of Family Food Packs in the production hubs in the provinces.
p. Participated and hosted the Kapihan.
q. Monitored the accommodation and ferrying of the Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) who are going home to their respective provinces

OCD CAR
a. Provided fuel support to augmented mobility assets and Response Clusters.
b. Facilitated the coordination and logistical requirements of the hauling and transportation of FFPs to provinces.
c. Ensured inter-agency coordination and sharing of logistical resources for the hauling of donations, relief goods, and other essential supplies.
d. Facilitated the transport, distribution, and recording of medical supply donations.
e. Facilitated the transport of DSWD-CAR’s Food and Non-Food item from the City of Baguio to the Province of Abra through DPWH-CAR and DSWD-CAR.
f. Reported accomplishments of the regional Logistics Cluster during the Response Cluster meeting on 27 April 2020 highlighting that all logistics requests have been accomplished with the assistance of the cluster members in providing manpower, vehicles, and security.
g. Facilitated and coordinated the transport of the 2 stranded residents of Davao City to travel from Baguio City to Davao.
h. Issued 3 memoranda to concerned agencies in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic and in support to RA No. 11469 otherwise known as “Bayanihan to Heal as One Act”.
i. Distributed medical PPEs to Baguio City, Municipality of Bontoc, Municipality of Sagada, and PMA.
j. Assisted and coordinated with other LGUs and partner agencies re: transition from GCQ to MGCQ concerns.
k. Facilitated the conduct of the 8th Joint Cordillera RDRRMC-Cordillera RTF COVID-19 Coordination Meeting Video Teleconference.
l. Coordinated and supervised the turnover of various medical PPEs to the Bureau of Jail Management and Penology-Cordillera.
m. Coordinated and facilitated the hauling and transport of 3,000 FFPs and PPE to the Province of Kalinga.
n. Received 10,000 PPEs from DOH Central Office.
o. Facilitated the repacking of 5,000 PPE for the municipalities in the Region together with the Army Reserve Command.
p. Facilitated the pick-up of 750 PPE sets by the province of Apayao and 2,275 PPE sets by the province of Abra.
q. Endorsed the request of LGU Burgos, La Union for isolation facilities to DPWH I.
r. Facilitated and released the following:
   • 300 medical PPEs sets to the municipalities of Rizal, Pasil, Balbalan and Tinglayan in Kalinga and Kibungan, Kabayan, Kapangan and Tublay in Benguet.
   • 625 medical PPE sets and 128 shelter repair kits to the Province of Ifugao and seven (7) of its municipalities.
   • 225 medical PPE sets to the municipalities of Lubuagan, Pinukpok, and Tanudan, Kalinga.
   • 126 shelter repair kits to the Province of Apayao
   • 450 shelter repair kits to the Province of Abra.
   • 75 medical PPE sets to the municipality of Licuan-Baay, Abra.
   • 75 medical PPE sets to the municipality of Atok, Benguet.
- 50 medical PPEs sets to OWWA CAR.
- 50 pieces of face shields for OWWA-CAR.
- 20 pieces of face shields for DOST-PAGASA.
- Three (3) ventilators for Baguio City

**DPWH CAR**

a. Hauled rice from NFA CAR to production hubs of DSWD FO-CAR.
b. Delivered specimens from Baguio City to the RITM in Manila.
c. Continuous provision of vehicles to support logistical needs and requests.
d. Provided transportation and assistance to haul PPEs from Camp Aguinaldo to Baguio City and Province of Apayao.

**DENR CAR**

a. Assisted PNP in manning the quarantine control points (QCPs) and forest product monitoring stations.
b. Donated 18,409.23 bd. ft. total volume of lumbers with an estimated value of ₱620,911.19 to hospitals/LGUs/PNP in the region.
c. Rendered assistance through the following services
   - 5,764 pcs of PPE were distributed amounting to ₱227,927.50,
   - Distribution of hygiene kit and sanitation worth ₱155,775.00
   - Distribution of Food Items worth ₱604,792.49
   - Cash donation worth ₱315,900.00
   - Assisted in the manning of 92 established barangay COVID-19 Checkpoints
   - Used five (5) DENR building as temporary quarantine facilities, and
   - Repackaging/distribution and delivery of relief goods using DENR vehicles.

**503rd Infantry Brigade, Philippine Army**
Provided augmentation of mobility assets and personnel in the hauling of FFPs.

**14th CAR Regional Community Defense Group, Army Reserve Command**

a. Provided augmentation of mobility assets and personnel in the hauling of FFPs.
b. Provided transportation and assistance to haul PPEs from Camp Aguinaldo to Baguio City.
c. Provided assistance in the repacking and hauling of PPE for the distribution to Province of Benguet and Mountain Province

**Tactical Operations Group-1, Philippine Air Force**

a. Provided augmentation of mobility assets and personnel in the hauling of FFPs.
b. Assisted and transported non-Baguio residents to Pangasinan.
c. Accommodated stranded students and workers in Baguio City.
d. Provided air mobility in the leaflet drop activity in the provinces of Abra, Mt. Province, and Ilocos Sur areas.
e. Provided transportation and assistance to haul PPEs from Camp Aguinaldo to Baguio City.
f. Facilitated and coordinated the transportation to airlift the relief goods for far-flung municipalities in the Province of Benguet.
g. Facilitated and coordinated the transportation to airlift the relief goods of the Province of Abra to the far-flung places of the province, and a total of 6 shuttles with 51 sacks of relief packs for the municipality of Malibcong and Lacub, Abra.
h. Assisted private partners in distributing relief packs to vulnerable sectors in NHA Tadiangan, Tuba and in Brgy. Irisan.
i. Provided assistance to haul shelter repair kits to Province of Abra and Apayao.

**Philippine Military Academy Disaster Inter-task Group**
Placed on standby for logistical support to ensure the implementation of the enhanced community quarantine.
**LTO CAR**
a. LTO-CAR Law Enforcement Service assisted the PNP in manning the established quarantine checkpoints around Baguio City and La Trinidad, Benguet and likewise, dispatched three (3) teams of the LTO Enforcers in various checkpoints in Baguio City and nearby municipalities in Benguet and assisted in the flow of traffic along Halsema Highway.
b. LTO Law Enforcement Operation provided free shuttle services exclusive for barangay health workers in the City of Baguio.

**DOTr CAR**
Provided transportation to stranded tourists travelling to their respective destinations.

**LTFRB CAR**
a. Issued special permits for the vehicles ferrying health workers in Baguio City.
b. Disseminated SAP information to drivers of public utility vehicles (PUVs).

**DTI CAR**
a. Implemented the Rolling Store joint project to ease congestion at the Baguio City Market during the implementation of the Enhanced Community Quarantine due to the COVID-19 threat.
b. Provided social welfare benefits through funded programs:
   - A total of ₱228.05M was awarded to 1,105 MSMEs under the Enterprise Rehabilitation Fund.
   - A total of ₱1.77M was awarded to 221 MSMEs under the Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay.
   - A total of ₱1.72M was awarded to 172 beneficiaries under the Pangkabuhayan sa Pagbangon at Ginhawa.
c. Continuous conduct of Joint (DTI-DOLE-DOH-LGU) Inspection of Restaurants/Fastfood Establishments and Joint (DTI-LGU) Inspection.
d. Conducted Joint Inspection with Baguio City and DOH-CAR in 70 major establishments selling face shields.
e. Signed Memorandum of Agreement on the Baguio Revitalization Actions for a Vibrant Economy-Economic Stimulus Package (BRAVE-ESP) of the Baguio City LGU in partnership with the DTI-Small Business Corporation for the release of City’s Php 100 million load assistance to micro and small enterprises to mitigate the impact of quarantine measures imposed to local businesses.

**C. TASK UNIT ON STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS**

**PIA CAR**
a. Regularly conducted Kapihan and press briefings with the members of the Cordillera RDRRMC and IATF-EID.
c. Continuously monitors social media accounts to ensure valid and reliable information are shared with the general public.
d. Facilitated around 128 media passes of PCOO-IPC media passes for local media during ECQ including printing and lamination (region-wide).
e. Issued monitoring/resolution regarding alleged abuse of media passes and issued resolution of alleged abuse of media passes; not locally issued but PCCO-IPC issued in Manila.
f. Facilitated requests of LGUs to return to ECQ status through endorsements and recommendations.
g. Produced video focusing on the government and non-government efforts and activities in the “New Normal”.
h. Shared the results of the quick response survey on knowledge, perceptions, and information-seeking behavior of the filipino youth amid COVID-19.
i. Conducted live simulcast airing of National and Local Briefings in the regional, provincial, and municipal level.
j. Regular uploading of quote cards highlighting information from the different COVID19 Task Groups in the region.
DOH CHD CAR
a. Continuous dissemination of COVID-19 updates through social media, government media outfits, and official reports furnished to the Cordillera RDRRMC EOC.
b. Conducted health emergency meetings in relation to the COVID-19 health event.
c. Attended and reported health updates during cluster meetings and RIATG meetings.

OCD CAR
a. Continuous dissemination of public advisories and IECs on COVID-19 from primary sources through social media.
b. Distributed press releases to partner media outfits for dissemination.
c. Participated and reported accomplishments and concerns of CAR at the 8th Inter-task group meeting through video conferencing.
d. Participated the 13th Inter-task group meeting through video conferencing.

DICT Luzon Cluster 1
a. Continuous provision and monitoring of free public internet access in 53 specific sites in the provinces of Abra, Apayao, Benguet, and Mountain Province as well as in the City of Baguio.
b. Lent Information Communication Technology equipment to the Regional IMT and Cordillera Regional Inter-Agency Task Force-Emergency Operation Center such as 6 laptops (with accessories) and printer.
c. Ensured the implementation of systems (Google Hangout, Meet, and FB Messenger) and the use of other applicable ICT technologies for the effective implementation of work-from-home (WFH) and work-on-line arrangement to render services within and outside the department.
d. Collaborated with CURBph for possible partnership and recommendation of the developed mobile responsive system to the government especially NDRRMC.
e. Social media posting on:
   - COVID-19 Pandemic Related Information
   - Data Privacy Awareness
   - Posted online platform of DICT Tech4Ed for online study of students
f. Accepted Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI) applications for the issuance of digital certificates for digital signatures to have trusted and reliable online transactions.
g. Provided the following schools with internet connection:
   - DepEd Baguio Division
   - DepEd Baguio Teacher’s Camp
   - Rizal Elem School
   - Mabini Elem School
   - Quezon Elem School
   - Baguio City National High School
   - Baguio Special Education Center
   - UP Baguio
   - Benguet State University

DepEd CAR
b. Adopted the “Work from Home” arrangement in cognizance of the ECQ. The delivery of services shall be done online or via telecommunicating and through official social media platforms.
d. Trained teachers for giving Mental Health and Psychosocial Support, on Blended Learning Delivery and other Modalities.
e. Validated internet access and internet strength in schools and learners’ residences.
Philhealth Regional Office CAR
b. Issued statement extending PhilHealth coverage to member-patients suspected of 2019-COVID-19 infection.

NTC CAR
a. Issued several memoranda on the renewal and/or extension of permits of broadcast and communication companies to continue their operations, allowing them to travel to conduct telecommunication-related services.
b. Assisted the Task Unit on Strategic Communications to encourage Broadcast Entities (AM, FM, TV and CATV) to disseminate updates of government efforts in the Cordillera Region.
c. Assisted DepEd Benguet in the provision of free air-time for radio-based instruction for the new normal through appealing to the broadcast entities within Baguio and Benguet to act on their request (Number of stations: CATV-2; AM broadcast stations-3; FM broadcast stations-10).

D. TASK UNIT ON ECONOMY

NEDA CAR
a. Continuous coordination with other agencies to address economic and development concerns in the region such as supply allocation, price control, business continuity plans, and social welfare benefits among others.
c. Proposed RDRRMC Resolution urging the LGUs to Purchase the Agricultural Produce of Vegetable Farmers on 27 March 2020 and RDRRMC Resolution convening the RDRRMC as IATF in the region on 27 March 2020.
d. Prepared the Ilocano version of the Consumer Rapid Assessment Questionnaire and disseminated the consumer and business survey.
e. Prepared 3 reports on the CAR Experience (good practices, issues) in managing the COVID Crisis.
g. Continuously tracked the COVID effects, calamity funds, health facilities, crematoriums, and prepared issue paper on Handling of Remains of Victims.
h. Co-organized with OCD-CAR a PDNA for COVID-19 TWG Orientation and Baseline Data Consolidation on 21 April 2020, participated by 25 regional line agencies.
j. Conducted a 2-day Recovery and Resiliency Plan formulation workshop on 07 May 2020 at Nene Pimentel Hall, DILG CAR, Baguio City in coordination with OCD-CAR.

OCD CAR
a. Conducted a 2-day Recovery and Resiliency Plan formulation workshop on 7 May 2020 at the Nene Pimentel Hall, DILG-CAR, Baguio City in coordination with NEDA-CAR.
c. Issued Cordillera RIATG MC No. 4, s. 2020 on the constitution of technical working group for the conduct of Economic Losses and Human Recovery Needs Assessment and formulation of Cordillera Regional Recovery and Resiliency Plan for COVID19.
e. Prepared the Terms of Reference for the PDNA TWG members for approval on 23 April 2020 during the Cordillera 2nd Quarter Full Council Meeting.
DOST CAR
Provided social welfare benefits for the population, deferment of SETUP refund for 5 months (March-July 2020) to benefit 170 MSMEs continue operation.

DTI CAR
a. Disseminated advisories on the Suggested Retail Price of PPEs/health products.
b. Continuous monitoring of the prices of prime commodities through the Local Price Coordinating Councils.
c. Implemented the Rolling Store joint project to ease congestion at the Baguio City Market during the implementation of the ECQ due to the COVID-19 threat and ensured that aside from grocery items, agricultural products such as meat, fish, and lowland and highland vegetables were also made available for the market-goers.
d. Ensured supply allocation and price monitoring.
e. Activated and monitored business continued plans (BCPs) with DOT.
f. Provided social welfare benefits for the population through funded programs.
g. Issued DTI-MC 20-44 on 01 August 2020, “Prescribing the Recategorization of some Business Activities from Category IV to Category III, Additional Services Allowed for Barbershops and Salons, Adjustment of Operating Hours, and Amendment of the IATF Negative List.

DOLE CAR
a. Disseminated issuances and advisories on the Adjustment Measures Program for Affected Workers due to the Coronavirus Disease 2019
b. Implemented of Emergency Employment Assistance Program – Tupad Program for informal sectors (to be hired to disinfect).
c. Provided a total of ₱374.8M to 68,152 beneficiaries under CAMP and ₱374.8M provided to 11,449 beneficiaries under TUPAD.

d. Local chief executives from the Baguio-La Trinidad-Ilogon-Sablan-Tublay-Tuba (BLISTT) convened for an emergency meeting to address immediate concerns regarding the proper implementation of the enhanced community quarantine as well as prepare for a recovery and rehabilitation plan.
e. Assisted in the identification of SAP beneficiaries based on guidelines provided by DSWD CAR.
f. Established and accredited rolling stores stationed in the different strategic areas.

d. Launched KADIWA Direct Connect which aims to facilitate direct linkage between and among farmers and buyers even outside the region particularly Metro Manila and other urban centers and likewise, linked with the KADIWA ni Ani at Kita trading centers and rolling stores.
b. Distributed planting materials with 2,770.66 kg of assorted vegetable seeds
c. Conducted seedling production for distribution in DA Stations.
d. Issued 112 transport carriers accreditation and other licenses for agricultural products.
e. Issued 6,031 food passes and 14,813 IATF IDs to agri-workers.
f. Conducted reactivation/organization of Local Price Monitoring Councils.
g. Created and activated the Regional Bantay Presyo Monitoring Team.
h. Ensured ongoing implementation of the Rice Resiliency Project for increasing rice sufficiency level regionwide with a budget of ₱261,926,000.00.
i. Monitored the BAPTC through the Regional Bantay Presyo Monitoring Team.
j. Continuously distributed assistance to the beneficiaries of the Kadiwa ni Ani at Kita, Rice Resiliency Project (RRP), E-SURE Aid, Urban Agriculture and RFFA.
k. Distributed corn hybrid seeds to affected farmers in Ifugao.
l. Increased rice sufficiency level by distributing high quality seeds (certified seeds and hybrid) and fertilizers.
m. Supported and implemented the “Urban Agriculture and Revitalized Gulayan sa Barangay/Backyard Gardening Project in the City of Baguio and nearby Barangays.

**Activation of Incident Command System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION/ PROVINCE/ CHARTERED CITY</th>
<th>NO. OF IMTS ORGANIZED</th>
<th>LOCATION OF ICP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional IMT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>#55 First Road, Quezon Hill Proper, Baguio city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Old Abra Provincial Hospital Compound, Bangued Abra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apayao</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Provincial DRRM Office, Luna, Apayao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baguio City</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benguet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Benguet Provincial Health Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ifugao</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lagawe, Ifugao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalinga</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tabuk City, Kalinga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Province</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Provincial Capitol, Bontoc, Mountain Province</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Ongoing consolidation of data

**Response Efforts of the Cordillera Regional IMT:**

- Established the ICP, camps, and decontamination facility for the EOC, IMT, and Response Clusters.
- Monitored departure details of the delivery of FFPs to Abra and Mountain Province.
- Established Camp and Base as the Isolation area for PUIs within the vicinity.
- Identified strategies on the monitoring and mobilization of stranded travelers going to their destinations with lockdown status.
- Prepared guidelines for the Provincial IMTs and EOC processes in monitoring stranded travelers in the region based on the existing IATF guidelines and DILG memoranda.
- Coordinated and monitored delivery of F/NFIs for Kalinga.
- Monitored community and hospital quarantine actions and status, lifelines, movement of FNIs, and frontliners within the operational period.
- Ensured the manning of the Decontamination Facility and regular conduct of decontamination at the EOC, OCD Warehouse (including non-food donations), Response Cluster Hub, and established ICS facilities.
- Ensured daily ferrying of EOC personnel, Response Cluster DDOs, and Regional ACT members to and from the Command Center.
- Ensured continuous construction of informative maps containing resource information and activities in relation to the ongoing management of COVID-19 in the region.
- Conducted regular reporting and submission of reports to the EOC.
- Conducted orientation on the Management of the Dead and Missing participated by a representative from TOG1, Baguio CDRRM, La Paz Funeral Parlour, and Beyond the Sunset Crematorium.
• Facilitated the validation of the RCAT ICP and Planning Section by the representatives of the World Health Organization.
• Consolidated the data for the submission of ICS forms and other reports, including the list on activated Municipal and or City IMTs
• Deployed members of the RACT on field to the Province of Benguet to provide technical assistance and monitoring to ascertain gaps and assist in the Benguet PDRRM Council’s IMT organization.
• Continuous monitoring of FOSSs (Field Operations Support Staff) deployed within the Province of Benguet.

REGION I

RDRRMC I

Regional IMT
a. Conducted several meeting with LGUs and Member agencies re COVID 19.
b. Provided augmentation to Repatriation Task Force of Pangasinan at Urdaneta City TPLEX Exit Drop-off Point 1.
c. Attended the meeting on the management of LSIs and ROFs.
d. Provided technical assistance and PPEs to Pangasinan Provincial Repatriation Task Force in handling returning OFWs and OFs in the region.
e. Discussed with the RTF Chairman relative to the increasing number of PUMs.
f. Enhanced protocol and issuance of Travel Authority to LSIs and ROFs.
g. Reviewed the NTF and RTF1 Operational Guidelines on the Management of LSIs.
h. Facilitated the unloading of PPEs hauled from OCD and released PPEs to Ilocos Sur Provincial Hospital Gabriela Silang.
i. Requested EOC I to endorse request to PRO1 re inbound and outbound LSIs for Travel Authority.
j. Delivered one (1) set of tent to Drop Point 2 in Rosario, La Union.
k. Deployed personnel to distribute PPEs and to transport family food packs at drop points across the Region for the Hatid Tulong Initiative for the LSIs from Metro Manila.
l. Assisted PCG in transporting foldable reflective chevron signage and two (2) emergency tents from DPWH La Union 2nd District Engineering Office in Naguilian, La Union to Rosario, La Union and Urdaneta City TPLEX
m. Transported generator sets and Rapid Test Kits (RTKs) to Tagudin and Vigan, Ilocos Sur and Badoc and Laoag City, Ilocos Norte.

OCD I

a. Facilitated and monitored the transport of 9,000 PPE from NDRRMC Warehouse to Region I, and its distribution to different hospitals in the region and various frontline agencies.
b. Unloaded 6,000 sets of PPEs from NDRRMC Warehouse, Camp Emilio Aguinaldo Quezon City to OCD RO I Warehouse in coordination with the Police Regional Office I.
c. Turned-over 1000 sets of PPEs to La Union Medical Center from DOH CO.
d. Facilitated the hauling of 6,000 sets of PPEs from DOH Warehouse, Clark, Pampanga with DSWD FO1, PRO1, and CHD-1.
e. Coordinated with the concerned agencies regarding the request for hauling Family Food Packs.
f. Attended the Emergency Meeting on SAP Implementation.
g. Attended the Provincial Task Force for COVID-19 Emergency Meeting conducted by the Provincial Government of Ilocos Sur.
h. Continuous updating of the inventory of procured supplies.
i. Endorsed the Resolution on the requested Modified Implementation on the GCQ in the Province of Ilocos Norte to the National Incident Command (NIC) Secretariat.

j. Conducted an ocular visit by IMT to TPLEX Urdaneta City for the possible establishment of Quarantine Control Point.

k. Assisted stranded individuals in the border of La Union- Pangasinan.

l. Provided Hygiene kits and Family kits to Regional IMT and PPEs to PDRRMO Pangasinan.

m. Participated in the VTC meeting re Cascading of Community Quarantine Decision and Approval Process.

n. Coordinated with RTF 3 re the request of the Province of La Union on the transfer of UPLB students.

o. Coordinated with RTF 5, CHEDR1, PDRRMO Pangasinan and CDRRMO Dagupan re stranded students of Camarines Norte State College in BFAR Bonuan.

p. Facilitated RIATF meeting on 11 May 2020 via video teleconferencing.

q. Attended FASSSTER Technology Training on 11 May 2020 Training via zoom.

r. Facilitated the hauling of Medical PPEs from NDRRMC Warehouse.

s. Attended live interview with Bombo Radyo Dagupan.

t. Coordinated with LTO and PRO1 regarding the monitored unauthorized truck used to deliver goods to the Province of Ilocos Norte for appropriate action.

u. Attended the 17th NIC Inter-Task Group Meeting, RIATF Meeting, and RTF Meeting.

v. Coordinated with RIMT and PRO1 regarding LSIs.

w. Conducted meeting with DOH and DILG on Data Management and Reconciliation

x. Convened a meeting regarding LSIs and ROFs.

y. Facilitated a meeting regarding LSIs and ROFs.

z. Turned over rapid test kits to PDRRMO Pangasinan.

cc. Turned over face mask and alcohol to DFA RCO La Union.

dd. Facilitated the processing of travel authority of LSIs and ROFs.

ee. Facilitated the Contact Tracing Team Technical Working Group Meeting with DOH, DILG, PNP, and BFP.

ff. Facilitated the Regional meeting on the Guidelines on LSIs and ROFs at 5th floor, OCDR1 Bldg., Sevilla, City of San Fernando, La Union.

gg. Coordinated with the Regional IMT re: updates on the visit of COVID 19 drop off points in Pangasinan and La Union.

hh. Held a meeting with the RITM regarding the harmonization of database of LSIs with approved travel authorities.

ii. Provided transportation assistance to LSIs from Binalonan, Pangasinan to Bangar, La Union.

jj. Presided the Joint RTF-RIATF Meeting with DOH and DILG on the increased number of COVID-19 confirmed cases in the Region.

kk. Turnover of two container vans of fish to the Province of Pangasinan.

ll. Coordinated with PNP for the hauling of three specimen collection booths from DOST which were turned over to Pangasinan.

mm. Participation to PDRA Meeting LPA located at East of Samar to harmonize COVID-19 response operations and possible effects

nn. Disseminated Joint RIATF and RTF Memorandum No. 2, s. 2020 re Creation of Special COVID-19 Team.

oo. Coordinated with PNP for the hauling of specimen collection booths from DOST which were turned over to Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur.

pp. Coordinated with the 702rd Brigade for the provision of transportation assistance to the stranded University of the Philippines students in Mexico, Pampanga.

qq. Enhanced the COVID-19 Special Team Reporting Template at the RDRRMC1-EOC with DOH CHD1 and DILG RO1.
rr. Issued two (2) units of portable generator sets to be used at identified drop points (Rosario, La Union and Urdaneta City) of LSIs and ROFs.

ss. Delivered various PPEs and alcohol to DILG and OWWA Regional Offices

tt. Transported five (5) folding beds in Rosario, La Union.

uu. Facilitated the development of RTF-I against COVID-19 Implementation Plan for the National Action Plan Phase II.

vv. Conducted Pneumococcal Vaccination for OCD and RIMT personnel.

ww. Donated five (5) rolls of sakolines to Bangar, La Union.

xx. Participated in the 39th Inter-Task Group Meeting on 07 August 2020.


zz. Facilitated the hauling of 614 boxes of hygiene kits from DSWD Warehouse, City of San Fernando, La Union for the Indigenous People of Ilocos Norte.

aaa. Prepared letter request to Provincial/City IMT re: Meeting on Contact Tracing System “Napanam” initiative for further clarification/discussion for the enhancement and other concerns on the system.

bbb. Facilitated the hauling of PPEs and folding beds from DOH CO and RDRRMC Warehouse with CHD1, 702nd Brigade and PRO I.

DOH I

a. Attended the Kapihan sa Ilocos at PIA I.

b. Participated in the 5th RIATF for the Management of Emerging Infectious Disease and RDRRMC Meeting on 14 May 2020.

c. Coordinated with DILG and DSWD regarding case surveillance in closed communities such as jails, orphanages, and home for the aged.

DSWD I

a. Facilitated the Emergency Meeting on SAP Implementation.

b. Attended Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Disease (IATF – EID) Video Conferencing Meeting at DOH CHD-1 Conference Hall, McArthur Highway, Parian, City of San Fernando, La Union.

c. Continuously monitors and updates the status of Regional Treatment and Monitoring Facilities, Maps, COVID-19 Daily Monitoring Report, LSIs and Returning Oversease Filipinos (ROFs), and major border checkpoints in the Region.

D. Updated the Incident Action Plan and likewise, ensured close coordination with the provincial IMTs, RIMT and other RDRRMC1 members.

e. Continuous provision of right information and technical assistance to LGUs regarding the SAP implementation through phone calls, group chat, text messages, and meetings.

f. Assisted the LGUs in encoding the master list and payroll, cross matching of SAP target beneficiaries, preparing the distribution plan per barangay, administration of SAC forms and during payout to SAP beneficiaries.

g. Conducted house to house validation, coordination with LSWDOs and barangay officials relative to the submission of SAP documentary requirements, and verification of list of potential and target beneficiaries.

h. IMT members provided psychosocial support with the C/MOOs staff thru phone calls and text messages to maintain professional work ethics during SAP implementation activities.

i. DSWD-FO I provided 2,010 FFPs and 1,797 NFIs to 1,649 LSIs in the Region.

j. Social Amelioration Program (SAP)

- A total of ₱4,274,831,000.00 was paid to 777,242 SAP beneficiaries in 125 cities/municipalities. Of which, ₱513,724,350.00 was paid through direct payout and cash cards to 123,789 Pantawid Pamilya beneficiaries while a total amount of ₱1,307,757,000.00 was paid through financial service providers (FSPs) to 237,774 Non-Pantawid Pamilya beneficiaries in Pangasinan for the SAP 2nd Tranche Implementation. Meanwhile, ₱136,856,500.00 to 24,883 SAP waitlisted beneficiaries in the Region.

- Conducted post validation meetings relative to SAP implementation.
Ensured continuous coordination with LSWDOs relative to the completion of SAP liquidation documentary requirements.

k. A total of 491 personnel is on-duty/deployed region-wide to conduct response operation and to monitor Social Amelioration Program (SAP) implementation in the region. DSWD-FO I IMT is still operating in response to COVID-19 pandemic.

l. Provided relief assistance to the stranded individuals in Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur.

m. Distributed 8 Family Food Packs (FFPs) to stranded workers in Bacnotan, La Union and 5 FFPs to stranded workers at Robinsons Construction Site, City of San Fernando, La Union.

n. Together with the OCD RO 1, turned over to the province of Pangasinan two container vans of about 50 tons of fish donated by the Bureau of Customs to be distributed to almost 20,000 families including frontliners in the province.

o. Escorted the travel of six LSIs to Tarlac, Cavite, and Laguna on 25 June 2020.

p. Conducted monitoring and update of status of regional treatment and monitoring facilities, maps, COVID-19 daily monitoring report, LSIs and Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs), conduct of contact tracing and major border checkpoints in the Region

q. DSWD-FO I prepared and planned for the Hatid Tulong Initiative.

r. DSWD-FO I assisted and provided hot meals, and one FFP each to the 36 LSIs who arrived in the Region on 26 July 2020.

s. DSWD FO 1 IMT conducted continuous monitoring in response to COVID-19 pandemic.

t. DSWD-FO I dispensed PPEs/medical supplies to DSWD-FO staff and Provincial Operations Offices mainstreamed staff.

DA

a. Provided financial assistance to rice farmers.

b. Distributed palay and assorted seeds and fertilizers to beneficiaries.

DILG I and DOH CHD I
Prepositioned personnel to render duty as members of the Regional IMT.

DTI

a. Continuously conducted Anti-hoarding and Anti-profiteering campaign.

b. Continuously monitored the price of necessities.

c. Mobilized Negosyo Centers in the conduct of price and supply monitoring in non-key areas and non-key establishments.

d. Provided assistance to MSMEs re IATF IDs, Food Passes.

e. Conducted joint operations against profiteering and hoarding of necessities.

f. Continuously monitors establishments to ensure supply and price stability.

g. Conducted Diskwento Caravan/ rolling store in the 4 Provinces.

h. Provided information to affected MSMEs for possible loan facilities.

i. Conducted webinars (online seminars) to provide continuous learning assistance to MSMEs.

j. Provided loan windows for MSMEs.

k. Conducted three (3) Diskwento Caravan/Rolling Store activities in different municipalities of Pangasinan and La Union.

l. Implemented a “No Hoarding Policy”.

m. Conducted 9 monitoring activities in 77 firms around the region to ensure supply and price stability.

n. Provided DTI Issuances/MCs to 45 MSMEs for guidance and reference.

o. Conducted monitoring of dine-in restaurants and hotels in San Juan, La Union with DOTR1 in coordination with the Provincial Government of La Union and the Local Government Unit of San Juan.

p. Awarded Negosyo Starter Kits worth ₱10,000.00 to 20 identified beneficiaries as part of the agency’s Pangkabuhayan sa Pagbangon at Ginhawa (PBG) Program, a program which aims to provide support to individuals and microenterprises affected by man-made and natural calamities including the COVID-19 pandemic.
q. Provided information on possible loan facilities to 76 MSMEs/business owners of which, **37 MSME profiles were collected and endorsed** to SB Corporation for verification and evaluation of eligibility for the Pondo Para sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso Enterprise Rehabilitation Program (P3-ERF) Grant.

r. Monitored barbershops/salons and dine-in restaurants to ensure the implementation of the Guidelines on Minimum Health Standards to avoid COVID-19 contagion.

**Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) I**

a. Continuous monitoring of prices, supply (volume and species), and the sources of the fish and fishery products by the Provincial Fishery Offices (PFOs) through coordination with their respective City/Municipal Agricultures Office.

b. Issued Food Pass and Local Transport Permits.

c. Ensured Production Support and Services such as seed stock distribution/dispersal, seaweed seedling distribution, technodemo establishment, and fishing gear distribution.

d. Distributed Bangus to Tagudin District Hospital and Sta. Lucia District Hospital as assistance to frontliners.

e. Provided transportation of fish and fishery products for the “Kadiwa Market ni Ani at Kita”.

f. Provided 40 pcs PPEs, 50 pcs N95 masks, 50 pcs anti-droplets hats, 4,000 pairs of surgical/cloth gloves, and 2,450 pcs of surgical masks to personnel providing frontline services.

g. Established units of integrated farming to various municipalities in the four (4) provinces of the region.

h. Established units of Monoculture of Shrimp and Polyculture of Shrimp, Siganid, and Bangus to various municipalities in La Union and Pangasinan.

**NEDA I**

Continuously coordinates with the Economy Cluster for the appropriate COVID-19 Response operation.

**BFP I**

a. Provided assistance in the inspection at various checkpoints within the region.

b. Provided assistance to the DSWD for the distribution of cash aid and other programs.

c. Conducted disinfection in various locations.

d. Assigned two (2) BFP personnel at Sinait - Quarantine Control Point (Ilocos Sur -Ilocos Norte Boundary).

e. Deployed personnel for the conduct of monitoring of all persons entering the Municipality of Caoayan, Ilocos Sur at the entry point at Brgy Anonang Mayor/Don Lorenzo Querubin and exit point at Callaguiup in coordination with Caoayan PNP and LGU for 24 hours.

f. Conducted Checkpoint with PNP and BPATS/Standby for any untoward incident in San Vicente.

g. Conducted daily thermal scanning and disinfection of market-goers at Sto Domingo Public Market.

h. Conducted daily disinfection/decon and transport activities at Sto Domingo Quarantine Center.

i. Deployed personnel to ensure that handwashing before entering the borders and tire decon thru tire bath of vehicles are being practiced/conducted.

j. Conducted continuous disinfection of vehicles, civilians and uniformed personnel at 4 Major Control Points of Sinait, Tagudin, Narvacan, and Cervantes.

k. Placed 6 Stations to render continuous duty at Quarantine facilities of Cabugao, Magsingal, Santa, Santa Catalina, Santa Maria, and Santo Domingo.

l. Deployed personnel to man minor checkpoints of Agoo, Bangar, City of San Fernando, and Rosario, and entry points at public markets of Rosario, San Juan, San Gabriel, and Tubao.

**PIA I**

a. Ensured continuous production, publication, and dissemination/sharing the COVID-19 related new stories using the broadcast and social media (FB pages, chat groups), and PIA website.

b. Conducted continuous clarification of some local concerns on the guidelines of the General Community Quarantine (GCQ) particularly local media guidelines, SAP, and travels’ concerns.
c. Conducted "Ammuentayo" Tele-radio program over DZTP Radio in Candon City, Ilocos Sur to discuss the local COVID-19 updates and mitigation.

d. Participated the RTF virtual meeting on 11 May 2020.

e. Participated the virtual orientation and training on FASSSTER Technology on monitoring and forecasting of the spread of COVID-19 pandemic.

f. Attended the Joint IATF and RTF meeting at the conference hall of the DOH-CHD1, San Fernando City, La Union.

g. Conducted Kapihan sa Ilocos COVID-19 with the participation of Philippine Red Cross, CSC, DOH, NCIP, and Philhealth on 11 May 2020 and on 15 May 2020 with guests from DSWD and CHR, Region I.

h. Acted as the main administrator of the FB page Wer1 created by the member agencies of the Crisis Communication Cluster of the RTF COVID-19 for intensified dissemination of updates on government programs benefitting the residents amid COVID-19 pandemic.

702nd Infantry Brigade, Philippine Army

a. Conducted loudspeaker operation and foot patrol during curfew hour.

b. Manned ECQ checkpoints.

c. Augmented personnel as liaison and monitoring for COVID-19.

d. Escorted the hauling of 9,000 PPE from NDRRMC Warehouse to Region I.

e. Distributed Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

f. Conducted Social Media Operation.

g. Provided security and manpower assistance during the conduct of swab test/specimen collection of individuals stranded at Quarantine Area, Rosales, Pangasinan.

h. Conducted dialogue to the Municipality of Narvacan and Nagbukel in Ilocos Sur to discussed peace and order situation and enemy activities in the area.

Regional IMT

a. Continuously processed travel authority.

b. Coordinated with OWWA and the 4 DPs in the region re: ROFs acceptance in the Province of Ilocos Norte.

c. Provided the complete list of transportation resources re: hauling of PPEs at Clark, Pampanga.

Local Government

PDRRMC Pangasinan

a. Issued Executive Order No. 0022-2020 re Implementing guidelines on the extended ECQ in the Province of Pangasinan.

b. Provided portalets in Rosales boundary for stranded residents together.

c. Distributed rice in the Municipalities of Bayambang, Malasiqui, San Fabian, Mangaldan, San Carlos, Pozzorubio, and Manaoag.

d. Distributed relief packs in Rosales and Mangatarem.

e. Provided psychosocial support program for those who were stranded in Mangatarem, Pangasinan.

f. Issued SP Resolution requesting National IATF-EID to allow stranded students and residents of Pangasinan to go home.

g. Coordinated with the Provincial Police Office to allow stranded residents from Alcala, Bayambang, Balungao, Binalonan, Binmaley, Calasiao, Malasiqui, San Carlos, San Fabian, San Manuel, San Nicolas, Santo Tomas, Urbiztondo, Urdaneta, and Villasis, to go home provided that they completed the mandatory 14-day quarantine.

h. Ensured that concerned LGUs have secured certification from their LCEs allowing them to ferry its stranded residents.

i. Conducted Crisis Management Team meeting.

j. Conducted mass testing for PUIs, PUMs, OFWs, and Health professionals and other frontline workers.

k. Provided transportation of LSIs to their respective municipalities.
MDRRMC Umingan, Pangasinan  
Issued Executive Order No. 30, S-2020, an order creating the contact tracing team for COVID-19 and the establishment of temporary quarantine facility for COVID-19 within the municipality.

MDRRMC Binmaley, Pangasinan
a. Prepared Memorandum of Understanding for additional isolation area/quarantine facilities for Overseas Filipino Workers with El Siesta Hotel at Barangay Naguilayan.
b. Received Rapid Testing Kits to be used for suspected COVID-19 patients donated by the City of Dagupan and the monetary fund from Team Energy of Sual, Pangasinan.
c.Received donated layering chickens and distributed same to Municipal and Barangay Frontliners.
d. Prepared Personal Protective Equipment for personnel who handle PUIs and COVID-19 cadavers.
f. Prepared Memorandum of Understanding for additional isolation area/quarantine facilities for Overseas Filipino Workers with El Siesta Hotel at Barangay Naguilayan.
g. Distributed the 3rd wave of relief goods in 33 barangays within the AOR.
h. Distributed inbred seeds to the local farmers of Binmaley as part of the Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund (RCEF) under the Rice Resiliency Program (RRP).
i. Distributed relief packs to municipal frontliners.

MDRRMC Sual, Pangasinan
b. Completed the distribution of the Social Amelioration Program for qualified recipients.
c. Distributed the cash card for Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA) by the DA through Land Bank of the Philippines.
d. Distributed rice seeds to farmers of the five (5) barangays within the municipality.
e. Distributed 12,500 sacks of rice to all households.
f. Distributed relief goods to all households.

CDRRMC San Carlos, Pangasinan
a. Conduct continuous procurement and stockpiling (e.g. rice, canned goods) for another batch of LGU Relief to be distributed to every family in San Carlos City.
b. Continuously distributed Social Amelioration Program Payout to the scheduled barangays of San Carlos City with the direction of DSWD, support from CSWD in cooperation with the City Treasury Office, City Administrator Office, and PNP ensuring proper distribution and received by qualified beneficiaries.
c. Conducted continuous relief operation within the AOR.
d. Provided transportation to the stranded residents at Rosales, Pangasinan.
e. Conducted scheduled disinfection and flushing of old and new City Public Market.
f. Monitored the eight (8) stranded residents who came from the provincial border who are staying at the LGU-San Carlos Quarantine/ Isolation Facility-Youth Center Building (Central I) while waiting for the RT PCR test result.
g. Visited/checked the PUMs in Rosales quarantine site located at the Pangasinan-Tarlac of which, the PUMs underwent swab testing on 13 May 2020.
h. Local IATF conducted a meeting regarding the lifting of the ECQ in the low-risk areas including the Province of Pangasinan.
i. Set-up a Satellite/ Help Desk for different concerns to assist those who want to apply for Travel Pass (work, business) and to provide information regarding the issuance and processing of certification for Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) who want to go back to province.
j. Continuous monitoring of (10) ten locally stranded individuals (LSIs) that came from the provincial border (Pangasinan-Tarlac Border) to the LGU-San Carlos Quarantine/ Isolation Facility while waiting for the results of their RT PCR test.
CDRRMC Alaminos City, Pangasinan
a. Barangays Bued, Pocal-Pocal, Sabangan, Pandan, Telbang, Victoria distributed relief within its AOR.
b. Continuously distributed relief packs.
c. Conducted IEC and reminding campaign re ECQ guidelines at the public market.
d. Implemented strict observance of social distancing and wearing of masks especially at public markets.
e. Partnered with PHO in the conduct of mass testing assisted by the CHO.
f. Conducted culling operations in the affected barangay on 11 May 2020.
g. Conducted a CMT Meeting relative to the guidelines of GCQ.
h. Conducted public hearing re implementing guidelines of GCQ within the City.

MDRRMC Manaoag, Pangasinan
a. Conducted the Second Wave Relief Operations Distribution in Barangays Parian, San Ramon, and Mermer.
b. Ensured Police Assistance during the SAC Form Distribution and Collection in Barangays Sta. Ines and Sapang and during the Second Wave Relief Operations Distribution in Barangays Parian, San Ramon, and Mermer.
c. Conducted a meeting and orientation of Barangay Captain ad Secretaries regarding SAP pay-out distribution requiring the participation of Barangays San Ramon, Mermer, Licsi, Lelemaan, and Tebuel.
d. Conducted the Distribution and Collection of SAC form for the Beneficiaries of SAP in Barangays Sta. Ines and Sapang.
e. Met the church priest to discuss the strategy for the restoration of liturgical services.
f. Attended a meeting with DSWD regarding SAP concerns and with PNP regarding the updates and plans for the possible lifting of ECQ on 16 May 2020.
g. Revisited and assisted grievances regarding concerns on Social Amelioration Program (SAP).
h. Distributed Food Assistance to all Barangays of Manaoag with 10 50-kg Sacks of rice donated by the 4th District of Pangasinan Representative and 10 trays of egg donated by San Miguel Corporation.
i. Conducted the 3rd wave of relief operation distribution in Barangays Babasit and Pugaro.

MDRRMC Umingan, Pangasinan
Conducted IATF meeting regarding the “new normal.”

REGION II

OCD II
b. Continuously coordinated with DOH RO2 – Disaster Risk Reduction Management in Health – Operations Center and other CVRDRRMC member agencies for information and updates.
c. Continuously monitored the AOR.
d. Activated the CVRDDRMC Regional Task Force Emergency Operations Center.
e. Conducted continuous sanitation and disinfection of OCD RO2 Office.
f. Initiated meeting through Video Teleconferencing with PDRRMOs of Cagayan, Isabela, and Nueva Vizcaya, CDRRMO of Santiago City, DILG Region 02, and DOH Region 02 re Updates on COVID-19.
g. Issued the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memo No.</th>
<th>Date Issued</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>23 April 2020</td>
<td>Harmonization of Response Clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>23 April 2020</td>
<td>Issuance of DOST FASSTER Account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>25 April 2020</td>
<td>Cagayan Valley Regional task Force on COVID-19 presentation during the 11th Inter-agency Task Force Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>25 April 2020</td>
<td>Submission of List of Organized Teams to conduct Contact Tracing re COVID_19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>25 April 2020</td>
<td>Report on Number Stranded due to COVID-19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Memo No.** | **Date Issued** | **Subject**
--- | --- | ---
41 | 26 April 2020 | Details of Used Ligtas COVID-19 Centers
42 | 27 April 2020 | Implementation of EO No. 18 s 2020
43 | 28 April 2020 | Personal Protective Equipment Allocation List
44 | 28 April 2020 | CV RTF for COVID-19 Teleconference Meeting
45 | 1 May 2020 | Situational Report Template for COVID-19
46 | 4 May 2020 | Key Points for the Strategic Communications for General Community Quarantine in Region 02
47 | 4 May 2020 | Work Arrangement - National Agencies Assigned in the Province of Quirino
48 | 8 May 2020 | Interim Guidelines on the Management of Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs) and Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs)
49 | 9 May 2020 | CVRTF Teleconference Meeting for COVID-19 every Friday
53 | 4 June 2020 | Dissemination of IATF Resolution No 43 s. 2020
54 | 5 June 2020 | Enforcement of Interim Guidelines on the Workplace Prevention and Control of COVID-19
60 | X | Moratorium for the Use of School as Quarantine Facility

**DSWD II**

a. Provided assistance amounting to **P3,331,916,788.85** with the following breakdown:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSISTANCE</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Food Packs: 72,583 FFPs</td>
<td>₱28,437,947.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Food Items</td>
<td>₱824,191.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Food Items</td>
<td>₱6,885,150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Amelioration Program: (covering all 93 municipalities)</td>
<td>₱3,213,419,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Amelioration Program: (waitlisted)</td>
<td>₱82,104,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance provided to other agencies:</td>
<td>₱246,500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>Unit Cost</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOH RO2</td>
<td>Folding Beds</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>₱1,480.00</td>
<td>₱74,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOH RO2</td>
<td>Sleeping Kits</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>₱690.00</td>
<td>₱172,500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL**  
**P3,331,916,788.85**

b. Noted that per monitoring of DSWD Field Office 02, the distribution rate of the assistance for the Social Amelioration Program is **97.75% based on the amount transferred to LGUs**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCIAL AMELIORATION PROGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUNDING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Budget Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Amount Transferred to LGUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Amount Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining Balance from Amount Transferred to LGUs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **FAMILIES**                |
| (a) Target Families (based on Total Budget Requirements) | 593,973 |
| (b) Target Families (based on Amount Transferred to LGUs) | 584,258 |
| Total families served/paid-out | 571,097 |
| Remaining balance from Target Families (b) | 13,161 |
| Total families served/paid-out for Waitlisted | 14,208 |
| Actual Total No. of Families outside the allocation (CIC) | 57,120 |

| **PERCENTAGE**              |
| % OF LIQUIDATION            | 99.99% |
| % OF LGUs WITH FUNDS:       | 100.00% |
| % OF TRANSFERRED FUNDS:     | 98.36% |
| % OF BENEFITS PAID based from Target Families (a) | 96.15% |
| % OF BENEFITS PAID based from Target Families (b) | 97.75% |

c. Granted stipend amounting to **P607,797,000.00** to **202,599 Senior Citizens** on the implementation of Social Pension.
d. As of 24 July 2020, a total of 11,591 clients were served and provided with assistance amounting to **P36,625,780.00** thru AICS.
e. Provided the National Commission on Indigenous People with 2,000 Family Food Packs amounting to **P754,280.00** which will be distributed to selected Ips in the province of Isabela.
f. Status of Prepositioned Resources – Stockpile and standby fund—as follows:
• Standby Funds: ₱2,628,138.80
• Stockpiles: ₱26,218,273.80

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Food Packs: 19,283</td>
<td>₱7,554,284.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other food items for repacking</td>
<td>₱9,719,550.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food items for reconditioning due to weevil</td>
<td>₱319,814.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-food Items</td>
<td>₱6,057,124.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed purchase requests for repacking waiting for delivery</td>
<td>₱2,567,500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... Provided food items to the following LGUs/Recipients where priority will be given to those living alone or who were not able to receive SAP assistance...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>FFPs</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Infant Dry Cereal</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alicia, Isabela</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td>642,675.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angadanan, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabarroguis, Quirino</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>139,689.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabatuian, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordon, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delfin Albano, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffun, Quirino</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>44,817.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinaipique, Isabela</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>215,064.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divilacan, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguig, Cagayan</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>406,200.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallig, Isabel</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>145,456.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reina Mercedes, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxas, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Agustin, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Guillermo, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Isidro, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>143,716.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Manuel, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago City, Isabela</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>60,930.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santo Tomas, Isabela</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>125,454.00</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9,306.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranded students from the province of Batanes</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal workers and students in Tuguegarao City</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12,495.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... Acted upon received grievances and/or transmitted to respective City/Municipal Social Welfare Development Officers (C/MSWDOs) for appropriate action...

... Conducted orientation relative to MC 14 s. 2020 on Special Guidelines in the Implementation of the Emergency Subsidy Program for the additional beneficiaries (left-out/waitlisted) to MSWDOs of the 2nd district of Cagayan. The focals of the other provinces provided technical assistance through calls, texts, and messenger in the interest of time.

... Conducted orientation on Livelihood Assistance Grant (LAG) to 51 LGUs in the provinces of Cagayan, Isabela and Nueva Vizcaya.
r. Continuously deduplicated, sanitized and uploaded the names of paid SAP beneficiaries submitted by the LGUs in preparation for the payment of waitlisted/left-out SAP beneficiaries.

**DOH II**

b. DOH and PIA conducted special coverage to provide updates on COVID-19.
c. Intensified Information Education Campaign through quad media and dissemination of press release.
d. DILG, PNP, OCD, and DOH continuously monitored and coordinated various activities in the different checkpoints.
e. Conducted regular disinfection of the EOC facility and other equipment.
f. Continuously monitors Suspect, Probable, and Confirmed COVID-19 cases within the region.
g. Enforced strict implementation of precautionary measures such as social distancing and hand washing inside the EOC.
h. Conducted delivery of medical supplies and other logistics to the different LGUs and health facilities.
i. Disseminated advisories and memorandums to all concerned stakeholders.
j. Continuously coordinates with DILG, OCD, PIA, PNP, Health Facilities concerned, and other concerned agencies and stakeholders in the identification of the close contacts of COVID-19 positive cases within the AOR.
k. Conducted continuous monitoring of quarantine facilities, hospitals, and other health facilities within the region.
l. Conducted teleconference meeting with IATF and Provincial DRRMOs and likewise, a Health Cluster Meeting
m. Disseminated information regarding the new COVID-19 case through the PIA Press Conference.
n. Coordinated with BJMP for the status of Jail Management and conduct of COVID-19 related activities.
o. Crafted checklist for assessment and monitoring of Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities prior to the issuance of certification.
p. Monitored hospitals in the conduct of emergency hiring of health personnel.
q. Coordinated with DILG for the activation of regional IATF for COVID-19.

**DILG II**

a. Prepared and submitted the Community Quarantine Monitoring Form to DILG Central Office Emergency Operations Center and the List of Quarantine / Isolation Facilities.
b. Assisted PFPs in updating SAP Monitoring Forms.
c. Prepared and disseminated the Endorsement of Letter Request of various LGUs in Region II relative to the extension of deadline on the distribution of cash assistance under the Social Amelioration Program (SAP).
e. Issued the following Memorandum to all PD with details as follows:
   • Postponement of the 16th CBMS Philippines National Conference for dissemination in their respective AORs.
   • DOH Dept Order 2020-192 and DILG Advisory dated May 6, 2020 with the subject Ensuring People in GIDAs, Indigenous Peoples are well-informed on COVID-19 and have access for Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities and Referral Hospitals for dissemination in their respective AORs.
   • Business Establishments or Activities Allowed to Operate in Areas Declared Under ECQ and GCQ Pursuant to the Omnibus Guidelines on Community Quarantine as Confirmed and Adopted by the President Under EO No. 112 s. 2020.
   • DILG Unnumbered Memorandum dated 7 May 2020 re Request for the Dissemination of the Invitation to the Listong Ugnayan, CoViD-19 ay Labanan (Online Talakayan Series) and DILG Notice of Meeting re Contact Tracing Training Webinar.
   • Memo for PD DILG-Isabela and DILG-Nueva Vizcaya re Request of the Department of
Tourism for Checkpoint Assistance from NAIA to Various Provinces, for the Domestic Tourists (DTs) on 8 May 2020 DOT Cebu-Manila, Manila-Cebu Sweeper Flights.

- Final Deadline for the Distribution of Social Amelioration Program (SAP).
- Endorsement of Letter Request of the Acting Governor of the Province of Batanes to the Department of Health to lift the General Community Quarantine in Batanes.
- Adoption of the Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program National Advisory Council (NAC) Resolution No. 02 Series of 2020.

f. Conducted Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting and joined OCD Zoom Teleconference.

g. Prepared and disseminated the following:

- Memorandum to all PDs re Compliance of LGUs to IATF Guidelines and other Department Issuances.
- Memorandum to all PDs re Adherence to the Return-to-Work Policies.
- Memorandum to the DILG PD of Cagayan, Isabela, Nueva Vizcaya, and Quirino re Details of LSIs from Region 01 and NCR for Coordination to Receiving LGUs.
- Memorandum to all Provincial Directors on the Advisory on the Use of International Classification of Diseases (ICD) – 10 Code for COVID-19.
- Memorandum to all Provincial Directors and Division Chiefs on the Urgent Request for Comments on the Proposed / Recommended Indicators for Rapid Profiling of Provinces of the Balik Probinsya Program.
- CV-RIATF Resolution “Enjoining/Urging Business Establishments/Industries, which have Memorandum Of Agreement (MOA) with Testing Centers to conduct Medical Testing to their Employees, to Inform/Notify Local Government Units ff the Test Result”
- Letter to Governors re: Extension of the Utilization of Schools as quarantine/isolation facilities until July 31, 2020
- CV-RIATF Resolutions No. 30, 31 and 32

NEDA II

a. Provided inputs to the NEDA CO relative to the Study of the TWG for Anticipatory and Forward Planning (TWG-AFP) specifically on the disaggregated data on COVID-19 incidences; protocols/measures instituted to execute community quarantine; rapid assessments on losses of different sectors (initial): MSMEs from DTI, tourism from DOT, and transportation sector from LTO/LTFRB; and recommendations to mitigate the losses and adverse impact experienced by the different sectors and stimulate the economy.

b. Prepared and submitted rough estimates of the economic losses particularly on Industry and Service Sectors using Gross Value-Added data.

c. Donated ₱5,000 worth of food/drinks; cash worth ₱5,000; and face shields to CVMC.

d. Facilitated the conduct of the RDC Execom Meeting on 6 May 2020.

DOST II

a. Continuously disseminates COVID-19 updates and precautionary measures through DOST RO 2 Social Media Account.

b. Continuous assistance of Provincial Science and Technology Center (PSTC) - Batanes to its Small Enterprise Technology Upgrading Program (SETUP) clients in the convergence project on Kadiwa ni Ani at Kita.

DOT II

a. Designed infographics to assist tourists and posted said materials at the office’s social media accounts (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and webpage), and shared with the various media partner.

b. Monitored the whereabouts of stranded tourists and provided free transportation for their immediate transport to NAIA.

c. Assisted a total of 368 stranded tourists within the region as of 14 July 2020 with details below:
d. Coordinated with various line agencies relative to the following:

- **DOLE** – for the Tulong Panghanap-Buhay Sa Ating Disadvantaged/Displaced Workers (TUPAD) and COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP). Recorded that 21 enterprises were submitted and likewise 21 established were endorsed of which, based from the submitted enterprises, two (2) Tourism Establishments were able to receive assistance from DOLE benefitting a total of seven (7) displaced workers.

- **DOH** – for the identification and inspection of accommodation establishments to be used as a quarantine facility within the Region, to wit:
  - Villa Blanca Hotel, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan
  - Japi Hotel, Cauayan City, Isabela
  - Wilmers Resort, Santiago City
  - Gaotian Resort, Santiago City
  - Punta Amelita, Cordon, Isabela
  - Lo Tus, Nueva Vizcaya
  - Lower Magat Eco-tourism Park, Nueva Vizcaya
  - Hotel Dian, Aparri, Cagayan
  - Crab Hotel, Buguey, Cagayan
  - Quirino WSC Hostel, Quirino
  - Sta. Fe Forest Park, Nueva Vizcaya
  - Riverview Royale Hotel, Aparri, Cagayan
  - Xerex Drive Inn Hotel, Cauayan, Isabela
  - Highlander Hotel and Resort, Nueva Vizcaya

- **LGUs** – for the monitoring of the status of stranded tourists within its respective jurisdictions.

### DICT II

a. Cluster Office ensured proper compliance with all relevant issuances, directives, advisories, and precautionary measures of the DOH and the IATF on Emerging Infectious Diseases on the curtailment and elimination of COVID-19.

b. Provided transportation and issued certifications for personnel designated to skeleton workforces for critical services and permit them to pass through the control points and move within restricted areas respectively.

c. Implement work arrangement for DICT Luzon Cluster 1, Regional and Provincial Offices (all units in Luzon and other areas placed under ECQ) inclusive of Work Online (WOL), or such other similar alternative arrangements that will enable DICT personnel and workers to perform their functions and services while remaining in their respective residences during the COVID-19 situation.

d. Posted COVID-19 Pandemic Related Information, Data Privacy Awareness shared by the Central Office and other government agencies, and DICT Tech4Ed for online study of students via the social and other online media.

e. Conducted continuous daily monitoring, operations, and maintenance of Regional Government Network ensuring internet connection of the connected agencies in the Tuguegarao Regional Government Center.

f. Accepted Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI) applications for the issuance of digital certificates for digital signatures to have trusted and reliable online transactions.

g. Promoted Online Training on Web Development and Social Media Marketing using FB, organized by ICT Literacy and Competency Development Bureau.

h. Coordinated with the LGUs in Luzon Cluster 2 (Regions 1, 2 and CAR) regarding the support needed from DICT during the extended ECQ in Luzon, especially for the internet connectivity within the command centers and quarantine sites.

i. Provided FreeWiFi4ALL at the Queirino Province Medical Center.
j. Restored the internet connection (GovNet) of LTFRB Regional Office 2.
k. Provided internet bandwidth to Cagayan Provincial Evacuation Center at Brgy. San Gabriel, Tuguegarao City and internet connectivity at the Echague District Hospital Quarantine area.
l. Provided internet connectivity at Punta Amelita Quarantine area, Cordon, Isabela, and at Southern Isabela Medical Center, Quarantine/Testing Center, Santiago City on 27 April 2020.
m. Rendered technical assistance at the National Intelligence Coordinating Council (NICA) Regional Office 2 relative to the network of its ICT equipment (laptops and smartphones) to maximize their PLDT internet connection.
n. Ensured social media posting on COVID-19 Pandemic Related Information, Data Privacy Awareness shared by the Central Office and other government agencies, and online platform of DICT Tech4Ed for students’ online study.

DTI II
a. Recorded a total of 39 inquiries from potential applicants of Enterprise Rehabilitation Financing facility under the “Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso” (COVID-19 P3 ERF) as of 14 May 2020.
b. Processed one (1) application for loan moratorium on payment of regular and P3 loans as of 8 May 2020.
c. Monitored a total of 27 activities conducted region-wide to 160 establishments with 100% compliant rate to RA 7581 or Price Act Law as of 14 May 2020.
d. Conducted a total of 36 campaign activities region-wide against Anti-Hoarding/Anti-Profiteering as of 14 May 2020 relative to the campaign on Anti-Hoarding/Anti-Profiteering.
e. Conducted a total of 5 joint operations with PNP-CIDG and NBI resulting to the arrest of 4 individuals.
f. Conducted 36 campaign activities region-wide against Anti-Hoarding/Anti-Profiteering.
g. Recorded 2 inquiries regarding Livelihood Seeding Program – Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay (LSP-NSB). Conducted a total of 6 training programs and provided 46 livelihood kits with 171 beneficiaries.
h. Conducted several Diskwento Caravans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. DISKWENTO CARAVANS</th>
<th>NO. OF HOUSEHOLDS SERVED</th>
<th>TOTAL SALES (₱)</th>
<th>PARTNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8,500.00</td>
<td>DA, LGU, and 3 retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7,870.00</td>
<td>DA, LGU, and 3 retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17,730.00</td>
<td>DA, LGU, and 8 retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,858</td>
<td>191,040.00</td>
<td>DA, LGU, and 32 retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>49,866.00</td>
<td>DA, LGU, and 17 retailers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DA II
a. Issued a total of 4,567 ID cards and 980 certifications to agricultural workers and employees comprising the skeleton workforce.
b. Distributed a total of 113,211 packs of assorted vegetable seeds to 14,606 households and 57 groups in 93 municipalities amounting to ₱5,874,630.99.
c. Distributed a total of 109,136 pieces of assorted vegetable seedlings to 3,140 households and 26 groups in 65 municipalities amounting to ₱545,680.00.
d. Assisted a total of 97,702 farmers through the Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA).
e. Issued a total of 9,731 food passes.
f. Distributed 1,050 packs of assorted vegetables and other crops to KADIWA ni Ani at Kita on Wheels and public markets.
g. Distributed 12,517 Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF)
h. Distributed ducks (235 heads) to 47 households in Tuguegarao City as part of the Livestock and Poultry Livelihood Program.
i. Launched the “Gulayan sa Barangay” and conducted Technical Briefing on Backyard Gardening using Compost Fungus Activator to 700 beneficiaries/households in support to the Plant, Plant, Plant Program.
j. Activated the Local Price Coordinating Council (LPCC).
k. DA’s Research Division and Research Centers developed products that serve as relief food during the COVID-19 (Gourmix).

l. Conducted Technical Briefing and Hands-On-Training on Container Mushroom Production to 240 beneficiaries/households in support to the Plant, Plant, Plant Program.

m. Participated In the Regional Development Council, Regional Interagency Task Force (RIATF) Teleconferencing and other teleconferencing

n. Discussed the project guidelines of the ALPAS Kontra COVID-19 (Rice Resiliency Project, Urban Agriculture) during the RMC Meeting on May 14, 2020.

o. In support to Plant Plant Plant Program and as an assistance to farmers affected by El Nino, DA RFO 02 distributed 1,472 bags hybrid corn seeds in Tumauini, Isabela on May 15, 2020.

p. 191 DepEd employees received 1,568 assorted vegetable seeds amounting to ₱44,800.00

q. Launched the Urban Gardening in Santiago City on May 21, 2020 in partnership with City Government of Santiago and through the initiative of the 502nd Infantry Brigade, Philippine Army (PA), AFP and Philippine Air Force (PAF), Commander of the Tactical Operations Group 2. The activity is in support to Plant Plant Plant Program.

r. Launched the Plant, Plant, Plant Program in Quirino, with the initiative of Quirino Youth in Action (QYA) benefitting 295 youth & their adopted-kids (ages 9-12) and households (mostly parents of the youth & kids) in Sto. Domingo, which was adopted as recipient of adopt-a-barangay scheme. Also, PPPPP was launched in the City of Ilagan, Isabela through the Provincial Local Government Unit of Isabela and PENRO Isabela wherein Alibagu is the adopted barangay. Assorted vegetable seeds, seedlings, mushroom spawns, native chicken and fruit bearing trees were distributed as interventions during the said activities. Moreover, demonstration was also undertaken to promote container mushroom production.

s. Distributed 1,050 packs on the R&D developed products that served as relief foods.

t. 367 containers & 11 plots planted with vegetables and fruit trees by DA-ILD employees at DA-CVIAL, DA-ISL and DA-RCPC compound located at Tuguegarao City and Ilagan City

u. Distributed 5,432 packs of CFA to 268 beneficiaries/ households at San Gabriel & Carig Sur, Tuguegarao City/ Bliss & Alibagu, Ilagan City/ Santiago City/ and Sto. Domingo, Quirino

v. Distributed 10,200 packs of BIO-N to 1,700 beneficiaries/ households at Isabela (San Guillermo, Angadamant, Alicia, San Isidro, Naguilian, San Mariano, Benito Soliven, Santiago City, Ilagan City, San Pablo, Cabagan, Tumauini, Luna, Aurora, San Manuel, Roxas, Quezon, Mallig, Delfin Albano, Sta. Maria and Sto. Tomas, Claveria, Pamplona) and Quirino Province.

w. Distributed 18,500 packs of CFA to 925 beneficiaries at Cagayan (Tuguegarao City, Claveria, Pamplona), Isabela (San Guillermo, Angadamant, Alicia, San Isidro, Naguilian, San Mariano and Benito Soliven, Ilagan City, San Pablo, Cabagan, Tumauini, Luna, Aurora, San Manuel, Roxas, Quezon, Mallig, Delfin Albano, Sta. Maria and Sto. Tomas) and Quirino Province.

x. Generated a total of ₱13,494,745.30 worth of sales from the operation of KADIWA ni Ani at Kita.

y. Conducted 109 press releases, 35 talking heads, 27 infographics, 27 advisories, and 20 AVPs for their information dissemination.

**DA-BFAR II**

a. Issued Vehicle/Food Pass and Local Transport Permit (LTP) for the movement of fish and fishery products of which, as of 23 July 2020, a total of 901 LTPs were issued for 1,599.168 MT of fishery products (tilapia and rice eel) going to NCR.

b. Distributed the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cagayan and Isabela</td>
<td>51,000 pcs</td>
<td>tilapia fingerlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabatuán, Isabela</td>
<td>200 pcs</td>
<td>carp fingerlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta. Praxedes, Cagayan</td>
<td>7,000 pcs</td>
<td>Ulang Post-Larvae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabela, Cagayan and Quirino</td>
<td>35,000 pcs</td>
<td>tilapia fingerlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonzaga, Cagayan</td>
<td>3,120 kg</td>
<td>gracilaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fisherfolk of Lallo, Cagayan</td>
<td>1,200 pcs</td>
<td>tilapia fingerlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fisherfolk of San Mateo, Isabela</td>
<td>6,500 pcs</td>
<td>tilapia fingerlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 fisherfolks of Alicia and Tumauini, Isabela  
2,000  
Ulang-Post-Larvae  
c. Continuous participation in the daily conduct of KADIWA ni Ani at Kita spearheaded by DA RF02.  
d. Conducted KADIWA on Wheels.  
e. Conducted price monitoring in the 27 municipalities of Isabela Province and 6 satellite markets in Tuguegarao City, Cagayan.  
f. FRPG Team continuously conducted land-based and seaborne patrolling within the region.  
g. Provided technical assistance to LGUs and concerned entities via phone calls, emails, and other social media platforms.  
h. All Technology Outreach Stations and Provincial Fishery Offices closely coordinated with the dispersal officer regarding the availability of fingerlings.  
i. Prepared and submitted to BFAR CO the list of fisherfolks who were not able to avail the Social Amelioration Program of the government.  
j. Established 1 unit Integrated Farming Techno-demo at Baggao, Cagayan.  
k. Continuous conduct of land-based and seaborne patrolling in the region by the FRPG Team.  
l. Conducted Training Orientation re: Aquaculture Database held at PFO Nueva Vizcaya, Bayombong, Nueva Vizcaya.  

**DOLE II**  
a. Processed applications for the DOLE COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (DOLE CAMP) of which, as of 24 April 2020, had received applications from 5,732 establishments with 84,723 affected workers; and likewise, recorded a total of 22,000 workers were paid amounting to ₱110M.  
b. Ensured payment of wages equivalent to 100% of the highest prevailing minimum wage in the region for a 10-day work or ₱3,700.00 per worker.  
c. Ensured the implementation of the Sugar Amelioration Program (SAP) Financial Assistance to Sugar Industry Workers Affected by Preventive Measure on COVID-19.  
d. Provided one-time financial assistance to the sugarcane field workers, sugar mill workers, and small sugarcane farm cultivators including Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries (ARBs).  
e. Alloted an initial allocation of ₱556,000.00 for DOLE-02.  
f. TUPAD #Barangay Ko, Bahay Ko an TUPAD – Regular Accomplishment as of 18 May 2020:  

**BFP II**  
a. Conducted regular disinfection of the EOC facility and other equipment.  
b. Ensured continuous operation of Dry Decontamination to all offices (Regional, Provincial, and Stations).  
c. Assisted in the conduct of Emergency Subsidy Program and distribution of Social Amelioration Fund within its respective cities and municipalities.  
d. Ensured RED teaming operation activities to ensure the efficiency of deployed BFP personnel in various checkpoints.  
e. Instructed all stations to observe the regular and thorough disinfection of barracks, offices, and immediate premises.  
f. Continuously monitored and observed the medical health status of BFP personnel within the region who were considered as PUM/PUI.  
g. PIO continuously conducted Information Education Campaign through social media.  
h. Conducted teleconferencing of Regional EOC to provincial EOC to ensure proper recording of data.  
i. BFP personnel donated partial of their May 2020 salary as part of the Bayanihan to heal as one Challenge of which, collected donations shall be used to fund humanitarian efforts related to the COVID-19 response.  
j. BFP Region 02 personnel were deployed in the Mega-swabbing Center Operations at the Philippine Arena to conduct swabbing operations.  
k. Conducted continuous implementation of Low Risk Modified General Community Quarantine.  
l. Conducted checkpoints and monitoring.  
m. Established public health assistance desk at COVID-19 monitoring checkpoints.
o. Established checkpoints on entry and exit points.
p. Conducted regular flushing/disinfection and decontamination procedures.

**PIA II**
a. Attended to queries of netizens and callers through PIA Region 2's established hotline and FB Pages on COVID-19 related concerns and Social Amelioration Program, and the Balik Probinsiya Program.
b. Produced and aired one episode of PIA-2 COVID-19 Special Coverage with DSWD Regional Information Office.
c. Produced 8 news and broadcast releases regarding COVID-19 related concerns and the status of SAP distribution to Local Government Units.
d. Produced and posted 18 Local Social Media Cards regarding updates on COVID-19 and interventions made by various government agencies and local government units to mitigate the impact of the ECQ to the lives of residents regionwide.
e. Produced and disseminated 32 textblasts/situationer reports to media partners and other identified recipients.
f. Reposted 6 inter-agencies’ announcements and advisories to all PIA Region 2 FB Pages.
g. Reposted the live streaming of Laging Handa Public Briefing and Network Briefing to all PIA FB Pages.
h. Interviewed Cagayan Governor and Isabela Provincial Information Officer regarding the guidelines on the implementation of General Community Quarantine after 30 April and likewise, interviewed Southern Isabela Medical Center Chief regarding the condition of the two (2) newly-admitted COVID-19 positive cases within their hospital.
i. Interviewed OCD/CV-RDRRMC to update the public on the various efforts done by the Cagayan Valley Inter-Agency Task Force on COVID-19.
j. Produced 7 news and broadcast releases regarding COVID-19-related concerns, and other efforts initiated by LGUs regionwide to prevent the spread of the dreadful disease in their respective localities.
k. Interviewed the Regional Director of the Department of Health to update the public on the new cases recorded on 14 July 2020.

**Philippine Coast Guard District North Eastern Luzon**
a. CDS Cagayan personnel together with operation control units and other government agencies monitored all incoming and outgoing motorbancas and conducted health screening at Dappa Wharf, Toran Wharf and Sanja Wharf Aparri, Cagayan.
b. CGSS Sta Ana personnel together with other government agencies provided necessary assistance to RHU personnel and CEZA health division personnel in a checkpoint at Brgy. Casambalangan, Sta Ana, Cagayan.
c. CGSS Claveria personnel together with other government agencies conducted thermal scanning in a checkpoint in connection with COVID-19 at Brgy Centro 7, Claveria, Cagayan.
d. CGSS Coast guard sub-station Calayan personnel conducted monitoring of incoming and outgoing motorbancas within its AOR.
e. CGSS Maconacon personnel together with RHU, PNP, MDRRMO, and Brgy officials manned checkpoint at Brgy Minanga, Brgy Fely, Brgy Aplaya and Brgy Diana, Maconacon, Isabela.
f. CGS Batanes personnel provided security assistance at Basco port to ensure that crew of domestic vessels will not disembark for they were considered as PUM within the entire Luzon.
g. CGS Itbayat personnel together with PNP and CAFGU Itbayat manned checkpoint at Brgy. San Rafael, Itbayat, Batanes.
h. CGS Batanes personnel provided security assistance at Basco Port to ensure that the crew of MV Everwin Star II will not disembarked for they are considered as Suspect Case of COVID-19.
i. BRP MALAPASCUA enroute to Port of Valanga, Itbayat, Batanes to ferry Eighteen (18) remaining Stranded Students from the mainland of Luzon.
j. Conducted disinfection and decontamination operation as a pre-cautionary measure against COVID-19 at, Brgy Caritan Centro, Tuguegarao City.
k. Provided security assistance to Claveria School of Arts and Trades (CSAT) that serves as isolation area for COVID-19 patients.
l. Monitored all incoming and outgoing MBCAs ICOW the implementation of GCQ.

PRO II
Deployed PNP personnel in the established Quarantine Control Points (QCP) in various Police Provincial Offices (PPOs)/City Police Office (CPO), City Police Station (CPS)/Municipal Police Stations (MPS).

OWWA II
Status of DOLE Abot Kamay ang Pagtulong (DOLE-AKAP) for Displaced OFWs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANCHE / DATE</th>
<th>NO OF TARGET BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>ALLOCATED FUNDS</th>
<th>RELEASED FUNDS</th>
<th>STATUS OF BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>BALANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 13, 2020 (1st Tranche)</td>
<td>2,647</td>
<td>26,470,000.00</td>
<td>26,470,000.00</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26, 2020 (2nd Tranche)</td>
<td>2,004</td>
<td>20,040,000.00</td>
<td>20,040,000.00</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25, 2020 (3rd Tranche)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3,000,000.00</td>
<td>3,000,000.00</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REGION III

OCD III
a. Participated, attended and facilateted several RTF meetings re COVID 19.
b. Joined an interview on the Usapang Pangkapayapaan (UP) Usapang Pangkaunlaran (UP), a radio program, aired over 792khz.
c. Hauled 4,000 sets of PPEs at DOH CO Warehouse, CGEA, QC.
d. Picked-up 20,000 pcs surgical facemasks at DELSA Warehouse, CGEA, QC.
e. Distributed additional 100 sets of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), 5,000 pieces of Surgical Masks, 100 pieces of N95 Face Masks, 100 pieces of Goggles, 200 pieces of Shoe Cover, 200 pieces of Gloves, and 30 Bottles and 3 Gallons of Alcohol (70%) to Jose B. Lingad Memorial General Hospital, City of San Fernando Pampanga.
f. Distributed a total of 30 pieces of Cover All Suits, 3,000 Surgical Face Masks, 150 pieces of N95 Masks, and 3 gallons of Alcohol to the Municipalities of Jaen, Aliaga, and Gen. Tinio, Province of Nueva Ecija.
g. Delivered cadaver bags to PDRRRMO Bataan and Zambales and 150 pcs surgical face masks and 1 gallon of alcohol to SBMA DRRMC.
h. Transported supplies to the Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility in the Philippine Arena.
i. Received 2000 sets of PPEs intended for the Philippine Arena Quarantine Facility via two (2) PNP Trucks from OCD Central Office.
j. Hauled Department of Health-procured personal protective equipment intended for Bataan General Hospital and Medical Center and Jose B. Lingad Memorial General Hospital.
k. Delivered DOH-procured personal protective equipment intended for Bataan General Hospital and Medical Center, and Jose B. Lingad Memorial General Hospital through the DPWH Region III.
l. Conducted preparatory activities at the Mega Quarantine Facility in Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan.
m. Picked-up donations from United Robina Corporations in Quezon City and Pasig City.
n. Facilitated the delivery of personal protective equipment and various janitorial supplies in the established quarantine facilities in the Philippine Arena.
o. Picked-up the requested cadaver bags at the NBI Main Office, Ermita, Manila.
p. Distributed six (6) cadaver bags to the Provincial Government of Nueva Ecija.
q. Continuous coordination with RDRRMC member-agencies and P/HUC DRRMOs in Central Luzon relative to COVID-19 pandemic.
r. Coordinated with DRRMOs re-updating of the list of COVID-19 Quarantine/Isolation Facilities within its AOR.
s. Joined the 11th Inter-Task Group Video Teleconference Meeting of the National Incident Command, National Task Force against COVID-19 on 25 April 2020.
t. Facilitated the RTF regular Monday meeting/updating of actions taken/agreements from previous meetings on 27 April 2020.

u. Facilitated the Philippine Arena COVID-19 Facility Meeting via Video Teleconference.

v. Participated to various meetings including the 15th NIC Inter-Task Group Meeting, Regional Task Force meeting, and National Task Force meeting via Video Teleconference.

w. Facilitated the for COVID-19 via Video Teleconference.

x. Conducted walkthrough and roundtable discussion at the We Heal As One Center Mega LIGTAS COVID-19 Facility and Testing Center at Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan.

y. Delivered supplies at the Philippine Arena COVID-19 Facility.

z. Attended Video Teleconference Meeting re Updates in COVID-19 in Closed Settings together with PNP, DSWD, DOH-CLCHD, BJMP.

aa. Delivered PPEs and provided POLL requirements to BCDA at Philippine Arena Quarantine Facility

bb. Received Donations from Eramin Mining Corp, Zambales Diversified Mining Corp and Benguet Corp intended for the purchase of food items for the patients and health workers in the Philippine Arena COVID-19 We Heal As One Center.

cc. Convened the Philippine Arena MTTMF Composite Team via video teleconference meeting at 1600H. Participated by BCDA, BOQ and DOH-CLCHD.

dd. Conducted emergency meeting via video teleconference with DOH, Bureau of Quarantine and Medical Team regarding Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Center in Philippine Arena issues and concerns.

ee. Delivered personal protective equipment, non-food and donated food items at the Philippine Arena Quarantine Facility.

ff. Provided POL requirement to the onsite ambulance and additional CCTV units for the Philippine Arena Mega Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility.

gg. Picked up supplies (bottled water, sleeping kit, and admission kits) at Central Office for the Philippine Arena Quarantine Facility.

hh. Issued RTF Memo No. 66 re Locally Stranded Individuals from Region I.

ii. Delivered 44 sets of admission kits to the Philippine Arena Quarantine Facility.

jj. Issued RTF3 Memo No. 69 re Department of Social Welfare and Development's (DSWD) Request for Additional Social Amelioration Card Encoders

kk. Issued RTF3 Memo No. 71 re Interim Protocols for Humanitarian Assistance during Community Quarantine

ll. Issued RTF3 Memo No. 75 Locally Stranded Individuals from CAR

mm. Issued RTF3 Memo No. 79 locally Stranded Individuals from CAR

nn. Issued RTF3 Memo No. 78 Thai Repatriation Flight

oo. Picked up supplies (2,000 PPE sets and Trash Bins and Bags) at Central Office for the Philippine Arena Quarantine Facility and CLCHD

pp. Picked up donations (495 washable face masks and 500 face shields) from NLEX

qq. Conducted ocular inspection of DOF properties and in Camp Olivas, City of San Fernando, Pampanga for possible use for COVID-19 operations

rr. Issued RTF3 Memo Nos. 50, 51, 52, 53, 65, 67, 68, 70, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 91, 92, and 93 regarding the endorsement of Travel Authority to Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs)

ss. Conducted ocular inspection of DOF real property assets available for COVID-19 related PPAs.

tt. Conducted actual physical inventory at Philippine Arena Mega Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility.

uu. Delivered the donated face shields and washable face masks for frontline personnel assigned at the Philippine Arena.

vv. Facilitated the distribution of donated frozen fish from Bureau of Customs to Bataan, Bulacan, Nueva Ecija, Pampanga, Tarlac, Olongapo City, and Angeles City.

ww. Picked up personal protective equipment (PPEs) at Camp Aguinaldo, Quezon City intended for the operation at the Philippine Arena.

xx. Provided fuel requirement of the Mega Swabbing Booths at the Philippine Area.
yy. Provided 500 pieces of surgical facemasks and 70 pieces of KN95 Mask to 601st Supply Squadron of the 600th Air Base Group of the Philippine Air Force.

zz. Delivered 33 jerry cans, 50 admission kits, and 400 packs of food items at the Philippine Area Mega Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility.

aaa. Issued RTF Memoranda No 148 to 152 s, 2020: Returning Overseas Filipino Workers to Regional Task Forces in Region 1, 2, 4A, 9 and 12

bbb. Released RTF3 Memorandum No 154 regarding the Protocols on the Management of Returning Overseas Filipinos

ccc. Released RTF3 Memorandum No 155 endorsing for the safe and unimpeded travel of two (2) Taiwanese who have business at the Authority of the Freeport Area of Bataan (AFAB)

ddd. Oriented administrative personnel of the Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility in Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan regarding logistics management.

ee. Delivered jerry cans with water at the TTMF in Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan.

fff. Delivered a total of 9,205 pieces of bottled water to the Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility (TTMF) at the Philippine Arena, Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan.


hhh. Received a total of 1,000 pieces of facemask donated by Republic Cement Services Inc

iii. Delivered 3,000 pieces of washable face masks to Bulacan Provincial Jail.

jjj. Sent Request for Assistance for the provision of 2 dump trucks to DPWH that will haul PPEs from Mactan Airbase of to Mactan Gymnasium on 28 June 2020.

kkk. Prepared the allocation of washable facemasks to agencies located in the Diosdado Macapagal Government Center, City of San Fernando, Pampanga

lll. Monitored operations of the TTMF in Philippine Arena, Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan

mmm. Distributed donated washable face mask for government agencies located inside the Diosdado Macapagal Government Center, City of San Fernando Pampanga

nnn. Delivered supplies (20 boxes of water, 11 boxes of alcohol, and 120 pcs KN95) and provided fuel to rescue vehicle stationed in the TTMF.

ooo. Delivered 10 gallons of disinfecting solution and 10 canisters of disinfecting aerosols to 710th SPOW PAF for the decontamination of hotel rooms vacated by COVID-19 positive ROFs in Clark, Pampanga.

ppp. Picked up 2,000 RTK sets at the OCD Central Office

qqq. Delivered surgical face mask to Philippine Area-TTMF, Bocaue, Bulacan

rrr. Delivered office supplies and other logistical requirements to OCD 3’s Alternate Site in Fort Magsaysay, Palayan City, Nueva Ecija.

sss. Facilitated the distribution of frozen fish donated by the Bureau of Customs to the provinces of Bataan, Pampanga, and Tarlac.

ttt. Delivered 2,000 surgical face masks and 1,000 washable face masks to the City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan.

uuu. Delivered 100 pieces of admission kits, 200 pieces of black trash bags, 200 pieces of yellow trash bags, 1,000 pieces of surgical gloves, and 1,000 pieces of surgical face masks to support the operations at the Philippine Arena TTMF.

vvv. Presided the Response Cluster Video Teleconference Meeting regarding the “Hatid Tulong Project” for the Locally Stranded Individuals to be accommodated in NHA Condo Units, Pleasant Hill Subd, Brgy San Manuel, City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan

www. Issued RTF3 Memo No. 337, s. 2020 Re: “Hatid Tulong Project” for the Locally Stranded Individuals, Returning Overseas Filipino and Overseas Filipino Workers

xxx. Provided fuel to the Mega Swabbing Center thru BCDA

yyy. Convened a meeting on Protocols of Crew Change/Repatriates of Seafarers via Google Meet Video Teleconference

zzz. Conducted Virtual Learning Session on Emergency Operations Center.

aaaa. Endorsed list of ROFs form DOT to other regions and respective provinces in Region 3 for assistance.
Attended Local Task Forces Meeting in the Cities of Meycauayan and Malolos in the Province of Bulacan.

Participated in 4th National Task Force Core Group Meeting via Zoom.

Turned over 5,000 DOH-procured PPE sets to the Provincial Government of Bulacan.

Issued RDRRMC Memorandum No. 070 s. 2020 re DRRM Webinar series on Listening to the unheard voices of Persons with Disabilities during the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Picked-up supplies and PPEs (5,040 pcs of bottled water, 1,200 bottles of 500ml Alcohol, 300 pcs of admission kits, 1,000 pcs KN95 masks, 13,000 pcs surgical face masks, 500 pcs face shields) at OCD Central Office, CGEA, Quezon City intended for Philippine Arena TTMF in Bocaue, Bulacan.

Provided 15 cadaver bags to James L. Gordon Hospital.

Delivered 40 boxes of bottled water, 1,000 pieces of surgical face masks, 2,000 pieces of shoe cover, and 2,000 pieces of medical gloves at Philippine Arena TTMF.

Delivered 100 pairs of Gloves, 1,000 pcs Surgical Face Masks, 100 pcs KN95 Masks, 100 pcs Face Shields, 100 pcs Cover All, 100 pcs Surgical Gowns, 100 pairs Shoe Cover, 100 pcs Head Cover, and 10 pcs 500ml Alcohol to the City of Balanga, Bataan.

Delivered eight (8) gallons of alcohol, 50 admission kits, and 2,100 pieces of bottled water at the Philippine Arena in Bulacan, Bulacan.

Delivered 100 PPE sets to the LGU of Bocaue, Bulacan.

OCD III and DICT Luzon Cluster

a. Continuously monitors GovNet.
b. Placed all DICT Provincial Herads and Technical Teams on alert status.
c. Monitored all Free WiFi Access Sites including Quarantine Facilities.
d. Closely coordinated with site coordinators for Free WiFi Sites.
e. Deployed six (6) DICT Luzon Cluster 2 employees to the Philippine Arena Mass swabbing facility.
f. Provided WiFi Access to Quarantine Facilities such as in the Philippine Arena, Bocaue, Bulacan; Bulacan Medical Center, Malolos, Bulacan; Fort Magsaysay Army Station Hospital, Palayan City, Nueva Ecija; Tarlac Provincial Hospital, Tarlac City; La Paz Medicare and Community Hospital, La Paz, Tarlac; and Athletes’ Village, New Cark City, Capas, Tarlac.
g. Continuously coordinated with NTC3 of Telcos, ASPs, and ICT Stakeholders regarding issues and concerns.
h. Placed HF radios on standby and ensured constant update on DICT sites in Dau, Pampanga; Baler, Aurora; and Tagaytay City, Cavite.
i. Continuously coordinated with the Provincial Checkpoints on IATF ID Validation.

DOH-CLCHD III

a. Continuous collaboration and updating the COVID-19 surveillance with LGUs and other agencies involved.
b. Launched the Molecular and Diagnostic Pathology Laboratory in Jose B Lingad Memorial General Hospital on 9 May 2020.
c. Conducted continuous contact tracing of confirmed cases close contacts
d. Released updates (confirmed cases, social media cards on COVID-19) thru social media
e. Updated COVID-19 database
f. CLCHD Emergency Operations Center received 46 calls and 4 texts messages, resolved 1 endorsement, facilitated 9 hospital transfers and reported 3 DAMA/HAMA

Finalized support videos for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and COVID-19 warriors in commemoration of the International IDS Candlelight Memorial (IACM).

Issued a Notice for the 9th CLCHD COVID-19 Response Meeting to be conducted on 19 May 2020.

Prepared reallocation of 53,000 sets of PPEs to PDOHO, DOH Hospitals, DATRC, and partner agencies.


Conducted Communicable Disease Cluster-Local Health Support Division Management Review.

Disseminated the following guidelines to PDOHOs:
• DM No. 2020-0181 Revised Interim Guidelines on the Mass Repatriation and Mandatory Quarantine of Overseas Filipinos (OFs) during the COVID-19 Pandemic
• DM NI 202-0182 Revised Guidelines on the Mass Repatriation and Mandatory Quarantine of Land-based Overseas Filipinos (OFs) during the COVID-19 Pandemic
• DILG MC No. 2020-075 Establishment of the DILG OFW Desk and Designation of DILG-OFW Desk Officer
• DM No. 202-0229 Revised Criteria for Discharge and Recovered for COVID-19 cases
• DC No. 2020-0206 Reiteration of the Interim Guidelines on the Return-To-Work During the COVID-19 Health Situation
m. Endorsed RIATF resolution regarding the appeal of Bataan to extend the MECQ to DILG
n. Endorsed documentation on the actions taken by PRO3
o. Conducted orientation on LIGTAS COVID-19 CENTER via webinar
q. Monitored the daily census of the TTMF at the Philippine Arena.
r. Disseminated the following issuances to ICS members and PDOHOS:
  • DM No. 2020-0247 Interim Guideline on Local Travel Ban Exemption(s) of Persons with Medically Necessary Reasons in the COVID-19 Pandemic.
  • DC No. 2020-0219 Advisory on the Use of the National Government-Led Mega Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities (TTMF) Readiness Checklist.
s. Provided assistance to Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities (TTMF) monitoring team from Central Office who visited ASEAN Convention
t. Conducted webinar on Philhealth Benefit Package for COVID-19
u. Augmented additional manpower to assist in profiling of COVID-19 cases
v. Facilitated ocular Monitoring of DPWH for the repair of Philippine Arena tent after being damage by strong winds and heavy rains
w. Coordinated with BCDA and airline personnel of Emirates for contact tracing of COVID-19 positive repatriates.
x. Facilitated the conduct of data harmonization with OCD, DILG, and PNP and the contact tracing of incoming repatriates disembarking in CIAC.
y. Allocated 100 personal protective equipment sets and ten (10) bottles of hand sanitizers to DSWD FO III.
z. Conducted ocular visit in the Mega TRC with VBOQ Director for Operationalization
aa. Participated in the Response Cluster Video Teleconference Meeting regarding the “Hatid Tulong Project” for the Locally Stranded Individuals to be accommodated in NHA Condo Units, Pleasant Hill Subd, Brgy San Manuel, City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan

**Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Center in Philippine Arena**

b. Created makeshift buffer zone at one (1) entry point to the wards.
c. Coordinated with BCDA for the construction of a sturdier buffer zone.
d. Admitted additional 40 repatriates/patients with a total number of 123 patients admitted in Tent 1 and Tent 3.

**PIA III**

a. Participated and attended in several meetings re COVID 19.
b. Published nine (9) news articles posted at the PIA website.
c. Posted 38 announcements and eight (8) infographics in the social media accounts of PIA.
d. Produced a total of 10 press releases, 10 news releases, 47 social media posts, 12 website stories/infographics, 34 short video, and audio materials, one (1) infomercials, 10 media coverage, three (3) press briefings, and 10 newsletter blast through social media platforms.
e. Published five (5) press releases, 48 Social Media Postings, five (5) Infographics, 11 short videos, one (1) infomercial and online government newspaper, 8 media coverages, one (1) press briefing, and 10 newsletter blasts.

**DSWD III**

a. Released the following cash assistance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tranche</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; Tranche</td>
<td>₱9,776,117,000.00</td>
<td>1,504,018</td>
<td>Non-4Ps SAP beneficiaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>₱3,123,191,500.00</td>
<td>480,491</td>
<td>Non-4Ps SAP beneficiaries (waitlisted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>₱1,515,073,350.00</td>
<td>294,189</td>
<td>4Ps beneficiaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>₱8,348,114,000.00</td>
<td>1,285,998</td>
<td>Non-4Ps SAP beneficiaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; Tranche</td>
<td>₱2,777,203,000.00</td>
<td>428,647</td>
<td>Non-4Ps SAP beneficiaries (waitlisted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>₱1,455,997,700.00</td>
<td>282,718</td>
<td>4Ps beneficiaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>₱315,561,000.00</td>
<td>97,269</td>
<td>social pension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>₱111,986,387.66</td>
<td>26,049</td>
<td>thru Assistance to Individuals in Crisis Situation (AICS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Provided a total of **98,934 family food packs** to Local Government Units all over Central Luzon amounting to **₱45,325,744.60**.

c. Provided **95 Non-Food Items (NFI)** to five (5) municipalities in Pampanga and Tarlac amounting to **₱381,520.00**.

d. Served a total of 2,590 clients requesting for medical, burial and other cash assistance through Crisis Intervention Section amounting to **₱10,573,266.40**.

e. Procured 1,070 face shields for the use of frontliners.

f. Activated the Operations Center for Mental Health and Psychosocial Support (MHPSS) and served a total of 67 clients with queries regarding SAP and MHPSS concern.

g. Provided a total of 80 hygiene kits worth ₱143,020 all over Central Luzon.

h. Assisted a total of 614 stranded passengers in Central Luzon.

i. Provided a total of 90 Non-Food Items to the Municipalities of Gerona, Ramos, San Manuel, and San Simon.

j. Released 1,100 FFPs to Dinalungan, Aurora (200), and Palayan (300) and Bongabon (600) in Nueva Ecija.

k. Distributed donated canned goods and diapers to various municipalities in Bulacan.

l. Participated in the Response Cluster Video Teleconference Meeting regarding the “Hatid Tulong Project” for the Locally Stranded Individuals to be accommodated in NHA Condo Units, Pleasant Hill Subd, Brgy San Manuel, City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan

m. Distributed donated goods from Sen. Manny Pacquiao to the municipalities of Bulacan.

n. DSWD-FO III is conducted continuous repacking of FFPs.

o. Conducted continuous monitoring on the status of families affected by the Community Quarantine due to COVID19 and assistance provided by LGUs and other stakeholders.

**DA III**

a. Issued a total **662 Food Pass from 4-08 May** for the movement of agricultural commodities and agri-products

b. Issued a total of 1,946 IATF IDs for the movement of supply chain actors.

c. Generated a total sales of **₱605,343.00** from a total volume of 4,199 kgs of fish and fishery products sold through the KADIWA ni Ani at Kita Outlets and KADIWA on Wheels rolled out in 46 communities/ barangays.

d. Processed 100,985 out of the 102,609 farmers allocation for the Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA) of which, 78,670 farmer accounts were loaded with cash.

e. Processed 26,749 farmer allocations under the Financial Subsidy to Rice Farmers where the assistance to 30% of the total beneficiaries was released.
f. Distributed 230 sachets of assorted vegetable seeds amounting to ₱13,800 in support to Urban Agriculture.

BFAR III
a. Issued a total of 1,305 food lane passes for the movement of fish and fishery products.
b. Utilized Food Lane Pass Online Application as an alternative channel for traders to lessen close contact.
c. Issued a total of 1,915 IATF IDs for drivers and crews.
d. Monitored market prices of fish and fishery products throughout the region.

DOST III
a. Completed the distribution of 1,900 medical supplies to various hospitals within Central Luzon.
b. Updated the data of Central Luzon COVID-19 Tracker with Analytics Website by the DOST III.
c. Distributed the complete 10,500 packs of nutritious food to various barangays and hospitals within Central Luzon on 25-30 April 2020.

d. Conducted an orientation on FASSTER (Feasibility Analysis of Syndromic Surveillance using a Spatio-Temporal Epidemiological ModeleR for Early Detection of Diseases), a user-friendly tool for modeling disease spreads in the country.

DOH CL-CHD/DOST III
a. Conducted a webinar regarding the Guidelines on Quarantine and Testing Procedures for All Arriving Overseas Filipinos (OFs) and Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs).

DTI III
a. Monitored the prices and supply of necessities within the region.
b. DTI Aurora conducted price and supply validation of basic necessities including cement
c. Conducted monitoring of supplies and prices of daily commodities all over Central Luzon.
d. Reported that prices of essential goods remained stable and fell within the acceptable range.
e. Issued MC No. 20-10 or the Supplemental Anti-Hoarding and Anti-Panic Buying Directive to supermarkets and Nueva Ecija League of Market Administrators for dissemination in their areas and compliance.
f. Deployed a total of 45 personnel who conducted a monitoring on the compliance business establishments to the guidelines on workplace prevention and control of COVID-19. 57 out of 414 or 13.77% of the total establishment monitored was found with compliance deficiencies.
g. Monitored compliance of all provinces in Central Luzon on the IATF COVID-19 protocols e.g. social/physical distancing, wearing of face masks, and sanitize hands with alcohol or other sanitizers, limit customers inside the store, thermal scanning and foot bath/disinfection bin.
h. Monitored 1,665 salons, barbershops, and dine-in establishments in Central Luzon with the prevailing IATF and DTI-issued guidelines to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
i. Implemented DTI MC No. 20-36 lifting the quantity limit for the sale and purchase of certain goods except for disinfecting alcohol, hand sanitizers, disinfecting liquids, and facemasks (N95 and N88).
j. Approved the application of 129 out of the 695 micro and small enterprises who submitted their application in the COVID-19 Assistance to Restart Enterprises (CARES-ERF) program.
k. Monitored the compliance of 629 business establishments to the DTI and DOLE Supplemental Guidelines on Workplace Prevention and Control of COVID-19. Of which, 401 establishments were found to be non-compliant.

DILG III
a. Reported a total of 623 Contact Tracing Teams (7,006 members) all Over Central Luzon (Aurora-97; Bataan-70; Bulacan-202; Nueva Ecija-70; Pampanga-134; Tarlac-21; Zambales-17; Angeles City-6; and Olongapo City-6).
b. A total of 30 special care facilities established for COVID-19 severe cases and 268 facilities for COVID-19 suspect and probable and COVID-19 positive with mild symptoms.
c. Submitted updated inventory of suspected and probable cases of COVID-19 per Province.
d. Conducted monitoring to the Local Government Units who are promoting activities on health and safety and Local Chief Executives who are present within its respective AOR.

e. Established COVID-19 Task Force and activated functional Barangay Health and Emergency Response Teams within the AOR.

f. Reactivated Councils/Committees specifically the LDRRMCs, Local Price Coordinating Councils, Local Solid Waste Mgt. Council.

g. Identified 464 funeral facilities/ crematoriums in Central Luzon (Aurora-15; Bataan-32; Bulacan-125; Nueva Ecija-94; Pampanga-99; Tarlac-63; Zambales-29; Angeles City-1; and Olongapo City-6) and 13 crematoriums (Bataan-3; Bulacan-6; Pampanga-1; Tarlac-3; and Angeles City-1) in Central Luzon as official and accredited to handle or manage dead persons with COVID-19

h. Organized a total of 126 MDM Teams all over Central Luzon (Aurora-8; Bataan-12; Bulacan-24; Nueva Ecija 29; Pampanga-22; Tarlac-18; Zambales-13.

i. Identified a total of 11,199 needed cadaver bags and 2,476 funeral parlor/crematorium workers needing the proper type of vaccinations (Pneumococcal, Influenza, Hepatitis-B, and Tetanus Toxoid) before actual contact with the dead body.

j. Distributed a total of 110 Cadaver Bags to provinces/HUCs and hospitals.

k. Assisted and monitored the repatriation of 13 human remains from Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). Of this number, one (1) is from Angeles City, four (4) are from Bulacan, one (1) from Nueva Ecija, five (5) from Pampanga, and two (2) from Tarlac

l. Issued Advisory on the Lifting of Moratorium for LSIs of Region 6

m. Conceived through the RIAF3 the Local Zoning Containment Declarations in Purok 1, Barangay Malino, CSFP from 08-10 July 2020; Compound in Purok 1, Barangay Dolores Piring, Mexico, Pampanga from 08 July 2020 until the accomplishment of quarantine and testing procedures; and Area in Barangay Tenejero, Candaba, Pampanga from 6-19 July 2020

n. Conducted video online orientation for the Contact Tracing Teams in Region III.

DOLE III

a. Assisted 116,368 beneficiaries under COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP) amounting to a total of ₱581,840,000.00.

b. Assisted 15,173 beneficiaries under Tulong Pangkabuhayan sa Ating Displaced/Disadvantaged Workers Program (TUPAD) #Barangay Ko, Bahay Ko (#BKBK) amounting to a total of ₱64,576,288.00.

c. Assisted 8,753 beneficiaries under DOLE-AKAP amounting to a total of ₱87,530,000.00.

DOT III

a. Coordinated with concerned RTF3 member agencies relative to the sweeper flight via Philippine Airlines organized by the US Embassy to fly returning OFWs to Region 10.

b. Reported latest available hotel rooms for health workers and repatriated OFWs.

c. Provided the latest inventory of establishments that cater to repatriated OFWs within Central Luzon.

d. Conducted continuous coordination with hotels for the accommodation of repatriated OFWs in the region.

e. Assisted and coordinated the ease of passage of German and Myanmar nationals from their points of origin en route to NAIA.

f. Conducted coordination with concerned agencies/ LGUs on the request for pick-up transportation and unimpeded travel of arriving LSIs in the region

g. Issued 438 Certificate of Authority to Operate (CAO) and provisional CAO to 438 accommodation establishments in the region

h. Monitored the arrival of 8,263 ROFs (5,162 - seafarers, 2,739 - OFWs, and 362 - OFs) in Clark International Airport (CRK).

i. Allocated 3,877 hotel rooms allocated for OFWs/Repatriate) in Aurora (20), Bataan (186), Bulacan (90), Nueva Ecija (202), Pampanga (1,037), Clark (1,251), Tarlac (297), Zambales (326), and SBMA (468).
NEDA III
a. Participated in the RTF Meeting and presented the Economy Cluster Accomplishment Report for 20-25 April 2020
c. Presented the Regional Recovery Program at the 16th RDC III Special Full Council Meeting.

DPWH III
Provided 2 Dump Trucks in hauling 4,000 sets of PPEs at DOH CO Warehouse, CGEA, QC and 20,000 pcs surgical facemasks at DELSA Warehouse, CGEA.

PRO III
a. Monitored established 113 Quarantine Control Points.
b. Established a total of 114 checkpoints/quality control points all over Central Luzon.
c. Apprehended 30 PUVs; arrested 49 individuals for disobedience and 9 individuals for violation of curfew; and fined 4 individuals relative to ECQ regulation.
d. Apprehended 27 PUVs, fined 13 individuals, and arrested 80 individuals for curfew violation per report on 10 May 2020.

CHR III

BFP III
a. Conducted continuous decontamination and flushing activities at control points.
b. Assisted in the distribution related to the Emergency Subsidy Program.
c. Assisted in the distribution of Emergency/Special Amelioration/ Subsidy Program.
d. Maintained the 131 established Community Quarantine Control Point manned by 331 BFP personnel.
e. Conducted continuous decontamination and flushing activities.
f. Maintained checkpoint operations on entry and exit points.
g. Assisted in repacking of relief goods.

BFP – AURORA PROVINCIAL OFFICE
Decontaminated 10 major control points in the eight municipalities of Aurora.

BFP3 AURORA, BATAAN, BULACAN, NUEVA ECIJA, PAMPANGA, TARLAC, ZAMBALES
Conducted decontamination and flushing activities.

PCG
a. Conducted information dissemination/public awareness on Iwas COVID-19.
b. Rendered assistance in the distribution of 100 kilos of fresh tilapia to residents.
c. Conducted seaborne, foot, shoreline patrol, mobile patrol, and coastal security patrol in all coverage areas.
d. Conducted standard screening procedures ICOW the implementation of ECQ.
e. Established barangay community checkpoints.
f. Monitored inbound motorbancas that may carry passengers from outside AOR and monitoring of illegal fishing activities within AOR.
g. Rendered security assistance in the distribution of financial assistance under the Social Amelioration Program within the AOR.
h. CGS Aurora together with CGSS Baler assisted in the repacking of assorted relief goods intended for the affected families of GCQ.
i. Transported 103 LSIs from NCR (spillover from Davao De Oro and Davao City) to NHA Condo Units, Pleasant Hills Subdivision, Barangay San Manuel, CSJDM, Bulacan.
AFP
a. Conducted loudspeaker operation at Baler, Maria Aurora, and San Luis Aurora in connection with COVID-19.
b. Conducted regular monitoring and inspection in established checkpoints within the province of Bataan.
c. Deployed a total of 139 personnel all over the Province of Bulacan.
d. Attended an assembly meeting together with PNP and DILG regarding guidelines for the opening of work in areas with general community quarantine (GCQ).
e. Conducted mobile patrol at Brgy Dibarbay, Poblacion Zone 1, and Poblacion Zone 2 in Dinalungan, Aurora.

LTRFB III
Presented LTRFB MC No. 2020-017 or the Guidelines for Public Transportation for Areas Under GCQ during the regular RTF Meeting

OWWA III
a. Provided the latest updates regarding the repatriated Overseas Filipinos going to various locations in Central Luzon
b. Assisted a total of 72 OFWs from Manila to various locations in Central Luzon

CIDG III
Conducted buy-bust/entrapment operations in Brgy West Bajac-Bajac, Olongapo City and apprehended 2 individuals for violating RA 11469, RA 7581 as amended by RA 10623 (Price Act), RA 7394 (Consumer Act of the Philippines), and RA 11332, Section 7.

PRO3/ Joint Task Force Central Luzon CV-Shield
a. Established a total of 540 checkpoints/quality control points all over Central Luzon.
b. Secured a total of 54 warehouses, 52 malls, 255 supermarkets, and 32 food manufacturing establishments assisted 719 repatriates
c. Issued Travel Authorities to LSIs and ROFs.
d. Apprehended/intercepted a total of 3,069 public utility vehicles drivers for violating the order of suspension of Public Transportation in the seven (7) provinces and 2 HUCs in Central Luzon since 14 July 2020
e. Arrested a total of 23 hoarders/resellers with jack-up prices in the seven (7) provinces and 2 HUCs in Central Luzon since 23 May 2020
f. Allowed entry to a total of 73,570 food cargoes in all seven (7) provinces and 2 HUCs in Central Luzon since 23 May 2020
g. Provided assistance thru PNP Libreng Sakay to a total of 1,698 health workers in all seven (7) provinces and 2 HUCs in Central Luzon.
h. Warned a total of 20,824 violators, fined 725 violators and arrested 5,682 for curfew violation and disobedience to community quarantine protocols
i. Posted infographics of precautionary measures against COVID-19 in social media account
j. Secured 47 warehouses, 47 malls, 264 supermarkets, and 35 food manufacturing establishments, and assisted 561 repatriates
k. Secured 47 warehouses, 47 malls, 246 supermarkets, and 32 food manufacturing establishments, and assisted 437 repatriates
l. Arrested 18 persons for hoarding profiteering, price manipulation; apprehended 3,457 PUV drivers; warned a total of 20,824 violators, fined 842 violators, and arrested 6,861 for curfew violation and disobedience to community quarantine protocols

91st INFANTRY BATTALION
a. Assisted during the distribution of 103 sacks of rice to 503 residents of Brgy. Cozo, Casiguran, Aurora
b. Continuously conducted squad security assistance during the distribution of food packs to the Coastal Barangays of San Luis, Aurora
c. Conducted 24/7 checkpoint together with the PNP, BFP, PSWD, BHERTs, PDRRM, PHO, MAO, and DA in 14 areas in Aurora
d. Assisted in the distribution of food packs in the Coastal Barangays of San Luis, Aurora

Local Government

P/C/M DRRMCs/ IATFs
a. Conducted continuous disinfection/sanitation activities within the AOR.
b. Conducted continuous monitoring of suspected/reported patients under investigation and persons under monitoring, and contact tracing.
c. Strictly implemented the mandatory use of facemask in public places.
d. Conducted continuous information dissemination to the general public.
e. Disseminated the latest COVID-19 update thru social media and SMS.
f. Conducted continuous monitoring of the situation through television, radios, and social media platforms.

PDRRMC Aurora
a. Released a total of 163 individuals who underwent the 14-day quarantine at the 3 provincial boundary control points/ checkpoints.
b. Provided medicines, vitamins, and other medical assistance to ensure health and safety of stranded residents of Aurora at the Provincial Boundary Checkpoints.
c. Conducted continuous daily monitoring of health and sanitation status of stranded residents, and provision of psychosocial assistance and stress debriefing at the Provincial Boundary Checkpoints.
d. Conducted continuous repacking of food packs for the third wave of relief distribution.
e. Distributed hygiene kits to all stranded residents at temporary quarantine/isolation facilities at So. Canili, Brgy. San Juan, Maria Aurora, Aurora as part of Aurora PPO Rektang Bayanihan Program
f. Issued Quarantine Clearance to 176 individuals from 6 April - 9 May upon completion of 14-day quarantine procedures at provincial control points.
g. 27 BFP Decon Personnel conducted continuous decontamination activities in the 10 major control points within the eight (8) municipalities of Aurora of which, a total of 236 persons and 277 vehicles were decontaminated.
h. Distributed disinfectant powders in the decontamination facilities in Barangay Suklayin and Reserva.
i. Distributed personal protective equipment and disinfectant solutions to the funeral service providers.
j. Provided medicines, vitamins, face masks, and long-lasting insecticide-treated nets to stranded residents at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints
k. Continuous facilitation of procurement of PPEs, medicines, and other medical supplies for management of COVID-19
l. Continuous provision of medicines, vitamins and other medical assistance to ensure health and safety of stranded residents of Aurora at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints
m. Continuous provision of psychosocial assistance and stress debriefing to stranded residents at checkpoints.
n. Transferred a total of 253 individuals who did not develop any signs and symptoms of COVID-19 to their respective municipal quarantine facilities for completion of their 14-day quarantine.
o. Disseminated invitation for webinar online courses to COVID-19 affected MSMEs and information on MC No 20-12 on the guidelines for the 30-day grace period on rents.
p. Provided information on the use of Food Pass Lane.
q. Aired information on rapid pass, anti-hoarding, and provincial infomercial re COVID-19 at DZJO-FM.
r. Issued Provincial Executive Order No. 2020-0026 providing for guidelines in the implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) in the province of Aurora and other purposes.
s. Coordinated with Baler Market Vendors Association.
t. Included Aurora SME to the Online Mentorship/One on One mentoring with Go Negosyo.
u. Submitted list of Tulong Panghanapbuhay sa Ating Disadvantaged/Displaced (TUPAD) Workers program beneficiaries to DOLE.
w. Facilitated six (6) MSMEs’ participation in an online seminar.
x. Monitored the harvesting activities of farmers for market matching and product positioning.
y. Distributed short duration vegetable seeds to all municipalities and walk-in beneficiaries.
z. Distributed the Provincial Social Pension (SocPen) to 3,332 indigent Senior Citizens through the Provincial Governor’s Office (PGO), Provincial Social Welfare and Development Office (PSWDO), and Provincial Treasury Office.

aa. Repacked relief goods for families affected by ECQ (ECQ) due to COVID-19 Pandemic at Capitol Compound, Brgy. Suklayin, Baler, Aurora.
bb. Repacked 3rd wave of relief goods for distribution to municipalities.
cc. Distributed a total of ₱4,722,730.00 worth of food and non-food assistance to residents stranded in the 3 provincial boundary control points/checkpoints.

dd. Conducted continuous procurement of food and non-food items for affected families.
ee. Started the distribution of the 3rd wave of relief packs containing 5kg rice and assorted vegetables to the municipalities of Baler, San Luis, Maria Aurora, and Dipaculao.
ff. Conducted continuous distribution of white glutinous corn for farmers of Baler and Dipaculao, as part of the Plant, Plant Program for farmers affected during COVID-19 crisis.

gg. Distributed a total of 63,251 family food packs to eight (8) municipalities as part of the 3rd wave of relief distribution.

hh. Distributed a total of 4,321 family food packs as part of 3rd wave relief to the Municipality of Dilasag.
ii. Issued Executive Order Nos. 2020-0016, 2020-0018, and 2020-0019 enforcing complete travel ban for all travelers including residents of the Province with additional guidelines.
jj. Continuously implementing the Provincial Ordinance No. 320 requiring the Mandatory Use of Face Mask and Strict Observance of at least one (1) Meter Physical Distancing by All Persons in the Province of Aurora during the ECQ and further Extension.

kk. Strictly implemented one entrance and one exit way in Public Market, pharmacies, and other establishments, including the mandatory wearing face masks of the vendors and clients, and strict physical distancing.
ll. Issued Provincial Executive Order No. 2020-0025 providing for Interim Guidelines in the Implementation of General Community Quarantine in the Province of Aurora.

mm. Conducted the Association of Barangay Captains (ABC) meeting attended by all barangays and representatives from the Philippine Army and PNP to discuss the GCQ and EO 70 updates.
nn. Formulated Public Transport Route Plan under General Community Quarantine in Response to COVID-19.

oo. Conducted orientation on the Management of the Dead and Missing (MDM), and Donning and Doffing of PPEs attended by MDM Team.
pp. Provided transportation assistance for hauling of relief goods at the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), Malvar St. Biñan, Laguna together with the LGUs of San Luis and Dingalan.
qq. Continuously provided daily transport of EOC members, frontliners, duty personnel at checkpoints, PGA skeletal workforce, and other essential employees for COVID-19 response.
rr. Provided mobility to two (2) stranded residents of Baler in Cabanatuan City.

ss. Transferred individuals at the provincial boundaries to municipal quarantine facilities for the completion of their 14-day quarantine.

tt. Coordinated with OCD III regarding the two (2) residents of Pasay City who were stranded at the Provincial Boundary of Brgy. Calaocon, Dipaculao, Aurora; and two (2) residents of Gabaldon, Nueva Ecija stranded at the Provincial Boundary, So. Canili, Brgy. San Juan, Maria Aurora, Aurora.
uu. Facilitated DOT’s request for the identification of hotels that can allocate rooms for the accommodation of health workers.

vv. Conducted data gathering on the remaining stranded domestic tourists in compliance with the memorandum issued by the Department of Tourism.

ww. Formulated Public Transport Route Plan under General Community Quarantine in Response to COVID-19

xx. Provided medicines, vitamins, face masks, and long-lasting insecticide-treated nets to stranded residents at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints

yy. Provided psychosocial assistance and stress debriefing to stranded residents at checkpoints thru PSWDO and PHO

zz. Distributed Provincial Social Pension to 3,332 senior citizens in the AOR

aaa. Distributed Provincial Financial Assistance for indigent and sick Persons with Disability.

bbb. Proposed a total of 25,500 family food packs comprise of 5 kilos rice and assorted vegetables for 3rd Wave distribution of relief goods to municipalities.

ccc. Provided medicines, vitamins, face masks, and long-lasting insecticide-treated nets to stranded residents at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints

ddd. Transferred a total of 312 individuals from Provincial Quarantine Facilities to their respective municipal quarantine facilities for completion of 14-day

ee. Provided medicines, vitamins, face masks, and long-lasting insecticide treated nets to stranded residents at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints.

fff. Facilitated procurement of PPEs, medicines, and other medical supplies for management of COVID-19.

ggg. Provided medicines, vitamins and other medical assistance to ensure health and safety of stranded residents of Aurora at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints.

hhh. Monitored the health and sanitation status of stranded residents at Provincial Boundary Checkpoints.

iii. The Provincial Government provided the meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner), hygiene kits, sleeping kits, and other medical necessities of all stranded residents of Aurora subjected to 14-day quarantine procedures at established temporary quarantine and isolation facilities at provincial boundaries.

jjj. Distributed Social Pension for 3,332 elderly, they received P1,500 each for a total amount of P4,998,000.00 were distributed.

kkk. Distributed Financial Assistance for indigent and sick Persons with Disability. A total of 155 PWDs received 3,000 Financial Assistance for January to June for a total amount of P465,000.00 were distributed.

lll. Conducted/Submitted Price and Supply Validation in Casiguran and Dinalungan

mmm. Processed Business Name Registration of MSMEs

nnn. Provided information on how to apply for P3 Financial assistance to COVID19 affected MSMEs

ooo. CGS Aurora assisted in the repacking of relief goods for distribution together with CGSS Baler.

ppp. Issued MC No. 2020-0042 on the Alternative Work Arrangement from June 1 2020 to June 15, 2020 on 28 May 2020

qqq. LCE issued Executive Order No. 2020-0030 providing new guidelines for transit of resident traders and for other purposes on 28 May 2020

rrr. Provided psychosocial assistance and stress debriefing to stranded residents

sss. Facilitated transfer of ten (10) individuals from temporary/quarantine facilities to respective Municipal Quarantine Facilities for completion of the 14-day quarantine.

ttt. Conducted repair and improvement activities to the Old Aurora Memorial Hospital Building as Quarantine Facility for PUMs with a total funding of ₱11,950,391.33.

uuu. Facilitated the transfer of 89 individuals from provincial to respective municipal quarantine facilities for completion of 14-day quarantine.

vvv. Issued EO No. 2020-0036 series of 2020 reiterating the specific guidelines for the implementation of general community quarantine in the quarantine.
www. Inspected restaurants and hotels with dine-in services to ensure compliance to the issued DTI Guidelines to curtail the spread of COVID-19 within the AOR.

xxx. Conducted price and supply monitoring of basic and prime commodities in Baler, Aurora.

yyy. Facilitated the transfer of a total of 62 individuals from provincial quarantine facilities to respective municipal quarantine facilities for completion of 14-day quarantine.

zzz. Reported a total of 17,412 bags amounting to ₱21,765,000.00 on actual sales of NFA rice to LGUs, Provincial Government and other relief agencies within the province.

aaaa. Conducted price and supply monitoring of basic and prime commodities in Baler, Aurora.

bbbb. PNP continuously conducted Oplan Bandillo to constantly remind and enforce the use of face mask, implementation of home quarantine pass, and observance of social/physical distancing as part of COVID-19 preventive measures.

cccc. Conducted daily price monitoring of agri-fishery products in the province.

dddd. Issued MC No. 2020-0062 re Resumption of Regular Work Schedule.

eeee. Issued Provincial Executive Order No. 2020-0038, Providing Guidelines in the Implementation of Modified General Community Quarantine (Low Risk) in the Province of Aurora and for other purposes.

ffff. Provided a total of 25,500 family food packs as part of the 3rd wave of distribution to the municipalities within the Province.

gggg. Quarantined 89 individuals at established temporary quarantine and isolation facilities at the provincial boundaries before allowed entry to the province of Aurora.

hhhh. Provided assistance to 46 individuals quarantined at established temporary quarantine and isolation facilities at provincial boundaries.

iii. Disseminated information/invited possible participants for the Webinar Learning Sessions re: The new Normal: The role of Phil National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI) in E-Government Services set on 11 August 2020, 10:00am.

jjjj. Conducted Price & Supply Monitoring of Medical and Agri Products in Baler, Aurora.

kkkk. Provided assistance to 55 individuals currently quarantined at established temporary quarantine and isolation facilities at provincial boundaries.

llll. On 12 August 2020, provided assistance to 58 individuals who are currently quarantined at established temporary quarantine and isolation facilities at provincial boundaries.

mmmm. Provided food packs to 152 families in the Municipality of Baler and 19 families in the Municipality of San Luis who are under zoning containment.

MDRRMC Baler, Aurora

a. Provided disinfectant solution for the decontamination facilities situated at San Luis- Baler Boundary and Barangay Reserva.

b. Provided supplemental vitamins to frontliners.

c. Issued advisory and guidelines on the operation of TODA within the municipality effective 5 May 2020.

d. Distributed 48 family food packs and vitamins to the members of AREPOM.

e. Provided a total of 15,310 family food packs for the second tranche of relief distribution.

f. Received donated washable face masks from Kamea and Revic Surf House and food packs from My Frenz Fashion and Private individuals.

g. Issued Executive Order No. 2020-0023, s. 2020 redirecting all Municipal Governments of Aurora and Aurora Provincial Offices of National Government Agencies to continue to abide by and implement the ECQ Protocols laid down in Executive Order No. 2020-0016 pending the issuance of an Executive Order that will prescribe GCQ Protocols in the Province.

h. Conducted a consultative meeting with the Baler Aurora Tricycle Operators and Drivers Associations to formulate policies related to the resumption of public transport in preparation for the implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ).

i. Issued an Executive Order No. 2020-0024 re providing for Interim Guidelines in the Implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) in the Province of Aurora.

j. Issued Executive Order (EO) No. 16, s 2020 providing the guidelines in the implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) in Baler.
k. Sangguniang Bayan conducted session to determine the grant of hazard to the employees and workers of LGU Baler.
l. Distributed disinfectant powder to the decontamination facilities in Brgy. Suklayin and Brgy. Reserva.
m. Conducted a meeting to tackle the issues and concerns regarding the prevention and control of COVID-19 and the content of Omnibus Guidelines in the Implementation of Community Quarantine.
n. Conducted a meeting with the bank and financial institution managers regarding the municipal protocols stated in EO 16
o. Issued Executive Order No. 17 re: An Order Amending the Provision of EO 16 in the Implementation of Liquor Ban (Section 17, EO No. 16 series of 2020) in the Municipality of Baler and providing further Guidelines, therefore.
p. Issued Executive Order No. 18 re: An Executive Order rationalizing the LGU COVID-19 Task Force and Establishing the Emergency Operations Center of Baler, Aurora.
q. Provided food packs to 152 families affected by the zoning containment.
r. Imposed a zoning containment 50 meters radius from the house of a COVID-19 case and temporarily closed T. Molina Street in Brgy. 5.

MDRRMC Dingalan, Aurora
a. Convened a meeting regarding EO No. 2020-0023 at the Multi-Purpose Hall, Dinalungan, Aurora.
b. Pooled Dingalan-based online sellers to ensure safety and welfare of the buying public in terms of product quality and fairness in prices

MDRRMC Dipaculao, Aurora
a. Issued EO No. 2020-26 adopting the Inter-Agency Task Force Omnibus Guidelines on the implementation of GCQ to ensure public health and safety from the threats of COVID-19 in Dipaculao.
b. Provided food and financial assistance to individuals who had had close contacts with a COVID-19 patient.

MDRRMC Maria Aurora, Aurora
Issued EO No. 24 providing for localized guidelines in the implementation of GCQ in Maria Aurora.

MDRRMC San Luis, Aurora
c. Provided food packs to PWDs, Tricycle Operators, and Drivers Associations (TODA) within the AOR.
d. Issued EO No. 2020-022 providing the localized guidelines in the implementation of GCQ in San Luis.

PDRRMC Bataan
a. Conducted daily collection of nasopharyngeal swabs (NPS) and oropharyngeal swabs (OPS) from public and private hospitals after which, were submitted to PHO then to the Research Institute for Tropical Medicine (RITM).
b. Delivered 150pcs of Face Shield and 150pcs of Ear Guards from Bataan Peninsula State University (BPSU) to DOST Regional Office at Pampanga for distribution to frontliners at JBL Hospital
c. Conducted disinfection activity in Barangay Binaritan.
d. Provided free Rapid Diagnostic Test to all employees returning for work in Olongapo City and Subic Bay Freeport Zone.
e. Allocated and transferred a total of ₱41,335,100 worth of funds to 237 barangays in support to “Kusina sa Barangay Program” of the Provincial Government of Bataan.
f. Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.
g. Coordinated with concerned agencies and participated to the virtual meeting, “Strengthening the Frontlines for LGU Preparedness and Response” at IATF EOC 1 Bataan Command Center.
h. Implemented all necessary measures, guidelines, and protocol re COVID-19.
i. Conducted IATF Meeting at the Command Center.
j. Conducted Inter-Agency Meeting and discussed issues and concerns regarding COVID-19.

k. Conducted the meeting with Sangguniang Bayan and Department Head for the preparation for the implementation of General Community Quarantine.

l. Conducted regular monitoring and inspection in established checkpoints within the province of Bataan.

m. Monitored the implementation of the Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine within the province.

n. Received personal protective equipment - suit and shoe cover from the Presidential Spokesperson.

o. Provided mobility to billeted health workers going to their workplace.

p. Facilitated the emergency procurement of materials/ equipment necessary for the operations.

q. Facilitated the repair and maintenance of buildings being used as medical facilities.

r. Provided transportation to health workers from their accommodation to their workplace.

s. Donated 2,700 surgical face mask, 50 sets of complete PPEs, 50 coverall gown to help front-line workers treating patients with COVID-19 in Mariveles Mental Wellness Hospital (MMWH).

t. Donated 1,100 surgical face mask to help front-line workers in fighting COVID-19 in the City of Balangas.

u. Supervised the maintenance activities and coordination with different departments and agencies regarding Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Response and other related activities/requests for COVID-19.

v. Transported LSIs and Repatriated OFWs to the Provinces by providing vehicles in designated drop-off points.

w. Received two (2) units of SV300 Ventilator and 101 boxes of PPE/ Supplemental medication from Zuellig Family Foundation for Bataan General Hospital and Medical Center and the provincial government respectively.

x. Assisted Locally Stranded Individuals (LSI) and Repatriated OFWs to the Province by providing vehicles from the pick-up point to the designated drop-off points within the AOR.

y. Published “Huwag Manghawa! Asymptomatic AVP in social media accounts.

z. Provided food packs to the families of repatriated Overseas Filipino who has been infected with COVID-19.

aa. Distributed to Bataan LGUs the 2,200 boxes of frozen fish donated by the Bureau of Customs through OCD.

bb. Distributed a total of 2,200 boxes of donated frozen fish to the Local Government Units of Bataan.

c. Conducted Inter-Agency Meeting regarding COVID-19.

d. Distributed 10,000 DOH-procured PPE sets through the Office of Civil Defense.

e. Issued the following Resolutions:
   - No. 14, “Approving the Guideline on the Entry of Seafarers and Crew Change Protocols at Port Capinpin, Orion, Bataan”.
   - No. 15, “Enjoining Immediate Issuance of Mayor’s or Business Permit, Other Permits, Approvals, or Documents to Telecommunication Companies for the Construction of Cell Sites in Bataan to Provide a Wider and Faster Internet and Telecommunications in the Province as a Component of Its COVID-19 Response”.
   - No. 16, “Recommending that All LGU Buildings and Establishments Determine Their Maximum Capacity or Maximum Number of People that can be Admitted or Allowed to Gather Inside in view of Social Distancing Measures to Prevent the Transmission of COVID-19”.
   - No. 17, “Enjoining All LGUs to Immediately Issue Permits and Approvals to Telecommunication Companies and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for the Installation of Fiber Optic Cables in Bataan and Further Seeking the Support of PENELCO for a Faster and More Stable Internet Connectivity as a Component of Bataan COVID-19 Response”.
   - No. 19, “Approving Additional Requirements for APORs and Other Border Checkpoint Protocols”.

MDRRMC Abucay, Bataan

a. Disinfected public places in all barangays, government facilities, and other public places.

b. Distributed the following assistance:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>710 relief packs</td>
<td>Barangay Calaylayan and families of COVID-19 patients in other barangays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703 food packs</td>
<td>Barangay Calaylayan residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 relief packs and 90 hygiene kits</td>
<td>Barangays Gabo, Calaylayan, Wawa, Capitangan, Laon, Mabatang and Omboy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,421 half cavans of rice</td>
<td>households, jeepney drivers and frontliners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>803 half cavan of rice</td>
<td>frontline workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299 half cavan of rice</td>
<td>Brgy. Calaylayan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231 half cavan of rice</td>
<td>Brgy. Wawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,489 (25-kg) of rice</td>
<td>Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 sacks (half cavan) of rice</td>
<td>Brgy. Gabon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 sacks (half cavan) of rice</td>
<td>Brgy. Bangkal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 boxes of frozen fish</td>
<td>PWDs and Senior Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 relief goods and 92 hygiene kits</td>
<td>Barangays Gabon, Claylayan, Wawa, Capitangan, Laon, Mabatang and Omboy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 packs of relief goods and 100 hygiene kits</td>
<td>various barangays on lockdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 relief packs and 100 hygiene kits</td>
<td>Families in seven (7) barangays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170 relief packs and 100 hygiene kits</td>
<td>Families under home quarantine in eight (8) barangays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Implemented a new market and grocery schedule per cluster thereby lifting window hours.
d. Repacked relief goods for the 3rd wave of distribution as of 28 April 2020.
e. Distributed donations from the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines.
f. Strengthened implementation of social distancing and monitoring of body temperature in public places and checkpoints.
g. The Abucay Rural Health Unit provided assistance to ROFs.
h. Facilitated the distribution of 166 boxes of frozen fish to the poorest of the poor families affected by the pandemic.
i. Issued Executive Order No. 26, s. 2020, An Order Instituting a Modified Special Concern Lockdown at Barangay Calaylayan, Abucay, Bataan Due to the Rising Cases of COVID-19 Infection effective 04 August 2020.
j. Implemented seven-day lockdown in certain areas of Barangay Calaylayan.
k. Implemented 7-Day Zoning containment in certain areas in Barangay Calaylayan.

**MDRRMC Bagac, Bataan**
a. Disinfected public places in all barangays, government facilities, and other public places.
b. Implemented social distancing and No Pass No Entry in the Public Market.
c. Implemented total lockdown within the municipality.
d. Distributed family food goods to all barangays.

**MDRRMC Botolan, Bataan**
a. Distributed milk for toddlers aged 1-2 y/o and PWDs.
b. Implemented “Labit Mo, Sagip Buhay ng Bawat Botoleño” Program wherein residents are encouraged to report or inform their Barangay Captains if their neighbor has a visitor or a newcomer from another province or country.
c. Distributed relief goods to Botoleños who are PUI and are confined at the Provincial Hospital.

**MDRRMC Dinalupihan, Bataan**
Launched free medical check-up for town’s tricycle/De Padyak drivers and likewise, distributed hygiene packs that contain 3 bath soaps, 6 laundry soaps, and 500ml Zonrox bleach for disinfection.

**MDRRMC Hermosa, Bataan**
a. Closely monitored entry and exit points, SCTEX-Dinalupihan Exit, and Balsik Boundary Exit.
b. Received 100 sacks of 25kgs rice from the Provincial Government for distribution to the affected families.

c. Received bottles of disinfectant powder from San Miguel Foundation.

d. Distributed milkfish fingerlings to 18 fish grower beneficiaries as part of the Ahon Lahat Pagkaing Sapat (ALPAS) program.

MDRRMC Limay, Bataan

a. Operated two (2) Mobile Markets within the AOR.

b. Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.

c. Distributed burger buns per barangay.

d. Distributed 492 bags of certified rice seed and 20 bags of white corn consist of 400 kilos to farmers in Barangay Lamao, Alangan, Bo. Luz, Duale, Reformista, Saint Francis I and Saint Francis II.

e. Distributed burger buns to all barangays within the AOR.

f. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Testing to Municipal Employees

MDRRMC Morong, Bataan

a. Conducted disinfection and sanitation at quarantine areas, Brgy Nagbalayong, and other public establishments.

b. Monitored one (1) COVID-19 patient who was advised for post-quarantine at the isolation facility.

c. Conducted disinfection of all public establishments, Municipal Hall, RHU, Morong Police Station, Morong Water District Building, and DILG/DA/GSO/MDRMO Bldg.

d. Distributed ₱6,500.00 from the Social Amelioration Program to 3,190 recipients.

e. Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.

f. Distributed a total of 10,790 relief goods to five (5) Barangays.

g. Monitored the coastal areas within the AOR.

h. Established checkpoints at Bagac-Morong Boundary and Backdoor-SBMA Sentry.

i. Conducted cleaning and sanitation of barangay roads together with the BFP personnel.

j. Distributed 6,385 family food goods to Barangay Sabang

k. Distributed a total of 6,385 relief goods to affected individuals in the AOR.

l. Conducted disinfection activities in Bataan Technological Park, Inc., and Barangay Binaritan.

m. Distributed a total of 6,385 food packs in Barangay Binaritan, Mabayo and Poblacion.

n. Disinfected public establishments including the Municipal Hall, RHU, Morong Police Station, Morong Water District Bldg., and DILG/DA/GSO/MDRMO Bldg.

o. Conducted coastal clean-up in Barangay Mabayo, Nagbalayong, Poblacion and Sabang.

MDRRMC Orion, Bataan

a. Formulated algorithm for pre-hospital handling/approach to suspected PUI and PUM.

b. Distributed the 4th wave of relief packs in the Barangays of Orani containing tray of eggs (30pcs), hotdog, and bread.


d. Continuous distribution of subsidized half cavan of rice to constituents in Orani Bataan.

MDRRMC Orani, Bataan

a. Disinfected public places in all barangays, government facilities, and other public places.

b. Distributed cash assistance to 374 qualified beneficiaries under the Special Amelioration Program (SAP) in Barangay Palihan.

c. Established checkpoints in Brgy. Talimundoc, Sitio Talahib Mulawin, and Coastal Areas by the contingents from the Orani MPS, BFPOrani FS, MDRRMO-Rescue Group, Orani Marshal, CSIU, and REACT Radio Group.

d. Continuous distribution of subsidized half cavan of rice to constituents in Orani Bataan.

e. Distributed 4th Wave in the Barangay's of Orani, it includes a tray of eggs (30 pieces), a bundle of hotdogs and a pack of bread.
f. Distributed subsidized half cavan of rice.
g. Distributed the 4th wave of relief goods in barangays of Orani.

**MDRRMC Pilar, Bataan**
a. Disinfected public places in all barangays, government facilities, and other public places.
b. Established Mobile Palengke in Barangays within the AOR.
c. Distributed packed vegetables in barangays Alauli, Balut I, Balut II, Bantan Muntu, Bagumbayan, Burgos and Del Rosario.
d. Distributed coffee and noodles to frontliners.
e. Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.
f. Distributed donated carrots and potatoes as well as frozen goods to all barangays.
g. Purchased 200 boxes of canned goods
h. Conducted a special meeting to discuss the preparations for the implementation of General Community Quarantine.
i. Established checkpoints at Bantan Munti, Santa Rosa Bridge, and Alauli Crossing.
j. Distributed vegetable distribution for seven (7) barangays: Alauli, Balut I, Balut II, Bantan Muntu, Bagumbayan, Burgos, and Del Rosario.
k. Distributed coffee and noodles for the frontliners in each and every barangays in the municipality.
l. Distributed food packs to 366 families in seven (7) cities and municipalities in the province.

**PDRRMC Bulacan**
a. Transferred three (3) patients to Sacred Heart, Bulacan Medical Center and Sto Rosario, Hagonoy respectively.
b. Coordinated with Malolos Rescue regarding medical cases.
c. Issued 299 Rapid COVID-19 Testing Kits to various hospitals in Bulacan and 144 kits to the different LGUS.
d. Repacked and stockpiled 14,730 food packs at the Capitol Gymnasium and 2,930 food packs at Hiyas Pavilion.
e. Provided a cadaver bag to Bulacan Medical Center.
f. Received 19 swab specimen and transported to Philippine Red Cross in Mandaluyong City.
g. Provided Urinary Tract Microbiota (UTM) PCR kits to qualified COVID-19 cases for swabbing.
h. Coordinated with Calumpit Municipal Office / Health Office for the use of PACO Royal Inn as temporary housing for HCWs of BICC.
i.Uploaded the Governor’s Accomplishment from 19-26 April 2020 and other content re COVID-19 on the official social media page of the province.
j. Posted daily updates of confirmed cases, recovered, death and number of suspected and probable cases in the Province of Bulacan at the Provincial Health Office’s social media page.
k. Uploaded two (2) photos and three (3) videos in the Provincial Government’s social media page.
l. Issued two (2) press release and two (2) photo release on the relief distribution in Angat and DRT, and one (1) press release re the hazard pay for the provincial government employees.
m.Issued press release entitled, “Healthy food packs for Plaridelenos Bulacan Supports PB2”.
n. Disseminated important IECs on Bulacan Rescue social media accounts.
o. Published six (6) news articles posted in PIA Bulacan’s website.
p. Released a total of 316,082 food packs to 11 cities and municipalities in the province.
q. Stockpiled some 19,809 food packs at Hiyas Pavilion and KB Gym.
r. Released 27,277 family food packs to the City of San Jose Del Monte.
s. Repacked and stockpiled 7,750 food packs at Capitol Gymnasium and 3,000 food packs at Hiyas Pavilion.
t. Stockpiled a total of 69,271 available food packs located at Hiyas Pavilion and KB Gym.
u. A total of 44,356 food packs were repacked and available for distribution reported on 19 May 2020
v. Drafted protocol for returning Bulacan residents.
w. Participated in the video teleconference regarding the Preparatory Meeting for the Opening of “We Heal as One Center” at the Philippine Arena Complex.
x. Conducted Video Teleconference with the members of PDRRMC and Local DRRM Officers of Bulacan.

y. Issued Executive Order No. 17 for organizing the Provincial Team for the Management of the Dead Persons (MD team) during the COVID-19 pandemic.

z. Participated in the Regional Task Force Teleconference.

aa. Implemented Executive Orders, Memorandum, Ordinances, and other related issuances in Addressing COVID-19 within the AOR.

bb. Received 200 sets of PPEs from the Diocese of Malolos.

c. Secured and distributed 94 units Rapid COVID-19 Testing Kit from ICP.

dd. Continuously provided transportation to all government hospitals' health care workers.

ee. Transported patients without symptoms of COVID-19 from and to Barangay BMC and Bulacan Polymedic Hospital and Emilio G. Perez Memorial District Hospital to Philippine Children’s Medical Center.

ff. Transported 141 specimens to Philippine Red Cross laboratory for confirmation.

gg. Coordinated with appropriate offices regarding the recommended guidelines for returning students, OFWs, and locally stranded Bulakeños.

hh. Conducted disinfection of Isolation Room, Infirmary and Pediatric ward at Baliuag District Hospital.

ii. Prepared a total of 4,258 family food packs that are available for distribution.

jj. Dispatched two (2) ambulances to the Philippine Arena COVID-19 We Heal As Once Center in Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan for transport of COVID-19 patients, when needed.

kk. Coordinated with OCD 3 for the dispatch of second ambulance and crew stationed at Philippine Arena COVID-19 We Heal As Once Center in Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan for transport of COVID-19 patients, when needed.

ll. Catered a total of 68 clients from May 18 to 22, 2020 and issued 1,282 poultry certification, 2,559 local shipping permit, and 856 veterinary health certificate.

mm. Released a total of 340,112 food packs to LGUs in the AOR and prepared a total of 8,339 food packs that are available for distribution.

nn. Provided transportation for all Bulacan Rescue Staff and to health care workers for all government hospital.

oo. Uploaded four (4) photos, three (3) daily stories, info card on COVID-19 case bulletin update and documented the distribution of relief in Norzagary and Hagonoy.

pp. Repacked a total of 6,200 food packs at Capitol Gymnasium and Hiyas Convention.

qq. Transported 878 specimens to Philippine Red Cross for confirmatory tests.

rr. Conducted disinfection/sanitation activities within the AOR on 28 May 2020.

ss. Provided transportation to healthcare workers in all government hospitals.

tt. Provided transportation to all Bulacan Rescue Staff.

uu. Published news articles re COVID 19 and posed on their social media accounts.

vv. Released one (1) photo and one (1) video documentation regarding relief distribution at Baliwag, Bulacan.

ww. Produced audio visual presentation regarding the 30 May plug (GRDFs daily accomplishment report).

xx. Disinfected three rooms in Bulacan State University, Regional Trial Court Building, Vice-Governor’s Office and Office of Secretary to the Sangguniang Panlalawigan.

yy. Released info cards on new bus schedule and LED announcement banner stating “General Community Quarantine”.


aaa. Established 18 control points in all entry and exit points of Metro Manila, Nueva Ecija, Pampanga, and Bulacan.

bbb. Transported 40 specimens for testing at PRC in Mandaluyong and RITM respectively.

c. Dispatched two (2) ambulances and crew at the Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility in the Philippine Arena, Bocaue, Bulacan.

ddd. Transported four (4) swab specimens to JBL Memorial General Hospital, City of San Fernando, Pampanga.
Conducted disinfection activities at the Provincial Information Technology Office.

Transported 14 swab specimens to PRC Mandaluyong and JBL Memorial General Hospital, City of San Fernando, Pampanga.

Received nine (9) calls at the ICP re Hospital/ Health Center referral, coordination with LGU, COVID-19 inquiry and test results inquiry.

Participated in the online meeting Sabayang Patak Kontra Polio amid COVID-19 pandemic

Produced one (1) AVP re GRDF’s daily accomplishment

Published photo releases re conduct of continuous swabbing

Participated in the online committee hearing on the proposed Provincial Resolution regarding Free Primary Care Teleconsultation

Issued press release with the Subject, "Freedom is choosing the right path for the sake of all the Filipinos"

Issued Executive Order No 21 s.2020, Extending the Implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) In the Province of Bulacan from 16-30 June 2020.

Assisted the Office of Civil Defense Region 3 during the turnover ceremony of 3,000 pcs of face masks to Bulacan Provincial Civil Security and Jail Management Office.

Established 17 PNP and 91 Barangay Checkpoints, and mobilized 893 personnel from PNP/PA/BFP.

Issued Executive Order No 22 regarding the implementation of Modified General Community Quarantine in the Province of Bulacan.

Assisted a total of 435 ROFs and 491 LSIs.

Published seven (7) news articles, and five (5) IEC materials related to COVID-19 to their social media accounts

Conducted Virtual Interactive Training (VITrain) regarding Emergency Vehicle Operation Course – Ambulance Operation Training (EVOC-AOT)


Assisted in the turnover ceremony of frozen fish donated by the Bureau of Customs through the OCD in the 24 cities/municipalities in the Province of Bulacan.

Conducted an orientation regarding the Joint Implementing Guidelines for the Social Amelioration Program (SAP) that was attended physically and virtually by the City/Municipal Mayors of the Province of Bulacan.

Conducted 4 sessions (District 1-4) via zoom meeting to all 569 barangays regarding Zoning containment, Update of the situation of COVID status in the province, and proposed survey regarding Bulakenyos working outside the province

Convened a Virtual meeting with all the Mayors re DSWD Talakayan Joint Implementing Guidelines for the Social Amelioration Program for the Waitlisted and Second tranche

Participated the Response Cluster Video Teleconference Meeting regarding the “Hatid Tulong Project” for the Locally Stranded Individuals to be accommodated in NHA Condo Units, Pleasant Hill Subd, Brgy San Manuel, City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan

Granted Motorized Tricycle Operators Permits to 38 Tricycle – driver operators

Conducted disinfection/sanitation activities in the Provincial Human Resource Office and PDRRM Office

Released EO No. 30 s 2020: Kautusang Nagpapatibay sa Paggamit ng “Zoning Classification Containment Strategy” at “Community Quarantine” sa Bayan ng Bulakan

Released EO No. 30 s 2020: Kautusang Nagpapatibay sa Pagdedeklara ng “Localized Enhanced Community Quarantine” sa Cattleya St., Purok Libo ng Barangay San Nicolas sa Bayan ng Bulakan, mula ika-12:00 ng tanghali ng Hulyo 18 hanggang ika-12:00 ng tanghali ng Hulyo 30, 2020

Released EO 33 s 2020 Kautusang Nagpapatibay sa Pagsasailalaim sa Barangay San Bicolas, Bayan ng Bulakan, sa “Localized Enhanced Community Quarantine- Critical Zone”, mula ika-12:00 ng tanghali ng Hulyo 26 hanggang ika-12:00 ng tanghali ng Agosto 8,
Kaalinsabay ang pag-aamyenda sa tuntunin a at 2 ng EO No. 32s 2020 na pinagtibay noong Hulyo 17, 2020.

fff. Conducted continuous monitoring of health status of Probable, Suspect and Confirmed Cases

gggg. Uploaded 1 IEC, 1 Press Release, 1 Photo Release, 4 info cards and 2 posters in social media accounts

hhhh. Disseminated Information on COVID-19 Updates through various Social Media platforms

iii. Conducted continuous monitoring of checkpoints with strict implementation of temperature check and wearing of face masks.

jjj. Issued Executive Order No. 26 Re Implementing Guidelines and Other Related Issuances for the Enforcement of a General Community Quarantine (GCQ) in the Province of Bulacan from 01 to 15 August 2020.

kkk. Published five (5) news articles posted in their social media accounts.

llll. Published seven (7) news articles posted in their social media accounts.

mmm. On 11 August 2020, conducted disinfection and sanitation activities in front of the Capitol building, Isidro Torres Hall, Governor’s Office Lobby, and the PDRRM Office

nnnn. Issued 200 sets of personal protective equipment to San Rafael Municipal Health Office on 24 August 2020.

oooo. Issued 800 sets of PPE to Municipal Health Offices of Sta. Maria, Bocaue, Bulakan and San Miguel (200 sets each) and received 50 pails of donated hygiene kits from PHO on 26 August 2020.

pppp. Provided FFPs to 170 families in the Municipality of Marilao and City of San Jose del Monte.

qqqq. Provided PPEs to RHUs of Guiguinto and Norzagaray.

rrrr. Provided 20 food packs to 20 residents of the Municipalities of Marilao and Plaridel.

ssss. Distributed 2,646 boxes of frozen fish to 18 LGUs within the AOR.

tttt. Processed the financial assistance amounting to ₱360,000.00 for the families of 12 individuals who died due to COVID-19.

### MDRRMC Balagtas, Bulacan

a. Enforcement of lockdown at Brgy. Panginay starting 25 June 2020, 12:00 NN until 03 July 2020

b. Assisted a total 11 Returning Overseas Filipino Workers

c. On 12 August 2020, conducted disinfection activities in all public schools and other facilities within the AOR

### MDRRMC Baliuag, Bulacan

a. Provided free health consultation with volunteer health professionals for all Baliwagenyos through Baliwag Telemed Hotline to minimize health facility visitation.

b. Established Online Market that sources out all vendors that sells basic necessities and food to lessen the number of people in the physical market/store within the AOR

c. Established PasaBuy, paHatid, and PaPickup service in partnership with SM Baliwag.

d. Provided food packs to all the 50,000 households within the AOR

e. Provided vegetable-seeds/seedlings to all the residents with existing back yard garden

f. Provided transport vehicles with several routes exclusively for frontliners.

g. Provided assistance and transporation to Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs)
h. Tranported stranded OFWs through the Balik Probinsya Program from Pampanga with the assistance of PESO
i. Fetched returning OFWs who have completed their 14 day quarantine and rapid anti-body testing for COVID-19 in a Quarantine facility
j. Conducted disinfection activities at Bulakan Evacuation Center, Public Market and Public places
k. Established 5 control points with mandatory temperature check
l. Imposed strict implementation of wearing of face masks
m. Established 8pm to 5am curfew in the entire municipality of Bulakan
n. Provided assistance and transportaion of Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs).
o. Conducted disinfection activities in Bulakan Evacuation Center, public markets, and other public places.
q. Issued Executive Order No 39, s. 2020 declaring the Municipality of Bulakan under General Community Quarantine from 01 to 30 September 2020.
r. Issued Executive Order No. 42, s. 2020 dated 30 September 2020 re “Kautusang Nagpapatibay sa mga Panuntunan para sa Pagpapatupad ng Modified General Community Quarantine (MGCQ) sa Bayan ng Bulakan mula ika-1 hanggang ika-31 ng Oktubre 2020”.

MDRRMC Calumpit, Bulacan

a. Established one (1) isolation facility located at San Marcos Elementary School, Brgy. San Marcos, Calumpit for PUM Monitoring assisted by the RHU and BHERT.
b. Regular conduct of disinfection and flushing activities in several Quarantine/Isolation Facilities and other areas of convergence.
c. Issued 195 special food passes, 344 one-day passes, 200 special work passes and three (3) special medical passes
d. Distributed the following non-food items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stranded OFW</td>
<td>food items and other needed assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,500 TODA members</td>
<td>₱850,000.00 relief assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To each household</td>
<td>half cavan of rice and one (1) piece of chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal and Barangay frontline workers</td>
<td>food packs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32,824 beneficiaries</td>
<td>non-food items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32,551 household</td>
<td>105 boxes of donated frozen fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,053 residents of Northville-9 Barangay Iba O’este</td>
<td>rice and frozen meat packs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calumpit Public Market</td>
<td>250 pieces of face shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Consultative Office</td>
<td>750 pieces of face shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 offices in the municipality</td>
<td>ready-to-eat food packs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 elderly/sick/disabled beneficiaries</td>
<td>20,000 food packs containing rice, corned beef, noodles, and meat packs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elderly and disabled persons</td>
<td>crutches and wheelchair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior citizens of barangasy Frances, Gatbuca, Meysulao, and San Miguel</td>
<td>nine (9) wheel chairs, one (1) walker and provided financial assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>packs of vitamins (ascorbic acid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e. Distributed cash aid from Social Amelioration Program (SAP) thru Western Union.
f. Transported patients who recovered from COVID-19 from JBL Memorial General Hospital and Bulacan Medical Center to their respective residences.
g. Provided disinfectants to the households within the AOR.
h. Provided free and confidential psychosocial support from volunteer social workers.
i. Disseminated information on MECQ Guidelines for implementation through social media and SMS.

j. Issued Certificate to Operate to industries, factories, and other establishments to resume their job and production.

k. Distributed cash grants to SAP beneficiaries in Barangay Pugad and Tibagin.

l. Participated in the Local Government Academy (LGA) online session regarding the Local Contact Tracing for COVID-19.

m. Submitted IATF Resolution No. 35 and other related memoranda circular to MDRRMCs for reference to formulate a plan/municipal ordinance under the General Community Quarantine in Response to COVID-19.

n. Issued Executive Order 2020-09 regarding the implementation of the Guidelines on the Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine.

o. Conducted coordination meeting with Municipal Social Welfare Office regarding the operational guidelines for the establishment of Camp Management in association with the possible effects of COVID-19 pandemic.

p. Identified Calumpit Public Cemetery as a burial site of COVID-19 related cases.

q. Established thermal scanner and hand sanitation at the entrance of Calumpit Municipal Building.

r. Implemented Patrulya ng Bayan in clustered barangay for maintenance of peace and order in the municipality.

s. Dispatched two (2) ambulances and crews to the Philippine Arena COVID-19 We Heal As Once Center in Ciudad de Victoria, Bocaue, Bulacan for transport of COVID-19 patients, when needed.

t. Monitored public and private hospitals and LGU quarantine facilities with admitted probable, suspected and/or confirmed COVID-19 patients.

u. Transported two (2) Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs) from Tabang Guguinto, Bulacan (drop off point) to their respective residence.

v. Disseminated information on the carrying of government issued identification cards or company IDs or other proof of employment in industries allowed to operate.

w. Repacked relief goods for distribution to 29 barangays.

x. Inspected the compliance of establishments to the infection protocols.

y. Established a One-Stop-Shop at Calumpit Public Employment Service Office (PESO) in coordination with OWWA and PNP for LSIs and people with indispensable travels located.

z. Assisted two (2) Locally Stranded Individuals from Palawan going to Calumpit, Bulacan.

aa. Provided mobility to one (1) patient from Bulacan Medical center going to his residence in Sampaloc, Manila.

bb. Conducted RT-PCR to 43 COVID-19 confirmed and suspected patients.

cc. Redistributed vegetable seedlings, seeds, and crops to identified farmer beneficiaries as part of Plant Plant Program of DA due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

dd. Provided disinfectants to households within the AOR.

e. Assisted a total of 396 Locally Stranded Individuals.

ff. Issued one (1) Cease Order for Violation of Republic Act 7160 (LGC) Section 444 Municipal Ordinance 553-2019 (Municipal Revenue Code, Kautusan Pang Ehekutibo Blg. 2020-11 “Kautusan Paglalahad ng mga Alituntunin sa Ilalim ng General Community Quarantine (GCQ) sa bayan ng Calumpit, Bulacan and IATF-COVID-19 Resolution No. 40 and 46A against Planet Cable, Inc. has no applicable permits to continue its operations.

gg. Distributed 2nd wave cash assistance under the Social Amelioration Program.

hh. Conducted Police presence/Oplan Sita in Calumpit Public Market Brgy. Corazon, Calumpit, Bulacan, money remittances and other establishments within the AOR and continuously reminded the public to observe social distancing and wear face masks at all times.

ii. Provided psychosocial assistance and stress debriefing to stranded residents at checkpoints thru MSWDO.

jj. Deployed a total of 10 personnel who conducted monitoring on the compliance business establishments to the guidelines on workplace.
Published the “Kautusang Pang-Ehekutibo Blg. 2020-16” guidelines for MGCQ, three (3) social media postings, three (3) infographics materials and COVID-19 monitoring updates on official social media pages.

Transported one (1) COVID-19 suspect to Calumpit District Hospital and monitored COVID-19 suspected individuals.

Dispatched one (1) Price monitoring team at Public Market retailers, groceries and convenient store to ensure that the sellers do not go beyond the approved prices for necessities and prime commodities

Conducted coordination meeting with Local Solid Waste Management Staff regarding the proper disposal of used of PPEs, and other COVID-19 related concern

Assisted ROFs going to their respective barangays.

Conducted coordination meeting with Barangay Captains of Balite and Piocuzcosa regarding the reported COVID-19 cases in their barangays and discussed preventive measures and assistance to be given to the patients

Conducted swab testing of eight (8) persons: four (4) from La Residencia barangay Balite, two (2) from Piocruzcosa, one (1) from Palimbang, one (1) from Iba Este, specimen was transport to Bulacan Provincial Health Office for proper disposition

Issued Executive Order No. 2019-19 providing the guidelines on the implementation of General Community Quarantine in the Municipality of Calumpit.

Issued Motorized Tricycle Operators Permit to 29 Tricycle Operator Drivers Association (TODA)

Issued Kapasiyahan Blg. 02-2020 “Kapasiyahan na Napagkasunduan ng Liga ng mga Barangay na Hilingin sa Ating Punong Bayan Kgg. Jessie P. De Jesus at Bumubuo ng Calumpit IATF na Muling Ibalik ang Liquor Ban sa ating Bayan” dated July 17 2020

Conducted flushing and disinfection activities at Lares Subdivision aniogan and Barangay Sucol, Swab Booths at Barangay Balungao and Public Market and Barangay Roads within AOR.

Transported Swab Specimen to JBLMRH Molecular Laboratory.


Established Rektang Konek-Exchange Zones RK-EZ as security measure to enhance police operations.

Conducted continuous dissemination of information to the general public through social media account, public advisory using loud speakers installed at respective barangays.

Conducted Local IATF meeting with four Barangay Chairpersons and BHERTs regarding confirmed cases within respective AOR.

Distributed 2nd tranche of SAP payouts.


Provided medical and financial assistance to 10 senior citizens.

Provided financial assistance to 12 senior citizens in Barangays Bulusan, Calizon, and Gugo.

Issued a notice to the public re closing of cemeteries and memorial parks including columbariums from 29 October to 04 November 2020 by virtue of the NIATF on Emerging Infectious Diseases Resolution No. 72.

Distributed 933 bags of fertilizers to 410 farmers, 5,000 fingerlings to 12 fishpond operators, and one (1) unit of shallow well for Barangay San Jose Farmer Association.

Issued Executive Order No. 2020-24 re Guidelines in the implementation of General Community Quarantine in the Municipality of Calumpit, Bulacan.

MDRRMC Hagonoy, Bulacan

a. Disinfected public places within its respective AOR.

b. Distributed cash grants to SAP beneficiaries in Barangay Pugad and Tibagin.
c. Conducted continuous repacking of relief goods.
d. Distributed rice assistance to households in Barangay Carillo, Iba, Iba-Ibayo, Palapat, San Roque, Sto. Rosario, Sta Cruz, San Pascual, and Mercado.
e. Conducted improvements of Hagonoy Isolation and General Treatment Center at Hagonoy Evacuation Center, Brgy Iba.
f. Released a clarification/ explanation regarding the confirmed COVID-19 case in the municipality using the MHO’s official social media account.
g. Tranported returning OFWs from Pampanga to residence in coordination with PESO.
h. Provided financial assistance to LGU’s frontliners.

CDRRMC Malolos, Bulacan
a. Conducted regular disinfection of public market and other government offices within the AOR.
b. Distributed 20kg of rice per household to all 51 barangays.
c. Established specimen collection facility in preparation for the mass testing to be conducted.
d. Established isolation facility at Barasoain Memorial Elementary School.
e. Continuously conducted contact tracing within the AOR.
f. Distributed SAP cash assistance to beneficiaries in Barangay Anilao, Balite, Liang, Look 1st, Niugan, San Agustin, San Gabriel, and Santiago.
g. Distributed 20kgs of rice to all households in 51 Barangays within the AOR.
h. Convened the Local DRRM Council and discussed the implementation of the General Community Quarantine, Preparation for TD Ambo, and Utilization of Local DRRM Fund.
i. Started the implementation of the Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine within the AOR on 16 May 2020.
j. Provided mobility to four (4) stranded tourists from Cebu.
k. Procured testing kits for initial COVID-19 testing.
l. Conducted regular disinfection of Malolos Public, Market.
m. Conducted continuous disinfection at public places, banks, money remittances, supermarkets, government offices, etc.
n. Conducted contact tracing with City Health Office.
o. Disinfected Malolos Public Market and other public places, banks, money remittances, supermarkets, and government offices.
p. Distributed 20kgs sack of rice per household to all 51 Barangays.
q. Provided transport to health workers to Philippine Arena TTMF We Heal As One Center
r. Issued Executive Order No. 31 s 2020 re Guideline in the implementation of General Community Quarantine in the City of Malolos from June 1 to 15, 2020
s. Disinfected public places, banks, money remittance centers, supermarkets, government offices, etc.
t. Established a satellite center for the renewal of franchise of tricycle operators.
u. Distributed certified seeds under RCEF Program to their residents
w. Established One-Stop-Shop for LSIs and people with indispensable travels in line with the directive of the DILG.
x. Issued Executive Order No. 47 re the guidelines and measures for the implementation of modified general community quarantine.

MDRRMC Marilao, Bulacan
b. Distributed 5th wave of food packs (5kg of rice and 1kg of chicken) through the barangays.
c. Distributed two (2) packs of biscuit to all senior citizens all over the municipality.
d. Issued Municipal Ordinance No. 903 regarding the mandatory wearing of facemask and physical distancing.
Conducted continuous disinfection of other public places, banks, money remittances, supermarkets, government offices, etc.

Transported one (1) Suspected COVID19 Patient from Brgy. Patubig to Jose B. Lingad Memorial General Hospital.

Transported two (2) suspected COVID19 patients to St Michael Hospital for diagnostics and Dr Yangas Hospital for admission respectively.

MDRRMO misting team conducted operation on Phase 3 Heritage Homes, Brgy. Loma de Gato, Marilao, Bulacan.

Transported two (2) Returing Overseas Filipinos (ROFs) from NLEX Petron Marilao and Belmont Hotel in Pasay City (drop off and pick-up point) to their respective residence.

Transported one (1) discharged suspected COVID19 patient at from Bulakan Medical Center to Northville 4A, Brgy. Lambakin, but the patient still needs to under go 14day home quarantine.

Transported one (1) individual who has positive result in COVID19 Rapid Test from Sta. Rosa 2 to Marilao Special Care Facility

Transported one (1) individual who has positive result in COVID19 Rapid Test from Mary Mount Hospital to Bulacan Infection Control Center (BICC).

Assisted and picked up returning OFWs at Victory Hotel, Dau, Mabalacat City, Pampanga. Said OFWs have undergone 28 days quarantine and tested negative for COVID-19.

Provided transportation assistance to one (1) returning Overseas Filipino Worker from Golden Victory Hotel, Dau, Mabalacat City, Pampanga to Barangay Saog, Marilao, Bulacan


Provided transportation assistance to two (2) returning OFWs. Said ROFs were assessed by Rural Health Doctors before they were transported to their houses

Conducted misting operations at Ramirez Compound along M. Villarica Road, Brgy. Tabingilog, Marilao, Bulacan.

Transported 16 swab specimens to the Philippine Red Cross in Manila City.

Received 312 boxes of frozen fish donated by Bureau of Customs. The frozen fish were distributed to the 2,310 households of the LGUs

Assisted by MDRRMO and assessed by RHU one (1) Repatriated OFW.

Inspected dine-in restaurants, fast-foods, barbershops, and salons to ensure compliance with DTI Guidelines relative to readiness and caution against COVID-19.

Picked-up one (1) suspected COVID-19 patient from Brgy. Abangan Sur to Meycauyan Doctors' Hospital and Medical Center for a swab test

Assisted in the pick-up and transport of two (2) OFWs, who undergone mandatory quarantine and testing

Provided mobility to Returning Overseas Filipinos from Tabang Exit, Guiguinto, Bulacan to their respective residences in Marilao.

Provided assistance to ten (10) Returning Overseas Filipinos through Public Employment Service Office.

Conducted sanitation and misting activities at the house of a confirmed COVID-19 case and in the vicinity of Purok 2, Brgy. Ibayo, Marilao, Bulacan.

Conducted sanitation activities in Brgy Poblacion 2, Brgy. Abangan Sur, and Barangay Patubig.

Transported four (4) COVID-19 suspect from Brgy Lambakin to San Lazaro Hospital for swab testing

Distributed 200 boxes of donated frozen fish to 16 barangays in the AOR

Conducted decontamination in the residences of confirmed COVID-19 patients in Barangay Sta. Rosa

Conducted house disinfection activities of confirmed COVID-19 patients in Barangay Patubig and Barangay Lisas.

Assisted three (3) repatriated OFWs returning to Marilao who have undergone mandatory quarantine at a hotel in Clark and tested negative for COVID-19.
gg. Conducted disinfection and misting operations at the houses of identified confirmed COVID-19 cases in Barangay Ibayo.

hh. Provided assistance to three (3) repatriated OFWs returning to Marilao.

ii. On 11 August 2020, conducted sanitation activities at Deca Homes, Barangay Loma de Gato.

jj. Conducted swabbing of suspected COVID-19 patients.

kk. Disinfected houses of confirmed COVID-19 patients at Gonzales Village, Villa Consuelo Subdivision and Maria Ramos, Barangay Abangan Sur.

**MDRRMC Meycauayan, Bulacan**

a. Distributed a total of 8,487 relief bags to beneficiaries in barangays Pantoc, Zamora, Bahay Pare, and Bagbaguin.

b. Distributed Alaska milk to the different barangays.

c. Distributed the 3rd batch of Relief Bags to Barangay Saluysoy, Pandayan, Bayugo, Malhacan, and Perez.

d. Conducted preparations for the Targeted Testing for health workers and frontliners.

e. Disseminated advisory on the creation of one-stop-shop at the city hall for management of LSIs.

f. Distributed relief packs in Brgy. Malhacan.

g. Distributed the donated frozen fishes to disadvantaged youth/members of the PAG-ASA Youth Association of the Phils.

h. Conducted continuous operations of libreng sakay in the City of Meycauayan.

i. Distributed food packs to 166 families in UDC Compound.

j. Distributed ₱5.049M worth of social pension for 716 Senior Citizens.

k. Provided food packs to 15,828 families in the City.

l. Distributed relief packs to 600 families from Barnagay Liputan and 9,129 families from Barangay Malhacan.

**MDRRMC Obando, Bulacan**

a. Fabricated a Swabbing Booth for (RHU) Rural Health Unit.

b. Distributed face mask and sprinkle alcohol to people going in and out of the Municipal Building.

c. Conducted disinfection activities in Barangay Panghulo and Barangay Tawiran.

d. Repacked food packs for the 4th wave of relief distribution.

e. Deployed an ambulance team during the distribution of senior citizens’ social pension through MSWDO in various barangays.

f. Distributed fish to 16 barangays within the AOR.

**MDRRMC Paombong, Bulacan**

a. Distributed the fourth batch of relief goods to barangays Sto Rosario and Kapitangan.

b. Conducted disinfection in Barangays San Roque, Poblacion, and San Vicente in RHU Municipal Covered Court, and St Martin De Porres Catholic School.

c. Conducted decontamination on the municipal hall building and other public places within AOR and in Barangay San Isidro.

d. Distributed power sprayer to 14 barangays to enhance the conduct of regular disinfection.

e. Conducted municipal-wide disinfection and misting.

f. Conducted disinfection and misting operations at Paombong Public Market.

**MDRRMC Plaridel, Bulacan**

a. Stationed COVID Help Desk at the main and side entrances of the Municipal Hall.

b. Included COVID-19 orientation in the conduct of family development sessions.

c. Issued EO No. 25, s. 2020 providing guidelines for the implementation of MECQ from May 16 to 31 May 2020 within the municipality.

d. Established COVID-Helpdesk located at the main and side entrance of the Municipal Hall.

e. Provided sufficient Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) to BHERTs, PNP, BFP, Ambulance Drivers, Rescuers, and other local health workers.
f. Increased disease surveillance in the municipality.
g. On 13 August 2020, established COVID-19 help desk at the main and side gates of the Municipal Hall.

MDRRMC San Rafael, Bulacan
Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.

CDRRMC San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan
b. Conducted synchronized disinfection activities in the seven barangays within the City.
c. Conducted flushing and Disinfection at Barangays Kaypian and Tungkong Mangga.
d. Presided the Response Cluster Video Teleconference Meeting regarding the “Hatid Tulong Project” for the Locally Stranded Individuals to be accommodated in NHA Condo Units, Pleasant Hill Subd, Brgy San Manuel, City of San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan.
e. Issued AO No. 013-08-03, s. 2020 relative to the IATF-EID’s "Omnibus Guidelines on the Community Quarantine in the Philippines" which was released on 16 July 2020.
f. Issued “Kapasiyahan Blg. 2020-07-005 Lokal na Polisiya na dagdag sa ipinalabas na Guidelines ng National IATF for the Management of Emerging Infectious Disease para sa mga lugar na sumailalim sa Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine”.
g. On 11-12 August 2020, inspected the Extension Facility for COVID-19 Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility at Barangay Bagong Buhay I and conducted flushing and disinfection activities at Barangay Graceville, Barangay Ciudad Real and the main road, Sapang Alat Bridge, Barangay Tungkong Mangga, and Barangay San Manuel.

MDRRMC San Miguel, Bulacan
San Miguel District Hospital Launched operations at the Bulacan Infection Control Center and treatment facility.

MDRRMC Sta. Maria, Bulacan
a. Established Municipal Quarantine in Barangay San Gabriel.
b. Distributed the next wave of relief distribution to households in various Barangays within the AOR.
c. Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.
d. Issued Executive Order No. 2020-04 re An order activating Task Force to protect against the threat of Novel Coronavirus in the Municipality of Sta Maria.
e. Monitored people with travel history from other countries in coordination with Municipal Health Office.
f. Provided assistance and transporation to Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) / Oplan Balik Probinsya
g. Deployed Mobile Clinic to provide free x-ray to patients.
h. Provided food packs to all suspected patients in Barangays Caypombo, Caysio, Mag-asawang Sapa, and Silangan.
i. Implemented odd/even scheme for tricycles used for public transport.

PDRRMC Nueva Ecija
a. Conducted psychological first aid to 245 students from the different provinces who were stranded in Central Luzon State University.
b. Distributed food packs containing rice, tocino, and skinless longganisa to eight (8) barangays in Cabanatuan City.
c. Conducted inspection of the implementation of MECQ guidelines by the mall owners of SM Mega Center Cabanatuan.
d. Bought palay from smallholder farmers under the Palay Price-Support Program (PPSP) of the provincial government.
e. Provided food packs and other food items like biscuits, bread, cooking oil, soy sauce, egg for breakfast, fruits, chicharron, facemask, and water to 245 students stranded in CLSU.
f. Distributed home-baked cupcakes and mangoes for the frontliners of the Provincial Government of Nueva Ecija to show support and gratitude to their efforts.
g. Distributed nutritious foods via PGNE mobile kitchen for the police, soldiers, and health workers, manning the control points province-wide.
h. Coordinated with the City Government of Baguio for the “Balik Probinsiya Operation” which aims to fetch the stranded students at St. Louis University, University of Baguio, University of Cordillera, and the University of the Philippines Baguio due to ECQ.
i. Safely sent back 24 students from the different universities to their families and relatives.
j. Provided 2 shuttle buses (Cabanatuan City to Palayan City and vice versa) for the skeletal work force of PGNE.
k. Conducted coordination with neighboring provinces for the Balik Probinsya Program of the provincial government.
l. Facilitated nine (9) requests for confirmation to enter in Cabanatuan City

m. Conducted Rapid testing for the employees of the Provincial Government of Nueva Ecija.

**CDRRMC Gapan, Nueva Ecija**
Distributed a total amount of ₱144,293,500 cash aid under SAP to the 23 barangays of which, the remaining balance was due to the cancellation/ replacement of target beneficiaries.

**MDRRMC Aliaga, Nueva Ecija**
- Provided 550 bags of rice and 13,500 kg of hotdog for relief distribution.
- Provided shuttle service to all Aliaga Frontliners who work in various hospitals in Cabanatuan City.
- Distributed a total amount of ₱372,00.00 (₱3,000.00 each per student) cash aid under College Educational Assistance (thru DSWD) to 124 beneficiary students
- Distributed ₱5,000.00 each cash assistance to 522 farmers under the program Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA) of DA.
- Continuously distributed 10kg rice and 1kg hotdog to 1,980 families in barangays Umangan and Magsaysay.
- Repacked food packs for the next wave of relief distribution.
- Distributed food packs to a total of 2,670 households in Barangay San Juan, Poblacion Centro, Poblacion West IV, Poblacion East II, and Poblacion East I.
- Conducted continuous distribution of 10kg rice and 1kg hotdog to each household of barangays Bibiclat and Pantoc with a total of 3,104 families.
- Provided mobility to frontline service workers working in Cabanatuan City.
- Conducted continuous distribution of 3 kg of Rice and 1 kg hotdog for third wave of relief to each household of Brgy. West 3, East I, East 2, Centro, Sta. Monica, San Eustacio, La Purisma, Bucot, San Pablo Bata, San Pablo Matanda and San Emiliano with a total of 6,945 families.
- Provided shuttle service to all Aliaga Frontliners who work in various hospital in Cabanatuan City.
- Distributed milk and diapers to 2,870 beneficiaries
- Distributed 3kg of rice, washable facemask, and 1kg hotdog to a total of 5,884 families as part of the third wave of relief operation to each households of Brgys San Felipe Bata, San Felipe Matanda, Umangan, San Juan, Sunson, San Carlos and Pantoc
- Established additional satellite market in Barangay Bucot
- Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Testing to 63 individuals in Barangay San Juan
- Conducted disinfection activities in Barangay San Felipe and San Juan

**CDRRMC Cabanatuan Cty, Nueva Ecija**
Provided a total of 711,089 food packs to the residents of 89 barangays within the AOR.

**MDRRMC Cabiao, Nueva Ecija**
- Conducted repacking of relief packs for the third wave of distribution.
- Distributed the 4th wave food packs per household in the different barangays.
- Provided multivitamins and Vitamin C to frontliners.
d. Conducted preparations of Isolation Unit and Municipal Quarantine Facility.

**MDRRMC Jaen, Nueva Ecija**

a. Coordinated with the Malabon City Health Department re contact tracing and investigation of 1 confirmed case
b. Conducted disinfection at ground zero and for the rest of that barangay
c. Conducted continuous contact tracing of close contacts of confirmed cases
d. Distributed relief goods to target beneficiaries within AOR

**MDRRMC Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija**

a. Distributed 20kg of rice at Barangay Marikit and Cadaclan.
b. Conducted a meeting with the LCE and department heads regarding the GCQ implementation.

g. Distributed relief food packs to barangays Doña Josefa and Manacnac.
h. Conducted distribution of relief packs in barangays Sapang Buho.
i. Convened to discuss significant matters and agendas relative to the city’s sustainable crisis management and operation, community prevention and control from infection to
pandemic COVID-19 and ensuring the stable, safety and secured living condition of entire the population

v. Conducted a meeting re report and assessment of the recently held city-wide mass rapid testing for all frontliners and individuals from all barangays within the city.
w. Ensured public order and safety in all and most commonly visited public places/facilities like Land Bank of the Philippines, NEECO II, and Palayan City Water District thereby implementing strict physical and social distancing on 16 May 2020.
x. Conducted continuous fabrication of testing booth to be used in city-wide mass testing.
y. Installed testing booths and prepared venues and other requirements in four (4) barangays that will undergo Mass Rapid Testing.
z. Ensured daily provision of transportation to LGU frontliners.

aa. Provided transport services to all health workers from place of residence to work.
bb. Procured 2,000 kilos of pumpkins, donated and delivered to Ateneo De Manila University as LGU support in their relief goods distribution initiative throughout the whole country.

c. Continuously provided free back and forth transport services to all health workers. (Home to Workplace Doorstep).

dd. Facilitated conduct of free rapid testing to all returning local stranded individuals from neighboring LGUs.

e. ENRO and Disinfection Team conducted regular disinfection of public places, facilities including disinfection of Flea Market at Barangay Caimito and Barangay Militar

ff. Collected domestic and hospital waste to ensure prevention or spread of infection.

gg. Distributed bundle of fresh assorted vegetable to each household in all barangays

hh. Provided free back and forth transport services to all health workers

ii. Provided transportation assistance to returning OFW fetch at Cabanatuan City, Nueva Ecija after having been quarantined and cleared from infectious virus at OWWA Quarantine Facility in Metro Manila

jj. Donated 1,000 sets of rapid antibody test to Provincial Government of Nueva Ecija.

kk. Provided transportation assistance to two (2) locally stranded Playanos.

ll. Conducted city-wide ocular inspection and monitoring on the implementation of city ordinances that aims to prevent and stop the spread of COVID-19

mm. Distributed 2,500 kg frozen fishes to the 19 barangays within the AOR.

nn. Continuously facilitated the free rapid testing to all returning local stranded individuals.

oo. Facilitated the procurement of four (4) units of ambulance for COVID-19 operations

pp. Distributed cash assistance/pension to senior citizens in the city.

qq. Provided free rapid testing to all returning Palayanos and other LSIs who came from another town/city/province/region.

rr. Provided free Flu Vaccine to all employees of the LGU.

ss. Issued Executive Order No. 23 An Order Prohibiting the Selling and/or Consumption of Liquor and Other Similar Beverages in the City of Palayan as Precautionary Measure Against COVID-19 Pandemic Outbreak.

tt. Conducted a meeting presided by the LCE and discussed new EOs and Ordinances to be implemented to prevent transmission of COVID-19.

uu. Distributed bundle of fresh assorted vegetables to all Barangays households.

vv. Conducted continuous distribution of relief goods and other assistance to each household which are under strict home quarantine

MDRRMC Talavera, Nueva Ecija

a. Established three (3) Quarantine Facilities at Regional Evacuation Center, Sibul Elementary School, and Tabaco Elementary School.
b. Conducted an IATF meeting and discussed COVID-19 updates.
c. Provided nutritious cooked food to malnourished children, pregnant women, and senior citizens through Nutri Wheel.
d. Established temporarily satellite markets in 6 barangays to prevent crowds and observed of social distancing
e. Provided free shuttle service for essential workers.
f. Interviewed and assessed PUMs through the Rural Health Physician, midwife, nurse, and Barangay Health Workers/BHERTS using DOH guidelines.
g. Accommodated a total of eight (8) Persons Under Monitoring in the established quarantine facility within the area of their responsibility.
h. Temporarily added satellite markets in 6 barangays in order to prevent crowds and further enhance the practice of social distancing.
i. Provided Health Education on COVID-19 to all PUMs.
j. Conducted disinfection at the public market and other places often visited by the public.
k. The LGU temporarily added satellite markets in six (6) barangays in order to prevent crowds and further enhance the practice of social distancing.
l. Established satellite markets in six (6) barangays of which, social distancing measures was practiced.

MDRRMC Talugtug, Nueva Ecija
Conducted a meeting re safety guide for the “new normal” after the ECQ.

MDRRMC San Antonio, Nueva Ecija
Dispatched mobile palengke to different barangays within the AOR.

MDRRMC San Isidro, Nueva Ecija
Conducted distribution of food packs and ‘Libreng Almusal’ to residents within the AOR.

CDRRMC Science City of Muñoz, Nueva Ecija
Distributed 25kg sacks of rice for the 3rd wave per household in barangays Rang-ayan, Villa Isla, Linglingay, Gabaldon, and Villa Santos.

PDRRMC Pampanga
a. Conducted continuous distribution of rice subsidy to LGUs through the provincial government’s program “Bigas sa Barangay”.
b. Responded to six (6) medical cases and transferred to end-referral hospitals.
c. Conducted disinfection of response vehicles on standby at the isolation facility.
d. Deployed personnel in the COVID-19 Quarantine Facility established at the New Clark City.
e. Conducted continuous information dissemination through Pampanga Information Office Official Page and other social media platforms.
f. Monitored and traced fake news posted in social media.
g. Requested PELCO II to put up payment centers to decongest the Poblacion Area.
h. Distributed a total of 18,578 packs of rice assistance amounting to ₱23,222,500.00.
i. Continuous rice distribution to LGUs at NFA Warehouse, Pampanga (Bigas sa Barangay -2nd Wave)
j. Distributed rice to cities and municipalities within the AOR.
k. Conducted meeting on the Proposed Supplementary Budget to address COVID-19.
l. Warned and apprehended a total of 7,616 violators of curfew, social distancing, operating PUV while ECQ, overpricing of goods, profiteering, and disobedience.
m. Conducted Emergency Meeting with all LCEs of Pampanga and discussed COVID-19 situation in the province.
o. Conducted regular IATF meetings.
p. Conducted coordination meeting with public transportation operators regarding the protocols on the resumed transport operations.
q. Received 500 bottles of 500ml alcohol, 5 gallons of alcohol, and 5,000 cans of water donated by Brixmed Pharmaceuticals, Apalit Pampanga Mayor, and San Miguel Foods Corp respectively; and 1,200 surgical mask, 100 face shield, and medical disposable medical protective clothing by LPL Foundation.
r. Received donation composed of 6,000 pcs of surgical face masks, 200 pcs face shields, and 11,360 tabs of Vitamin C from 777 Red Pharma Inc.
s. Received 468 sacks of rice donation from Pampanga Gamefowl and Breeder Association.
t. Received 10,000 pcs of washable face mask donation.
u. Provided accommodation to medical, health, and other frontliners during the state of Public health Emergency wherein 70 Rooms was dedicated at Hotel No. 1 & 93 Rooms at Hotel No. 2.
v. Provided mobility assistance to Kapampangan students and professors stranded in Baguio City back to Pampanga.
w. Implemented “LIBRENG SAKAY” from the Provincial Government of Pampanga with Barangay Patrol Units for Front liners and workers on identified routes
x. Deployed 549 jeepneys and 20 buses for the “Libreng Sakay” of the provincial government for the frontliners and workers on identified routes.
y. Processed the admission of three (3) patients at the City Isolation Facility. A total of 36 patients being catered at the said facility.
z. Conducted disinfection at the Heroes Hall gate, Isolation Facilities and Civic Center New Building.
aa. Spearheaded the Project ARK – PCR Initiative re: Ceremonial Turn-over of PCR Machine and Nucleic Acid Extraction, in coordination with JBLMRH.
bb. Deployed personnel manning the Joint Management Team for the Pampanga COVID-19 Quarantine Facility in the New Clark City (NCC).
cc. Received PPEs, N95 Masks, PCR, and Nucleic Acid Extraction Machines from various donors
dd. Issued Executive Order No. 14 – Providing Guidelines for the Implementation of the General Community Quarantine in the Province of Pampanga
ee. Issued Executive Order No. 11-A-2020 – Amending Executive Order No. 11-2020, placing the Province of Pampanga under Curfew during the Period of Community Quarantine and for other purpose
ff. Deployed personnel from the PNP, AFP, BFP and other agencies
gg. Established a total of 42 quarantine control points
hh. Facilitated release of 500 special permits for public transportation from LTFRB.
i. Continuously implemented the “Tulong Pasada” project for 500 Public Utility Jeepney drivers/operators of which, under the program, drivers were given a ₱600.00/day subsidy.
jj. Received 300 pcs each of syringe, sterile lancets, Rapid Test Kits, pipettes, alcohol prep pads, and 150 pcs KN95 masks from Bureau of Customs thru OCD3
kk. Assisted six (6) returning Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWS) and one (1) Locally Stranded Individuals (LSI) going to the City of San Fernando
ll. Issued Executive Order No. 15 with the Subject: Providing Guidelines for the Implementation of the Modified General Community Quarantine in the Province of Pampanga
mm. Conducted 2nd Quarter Provincial Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council Meeting via video teleconferencing.
nn. Conducted site inspection for “Balik Pilipinas, Balik Pampanga” at the Ninoy Aquino International Airport (NAIA).
 oo. Held a meeting between One Media Pampanga TV44 and Sangguniang Panlalawigan to look into the partnership proposal of the station for DepEd Pampanga’s educational programs for the upcoming school year.
pp. Conducted an orientation and training on “Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga” Citizen Application at the Benigno S. Aquino Hall, Capitol Compound, City of San Fernando, Pampanga.
qq. Conducted site inspection and validation as part of the finalization of “Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga” Program Admin Web Application
rr. Received 2,000 pcs of facemask from Metro Versatile Build Tech Corporation.
ss. Disseminated a Memorandum dated 30 June 2020 re Additional Guidelines in Handling Children who Violate Curfew and Quarantine Rules and the Strict Observance for Senior Citizens to Stay Inside their Homes.
tt. Activated the Command and Control Center (C3) for the “Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga” Project of the province for the recording and monitoring of Returning Overseas Filipinos (OFs) and Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs).
uu. Deployed personnel to assist ROFs for the “Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga” Project of the Provincial Government at NAIA Terminal.

vv. Conducted coordination meeting regarding Learning Continuity Plan and updates on SAP implementation.

ww. Received from the Bureau of Customs through the OCD3 2,924 boxes of frozen fish (mackerel).


yy. Received a total of 10,000 pcs of donated PPE sets from Department of Health through OCD Region 3

zz. Conducted decontamination and flushing activities at various locations within Central Luzon

aaa. Deployed personnel for the Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga Program of the Provincial Government of Pampanga at NAIA bfp Terminal

bbb. Assisted 15 returning Ofs and OFWs who have completed the “Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga” program of the provincial government. A total of 91 ROFs and OFWs were assisted.

ccc. Distributed 25kg of rice (per household) to 591 households at Brgy Baliti

ddd. Conducted a meeting with Central Luzon Governors and LTFRB on Opening of Inter Regional Routes at Pampanga Provincial Capitol, CSFP.

eee. Issued Executive Order No. 19 entitled, “Regulating the movement of persons to, from, and within the Province of Pampanga and other related purposes.”

fff. Assisted and transported eight (8) returning OFs and OFWs who have completed the Balik Pinas, Balik Pampanga Program.

ggg. Issued Executive Order No. 20, Regulating the movement of persons with pending COVID-19 test results and for other related purposes.

hhh. Issued Executive Order No. 21, Creating enforcement and monitoring Task Force to ensure compliance of all hospitals and health facilities in the provinces with pertinent DOH memoranda and other issuances on COVID-19.

iii. Sangguniang Panlalawigan (SP) passed an ordinance dated 07 August 2020, further extending the deadline for the payment of the 2020 Real Property Tax from 30 June 2020 to 31 December 2020 without incurring interest, surcharges, or penalties within the territorial jurisdiction of the Province of Pampanga due to the continued effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic and the implementation of community quarantine in the province.

**CDRRMC Angeles, Pampanga**

a. Transported one (1) patient to Rafael Lazatin Memorial Medical Center and one (1) patient to City College of Angeles PUM Facility to be monitored 24/7 by the City Health Office personnel together with BHERTS.

b. Continuously disinfected roads, establishments, schools, and government offices in the city.

c. Established quarantine facility at City Colleges of Angeles City.

d. Referred calls received through COVID Hotlines to the City Health Office for proper action.

e. Continuously monitored incidents and cases around the city on COVID-19 Hotlines.

f. Established three (3) Mobile Public Market roaming around the city starting 7:00 am.

g. Established Quarantine Facility which houses PUMs at the City College of Angeles, Barangay Pampang.

h. City Health Office Personnel and Barangay Health Workers reported for duty on an 8-hour shifting work headed by the Rural Health Unit Physician.

i. Established 3 Mobile Public Markets roaming around the city starting 7:00 AM daily.

j. Deployed 2 Misting Truck around Angeles City to disinfect roads and establishments.

k. Deployed 1 Pick-up (Toyota Hilux) to disinfect houses around Angeles City.

l. Placed 1 Ambulance on standby for Covid-19 related cases.

m. Established Quarantine Facility for PUM at the City College of Angeles, Barangay Pampang.

n. Ensured that City Health Office Personnel and Barangay Health Workers report on duty on 8-hour shifting work hours headed by a Rural Health Unit Physician.
o. Transported three patients from Pulungbulu and Cutcut to Quarantine Facility in the City College of Angeles.
p. Transported two (2) suspected patient from Barangay Pampang and Malabanias to Ospital Ning Angeles and City College of Angeles Quarantine Facility.
q. Established additional three (3) Mobile Public Markets within the AOR.
r. Issued guidelines on the re-opening of the Pampanga Public Market
s. Established control checkpoints in all the city’s boundaries.
t. Conducted continuous disinfection of road, establishments, school and government offices in the city.

MDRRMC Candaba, Pampanga
a. Conducted continuous monitoring of PUMs
b. Disinfected each household in all barangays
c. Conducted COVID-19 rapid testing to all frontline personnel of the Municipality of Candaba
d. Disseminated information on social distancing, proper handwashing, proper cough etiquette and wearing of face mask
e. Distributed food assistance to a total of 26,000 households since 19 March 2020.
f. Distributed face mask to every household of Candaba.
g. Conducted Rapid Diagnostic Test to frontline workers of the Municipality of Candaba.
h. Conducted the 7th wave of food packs distribution to the residents within the AOR.
i. Transported 19 swab specimens to (14) Jose B Lingad Memorial and Regional Hospital and (5) PRC Mandaluyong for testing and confirmation.
j. Distributed the 7th wave of relief distribution to the residents within the AOR.
k. Distributed aid to members of the TODA from the Kapampangan and Tagalog Region.
l. Conducted disinfection at Candaba Wet Market.
m. Distributed aid to members of the TODA from the Kapampangan and Tagalog Region.
n. Distributed 2,832 food packs to the residents of 33 barangays within the AOR.
o. Distributed face shields to all the churches within the AOR.

MDRRMC Florida Blanca, Pampanga
   Implemented a 10:00 PM to 5:00 AM curfew.

MDRRMC Guagua, Pampanga
a. Distributed a total of 2,197 food packs to the residents of 27 Tricycle Zones around Guagua.
b. Received donated PPE intended for Diosdado Macapagal Memorial Hospital from Sumaup Tamu Ban Salese.
c. Launched Plant Vegetables Program which aims to encourage the populace to do vegetable planting on vacant lots, flowerpots, and/or empty H2O bottles for food production, and help conserve the environment.
d. Collaborated with Philippine National Bank (PNB) for the "PNB Bank on Wheels" of which, an automated Teller Mobile Machine will be placed at designated areas in Guagua with the following schedules:
   - 29 April 2020, 8:00 to 11:00 a.m. at San Nicolas II in front of Betis Church and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. at San Antonio Covered Court.
   - 30 April 2020, 8:00 to 11:00 a.m. Pulungmasle Sitio Duat in front of Church and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. Natividad in front of Barangay Hall.
e. Received donated 300 cavans of rice from the Provincial Government of Pampanga intended for the 31 Barangays within the Municipality.
f. Distributed 300 cavans of rice from the Provincial Government of Pampanga to 31 Barangays within the AOR.
g. Formulated Executive Order No. 26, s. 2020 for the launching of the “VIRAL GREEN” program where all willing individuals are provided with vegetable seedlings and idle lands shall become community quarantine planting area, all in anticipation of the COVID-19 pandemic impact on food security.
h. Convened the Local Development Council and Inter-Agency Task Force and discussed the COVID-19 response actions.

i. Conducted IATF meeting and discussed the protocols on the modified GCQ.

j. Developed an implementation plan in anticipation of the modified enhanced community quarantine on 16 May 2020.

k. Painted social distancing marks to various stalls at Guagua Public Market.

l. Received the seedling donation of East-West Bank to be utilized for the Viral Green Program.

m. Provided transport vehicles to workers within the AOR.

n. Disinfected the Justice Hall at San Matias, Guagua.

o. Issued protocol and posted to their social media regarding the implementation of General Community Quarantine within the area of their responsibility.

p. Provided transportation assistance to Municipal Government employees while waiting for the special permits of the Public Utility Vehicles within the AOR.

q. Conducted cleaning and disinfection at Guagua Public Market.

r. Distributed rice to the different barangays within the AOR.

s. Facilitated the Local School Board meeting and tackled the budget realignment and other related matters concerning school openings on August 2020.

t. Convened the Barangay Chairperson within the area of their responsibility and oriented them about the protocols on the implementation of Modified General Community Quarantine.

u. Launched the QUARANCARE for KIDS Program through the Office of the MSWD.

v. Transferred two (2) new confirmed COVID-19 cases to PRI Hospital in Angeles City and the identified close contact to the Municipal Isolation Facility.

w. Issued Executive Order No. 43-S-2020, ordering the lockdown of Barangays Bancal and Sto Niño from August 23 to 27, 2020.

x. Conducted aerial assessment (drone) on 24 August 2020 in Barangays of Bancal, Magsaysay, San Antonio, San Pedro, and San Vicente Ebus to determine the proximity of areas to be contained.

y. Distributed 1,200 food packs and vitamins to the residents of Barangays Bancal, San Juan Nepomuceno, and Sto. Niño who are currently under the localized zoning containment.

z. Distributed 200 relief packages to families in Barangay Sto. Niño and Barangay Sta Ursula donated by SM Foundation.

aa. Distributed 600 pieces of live chicken to 50 beneficiaries through the Manukan sa Bakuran Program of the municipality in partnership with the Department of Agriculture.

MDRRMC Macabebe, Pampanga


b. Set-up St Nicholas Parochial School as an isolation facility for frontliners and was reported 95% completed as of 14 May 2020.

MDRRMC Mexico, Pampanga

a. Distributed one (1) kilo of quarter leg chicken to every household of the 43 barangays for the 4th tranche.

b. Conducted a meeting led by the Municipal Health Officer to discuss the conduct of COVID Pandemic survey within the LGU.

c. Coordinated with Municipal Health Office on the updates of PUMs and PUIs in the locality.

d. Issued Executive Order No. 34 imposing the guidelines during General Community Quarantine (GCQ) within the Municipality of Mexico, Pampanga.

CDRRMC San Fernando, Pampanga

a. Responded to three (3) medical cases (two non-COVID; 1 COVID related) two (2) trauma cases and transferred to end-referral hospital.
b. Conducted disinfection/sanitation activities and information education campaign at Del Pilar, San Felipe, San Pedro, and Sta Lucia and encouraged simultaneous clean-up drive within the community.

c. Assessed and monitored four (4) patients at the designated isolation facility and admitted one (1) new patient.

d. Conducted close contact tracing of 37 suspected patients living within the AOR.

e. Conducted disinfection, sanitation activities, and information education campaign at encouraging clean-up drive within the community.

f. Assessed and closely monitored four (4) patients at the designated isolation facility.

g. Admitted three (3) new patients at Mystique Lane and eight (8) new patients at Isolation Facilities in the Civic Center.

h. Discharged one (1) patient at Mystique Lane and two (2) patients at Isolation Facilities in the Civic Center.

i. Responded to one (1) trauma cases and three (3) medical cases and transferred to end-referral hospital.

j. Conducted disinfection control at the isolation facility, response vehicles of the City, Infirmary of the City Civic Center, Heroes Hall, Fiesta Communities Calulut, and City Hall.

k. Installed assessed and monitored 9 patients at the COVID Center/LGU Isolation Facility and 3 patients at Mystique Lane/ Private Isolation Facility.

l. Conducted testing/screening of 34 individuals in four (4) triage areas.

m. Conducted continuous assessment and monitoring of 10 patients at the COVID Center/ LGU Isolation facility and three patients at Mystique Lane/ Private Isolation Facility.

n. Inspected 40 establishments to monitor infection control measures.

o. Conducted and assisted water sampling at 53 water refilling stations.

p. Conducted continuous assessment and monitoring of nine (9) patients at the COVID Center/Isolation Facility.

q. Swabbed a total of 31 suspected COVID-19 patients

r. Admitted 12 patients at the City Isolation Facility

s. Distributed relief packs in barangays Pulung Bulu, San Juan, and Bulaon.

t. Distributed food packs to Barangays Calulut, Dela Paz, Telabastagan, San Agustin and Del Rosario

u. Distributed a total of 1,430 food packs in Pueblo de Oro- Del Carmen, Villa del Sol, Vellagio Real, Herencia, Kayland, Fortune Ville, Fortune Royale, Roseville Heiught, PNP Village, Villa Antonina, and Villa Unay.

v. Provided food packs to 1,266 individuals in Essel Park and Mercedes Village, Brgy. Telabastagan

w. Apprehended four (4) ECQ violators relative to ECQ and 3 taxi operators transporting stranded individuals to and from Manila without coordination with LGUs.

x. Implemented a Modified Liquor Ban and Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine within the AOR.

y. The TF WASH inspected a total of 32 establishments to monitor strict compliance to infection control measures/policies.

z. Distributed financial assistance to a total of 1,458 Jeepney Operators and Drivers Association (JODA).

aa. Distributed food packs to 93,767 recipient households within the AOR.

bb. Task Force Emergency Response has responded to a total of 8 trauma cases.

cc. Task Force Wash conducted disinfection activities at Heroes Hall front gate and standby for isolation facility.

dd. Distributed relief packs to 172 individuals in Suburia North, Krystal Homes, and LSI.

ee. Conducted prevalence survey at Barangay San Nicolas and San Agustin

ff. Responded to a total of four (4) trauma case and 2 (two) medical case

gg. Conducted inspection on 22 establishment as part of infection control measures

hh. Conducted disinfection at the Isolation Facility and swabbed four (4) patient.

ii. Distributed cash assistance to Senior Citizens and PWDs and Bedridden patients at Barangay Calulut, Bulaon, Del Carmen, Malpitic, Maimpis and San Agustin.
jj. Distributed a total of 72 relief packs at Sindalan (Miranda 2, Richvelle and Grandtown Estate) and 52 relief packs in Dela Paz Norte (Golden Ville).

kk. Collected a total of 28 samples from water refilling stations for testing

ll. Issued localized version of Executive Order on the Guidelines for General Community Quarantine to all 35 barangays for implementation on the grassroots.

mm. Conducted pay out of Financial Assistance for Senior Citizens for clusters 5 and 6.

nn. Assisted a total of 188 returning OFWs, 155 LSIs, and 18 returning Fernandinos.

oo. Endorsed 190 LSIs to PNP for the issuance of Travel Authority.

pp. Conducted 67 nasopharyngeal swabs for RT-PCR test

qq. Conducted water sampling to identified evacuation centers within the City and isolation facilities in Barangays Sindalan, Del Rosario, San Isidro, Saguin, and Panipan.

rr. Provided financial assistance to senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and solo parents in Barangays Bulaon, Calulut, Del Carmen, Malpitic, and San Agustin.

ss. Conducted cash assistance payout for Solo Parent in Barangay Dolores, Malino, Sindalan, Baliti, Quebiawan, Pulung Bulu, Pandaras, Alasas, Magliman and Northville, Calulut.

tt. Collected a total of 61 specimens (nasopharyngeal swab) from LGU employee.

uu. Collected specimens (nasopharyngeal swab) of 35 BPI - San Fernando Branch employees.

vv. Assessed and monitored a total of 64 patients in the quarantine facilities.

ww. Conducted contact tracing activities to 34 close contacts of one (1) confirmed case and five (5) close contacts of one (1) active suspect.

xx. Assessed and monitored a total of 32 patients in the Isolation Facility and one (1) patient in Mystique Lane.

yy. Conducted a total of 11 nasopharyngeal swabbing for RT-PCR test for patients in the City Isolation Facility.


aaa. Conducted water sampling at the SM Telabastagan.

bbb. Conducted 67 nasopharyngeal swabs for RT-PCR test

ccc. Conducted validation of S/DAFAC forms at Barangay Dal Carmen, Del Pilar, Dolores, Lourdes, and San Jose

ddd. Collected a total of 336 swabs since 15 June

eee. Catered total of 44 patients in the City Isolation Facility

fff. Assisted 53 walk-in clients through Task Force Tala Help Desk Office

ggg. Conducted payout of Pantawid Pamilya and Social Pension in different barangays

hhh. Conducted social preparation for the Local Enhanced Community Quarantine at Barangay Panipunan

iii. Apprehended 13 individuals for violating quarantine protocols.

jjj. Inspected 145 business establishments in various barangays together with the Infection Control Policy of the City of which, nine (9) were non-compliant, 117 were compliant, and 19 establishments were closed.

kkk. Conducted Disaster Assistance Family Access Card validation at Barangay Telabastagan with 594 beneficiaries; Barangay Pulung Bulu with 816 beneficiaries; and Barangay Malpitic with 396 beneficiaries

lll. Apprehended eight (8) community quarantine violators

mmm. Distributed a total of 497 food packs to the residents of Barangay Pandaras and Dela Paz

nnn. Conducted Disaster Assistance Family Access Card validation at Barangay Telabastagan, Pulung Bulu and Maimpis

ooo. Distributed the following items:

- Relief packs in Brgy. San Isidro and Gemsville 1 and 2 Subdivision.
- Financial assistance to a total of 17,917 senior citizens and bedridden individuals, and 3,184 PWDs.
- Relief goods to 5,855 households at Northville Calulut and Northville Malpitic.
- Food packs in Barangay Quebiawan, Barangays Pulungbulu, Telabastagan, Dela Paz Norte, and Richville Avida.
• DSWD Disaster Assistance Family Access Card (DAFAC) to households within the AOR. A total of 1,234 DAFAC forms were distributed to Barangay Dolores, Del Pilar and Lourdes
• 1,023 relief goods to identified subdivisions (Suburbia, Andalusia, North Forbes, Cuidad de Hizon, La Casa Nueva and North Woods)
• Food packs in Barangays Del Pilar, Panipuan, Kalayaan Village, Woodgrve Greenfields, Dolores, Sta Teresita, San Felipe, San Juan, and San Jose.
• 168 food packs to the residents of Barangay Malino
• Donated frozen fish to the residents of Brgy. San Pedro.
• Rice packs to End of Contract Employees and donate frozen fish to Urban Poor.
• Food packs to 1,651 recipients from Barangays Del Carmen, Bulaon Resettlement, and Malpitic.
• Food packs at Barangays Dela Paz Norte and San Nicolas.
• 25kg of rice to various barangays and served around 1,000 families during DAFAC validation.
• 25kg of rice to 990 Households
• Packs of rice to 304 residents of Brgy. Bulaon, Queensland, and Safer Village.

ppp. Issued 150 medical certificates
qqq. Conducted inspection to 152 establishments in Barangay Dolores, Sindalan and Calulut
rrr. Recorded 25 COVID-19 related violations and 166 traffic rules violations
sss. Verified SAP waitlisted in 35 barangays in preparation
ttt. Admitted six (6) new COVID-19 patients in the City Isolation Facility
uuu. Conducted disinfection activities in Juliana Subdivision and Pilar Village
vvv. Conducted disinfection activities in Brgy Maimpis and Heroes Hall

www. Apprehended 10 violators of Quarantine Protocols by PNP
xxx. Apprehended 56 traffic-related violations and 4 COVID protocol violations by CPOSOC.
yyy. Distributed 25kg of rice to 730 households in barangays Alasas, San Pedro, San Juan, and San Jose.
zzz. Distributed 25kg of rice to 348 households in Barangays Del Carmen, San Isidro, Dela Paz Sur, and Juliana.

aaaa. Provided food and shelter assistance to 24 individuals.
bbbb. Distributed rice packs to residents of Barangays Dolores, Sta. Lucia, Del Pilar, and Magliman.
cccc. Conducted swabbing to 48 individuals at the drive thru in Heroes Hall.
dddd. Distributed rice packs to residents of Barangays San Agustin and Sindalan.
eeee. Admitted eight (8) persons and discharged two (2) individuals in the City Isolation Facility.
ffff. Swabbed a total pf 20 individuals
gggg. Conducted inspection of 82 business establishments in the Barangays of Juliana, Poblacion, Quebiawan, San Agustin, San Jose, San Isidro, Stat Teresita, Sto Rosario, and Telebastagan.

hhhh. Distributed rice packs to residents of Brgy. Dela Paz Norte with 136 households and Sto. Niño with 87 households.

iii. Apprehended a total of 30 individuals due to COVID-19 protocol violations.
jjjj. Provided assistance to one (1) returning OFW.
kkkk. Assisted six (6) walk in clients in the Help Desk.
llll. Admitted 1 person and discharged 10 individuals in the City Isolation Facility.
mmmm. Conducted disinfection activities at Heroes Hall and City Hall.
nnnn. Apprehended seven (7) quarantine protocol violators.
oooo. Distributed packs of 25 kgs of rice (per household) to 1,126 residents of Barangay Calulut.

pppp. Inspected 126 business establishments at barangays Telebastagan, Sto Rosario, Quebiawan and San Agustin; 113 of which are compliant, 11 are non-compliant, and two (2) are closed.
Distributed **25kg** of rice to **2,020** households in Barangay Calulut and to **2,273** households at Brgy. San Agustin.

Conducted DAFAC validation for **150** families in St Jude Phase I, II, and III; and **50** families in Villa Lourdes.

Distributed a total of **296** packs of **25kgs** of rice at Gamsville Subdivision.

Distributed a total of **1,052** food packs to the residents of Villa Clasica, Villa Lourdes, and Barangay St. Jude.

Distributed 515 packs of rice in Lourdes Heights (345) and Rocville Heights (150).


**MDRRMC San Luis, Pampanga**

- Conducted Random Testing at Barangay Sto. Tomas.
- Started the distribution of **½** cavan of rice and alcohol in Barangays Sta Cruz Pambilog and Sta Catalina.
- Distributed 1,109 sacks of rice and alcohol in Brgy. Rita, Sto. Tomas and Sta. Cruz Poblacion.
- Conducted a meeting to source out funds which can be used for relief distribution in consideration to the extension of the ECQ.
- Implemented the Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine within the AOR.
- Distributed 1,524 packs of alcohol and 25 kg. of rice in Brgy. San Jose.
- Conducted inspection to the 99 business establishments in barangays Juliana, San Jose, Sta Teresita, Dolores, Baliti, Quebiawan, and San Agustin which resulted to 80 establishments as compliant, 15 non-compliant, and 4 as closed.

**MDRRMC Sasmuan, Pampanga**

- Established a disinfecting area for all frontline workers especially those assigned in checkpoints.
- Conducted Random Testing at Barangay Sto. Tomas.
- Facilitated the payout of cash assistance under SAP to 1,050 beneficiaries from barangays San Nicolas 1st, Sta Lucia, San Antonio, and Sto Tomas.
- Conducted Kadiwa on Wheels Program at Barangay San Nicolas.
- Conducted a meeting with the IATF COVID 19 Sasmuan re Update Status of COVID-19 Cases, Peace and Order Situation and Related Issuances, Status of LGU From ECQ to GCQ, and other matters on 14 May 2020.
- Provided transport vehicles to workers working in City of San Fernando, Pampanga.
- Provided shuttle service for every worker reporting to work pick-up Time 5am-8pm at Plaza Sasmuan going to inter section CSFP and vice versa.
- Provided shuttle service bound to City of San Fernando for workers reporting to work.
- Monitored suspect and probable COVID-19 cases in the AOR.
- Installed signage and provided disinfectant, thermal scanners, and alcool in the entrance and exit of the Municipal Hall.
- Implemented mandatory thermal scanning before entering in the Temporary Public Market.
- Enforced “No Face Mask, No ID, No Quarantine Pass, No Entry in the public market.
- Conducted disinfection of Temporary Public Market, boundaries of the municipality and frontliners especially those in the checkpoints.
- Provided free mobility to stranded passengers through “Libreng Sakay” Program.
- Transported one (1) patient from Central Isolation Area to Diosdado Macapagal Hospital.
- Distributed food packs to the families in coastal barangay of Batang 2nd.
- Distributed relief goods to barangay San Antonito and Sta. Monica.
- Conducted disinfection activities at Barangay San Antonio.
- Passed a Resolution to continue the Modified Special Concern Lock Down in Brgy. San Antonio.
- Conducted pay-out of SAP at five (5) coastal barangays.
**MDRRMC Sto Tomas, Pampanga**

Distributed SAP grants in Barangay Moras Dela Paz, San Vicente, San Matias, and San Bartolome.

**PDRRMC Tarlac**

a. Transported 14 swab test specimens to Lung Center and 134 swab test specimens to Philippine Red Cross Mandaluyong for testing and confirmation.

b. Conducted rapid testing to two (2) repatriates from Taiwan upon arrival at the Tarlac Provincial Hospital then brought to NCC Athletes Village Quarantine Facility.

c. Transported swab specimens to Philippine Red Cross in Mandaluyong for testing and confirmation:
   - 31 swab specimens as of 10 May 2020.
   - 49 swab specimens
   - 14 specimens as of 19 May 2020

d. Conducted rapid testing to 25 residents/students working/studying in Baguio and the Cordilleras upon arrival at the Tarlac Provincial Hospital

e. Distributed relief goods at barangays Batang-Batang, Villa Bacolor, San Pascual, San Manuel, and San Jose.

f. PHO/PDRRMO conducted thermal scanning and properly turned over to its respective City and Municipal Health Officer for further assessment and monitoring.

g. Provided continuous emergency and technical services in the Quarantine Facility at New Clark City, Capas where eight (8) frontliners with suspected cases and two (2) positive asymptomatic patients of Tarlac were admitted.

h. Conducted Mass Rapid Testing to the inmates and jail guards of Tarlac Provincial Jail.

i. Fabricated provincial mobile swab collecting unit

j. Ensured continuous Rolling Store project operation in Brgy Maluac, Moncada.

k. Distributed free rice seed to farmers affected by COVID-19 in partnership with PhilRice and DA RFOIII.

l. Received donated personal protective equipment.

m. Received donated nine (9) boxes of bread from Cindys and City Walk/Metro town.


ο. Distributed the second wave of relief goods and hygiene kits (includes alcohol, bath soap and face masks) to four barangays namely: (1) Bora, (2) Calingcuan, (3) Trinidad, and (4) Maliwalo.

p. Convened the Anti-COVID-19 Task Force with Tarlac DILG to discuss the schedule of expanded test for Health Workers in the Province; rationalizing the establishment of a Local Government Unit Task Force Against COVID-19 ; Memorandum of Agreement with Red Cross on the for a tie-up in laboratory mass testing of COVID-19 probable cases; and COVID Risk Assessment Monitoring and Management.

q. The Sangguniang Panlungsod posted on its Facebook Account the copies of ten (10) resolutions in response to COVID-19 threat.

r. Convened the Inter-Agency Task Force and discussed the implementation of General Community Quarantine within the City.

s. Conducted meeting with Talipapa Vendors and Barangay Chairpersons regarding the implementation of General Community Quarantine within the City.

t. PGT-NCC Team conducted a meeting and discussed the finalization of the Manual of Operations, the status of Bldg A in NCC, personnel requirement, and other relevant needs/ preparations.

u. Hauled goods for the Tarlac province at DOH Taguig

v. Received two (2) bags of bread from Pilmico, and eight (8) boxes of pandesal and nine (9) boxes of bread from Cindys and City walk/Metro Town as donations.

w. Received donated personal protective equipment.

x. Transported 23 swab samples to Lung Center of the Philippines.
y. Deployed one (1) PDRRMO personnel to provide transportation assistance to DSWD personnel for the distribution of SAP Cash Assistance to beneficiaries in the different barangays within the Province.

z. Guided the relief cargoes of PGT from Binondo, Manila to Tarlac Province.

aa. Transported 87 swab specimens to the Philippine Red Cross in Mandaluyong City.

bb. Provided mobility to discharged patients in the Quarantine Facility in New Clark City going to Mayantoc and Tarlac City.

cc. Transported a total of 44 specimens for testing at the Philippine Red Cross in Mandaluyong City on 16 May 2020.

dd. Provided transportation assistance to four (4) OFW from Spain and Italy going to Concepcion, Mayantoc, Sta. Ignacia, and Victoria.

ee. Facilitated the fabrication of Provincial Mobile Swab Collecting Unit

ff. Conveyed four (4) Repatriated OFWs from Dau Terminal to Tarlac Provincial Hospital.

gg. Conveyed six (6) Repatriated OFWs from Quarantine Facilities at Dasmaríñas, Gen. Trias, Cavite, Tagaytay and Biñan, Laguna.

hh. Conducted daily disinfection of Tarlac West Central Elementary School temporary quarantine facility.

ii. Assisted 30 Repatriated OFWs on their mandatory Health Assessment at Tarlac Provincial Hospital. Rapid testing was immediately done to all returnees as soon as they arrived.

jj. Transported seven (7) specimens to Philippine Red Cross Mandaluyong for testing and confirmation.

kk. Assisted 24 Repatriated OFWs on their mandatory Health Assessment at Tarlac Provincial Hospital. Rapid testing was immediately done to all returnees as soon as they arrived.

ll. Posted information on social media account regarding the Guidelines for Locally Stranded Individuals Exiting and Entering the City.

mm. Distributed relief supplies from DSWD to 1,426 Bantay Bayans of 76 barangays of the City.

nn. Provided transportation to the Teams that conducted Provincewide Mass Rapid Test

oo. Ongoing fabrication of Provincial Mobile Swab Collecting Unit

pp. Facilitated the arrival of Repatriated OFW in Tarlac and coordinated with their respective LGUs

qq. Transported one (1) returning OFW under Oplan Balik Probinsya Program from Dau, Pampanga Terminal

rr. Assisted 24 repatriated OFWs on their mandatory Health Assessment at Tarlac Provincial Hospital

ss. Conducted rapid testing to all returnees as soon as they arrived

tt. Turned-over said OFWs to their respective City and Municipal Health Office and MDRRMOs for further assessment and monitoring.

uu. Transported nine (9) specimens to Jose B. Lingad Memorial General Hospital or testing and confirmation.

vv. Transported one (1) suspected patient from Loving Mother Hospital to Tarlac Provincial Hospital and Assisted 13 Repatriated OFWs on their mandatory Health Assessment at Tarlac Provincial Hospital

ww. Transported seven (7) specimens to Jose B. Lingad Memorial General Hospital for testing and confirmation.

xx. Facilitated the arrival of Repatriated OFWs in Tarlac and coordinated with their respective LGUs.

yy. Transported swab specimens to Philippine Red Cross Mandaluyong and JBL Memorial General Hospital for testing and confirmation

zz. Provided transportation assistance to one (1) individual from Dinalupihan Bataan to Gerona, Tarlac, one (1) repatriated OFW from Eurotel in Manila to Burot, Tarlac City and two (2) individuals from Clark Freeport Zone to Capas, Tarlac

aaa. Conducted disinfection activities in government facilities like Rural Health Units located at Brgy. Tibag, San Isidro, Baras-Baras, Tarlac City Bureau of Jail Management and Penology, Tarlac Provincial BJMP, DSWD Lingap Center, Government Service Insurance System (GSIS), Blossomville Subdivision, in several city streets and at two churches in Concepcion, Tarlac.

bbb. Deployed 1 Ambulance Team at the Quarantine Facilities at the New Clark City, Capas, Tarlac
ccc. Provided mobility to one (1) individual from Pagsanjan, Laguna to Tarlac City
ddd. Visited barangays and conducted information dissemination to barangays on measures to prevent COVID-19
eee. Conducted meeting with the Association of Restobar Owners to study the gradual opening of establishments in the City
fff. Conducted disinfection activities in Barangays of Baras-Baras, Tibag, San Isidro, Burot, San Roque, Sto Cristo, Mabini, and Juan Luna
ggg. Transported 13 specimen swabs to Jose B Lingad Memorial General Hospital and 62 specimen swabs to Philippine Red Cross in Mandaluyong City
hhh. Conducted disinfection activities in Centro Mercato
iii. Conducted disinfection activities to government facilities: Tarlac City Hall, Government Service Insurance System (GSIS), Social Security System, DWSD Home for Women, and Tarlac City Public Market Downtown
jjj. Posted in the CI O FB page an announcement regarding curfew hours in Tarlac City in accordance to the Tarlac Provincial Curfew Ordinance 07-2020
kkk. Transported 19 swab specimens to (14) Jose B Lingad Memorial and Regional Hospital and (5) PRC Mandaluyong for testing and confirmation
lll. Provided transportation assistance to OFWs from SOGO Hotel, San Fernando, Pampanga to Tarlac Provincial Hospital for RDT
mmm. Transported 20 swab specimens to Philippine Red Cross Clark.
nnn. Assisted 14 Returning Filipino that underwent COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Test.
ooo. Transported 55 swab specimens to Jose B Lingad Memorial, Regional Hospital, and PRC Clark.
ppp. Assisted four (4) Returning Filipinos that underwent COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Test at Tarlac Provincial Hospital.
qqq. Disseminated advisory from DILG messenger and email to all C/MDRRMOs regarding Placement of Critical Areas under MECQ due to the COVID-19 threat.
rrr. Conducted continuous coordination with PHACTO, PYSPESO and C/MDRRMOs on stranded individuals, OFWs to be sent home to their respective areas.
sss. Transported 12 specimen swab to Jose B Lingad Memorial General Hospital and seven (seven) specimen swab to PRC-Clark, both in the Province of Pampanga.
ttt. Transported five (5) COVID-19 positive patients to Tarlac Provincial Hospital and New Clark City Quarantine Facility.
uuu. Distributed 250 boxes of frozen fish to the frontliners in 76 barangays within the AOR.
vvv. Issued Sangguniang Panlungsod Resolution No. VIII-36-549 enacting City Ordinance No. 036-2020 that extends the waiver of market stall rental fees for the period of 01 September 2020 to 31 December 2020.

**MDRRMC Bamban, Tarlac**
Task Force COVID-19 Bamban and Barangay Councils conducted a site visit in the proposed housing facility for employees working outside the Municipality.

**MDRRMC Concepcion, Tarlac**

a. Conducted disinfection activities at Barangay San Jose, Blossom Ville Subd., Saint Joseph Subd., David Subd., Miss-Tee Inn, several governments owned facilities, and barangay roads of Aguso and Dalayap.
b. Conducted Rapid Diagnostic Tests to symptomatic COVID-19 suspected/probable individuals.
c. Implemented a localized lockdown in order to allow strict home quarantine in sections of Barangays San Jose, Alfonso, and Santiago which have identified COVID-19 cases.

**MDRRMC Gerona, Tarlac**

a. Established a quarantine facility in Corazon C. Aquino National High School in Barangay Poblacion.
b. Distributed the Farmer Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF) to 58 recipients.
c. Distributed the 5th wave of food distribution to the 44 Barangays within the municipality.
MDRRMC Paniqui, Tarlac.
a. Assisted a total of 37 ROFs and 358 LSIs and monitored their arrival.
b. Assisted 15 Locally Stranded Individuals and three (3) Retuning Overseas Filipino.
c. Assisted 18 Locally Stranded Individuals and four (4) Returning Overseas Filipino

CDRRMC Tarlac City
a. Conducted weekly intensive conduct disinfection scheduled every Sunday to maintain hygiene in every corner of the city for everyone and as a preventive measure against COVID-19.
b. Conducted disinfection from Romulo Highway San Vicente to Sto Domingo, San Isidro Molave Road, Tibag to Care, Matatalaib Main Road.
c. Distributed PPEs in each barangay and to the City Government frontliners.
d. Distributed dressed chicken to informal settlers living near the railroad from Brgy. Aguso, Dalayap, Alvindia, Coasts, Sepung Calzada, PNR Santos, H Cruz, Blk 9 San Nicolas, East, Micalugud, Sto. Christ, St. John the Baptist Ministers, and San Sebastian.
e. Distributed food to the Senior Citizens within the AOR.
f. Conducted disinfection activities in subdivisions such as South Plains Subd., Villa Zaraga Subd., Rosmont Subd., and Villa Soliman Subd as part of the on-going preventive measures being implemented by the City.
g. Conducted disinfection activities in Barangay Matatalaib, San Miguel, and San Rafael.
h. Conducted disinfection activities at the Department of Agrarian Reform - Provincial Agrarian Reform Office located at Brgy. Matatalaib, Tarlac City, Department of Agrarian Reform Adjudication Board located at Brgy. San Miguel, Tarlac City, Tarlac City Hall, Kaisa Convention Hall, and Fiesta Communities – San Rafael.
i. Disinfected facilities like rural health units in Brgy. Tibag, San Isidro and Poblacion, City Human Resources and Management Office and City Health Office, Tarlac Provincial and City Bureau Jail Management and Penology compounds, DSWD Boys Town.
j. Daily disinfection conducted at Tarlac West Central Elementary School temporary quarantine facility.
k. Distributed 110 packs of vegetables to the City Government frontliners donated by Mason Isagani Lodge 96 through the leadership of their worship master.
l. Distributed the 2nd wave of relief goods and hygiene kits containing alcohol, bath soap, and face masks to barangays Cut-Cut II, Tariji, Sepung Calzada, Balibago I, and Balibago II.
m. Conducted continuous distribution of pumpkin donations from Magic Star Mall to the 12 parishes in the city.
n. Conducted disinfection at Brgy Alvindia, RHU San Rafael, Uptown Public Market, and the city streets.
o. Distributed the 2nd wave of relief goods to Brgys. San Rafael, Balanti, San Isidro, and Tibangan.
p. Held a meeting regarding the resumption of construction of DPWH projects in Tarlac City.
q. Conducted a meeting with companies from the Luisita Industrial Park in anticipation of the GCQ implementation.
r. Sangguniang Panlungsod passed the following Resolutions:
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-258 re Business Permit and Licensing Division (BPLD) to cause and facilitate the preparation, design, and printing, preferably on tarpaulin, of a public notice/advisory relative to the strict implementation of prescribed Social Distancing regulations, Mandatory wearing of face masks/face shields and other precautionary measures against Covid-19, to be distributed among business establishments and displayed at a prominent location within the premises.
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-259 conveying sincere appreciation and gratitude to the donors/sponsors of food assistance, in the form of 760 bags or 19,000 kilos of rice, which was distributed among the affected families/households in Tarlac City through the Barangay Chairman, to mitigate the severe effects of the Covid-19 health crisis and the enhanced community quarantine.
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-260 re Local Finance Committee (LFC), in coordination with the concerned City Government Department Heads, to formulate Covid-19 mitigation measures, for inclusion in the FY 2021 Annual Investment Program of the city.
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-261 re City Health Officer to advise and monitor compliance of all business establishments operating within the city on the conduct of regular disinfection within, as well as the areas surrounding the establishment, as part of the "New Normal" during and in the aftermath of the state of national emergency due to Covid-19.
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-262 re establishment of a Commissary for the Frontliners, Emergency Personnel, other City Government personnel, and Barangay Officials of the City Government of Tarlac, to be managed and operated, preferably by a duly registered City Government Employees Association or Cooperative.
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-263 re City Human Resource Management Officer to ensure strict implementation of the guidelines issued by the Civil Service Commission for Alternative Work Arrangements and Support Mechanisms for workers in the government during the period of a state of national emergency due to Covid-19 pandemic, and to coordinate with concerned departments/offices concerning the adoption of internal rules and regulations, health standards and social distancing measures and other.
- SP Resolution No. VIII-18-264 re Business Permits and Licensing Division, City Planning and Development Officer, City Health Officer, City Engineer, City Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Officer, and other concerned department heads, to prepare guidelines in coordination with the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), for the re-opening/resumption of operations of business establishments located within the city and their transition to new normal.
- Distributed personal protective equipment composed of 35 pcs PPEs and 90 pcs N95 masks; 124 pcs N95 masks; and 10 pcs PPEs and 40 pcs N95 masks to POSO; Tarlac City Task Force Market; and the City Environment and Natural Resources Office frontliners respectively.
- Provided food packs to all members of the Kaisa Women's Organization (KWO) of barangays: San Vicente, San Pablo, San Nicolas, San Luis, San Jose De Urquico, Balanti, Capehan, and San Miguel.
- Issued SP RESOLUTION NO. VIII-19-272 authorizing the printing and issuance of two (2) types of work pass to business establishments which are allowed to resume operations during the General Community Quarantine (GCQ).
- Issued SP RESOLUTION NO. VIII-19-284 authorizing the advance release of the Year-end cash gift for Senior Citizens of the city, subject to usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.
- Conducted disinfection activities at Tarlac West Central Elementary School, the temporary quarantine facility of the city, and Tarlac Downtown Market.
- Repacked relief goods to be distributed to 76 barangays.
- Provided food packs to all members of the Kaisa Women's Organization (KWO) of barangays: Tibag, Care, Tibagan, Sapang Maragul, San Juan De Mata, Sto. Domingo, San Isidro, Dolores, Baras-Baras, Mapalad, Laoang, Sto. Nino, Sta. Maria, and Sinait.
- Posted info cards in the City Information Office social media account on the Steps in Redeeming Confiscated Driver's License.
- Distributed relief goods and hygiene kits in Brgy San Jose.
dd. Conducted disinfection activities at Brgy San Rafael Hall, Blossom Subdivision, Fiesta Community, Brgy. San Pablo, Magsaysay Village in Brgy. San Vicente, Las Haciendas, City Streets and along Romulo Highway to the stretch of San Vicente to Carangian.

e.e. Distributed face masks to employees of opened establishments along F Tañedo.

ff. City Health Office inspected food-related establishments and dine-in restaurants and reminded managers relative to the proper wearing of face mask.

gg. Issued Sangguniang Panglungsod Resolution No. VIII-23-346 requesting the City Mayor to direct the City Engineer to facilitate the completion of the Eco-Tourism Development projects of the City Government and inclusion of the ongoing repair and maintenance of the Plazuela, to provide the public with alternative venues for family recreational activities in light of the restrictions imposed on dine-in services and other recreational activities in restaurants and other establishments due to COVID-19.

hh. Distributed 1,000 packs of face masks to 269 open establishments to ensure safety of the workers and clients.

ii. Conducted disinfection activities in Tarlac City Bureau of Jail Management and Penology, Tarlac Provincial Bureau of Jail Management and Penology, DSWD Lingap Center, public areas in Brgy. San Pablo, Magsaysay Village in Brgy. San Vicente, Las Haciendas, Rural Health Units located in Barangays Tibag, San Isidro, and Baras-Baras, and various streets around the city.

jj. Conducted disinfection activities at the Health Facilities in Barangays San Rafael, San Miguel, Mapalacsiao, Matatalaib, San Manual and San Manuel.

kk. Conducted Barangay League Meeting attended by the LCE and some members of the City IATF.

ll. Conducted disinfection activities in Barangays of Dela Paz, Mapalacsiao, San Manuel, San Miguel, and San Rafael.

mm. Transported one (1) COVID-19 positive patient to Enrique Cojuangco Memorial Hospital.

nn. Conducted sanitation activities in Tarlac City Hall, Legislative Building, GSIS, SSS and Tarlac City Public Market Downtown.

oo. On 11 August 2020, facilitated the import of vegetables from Baguio City.

pp. Started the distribution of gadgets and internet connectivity to about 600 scholars.

qq. Distributed hygiene kits to 57 city scholars.

MDRRMC Victoria, Tarlac
a. Distributed foods to the different command posts and checkpoints.

b. Distributed relief goods to the 26 different Barangays of Victoria.

PDRRMC Zambales
a. Monitored a total of 16 confirmed COVID-19 cases of which, 1 person was declared dead and 5 persons recovered; and reported a total of 614 suspect cases.

b. Conducted Capacity Building Trainings such as OPS specimen collection, handling and transport, training on disinfection procedures, and demonstration on SARS CoV 2 RDT kits use and/or Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Donning and Doffing.

c. Conducted contact tracing of new confirmed cases by local health authorities teams and PNP.

d. Conducted a total of 10,953 COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Tests to frontliners within the Province resulting to a total of 318 people with reactive results and were subsequently transported to Ramon M Magsaysay for swabbing and confinement as of 10 May 2020.

e. Delivered Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund seeds to the Municipalities of Castillejos and Subic.

f. Endorsed initial list of target beneficiaries of Ahon Lahat Pagkaing Sapat (ALPAS) program of DA III.

g. Delivered a total of 4,941 bags (at 15 kilos each) Hybrid Seeds under the Rice Expanded Hybrid Rice Production.

h. Delivered 11,570 bags of seeds to LGUs under the Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund (RCEF) of which, 4,149 bags were already distributed to 1,858 farmers.
i. Delivered 26,367 packs of hybrid seeds to LGUs of which, 1,433 packs were distributed to 317 farmers.

j. Conducted dialogue with the Community Bank of San Felipe to discuss the mechanics, and terms and conditions for granting loans.

k. Distributed 44,008 FFPs in the Municipality of Subic, in the 14 barangays in San Marcelino, and 7,258 households in Bahay Pag-asa in Botolan, Zambales.

l. Continuously distributed half-cavans of rice for each family in the municipalities of Candelaria, Iba, and Botolan.

m. Distributed seeds to 3,215 farmer-beneficiaries under Rice Resiliency Program.

n. Distributed Family Food Packs in Barangay Batiawan.

o. Convened a meeting to discuss the Plan of Action of the Province.

p. Issued Executive Order No 15 regarding the provision of temporary shelter/accommodation to health workers assigned at Ramon Magsaysay Hospital.

q. Issued guidelines on the conduct of rapid testing and implementation of the Governor’s 7-14-14 Action Plan.

r. Conducted IATF meeting to discuss shift to GCQ in the province upon the recommendation of the National IATF-EID.

s. Conducted a meeting with the Provincial IATF to discuss the shift from ECQ to MECQ.

t. Issued EO No. 16, s. 2020 placing the entire province of Zambales under MECQ from 16 May to 31 May 2020.

u. As of **27 June 2020**, 400 ECQ violators were verbally warned, 398 violators were fined, 481 for inquest proceedings, 45 cases filed, one (1) case of hoarding and profiteering/manipulation of price, and 2 PUWs apprehended.

v. Fined one (1) violator and inquested seven (7) violators from 27 April 2020, 8:00 AM to 28 April 2020, 8:00 AM.

w. Set Highlands Camp Philippines in Iba, Zambales as a temporary shelter for medical health workers working at President Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Hospital.

x. Purchased 4,230 Personal Protective Equipment.

y. Received rapid test kits donated by GC8 Kinming, Inc.

z. Coordinated with Baguio City DRRM Office for the schedule of pickup of stranded Zambales residents in Baguio City on Sunday, 3 May 2020.

aa. Assisted the four (4) stranded Scottish foreign tourists with repatriation flight due for Scotland on 3 May 2020 at NAIA Terminal 1 of which, the transportation from Zambales to the NAIA Terminal was facilitated by the Provincial Tourism Office.

bb. Established a total of 133 Quality Control Points manned with a total of 309 personnel.

cc. Launched the Zambales MECQ Poster Making Contest: Making Masterpiece, Express Creativity & Quaint Poster during Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine, with the theme “Sama-sama ang Pamilya sa Pagtugon sa Problema sa Panahon ng Pandemya”. This project aims to inspire and educate every Zambaleño families of the responsibilities during this pandemic and look for ways to stop the spread of Corona Virus Disease.

dd. Distributed 11,056 rice seeds to 5,166 farmers or 62.5% completed under Rice Resiliency Program (RFFA).

e. Distributed 4,626 bags of hybrid seeds to 3,940 farmers.

ff. Continuous distribution of notice of award to 164 beneficiaries of Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA) from DBP list. Total number of farmers served is 581 out of 1,760 listed beneficiaries or 33% accomplishment.

gg. Distributed a total of 28,552 bags of urea fertilizer, 16,232 bags of RCEF seeds, 6,992 bags of Hybrid seeds, and 4,197 bags of expanded inbred seeds to a total of 31,197 farmers within the AOR.

hh. Distributed 25 sacks of rice to the Municipality of Palauig and Sta Cruz.

ii. Transported six (6) emergency case patients and one (1) dialysis patient to various nearby health care facilities.

jj. Provided mobility to 11 returning Overseas Filipino Workers in Dau Bus Terminal in Mabalacat City, Pampanga.
kk. Conducted continuous distribution of Notice of Award under the Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA) to 1,200 farmers out of the 1,760 beneficiaries.

ll. Distributed half cavans of rice to families in six barangays (Brgy. Bangcol, Bulawon, Tubo Tubo South, Lipay, Poblacion North, Lomboy) of Sta Cruz, Zambales.

mm. Distributed vegetables (16kg of eggplant and 4kg of okra) harvested from the vegetable production demo of the Provincial Agriculture Office to capitol employees.

nn. Coordinated the processing of an LSI's request for travel from Baguio City to Sta. Cruz, Zambales.

oo. Provided Rice Farmers Financial Assistance worth ₱5,000 each to 2,431 farmers within the AOR.

pp. Distributed food assistance a total of 101,910 households within the AOR.

qq. Issued Executive Order No. 17 dated 31 May 2020 placing the Entire Province of Zambales under General Community Quarantine Starting 01 June 2020 and Setting Guidelines.

rr. Provided 90 units knapsack sprayer, 5 units power sprayer, 2 units multi cultivator, and 3 units water pump set to qualified Farmer's Association within the AOR.

ss. Issued Executive Order No 14 providing the guidelines on the implementation of General Community Quarantine within the AOR.

tt. Recorded a total of 400 violators of the Enhanced Community Quarantine of whom were verbally warned, 251 violators were fined, 461 for inquest proceedings, 45 cases filed, 1 case of hoarding and profiteering/ manipulation of price, and 2 PUVs apprehended.

uu. Delivered 3,788 bags of inbred seeds to the municipalities of San Narciso, Subic, Botolan, Iba, Palauig, and Sta Cruz.

vv. Distributed the harvested 15kg eggplant, 16kg okra, and 6kg ampalaya to the employees of the Capitol.

ww. Issued Executive Order No 19 s.2020, placing the Entire Province of Zambales under Modified General Community Quarantine Starting 16 June 2020 until 30 June 2020 and Prescribing General Guidelines for its Implementation.

xx. Distributed a total of 7,058 bags of hybrid seeds to 5,794 farmers.

yy. Distributed a total of 4,238 bags of expanded inbred seeds to 3,335 farmers.

zz. Distributed a total of 35,553 bags of urea fertilizer to 13,593 farmers.

aaa. Facilitated the dispersal of 100,000 tilapia fingerlings from BFAR at the Cavite dam, Barangay Nagbunga, Castillejos.

bbb. Issued Executive order No. 19-A s. 2020 an Order Amending Section 12 of Executive Order No.19 s. 2020 to reflect the maximum allowable capacity of tricycles operating within the province.

ccc. Distributed 25-kg of rice per household in Brgy. Cawag, Subic.

ddd. The Provincial Tourism Office conducted an online meeting with resort owners to discuss new regulations affecting the industry.

eee. Distributed 100,000 bangus fry from BFAR to the Municipality of Candelaria.

fff. Delivered a total of 36,195 bags of urea fertilizer to the Municipality of Palauig of which, 7,995 bags were delivered to 2,998 farmers.

ggg. Distributed 25kg of rice per family in Brgy. Matain, Subic.

hhh. Informed the public of the current local situation on their social media.

iii. Released SURE Aid loan by the Community Bank of San Felipe to 177 Marginalized Small Farmers and Fisherfolks with following breakdown crop farmer 135, livestock farmer 1, and fisherfolks 51.

jjj. Issued a total of 3,797 Temporary Travel Passes.

kkk. Released ALPAS COVID-19 Expanded SURE Aid and Recovery Loan to 38 farmers and 38 fisherfolks from the municipalities of Masinloc and Palauig.

lll. Distributed 200 pcs fish traps to fisherfolks of barangay Palanginan, Iba.

mmm. Released ALPAS COVID-19 Expanded SURE Aid and Recovery Loan to 61 farmers and 15 fisherfolks in Botolan and Iba.

nnn. Released 39,743 bags of urea fertilizer to LGUs and 26,731 bags of urea fertilizer to 10,104 farmers.

ooo. Distributed 27,219 bags of all type of seeds to 20,481 farmers under the RRP.
ppp. Established 2,000 square meters research on validation of different fertilizer recommendations and nitrogen calibration in the growth and yield performance of rice in region 3 at Sitio Buen, Mambog Botolan

qqq. Distributed a total of 28,514 bags of Urea Fertilizer to Municipalities within the AOR.

rr. Conducted orientation on EO 19 and EO 19-A or the guidelines/protocols while the province is under MGCQ to market vendors.

sss. Conducted physical inspection of 19 accommodation establishments (AEs) in San Antonio, Iba, Botolan, Masinloc and Candelaria.

ttt. Facilitated the application for Certificate of Authority of five (5) AEs in Castillejos, San Antonio, San Felipe and Cabangan.

uuu. Issued Executive Order No. 23, s 2020 extending the enforcement of MGCQ over the entire province of Zambales.

vvv. Recorded a total of 1,181 community quarantine violators who were verbally warned and/or subjected for community service, 960 violators who were fined, 528 for inquest proceedings, 45 cases filed, one (1) case of hoarding and profiteering/manipulation of price and two (2) PUVs apprehended.

www. Conducted monitoring of 21 OFWs returning to Zambales and 11 OFs in coordination with DILG Zambales.

xxx. Dispersed 650 tilapia fingerlings from the Provincial Tilapia Hatchery to two (2) backyard fishponds in the Province.

yyy. Distributed 10 units of fish aggregating device to the Municipalities of Botolan, Palauig, and San Narciso.

zzz. Released 5,650 tilapia fingerlings to the fishponds in the Municipalities of Botolan, Candelaria, Palauig, and San Felipe.

aaaa. Distributed 35,821 bags of urea to 13,611 farmers under the Fertilizer Support Program.

bbbb. Conducted KADIWA Marketing in partnership with DA-RFO and ZAMECO II in Castillejos and Subic with 15 exhibitors.

cccc. Established KADIWA market in the Municipality of San Antonio with aggregated sales of ₱30,106.00.

ddddd. Provided 50,000 bangus fry in the Municipalities of Masinloc and Palauig.

eeee. Distributed 38,983 bags of urea fertilizers to the farmers within the AOR.

ffff. Distributed 23 bags of glutinous white corn seeds to the farmers of the Municipality of Sta. Cruz.

gggg. Conducted an orientation regarding the production and post-harvest technology of corn and cassava to the farmers of the Municipality of Sta. Cruz.

hhhh. Distributed garden tools and corn seeds to the participants of the 2-Day Training on Integrated and Diversified Corn Based Farming of Masinloc.

iiii. Distributed 500,000 sweet potato cuttings (clean planting materials) to San Felipe Integrated Farmers Association.

jjjj. Distributed 45 cans of watermelon to the Eastern Barangays of Botolan.

kkkk. PhilMech delivered 11 hand tractors under RCEF Mechanization Program to the eight (8) farmers associations in Castillejos, Cabangan, and Palauig.

**Provincial Agriculture Office Zambales**

a. Delivered inbred seed under Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund Program in Botolan with 1,960 bags (20 kg per bag).

b. Dispersed a total of 51,000 post-larvae “Ulang” (freshwater shrimp) to 13 recipients in Masinloc, Iba, Palauig and Cabangan; and 88,000 tilapia fingerlings to 39 recipients in the municipality of Subic, San Marcelino, San Antonio, and Cabangan as an effort to secure the food supply of the province as of 27 April 2020.

c. Established half-hectare food garden at Bahay Pagasa, Sitio Buen, Mambog, Botolan.

d. Picked up and delivered the following farm equipment under the High Value Crop Development Program for qualified farmers associations:

  - 90 units Knapsack Sprayer
  - 5 units Power Sprayer
  - 2 units Multi-Cultivator
• 3 units water pump set
  e. Distributed 15,650 bags to 7,224 farmers accounting to 88.4% completion under Rice Resiliency Program RCEF Seeds.
  f. Distributed 5,643 bags of rice seeds to 4,676 farmers or 75.6% accomplishment under Hybrid seeds program.
  g. Delivered 500 packs of Growth Enhancer, 600 packs of Verno, and 500 packs of Biozome for the municipalities of Subic to San Antonio.
  h. Released of expanded SUREAid Loan by Community Bank of San Felipe to Marginalized Small Farmers and Fisherfolk in Cabangan, Narciso and San Marcelino and by Mother Rita Multi-Purpose Cooperative to 40 farmers at Sta Cruz and 38 fisherfolks at Candelaria
  i. Distributed a total of 12,484 bags urea fertilizer under RRP fertilizer support to 4,750 farmers
  j. Picked-up 1 unit tractor at Pampanga and awarded to Cabangan Farmers Association under the Corn/Cassava Program
  k. Distributed 6,661 bags of Hybrid Seeds to 5,793 farmers
  l. Distributed 3,894 bags of Expanded Inbred seeds 3,330 farmers
  m. Turned Over by Philmech of Farm Machineries to various Farmers Cooperative/Association from Castillejos, Cabangan and Palauig granted under the RCEF-Farm Mechanization component.

**Provincial Tourism Office**
  a. Conducted an orientation on issuances related to the resumption of operation of accommodation establishments under MGCQ in the towns of Botolan, Iba, San Narciso, and San Felipe.
  b. Organized a local inspection team to complement the DOT Accreditation Team in the physical inspection of accommodation establishments prior to the issuance of Certificate of Authority to Operate (CAO).
  c. Facilitated the application of CAO of about 52 accommodation establishments.

**MDRRMC Botolan, Zambales**
  a. Conducted Rapid Testing to Traffic Management Group of the LGU.
  b. Conducted disinfection activities in Agora and Banowa Tamo Market.
  c. Distributed relief packs such as groceries, vegetables, and fish to all under Extreme Home Quarantine at Barangay Taugtog.
  d. Disseminated information regarding the conduct of RDT to eastern barangays through the health workers.
  e. Implemented the “Hatid Trabaho Para Sa Botoleño Program” by LGU Botolan for people working outside the municipality of Botolan.
  f. Established “Bagsakan sa Banowa Tamo Complex” to support local producers.
  g. Distributed milk for infants, PWD, and Senior Citizens.
  h. Conducted repacking for the 4th wave of relief good distribution.
  i. Conducted a meeting with the members of Inter-Agency Task Force to discuss COVID-19 response actions.
  j. Conducted a meeting relative to the implementation of GCQ.
  k. Recorded 10 violators who underwent community service as a penalty for violating the ECQ measures and ordinances enforced by the Municipality as of 27 April 2020.
  l. Implemented the “Hatid Trabaho Para Sa Botoleño Program” by LGU Botolan for people working outside the municipality of Botolan.
  m. Conducted disinfection activities at Agora and Banowa Tamo.
  n. Issued Municipal Ordinance No. 06-200 regulating the operations of the motorized tricycle under General Community Quarantine with temporary fare rate, strictly one passenger per tricycle, and mandatory wearing of facemask.
o. Issued Memorandum No. 2020-2Q-10 regarding the LGU and Market Operations in line with the General Community Quarantine guidelines.

p. Provided continuous transportation assistance to residents of Botolan who are working outside the municipality through the “Hatid Trabaho para sa Botoleño Program”.

q. Distributed the third wave of relief goods/food packs from the provincial government.

**MDRRMC Cabangan, Zambales**

- a. Conducted distribution of SAP grants to beneficiaries in 8 Barangays within the AOR.
- b. Municipal Agriculture Office distributed rice subsidy to farmers.
- c. Implemented “Marker of Life” Social Distancing Program at the Municipal Public Market and other business establishment.
- d. Conducted repacking of free multivitamins for senior citizens.
- e. Distributed and completed the 3rd wave of food distribution to households in the 22 Barangays within the AOR.
- f. Issued Executive Order No 8 relative to recreating the Municipal Contact Tracing Team.
- g. Acquired additional cubic tents, beddings, mattress, and towels for evacuation facility.
- h. Prepared 20 units of cubic tente to be used at the Quarantine Facility.
- i. Distributed supplements and foods for children aged 0-6 years old
- j. Implemented “Libreng Hatid” Program from returning workers going to Olongapo City.
- k. Distributed rice subsidy to farmers.
- l. Monitored the resumption of operations of the various business establishment within the AOR.
- m. Conducted lectures on DRRM roles during a pandemic at the Brigada Eskwela program of DepEd.

**MDRRMC Candelaria, Zambales**

- a. Conducted COVID-19 rapid testing to Barangay frontliners within the AOR.
- b. Provided SAP cash aid to a total of 5,233 beneficiaries all over the municipality.
- c. Distributed one (1) tray of egg and five (5) kilos of rice to every frontliners in all barangays, including PNP and BFP.
- d. Followed up on the order/purchase of rice for relief distribution.
- e. Distributed 1kg hotdog and 500 grams ground beef to every barangay, PNP, and BFP frontliners.
- f. Distributed 500 grams ground beef to every family head of the 16 barangays within the AOR.
- g. Distributed one (1) live Chicken to every family in Barangay Uacona and Sinabacan.
- h. Distributed 5 kgs of rice and frozen foods to all barangays within the AOR.
- i. Distributed the 8th wave of 10kg rice assistance to every family head in barangays Pinagrealan, Babancal, Binabalian, and Yamot.
- j. Distributed Hybrid Seeds under Expanded Hybrid Program to Registry System for Basic Sectors in Agriculture (RSBSA) registered farmers within the AOR.
- k. Distributed goods to all frontliners in all barangays.
- l. Distributed fertilizers and certified seeds to registered farmers.
- m. Conducted regular disinfection of Public Market, and other public areas within AOR.

**MDRRMC Castillejos, Zambales**

- a. Provided ambulance service to two (2) patients for dialysis in various health care facilities.
- b. Conducted COVID-19 rapid testing to 55 Barangay frontliners and 40 persons under monitoring within the AOR.
- c. Conducted routine disinfection at the Public Market, Ramrod Commercial Space, and BDO-RM Mall.
- d. Conducted RDT testing to the remaining frontliners of the various barangays within the municipality.
- e. Distributed 2 liters of alcohol, 20 pairs of Gloves, and 20 facemasks to frontliners.
- f. Conducted contact tracing and COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic testing to the family of one (1) constituent with positive Rapid Diagnostic Test.
g. Conducted disinfection activities in the households of five (5) residents who have positive Rapid Diagnostic Test.

h. Distributed SAP grants to beneficiaries in Barangay San Jose, San Nicolas, Sta. Maria, San Roque, Nagbunga, and San Agustin.

i. Released medical certificates and working clearances to all business employees from Olongapo City and other municipalities.

j. Acquired 2,450 sacks of 25kg rice for the 3rd wave of distribution.

k. Repacked vegetable seeds for distribution to farmers and other constituents.

l. Distributed 654 packs of milk supplements and 10pcs fresh eggs for at-risk children within the municipality.

m. Distributed 354 packs of moringa capsules and 30pcs of fresh eggs for lactating mothers of the municipality.

n. Distributed two (2) liters alcohol, 20 pairs of gloves, and 20 facemasks to the Law and Order Cluster.

o. Distributed 25kgs to households in Barangays San Roque, Sta. Maria, Nagbayan, San Juan, Magsaysay, Nagbunga, and San Agustin.


q. Conducted a meeting of MPDO and MDRRMO for initial Resource Projection and a draft Operational Planning Objectives for the next quarter (July, August, and September) subject for the approval of LCE.

r. Issued Executive Order no. 16, “An order Organizing the Management of the Dead and Missing (MDM) persons for the patient under investigation (PUI) and confirmed coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) cases and other disaster-related cases, and providing guidelines on the procedures in handling deaths in-home quarantine and in mortuaries and associated activities in the City/Municipality of Castillejos”.

s. Conducted IATF MEETING re Updates on courses of action of the Municipal Response Clusters and Incident Management Team on 06 May 2020.

t. Conducted mobile blotter monitoring in all barangays with ECQ violation findings.

u. Conducted IATF meeting re the ECQ-GCQ transition guidelines for response clusters.

v. Conducted meeting with all the department heads regarding work schedule based on CSC memorandum.

w. Distributed five (5) sets PPES to Barangay Buenavista and 2-liter alcohol, 30 pairs of gloves, for Humanitarian Cluster, Law and Order Cluster, Disinfection Team.

x. Provided transport to seven (7) dialysis patients to various healthcare facilities.

y. Distributed two (2) liters alcohol, 20 pairs of gloves and 20 face masks for Law and Order Cluster.

z. Prepared the memorandum of understanding with a funeral service for signature of the LCE.

aa. Signed a MOA with Zambales Crematorium and Columbarium for COVID-19 related deaths and infectious wastes.

bb. Transported one (1) pregnant woman to San Marcelino District Hospital; and three (3) medical cases and four (4) dialysis patients to nearby hospital.

cc. Transported three (3) emergency case patients to various health care facilities on 17 May 2020.

dd. Four (4) worker securing medical cert at SMDH, tested positive for RT-PCR IGG & IGM, while one (1) other is positive for IGG.

e. Conducted disinfection to households of 5 RDT positive test result cases.

ff. Conducted contact tracing and RDT testing for the family of the 5 workers with RDT positive case.

gg. Distributed 2 liters of Alcohol, 18 pairs of Gloves, 18 facemasks for Law and Order Cluster and economy cluster.

hh. Distributed 2 liters of Alcohol, 10 pairs of Gloves, 10 facemasks, for Law and Order Cluster and transportation cluster.

ii. Transported 18 purchases of medicines for households.

jj. Distributed a total of 13,606 sacks of rice to various barangays.
kk. Conducted Rapid Diagnostic Tests to six individuals (5 pregnant, 1 walk-in) and had negative results on 28 May 2020.
ll. Evaluated and assisted the entry of 17 OFWs returning to Castillejos and endorsed them to the RHU and BHERTS
mm. Coordinated the travel of 26 LSIs returning to various provinces and regions
nn. Provided transportation assistance to three (3) patients to various nearby health care facility.
oo. Received 150 boxes of frozen fish donated by Bureau of Customs, and distributed to the beneficiaries immediately
pp. Distributed 2 liters of alcohol, gloves, and facemasks to the Law and Order and Transportation Clusters
qq. Implemented zoning containment in Barangay San Pablo.
rr. Conducted disinfection activities in Barangays of San Agustin and Nagbunga.
s. Distributed food packs and vitamins to the residents of Barangay San Pablo and Nagbunga.
tt. Received donated powder chlorine from Castillejos Water District.

MDRRMC Iba, Zambales
a. Conducted SAP pay-out to the variance of 429 beneficiaries covering all barangays within the AOR.
b. Disseminated the ‘Back to Work” protocols for all Ibaniangs working within Olongapo City.
c. Continuously monitored and prepared the quarantine protocols for the stranded students who arrived from Baguio City.
d. Distributed SAP grants to beneficiaries in Zone 1 to 6
e. Distributed seeds to beneficiaries of Rice Resiliency Program in Barangay Amungan and Palanginan.
f. Distributed certified seeds to identified farmer-beneficiaries under the Rice Resiliency Program in Barangay Dirita and Palanginan.
g. Completed the distribution of dressed chicken to household heads within the four (4) barangays.
h. Distributed food packs to TODA in 14 Barangays and to the residents of Sitio Olpoy, Amungan.
i. Issued Medical Clearance to employees and SBMA workers as prerequisite of going back to their workplaces.
k. Conducted rapid testing to 15 constituents.
l. Conducted disinfection activities at Iba Public Market.
m. Provided transportation assistance to individuals for regular check-up and patient transfer to Candelaria and San Marcelino District Hospital.
n. Conducted continuous house to house validation of SAP beneficiaries under grievances by the DSWD and encoded data.

MDRRMC Masinloc, Zambales
a. Continuously conducted contact tracing on the contacts of a suspected person with COVID.
b. Enforced home quarantine to those frontliners who have had contact with COVID-19 suspects.
c. Conducted stress debriefing and toolbox meeting to the personnel of Municipal DRRM Office.
d. Conducted disinfection of the 3rd floor of the President Ramon Magsaysay State University (PRMSU) building to serve as an isolation/quarantine area for IgM reactive in the rapid diagnostic test (RDT).
e. Tested a total of 164 individuals using COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Test which all resulted to non-reactive.
g. Conducted COVID-19 rapid diagnostic testing to a total of 958 frontliners from 21 April until 12 May 2020.
h. Enforced the conduct of COVID-19 Rapid Testing to Masinloqueños who arrived from places with COVID-19 positive case
i. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Tests to 142 individuals
j. Distributed SAP grants to 1,236 families in Barangay Sta. Rita, Bamba, San Salvador, and Tapuac.

k. Distributed dressed chicken (2pcs per family) to all barangays donated by San Miguel Corp.
l. Distributed eggs, groceries, and other food commodities for the 4th wave of food assistance.
m. Distributed the 4th wave family food packs on 09 May 2020.
n. Distributed food assistance to PWDs.
o. Provided food packs to the household with persons with disabilities within the AOR.
p. Distributed the 4th wave of relief/food assistance to the households within AOR.
q. Distributed 215 frozen food packs to frontliners in PRMMH, Candelaria District Hospital, Ospital ng Sta Cruz and Philippine Red Cross, and 2 cavans of rice and frozen food packs to personnel from the Municipal Police Station and SAF.
r. Distributed food assistance to individuals who have a reactive COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Test and are currently confined at Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Hospital.
s. Conducted meeting with the members of Inter-Agency Task Force to discuss COVID-19 response actions.
t. Conducted a Joint DRRMC and IATF meeting to discuss the GCQ Guidelines, additional municipal guidelines and preparedness for TS Ambo, accounting of food supplies and available suppliers, preparation of evacuation centers and procurement of PPEs.
u. Conducted re-orientation to force multiplier regarding the enforcement of Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine.

w. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Tests to 98 individuals. All 98 individuals had negative results.
x. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Tests to 109 individuals. Out of the total number, 105 individuals had negative results while four (4) of them turned out positive on 28 May 2020.
y. Established Barangay Talipapa to decongest the town proper and limit the movement of people.

CDRRMC Olongapo

a. Conducted rapid testing to 31 health care workers, 201 frontliners, and 7 suspected cases.
b. Tested a total of 4,777 individuals using COVID-19 Rapid Antibody Test.
c. Conducted inspection on the implementation of health and safety protocols by SM Central Olongapo shoppers amidst the threat of COVID-19.
d. Advised all business establishments in the city (except pharmacies and hospitals) to be closed on Saturdays and Sundays during the period of ECQ until 15 May 2020 for city-wide disinfection and to encourage optimal social distancing.
e. Established small markets easily accessible to respective residents.
f. Advised all business establishments in the city (except pharmacies and hospitals) to be closed on Saturdays and Sundays during the period of ECQ until 15 May 2020, for city-wide disinfection and to encourage optimal social distancing.
g. Continuous coordination with City Tourism Department in processing List of Stranded Individuals and returning OFWs.
h. Coordinated with OWWA as regards the 105 repatriated OFWs who are residents of Olongapo City.
i. Issued erratum on EO No. 52-A, s. 2020 stating that the City will maintain its implementation of curfew and conduct of city-wide disinfection every Sunday.
j. Facilitated and assisted a total of 20 RFOs.
k. Fabricated three (3) Patient Isolator and one (1) Decontamination Shower.
l. Turned over boxes frozen fish from the Bureau of Customs through OCD3 to indigent families affected by COVID-19.
n. Conducted Rapid Antibody Testing to 27 individuals (healthcare worker, frontliner, suspect, and government employee)

o. Reinstated strict border checkpoints in the AOR.

p. Conducted the final inspection of the Subic Language Center and Kalayaan 5,000 which will be designated as isolation facilities for asymptomatic COVID-19 patients.

**MDRRMC Palauig, Zambales**

a. Purchased additional equipment for use in Palauig Evacuation Center designated as Community Isolation Facility.

b. Disseminated Nutrition Guidelines relative to COVID-19 and recommended healthful nutritious family food packs.

c. Distributed eggs to the residents of Sitio Sta Martha, Barangay Salaza.

d. Prepared for the 2nd wave of relief (chicken) distribution in barangays within the AOR.

e. Established a new Operations Center (OpCen) at PNP Palauig Station.

f. Convened an IATF emergency meeting with the Punong Barangays.

g. Deliberated the establishments of Camps within the AOR in association with the possible effects of COVID-19.

h. Distributed 4th wave rice relief and chicken to AOR.

i. Conducted Rapid Diagnosting Testing (RDT) at the barangay level.

**MDRRMC Subic, Zambales**

a. Conducted Rapid Antibody Testing to 210 Frontliners of the LGU resulting to three (3) IgG positive and were advised for “Strict Home Quarantine and further recommended for PTB testing, and another three (3) IgG IgM positive and recommended for RT PCR (swab) testing and admission at PRMMH.

b. Conducted COVID-19 rapid testing to personnel of BFP, PNP, and RHU in the Municipality of Sta Cruz.

c. Distributed personal protective equipment to frontliners within the AOR.

d. Trained eight (8) RHU personnel on the conduct of swab testing.

e. Ceased the operations of Subic Public Market and Fish Port for disinfection of the respective areas.

f. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Testing to person under investigation at North Central School and Rural Health Unit II.

g. Provided free Flu Vaccine and vitamins to Senior Citizens within the AOR.

h. Distributed SAP grants in various Barangays within the AOR.

i. Convened the members of Inter-Agency Task Force to discuss the General Community Quarantine protocols.

j. Convened COVID-19 Task Force for the finalization of action plans in the implementation of GCQ.

k. Informed and briefed members of the Barangay Councils on the implementation of MECQ.

l. Implemented MECQ in the municipality on 16 May 2020 however, Sunday shall be observed as strict home quarantine to all barangays.

**MDRRMC San Antonio, Zambales**

a. Disinfected essential establishments and vehicles entering the municipality.

b. Conducted COVID-19 rapid diagnostic testing to a total of 1,625 frontliners within the AOR resulting to a total of 16 persons reactive and were subsequently transported to Ramon M Magsaysay for Swabbing and confinement.

c. Purchased equipment for the improvement of the Municipal Quarantine Area.

d. Distributed SAP grants to 61 beneficiaries in Barangay San Gregorio and 41 Beneficiaries in Barangay Rizal.

e. Procured additional 1,400 sacks of rice.

f. Repacked food packs for the 3rd and succeeding waves of relief distribution.
g. Distributed 1,743 FFPs in Brgys. Antipolo, San Juan, San Gregorio, and Rizal; and 2,668 FFPs in barangays Santiago, Luna, San Esteban, and Angeles during the 3rd wave of relief distribution.

h. Deployed a total of eight (8) groups (SAHARA, Bikers Brotherhood Reborn, Braves Riders Club, Samahang Ilocano, Community Crime Watch, KIF-ACO and Bikers Riders Origination) as force multipliers to different agencies to implement law and order and other programs.

i. Convened the Sangguniang Bayan and Department Heads to discuss the provision of cash incentives to volunteers and ₱500.00 cash assistance to the constituent of the municipality.

j. Implemented “Patrulyang Bayan” and “OPLAN Bandillo” re the implementation of physical distancing and mandatory wearing of the facemask.

k. Distributed financial assistance to a total of 3,909 beneficiaries.

l. Hauled sacks of rice at the provincial government for distribution to 14 barangays.

m. Distributed ₱500.00 cash assistance to families in barangays San Juan, San Gregorio and Rizal.

n. Distributed ₱500.00 cash assistance to families in barangays San Juan, San Gregorio and Rizal.

MDRRMCs San Felipe, Zambales

a. Distributed SAP grants in various Barangays within the AOR.

b. Distributed 25 kilos of rice in Barangay Farañal and Barangay Rosete who are not SAP beneficiaries.

c. Distributed half cavan of rice to households in Barangay Maloma.

MDRRMC San Marcelino, Zambales

a. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Testing to 549 Municipal Employees and Barangay frontliners.

b. Provided mobility for two (2) patients who were reactive on the RDT to PRRMH for swab testing.

c. Provided ambulance service for two (2) patients who underwent dialysis in various health care facilities in Olongapo and Pampanga.

D. Conducted community disinfection and misting in Brgy. Linasin to mitigate the proliferation of possible infection of COVID-19.

e. Distributed 900 cavans of hybrid and inbred certified palay seeds to rice farmers within the AOR.

f. Packed approximately 13,500 relief food ready for the 3rd wave of distribution to 18 barangays within the municipality.

MDRRMC San Narciso, Zambales

a. Issued Resolution No. 2020-26 adopting and approving Resolution No. 1, s. 2020 of the Municipal Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council regarding the reprogramming of the LDRRMC unexpected balance (Trust Fund).

b. Issued Executive Order No. 2020-16 regarding the establishment of the Municipal Task Force Against COVID-19 of San Narciso, Zambales.

c. Conducted three (3) day thorough disinfection at the Municipal Hall.
d. Closed the Municipal Hall and its offices to give way to the disinfection. The MIATF and other emergency services are in operation and will be available if needed.

**MDRRMC Sta. Cruz, Zambales**

- a. Conducted RDT for PUM at the North Central Municipal Quarantine Facility, frontliners and Hospital Personnel, and to frontliners of the Municipality.
- b. Conducted COVID-19 rapid diagnostic testing to frontliners of Barangay Biay, Bayto, Naulo.
- d. Distributed PPEs at North Central.
- e. Health Workers underwent training for Oropharyngeal Swab Test.
- f. Conducted RDT for PUM at the North Central Municipal Quarantine Facility.
- g. Conducted COVID-19 rapid diagnostic testing to frontliners of Barangay Biay, Bayto, Naulo.
- h. Conducted COVID-19 rapid diagnostic testing to Barangay Officials.
- m. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Testing to Barangay Officials.
- x. Conducted COVID-19 Rapid Diagnostic Testing to Barangay Officials.

**aa.** Conducted RDT to 11 persons admitted at the Municipal Quarantine Facility

**bb.** Quarantined and monitored four (4) employees of a mining company with reactive RDT result.

**cc.** Purchased 20 cadaver bags, PPEs, and ambulance stretcher for the proper management and handling of the dead.
dd. Cremated three (3) suspected COVID-19 deceased at the Botolan crematorium and paid its corresponding expenses.

ee. Distributed rice at Brgy Lucapon North, Lucapon South, Naulo and Bayto

ff. Distributed alcohol and face mask to PNP, PCG, BFP, Army, RHUs, Municipal Quarantine Facility, BHERTs, MDRRMO Rescuers and LGU departments

gg. Conducted regular disinfection of Municipal Quarantine Facility, Public Market and Municipal building

hh. Conducted RDT testing at Barangay Gama border for individuals entering the municipality and individuals at the Municipal Quarantine Facility

MDRRMCs Subic, Zambales

a. Distributed SAP grants in various Barangays within the AOR.
b. Continuous distribution of one (1) 25kgs sack of rice to all families not covered by the Social Amelioration Program (SAP).
c. Issued four (4) travel passes to individuals residing inside the freeport zone.

CALABARZON

RDRRMC CALABARZON

OCD CALABARZON

a. Continuously assisted OFWs and repatriates in going home to respective domiciles after the quarantine and coordinated with concerned PDRRMOs.
b. Arranged service vehicles to fetch local tourists on 8 May 2020 from NAIA Terminal to its respective LGUs.
c. Facilitated unhampered travel back home of 17 OFWs to Cavite, Laguna, and Batangas who completed their 14-day quarantine in various hotels in NCR.
d. Facilitated the situation of 120 displaced workers in NCR, residents of Camarines Sur traveling from NCR to Camarines Sur today on 10 May 2020.
e. Continuous coordination with OWWA, PRO CALABARZON, DILG CALABARZON, DOT CALABARZON, concerned LGUs and hotels regarding the accommodation of repatriated OFWs for quarantine.
f. Coordinated with DOH CALABARZON regarding the requests of hospitals in CALABARZON regarding their needs in terms of PPEs in response to COVID-19 operations.
g. Coordinated with private individuals and organizations with regards to the donations of medical equipment and PPEs in the Region.
h. Inspected the Alonte Sports Arena to identify areas for other facilities with, DOH Engineering Dept., CDRRMO Binan and had a meeting with the Chairperson of CDRRMC Binan on 3 June 2020
i. Facilitated the receipt of supplies worth 959,380.00 and portable mechanical ventilator worth 1,500,000 for Alonte Temporary treatment Facility
j. Purchased and delivered of other supplies to Alonte Arena Mega Covid Facility

k. Monitoring:
   - Continuously coordinated with LGUs, agencies, and Regions concerned with regards to the repatriation of locally stranded individuals and local tourists in CALABARZON and other individuals and groups seeking for travel pass within AOR.
   - Sent advisories through text blast system (BusyBee) to RLAs, LCEs, and DRRMOs in CALABARZON.
   - Coordinated with RDRRMC CALABARZON member agencies re focal persons for COVID-19 response operations for faster operations.
   - Continuously coordinated with agencies and DRRMOs and monitored the situation within the AOR.
   - Continuously coordinated with CIMAT on incidents, checkpoints, and other law and order concerns as well as different agencies, LGUs, companies, groups, and individuals seeking passage thru checkpoints.
   - Close coordination with DOH, DOLE and DTI in the monitoring of industries within the region.
Meetings/Trainings:

- Attended/conducted Task Force Meetings:
  - 11th NTF Meeting thru VTC on 25 April 2020
  - RTF Meeting thru VTC 25 April 2020
  - 15th IATF Meeting on 07 May 2020
  - NTF Meeting and RIATF Meeting on 12 May 2020
  - NTF and RTF Meetings on 14 May 2020
  - 20th NTF Meeting thru VTC on 28 May 2020
  - 8th RTF Meeting thru VTC on 28 May 2020
  - RDC ExeCom meeting thru VTC on May 29, 2020
  - NTF Meeting thru VTC and NDRRMC PDRA on 11 June 2020
  - Special Meeting for Law and Order Cluster thru VTC on 12 June 2020
  - 20th RTF Meeting thru VTC on 06 August 2020
  - 39th NTF thru VTC 07 August 2020
  - Oplan Kalinga for schedule of visits in CALABARZON 06 August 2020
  - Coordination meeting thru VTC re: CP Formulation Workshop for Maritime Incidents for Quezon Province
  - **NTF Code Team visit to Binangonan and Cainta, Rizal on 11 August 2020**

- Participated in the VTC meeting of the National Nutrition Council CALABARZON on 6 May 2020.


- Participated in the VTC Meeting of DSWD CALABARZON re Social Amelioration Program on 8 May 2020.


- Conducted Laguna Task Force Meeting on 27 July 2020, 1300H.

- Conducted ICS Orientation on 27 July 2020, 1300H.

- Facilitated the conduct of Orientation on Local Zoning Containment Strategy with the DILG attended by CALABARZON LGUs and RTF Member Agencies on 06 August 2020

- Facilitated the Contingency Plan Formulation and Workshop (CPFW) for Maritime Incidents via Zoom for CPFW for Maritime Incident in Quezon province, Public Service Continuity Planning Orientation for the DRRMs of Laguna, Local DRRM Plan Review Meeting, and DOST REDAS Training and COVID-19 Monitoring Toolkit: Unlocking FASSSTER on 25 August 2020

Others:

- Cascaded FASSSTER App by DOST PCHRD on 11 May 2020 via Zoom VTC.

- Donated 5 chainsaw and 5 generator sets for economic enhancement project of 2nd ID PA.

- Donated 10 chainsaw and 10 generator sets for economic enhancement project of SOLCOM.

- Distributed face masks to selected agencies and DRRMOs.

- Distributed 5,000 PPE sets and 5,000 cloth masks to the provinces in the region.

- Conducted inventory of designated focal persons per agency to facilitate close coordination relative to the COVID-19 operations.

- Released RDRRMC Advisory re TD “AMBO” advising RDRRMC member agencies and LDRRMOs to take extra precautionary measures during response activities to prevent spread of COVID-19.

- Continuously facilitated requests for travel authority and coordination with PNP.

- Conducted Covid-19 Rapid Testing to OCD IV-A personnel.

- Coordination with DSWD IV-A and LGUs re: Fish Donation from BOC thru OCD Central Office.

- Facilitated the distribution of frozen fish donated by BOC to COVID-19 affected population in Bacoor, Imus, Dasmarinas, Silang and Trece Martires City, Cavite. (14 July 2020, 0500H-1200H)
- Conducted Incident Command System (ICS) Executive Course for member agencies thru VTC
- Distributed BOC-Donated Fish to Province of Batangas at Batangas City and Province of Quezon at Lucena City.
- Participated in the NTF CODE TEAM Visit to Sta. Rosa and Calamba on 07 August 2020.
- Conducted close coordination with PEZA administration to provide support and assistance to industries.
- Facilitated request of PEZA to DOH for an orientation on contact tracing and infection control.

**DSWD CALABARZON**

a. Continuously attended, conducted, and participated in several coordination meetings relative to COVID-19.

b. **Assistance Provided:**
   - A total of ₱8,477,998,391.77 worth of assistance was provided to the families and individuals including strandees affected by community quarantine being implemented due to COVID19: of which, ₱90,501,939.24 (112,935– FFPs and 23,858 NFIs serving 129,438 Families and 2,122 Locally Stranded Individuals) was provided by DSWD, ₱8,364,692,392.73 from LGUs, and ₱22,804,054.80 from CSOs.

c. **Status of Stockpile and Standby Funds:**
   - A total of 5,248 Family Food Packs (FFPs) amounting to ₱2,092,464.00 are available in GMA and Dasmariñas Warehouse with raw materials amounting to ₱10,112,358.16 and standby funds amounting to ₱16,009,364.31.
   - Facilitated the ongoing process of procurement of relief goods.

d. **Assistance to Individuals in Crisis (AICS)**
   - Continuously provided assistance through the AICS despite the on-going SAP implementation and impending Social Pension Pay-outs. A total of 50,825 clients were served and provided with assistance amounting to ₱146,202,629.38.

e. **Social Amelioration Program**
   - Served a total of 1,925,694 beneficiaries with a corresponnding amount of ₱12,517,011,000.00.
   - For the 2nd tranche, Pantawid Pamilya has served its 309,366 HHs where 426 have no EMV cards while the 308,940 had their grants deposited through their Land Bank accounts. The total amount of grants provided is ₱1,593,234,900.00 or 99.95% of the target.
   - Received 60,835 complaints, referrals, and queries from various reporting sources. From this number, 60,738 or 99.84% were either responded to or referred to LGUs or appropriate agencies like OWWA, DILG, DOLE and etc.
   - Conducted post-validation to 147,623 families of which, 124,206 families (84.14%) were reported eligible and 23,417 (15.86%) as ineligible.
   - Pantawid Pamilya served 308,940 HHs with EMV cards by which, the grants were automatically deposited to their respective LBP accounts.
   - Encoded 1,782,862 (92.60%) entries in the Social Amelioration Card Encoding Application from 142 LGUs
   - Served 9,141 (1.47%) families through the FO’s direct cash payment (small pay-outs) with a total amount of subsidy worth ₱54,416,500.00. These beneficiaries were from Geographically Isolated and Disadvantaged (GID) barangays in Batangas, Quezon and Laguna.

f. **Risk Resiliency Program**
   - Implemented through cash-for-work projects in order to augment the continuing efforts of the LGUs to assist coronavirus-affected families and to stimulate the local economy.
Facilitated the distribution of assistance to 16 LGUs with 4,353 beneficiaries amounting to ₱12,362,520.00 thru Cash-For-Work Projects and Activities for Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation- Disaster Risk Reduction (CCAM-DRR).

g. Recorded 311,809 HHs (311,218 with EMV and 524 without EMV cards) under the Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program who have received the additional ₱5,150.00 assistance amounting to a total cost of ₱1,605,471,300.00.

h. PRO CALABARZON reported that 42,318 relief packs were distributed amounting to ₱16,615,683.50 as of 9 June 2020 relative to the implementation of “Pulis CALABARZON, Kaagapay Ko!”

Recorded 311,809 HHs (311,218 with EMV and 524 without EMV cards) under the Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program who have received the additional ₱5,150.00 assistance amounting to a total cost of ₱1,605,471,300.00.

i. Gardenia Bakeries Philippines, Incorporated provided 1,000 loaves of bread amounting to ₱54,730.00 intended for personnel rendering duty to the Agency Operations Center (AOC), Field Staff monitoring the implementation of SAP, DSWD FO CALABARZON Centers, and Centers and Institution accredited by DSWD.

j. Coordinated with the National Commission on Muslim Filipinos (NCFM) for the account and disposition of Filipino Moslems residing in CALABARZON whose economic activities were affected by the implementation of ECQ.

k. Coordinated with the National Commission of Indigenous People (NCIP) for the identification of Indigenous People residing in CALABARZON to provide with FFPs those who were not included in the Social Amelioration Program (SAP).

l. Conducted continuous monitoring on the following:
   - Secondary impacts of extended lockdowns on vulnerable households and ongoing humanitarian response activity through news reports and social media.
   - Implementation of Social Amelioration Program and measures against COVID-19 in the Local Government Units.
   - Personnel from DRMD rendering duty in the DSWD FO CALABARZON Agency Operations Center (AOC) to monitor implementation of the Social Amelioration Program and measures against COVID-19 in the Local Government Units (LGUs).
   - Situational updates within respective AORs in close coordination with the LSWDOs, LDRRMOs, and other agencies.
   - Distribution of family food packs provided to the NCMF.
   - Provision of technical assistance to the Agency Operations Center (AOC) in the implementation of SAP and measures against COVID-19 in the LGUs.

m. Updated the distribution plan for the stranded construction worker and individuals, and LGUs requesting family food packs in Dasmariñas City, Cavite and Lobo, Batangas.

n. Conducted consultation meeting for the implementation of the “Relief Agad System” and in support, the Field Office formed its TWG for its immediate implementation.

o. Turned-over a total of 30,000 canned sausages and 11,704 canned jamonilla donated by the Bureau of Customs and 18,000 baby diapers donated by Sen. Emmanuel D. Pacquiao to San Mateo and Rodriguez, Rizal.

p. Provided 46 Family Food Packs (FFPs) to stranded construction workers in Dasmariñas City, Cavite and Los Banos, Laguna.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LGU</th>
<th>No. of Stranded Construction Worker</th>
<th>No of FFPs</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dasmariñas Cavite</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8,970.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Banos, Laguna</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8,228.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

q. Quezon Provincial Social Welfare and Development Office (PSWDO) hauled 7,100 FFPs in National Resource Management and Logistics Bureau (NRLMB) for the Island Municipalities of the Province that has already exhausted its LDRRM Fund.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LGU</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Date of Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabat</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>₱360,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burdeos</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>₱360,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jomalig</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>₱360,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panukulan</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>₱252,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGU</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patnanungan</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>₱252,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>₱360,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polilio</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>₱252,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezon</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>₱360,000.00</td>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

r. 12 LGUs implemented localized SAP to cover those that were found ineligible and/or to expand the number of served households due to the limited allotment per City/Municipality with details as follows:

- Tanauan City
- Sto. Tomas City
- Alfonso, Cavite
- Dasmariñas City, Cavite
- Carmona, Cavite
- Magallanes, Cavite
- General Trias City, Cavite
- Cainta, Rizal
- Calauag, Quezon
- General Luna, Quezon
- Pagbilao, Quezon
- Mauban, Quezon

s. DSWD-FO CALABARZON-DRMD attended the 6th RTF virtual conference relative to COVID-19.

t. Provided 1,453 Family Food Packs (FFPs) to LGUs of Pangil, Laguna, Naic and Trece Martires City, Cavite; and likewise, 10 sleeping kits and 10 hygiene kits Trece Martires City in Cavite.

u. Distributed 2,600 family food packs amounting to ₱972,400.00 in Dela Costa Homes, Brgy. Burgos, Rodriguez, Rizal.

v. Distributed 500 FFPs and other relief items to families that were not included in the SAP in Carmona, Cavite.

w. Distributed 630 FFPs and 210 Family Kits to 210 families in Balete, Batangas

x. Provided a total of 8,400 Family Food Packs (FFPs) amounting to ₱3,141,600.00 to the Provinces of Laguna and Quezon.

y. Attended RDRRMC IV-A Rehabilitation and Recovery meeting through virtual teleconference which served as an avenue to endorse the Rehabilitation and Recovery program to mitigate the losses from the COVID-19 Pandemic and Enhanced Community Quarantine, and adaptation to the new normal.

z. Facilitated the delivery of rice donated by the People's Republic of China in DSWD FO IV-A warehouse in Dasmarias City, Cavite.

aa. Provided 150 Family Food Packs (FFPs) amounting to ₱56,100.00 to the Municipality of Cainta, Rizal.

bb. DRMD mobilized 19 community volunteers for the inventory of raw material and disinfection in DSWD FO IV-A warehouse in GMA, Cavite.

cc. DRMD coordinated with the Department of Health-Center for Health Development (DOH-CHO) CALABARZON for the provision of a master list of the individuals affected by COVID-19 for the identification of possible assistance and augmentation that the Field Office may provide.

dd. DRMD provided 46 Family Food Packs to stranded construction workers in Dasmarinas City, Cavite. The Crisis Intervention Section (CIS) also provided financial assistance amounting to ₱2,000.00 to the stranded construction workers.

ee. DRMD continuously interacted with individuals, organizations, and LGUs relative to the request on the provision of Family Food Packs thereby requesting for support from other response agencies and allocation of FFPs.

ff. DRMD continuously provided risk assessment and guidance to LGUs on SAP implementation and needs assessment on relief distribution (especially in the provinces of Laguna, Batangas, Rizal and Quezon) as well as to ensure that the most vulnerable and at risk people have access to assistance and services.

gg. DRMD provided report in support to the SAP implementation relative to LGUs with high incidence of COVID-19 cases as basis for deployment of Field Office staff on the ground to ensure their safety.

hh. DRMD attended webinar on Camp Coordination and Camp management (CCCM) on COVID-19 Protocols in displacement setting facilitated by the International Organization for Migration (IOM).

ii. DRMD mobilized five (5) community volunteers to conduct inventory of raw materials and ensure the disinfection in DSWD FO IV-A warehouse in GMA, Cavite.
jj. DRMD in coordination with the LSWDOs of Tanza and Bacoor City facilitated the distribution of 281 FFPs to Transport Network Vehicle Service (TNVS) drivers that were not permitted to transport passengers.

kk. Field Office continuously strengthened its partnerships and established a robust coordination mechanism with the Regional Line Agencies (RLAs) and RDRRMC CALABARZON Response Agencies for monitoring and updates of the evolving situation in CALABARZON.

ll. Field Office provided technical assistance to LGUs to ensure the provision of relief items to vulnerable families.

mm. Field Office provided 1200 Family Food Packs (FFPs) amounting to ₱564,000.00 to the Municipality of Rodriguez, Rizal.

nn. Identified LGUs with potential food security concerns relative to the implementation of GCQ and ECQ that may result to mass gathering or protest if not addressed properly.

oo. Involved DRMD personnel in the DSWD FO IV-A Agency Operations Center (AOC) to monitor and provide technical assistance in the implementation of SAP and measures against COVID-19 in the LGUs.

pp. Hauled 380 sacks of NFA rice amounting to ₱475,000.00 from Dasmariñas warehouse to continue the food allocation in the respective LGUs and municipalities.

qq. Facilitated the hauling of Family Food Packs (FFPs) of LGU Carmona, Cavite to be distributed to the indigent families residing in the municipality who were not included in the SAP.

rr. Conducted relevant assessments focused on supplementing information to plan and implement recovery programs that link to development thereby realizing that the impact caused by the lockdown can be addressed through medium and long term programs.

ss. Collaborated with the National Commission on Muslim Filipinos (NCMF)–South Luzon in hauling 500 FFPs intended for the poor Muslim families residing in Biñan City and 652 FFPs for the indigent Muslim families in Antipolo City and Taytay, Rizal.

tt. Procured and delivered supplies to the Alonte Mega COVID Facility.

uu. Conducted field visit and assessment in the communal garden in Talaibon, Lbaan, Batangas and established a communal garden to ensure food security within the area.

vv. Conducted production of FFPs and disinfection in DSWD FO IV-A warehouse in GMA, Cavite together with 16 community volunteers.

ww. Transported Covid patients to Isolation/Quarantine Facility at Athlete’s Village, Sports Complex, Sta. Cruz, Laguna

xx. Mobilized personnel to assist in the validation of qualified beneficiaries for the second tranche implementation of SAP.

yy. Mobilized personnel for the Hatid Tulong program.

zz. A total of ₱44,830,500.00 worth of subsidy was provided to 6,897 families in geographically isolated and disadvantaged barangays in Batangas, Quezon, and Laguna.

aaa. Coordinated with the Office of Civil Defense (OCD) IV-A for the identified LGU beneficiaries of the frozen fish donated by the Bureau of Customs (BOC)

bbb. Facilitated the distribution of 200 FFPs for the indigenous people residing in Batangas City and 176 FFPs for the solo parents residing in Cainta, Rizal.

ccc. Participated in the orientation on digital payment for the 2nd Tranche of the SAP/ESP, the orientation was done through video teleconference.

ddd. Provided technical assistance to the City Social Welfare and Development Office (CSWDO) and City Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Office (CDRRMO) of Dasmariñas City on humanitarian logistics and supply chain management.

eee. Mobilized 19 community volunteers in Gen. Mariano Alvarez, Cavite for production of Family Food Packs (FFPs) in DSWD FO IV-A warehouse in GMA, Cavite.

fff. Received 191 request for augmentation of Food and Non-Food Items (NFIs) from LGUs and CSOs, 179 (96%) were either provided with NFIs or referred to other DSWDs programs, 7 (3%) are currently being reviewed and assessed, and 5 (3%) of the requesting party could no longer be contacted.

ggg. Completed the deduplication process for 35 LGUs with more than 99% tagged data from SACUP, which covered 107,003 beneficiaries.
hhh. Personnel from DRMD attended thru video teleconference the ICS Executive Course for member agencies of the Regional Task Force Against COVID-19.

iii. Attended the video conference meeting on the Hatid Tulong Program for LSIs

jjj. Coordinated with the National Resource and Logistics Management Bureau for the replenishment of slotted boxes and repair of the hydraulic hand pallet in the FOs warehouses.

kkk. Mobilized 17 community volunteers for the production of FFPs in DSWD FO IV-A warehouse in Dasmariñas Cavite.

III. 202nd Infantry (Unifier) Brigade, Philippine Army and 730 Combat Group, Philippine Air Force assisted the Field Office in hauling 300 sacks of NFA Rice from NFA Warehouse in Gen. Trias, Cavite to DSWD FO IV-A Warehouse in GMA, Cavite.

mmm. Conducted orientation briefing to the personnel that will be deployed to the Hatid Tulong Initiative

nnn. Facilitated the distribution of 1,000 FFPs to Non-SAP beneficiaries in San Luis, Batangas.

ooo. Prepared a map on the prevalence of COVID-19 cases to help identify priority areas for appropriate intervention.

ppp. DSWD-FO CALABARZON DRMD coordinated with the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG) IV-A and LGU Lopez, Quezon for the identification of COVID-19 Pandemic affected poor families’ in conflict-affected barangays in Lopez, Quezon.

qqq. DSWD-FO CALABARZON DRMD coordinated with the MSWDO of Victoria, Laguna for the logistical and administrative arrangements for the relief distribution to 236 Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) in their municipality.

rrr. Prepared safety and security checklist for deployed personnel in LGUs with reported COVID-19 cases.


ttt. Mobilized eight (8) community volunteers for the production of Family Food Packs in DSWD FO IV-A Warehouse in GMA. Cavite.

uuu. Deployed six (6) personnel from the DRMD to Rizal Memorial Sports Complex on July 25, 2020 to assist in the Hatid Tulong for locally-stranded individuals (LSIs).

vvv. Provided a total of ₱23,869,000.00 to 1,538 beneficiaries of Microenterprise Development under the Sustainable Livelihood Program.

DILG CALABARZON
a. Activated the DILG Disaster Monitoring and Reporting System for COVID-19.

b. Coordinated with DILG CODIX and DILG Provincial Office for monitoring,

c. Disseminated information/updates on COVID-19 to the Provincial Government, cities and municipalities.

D. Continuously monitored LGUs Action in the implementation of community quarantine in compliance to DILG MC No. 2020-062.

d. Coordinated with field officers regarding COVID-19 related communications and follow-up of report submissions.

e. Coordinated with OWWA CALABARZON re issues on the quarantine facilities within the Region used for the repatriated OFWs.

f. Continuously monitored the implementation of ECQ in all LGUs within the Region.

DOH CALABARZON
a. Continuously monitored the AOR and submitted reports relative to COVID-19.

b. Identified the temporary isolation facility for COVID-19 per province.

c. Conducted inspection at the Astrotel Hotel in Calamba City as one of the identified quarantine facilities for the repatriated OFWs within the Region.

d. Conducted the following activities as of 9 May 2020:

• Organization of a Kapit-bisig Psychosocial consultation every Tuesday and Thursday via messenger which aims to assess people with anxiety and/or depression during COVID-19 pandemic.
• Telemedicine consultation every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 10:00AM to 12:00NN and 1:00PM to 3:00PM via messenger which aims to provide health services to the people thereby prescribed medicines online if needed.
• Continuous contact tracing and swabbing of cases.
• Updating and encoding laboratory results in the database.
• Sending reports to DOH Central Office and Office of Civil Defense everyday.
• Coordination of cases admitted from NCR.
• Hospital referrals of suspect COVID-19 cases.
• Transport of patients from community to COVID quarantine facilities.
• Monitor patients undergoing home quarantine.
• Facilitated concerns of the people through the COVID-19 hotline.
e. Facilitated Contact Tracing Orientation in Calabarzon wherein 100 municipalities and cities were oriented in the region. A total of 3,860 contact tracers oriented in 838 barangays.
f. Initiated partnership with the DILG, OCD, PNP and AFP as part of the Contact Tracing Special Team.
g. Facilitated prompt contact tracing in the region. Once identified a confirmed case, contact tracing in less than 24 hrs is conducted and already informed all concerned contacts on what to do.
h. Deployed voice telehealth kits to GIDAs and provided 24/7 access to medical doctors providing health consultation, in partnership with Innove Communications, through KonsultaMD Hotline.
i. As of June 2020, there were a total of seventy six (76) patients consulted, 73 (96%) were provided with prescriptions while 48 patients (66%) were provided with medicines, available at the Barangay Health Station/ Rural Health Unit. There were also 18 patients (24%) who were referred to nearest health facility for further management.
j. Deployed portable telemedicine equipment specifically in remote areas with the need for medical specialists. From May 14 to June 30, 2020, there were a total of seventeen (17) patients consulted and all were provided with prescriptions while 2 patients (12%) were referred to nearest health facility for further management.
k. Rendered services of Psychosocial Support to the respondents of Calabarzon through the Kapit-Bisig Helpline in Facebook.
l. As of July 6, 2020, a total of 93 consultations were assisted and referred to a psychiatrist or to Center for Health Development – National Capital Region, Cagayan Valley, Central Luzon, MIMAROPA, Bicol region, and Eastern Visayas.

RESPONSE ACTIONS
Regional Task Force:
• Activation of Regional Incident Command System (ICS) for COVID-19
• Regional and Provincial COVID-19 24/7 Hotlines
• Establishment of Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (RIATF)
• Issuance of Regional Resolution
• Conducted Orientations on COVID-19 in different agencies

Surveillance:
• Intensify contact tracing and specimen collection
• Expansion of Severe Acute Respiratory Illness (SARI) and Influenza Like Illness (ILI) surveillance
• Conducted a Meeting with Surveillance Officers in Response to COVID-19
• Conduct onsite mentoring in Selected Hospitals in Donning and Doffing of PPEs with Specimen Collection
• Online meetings with DSOs and PESU to discuss updates including issues and concerns at the field

Risk Communications
• Created Speakers Bureau for COVID-19
• Distribution of Health Information and IEC’s through flyers, tarpaulin, social media (Regional Health Promo FB Page)
- Conduct of Lectures and Orientations in Schools, Hospitals, Industrial Companies, Tourism Offices, etc. through the Speakers Bureau
- Created a link for the copies of all DOH Issuance and Guidelines for COVID-19

**Logistics:**
- Procured and distributed Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) and other supplies for COVID-19
- Ongoing procurement needed laboratory supplies (UTM/VTM, swabs, specimen carrier), essential medicines and other logistics

**Hospitals:**
- Hospital Evaluation and Infection Prevention and Control Preparedness Assessment for COVID-19 among Level 2 and 3 Hospitals in CaLaBaRZon
- Coordination Meeting with the Chief of Hospitals and Social Workers of Government and Private Hospitals in CaLaBaRZon
- Deployment of COVID-19 Navigators
- Establishment of COVID-19 Referral Hospitals per Province
- Strengthening the reporting of hospitals using the DOH Data Collect Bed Tracker application 3rd Version

**Laboratory:**
- Establishment of Subnational Laboratories for PCR Machine Installation
- Ongoing establishment of XPERT Xpress (GeneXpert COVID-19 Laboratory)

**Others:**
- Offered series of Webinars on COVID-19 and Infection Prevention and Control Measures
- Assist in the Organization of BHERTs at the Local Level
- Establishment of Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities (TTMF) per LGUs
- Medical Call Consult- Telemedicine project
- Mental Health activities/intervention
- 24/7 Hotlines to address issues and concerns and assist on referral and transfer of patients
- Sanitized and maintained the cleanliness of the Alonte Sports Arena Litgas COVID-19 Mega Quarantine Facility.

A total of 5 calls and 14 emails/short messaging service (SMS) were received and facilitated from August 8, 2020 5:00 PM to August 9, 2020 5:00 PM. Of which, 10 queries regarding COVID-19 were answered accordingly; 9 were referred and/or coordinated to different government hospitals/institution and the Regional Disaster Response Team.

Out of nine (9) calls/emails and short messaging service (SMS) for referrals/coordination; 4 calls/SMS were made and referred to Provincial Health Office-Cavite; Disease Surveillance Office-Cavite and Development Management Officer (DMO)-Gen. Trias City, 2 were referred to DMO-San Pedro City; 2 were referred to Rizal LGU; and Cavite and 1 was referred to ULTRA Quarantine Facility.

**DA CALABARZON**
a. Distributed the following farm inputs and livestock to beneficiaries under the Urban Agriculture program:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livelihood Assistance</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Beneficiaries Served</th>
<th>Cost (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farm Inputs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assorted lowland vegetable seeds</td>
<td>9,449 kg</td>
<td>377,970 households</td>
<td>8,010,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPV glutinous corn seeds</td>
<td>237 bags</td>
<td>186 individuals</td>
<td>235,620.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid glutinous corn seeds</td>
<td>1,943.2 kg</td>
<td>385 individuals</td>
<td>3,886,400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid yellow corn seeds</td>
<td>131 bags</td>
<td>59 individuals</td>
<td>759,800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPV flint corn seeds</td>
<td>239 bags</td>
<td>237 individuals</td>
<td>301,140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassava seeds</td>
<td>1000 pieces</td>
<td>5 individuals</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piglets</td>
<td>65 heads</td>
<td>17 individuals</td>
<td>195,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carabaos</td>
<td>6 heads</td>
<td>6 individuals</td>
<td>210,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef cattle</td>
<td>300 heads</td>
<td>300 individuals</td>
<td>10,500,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Provided assistance worth ₱138.9M to 27,787 beneficiaries of the Financial Subsidy to Rice Farmers (FSRF).
d. Generated a total sales of ₱29,807,418.40 from Kadiwa ni Ani at Kita.
e. Issued 8,986 food passes to suppliers and truckers of agri-fisheries.
f. Provided assistance worth ₱335M to beneficiaries of the SURE AID program.
g. Monitored public market schedule of operations within the region and submitted report on prevailing price and price trends of agricultural commodities in five (5) selected markets in the region.
h. Monitored daily trading of agricultural commodities at the Sentrong Pamilihan ng Produktong Agrikultura ng Quezon (SPPAQ) with a recorded total inflow of 740.69 metric tons of assorted vegetables for the period of 21 March – 07 May 2020.
i. Conducted monitoring of pest incidence in rice farms.
j. Monitored the status of 114 GAP certified farms of CALABARZON specifically on the movement and market of their produce.

NEDA CALABARZON

a. Advocated the three-phased program of interventions to mitigate the social and economic impacts of the pandemic including development of infographics translated in tagalog.
b. Created a Task Force on Reintegration to formulate a plan for the repatriated OFWs affected by COVID-19.
c. Disseminated the Consumer and Business Survey to serve as basis in the assessment of the impacts of COVID-19 and the implementation of the ECQ, and drafted appropriate policy recommendations that will help stimulate the economy and adapt to the “new normal”.
d. Disseminated DOH’s interim guidelines for the repatriated OFs to concerned offices.
e. Coordinated with DILG and OCD regarding DOH’s interim guidelines on the conversion of public spaces as temporary treatment and monitoring facility for the management of PUIs and mild cases of COVID.
f. Coordinated with BSP to ensure availability of cash in the ATMs within the Region.
g. Facilitated the conduct of RRP Meetings for Health and Social Clusters on 5 May 2020 via VTC attended by RDRRMC CALABARZON member agencies (Rehabilitation and Recovery Cluster members).

DOLE CALABARZON

a. Conducted continuous implementation of programs.
b. Recorded the updated DOLE assistance program as of 29 April 2020 with details as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>ALLOCATED FUNDS</th>
<th>TOTAL BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>USED FUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMP - COVID 19 Adjustment Measures Program</td>
<td>368,825,000.00</td>
<td>73,765</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUPAD BKBK - Tulong panghanapbuhay sa ating displaced/disadvantaged workers program #barangay ko, bahay ko disinfecting/sanitation project</td>
<td>115,000,000.00</td>
<td>23,096</td>
<td>92,384,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLE-AKAP for OFWs</td>
<td>46,420,000.00</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>19,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Amelioration Program for workers in the sugar industry</td>
<td>2,804</td>
<td>3,965,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Amelioration and Welfare Program Adjustment Measure Initiative for Biofuel Workers</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>1,393,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOST CALABARZON

a. Center for Hazard and Environmental Resource Mapping (CHERM) developed map of confirmed and recovery cases in CALABARZON (region and per province cases).
   - Developed maps and infection time-lapse of COVID-19 confirmed cases in CALABARZON as of 31 March 2020 and 7 April 2020.
• Partnered with OCD CALABARZON for the adoption of CHERM generated maps to be used in the RTF Situation Reports.
• Developed time series map on 14 March to 21 April 2020 for Confirmed cases of COVID-19.
b. Implemented the SETUP refund deferment and informed the 51 SETUP cooperators regarding the 2 months refund adjustment for the months of March and April 2020.
c. Sanitized and disinfected the DOST-CALABARZON Regional Office, RSTL, and RML buildings and facilities
d. Setup cooperators extended assistance within the Region with details as follows:
   • Biofarm and Natural Health Ingredients (BINHI) Corp. from Tanauan, Batangas supported/sponsored the multiplication of loaves that were distributed to Pasig, Cainta, Binangonan, Cardona, and Tondo, Manila.
   • C and H Cosmetics Industry from Batangas created DIY face shield masks using reusable bottles and donated these to the police and security guards in Lipa City, Batangas.
   • Sampaloc ARB Multipurpose Cooperative from Rizal filed a resolution to donate ₱500 cash to all its coop members as a financial support.
   • Pecto’s Bakery in Lucban, Quezon, donated bakery food products to LGU-Lucban, police officers, and traffic enforcers assigned at checkpoints.
   • Dan & Thea Bakery in Pagbilao, Quezon, donates 50 relief packs weekly. Some are given to the barangay, tricycle drivers and construction workers.
   • Amstature Foods in Lucena City, Quezon, provided one shuttle hino van for use by frontliners and its employees.
   • Racelis Miki Factory in Lucban, Quezon, donated Miki food products to their barangay.
   • Ramsland Rice Mill in Candelaria, Quezon, provided rice subsidy to its employees.
   • LGU-Mulanay, Mulanay, Quezon, provisioned Rice Monggo Crunchies from its Complementary Foods Production Facility for barangay officials and staff stationed at designated checkpoints in the municipality.

e. RSTL offered to lend the rRT-PCR machine and equipment to DOH-CALABARZON
   • Calamba Medical Center submitted Letter of Intent to be a COVID-19 testing site by which, DOST-CALABARZON advised the former to comply with WHO and DOH requirements on 30 March 2020.
   • Calamba Medical Center on Stage 1 Accreditation (Self-Assessment) by DOH as of 7 April 2020.

f. Deployed 1,000 RxBox units for telemetry monitoring
   • Conducted a training on the use of the RxBox which started on 7 April 2020 with PGH medical residents and nurses on the non-COVID-19 wards facilitated by the UP team.
   • Planned deployment to COVID-19 wards from 13-17 April 2020.

g. Prototyping and Development of Biological Control Equipment for Personal Protection by Ideation Design and Development (IDD) Laboratory
   • Turned over 40 face shields to HealthServ Los Baños Medical Center and 35 face shields to Los Baños Municipal Health Office on 8 April 2020 at DOST-CALABARZON Regional Office
   • Started prototyping of ventilator valves and production of gown suit.

h. Deployed 1,000 RxBox units for telemetry monitoring.

i. Submitted repurposed project title, objectives and activities including proposed proportionately allotted devices per region to the PCHRD Governing Council on 3 April 2020, presented during the DOST Execom on 23 April 2020, and attended by the DOST-CALABARZON.

j. UP updated that the first development sprint for the telemetry functionality will be able to provide a more concrete deployment timeline after assessment of the system prototype of the telemetry feature of the RxBox.

k. Ionics updated that tablet batteries will be delivered on 22 April 2020 to the Calamba City plant for the re-work of the battery replacement.

l. RxDETEC (utilization monitoring app) internal testing with Megamobile: Ongoing testing with Smart telecon; Sun Cellular to finish by end of April 2020, and Globe telecon to start on the 1st week of May 2020.

m. RSTL offered to lend the rRT-PCR machine and equipment to DOH-CALABARZON
• DOST-CALABARZON sent follow-up letter to Calamba Medical Center on their official response to collaborate by borrowing the PCR unit.
• Calamba Medical Center signified interest to collaborate and had submitted the self-assessment tool requirements for the Stage 1 accreditation of DOH as a COVID-19 testing facility on 20 April 2020.
• PCIEERD approved the request to loan PCR unit to the chosen partner hospital.

n. The Beneficial Effects of VCO among Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19:
• LGU Sta. Rosa agreed to be the site of the project
• Coordinated with Calamba Medical Center, Perpetual Health Biñan, and The Medical City South Luzon on prices of the laboratory tests for blood sample.

o. Prototyping and Development of Biological Control Equipment for Personal Protection by Ideation Design and Development (IDD) Laboratory
• Turned over 150pcs face shields and 270pcs safety gown suits to DOST (DOSTCALABARZON, FNRI, PCHRD)-DOH-PCA-ADMU VCO Research Project last 20 April 2020.
• Finished production of six aerosol boxes.

p. Submitted technical recommendations and comments to UBLNM relative to the Enabling Collaboration Online for SMEs (“Enabling COSME”).

q. RSTL Microbiological Lab resumed operations to accommodate bacteriological testing for the water refilling stations in Los Baños Laguna of which, had completed the bacteriological analyses of water samples from refilling stations.

r. RSTL offered free analysis of ethanol content of the non-branded alcohol-based products being supplied to LGUs, hospitals, and other government institutions while 20% discount to local alcohol manufacturers/ producers.
• Completed the ethanol analysis of sample from a distillery and Results of Analyses and forwarded its result to customer through email.

s. COVID-19 Initiative: Development, Deployment, and Testing of Project RAMDAM (Relief Allocation Management, Distribution, and Monitoring)
• 20-21 April: On April 20, offline data capture of RAMDAM App was piloted in Brgy. Batong Malake. The collected data was later synchronized with the live data at RAMDAM’s web portal just in time for the actual relief operations the following day, April 21. With the assistance of Barangay Social Workers, the fully functional RAMDAM App was used.
• 22 April: Endorsement letters seeking support on the piloting of RAMDAM App in selected barangays was sent to LGU Sta. Rosa City and Cabuyao City.

DPWH CALABARZON
a. Provided assistance in the establishment of Alonte Sports Arena Quarantine Facility.

BFP CALABARZON
a. Continuous Deployment of personnel for decontamination of frontliner personnel from AFP, PNP, P/C/MDRRMOs, P/C/MHO, facilities and vehicles, and provision of assistance in checkpoints/ control points.
c. Provided necessary assistance in the implementation of Social Amelioration Program in respective stations.
d. Advised all duty personnel to wear face mask and practice the proper hand washing who are placed on standby at designated Control Points/ Disinfection and Continuous Monitoring
e. Provided assistance at Control Points.
f. Continuous monitoring and standby of personnel at control points and checkpoints.
g. Continuous provision of water rationing at control points.
h. Continuous flushing activities at quarantine areas
i. Conducted IEC Campaign within the AOR.
j. Ensured the provision of assistance during repacking of relief goods.
k. Conducted contact tracing activities.
l. Augmented BFP personnel and resources to Local SWDOs to secure venues of the distribution of SAP
m. Advised all duty personnel to wear face mask and practice the proper hand washing, standoff/disinfection and continuous monitoring
n. Ensured manning of check points, water rationing, and provision of assistance to DSWD.
o. As of July 15, 2020, PRO 4A has a total strength of 12,897. 11,910 of that strength were Back
PCG
End Personnel which was divided into: 8,823 for RSSF who were Actually Deployed, 68 for RSSF Reserve, 141 for Medical Reserve Force (MRF), and 2,878 were Skeletal Admin Support.
p. As of 8:00 AM of July 15, 2020, PRO4A has a total number of 303 Wash Area and 299 Temporary Sleeping Quarter consisting of 1 With Pay and 298 Free utilized during the Enhance Community Quarantine (ECQ).
q. As of 8:00 AM, July 15, 2020, PRO4A has a total number of 895 transportation assets consisting of 264 Patrol Jeep, 164 Patrol Car, 56 LTV, 20 Personnel Carrier, 28 Van, 3 Utility Truck, 368 Motorcycle and 2 Coaster used in operation for COVID-19.
r. As of 8:00 AM, July 15, 2020, PRO4A has a total number of 90 Quarantine Facilities with a total of 985 Bed Capacity.
s. Conducted continuous monitoring and place personnel on standby at control points.
t. Conducted continuous monitoring, manning of check point, water rationing and DSWD Assistance.

PCG-STL
a. Continuous monitoring at the ports; deployment of personnel for augmentation at selected checkpoints in the region; conduct of coastal security patrol; and conduct of preventive measures against COVID-19 within respective stations.
b. Continuous coordination with RIATF, LGUs and other local stations re COVID-19
c. Conducted the FOLG preventive measures in connection with the COVID-19
   • Proper wearing of face mask during boarding procedure is highly observed by duty boarding personnel.
   • Proper hygiene and sanitation is highly observed by all personnel.
   • PCG-STL stations and offices observe wearing of face mask while on duty.
   • Cleanliness of surroundings is being strengthened.
   • Advised crew of vessels departing the AOR for proper wearing of face mask.
   • Continuously coordinating with LGUs and other agencies re COVID-19.
   • Posting of health advisories at all stations in connection with COVID-19.
d. Provided assistance to the stranded individuals at the ports of Batangas and Oriental Mindoro for proper action of the station.
e. Conducted routine inspections together with K9 Team Batangas to all outbound/inbound passengers and rolling cargoes onboard RORO vessels bound for Calapan, Oriental Mindoro, Occidental Mindoro, Caticlan, and Rombon and vice versa.
f. Provided Personnel in the conduct of checkpoint together with BFP, PNP and AFP.
g. Conducted monitoring on the status of Overseas Filipino Workers (OFW) who underwent the fourteen (14) days mandatory quarantine at Club Balai Isabel Resort, Brgy. Banga, Talisay, Batangas.
h. Conducted shore/mobile patrol operation along vicinity shoreline of Brgy. Danglayan, San Pascual, Batangas to ensure the strict implementation of ECQ at the said Barangays and to enforce the “No Sailing Policy” of the Command to passenger conveyances.
i. Conducted Maritime Patrol (MARPAT) operations onboard AB-127 at vicinity waters off Fortune Island, Brgy. Wawa, Brgy. Bucana all located in Nasugbu and Brgy. San Diego, Brgy. Lumanag and Brgy. Matabungkay all located in Lian, Batangas to deter illegal activities and to enforce the “No Sailing Policy” of the Command to passenger conveyances.
j. Conducted shore/mobile patrol operation along vicinity shoreline of Brgy. Bañalo, Brgy. Masaguitsit and Brgy. Fabrica all located in Lobo, Batangas to ensure the strict implementation
of ECQ at the said Barangays and to enforce the “No Sailing Policy” of the Command to passenger conveyances.


l. On 07 May 2020, the following conducted inspections and patrol operations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>CGSS Gumaca</td>
<td>conducted Maritime Patrol operation at vicinity waters off Brgy. Villa Bota and Brgy. Inaclangan, Gumaca, Quezon re: COMMUNITY QUARANTINE to prevent the emerging spread of COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>CGSS GUINAYANGANG</td>
<td>conducted foot patrol operation at vicinity shoreline off Brgy. Poblacion, Guinayangan, Quezon to negate all forms of illegal activities and to ensure the safety of the public against COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>CGSS Atimonan together with LGU</td>
<td>conducted security check point at port of Atimonan, Quezon to implement safety precaution, ECQ and to ensure the safety of the public against COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>CGSS Mauban together with PNP MARIG, BFP and LGU personnel</td>
<td>continuously conduct security/thermal scanning at port of Daungan, Mauban, Quezon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>CGSS Lucena</td>
<td>conducted foot patrol operation at the vicinity shoreline off Brgy. Talao Talao, Lucena City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>CGSS Lucena, K9U CGSSQ, MEPO AND MSSU</td>
<td>conducted inspection/screening to all rolling cargoes entering port of Lucena to ensure safety of the public against COVID-19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

m. As of 21 May 2020, the PCG assisted a total of 345 local stranded foreigners.

n. Established Quarantine facilities, equipped with basic needs necessary to continuously sustain the needs of deployed BFP in the identified Control Point Operations.

o. Implemented a modified work schedule considering all pregnant and breastfeeding mothers into a work from home arrangement for their health and safety.

**AFP-SOLCOM**

Continuous deployment of Personnel for augmentation at selected checkpoints in the region.

**2ID**

Provided transportation support to the stranded persons ICOW the implementation of the Enhance Community Quarantine.

**PRO CALABARZON**

a. Continuous deployment of personnel at checkpoints and monitoring, coordination and action thru the Multi-Agency Coordinating Center.

b. Coordinated with OCD CALABARZON re different concerns monitored by the CIMAT.

c. On May 1, 2020, RFMB IV-A personnel provided security assistance to 58 stranded UPLB students and 3 faculty members of UPLB from UPLB to Dau, Pampanga.

d. As of **03 September 2020**, PRO CALABARZON has the following assets:
   - Total strength is **13,052**. Of which, **11,789** were Back-End Personnel that was divided into: 8,732 for RSSF who were actually deployed; 57 for RSSF Reserve; **149** for Medical Reserve Force (MRF); and **2,851** were Skeletal Admin Support.
   - **298 Wash Area** and **283 Temporary Sleeping Quarters** consisting of **1** With Pay and **282** Free utilized during ECQ.
   - **905 transportation assets** consisting of **285** Patrol Jeep, **149** Patrol Car, **62** LTV, **18** Personnel Carrier, **24** Van, **3** Utility Truck, **362** Motorcycle and **2** Coaster used in operation for COVID-19.
   - **39 quarantine facilities** with a total of **480 bed capacity**.

e. As of **23 August 2020**, TEAM Equipment has a total balance of **14 pcs Thermo Scan (infrared)**. For INDIVIDUAL Equipment has a total balance of **143 liters of Alcohol 70% solution**, **1,020 pcs Face mask (Cloth)**, **955 pcs Face shield**, **53 pcs Goggles**, **400 Boots Cover**, **185 pcs**
Protective Suit, 41,417 pcs Surgical Mask, 531 pcs N95 Face mask, 14 bottles/500ml disinfectant spray and 864 raincoat, 74 Goggle Mask (for field testing by DRD). All donated PPE were placed at SMS Office for proper distribution.

f. Manned 303 Quarantine Control Points (QCP) with 2,884 PNP personnel deployed and 30 Joint Task Force-QCP with 848 personnel deployed which composed of personnel from PNP with 445, AFP with 142, BFP with 151, and other agency with 96.

g. Update on PNP Program: Pulis CALABARZON, Kaagapay ko (Adopt an Indigent Program) as of 19 August 2020:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>ALLOCATED FUNDS</th>
<th>TARGET BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>RELEASED FUNDS, LGU</th>
<th>ASSISTED BENEFACTORIES</th>
<th>STATUS OF BENEFICIARIES ASSISTED (IN %)</th>
<th>BALANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulis CALABARZON, Kaagapay Ko (Adopt an Indigent Program)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12,590 families (1 family / personnel)</td>
<td>20,914,200.50 (Total Cost of Grocery items, food packs and financial assistance to adopted indigent families)</td>
<td>55,088 families</td>
<td>438%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NICA CALABARZON**


b. Activated Regional Intelligence Fusion Center (RIFC) on March 15, 2020.

c. Provided information on government efforts in response to COVID-19.

d. Provided analysis and assessment of the situation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 27, 2020</td>
<td>The number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 disease still continues to rise due to the direct exposure of some frontliners, particularly medical personnel, to the infected individuals who are being treated in the hospital. Proper protective clothing should be provided to them to avoid being contaminated and spread the disease to their co-workers. Meanwhile, CTG front groups will continue to exploit the situation and will utilize its relief operations to gain propaganda mileage among the affected residents. Moreover, CTG-affiliated student sectors will continue to be utilized as fronts by these groups purposely for fund generating schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13, 2020</td>
<td>The LGUs have continued to conduct various activities to provide their constituents convenience, while the quarantine is still in effect to ensure that the populace will heed the calls during this critical period to avoid getting infected and add to the still growing number of COVID-19 positive cases in the region. Local government units should continue its relief operations, assistance and implementation of enhanced community quarantine to prevent further spread of the disease. As the number of infected individuals increase, suspected carriers would likewise rise due to possible contact transmission. Hence, the public should cooperate with the government to stay in their houses and abide with the policies to avoid worsening the situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 14, 2020</td>
<td>Local government units in Calabarzon and Mimaropa except for the province of Laguna are not laying down their plans for the shift of quarantine protocols from Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) to General Community Quarantine (GCQ). Laguna did not appeal its case to IATF re its inclusion to the areas who will be put on a Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine (MECQ) despite the fact that the province did not have the highest case of Covid-19 in the region. Testing center and mega quarantine facilities are now already in the final touches of completion in the region, a testing center at De Lasalle Dasmarinas, Cavite is also now operational. With the shift from ECQ to GCQ, it is expected that more people will be out in the streets to go back to their respective workplace. Violations of GCQ protocols on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the first week of its implementation is expected as people and government authorities will have to adjust to the new norm of GCQ. With the testing center in De Lasalle Dasmarinas now operational, it is expected that the number of new Covid-19 cases will continue to rise in the region as testing will be done on a more frequent manner.

e. Forwarded Sitreps to concerned agencies

**OWWA CALABARZON**

a. Coordinated the transportation and clearance for entry and exit of stranded Overseas Filipinos.
b. Continuous coordination with concerned agencies and Regional Task Force for the unhampered transport of OFs to designated quarantine facilities and/or going home.

**PIA CALABARZON**

a. PIA Information Officers are on alert for information gathering and dissemination;
b. PIA provincial offices in the whole region are placed on alert for update monitoring and while gathering situation-related status from LGUs, local DRRMCs, information and development communication networks and the communities on the ground for posting on different multimedia platforms;
c. Send situation reports; issues and concerns to the Office of the President through the Presidential Communications Operations Office on situation on the ground.
d. Receive disaster alerts from NDRRMC via PIA personnel representative and share these alerts on various PIA platforms.
e. Aired the Laging Handa Network Briefing and Public Briefing to PIA CALABARZON Social Media Pages.
f. Aired Radio Program Episodes to 3 Radio Stations
   - Usapang PIA – Radyo Natin Laguna (3 July 2020 & 10 July 2020)
   - PIA Yaman Kaalaman – DZJV 1458 (8 July 2020)
   - PIA Ngayon – J101.1 FM (8 July 2020)
g. Published of COVID-19 updates in CALABARZON
   - 27 News and Feature stories published in PIA website
   - 74 Infographic materials produced and published through PIA4A managed social media pages
   - 284 online materials from different agencies reposted or published through PIA4A managed social media pages
   - 45 COVID-19 related Situational Reports Disseminated to at least 11 interagency coordination Viber Groups and text blast through Smart Infocast.

**LTO CALABARZON**

b. Continuous monitoring of public transportation and strict implementation of ECQ conducted at various LGUs in CALABARZON.
c. Provision of seat barriers for physical distancing of clients at LTO Cavite Licensing Center (in preparation of resumption of work after ECQ) as of 07 May 2020.
d. As of 08 May 2020, enclosure of PACD; provision of disinfectant mat for foot sanitation of clients; and provision of floor markings and seat barriers for physical distancing of clients at LTO Batangas Licensing Center.
e. Installed lavatory and provision of floor markings for hand sanitation and physical distancing of clients respectively at LTO Cabuyao District Office.
f. Enclosure of personnel’s post (i.e., PACD, CSR, DL Examiner), and provision of floor markings for physical distancing of clients at LTO Quezon Licensing Center.
DOT CALABARZON
a. Virtual conference conducted between RD Olivia M. Luces and RD Marites T. Castro regarding the coordination and protocols regarding the transport and safe passage of stranded tourist in the in and outside of CALABARZON.
b. Continuous coordination with concerned agencies regarding the available accommodation facilities for OFWs.

TESDA CALABARZON
a. Production and distribution of face masks/shields and hand sanitizers
b. TESDA Provincial Office (PO) Quezon implemented preventive measures for COVID-19, incorporating employee-client social distancing.
c. TESDA Online Program dissemination
d. PPE production and distribution for COVID-19 frontliners
e. Established mini organic farm at Jacobo Z. Gonzales Memorial School of Arts and Trade (JZGMSAT)
f. Food products (freshly-baked pandesal) from TESDA-JZGMSAT distributed to Biñan City (April 22)
g. TESDA-BPTI donated vegetables and two (2) native chickens from its very own BPTI farm, distributed to San Narciso Municipal Hospital (SNMH), San Narciso, Quezon
h. TESDA Rizal, in coordination with APCO-Rizal (DA) distributed farm seeds (upland kangkong, sitaw, mustasa and pechay) in the priority barangays under the Poverty Reduction Livelihood and Employment Cluster (PRLEC) of the EO 70 NTF-ELCAC.

denr CALABARZON
a. Distributed grocery items (amounting to ₱2,000.00 voluntary contributions from PMD personnel) to the family of DENR CALABARZON personnel identified as PUM. (Regional Office)
b. A total of 100 food packs were distributed to the frontliners manning the following checkpoints:
   - Boundary of Brgy. Bagong Kalsada, Calamba City and Brgy. Lalakay, Los Bafios, Laguna (30 packs)
   - Boundary of Brgy Sto. Domingo. Bay and Brgy. Maahas, Los Banos, Laguna (30 packs)
   - Public Market, Brgy. Batong Malake, Los Banos, Laguna (10 packs)
   - Los Banos Central School (10 packs)
   - Brgy. Hall, Brgy. Lalakay, Los Banos, Laguna (5 packs)
   - Lalakay Elem. School (2 packs)
   - Brgy. Bambang, Los Banos, Laguna (5 packs)
   - Brgy. Bambang and Brgy. Lalakay, Los Baiios, Laguna (8 packs) (PENRO Laguna)
   - A total of 132 packs of assorted milk in 300-500 grams packaging for children, one (1) germicidal soap and two (2) small packs of cookies were distributed to the kids of Sitio Bagong Nayon, Brgy. Anos, Los Banos, Laguna PENRO Laguna)
   - Fifty (50) packs of lunch and snacks donated by one (1) CENRO personnel provided foods for lunch and snacks to the .frontliners stationed in primary checkpoints (PNP & LGU) and health center (RHU) in their locality in Barangay Poblacion and San Juan, Mabini, Batangas last April 24, 2020 (CENRO Lipa City)
   - Two (2) employees donated ₱3,000.00 worth of groceries which include rice, canned goods, coffee, sugar and creamer which were distributed to seventeen (17) families of Brgy. Santol, Silang, Cavite and provided snacks and bottled water to forty (40) frontliners of Brgy. Maitim 2 West, Tagaytay City, Cavite, respectively. (PENRO Cavite)
   - Distributed food packs to frontliners assigned in Brgy. Kanlurang Mayao, Lucena City. (PENRO Quezon)
   - Distributed a total of 38 food packs (snacks) to the frontliners of Brgys. Pinagbayanan and Calantas, Macalelon, Quezon of which, fund source was voluntary contributed by CENRO Catanauan personnel (CENRO Catanauan).
   - Continuously provided free service vehicle to the medical frontliners of Rural Health Unit of Calauag, Quezon. (CENRO Calauag)
j. Delivered/provided drinking water to the assigned frontliners in Brgy. Potol, Tayabas, City (CENRO Tayabas City)
k. Distributed ₱5,000 cash and 1 sack of rice donated by PENRO personnel to families in Brgy. Libjo, Batangas City Batangas (PENRO Batangas)
I. One of CENRO personnel provided thirty (30) food packs of lunch to frontliners stationed at the barangay hall of Barangay Bulihan, Rosario, Batangas (CENRO Lipa City)
m. Four (4) families are being housed temporarily in our operation center located in Brgy Kinabuhayan, Dolores, Quezon, for 14 days quarantine in coordination with the Municipal Health Office (MHO) and Philippine National Police and Brgy. Health Emergency Response Team (BHERT)

n. Continued solicitation for voluntary contributions, including pledges from the staff/personnel for the acquisition/purchase of protective paraphernalia to be donated to frontliners. Amount collected do date: ₱13,000.00 (CENRO Lipa City)
o. 30 face masks were continuously being made by CENRO personnel out of old clothes. (CENRO Calaca)
p. Continuous monitoring/coordination with the LGU's regarding COVID related cases as instructed by the Central Office.
q. Posted on PENRO Facebook account the updated status on COVID-19.
r. Daily posting of CALABARZON COVID-19 cases to DENR CALABARZON Facebook Page (Regional Office)
s. Undertakes one (1) daily prayer brigade since April 23, 2020 wherein CENRO personnel prayed together at 8:20 PM through video call in the hope to win the fight against COVID-19 (CENRO Calaca)
t. Provided assistance as frontliners per response to the Letter Order No. 31 from the 45th Regional Community Defense group (ARESCOM). (CENRO Calauag)
u. Provided face shields to the following:
   - 15 pcs to PAMB members of Kaliwa Watershed Forest Reserve (KWFR)
   - 20 pcs to the frontliners of Phase 1, Sitio Sampaguita, Brgy. Sta. Cruz, Antipolo City
   - 15 pcs to the frontliners of Phase 2, Sitio Sampaguita, Brgy. Sta. Cruz, Antipolo City (PENRO Rizal)
v. Daily reporting and monitoring of health status of all personnel are being conducted by all offices of the region. To date, no DENR CALABARZON personnel are reported suspected/probable/infected by the COVID-19.
w. Distributed a total of 80 kilos or 300 bundles of pechay and mustasa to 245 families in Poblacion area and Brgy. 8 Catanauan, Quezon. (Products from “Gulayan Project” Challenge of PENRO Quezon). (CENRO Catanauan)

**DTI CALABARZON**
a. ConductedNegosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay (NSB) to formal and informal business sectors of selected barangays to equip them with knowledge on DTI programs and services, and distributed livelihood kits to 5 identified microenterprises in these barangays.
b. Extended financing assistance (soft loan) under the Small Business Corp, a DTI’s financing arm.
c. Produced and distributed over 2,100 face shields to hospitals, checkpoint personnel, and frontline workers and offices through the fabrication laboratory of Batangas State University (Likha FabLab) and in partnership with UPLB and Antipolo Institute of Technology.
d. Continuously monitored prices and supplies of basic and prime commodities regionwide.
e. Released DTI Guideline MC 20-28 s. 2020: “Guidelines to follow on minimum health protocols for BARBERSHOPS and SALONS as approved by the IATF under Resolution No. 41 dated 29 May 2020”
f. Conducted monitoring activities to barbershops, saloons, and dine-in services of restaurants ensure the compliance to the minimum health protocols set by the department and the IATF.
g. Released a total of 102 loans by SB Corp with ₱10,498,000 in value.
h. Implemented the Social Amelioration Program/Project with the following activities:
   - COVID-19 P3-ERF
   - Loan Moratorium on Payment of Regular & P3 Loans
• LSP/NSB
• Price Monitoring to Ensure Adherence to Automatic Price Levels of Basic Necessities
• Campaign on Anti-Hoarding/Anti-Profiteering
• Diskwento Caravan
• Conducted webinars to allow MSMEs to still compete under the new normal.
  i. Conducted webinars to allow MSMEs to still compete under the new normal.
    • Lazada On-boarding Webinar for Kalakal Calabarzon 2020 Digital Fair (16 June 2020)
    • Gcash and Paymaya Onboarding Webinar Orientation (22 June 2020)
  j. Made available 108 Negosyo Centers regionwide to assist the clients, including services for
     business information, advisory/counseling services, referrals and other services like linkages to
     online webinars and other assistance required by MSMEs.
  k. Allowed barbershops, salons and dine-in services but should follow health and safety protocols.
     As of 24 June 2020, a total of 79 establishments were visited/audited.
  l. Fabricated total of 3,891 face shields and produced 50 Testing Booths by BATSU & UPLB
  m. Produced and donated 3,921 face shield to health and other frontliners and other sectors using
     3D printing and vacuum forming machines using through the Shared Service Facility of DTI for
     the Likha Fabrication Laboratory of Batangas State University
  n. UPLB Startup Innovation and Business Opportunity Linkage Fabrication Laboratory (SIBOL
     FABLAB) produced the following:
    • Produced and donated 600 face shields and 50 testing booths with acrylic component
    • 20 Acrylic rings and 20 dividers using ULS Laser cutter
    • 600 pcs Laser-Cut buckles fabricated by a volunteer using buckles which were distributed
      for free to various hospitals in Los Banos
    • 200 3D-printed Ear Protectors printed using the Lulsbot 3D printer. These devices are used
      to reduce physical discomfort due to extended wearing of face masks. These were
      distributed for free to several hospitals in Manila and for multiple branches of Land bank &
      DBP.
  o. Turned over 9,000 Surgical Masks, 50 Face Shields to Cabuyao City last 9 May 2020 with the
     help of Ibiden Japan
    • No. of client inquiries/requests assisted/facilitated:
      o 84 IATF ID
      o 54 Rapid Pass
      o 3 DA Food Pass
      o 2 PPEs
  q. Facilitated and Shared Coaching Sessions and Webinars for Existing and potential MSMEs
  r. Provided Information on P3 ERF CARES (financing)

Local Government

PDRRMC Rizal
a. Continuous monitoring, coordination, and submission of situation report.
b. Provided service vehicles for the transportation of medical personnel and relief goods to different
   LGUs and hospitals
c. Monitoring of established checkpoints (problems encountered/reported along checkpoints were
   coordinated to LGUs/LDRRMOs thru the Provincial Inter-Agency Task Force for appropriate
   action).
d. Continuous monitoring of COVID-19 updates in the province of Rizal.
e. Regular activity: PDRRMO personnel are in continuous coordination with PIO, PHO Provincial
   IATF and LDRRMOs to act on issues and concern regarding enhanced community quarantine
   due to COVID-19.
f. Continuous cascading of memoranda, circulars, sitreps and other information materials to
   PADRRMO and PDRRMC members.
g. April 6 – 12, 2020
• April 6 – Meeting at Governor’s office with some department heads and Acting Governor Reynaldo H. San Juan, Jr., M.D. re: creation of Provincial Incident Management Team (IMT) and Semana Santa duty.
• April 6 – meeting at Provincial Health Office with General Services Office (GSO) re: Conduct of Inspection/evaluation on April 7 of possible Emergency Quarantine Facilities.
• April 6 to 12 – forwarded/cascaded updates, memorandum and Situational Reports from OCD IV-A and other Regional/Provincial Offices.
• April 6 to 12 –in coordination with CDRRMO, daily delivery of pack lunch to personnel of Margarito Duavit Memorial Hospital in Binangonan, Rizal courtesy of Alter Energy.

h. April 7 – coordinated with Rizal Provincial Government Chief of Offices regarding Skeletal Work Force.

i. April 7 – in coordination with Provincial Health Office (PHO), conducted assessment of Proposed Facilities for COVID-19, Persons Under Investigation (PUIs)/probable and Persons Under Monitoring (PUMs)/suspect (PHO personnel to finalize the Assessment Report regarding the inspection).

j. April 9 – conducted virtual meeting with Local DRRM Officers via zoom to discuss issues, concerns and updating.

k. APRIL 13 – 19, 2020

• April 13 to 19 –In coordination with CDRRMO, daily delivery of pack lunch to personnel of Margarito Duavit Memorial Hospital in Binangonan Rizal courtesy of Alter Energy.
• April 14 – distributed face shields to Frontliners of Margarito Duavit Memorial Hospital in Binangonan Rizal, donated by @craft4ward and @kahon.atbp.official
• April 15 to present – monitoring of LGUs (Brgy.level) re: ECQ violations
• April 15 – conducted virtual meeting with Local DRRM Officers via zoom to discuss the monitoring of citizens who do not practice social distancing and other violations on enhanced community quarantine.
• April 16 – Assisted Acting Governor Junrey San Juan and PSWD in relief goods distribution at PCUP-RPG Ville, Sitio Sumilang, San Jose, Antipolo City.
• April 16 – participated in the virtual meeting via zoom conducted by Rizal DILG with main agenda of Management of the Dead and Missing due to COVID-19.
• April 16 – Issued PDRRMO memorandum dated April 15, 2020 to LDRRMOs in the province regarding Strict Implementation of ECQ at Barangay Level.
• April 16 – delivered food pack to frontliners at the following checkpoints:
  - Checkpoint along C6 road Brgy. Sta Ana, Taytay
  - Exodus checkpoint Brgy Sta. Ana. Taytay
  - Cainta-Taytay boundary checkpoint
  - Cainta-Pasig boundary checkpoint
  - Pasig-Cainta (BF Metal) checkpoint
  - Cainta Valleygolf checkpoint
  - Brgy. San Juan Cainta Checkpoint

• Assisted in the repacking of relief goods at Ynares Center since 17 April 2020
• Assisted in the evaluation/assessment of target emergency quarantine facilities (URS-Morong, URS-Piillla, URS-Taytay, and URS-Binangonan) on 17-18 April 2020
• Participated in the 8th L!STONG UGNAYAN, COVID-19 AY LABANAN Online Talakayan conducted by Local Government Academy (LGA) on 17 April 2020.
• Assisted Acting Governor Junrey San Juan and PSWD in relief goods distribution at St. Martha relocation site, Sitio Talaga, Maybancal, Morong on 19 April 2020.

l. April 20 – 26, 2020

• Assisted Acting Governor and PSWD in the distribution of relief goods with the following details:
  - April 22 – Southville 9 Phase 1, 2 and 3 (Pinugay, Baras Rizal)
  - April 23 – Southville 9 Phases 4, 5 and 6 (Pinugay, Baras Rizal)
  - April 25 – One Ynares Village, Pawpawan, Baras Rizal (with Mayor Andeng)
- April 26 –Virgen Dela Paz (Relocation Area) Phase 1 & Phase 2, San Jose, Antipolo City (with Mayor Andeng)
- April 20 to 26 –in coordination with CDRRMO, daily delivery of packed lunch to personnel of Margarito Duavit Memorial Hospital in Binangonan Rizal courtesy of Alter Energy.
- April 20 to present – monitoring of Barangays re: ECQ violations
- April 21 - checked the actual status of eight (8) students stranded in Baguio City as reported by Baguio CDRRMO. Findings: Six (6) students are already in Rizal while 2 (two) students decided to stay in Baguio.
- April 21 & 23 – checked the actual status of mountaineers stranded in Allen, Samar as reported by Rizal PNP. Findings: All (10) reported mountaineers are already accounted and are now in their residence in Rizal Province.
- April 21 – coordinated with Montalban DRRM Officer for the transport of specimen for COVID-19 laboratory test from CAYMH Montalban, Rizal to Lung Center in Quezon City.
- Reported to PA Joseph Ceñidoza and Acting Gove. San Juan the PPE donation of AMERICARES to the provincial government; Informed AMERICARES to expect a call from PA or PD ALBA;
- April 25 – Checked the status of Andrea C. Villalobos, a resident of Sto. Domingo, Cainta, Rizal who was stranded in Baguio City. Andrea is a student of Cordillera State University (CSU). Her parents, Alex and Florelyn Villalobos requested our Governor Nini Ynares for TRAVEL PASS so they can bring their daughter back home (Rizal). Upon coordination of PDRRMO personnel Danilo Prodigalidad with Mr. King Guined of Baguio CDRRMO, they advised us (Rizal, parents and daughter) that Andrea must stay in Baguio until the situation improve. Coordination with Andrea and her parents are already undertaken. We also updated VG San Juan of this report.
- April 25 – Transported specimen for COVID-19 laboratory test from RPHS Morong, Rizal to Lung Center in Quezon City.

m. Actual Monitoring of checkpoints:
- April 28 - Baytown Angono, Boundary Angono Taytay, Exodus Taytay , Boundary Cainta-Taytay, Boundary Cainta-Pasig, Boundary Taytay-Antipolo.
- April 29- Mambo Binangonan, Cardona Boundary, Morong, Morong Teresa Boundary, May-iba.

n. Distribution of Relief Goods:
- April 29 – Assisted Presidential Commission for the Urban Poor (PCUP) personnel in their distribution of relief goods to the following: Tolosa Ville HOA Phases 2 & 3, Lupang Pangako HOA Sitio Elaved Brgy. San Jose Antipolo City and PCUP RPG Ville, Sitio Sumilang Brgy. San Jose Antipolo City

o. Distribution of N95 mask PPE’s and bottled mineral water to the Frontliners:
- April 30 – Baras LGU checkpoint, Halayhayin Pililla Checkpoint, Baras-Tanay Boundary, Tanay Hi-way, Sagbat-Maybancal, Morong, Cardona, Mambo Binangonan, Morong-Teresa Boundary, May-iba checkpoint.

p. April 27 to May 3 –in coordination with CDRRMO, daily delivery of pack lunch to personnel of Margarito Duavit Memorial Hospital in Binangonan Rizal courtesy of Alter Energy.
q. Monitoring of ECQ violations at barangay levels: Taytay, Cainta and San Mateo, Montalban
r. April 30, 2020 – coordinated with Montalban DRRM Officer for the transport of COVID-19 specimen from Casimiro M. Ynares Memorial Hospital Montalban, Rizal to Lung Center in Quezon City.
s. April 30, 2020 - participated in the virtual teleconference (VTC) meeting facilitated by DILG – Rizal with the main agenda of Management of the Dead and Missing (MDM) including donning and un-donning of PPEs used in handling of victim’s remains.
t. May 1, 2020 – participated in the virtual teleconference (VTC) meeting facilitated by OCD IV-A’s Law and Order Cluster with main agenda of movement of Authorized Persons Outside Residence (APOR).
u. May 1, 2020 – Coordinated with Montalban DRRM Officer and Dr. Beth Leoveras of Central Luzon State University (CLSU), Nueva Ecija to facilitate the return of one of their student - Abigail Molde, 20y/o, to Montalban. The student returned safely to Montalban by evening of the same date as confirmed by her mother, Sol Molde of San Isidro, Montalban.
v. May 3, 2020 - Coordinated with Provincial IATF, OCD IVA and City DRRM Officer of Antipolo for the return and acceptance of Mr. Albert Saill of Sitio Mahayhay, Munting Dilaw, Antipolo City from Camarines Sur Province. Note: waiting for the release of Clearance from Munting Dilaw.
w. Received the following (28-29 April 2020):
   - Boxes of face mask, Unit of thermal scanner, set of PPE’s, Boxes of bottled mineral water from OCD CALABARZON (distributed to different checkpoints).
   - Provision of Medical PPEs for PDRRMO Personnel
   - N95 Mask from Americare’s Philippines (distributed to different checkpoints).
x. Transported specimens from Rizal Provincial Hospital System – Morong, Rizal, Margarito and Duavit Memorial Hospital, Binangonan, Rizal to Lung Center of the Philippines in Quezon City.
y. Provided transport assistance to LSIs in Cainta, Rizal, Batangas Port, Sariaya, Quezon, and Calauan in Laguna.
z. Conducted the “Libreng Sundo para sa mga Rizaleno”.
   aa. Implemented Minimum Safety Standards to all government offices including private sectors.
   bb. Provided hand washing areas and alcohol stations in public places.
   cc. Established “CALL-SULTA” by the MHO for telemedicine.

**PDRRMC Cavite**
a. Continuous monitoring, coordination, and submission of situation report.
b. Repacking of E-balde to be distributed to the severely affected families by COVID-19 in the province.
c. Province-wide disinfection of public places and in the Provincial Capitol Compound.
d. Fabrication and Distribution of improvised face shields to PNP, PDRRMO, Hospitals, AFP, and others.
e. Activated of the Cavite COVID-19 Provincial IMT.
f. Provided of Medical Supplies and Equipment.
g. Provided of transportation for stranded Caviteños and for frontliners of the Provincial Government of Cavite.
h. Procured PPG’s for Management of COVID-19 related cases, Welfare Goods, Medical Supplies, Medical Equipment & Facilities for GEAMH.
i. Continuous distribution of PPG’s and medical supplies to hospitals in Cavite.
j. Use of GIS software for COVID-19 data tracking.
k. Coordinated with the City/ Municipal Mayors and with PNP and AFP re Implementation of curfew hours and checkpoints.
l. PSWD monitored the Social Amelioration Program of LGUs.
m. Strict implementation of daytime quarantine pass enforcement of the PNP Cavite.
n. Continuous relief distribution to affected families in the province.
o. Implemented of province-wide Mass Testing, coordinated with DOH.
p. Expanded COVID Mitigation Infrastructure
   - 60 swab collection stations
   - 10 mobile collection stations
20 PCR machines
q. Provided Cavite Health Monitoring Card with a QR Code.

r. Used Android/iOS App for means of notification of test results.
s. Submission of Situation report based on the template from the RTF.
t. Updated data on the isolation facilities for COVID-19 as per the category.
u. Provided service vehicles for the transportation of medical personnel and relief goods to different LGUs and hospitals in Laguna.
v. Issued several Provincial Memoranda to ensure public service continuity - flexible work arrangements in the government services in accordance with CSC guidelines.
w. Strengthened information and communication channels
x. Issued the following Ordinances, Resolutions and Executive orders (EO):
   • EO No. 10 s. 2020, An Order placing the Province of Cavite under Community Quarantine in view of the COVID-19 outbreak.
   • EO No. 11 s. 2020, Order allowing the public utility vehicles engaged by certain private establishments (essential services) to transport the employees to and from work.
   • EO No. 12 s. 2020, An Order placing the Province of Cavite under Enhanced Community Quarantine in view of the COVID-19.
   • EO No. 14 s. 2020, Establishment of the Provincial Task Force against COVID-19
   • EO No. 15 s. 2020, An Order placing the City of Bacoor, Province of Cavite under Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine.
   • Resolution No. 1436-2020, A Resolution urging all LGUs of the Province of Cavite to temporarily discourage the holding of public and private assemblies and gatherings in their areas of jurisdiction due to 2019-nCov.
   • Provincial Ordinance No. 268-2020, An Ordinance mandating the curfew hours from 8:00 PM-5:00 AM the following day, within the territorial jurisdiction of the Province of Cavite due to COVID-19.
   • Provincial Ordinance No. 269-2020, An Ordinance ordering temporary closure of certain establishments in the Province of Cavite due to the outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID 19)
   • Provincial Ordinance No. 271-2020, An Ordinance prohibiting the sale and consumption of beer, liquor and alcoholic beverages of any kind in the Province of Cavite during the enhanced community quarantine and providing penalties for violation thereof.
   • Provincial Ordinance No. 279-2020, An Ordinance implementing broad-based testing for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in the Province of Cavite and Providing Guidelines and Procedures therefor
   • Provincial Ordinance No. 290-2020, Mandatory Quarantine and Isolation in a hospital or government facility of all persons confirmed with COVID-19

CDRRMC Bacoor, Cavite
a. Conducted SAP and relief goods distribution at Molino III
b. Conducted disinfection operation by CENRO at Zapote Public Market.
c. Distribution of fresh vegetables to residents of Barangay Real II.
d. Bacoor City Rolling Stores were positioned at Dulong Bayan Covered Court at Breezewoods III Subdivision, Mambog III to offer basic necessities at low prices.
e. conducted clearing operations against sidewalk vendors and illegal parking at Evangelista Road, Talaba Road, at Zapote Market Tramo.
f. Distributed vegetable seeds to residents
g. Continuous support to the relocated individuals in Naic, Cavite though giving of relief goods.
h. Conducted disinfection activities at different areas in the city.
i. Implementation of rolling stores at different barangays in the city.
j. Continuous manning of the checkpoints within the AOR and implementation of rolling stores in the barangays
k. 07 May 2020, lockdown and containment of Molino 3 was lifted thru Executive Order No, 18 s. 2020 effective 12:01AM May 8, 2020 but will continue to implement ECQ in the said barangay until May 15, 2020.
l. Conducted the 4th wave of relief distribution at Brgy. Talaba III on 08 May 2020 through house to house in coordination with Brgy. Officials.
m. Continuous conduct of targeted testing to frontline workers.
n. The City Health Office conducted rapid testing to the staff and tenants at the Molino Wet and Dry Market. Same test was provided to the Social Distancing Group of the City Inspection and Compliance Unit.
o. Distributed 5kg of rice and 1kg hotdogs to the residents of Brgy. Alima.

**PDRRMC Quezon**
a. Continuous monitoring, coordination, and submission of situation report.
b. Ongoing consolidation of LGUs’ operational expenses for COVI-19 operations.
c. Coordination with the Quezon PPO with regards to the transportation of PPEs to be picked-up in Metro Manila.
d. Provided service vehicles for the transportation of medical personnel and relief goods to different LGUs and hospitals in Quezon.
e. Continuous coordination with LDRRMOs regarding the updated list of quarantine facilities.
f. Continuous monitoring of Quezon District Jail regarding the health status of their health personnel and PDLs.
g. Ongoing consolidation of Local Government Units Operational Expense as well as Personnel Involved in Operation for COVID-19 per Municipality.
h. Ongoing coordination with PDRRMOs Eastern Samar, Negros Oriental, and Albay regarding the transportation of their residents.
i. Coordination with MDRRMO Tagkawayan regarding the transportation of their residents as well as the Universal Robina Corporation from Tagkawayan, Quezon to Calamba, Laguna.
j. Ongoing consolidation of data sent by Office of the Civil Defense CALABARZON regarding the updated list of isolation areas gathered by DILG CALABARZON and DOH CALABARZON.
k. Continuous monitoring of PDRRMO’s personnel undergoing quarantine.
l. Continuous coordination with LDRRMOs regarding the updated list of quarantine facilities.
m. Received request from CDRRMO Lucena for the passage of Mrs. Villapando and to accompanied her workers who will go back home to Unisan, Quezon.
n. Received information from the Office of the Governor - Quezon for the passage of personnel of Producer for Philippine Films Studio, Inc. (PFSI) to fetch stranded crew from Gota Village, Caramoan, Camarines Sur going bact to their respective homes in Quezon province.

**MDRRMC Tagkawayan, Quezon**
Transport Services were provided as per request by the Local DSWD.

**MDRRMC Candelaria, Quezon**
a. Continuously monitoring the heightened implementation of the precautionary measures against the spread of COVID-19.
b. Prepared Emergency Equipment’s and check-up/maintenance of rescue vehicles and ambulances.
c. Continuously updating Information Education and Communication Dissemination within the AOR through social media and leaflets.
d. Continuous disinfection of Disaster Operation Center and Rescue Vehicles.
e. Daily distribution of food and supplies (Alcohol, Facemask, and Gloves) to Quarantine Checkpoints.
f. Disinfection of Cabuñag Street, Maharlika Highway, Banks, Remittance Centers, Fast food chains, Drugstores, and Grocery Stores.
g. Releasing Travel Clearance for Businesses that provide basic essential needs.
h. Coordinated with DTI for releasing Business Permit to operate the Community market during COVID-19 Pandemic.
i. Coordinated with MDRRMO Atimonan regarding a resident from Sta. Catalina Sur, Candelaria, Quezon which is now at Barangay Buhangin in Atimonan, Quezon. Informed Barangay Captain of Sta Catalina for further action to be taken.
j. Assisted Ms. Maulin Rimando for her medical concern and coordinated with PNP Candelaria for assistance.

k. Ensures the safety of the front liners, health workers, volunteers, and the public.

l. Effectively checking of Quarantine Checkpoints if they have enough supplies to be used during the full implementation of ECQ.

m. Headed the issuance of Travel Clearance of Businesses that provides necessities.

n. Implementation of disinfection and sanitation of establishments mostly visited by the public.

o. Coordination with Barangays to ensure the implementation of ECQ applied accordingly.

p. Daily coordination with the Inter-Agency Task Force for the implementation of precautionary measures and other guidelines being added regarding the setup of Isolation Facility within the Municipality.

q. Facilitated a travel scheduled on 09 May 2020 from Candelaria, Quezon going to Davao City.

r. Disinfection and sanitation of RHU, Banks, Remittance Centers and Public Market.

s. MDRRM Office attended a meeting with the 25 Barangay Captains of Candelaria, Quezon which discussed the new guidelines under Executive Order No. 21 released by LGU Candelaria.

t. Coordinated with Camarines Sur regarding the 3 persons reportedly walking to CamSur and are currently under the custody of Candelaria MPS.

MDRRMC Tiaong, Quezon

a. Establishments of physical set up of major COVID-19 Checkpoints.

b. Coordination with IATF and other agencies.

c. Provision of logistics and supplies to all operatives and stranded individuals.

d. Reports to Local Chief Executive regarding updates of the 24 hour COVID-19 alert operation and discuss interventions to fill gaps for the success of the operation.

e. On-going monitoring of people stranded and those under quarantine at the Municipal Compound.

f. Establishment of Isolation Area at proposed SB Building and the Triage Area at Municipal Health Building.

g. Strategic planning with MSWD, PNP, MDRRMO, and Sangguniang Barangay on the SAP distribution.

h. Joint effort inspection of IATF in price control in the public market.

i. Validation of cases reported by BHERT through a physical assessment.

j. Continues improvement of additional Isolation Care Unit.

k. Issuance of Travel Pass provision of transportation.

l. Assistance to individuals for dialysis and other medical purposes.

m. Facilitation of buying medicine of clients in need to prevent more individual contacts/going out of the municipality.

n. Participates in Daily house to house distribution of relief goods to barangay.

o. April 26 - Assistance to 11 individuals bound to Bicol.

p. Conducts briefing with PNP, RHU, BFP, and Talisay Sangguniang Brgy regarding contact tracing and isolation protocols participates in contact tracing of a highly suspicious death.

q. Decontamination of the area of the suspect case.

r. Assist in the transport of contacts to the isolation care unit.

s. Food distribution at checkpoints from morning till the evening.

t. Distribution of fresh cow’s milk for front liner donated by National Dairy Authority.

MDRRMC Guinayangan, Quezon

a. Provided central command and control through the activation of the Emergency Operations Center responsible for carrying out the principles of emergency preparedness and response.

b. The office also provided logistical support to responders/volunteers on the ground. Moreover, the MDRRMO supported the LCE in coordinating to different agencies in the conduct of enhancing community quarantine protocols.

c. Also, the MDRRMO arranged the travel of the rescue vehicles to buy medicines to a nearby town for our constituents.
d. The MDRRMO also provided transport vehicles to DSWD and Municipal Treasurer’s Office in the distribution of the Social Amelioration Program in Brgy. San Luis II, Brgy. San Luis I, and Brgy. Triumfo.

**CDRRM City, Quezon**

a. Installed hand washing stations at Tayabas Public Market and Tayabas City Hall.
b. Implemented E.O. No. 122 Series of 2020. Mandatory wearing of face masks in public areas within the territorial jurisdiction of the City of Tayabas.
c. Revised clustering for Home Quarantine Pass was done due to the extension of ECQ.
d. LGU of Tayabas thru the LIATF on COVID -19 launched a Sagip Relief Text Marathon on 18 April 2020, and Sumbungan Text Hotline on 20 April 2020
e. 24-hour curfew implementation effective 21 April 2020
f. Provided hotel accommodation for the Health workers of Tayabas who are working in Lucena and also for the health workers of the City who will decide not to stay with their families during this pandemic situation.

**PDRRM Batangas**

a. Continuous coordination and situation monitoring with City/ Municipality and assistance provided with partner agencies.
b. 24/7 Provincial Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Activated
c. Provincial/City/Municipal Inter-Agency Task Force COVID-19 and IMTs activated
d. Monitored advisories and disseminate information to the public via text messages, telephone and social media.
e. Coordination with Muslim representatives of the province for the provision/distribution of rice commodity to the Muslim community.
f. Inspected the isolation facility in Malainin, Ibaan, Batangas
g. Provided logistical requirements (20 units tents) requested by the Batangas PPO for the establishment of isolation facility at Camp General Miguel C Malvar, Batangas City
h. Transported portalets to the isolation facilities as requested by the Provincial Engineering Office
i. Facilitated rice subsidy distribution to 3rd and 4th districts of Batangas Province.
j. Transported three (3) units of air conditioner for the isolation facility at Malainin, Ibaan, Batangas.
k. Provided one (1) unit of collapsible tent as requested by the MDRRMO Cuenca for the establishment of isolation facility at Martin Marasigan District Hospital.
l. Nineteen (19) construction workers from Bicol, Quezon stranded in Barangay Lagadiarin, Lobo, Batangas are currently staying at a temporary shelter (Lagadiarin Olo-Olo Elementary School) and being supported with food and non-food items by the Municipality of Lobo.
m. Facilitated the clearance to access information on cases of COVID-19 in the Province of Batangas.
n. Coordinated the six (6) persons from Quezon Province stranded in Ibaan, Batangas and are currently staying at a temporary shelter (barracks) and being supported with food and non-food items by the Brgy Poblacion and the Municipality of Ibaan.
o. Facilitated relief/welfare goods distribution at Talaibon Interim Home, Ibaan, Batangas with the PSWDO.
p. Provided service vehicles for the transportation of medical personnel and relief goods to different LGUs and hospitals in Batangas.
q. Talisay Municipality expressed the issue concerning repatriated OFWs continuously coming in and out of the municipality (Balai Isabel) without proper coordination and information from OWWA.
r. Monitoring of the LGUs for the inventory of isolation facility established.
s. Facilitated the conduct of “Orientation of Funeral Service Providers on Management of Human Remains” with resource speakers from the Provincial Department of Health Office.
t. Provided and facilitated distribution of boxes of eggs and sacks of rice to Batangas City
u. Coordinated with OCD Region CALABARZON, the request for assistance of Province of Sorsogon for pick-up of 4 new ambulances from Toyota Lipa City.
v. Office of the Governor of Batangas received a letter from Boracay Option Tours and Travel Services Inc. re the approximately 30 OJT students from Nueva Ecija University of Science and
Technology stranded in Boracay for permission to embarked the said strandees in the Port of Batangas. Coordinated with the involved travel agency (Boracay Option Tours/ Travel Services Inc.) regarding the forwarded letter from the office of the governor for the requested permission to allow the students which is accommodated by 2go travel to embarked in the port of Batangas. Status: On-going coordination with Boracay Option Tours for the submission of required documents/permission to allow the said strandees.

w. Talisay, Batangas Team visited Taal Volcano island and reiterated prohibition of staying in the area to the residents who returned there.

x. Provided/distributed 500 sacks of rice and 1,825 dozen of eggs to residents in several barangays of Batangas City.

y. MDRRMO Tingloy requested a vehicle for pick-up of donated sacks of rice from Binan, Laguna, for approval and scheduling of the EOC.

z. Provided/distributed and 681 dozen of eggs to residents in barangays of Municipality of San Luis.

aa. Provision of food assistance to stranded construction workers in Dreamzone Capitol Site Batangas City

bb. Facilitated transport of relief goods to Talasion Interim Resettlement, Ibaan, Batangas.

c. On-going coordination with the Boracay Option Tours for the completion of required documents for permission of 30 stranded OJT students from Nueva Ecija University of Science and Technology to embark at Batangas Port.

dd. Coordinated with DSWD CALABARZON for provision of food and non-food support to stranded persons located in several LGUs in the province of Batangas) after prior reports were received that some of them were not given food support for several days by the barangays/LGUs.

ee. Established Quarantine Control Point/Inspection on Entry/Exit point.


gg. Conducted Oplan Bandillo re strict implementation of social distancing in public market and screening of color-coded quarantine pass issued by the Barangays. Violators/non-holder name of quarantine pass is void and be confiscate by the Local Government Personnel manning the Entrance for proper destruction.

hh. Conducted quarantine checkpoint located at San Sebastian junction, Barangay San Sebastian, Lipa City re strict Implementation of Social Distancing, Wearing of Mask, Enhanced Community Quarantine guidelines on Updated Authorized Person Outside

ii. Residence (APOR), Color Coding of Quarantine Pass.

jj. Conducted preventive mobile patrolling/police presence/ Distribution of Leaflets re Covid-19

kk. Provided food packs to families

ll. Conducted Continuous Checkpoint operation with BMFC, TMO, MHO and Barangay officials at Brgy Balibago Lian Batangas re implementation of Enhance Community Quarantine.

mm. Supervised the strict implementation of social distancing in public market and screening of color-coded quarantine pass issued by the Barangays. Violators/non-holder name of quarantine pass is void and be confiscate by the Local Government Personnel manning the Entrance for proper destruction.

nn. Provided augmentation of rice to the municipalities of San Nicolas, Agoncillo, Alitagtag and Sta. Teresita, Batangas.

oo. Coordinated with OCD CALABARZON on query of LGU hosts of isolation facilities for repatriated OFWs concerning arrangement for transfer of quarantined OFWs in their respective provinces after 14 day period is over. According to OCD, the LGUs from where the OFWs come from are responsible for their transfer in case OWWA cannot facilitate such activities.

pp. Provided augmentation of rice to San Juan, Batangas in coordination with PSWDO.

qq. Provided transportation to hemodialysis patient from Mabini to Mary Mediatrix Medical Center and vice versa.

rr. Provided augmentation of rice to the City of Sto. Tomas and Municipality of Malvar.

ss. Coordinated with the BALDRRMO for the distribution of supplies from OCD CALABARZON.

tt. Facilitated the conduct of “Orientation of PNP Personnel on the Management of Human Remains” at Batangas Provincial Police Office, Cam Malvar, with resource speakers from the Provincial Health Office.
uu. Provided augmentation of rice commodity to the City of Tanauan.
vv. Coordination done between an OFW (from Mindoro, stranded in Batangas City) and CDRRMO, Batangas City concerning guidelines/instructions for return to place of residence.
ww. Coordination with Creative Image Solutions re: donations for Taal Evacuees in Talaibon Evacuation Center; endorsed to PSWDO for coordination.
xv. Provided non-food items at Talaibon Interim Resettlement, Ibaan, Batangas.
xy. Provided transportation of food items from NGCP, Laguna to Mabini for distribution to the Municipality of Tingloy, Batangas.
zz. Members of the Batangas PDRRM Council (BFP, PSWDO, PNP, PCG, PIA, PAF and OPV) submitted their respective accomplishment reports.
aaa. Consolidated reports from different Agencies and Provincial Offices for the submission to OCD.
bbb. Members of the Batangas PDRRM Council (BFP, PNP, PCG, PAF and PDOHO) submitted their respective accomplishment reports.
ccc. Conducted disinfection of PDRRM Office.
ddd. Assisted DRRMO Cuatero, Aklan for the transportation of rescue vehicle in coordination with Philippine Coast Guard.
eee. Provided transport vehicle for delivery of relief goods in Talaibon Evacuation Center in coordination with PSWDO.
fff. Provided augmentation of transport vehicle to pick up relief goods from GMA, Cavite.
ggg. Coordinated with OCD for the donation of 1,000 sets of PPEs for BatMC.
hhh. Established the Testing Center for the Province of Batangas at the Capitol Site, Kumintang Ibaa, Batangas City.
iii. Upgraded some district hospitals into higher level facility.
jjj. Provided augmentation of transport vehicle to hemodialysis patient from Mabini to Mary Mediatrix Hospital and vice versa.
kkk. Provided assistance to LSIs (Place of Origin : San Andres, Quezon) in Brgy. Masaya, Rosario, Batangas.
lll. Provided 10 wheeler wing van truck to transport sacks of rice for distribution to Talisay, Batangas.
mmm. Provided 6 wheeler wing van truck to transport sacks of rice for distribution to Malvar and Sto. Tomas City.
nnn. Provided 1 unit of indoor tent to Laurel District Hospital for the establishment of OBGyne Holding area.
ooo. Provided assistance to LSIs of San Andres, Quezon; Waiting for transport.
ppp. Provided assistance to Philippine Coast Guard regarding the transport of one of the fatalities to Occidental Mindoro.
qqq. Provincial Veterinarian disinfected 488 Livestock and Poultry Transport Carrier going inside the province.
rrr. Provided transportation assistance to a patient from Calicanto, Batangas City to Bauan Doctors Hospital.
sss. Provided 15 family tents to be used as isolation/triage area for COVID-19 in Taysan, Batangas.
ttt. Mobilized 10-wheeler wingvan for the distribution of rice in the 4th District.
uuu. Assisted/facilitated the release of sea ambulance to Talisay, Batangas.
vvv. Establishment of Batangas Isolation Facility for Persons Deprived of Liberty (PDLs) in Brgy. Malainin Ibaan Batangas.
www. Provided tents to District Hospitals in Batangas Province, DRRM offices and regional and provincial offices of the PNP used for triage or isolation facility.
xxx. Assisted in the distribution and transport of relief goods to Interim Resettlement Area in Talaibon, Batangas.
yyy. Provided assistance in the distribution of fish donations from OCD to 12 LGUs of the province through the LDRRMOs.
zzz. Provided assistance in the distribution and transport of relief goods to Interim Resettlement Area in Talaibon, Batangas.
Provided information to the LGUs through the LDRRMOs, list of ROF arrived at Clark from Aug 3 to 5 as provided by the RTF.

Conducted capacity building enhancement training for PDRRMO personnel on proper Donning and Dofig, Basic Life Support, Ambulance Operation and Oxigenation.

Transported via Ambulance Team (1) Patient from Bauan, Batangas and (4) PDLs from Provincial Jail to Malainin Isolation Facility.

On 25 August 2020, provided augmentation of dropside truck to haul coffee and hygiene kits from GMA Cavite to Batangas in coordination with PSWDO.

PNP Batangas
On 26 April 2020, a total of forty-two (42) Quarantine Control Points were established.

Provincial Social Welfare and Development Office Batangas (26 April 2020)
a. Participation in inter-agency teleconference - (Listong Ugnayan COVID and Management of Human remains for Patients Under Investigation (PUIs) and confirmed Corona Virus disease.
b. Participation in the teleconference with DSWD, CALABARZON PSWDOs, and C/MSWDOs reorientation/preparation for the implementation of Social Amelioration Program (SAP).
c. Participation in the tele-conference with IATF –EREID with Governor H.I. Mandanas and Vice-Governor Mark Leviste.
d. Participation in the video conference with the Regional Task Force on OFW Reintegration. Output: draft of uniform protocol for arriving OFW repatriates.
e. Participation in the Provl/Regl Inter-agency Task Force – 8 Social Workers take turns in rendering duty twice a week.
f. Essential staff render skeletal duty at PSWDO.
g. Continuous monitoring of Talaibon Evacuation Center and provision of food packs to evacuees.

Provincial Agriculture Office Batangas
a. Conducted online assessment and issuance of Food Pass and Food Lane Motor Vehicle Pass to personnel Working from home.
b. Issuance of Food Pass and Food Lane Motor Vehicle Pass. (OPA).

PDRRMC Laguna
b. Activation of Provincial Incident Management Team.
c. Cancellation of Public Events/ Prohibition of Mass Gatherings.
d. Continuous monitoring coordination and submission of situation report.
e. Dissemination of IEC Materials and relevant issuances to the C/MDRRMOs of Laguna.
g. Procurement of Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) (N95 Mask, Surgical Masks, Overall-Suit, Goggles, Gloves, etc.)
h. Establishment of Triage Areas at District Hospitals and Private Hospitals within the province of Laguna.
i. Distribution and refilling of Alcohol to all PGL Offices.
j. Provision of Medicinal Supplies, Vitamins, Hygiene Kits, etc. to Confirmed Cases staying at Athlete’s Village (Provincial Isolation Facility), as well as to their families.
k. Continuous coordination and monitoring of reports of the LDRRMOs.
l. Continuous coordination with Provincial Health Office for the reported/confirmed COVID-19 positive patients.
m. Transported PUIs to the designated hospitals for COVID-19 patients in Laguna.
n. Provided vehicles to transport medical supplies from various LGUs of Laguna and swab sample for testing to RITM.
o. Supported the delivery of donations (PPEs, relief goods, cash, rice) from various donors to different LGUs in Laguna.
p. Conducted Oropharyngeal testing of the Provincial IMT Members and EOC staff.
q. Conducted Naso and Oropharyngeal testing of PUI patients and sent it to RITM.
r. Establishment of COVID-19 provincial hotline.
s. Facilitation of patient referrals.
t. Coordination with LGU referral hospitals in managing PUIs.
u. Intensive contact tracing of exposed individuals to confirmed positive COVID-19 patients.
v. Continuous monitoring and coordination with RD RRM CALABARZON and LDRRMCs in Laguna.
w. Identification of Level 2 and Level 3 Private and Public Hospitals that can cater suspected COVID-19 patients.
x. Implementation of precautionary measures to PGL Offices, as well as provision of masks, alcohol and thermo-flash.
y. Formulation of Infectious Diseases Emergency Response Plan.
z. Formulation of Contingency Plan with PDRRM Council.

aa. Procured additional medical supplies.
cc. Provision of Medical Supplies, Vitamins, Hygiene Kits, etc., to Confirmed Cases staying at the Provincial.
dd. Isolation Facility (Athlete’s Village, Laguna Sports Complex, Brgy. Bubukal, Sta. Cruz, Laguna) as well as to their families.
e. Distribution of Medical Supplies to Majayjay District Hospital, Luisiana District Hospital and Pakil District Hospital. Supplies are from SM Group of Companies thru the Office of the Governor and Serbisyon Tama Action Center office.
ff. Provided service vehicles for the transportation of medical personnel and relief goods to different LGUs and hospitals in Laguna.
gg. Transported recovered COVID-19 patients from the isolation facilities to their homes.
hh. Coordinated with Majayjay District Hospital regarding the request for two (2) units triage tents.
ii. Provided transportation for PUI patients/probable case from Laguna Medical Center to Athlete’s Village.
jj. Addressed issue regarding received letter from the Baguio CDRRMO Operations Center thru email regarding the Stranded Laguneños currently displaced at Baguio City. (April 19, 2020).
kk. Attended the online meeting for RTF regarding Law and Order Cluster Issues (April 30, 2020)
ll. Provided transportation to recovered patients/PDRRMO staff members from the isolation facility to their homes on 02 May 2020.
mm. Attended a meeting together with the PHO (PESU) and MISO as initiated and convened by the Provincial Health Officer, Dr. Rene Bagamasbad, to address the issue regarding the data gathering and consolidation system of the province, as well as to discuss the issues and concerns with regard to the website/tracker developed by the MISO on 07 May 2020.
nn. On 29 April 2020, coordinated with the Provincial Peace and Order Office regarding the request for assistance of stranded residents of Sta. Cruz, Laguna at Quezon, Nueva Ecija since March 24, 2020.

oo. Coordinated with CDRRMO San Pablo on 01 May 2020 regarding San Pedro City residents stranded at San Pablo City Checkpoint.
p. Coordinated with EOC-Baguio City on 02 May 2020 re request for relief assistance to stranded students of PNTC Calamba.
qq. Coordinated with Public Affairs Office on 04 May 2020 regarding request for relief assistance for the stranded construction workers inside the PGL Compound.
rr. Coordinated with DILG Laguna on 04 May 2020 regarding complaints of Amaya Subd., Calamba City of not having received any relief assistance since 2nd week of April.
ss. Released of 10 packs of relief packs to the stranded students of PNTC, Calamba City from Baguio City on 05 May 2020.
tt. Forwarded the request of Majayjay District Hospital to PDRRM Office on 06 May 2020 regarding 2 units of triage tent.
uu. On 09 May 2020, COVID-19 positive patient was transported from Brgy. Paciano Rizal, Bay to Quarantine Facility at Athlete’s Village, Sports Complex, Sta. Cruz, Laguna.
vv. Transported 2 PUI patients from LMC to Quarantine Facility at Athlete’s Village, Sports Complex, Sta. Cruz, Laguna, 2 mothers with their baby (new born) on 07 May 2020.

ww. Transported patients from Athletes Village to their home at Magsaysay, Cavinti, Laguna on 10 May 2020 after being tested negative on 1st swab test


zz. Transported one (1) PUI-Probable patient from JP Rizal Memorial District Hospital, Calamba City to Quarantine Facility at Athlete’s Village, Sports Complex, Sta. Cruz, Laguna on 13 May 2020.

aaa. Transported a patient (previously reported as PUI but tested negative) to Brgy. Daniw, Victoria, Laguna from Quarantine Facility at Athlete’s Village, Sports Complex, Sta. Cruz, Laguna.

bbb. Transported a PUI patient (suspected) to Quarantine Facility from Dr. JP Hospital, Calamba City to Athlete’s Village, Sports Complex, Sta. Cruz, Laguna on 15 May 2020.

ccc. Transported patients to and from quarantine facilities/medical facilities.

ddd. Coordinated with the cities/municipalities regarding the Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) from other areas of Laguna and nearby provinces.

eee. Conducted Rapid Antibody Testing (RAT) to PGL Employees (Started on May 21, 2020 – Conducted by PDRRMO Nurses (as oriented by PHO Staff)

fff. Distributed RAT Kits to various concerned agencies and offices of Laguna (PDRRM Members, LADRRMO, etc.)

ggg. Facilitated the transport of COVID patients to Isolation Facilities, Medical Centers, and Hospitals

hhh. Transported COVID-19 patients from Dr. JP Rizal Hospital, Pakil District Hospital, and Dalubhasaan Lungsod ng San Pablo Quarantine Facility to San Pablo District Hospital.

iii. Cleaned and disinfected the office premises.

jjj. Distribution of Personal Protective Equipment, Vitamins and Health Supplements to the different district hospitals in Laguna

kkk. Provided IEC materials, disinfecting materials, thermal scanner, and personal protective equipment to district hospitals.

lll. Provided tents to District Hospitals in Batangas Province, DRRM offices and regional and provincial offices of the PNP used for triage or isolation facility

mmm. Conducted awareness campaign.

nnn. Established the Laguna Task Force Against COVID-19 based on the Executive Order No. 16 Series of 2020 composed of DILG, PNP, BFP, PDRRM, PHO, STAC, PPOO, LESU, and a Representative from the BHW.

ooo. Accredited Testing Facility in San Pablo District Hospital

ppp. Conducted a MOA between the Provincial Government of Laguna and the University of the Philippines- Los Baños testing center

qqq. Attended training for Disaster Risk Reduction and Management- Health

rrr. Conducted coordination meeting with the National Task Force to identify gaps in the COVID-19 response within the province.

sss. Initiated coordination and site visit of PHO and CHOs to some companies.

ttt. Reiterated reporting system with MESU and CESU.

uuu. Established checkpoints in some areas.

vvv. Issued memorandum regarding the establishment of check and control points to the Chiefs of Police.

www. Implemented a stricter enforcement of the Minimum Health Standards.
MDRRMC Cavinti, Laguna

b. Standby on Untoward Incident @ OpCen
c. Provision of Service Vehicle and driver for Mobile Palengke initiated by OMAgriculture and SMAP.
d. Coordinated with Mercury Drug personnel Re: Surgical mask anf Gloves (as one of the issues and concerns of Cavinti BFP).
e. Coordinated with FOS Dennis Villanueva and Admin Rick Jayson Tatlonghari Re: Surgical mask anf Gloves (as one of the issues and concerns of Cavinti BFP).
f. Coordinated with Ms. Michelle Cua Re: Cadaver Bag.
g. Provided washable face mask (20 pieces) to Cavinti BFP personnel.
h. Assisted in hauling of sack of rice (pagbababa sa delivery truck) in repacking area intended for relief distribution.
i. Updated Skeletal Work Force duty of MDRRMO personnel/staff.
j. Coordinated with Ms. Vina Orolfo, Mr. Noel Mallari and Ms. Lala Samidon Re: FBL300 Van Key to be used by the Office of the Mayor.
k. Distributed leaflet/flyers-IEC (DOH Advisory regarding COVID-19 ).
l. Coordinated with Accounting and MTO Re: Honorarium of Brgy. Emergency Reponse Team (BERT) for the 1st Quarter of 2020.
m. Submitted DTR & Accomplishment Report of Brgy. Emergency Response Team (BERT) to HRMO.

o. Coordinated with concern agency (AITF COVID-19 ) Re: SITREP (Accomplishment Report)
p. Forwarded summary of accomplishment of LGU Cavinti, Laguna to PDRRMO messenger account.
q. Reported Summary of cases to EOC COVID-19 GC.
s. Coordinated with the 19 Barangays BERT Team Leader Re: Communal Gardening of Barangay Emergency Response Team.

u. Facilitated documents/requirements for Isolation Facility related to COVID-19 cases.
w. Provided service vehicle for OMARe: Inspection of donated land located in Barangay Bangco, Cavinti, Laguna.

MDRRMC Mabitac, Laguna

a. Activated the EOC and COVID-19 IMT
b. Provided point to point transportation in various checkpoints if the person is not from the municipality.
c. Preparing (cleaning and disinfecting) the rooms (7 rooms) of the new established isolation facility (Mabitac Integrated National High School).
d. Continue manning the checkpoints together with BHERT, PNP, BFP and other Volunteers.
e. Provided transportation service for frontliners from their houses to workplace.
f. Continuous implementation of 9 hrs Curfew, Tele-Medicine consultation, and new color coded ECQ guidelines for Mabitac.
g. Assisted the citizen to buy Medicines through Rural Health Unit.
h. Continuous monitoring of Persons Under Monitoring and COVID-19 suspected patients.
i. Strict Implementation of wearing of Face mask.
j. Repacking of relief goods.
k. Distributed relief goods in all Barangay (1/2 cavan of rice and 1 chicken per family) in preparation for the 3-day total lockdown from 13 to 15 May 2020.
l. Implemented Full Total Lockdown starting 13 May until Friday, 15 May 2020 however was lifted on 14 May 2020.
m. Conducted Covid-19 Rapid Testing to MDRRMO personnel.
n. Implemented General Community Quarantine guidelines.
o. Continuous issuance of GCQ Working Permit Pass
p. Assisted the citizens to buy Medicines through Rural Health Unit
q. Provided assistance to the RHU personnel in transporting the Swab booth for the swabbing of Covid-19 suspect patients at Brgy. Libis ng Nayon.
r. Procured and installed footbath (with disinfectant) in different entrances of the Municipal building and SB building.
s. Attended the emergency meeting held at the RHU for Covid-19 positive case/patient #3 from Brgy. Bayanihan.

MDRRMC Paete, Laguna
Issued Municipal lockdown.

CDRRMC San Pablo City, Laguna
a. Establishment of Quarantine Area Facility.
b. Continuous coordination of checkpoints.
c. Coordination with proper agencies regarding the needs of residents during the lockdown of their area.
d. Memorandum regarding issuance of barangay lockdown.
e. MOA to San Pablo City Mortuary Association.
f. Implemented a systematic market scheduling.
g. Established “community market” in various barangays.
h. Continuous conduct of disinfection in various barangays.
i. Distributed disinfectants and face masks to LGU employees and 80 barangays.
j. Procurement and distribution of PPEs to 80 barangays and city front liners.
k. Continuous activation of EOC, COVID-19 IMT, Isolation Facility in DLSP; monitoring of entry and exit points / checkpoints; information dissemination; and strict compliance to curfew hours in the City.
l. Continuous operation of Local COVID-19 Hotline 24/7, and relief distribution to 80 Barangays
m. Continuous contact tracing by the SPC-CTT.
o. Implementation of Social Distancing.
p. Monitoring, discernment regarding the ECQ policies and guidelines.
q. Continuous Libreng Sakay Operations in Rural Barangays.
r. Distributed food (breakfast, lunch and dinner for EOC, IMT, Disinfection Team and personnel on the ground).
s. Continuous Resource Monitoring.

MDRRMC Victoria, Laguna
a. Repacking of relief goods.
b. Daily monitoring of PUMs, PUIs, and Positive Patients in Isolation Area.
c. Checkpoint monitoring.

MDRRMC Majayjay, Laguna
a. Distributed of SAP from DSWD.
b. Implemented curfew hours from 12pm to 5am.
c. Total lockdown every Saturdays and Sundays.
d. Strengthened and monitored the checkpoints.
e. Prepared all the temporary quarantine area.
f. Continuous implementation of market hours.
g. Disinfected the holding area for the preparation in “Balik Probinsya”.
h. Strict monitoring of temporary lockdown.
i. Prepared food for all front liners.
j. Disinfection of the community.
k. Continuous communication with MHO in Contact tracing of PUI.
l. Provided seeds to the farmers.
m. Strengthened the Incident Command System.
n. Prepared Quarantine Rooms for continuous incoming PUMs.
o. Validated qualified recipient for YORME’S SACLOLO sa NASACTAN PROGRAM
p. Continuous relief operation for scheduled Brgys (Rice, canned goods, milk and biscuits)
q. Conducted meeting for new guidelines for LSIs and ROFs
r. Enacted of City Ordinance No. 42 s.2020 re Tricycle Schedule
s. Established GCQ guidelines in lieu to the Provincial Guidelines
t. Activated the One Stop Shop for Travel Authority in Pamana Hall
u. Imposed Strict physical distancing, curfew hours to a certain purok in Barangay III-C
v. Distributed relief goods to barangay III-C

MDRRMC Pangil, Laguna
a. BHERT Monitoring of PUM/PUI twice a day.
b. Applied ECQ.
c. Maintaining an open communication with all barangays for any needed assistance and updates.
d. Followed strict curfew hours.
e. Checkpoint in all entry and exit points of the municipality and also in the barangays.
f. Purchase medicines of citizen of Pangil at Mercury Drugstore Siniloan Branch.
g. Daily consultation of any health-related concern.
h. Distribution of the following:
   • Family Food Packs in Barangay Sulib.
   • Cash Subsidy in Brgy. Galalan (DSWD SAP) on 24 April 2020
   • Family Food Packs in Brgys. Dambo and Mabato-Asufre on 25 April 2020
   • Cash Subsidy in Brgys. Sulib and Balian (DSWD Social Amelioration Program).
i. Transported specimen to Laguna PHO, Sta. Cruz, Laguna.
k. Implemented total lockdown within the City.

MDRRMC Rizal, Laguna
a. Continuous daily disinfection in all checkpoint entries, market goers and LGU personnel, public market on Sundays (aside from daily cleaning after market hours), Rizal Avenue (along National Highway) and Brgy. Roads twice a week.
b. Continuous daily monitoring of all PUI/PUMs (RHU Frontliners)
c. Continuous implementation of market coding (market hours 6:00AM to 12:00 NN, MWF, TThS)
d. Continuous implementation of 24hr curfew with corresponding sanction to the violators
e. Purchased medicines thru RHU
f. Assisted in bank withdrawals
g. Implemented of wearing of face mask and social distancing in public market, groceries, banks and other establishments
h. Issued travel pass, food lane pass, etc thru MAO
i. Close coordination with PNP, BFP, RHU Personnel, LDRRMC, BHERT
j. Inspection of Ligtas COVID-19 Center to local positive cases and PNP Personnel
k. Advised Indian Nationals not to go around the municipality to collect payments from their customers instead they will be notified and do theirs after GCQ on June 15, 2020
l. Conducted meeting with Punong Barangays and Secretaries regarding the issuance of Travel Authority and other passes.
m. Daily disinfection in all checkpoint entries, and in Public Market (twice a week) and decontamination on Sundays
n. Implementation of curfew hours (6:00PM to 5:00AM) with corresponding sanction to the violators
o. Disinfection of public market and municipal building

MDRRMC Magdalena, Laguna
a. Provided service vehicle to APORs working at different areas in Laguna.
b. Continuous monitoring and management of the special care facilities/isolation facilities.
c. Provided service vehicles to the discharged patients at the local hospitals in the AOR.

d. Conducted milling of rice for the 6th wave of assistance to the affected families.

**MDRRMC Pila, Laguna**

a. Formulated a COVID-19 Contingency Plan.
b. Activated the Pila IMT and Emergency Operations Center.
c. Cancelled public events and prohibited the holding of mass gatherings.
d. Provided PPEs, medical supplies, and other essentials to the Rural Health Center.
e. Established a triage area at the Rural Health Center.
f. Conducted a site inspection of possible PUI isolation facility (Pila Central School).
g. Conducted disinfection of the different areas in the municipality.
h. Distributed a total of 14,300 relief packs.
i. Passed ordinance for the realignment of funds from special trust fund.
j. Distributed Social Amelioration Cards (SAC) to the different barangays.

**CDRRMC Biñan City, Laguna**

a. Assisted the beneficiaries of Social Amelioration Program of the DSD with the City Police Station, POSO, BTFRB and City marshals.
b. Medical staff were posted around the area to secure the safety of the beneficiaries while other personnel observed and maintained the physical distancing. There were 1,700 beneficiaries scheduled for the day.
c. Developed a mobile application (BIND 360 Mobile Application) to complement the contract tracing efforts of the local government.

**MDRRMC Bay, Laguna**

a. Continuous conduct of disinfection at all public areas in the municipality.
b. Procured PPEs for the local frontliners and barangays.
c. Implemented a market scheduling.
d. Established checkpoints at the entrance and exit points of the municipality.
e. The Municipality of Bay hired local seamstress to produce facemasks to be distributed to the community especially to the Senior Citizens.
f. Provided soaps/IEC of practice of Hand Washing to prevent the spread of the virus.
g. Sangguniang Bayan Councilors conducted a meeting regarding precautionary measures for COVID-19.
h. Procured Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) for the frontliners.
i. The Emergency Operation Center (War Room) is open to monitor the cases of COVID-19, PUMs, PUIs, and those who are cleared.
j. Distributed vegetables to citizens by the LGU.
k. Disinfected barangay roads.
l. Provided free transportation service to frontliners and residents from their houses to market and vice versa.
m. Continuous manning of checkpoints and implementation of 24 hour curfew and monitoring of COVID-19 daily counter.
n. Strict implementation of wearing face mask.
o. Provision of meals to COVID-19 patients.
p. Implementation of hand sanitation and checking of thermal body temperature before entering the market and municipal hall. Requested to answer the contact tracing form before entering mun. hall.
q. Procured materials and essentials for the isolation facility already arrived
r. Final inspection of isolation facility in Brgy. Tranca
s. Conducted rapid testing to 20 Municipal Employees

**CDRRMC Calamba City, Laguna**

a. Conducted disinfection in public places and barangays.
b. Installed tents in hospitals for support for isolation.
c. Conducted repacking of relief goods.
d. Distributed food for front liners on-duty.

**MDRRMC Kalayaan, Laguna**

a. Conducted a training of Barangay Health Emergency Response Team (BHERT).
b. Created a COVID-19 Task Force.
c. Distributed disinfectants to all offices and barangays.
d. Conducted disinfection of all offices and barangay halls through misting or indoor residual spraying.
e. Established checkpoint in all entry and exit areas of Kalayaan.
g. Activated the Incident Management Team.
h. Prepared food items provision to the affected community.
i. Continuous manning on strategic control points by IATF (PNP, BFP, AFP, MDRRMO, MNAO, LNB, BHERTS and other NGOs volunteers).
j. Distribution of PPEs, alcohol and batteries (for thermal scanner) to Frontliners assigned at different check point.
k. Continuous repacking and distribution of relief goods and including food packs for frontliners
l. Issuance of Medical and Travel Pass by the Office of the Mayor.
m. Continuous daily monitoring by the Municipal Health Office and BHERTS and distribution of Social Amelioration Program (SAP) and Social Pension for Senior Citizen by the MSWDO.
n. Continuous “PASABUY” of medicines by the RHU to avoid our community to sought medicine to neighboring towns.
o. Mobile Palengke operation the Office of the Municipal Agriculture roam around the municipality for fresh food items.
p. Held an MIATF meeting for the possible extension of ECQ in Laguna and its implications.
q. Preparation of 2nd tranche of DSWD SAP and evaluation of possible additional beneficiaries.

**MDRRMC Alaminos, Laguna**

a. Created Municipal IATF (EO. 08, 2020).
b. Emergency Meeting of IATF (Proclamation 922, ECQ over Entire Luzon).
c. Adoption of Community Quarantine.
d. Joint Meeting of MDRRMC & IATF(MDRRMC Reso. 02, 2020).
e. Reprogramming of Unutilized 2018 & 2019 LDRRMF.
f. Request for Special Session to SB.
h. Disseminate info. on the status of the PUMs in the Municipality.
i. Agri-lane and Food Vehicle Lane are distributed (DA Memo 06, 2020)
j. Requested the PDRRMO via phone call for logistical augmentation and additional personnel on checkpoints due to rising confirmed cases of COVID in Batangas.
k. Distributed quarantine passes to the barangays.
l. Distributed food assistance to the barangays.
m. Distributed food packs for frontliners.
n. Continuous posting of COVID Status Update.
o. Established checkpoints at San Andres and San Agustin with PNP and BFP.
p. Conducted inventory of food items for food assistance to affected families.
q. Conducted inventory of Medical Supplies for frontliners.
r. Assisted clients who need to travel to buy basic necessities.
s. Established checkpoints at San Andres and San Agustin (PNP & BFP).
t. Conducted inventory of stockpile food items for food assistance to affected families.
u. Conducted inventory of stockpile medical supplies for frontliners due to ECQ-COVID19.
v. Assisted clients who need to travel for basic necessities purposes.
MDRRMC Calauan, Laguna
a. Activation of IMT and EOC and formation and reorganization of the Calauan Task Force for COVID-19 Placement of 5 Major checkpoints on 5 major exit/entry points c/o PNP.
b. Distributed food for the frontliners of the municipality c/o MDRRM Office.
c. Conducted repacking of rice to be distributed to every household c/o MSWDO.
d. Conducted disinfection Operation within the Poblacion area headed by the MENRO.

MDRRMC Los Baños, Laguna
a. Adopted the policy of the inter-agency task force released by the OCD.
b. Shortened the time of the market schedule from 5am to 2pm.
c. Provided free transportation for the frontliners and individuals to buy for their essential needs.

CDRRMC San Pedro City, Laguna
a. Continuous activation of EOC, COVID-19 IMT / Hotline (24/7).
b. Continuous activation and monitoring of Control Points/ Checkpoints.
c. Updating of Covid-19 Suspect, Probable and Confirmed cases.
d. Continuous relief distribution and Libreng Sakay Operations.
e. Conducted contact tracing.
f. Implementation and monitoring of Social Distancing.
g. Monitoring, roving and apprehension as regards to ECQ (ECQ) policies and guidelines.
h. Distributed food (Breakfast & Lunch for EOC, IMT, Disinfection Team and personnel on the ground).
i. Distributed alcohols for frontliners/ LGU personnel.
j. Continuous assistance through Libreng Sakay Operations.
k. Assisted in SAP Distribution in 3 locations (Security and Medical Standby).
l. Continuous disinfection (San Pedro Town Center).
m. Distributed food for EOC, IMT, Disinfection Team and personnel on the ground.

r. Delivered the following:
   • Swabbing Booth for BJMP testing
   • Disinfectant for booth and disinfection team
   • PPE for SPARC and Disinfection Team
   • 2 washing machines and 1 refrigerator to Berbacs Quarantine Facility
   • 10 hygiene kits to San Pedro Central Elem School Quarantine Facility
   • 10 cadaver bags to JLAEH Hospital
   • 5 sets of linens, pillows and pillow cases to San Pedro Central Elem School Quarantine Facility
s. Delivered thermal scanner to CHO in Central Elementary School

t. Assisted PNP in issuing Travel Authority
u. A total of 7 LSIs were assisted to return in their destination as of 29 May 2020.
v. Distributed food for EOC, IMT, Disinfection Team, and personnel on the ground.
w. Assisted 9 LSIs to their destinations.
x. Distributed donated fish and squid from OCD IV-A.
y. Contact tracing being conducted;
z. Continuous swabbing in BJMP, PNP, and Larger Communities
   aa. Monitoring of the implementation of Social Distancing;
   bb. Continuous disinfection (Cuyab, Magsaysay, Calendola, Berbacs, Central Elem School, CDRRM Complex, Mabini St., Poblacion);
   cc. Assisted 6 LSIs to destination (Batangas Port);
   dd. Transported patients suspected with exposure to Covid-19 positive case in Berbacs Isolation Facility for swabbing.
MDRRMC Sta. Cruz, Laguna
a. Assisted in monitoring of physical distancing and wearing of face mask in Municipal Public Market, banks, and money remittance centers.
b. Assisted in taking body temperatures and provided alcohol for client/s entering the Municipal Hall.
c. Provided disinfectants for Municipal employees.
d. Provided ambulance vehicle for Medical mission team and MHO covid19 team..
e. Continuous monitoring re: strict implementation of barangays’ window hour.
f. Assisted relatives of (1) missing person from Brgy Santo Angel Central.
g. Conducted disinfection operation within Municipal Hall vicinity
h. Fetched and assisted returning LSIs and OFWs

MDRRMC Sta. Maria, Laguna
i. Distributed essential needs for PWD’s.
j. Continues implementation of Social Distancing under the supervision of PNP.
k. Continues implementation of ECQ guidelines for Santa Maria Laguna, new Home Quarantine Pass Schedule and Total Lockdown every Sunday.
l. Continuous manning of checkpoints together with BHERT, PNP, BFP, LGBI and other volunteers.
m. Provided transportation for RHMPP and NDP from their pick up point to work place.
n. Continuous and strict implementation of 24-hr curfew.
o. Assisted citizen in purchasing medicines and other medical needs through Rural Health Unit.
p. Continues monitoring of COVID-19 PUMs, daily returnees from other municipalities/cities, and isolation facilities.
q. Strict implementation of wearing face mask.
r. Continuous implementation of tele-medicine, actual consultation, pre-natal consultation and immunization.
s. As of 10 May 2020, total lockdown has been implemented.
t. Implemented total lockdown.
u. Reminded Poblacion areas of wearing face masks.
v. Total Full Lockdown implemented.
w. Distributed relief goods to active suspected patients in seven (7) barangays.

MDRRMC Nagcarlan, Laguna
a. Disinfected public market with the LCE, BFP, PNP, MDRRMO, Traffic Enforcers, and market staff.
b. Delivered supplies to checkpoints and foods at isolation hub in Brgy. Maravilla.
c. On 24/7 duty at Nagcarlan Evacuation Center.
d. Attended the Nagcarlan IATF Covid 19 Meeting.
e. Regular delivery of supplies to different checkpoints & done delivery of food at isolation hub in Brgy. Maravilla.
f. Delivered food at Maravilla & Banca Banca checkpoint.
g. Rescuers are placed on standby at evacuation center.
h. Distributed two-way radio to public schools of Nagcarlan thru Principals or representatives

MDRRMC Cabuyao, Laguna
a. Continuous activation of EOC, COVID-19 Hotline (24/7) and monitoring of checkpoints.
b. Updating of COVID-19 suspect, probable and confirmed cases as well as people already undergone COVID-19 tests.
c. Continuous distribution of CSAP (City Government funded).
d. Conducted contact tracing.
e. Continuous and close monitoring of the implementations on Physical Distancing, No Mask No Pass, Person Authorized Outside their Residences, Liquor Ban and Curfew Hours.
f. Distributed food to EOC, Checkpoints, CSAP, Inter Agency Task Force.
g. Distributed PPEs and isopropyl alcohols to frontliners.
h. Continuous monitoring of establishments that started to re-open.
i. Continuous coordination to Office of Civil Defense and Provincial DRRMO regarding the Locally Stranded Individuals who wants to go back to their provinces of origin;

j. Continuous monitoring of establishments that started to re-open if they were implementing physical distancing and other guidelines set by IATF.

PDRRMC Quezon

CDRRMC Lucena City, Quezon

a. Activated the Lucena City DRRM Emergency OpCen on 24-hrs operation and Raised its alert status to RED.

b. Start of Operations established TG Calayan, TG Gulang-Gulang, TG Isabang & TG Dalahican
   - Maintain peace and order
   - Ease up the traffic @ checkpoints by providing lanes for each type of concerns (food commodities/ medical health care providers)
   - Control/ Limit the mobility of all residents by assigning specific days for every barangays.
   - Continuous / on-going disinfection
   - Implemented curfew hour & ECQ for the City of Lucena.

c. Contact tracing, monitoring and coordination with Barangays re: untoward incident & Persons Under Investigation (PUI).

d. Monitoring from DOST PHIVOLCS, DOST PAG-ASA and other reliable social media posts.

e. Conduct screening monitoring to all travelers at designated checkpoint areas.

f. Preparation of Rolling Stores for Barangay Bocohan, Barangay Ilayang Iyam, Barangay Ibabang Iyam, Barangay Isabang.

g. Continuous conduct of screening and monitoring of all travelers at designated checkpoint areas in Lucena City.

h. Joined the VTC meeting initiated by the SOLCOM Commanding Officer, and joined by Quezon PDRRMC member agencies and hospitals to discuss concerns regarding the COVID-19 operations.

i. Issued memorandum for contact tracing.

j. Continuous conduct of screening and monitoring of all travelers at designated checkpoint areas in Lucena City.

k. Conducted Decon/Sanitation for incoming vehicle by DPWH DEO II @ Task Group Gulang-Gulang & Task Group Calayan.

l. Conducted screening monitoring to all travelers at designated checkpoint areas (Cuesta Verde Isabang, CEFI Ibabang Dupay, Camp Nakar Gulang-Gulang).

m. Prepared for distribution of Social Amelioration Program.

n. Prepared Rolling Stores for Barangay Bocohan, Barangay Ilayang Iyam, Barangay Ibabang Iyam, and Barangay Isabang.

o. Prepared Social Amelioration Program distribution for Barangay Bocohan, Barangay Domingo, Barangay Marketview, Barangay Dalahican.


q. Conducted screening and monitoring of all travelers at designated checkpoint areas.

r. Conducted preparations for Social Amelioration Program distribution for Barangay Gulang-Gulang, Barangay Ibabang Iyam.

s. Regularly conduct screening task group in Public Market.

t. Prepositioned rolling stores for Brgys. Mayao Silangan, Mayao Parada, Mayao Castillo, Mayao Kanluran, Ilayang Dupay, Gulang-Gulang, Brgys 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Salinas, Ibabang Talim, Marketview, Ilayang Talim, and Cotta.

u. Regular conduct of screening/monitoring of all travelers at designated checkpoint areas (Cuesta Verde Isabang, CEFI Ibabang Dupay, Camp Nakar Gulang-Gulang).

v. Prepared SAP for distribution (corrected illegible beneficiary) in different Barangays.

w. Incident Management Team conducted ocular inspection of SM City Lucena for re-opening.

x. Continuous monitoring of City Proper Traffic, City Public Market, Philippine Ports Authority, Grand Central Terminal, Mall, & other commercial/public areas.
y. Limited the mobility of all residents for every barangays and implemented curfew hour & Modified General Community Quarantine for the City of Lucena.

z. Continuous monitoring and coordination of Locally Stranded Individuals and OFW.

aa. Monitoring and Conduct Check point, Bike Patrol, City Proper Traffic & Motorcycle PNP regarding social Distancing, wearing of Face mask.

MIMAROPA

OCD MIMAROPA

a. Attended several National Inter-Agency Video Teleconference Meetings via Zoom.

b. Coordinated with RTF MIMAROPA Response Cluster re attendance on RTF VTC Meeting on 29 April 2020.


d. Convened the RTF MIMAROPA COVID-19 with P/CDRRMOs MIMAROPA VTC via ZOOM at 10:00 AM, 9 May 2020.

e. Issued Memorandum No. 073 s. 2020 re Breakdown of Inbound LSIs to MIMAROPA.

f. Coordinated with PDRRMC Oriental Mindoro and sent reply letter to OCD CALABARZON re locally stranded individuals in Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro.

g. Sent endorsement letter to CDA thru Dir. Lim re utilized funds allocated for COVID-19 pandemic in MIMAROPA.

h. Facilitated the transportation of DOH MIMAROPA medical commodities intended for City of Puerto Princesa, Palawan.

i. Attended the Regional Development Council (RDC) Video Teleconference Meeting on 08 May 2020.

j. Continuous coordination with MDRRMO Victoria, Oriental Mindoro and OCD CALABARZON regarding the stranded student in located in Batangas City.

k. Facilitated the transportation of 173 boxes of medicines and medical supplies for the Province of Palawan and Municipalities of Busuanga, Coron, Culion and Linapacan in coordination with PCG National Head Quarter Water Cluster via 2GO Shipping Lines.

l. Continuous coordination with CDRRMO Calapan City and PRO MIMAROPA re Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) in Calapan City going to Alaminos and San Pablo City, Laguna.

m. Continuous coordination with DOH MIMAROPA and OCD-LIFMD for the transport of Dr. Rene Adrian A. Infante, Anesthesiologist, from Manila to Cuyo District Hospital, Cuyo Island, Palawan.

n. Continuous coordination with Phil. Navy, Batangas and LOVE PLUS Foundation re transportation of donated PPEs and other medical commodities from Manila Harbor to Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro.

o. Convened the MIMAROPA Regional Task Force (RTF) for COVID-19 VTC Meeting via Zoom app at 2:00 PM 13 May 2020.

p. Sent letter to DOH MIMAROPA re Data on Quantitative and Qualitative progress and Request for the data findings on the usual causes of Coronavirus thru contact tracing.


r. Sent response letter to OCD CALABARZON re updates of the thirteen (13) stranded residents of Municipalities of San Pablo and Alaminos, Laguna located at Barangay Canubing II, Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro.

s. Coordinated with CDRRMC Calapan, PDRRMC Oriental and Occidental Mindoro and PCG STL for the transportation and delivery of PPEs and relief items intended for Calapan City, Province of Oriental and Occidental Mindoro.


v. Disseminated NTF Against Covid-19 Order Number 2020-02 re Operational Guidelines on the Management of Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) to the RTF Member Agencies and P/C/MTGs.

w. Attended the 1st MIMAROPA Regional Inter-agency Task Force Meeting at 9:00AM May 15, 2020 via ZOOM App

x. Issued Memorandum No. 82 re Creation of MIMAROPA Regional Task Force Viber Group.

y. Endorsed the request of Province of Palawan Task Force re Travel Authority of LSIs from Palawan Province to their Respective Destinations to the Regional JTF CV Shield.

z. Endorsed the request of Province of Romblon Task Force re Travel Authority of LSIs from Palawan Province to their Respective Destinations to the Regional JTF CV Shield.

aa. Facilitated the request of transport of DOH medical supplies bound to Palawan through coordination with Philippine Coast Guard (PCG).

bb. Dissemination of the IATF STG for the Repatriation of OFWs Advisory No. 052020-001 re Publication of BOQ-PCG Quarantine Certificates for OFWs in the PCG website and Facebook page.

c. Attended the 20th NIC Inter-Task Group Meeting via Video Teleconferencing Meeting on 28 May 2020.

dd. Issued Memorandum Nos. 088, 089 & 090, S. 2020 re Preparedness Measures in Terms of Quarantine Facilities that are Available in your Respective AOR for the Arriving OFWs while Waiting for the RT-PCR Test Results.

ee. Joined the RIATF MIMAROPA VTC via Zoom App Meeting on 30 May 2020.

ff. Facilitated the hauling and delivery of DOH MIMAROPA medical commodities in DOH warehouse intended for the Provinces of Oriental Mindoro, Occidental Mindoro, Romblon and Marinduque.

gg. Endorsed Ten (10) Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) from Palawan Province and Thirty-Six (36) LSIs from Puerto Princesa City going to their respective destinations to Regional JTF CV Shield.

hh. Transported 6,000 PPE sets for COVID-19 operations procured by the DOH Central Office for hospitals in the Provinces of Oriental Mindoro (3,000 sets) and Occidental Mindoro (3,000 sets).

ii. Coordinated with the Assistance Desks of Occidental Mindoro and Oriental Mindoro located in Batangas Port that are catering to incoming LSIs.

jj. Coordinated with DOH MIMAROPA and Coast Guard North Harbor for the delivery of assorted medical items/commodities for PDOHO Palawan Province.

kk. Continuous coordination and monitoring of ROFs, LSIs and APORs.


mm. Picked up IgM and IgG Rapid Test Kits for Region MIMAROPA

nn. Provided technical assistance as a resource speaker in Disaster Resiliency thru Emergency Telecommunications webinar.

oo. Coordinated with PDRRM Oriental Mindoro and Presidential Management Staff re Hatid Tulong LSIs for the provision of meals.

pp. Continuous coordination with PCG North Harbor for the transportation of PPEs requested by BUCOR

qq. Continuous coordination with Coast Guard Head Quarters Manila re transport of medical supplies of BUCOR to Palawan

rr. Attended the 37th NIC IATG Meeting via ZOOM.

ss. Facilitated the P/CDRRMC VTC Weekly Meeting re COVID 19 Situation Reports.

tt. Coordinated with PCG North Harbor and PDRRMO Romblon for the delivery of RTK and other medical supplies for the Provincial Health Office, Province of Romblon

uu. Coordinated with MDRRMO Socorro, Oriental Mindoro for the pick-up of Rapid Test Kit (RTK).

vv. Coordinated with PDRRMO Oriental Mindoro EOC and CDRRMO Calapan EOC for the monitoring and assistance to arriving LSI and APOR in Calapan Port, Oriental Mindoro.

ww. Coordinated with PDRRMO Occidental Mindoro EOC for the monitoring and assistance to arriving LSI and APOR in Abra de Ilog Port, Occidental Mindoro.
xx. OCD MIMAROPA Field Officer Palawan monitored updates in OCD Operations Officer Viber Group re flight schedule and manifest of passengers.

yy. OCD MIMAROPA Field Officer Marinduque conducted Monitoring of arriving ROFs, LSIs and APOR.

zz. Deployed Staff in Romblon conducted Site Validation of the proposed Regional Evacuation Center Site in San Agustin, Romblon.

aaa. Endorsed Letter to PCG STL re Complaint of Mayor Margarico of Janiuay, Iloilo to CGSS Occidental Mindoro

bbb. Endorsed Letter to DEPED MIMAROPA on the request of Municipality of Naujan re Extension on the use of schools as isolation facility for inbound individuals.

DOH MIMAROPA

a. Continuous coordination with various agencies, LGUs and national government.

b. Tracking of Health Workers discriminated, injured and died.

c. Tracking of available bed capacity of TTMF for the following: Mild, Confirmed Cases and Step down cases (Recovering Confirmed Cases) and Probable or Suspect Cases Asymptomatic, High Risk and Health Care Workers.

d. Collation of the daily report of Identified COVID-19 facilities in MIMAROPA.

e. Continuous Coordination with CHD-LMU/OCD/PCG/ DOTr for transport of commodities and logistic per MIMAROPA province.

f. Coordinated with DOTR regarding the stranded tourist in Palawan Coordination with the donors and recipients of donations.

g. Endorsement of confiscated over priced alcohol to PDOHO Oriental Mindoro.


i. Facilitated DOTr request regarding the Quarantine Clearance for 37 stranded tourists from Palawan going to Manila.


k. Coordinated with DOST in relation to the transfer of specimen collection booth for ONP, OMPH, CHD.


m. Continuous coordination with the different units (HEPU,RESU, HFDU, FHOP, EREID, LMU).

n. Posted IEC, infomercials, and daily case tracker (official FB account), responded media queries and broadcasted radio announcements (local radio/tv stations).

o. Facilitated the certification for 5 stranded tourists from Oriental Mindoro to Metro Manila and 4 tourists from Puerto Princesa City, Palawan to Metro Manila.

p. Conducted meeting with IMTs.

q. Coordination with PDOHO Romblon aand Ambulance providers for patient transfer by Air ambulance from Romblon to Iloilo.

r. Delivered specimen from the Province of Occidental Mindoro to RITM.

s. Coordinated with Pilipinas Shell Foundation for the transport of Logistics to Palawan scheduled on 14 May 2020.

t. Joined the Teleconference meeting: 'MIMAROPA Regional Task Force (RTF) for COVID-19.

u. Transported specimen collection from Palawan and Marinduque provinces.

v. Received 2,700 pieces of MUAC Tapes for Child and 2,700 pieces of MUAC Tapes for Adult from DOH Central Office.

w. Received donations of total 400pcs. face shields from DOST-Philippine Science High School – MIMAROPA Region Campus of Brgy. Rizal, Odiongan, Romblon. For deliver of 100pcs each to the Provinces of Occidental and Oriental Mindoro, Marinduque and Palawan.

x. Coordinates with and informs health facilities regarding approval of human resource for emergency hiring in relation to COVID-19.

y. Cascaded the Memo on DOH DataCollect Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities Tracker to Development Management Officers (DMO)
z. PHO Marinduque attended the PDRRMC Meeting re: COVID19 Response Priorities and Reprogramming of the LDRRMF Special Trust Fund 2019 in 11 May 2020 and RDRRMC PDRA Meeting via VTC (Zoom) on 12 May 2020
aa. Issued Certification to 9 Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facilities (TTMF).
bb. Facilitated RIATF Clearance for passengers who intends to travel from Palawan to Iloilo on 18 May 2020.
c. Attended the Mental health program Webinar.
dd. Facilitated the pickup of logistics/commodities by Oriental Mindoro, ready for transport.
ee. Conducted teleconferencing meetings to wit, 1st MIMAROPA Regional Inter-Agency Task Force meeting, 14th DOH Task Group Response Operation Meeting, and NIC-IATG Meeting.
ff. Launched the First “Kamustahan with the PDOHO Point Person” via teleconference for Mental Health Psychosocial Support.
gg. Provided logistical support to the provinces of Marinduque, Romblon, and Occidental Mindoro through the PCG.
hh. Facilitation of delivery and transport of specimen collection to RITM from the province of Marinduque.
ii. Posting of social media cards and infomercials for various health event and COVID-19.
jj. Coordination with PIA for posting of our IEC Materials on their own media/other platforms.
kk. Monitoring for the airing of Radio Ads and Infomercials. And coordination with radio stations.
ll. Continuous coordination with the Health care workers going to the province of Romblon.
m. Facilitation of assistance to the relative of a DOH CHD MIMAROPA employee and coordination to different health facilities for an emergency health issue/concern.
nn. Continuous coordination with the DOH Epidemiology Bureau regarding the clustering of COVID-19 cases.
oo. Continuous coordination with the Health care workers going to the provinces of Romblon and Palawan.
pp. Facilitation of patient transfer from Occidental Mindoro to NCR.
qq. Facilitation of delivery and transport for specimen collection to RITM from the provinces of Oriental Mindoro and Occidental Mindoro.
rr. Provision and delivery of 100 Caryblair stool specimen kits to Magsaysay RHU, Occidental Mindoro c/o PDOHO. And submission of the ESR report regarding the diarrhea outbreak.
ss. Facilitation of assistance for the inquiries via OPCEN call center.
tt. Handling media queries on covid 19 and posting of COVID19 daily tracker.
uu. Coordination with PIA for posting of our IEC Materials on their own media/other platforms.
vv. Monitoring for the airing of Radio Ads and Infomercials. And coordination with radio stations.
ww. Facilitation of delivery and transport of the COVID and non-COVID commodities for the Provinces of Romblon, Marinduque, Oriental Mindoro and Occidental Mindoro, thru the Philippine Coast Guard in coordination to the Office of Civil Defense.
xx. Developed an online Community Engagement Activity and a text blast message for psychological supply for medical frontliners.
yy. Conducted lecture on minimum public health standards and RT-PCR/RDT to selected group of private practitioners.
zz. Delivered pneumonia and antirabies vaccines to Romblon.
aaa. Assisted LSIs in Calapan, Oriental Mindoro.
ccc. Conducted the 8th Kamustahan Session with PDOHO, Marinduque,Oriental Mindoro, Occidental Mindoro, Palawan and Romblon.
ddd. Monitored Health Care Workers who were discriminated, injured or dead Data.
fff. Picked up Specimen at Batangas from Occidental Mindoro and at Dalahican Port from Marinduque.
ggg. Facilitated the delivery of logistics to Oriental Mindoro with the help of PCG through OCD.
hhh. Conducted Mental Health Session Amidst COVID 19 w/ Close contacts & Confirmed Cases: Malayo Ka Man, Tara, Usap Tayo Project.
Coordinated with DOH CHD MIMAROPA IMT on datas needed for the evaluation of Positivity rate, Isolation rate, Confirmed distribution rate, Recovery rate, bed occupancy Rate, Case Turn-around time, PPE Utilization rate, HRH Utilization Rate.

Coordinated with DOH CHD MIMAROPA on datas needed for the evaluation of Positivity rate, Isolation rate, Confirmed distribution rate, Recovery rate, Bed Occupancy Rate, Case Turn-around time, PPE Utilization Rate, and HRH Utilization Rate.

Updated the regional daily TTMF Bed occupancy rate.

Conducted daily monitoring of Oriental Mindoro Provincial Hospital (OMPH) and Ospital ng Palawan (ONP) GeneXpert Laboratory.


Conducted monitoring of discriminated, injured, or dead date of HCW Health Care Workers.

Posted social media cards and infomercial.

Created case bulletin for additional case.

Posted Regional COVID-19 Tracker.

Disseminated COVID-19 and Non-COVI info on GCs.

Transported cartridge from Tondo Medical Center to Batangas port.

Facilitated pickup of 50 Rapid Test Kit (RTK) for DSWD.

Coordinated with Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) for pickup of Commodities and Logistics for the Province of Romblon.

Developed Infomercial for new normal in workplace setting and new IEC materials for BIDA Campaign.

Coordination with DOH CHD MIMAROPA IMT on data needed for the evaluation of Positivity rate, Isolation rate, Confirmed distribution rate, Recovery rate, bed Occupancy Rate, Case Turn-around time, PPE Utilization Rate, HRH Utilization Rate

DSWD MIMAROPA

As of 13 May 2020, a total of seventy-three (73) LGUs have provided the cash subsidies to 390,867 families with a total amount of ₱1,954,335,000.00 or 0.51%

As of 09 May 2020, a total of 6,609 grievances/queries were recorded. Out of these grievances/queries, 2,071 are through text messages, 271 are calls, 1,036 are e-mails, 2,857 from the social media, 143 for social pension concerns, and 231 for Pantawid concerns. Out of this, 2,936 or 44.42% grievances/queries have been responded.

As of April 25, 2020, a total of 4,944 grievances/queries were recorded. Out of 4,944 grievances/queries, 2,662 are through text messages, 168 are calls, 534 are e-mails and 1,580 from the social media. Out of this, 1,478 or 29.89% grievances/queries have been responded. Most of the concerns received are complaints on non-inclusion, disqualification and selection of beneficiaries.

Four LGUs, 1) Looc, Romblon, 2) Sta. Fe, Romblon, 3) Sofronio Espanola, Palawan and 4) Magsaysay, Palawan have completed the provision of cash subsidies based on the 1st tranche while 21 LGUs accomplished above 90% in the provision of cash subsidies.

Two (2) remaining LGUs in the Province of Romblon, (1. San Fernando, 2. Cajidiocan) is set to schedule their tentative withdrawal on April 27, 2020 due to insufficient consolidated cash from servicing bank (DBP).

Purchased additional goods as augmentation to support to affected LGUs. Maintained close and continuous coordination with suppliers to fast track the delivery.

Regularly joins in the weekly meeting with Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (RIATF) through video conference.

City Social Welfare and Development Office of Puerto Princesa City, Palawan led the humanitarian response activities particularly to relief distribution and cash assistance.

Coordinated with OCD MIMAROPA regarding the availability of fleet vehicles and land assets for the delivery of goods.

Joined the MIMAROPA Regional Task Force (RTF) for COVID-19 VTC meeting via Zoom app at
2:00 PM 13 May 2020.

j. Provided a total of **55,262 FFPs, 1,010 hygiene kits, and 3 tents** amounting to **₱26,656,921.23** to **56,244 beneficiaries** (including LSIs).


l. As of **02 October 2020**, the DSWD FO MIMAROPA has a total food/non-food items and standby funds amounting to **₱21,667,965.83**, breakdown as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standby Funds</td>
<td>100,744.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Food Packs (Kitted)</td>
<td>11,519,550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Food Items (Raw Materials)</td>
<td>5,315,295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-food Items</td>
<td>4,732,376.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>21,667,965.83</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

m. To date, 100% or 1,456 barangays out of 1,456 barangays in MIMAROPA have submitted SAC Forms in the region where 1,456 barangays (350,891 families) are uploaded in the SAC National Database.

n. Meanwhile, all LGUs have certified **122,308** families reported as waitlisted. Of this figure, **107,076** waitlisted families which undergo deduplication process and are included in the payroll list was transmitted to the DSWD Central Office.

o. As of **01 October 2020**, the FO has paid **48,681** waitlisted SAP beneficiaries with a total amount of **₱243,405,000.00**.

p. Participated regularly in the weekly meeting with Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (RIATF) through video conference.

q. Continuous coordination with OCD MIMAROPA for the availability of fleet vehicles and land assets for the delivery of goods.

r. Conducted continuous monitoring the situation in the entire MIMAROPA Region through its R/P/C/M QRT in coordination with the P/C/MSWDOs and concerned agencies.


t. Coordinated with OCD MIMAROPA as to availability of fleet vehicles and land assets for the delivery of goods.

u. Coordinated with DSWD FO NCR re: distribution of FFP to affected individuals from MIMAROPA stranded in Metro Manila.

v. Provided hygiene kits worth **₱848,925.00** to 500 indigenous peoples/families in the municipalities of Rizal and San Jose in Occidental Mindoro.

w. Provided three (3) family tents amounting to **₱47,723.73** to the Municipality of Linapacan, Palawan as part of augmentation support intended for LSIs who arrived in the said locality.

**DA MIMAROPA**

a. Issued 2,577 food lane conduct passes to ensure unhampered delivery/movement of all cargoes, agriculture and fishery inputs, food products, and agribusiness personnel.

b. Distributed **₱5,000.00** each to 31,639 beneficiaries of FSRF in the provinces of Occidental Mindoro and Palawan.

c. Reported that as of 5 June 2020, the accumulated total sales of Kadiwa ni Ani at Kita reached **₱10,076,600.75** where Kadiwa on Wheels sold a total of **₱4,165,942.00**, Kadiwa Express (KadEx) with **₱4,383,700.00**, and Kadiwa Retail with **₱1,526,958.75**.

**NEDA MIMAROPA**


b. Monitoring port/shipping operations by province, price and supply of basic necessities and prime commodities from various distributors, supermarkets, and grocery stores in the region to ensure that price freeze is being implemented and supply will be sufficient during the period of community quarantine and also the health situation.

c. Joined the RTF MIMAROPA COVID-19 with P/CDRRMOs MIMAROPA VTC via ZOOM at 10:00 AM Saturday, 9 May 2020.
d. Conducted RDC Video Teleconferencing Meeting on 08 May 2020.
e. Participated in the RTF MIMAROPA Response Cluster on RTF VTC Meeting on 29 April 2020.
f. Participated in the 1st MIMAROPA Regional Inter-Agency Task Force meeting facilitated by DOH MIMAROPA.

DILG MIMAROPA

b. Dissemination of DILG MC Nos. 2020-069; 2020-070 and 2020-071 to LGUs thru our DILG Provincial/ City/ Municipal Offices.
c. Posting of IEC regarding COVID-19 thru social media, infographics, AVP on LGUs initiatives and efforts against COVID-19:
   - Uploaded AVP of MIMAROPA vs COVID-19 on DILG MIMAROPA FB page
   - Posted new classification of COVID-19 patients. The new classification aims to have uniformed reporting to be more focused against COVID-19 and labeled as SUSPECT, PROBABLE and CONFIRMED.
d. Monitoring of Regional Action Tracker for complaints received and actions taken.
e. Endorsed to DSWD MIMAROPA the complaints and inquiries regarding the Social Amelioration Program (SAP). Provided feedbacks to senders.
f. Attended the RDC Video Teleconferencing Meeting on 08 May 2020 and Expanded RTF MIMAROPA Meeting on 05 May 2020.
g. Participated in the RTF MIMAROPA Response Cluster on RTF VTC Meeting on 29 April 2020.
h. Joined MIMAROPA Regional Task Force COVID 19 Meeting via Video Teleconference in relation to latest action taken by the response cluster.
i. Conducted 1st MIMAROPA Regional Inter-Agency Task Force meeting via Zoom app at 9:00AM 15 May 2020.

DOST MIMAROPA

a. Joined the RTF MIMAROPA COVID-19 with P/CDRRMOs MIMAROPA VTC via ZOOM at 10:00 AM Saturday, 9 May 2020 and at 2:00 PM 13 May 2020.
b. Joined the RTF MIMAROPA COVID-19 with P/CDRRMOs MIMAROPA VTC via ZOOM on Saturday, 9 May 2020, 10:00 AM.
c. Provided 10,000 faceshields for MIMAROPA frontliners.
d. Provided 37 units of RxBox to Government Hospital/ Medical Institutions with COVID-19 cases.
e. Launched the iFWD PH: Innovations for Filipinos Working Distantly from the Philippines on 28 May 2020 to provide assistance in establishing alternative livelihood projects in their own provinces.

DOT MIMAROPA

a. Assisted a total of 6,767 foreign and domestic tourists through 95 flights and 52 ferries from as of 24 April 2020.
b. Tracing/Monitoring of status of tourists stranded. As of April 25, 2020, there are still 35 foreign and 377 domestic tourists who are considered stranded and still plans to go back to their places of origin while 469 opted to stay during the quarantine period.
   • On 14 April 2020, one (1) chartered flight from Puerto Princesa City to Manila was arranged by the Canadian Embassy which catered the 48 foreign and domestic passengers (18 Canadian, 1 Czech, 6 American, 3 French, 1 Swiss, and 14 Filipinos)
   • On 10 April 2020, one (1) chartered flight from Puerto Princesa City to Manila, April 10 was arranged by the Brazilian Embassy which catered 7 Brazilian passengers.
c. Coordination with LGUs for the submission of application for the Tulong Pang-hanapbuhay sa Ating Disadvantaged/ Displaced workers (TUPAD) Program of DOLE. There were no additional applications received by DOT MIMAROPA Region from April 9-11.
d. The total of 1,603 applicants are still for evaluation of DOLE Provincial and Regional Office. To date, no application of the Regional Office has been approved for payment.
e. COVID-19 Tourist Care Plan (Caring for Our Domestic Tourists in Distress) is a program of DOT and Tourism Promotions Board (TPB) which aims to assist stranded domestic tourists through
provision of one-time flexible vouchers through their Accommodation Establishments (AEs) or business establishments. As of April 14, a total list of 309 domestic tourists were endorsed to DOT main through a memorandum.

f. The 1st batch of payment for 95 out of the 112 individuals with complete requirements were already released. Aside from these, 12 individuals received cash assistance of 2,000 each.

g. To date, there are 16 establishments with 355 rooms identified in MIMAROPA for use of COVID PUM/PUI, OFW, BPO, health care and government workers. Currently, there are 660 in-house guests in the establishments (583 are from BPO and 77 are healthcare workers).

**DTI MIMAROPA**

a. A total of 5 monitoring activities conducted covering 67 firms consist of groceries, gasoline stations, drugstores and agri-products in Occidental Mindoro.

b. Forty (40) establishments were issued LOIs for selling above Price Freeze. The owners explained that it is to increase cost of delivery, labor and overhead.

Mobile “tiangge” was initiated by LGU Boac last April 15, 2020 in the interior barangays of Bayuti, Boi, Canat and Hinapulan to cope with the issue on accessibility of basic commodities to far-flung barangays. Estimated sales of P20,000.00 was generated.

c. Social distancing measure are strictly observed in all establishments monitored.

d. Monitoring activities was conducted together with the PNP personnel Marinduque.

e. DTI Romblon together with the LPCC and PNP personnel conducted on-the-spot inspection/monitoring/enforcement of products/services of firms under DTI jurisdiction in six municipalities of Romblon.

f. Processed a total of 97 MSMEs applications for Enterprise Rehabilitation Financing facility under the Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso (COVID-19 P3-ERF).

**DICT Luzon Cluster III**


b. Ensured the 24/7 availability of Free Wi-Fi connectivity to all serviced areas of the Free Wi-Fi for All Project (FW4A).

c. 24/7 Operation of FW4A Point of Presence (POPs) in Puerto Princesa Palawan as Free Wi-Fi distribution mode

d. Monitoring of free wifi for all live sites in MIMAROPA Region.

e. Promotion on the Use of the Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI) for digital certificate signatures in document signing among others

f. Processed 2 PNPKI Application for MIMAROPA (Romblon - 2).

g. Technical Support to LGUs and local IATF activities

h. ebPLS support for 24/7 application system availability with no downtime in coordination with ebPLS PMT.

i. Monitoring of free wi-fi at Ospital ng Palawan and at City Health Office Puerto Princesa City, Palawan.

j. Information dissemination activities/ Social Media Posting
   - 11 news releases shared
   - Shared 74 social media posting related to COVID-19 in Regional and 5 Provincial FB Pages
     - COVID-19 Health Advisories
     - Cybersecurity Advisories
     - DICT Services
     - NGA Advisories
     - NPC Advisories
     - Provincial advisories
     - Municipal Advisories
   - 55 website infographics/stories/shared
   - 8 short video and audio materials posted/shared

k. Daily updating of concerns and request received in provinces regarding COVID-19.
l. Assistance in the creation of Tech4Ed Center FB pages in Palawan.
m. Conduct of online Digital Literacy Training /Webinars
   • Webinar about GAD Basics: Gender Concepts and Its Application in Occidental Mindoro
   • MIMAROPA interactive learning session for 4 days (April 21-24, 2020) about cyber-wellness and multimedia arts.
   • Digital Literacy about office productivity tool session 2.
   • High Impact Presentation using MS Powerpoint for Teachers
   • How to Secure your Online Learning for Teachers
   • Introduction to PNPKI for Teachers
   • The Better Approach in Creating and Promoting your FB page for eBPLS
   • Internet of Things for Teachers
   • Digital Parenting
   • Videoconferencing Platforms and Etiquette for Teachers
   • Webinar about Website Creation for MSMEs
   • Users Website Development Training using Government Web Template for Wordpress Content Management System
n. Promoted the Use of the Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPK) for digital certificate signatures in document signing among others.
o. Provided Quarantine Facilities with WiFi Access:
   • Philippine Arena, Bocaue, Bulacan
   • Bulacan Medical Center, Malolos, Bulacan
   • Fort Magsaysay Army Station Hospital, Palayan City, Nueva Ecija
   • Tarlac Provincial Hospital, Tarlac City
   • La Paz Medicare and Community Hospital, La Paz, Tarlac
   • Athletes’ Village, New Cark City, Capas, Tarlac
   • DOH Rehabilitation and Treatment Center – Bataan
   • Canili Dam and Pantabangan-Aurora Boundary Quarantine Facilities
p. Issued 49 digital certificates from 06-10 July under the Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI)
r. Conducted online digital literacy trainings / webinars on how technology supercedes the new norm in Occidental Mindoro.

**BFP MIMAROPA**
a. Conducted decontamination of facilities, vehicles and personnel.
b. Assisted in securing venue, distribution activities and provided support for Emergency Subsidy Program.
c. Rendered technical assistance during the implementation of Emergency Subsidy Program.
d. Provided land assets for transportation of DSWD personnel and goods.
e. Conducted water rationing at control points and flushing activities at quarantine area.
f. Assisted in the following activities:
   • repacking activities.
   • conduct of thermal scanning at control points
   • checking quarantine pass at control points with other agencies and LGUs
g. Assigned and prepositioned the following in respective areas:
   • Five (5) firetrucks for disinfection of public areas and facilities within AOR.
   • Eighteen (18) fire trucks for IATF control points.
   • Eighteen (18) fire trucks, one (1) rescue truck at IATF control points.
   • One (1) firetruck for roving during curfew hours.
h. BFP Puerto Princesa Station
   • Assisted in outdoor disinfection activities, manning checkpoints and disinfection of checkpoint duty personnel.
   • Conducted disinfection of Penal Colony (Iwahig, Montible, Sta. Lucia) facilities.
i. Conducted decontamination of facilities and vehicles.
j. Assisted in securing venue for Emergency Subsidy Program and the distribution activities & provided technical support to Emergency Subsidy Program.
k. Deployed personnel at control points.
l. Disseminated information education and communication campaign.

PCG Southern Tagalog
b. Simultaneously conducted seaborne patrol to deter/prohibit the entry of vessel/ motor bancas in the ports and coastal areas under their respective areas of jurisdiction.
c. Conducted coastal security patrol and shoreline inspections within AOR.
d. Conducted routine disinfection and decontamination of office premises and facilities as part of preventive measure.
e. Conducted Checkpoint Operation together with other concerned agencies to reduce the risk of transmission of COVID-19.
f. All floating assets of this District and its units are directed to ensure the maximum readiness to augment for COVID-19 related cases as necessary.
g. Participated in the 1st MIMAROPA Regional Inter-Agency Task Force meeting facilitated by DOH MIMAROPA.
h. Assisted a total of 413 locally stranded foreigners as of 9 June 2020.

Philippine Coast Guard, Philippine Ports Authority, PPA Police
a. Monitoring of coastal waters and ports, vessel inspection,
b. Assisted in disinfection activities.

PRO MIMAROPA
a. Activities done on 28 April 2020:

- At 3:00 AM, the JTF with three (3) PNP Personnel of Looc MPS, three (3) BFP members and two (2) RHU personnel conducted Joint Checkpoint Operation along National Highway of Jiri, Barangay Balikyas, Looc, Occidental Mindoro regarding massive campaign on diminishing/prevention of risk transmission of COVID-19 within the Municipality of Looc, Occidental Mindoro, Romblon PPO, its Municipal Police Station (MPS) and Romblon Mobile Force Company (RPMFC) with their respective IATF on COVID-19.
- Barangay officials and volunteers continuously conducting checkpoints, dialogues/information drives; providing police security assistance during distribution of relief goods all over the province.
- Municipal Police Station personnel participated in the repacking of relief goods/food packs together with the staff of MSWD, CDC personnel, BFP and barangay volunteers; and attending meetings regarding the DTI Memo Circular No. 20-15 and 20-16 re Extension of Operating Hours for Retail Establishments Authorized to Operate during ECQ and roll out of Social Amelioration Program (SAP), and the Bayanihan Fund (OTAP-Odiongan Tulong at Agapay Program)
- At 6:00 AM, QCP duty personnel from CMFC had a dialogue with the residents of Brgy. San Manuel, Puerto Princesa City regarding the strict implementation of the ECQ.
- At 6:30 AM, Pat Glaiza M Corpuz conducted a “public address system through Bandilyo” and give them a stern warning and reminders to the local residents of Brgy. Mercado and Malusak, Boac Marinduque to strictly follow the Enhance Community Quarantine and observe proper social distancing and wearing a face mask when going out of their homes.
- At 8:00 AM, conducted Checkpoint at Community Control Point Barangay Abagat, Agutaya, Palawan in connection to ECQ with staff of Rural Health Unit- Agutaya and personnel of PCG, and BFP.

b. Intensified the conduct of the following activities:

- Information dissemination through Public Address System and Oplan Bandillo;
- Security assistance to LGU during distribution of relief goods;
- Mobile and beat patrolling, monitoring of seaports, borders and other points of entry; and
Continuous coordination with DOH-MHO and Barangay Officials re monitoring of pums and puis to prevent the spread/transfer of corona virus disease.

c. Different unit/stations of Oriental Mindoro Police Provincial Office conducted sustained operation on 24/7 MTF CV Shield in different Quarantine Control Points within the province.

d. PCR PNCO of San Jose MPS distributed fifty eight (58) flyers on General Community Quarantine Guidelines, COVID-19 health advisory, practice of food safety, safety measures and Anti-Crime Prevention Tips, RA 9262 and RA 9165/PNP’s Campaign Against Illegal Drugs at Brgy. Poblacion 3, San Jose, Occidental Mindoro.

e. Boac MPS conducted public address trough bandilyo regarding the social distancing and wearing of facemask held at brgy, Mercado, Boac Marinduque.

f. Sta. Maria MPS conducted community awareness campaign through “BANDILYO” as part of Implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) wherein the public were reminded on the following: Social Distancing, Authorized Person Outside Residence and Mandatory Wearing of Facemask at Brgy. Concepcion Sur, Sta. Maria, Romblon.

g. CMFC had a dialogue with a passenger regarding the implementation of enhanced community quarantine. It was held in of Brgy. San Miguel, Puerto Princesa City

h. Continuous monitoring of boarder control police presence in Oriental Mindoro

i. Conduct mobile public address system giving stern warning the local residents of Palawan

j. Distributed 30 food packs to a community of Brgy. Sta. Lourdes, PPC, Palawan

k. Marinduque PPO, Municipal Police Stations (MPS) and Marinduque Provincial Mobile Force Platoon with their respective Inter – Agency Task Force on COVID – 19, duty tanods and volunteers continuously conducted checkpoints, dialogues, posting on social media, “bandilyo” and distribution of relief goods all over the province.

l. Romblon PPO, its Municipal Police Station (MPS) and Romblon Mobile Force Company (RPMFC) with their respective Inter – Agency Task Force on COVID – 19, barangay officials and volunteers continuously mans checkpoints, dialogues/information drives; providing police security assistance during distribution of relief goods all over the province; personnel of different Municipal Police Station are participating in the repacking of relief goods/food packs together with the staff of MSWD, CDC personnel, BFP and barangay volunteers; and attending meetings regarding the DTI Memo Circular No. 20-15 and 20-16 re Extension of Operating Hours for Retail Establishments Authorized to Operate during GCQ and roll out of Social Amelioration Program (SAP), and the Bayanihan Fund (OTAP-Odiongan Tulong at Agapay Program) presided by Mayor Trina Alejandra Firmalo-Fabric.

m. Palawan PPO, Municipal Police Stations (MPS) and Palawan Provincial Mobile Force Company with their respective Inter – Agency Task Force on COVID – 19, duty tanods and volunteers continuously conducted checkpoints, dialogues, posting on social media, and distribution of relief goods all over the province.

n. Boac MPS established police presence and conducted daily checking of quarantine pass issued by Barangay to the residents who pass by at Quarantine Control point located at Brgy. Bantad, Boac, Marinduque. Likewise, BPATs and Tanod were mobilized and utilized as force multipliers to strictly implement the Executive Order re: Mandatory wearing of facemask, social distancing and other Municipal Traffic Ordinance.

o. Joint Task Force with three (3) PNP Personnel of Looc MPS, three (3) BFP members and two (2) RHU personnel conducted Joint Checkpoint Operation along National Highway of Jiri, Barangay Balikyas, Looc, Occidental Mindoro regarding massive campaign on diminishing/prevention of risk transmission of COVID-19 within Looc, Occidental Mindoro.

p. Palawan PPO conducted Checkpoint and Security Operations in Relation to General Community Quarantine to passersby in response to COVID19 containment and control in this Municipality along National highway, Pulot Center Sofronio Espanola Palawan. Afterwards conducted dialogue regarding COVID-19 and mandatory wearing of face mask Activity will end at 8:00 AM of May 30, 2020.

PCG Palawan

a. Conducted thermal scanning/ screening/ disinfection to all crew of vessel (inbound and outbound) within the ports of Palawan in connection with the threats of COVID-19.
b. Conducted Joint Quarantine Control points “water cluster” (checkpoint / clearing outpost) to all Ports, Wharf and landing areas within AOR of Coast Guard District Palawan.
c. Conducted Border Security and maintain orderliness within AOR of Palawan.
d. Rendering 24 hours service at Emergency Operations Center stationed at VJR Hall, Provincial Capitol, Palawan.
e. Maintained coordination with other agencies for immediate response needed.
f. All CGDPAL Stations and sub-stations prevent or restrict all the crew of vessel from going out of ports unless official business or emergency.

WESCOM (JTF I-CARE)
Provided one (1) KM450 Truck with driver and security in support to the distribution of 300 relief goods at the different barangays in El Nido.

NTC MIMAROPA
a. Issued following Memorandum Orders:
   • Memorandum Order No 03-03-2020 dated March 18, 2020 re Extending the validity of up to 60 days of NTC issued permits, certificates and licenses that are expiring during the COVID-19 ECQ period or within March 15, 2020 – April 14, 2020.
   • Memorandum Order No. 05-04-2020 re Extending the submission of 2019 Annual reports of all PTEs and Broadcast and Cable TV (CATV) Networks, DTH, LMDs and other Pay TV services from April 30, 2020 to June 30, 2020.
   • Submission to the Office of the Commissioner until April 17, 2020 of Business Continuity Plans for all Public Telecommunications entities and internet services provider.

b. Requested Google, iWant and Iflix to manage streaming bitrate in order to ease data congestion and these entities positively heeded to NTCs call. This measure will help free up bandwidth as the increased demand by subscribers due to work from home arrangements, as well as increased government and private education demands may risk overloading network capacity during the enhance quarantine period.

203rd Infantry Brigade
a. Provided Security assistance during the distribution of financial assistance.
b. Joint Checkpoint Operation within AOR.
c. Attended meeting re COVID-19 within AOR.
d. Joined the MIMAROPA Regional Task Force (RTF) for COVID-19 VTC meeting via Zoom app at 2:00 PM 13 May 2020

2ND Infantry Division, Philippine Army and 730TH Combat Group, 710TH Special Operations Wing, Philippine Air Force
a. Joined the MIMAROPA Regional Task Force (RTF) for COVID-19 VTC meeting via Zoom app at 2:00 PM 13 May 2020

48th Infantry Battalion
a. Deployed troops in the Province of Bulacan composed of 139 personnel
b. Established and maintained control points in the boundary of Angat and DRT, Bulacan

Local Government

PDRRMC Palawan
a. April 15, 2020 - EOC facilitated the Palawan Provincial Inter Agency Task Force Meeting at VJR Hall, Capitol Complex, Puerto Princesa City, Palawan
b. April 14, 2020 – Established EOC Help desk to cater individuals with different concerns headed by EOC Operations staff.
c. April 12, 2020 – Distributed PPEs in Culion, Linapacan, Coron and Busuanga, Palawan.
d. April 11, 2020 – Provided assistance on the meeting of DILG and PTG Covid Shield.

f. Distributed personal protective gear to the municipality of Palawan and other agencies.

g. Distributed 33,459 family food packs.

h. Activated the EOC, Response Cluster, IMT and Provincial Task Force.

i. Established Kusina sa Barangay.

j. Conduct weekly monitoring and inspection of the implementation of policies in the municipalities through Red Team.

k. Identified Island Quarantine Facility in Sofronio Española.

l. Established Mobile Merienda for frontliners.

m. Joined the RTF MIMAROPA COVID-19 with P/CDRRMOs MIMAROPA VTC via ZOOM at 10:00 AM Saturday, 9 May 2020

n. **Civil Aviation Authority of the Philippines**
   - Provided letters and schedules of inbound and outbound flights.
   - Assisted in disinfection and decontamination operations.

o. **Philippine Red Cross**
   - Provided face shields and designed PPGs for frontliners.
   - Placed responders on standby on the ground.
   - Provided hygiene kits to stranded students of Palawan State University and Western Philippines University.
   - Provided food packs to the checkpoint personnel.

p. **Public Market Office**
   - Strictly monitored the implementation of market schedule per barangay and strictly observe social distancing in the market.

q. Assisted 51 walk-in individuals (Locally Stranded Individuals and Authorized Person Outside Residence) and catered requests to travel within/outside the City (APOR)

r. Endorsed list of LSI to PNP for the issuance of Travel Authority and to Shipping lines/Vessels for the issuance of travel ticket.

**CDRRMC Puerto Princesa City, Palawan**

a. Conducted IEC orientation to new IMT personnel and responders at Old Airport as well as disinfection and decontamination in public areas/buildings.

b. Coordinated with home LGUs of stranded fishermen, residents, and foreign nationals.

c. Conducted coordinating meeting with barangay and site inspection on proposed PUM facility at Brgy Irawan.

d. Activated COVID-19 EOC and IMT.

e. Prepared 2,100 food pack containing 10 kg. of rice and 14 canned goods for Bgy. Mangingisda residence under Strict Community Quarantine.

f. Puerto princesa 911 installed CCTV cameras at Brgy. Langogan checkpoint to monitor the inbound and outbound trips in the City.

g. Puerto Princesa City Water District
   - Provided 70% chlorine granules for outdoor disinfection activities of PPC DRRMC COVID-19 IMT Disinfection Strike Team.
   - Conducted estimation/installation of water service connection at PUM facility at Bgy. Irawan.

h. City Engineering Department, General Service Office, Ugnayan, City Youth Development Office, OSCA
   - Provided equipment and manpower.
   - Constructed Sanitation Booth at PUI Facility.

i. City Agriculture Office distributed seeds, fresh produce and set up vegetable garden in front of city coliseum to support food supply during ECQ.

j. Person with Disability Affairs Office (PDAO) distributed the PWD Pension.

k. Kilos Agad Action Center (KAAC)
   - Assisted in packing and distribution of relief goods to Barangay Mangingisda.
• Assisted in the disinfection and decontamination operations.
• Accommodated 11 emergencies (ambulance transport) within the City.

l. Provided safe and isolated transportation to the 105 LSIs, ROFs, and APOR from Manila.
m. Assisted walk-in individuals (Locally Stranded Individuals and Authorized Person Outside Residence) and catered requests to travel within/outside the City (APOR)

n. Endorsed list of LSI (Inter-region and Inter-municipality) to PNP and Shipping lines/Vessels for the issuance of Travel Authority and issuance of travel ticket respectively.

MDRRMC Aborlan, Palawan

a. April 24, 2020 - Joint meeting with IATF and DRRMC that tackled matters regarding updates on DRRM OpCen operations, Quarantine Facility for OFW, Contract Tracing Team, MDM Team and identification of burial sites for COVID-19 Patients, supplemental budget and other issues. Continued hauling of NFA rice and repacking of goods.
b. April 23, 2020 - Standby at Operations Center, continued monitoring and coordinating with other offices and agencies. Continued pay out of Social Amelioration Program to barangays of Plaridel, Magsaysay, Apurawan and Culandanum.

PDRRMC Marinduque

a. Coordinated with MDRRMOs, Provincial Repatriation Cluster Lead, OWWA Desk Officer and DILG re LSIs and ROFs.
b. Joined the 8th TG Video Teleconference Meeting on 15 April 2020, 10:00 AM.
d. CAAP Marinduque assisted in the delivery of relief and medical supplies from Plaridel Airport on April 15, 2020.
e. Continuous monitoring of AOR and coordination with MDRRMS.
f. Attended the 7th Inter-Task Group Teleconference Meeting on 15 April 2020.
g. CAAP Marinduque assisted in the delivery of relief and medical supplies from Plaridel Airport on 15 April 2020.
h. Coordinated with Philippine Navy regarding request of Provincial Government on request and delivery of PPEs from Chinese Organization.
i. Prepared logistics for launching of PDRRMC Rescue Boat to deliver COVID patient swab specimen to Talao-Talao port.
j. Joined the Video Teleconference with the National Task Force (NTF) - National Incident Commander (NIC) led by Secretary Carlito Galvez, Presidential Peace Adviser on Peace, Reconciliation and Unity on 1000H, April 8, 2020.
k. Distributed additional food items in the Municipality of Torrijos.
l. Posted updates and Advisories re COVID-19 in social media.
m. Conducted Provincial Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) meeting at Capitol building on March 30, 2020
n. Marinduque Provincial Veterinary Office together with Marinduque Animal & Wildlife Rescue in partnership with Kabalikat 475 Marinduque Chapter conducted disinfection in Public Market, Municipal building, Rural Health Unit (RHU) and other public places in Gasan.
o. Meeting with Provincial Commodity Price Council, March 27, 2020, 1:30PM
p. Conducted PIATF Health and Social Services Meeting on Updates and Steps Forwards, Governor’s Hall, Provincial Capitol, March 25, 2020 – 9AM

q. Attended meeting at Municipality of Boac with Governor and Municipal Mayors.
r. Provided assistance (meals, fuel, non-contact thermal thermometer and military tent, and improvement of isolation units for 3 provincial hospitals, food and nonfood items) amounting to ₱2,628,771.20.00.
s. Conducted Meeting of COVID-19 Inter-Agency Task Force Marinduque regarding the latest developments in the province. (Confirmed Case and Constructed and stationed 2 sanitation tents at the Provincial Capitol).
t. Attended meeting at the Provincial IATF Meeting to harmonize the actions of Marinduque LGUs re ECQ re COVID-19.
u. Conduct inspection of other possible Isolation Areas / Building (Gov. Velasco).
v. Preparation of Regional Evacuation Center for possible activation as Isolation Area.
w. FNFI Cluster prepared and repacked food items for distribution.
x. Law and Order Cluster – Continuous monitoring of the implementation of ECQ.
y. Donated 263 pcs. Washable face masks, banana chips and Bio AP Food Supplement for frontliners.
z. Coordinated with MDRRMOs regarding registration to FASSTER and TANODCOVID.PH.

bb. Joined the MIMAROPA Regional Task Force (RTF) for COVID-19 VTC meeting via Zoom app at 2:00 PM 13 May 2020.
cc. Conducted meeting relative to the results of rapid testing of PUMs on 15 May 2020.
dd. Coordinated with DILG Provincial Office, MLGUs Task Group and Marinduque Provincial Police Office re: Repatriation of LSIs.

ee. Coordinated with Provincial Governor regarding updated guidelines re: Repatriation of LSIs and ROFs

ff. Hauled DOH Medical supplies from Balanacan Port, Mogpog to PDOHO Boac.
gg. Inspected the preparation of the different barangay quarantine facilities in the Municipality of Mogpog, Sta. Cruz, Torrijos, Buenavista and Gasan.
hh. Distributed family food packs to different barangays in the Municipality of Boac on 15 June 2020.
ii. Conducted continuous coordination with Provincial Repatriation Cluster Lead, OWWA Desk officer and DILG re Arrival of LSIs and ROFs

jj. Conducted continuous monitoring and profiling of arriving APORs. LSIs and ROFs at Balanacan Port, Gasan Wharf and Gasan Airport

MDRRMC Boac, Marinduque

a. MSWDO Boac conducted payout of Social Amelioration Program beneficiaries at Barangay Tabigue and Puyog with assistance from Boac MPS and LGU personnel.
b. Conducted flushing and disinfection at riverside barangays.
f. MHO conducted “Orientation of Duties and Responsibilities of Barangay Health and Emergency Response Team (BHERT) as part of response against COVID-19” on 16 – 19 June 2020 at Casa Real, Brgy Malusak, Boac.
g. Issued Executive Order No. 2020-056, “An Order Providing for the Zoning and Community Quarantine Classifications of Certain Areas in the Municipality of Boac, Marinduque for the Period 13 – 26 October 2020” subject to concurrence of the RIATF.

MDRRMC Buenavista, Marinduque

a. Attended meeting with PDRRMO and MDRRMOs of Marinduque on the recommended Guidelines on Repatriation of OFWs & Management of LSIs, 08 May 2020.
b. Assisted in the distribution of goods donation to underweight, severely underweight and wasted pupil from Sagip Kapitid Project (DEPed Marinduque)
c. Health profiling orientation for COVID19 preparation for Mass Testing

d. Coordinated with barangay for DEPED Sagip Kapitid Donation design to help severely underweight and wasted children.

e. Issued Access Passes to Vendor, Helper, and Owners of Commercial/Stores.
f. Distributed 25 kls. well milled rice each to 139 families of Brgy. Tres.
g. Conducted a consultative meeting with LGU and Punong Barangays re EO No. 31-2020 of the Provincial Government and EO No. 28-2020 and updates on LSIs and ROFs
h. Provided logistical assistance for Libreng Hatid at Sundo from Balanacan Pier and Gasan Pier for ROFs and LSIs.
i. Conducted Health Board and School Board Meetings and Municipal Inter-Agency Committee Meeting.

**MDRRMC Mogpog, Marinduque**

a. Utilized ENDCOV.PH.
c. Continuously processed LSI documents for endorsement to the Provincial Task Group.
d. Provided logistical assistance to arriving ROFs and LSIs.
e. Coordinated with MDRRMO Mogpog regarding the arrival of LSIs using motorized bangkas and disembarking in the different coastal barangays within the LGU.
f. Inspected the preparation of the different barangay quarantine facilities within the Municipality.

**MDRRMC Torrijos, Marinduque**

a. Continued preparation of quarantine facility in Brgy. Tigwi, Torrijos as well as the supplies and materials for the said facility.
b. Submission of list of stranded persons from eight (8) barangays to OCD through PDRRMO.
c. Encoding and establishment of database of SAP-AICS beneficiaries by the MSWDO Staff and Office of Senior Citizen Affairs.
d. Hauling of 162.5 sacks of rice to Barangays Sibuyao, Poctoy, Marlangga, and Makawayan for the 3rd wave of distribution of food supplies to families in the said barangays.
e. Distribution of issuance forms to Barangays Maranlig and Makawayan for the 3rd wave of distribution of food supplies to families.
g. Visitation and inspection of quarantine facility in Brgy Tigwi which is under the preparation by the Municipal Engineering Office personnel.
h. Utilized ENDCOV.PH.
i. Continuous monitoring of 3 quarantined and provision of daily hot meals.
j. Continued conduct of mass testing (rapid tests) to Persons Under Monitoring (PUM) since Day 1 in 7 barangays with a total of 26 PUMs tested, 13 May 2020.
k. Inaugurated the Ligtas COVID Center quarantine/isolation facility.
l. Coordinated with the families of incoming LSIs from Cavite for the quarantine rules, protocols, and transportation needs from Balanacan Port to quarantine facility.
m. Issued Atas Tagapagpaganap Blg. LQV 29-2020 re the implementation of MGCQ.
n. Organization of a special committee to resolve issues and concerns of fish vendors in the municipality during the pandemic.
o. Facilitated and prepared all necessary supplies and materials for two (2) Quarantine/Isolation facilities.
p. Continuously facilitated inbound and outbound ROFs and LSIs by Repatriation Cluster.
q. MSWDO conducted an Emergency Meeting with Punong Barangays and Secretaries to discuss the guidelines on the additional beneficiaries of SAP–AICS.
r. Prepared one (1) additional room (5 units/beds) at LCC 1 – MCIU – Torrijos Senior High School due to the increasing number of inbound LSIs.
s. Coordination with the Punong Barangay and Barangay Health Response Team of Matuyatuya regarding the assistance through 24/7 duty of BHERTs members at the Municipal Community Isolation Unit at Brgy. Matuyatuya, Torrijos, Marinduque.
t. Established Help Desk at the entrance gate of Matuyatuya National High School by the Sangguniang Barangay and BHERTs and scheduling of its members to assist the incoming ROF/LSIs at the LCC 3.
u. Assigned three (3) staff at the LCC 3 to provide hot meals and other needs of quarantined LSIs/ROFs and to ensure and or maintain the cleanliness, sanitation and safety of the facility.
v. Provided food supplies to community isolation units.
w. Prepared additional 24 tents/units in Ligtas COVID Center 3 – MCIU – Matuyatuya National High School  
x. Provided food and hygiene kits to 45 front liners at Barangay Malibago.  
y. Hauled 134 Dignity Kits and two military tents from DSWD Storage Building, Amoingon, Boac, Marinduque to Torrijos MDRRM Building; Dignity Kits intended for the quarantined LSIs.  

**MDRRMC Gasan, Marinduque**  
a. Provided duty personnel in Balanacan Port, Mogpog, Marinduque.  
b. Assisted in the continuous manning of entrance point of Gasan Public Market to control the number of people entering the establishment.  
c. Continuous manning of the entrance point of Gasan Public Market to control the number of people entering the establishment in observance of social distancing.  
d. Monitored implementation of boundary checkpoint and coastal security and utilized ENDCOV.PH.  
e. Continuous logistical assistance for ROFs and LSIs from Balanacan Port to Gasan Area  
f. Conduct Rapid Diagnostic Testing and continuous monitoring of arriving LSIs and ROFs

**MDRRMC Sta. Cruz, Marinduque**  
a. Provided food packs assistance to four (4) stranded passengers in Brgy. Manlibunan due to ECQ and local travel ban.  
b. Continuous support including logistical support in Social Amelioration Program.  
c. Provided logistical support for the Social Amelioration Program in 7 Barangays.  
d. Continuous monitoring of entry point and coastal barangay and IEC thru radio.  
e. Finalization of plan for the bayanihan act on the purchase of goods.  
f. Continuous Support in Social Amelioration Program (validation and encoding).  
g. Support for rapid test for barangays.  
h. Continuous distribution of Support from Bayanihan Grant for families of the 55 barangays  
i. Continuous support and monitoring for the repatriation of OFW’s and LSP

**PDRRMC Occidental Mindoro**  
a. Conducted cleaning and disinfection of areas.  
b. Installed disinfection chamber.  
c. Distributed supplies to OMPH.  
d. Coordinated with DOH re transport of PUI specimen from Sablayan to Mamburao to get drugs/goods.  
e. Production of improvised face shield.  
g. Conducted cleaning and disinfection of engagement areas.  
h. PDRRPMO provided medical supplies (15 boxes clean gloves, 50 pcs hazmat suit, 7 boxes sterile gloves, 6 pcs bottles of alcohol, 500 pcs. dust masks, 25 pcs goggles, 8 gals alcohol) to front liners.  
i. Incident Commander conducted meeting with PDRRMO, PNP Chief, PVET Officer, GSO-BAC re Planning for a temporary isolation room at Matabang Port.  
j. Provincial Tourism Officer gave an updated list of foreign visitors endorsed and assisted.  
k. Prepared Boarding pass template.  
l. PPA has agreed to use the Passenger Terminal at Matabang Port, Abra De Ilog to be used as Temporary Isolation room.  
m. Official update on COVID-19 of the Province released and posted.  
n. Conducted a meeting with the Provincial TWG for the creation of the Executive Order and Implementing Rules and Regulations for the ECQ for the Management of COVID-19 on 19 March 2020.
o. Issued Advisory re Suspension of Work at Provincial Government Office of Occidental Mindoro.

p. Continuous coordination re arrival of LSIs and ROFs

**PDRRMC Oriental Mindoro**

a. Issued Advisory dated 10 April 2020 “Rules and Regulations in allowing The Overseas Filipino Workers to Enter Oriental Mindoro”.

b. Activation of 24/7 hotline numbers to answer call and queries of the public, local government units regarding the implementation of EO No. 22 and ECQ.

c. Daily monitoring of the Implementation of EO No. 22 and ECQ.

d. Assistance in the management of inbound vehicles, drivers, and helpers in conducting health protocols in compliance with EO No. 22 series of 2020 and ECQ.

e. Daily provision of meals to front liners on duty at Calapan Port starting 14 March 2020.

f. Daily provision of meals to cargo drivers and helpers on quarantine (7 days) at Calapan Port starting 16 March 2020.

g. Escorted the tank of fuel to their destination to minimize the direct contact to the public in compliance to EO No. 22 and ECQ.

h. Management of the delivery of food, food product, fresh fruits and vegetables, livestock, poultry, frozen meat and processed food products (except pork products), feeds, fertilizers and other agricultural inputs and fishery commodities, medicines, medical supplies and other essential goods.

i. PSDWO: assisted in filling out embarkation health card. Assisted in giving food to the drivers and back loaders in Calapan Port.

j. PISD: Provided standby personnel on duty at PDRRMO Op cen. Answered queries related to the implementation of ECQ. Posted updates on social media.

k. PROVET, PTIEDO & PEO: Management of delivery of food, food product, fresh fruits and vegetables, livestock, poultry, frozen meat and processed food products (except pork products), feeds, fertilizers and other agricultural inputs and fishery commodities, medicines, medical supplies and other essential goods.


m. ARESCOM: Provision of assistance to Calapan Port in the management of incoming rolling cargoes.


o. Emergency Operations Center on Blue Alert Status.

p. Issuance of Memorandum No. 01 series 2020 to all Officials, Employees of the Provincial Government and Local Chief Executives re Compliance to Memorandum issued by the Executive Secretary on 16 March 2020, pursuant to Presidential Proclamation Nos. 929 and 922 series 2020 and RA 1132.

q. Conducted a special ManCom Meeting on 17 March 2020 / 1:30PM at the Provincial Capitol.

r. Provided food assistance to 158,804 households during 29 May – 01 June 2020

s. Continuous coordination re arrival of LSIs and ROFs

**CDRRMC Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro**

a. Facilitated and submitted the documentary requirements of thirteen (13) stranded residents of Municipalities of San Pablo and Alaminos, Laguna located at Barangay Canubing II, Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro.

b. Joined the RTF MIMAROPA COVID-19 with P/CDRRMOs MIMAROPA VTC via ZOOM at 10:00 AM Saturday, 09 May 2020.

**PDRRMC Romblon**

a. Distributed food packs and emergency cash assistance to households affected by enhance home quarantine due to COVID-19.
b. Provided sacks of rice to augment subsistence/meals of personnel performing duty at PNP Provincial headquarters, PCG Station Romblon, Romblon and BJMP.
d. Distributed emergency food and cash assistance to constituents in Romblon Island, Tablas Island, Tres Islas, and San Jose Island comprising a total of 41,507 households. Of which 10,561 households received food packs and 30,946 households received cash.
e. Coordinated with the PSWDO for social amelioration/community social services assistance in line with the COVID-19 community quarantine, family-household beneficiary validation and emergency calamity relief operations.
f. Assisted in transporting goods to the island municipalities of Romblon, Government officials/employees from Tablas, Sibuyan, and smaller islands.
g. Provided PDRRMO clearance to government employees, medical front liners, and forwarder trucking services responsible for carriage of basic goods and commodities to Tablas, Sibuyan, and Romblon from Luzon.
h. Continuous coordination re arrival of LSIs and ROFs.

**REGION V**

a. Constantly participating in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meetings.
b. Facilitated the passage of stranded workers returning to respective hometowns.
c. Continuous monitoring and coordination with members of the Regional Task Force (RTF) 2Provision of logistical requirements of responders.
e. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
g. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.
h. Participated in the 16th NIC Inter- Task Group Meeting on 14 May 2020.
i. Participated in the Joint BIATF- RTF meeting on 18 May 2020.
j. Delivered Hygiene Kits to the provinces of Albay (150 kits) and Camarines Norte (150 kits).
k. Released red alert memo to RDRRMC members on handling evacuation centers in relation to COVID-19 safety measures.
l. Participated in the 39th NIC-Inter Task Force Meeting on 07 August 2020.
m. PRTICIPATED IN THE rdc-dac MEETING ON 07 August 2020.

**DSWD V**

a. Continuous provision of family food packs to LGUs with request for augmentation.
b. Continuous coordination with member agencies, LGUs, and DOH Central Office.
c. As of 03 September 2020, provided the following assistance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tranche</th>
<th>AMOUNT (₱)</th>
<th>BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Tranche</td>
<td>3,861,435,000.00</td>
<td>772,287</td>
<td>non-CCT SAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Tranche</td>
<td>1,227,049,700.00</td>
<td>357,374</td>
<td>CCT (4Ps) SAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>536,880,000.00</td>
<td>107,376</td>
<td>SAP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>121,200 family food packs region-wide amounting to P44,347,297.04.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requested LGUs to submit signed MOA and initial list of beneficiaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The C/MATs are closely coordinating with the Barangay Councils and C/MSWDOs particularly in identifying the list of beneficiaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/C/MAT members of the 6 provinces helped in the repacking of goods in their respective areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of assignment.

h. DSWD-FO V DRMD is continuously monitoring COVID19 updates and information.
i. The Regional Resource Operation Section (RROS) of DSWD-FO V ensures the availability of FFPs and NFIs as need arises.
j. P/C/MATS are continuously monitoring COVID19 related reports and updates in their respective areas of assignment.
k. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
l. Conducted the Food and Non-Food Items Cluster Meeting for COVID-19 through video teleconference on 12 May 2020.
m. Conducted orientation meeting with municipal disaster risk reduction and management council in Baleno, Masbate to discuss the implementation of Disaster Response Operations Procedure of the community projects under the Kapit-Bisig Laban sa Kahirapan Delivery of Social Services-COVID-19 Disaster Response are Cash- For-Work (CFW)
n. Distributed pedicabs to members of the Libmanan Padyak Operators and Drivers Sustainable Livelihood Program Association

DOH V

a. Conducted Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting at DOH Daguinsin Hall and thru VTC WebEx.
b. WebEx meeting with Regional and Provincial Rapid Response Tram and PDOs.
c. Answered queries thru the DOH COVID-19 hotline.
d. On 24/7 operation.
e. Coordinated with DOH Retained Hospitals and PESUs on the transport of specimen to the laboratory.
f. Coordinated with the BRDRL on specimens to be transported to the laboratory.
h. Continuous conduct of contact tracing activity.
i. Testing and release of laboratory results by the BRDRL.
j. Provided regular updates on the status of COVID-19 cases in the region.
k. Continuous advocacy campaigns and distribution of IEC materials.
l. Posted updates on social media sites of DOH-CHD Bicol.
m. Continuous monitoring the status of PUIs and PUMs in the region.
n. Provided updates to the LCEs thru the DOH Regional Director as to the laboratory results of patients under their AOR.
o. Daily reports being submitted related to COVID-19 response.
p. DOH Data Collect (Commodities Tracker).
q. Temporary Treatment Monitoring Facility (TTMF) DASHBOARD UPDATE.
r. Updated the DOH Data Collect (BED TRACKER).
s. Monitored the price freeze through FB page in coordination with the DFA.
t. Endorsement to DILG of complaints from frontliners who experienced discrimination.
u. Submission of reports to DOH CO, OCD 5 and partners.
w. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
x. Attended the Cascading of Community Quarantine decision and approval process via video conference on 09 May 2020.
y. Delivered and distributed COVID-19 supplies to provinces and municipalities.
z. Participated during the Orientation on FASSSTER via Zoom.
aa. Accepted the donation of alcohol products by the CIDG Ligao City as a result of their operations on overpriced alcohols.
bb. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.
cc. Participated in the Orientation on Infection Prevention and Control via Zoom.
dd. Conducted an emergency meeting with the Bicol Inter-Agency Task Force.
ee. Participated in the Task Group Response Operation (TGRO) meeting.
f. Distributed alcohol disinfectants at the different border control check points in Albay.

**DILG V**
a. Continue monitoring the submission of EQC Monitoring Report Forms.
b. Updated the actions taken of DILG POs on the issues and concerns from the DILG Hotline
c. Continuous response and referrals to respective provinces the issues and concerns received thru the Regional EOC Hotline.
d. Continuous response and monitoring of SAP issues and concerns and referred it to DSWD 5 and DILG CO.
f. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
g. Participated in the Food and Non-Food Items Cluster Meeting for COVID-19 through video teleconference held today, 12 May 2020.
h. Attended the 16th and 17th NIC Inter-Task Group meeting.
i. Conducted the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

DILG V

**DOT V**
a. Provided assistance to stranded passengers at the Legazpi City Airport arrival area through profiling, rapid testing, and sanitizing luggage before leaving the arrival area.
b. As of 10 June 2020, assisted 472 foreign tourists, 246 domestic tourists, and 66 OFW;
c. Waived accreditation fees for new and renewing accreditation applications
d. Conducted Tourism On-line Training Program
e. Waived participation fees in travel fairs/exhibit
f. Conducted inspection and assessment of Iriga City's compliance to DOT AO 2020- 002 and Memorandum 2020- 02 on the Health and Safety protocols of accommodation establishments prior to issuance of Certificate of Accreditation and Certificate to Operate.
g. Conducted Webinar on Reinventing the Filipino Kulinarya to Adapt the Food Industry Trends and Challenges
h. Posted an announcement for their online learning program on “Leading Effective Virtual
Teams: Working Together As Employees Without Boarders" and “Upholding The Filipino Brand Of Service Excellence Amidst Regional Crises”

**PMS-RFU 5**

a. Continuous coordination with concerned Agencies and LGUs regarding COVID-19.
c. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
e. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

**CHED V**

a. Monitoring/ facilitating of concerns of HEIs and students.
b. Regular monitoring of official Chatrooms of: a. CHEDRO Official GC b. CHEDROV5 and HEIs Official GC.
c. Teleconferencing with HEIs as the need arises.

**DPWH V**

a. Provided transportation services to various LGUs for the delivery of food supplies and non-food supplies, essential in the COVID-19 response operations in the region.
b. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

e. Refocused Banner programs for ALPAS (Ahon Lahat, Pagkaing Sapat, to ensure food availability).
f. Distributed garden tools under the Plant, Plant, Plant Program.
g. Distributed Hybrid Seeds, Certified Seeds, Fertilizer, Zinc Sulfate, and Plant Growth Enhancer for Rice sufficiency of Rice under the Rice Program.
h. Distributed corn seeds, organic fertilizers, free-range chicken under Corn, Organic Agriculture, and Livestock and Poultry Program.
i. Distributed vegetable seeds, garden tools, plastic seedling tray, HDPE pipes, and knapsack sprayers under Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD) Program.
j. Issued passes for food, agricultural inputs and disinfectants, farm machineries and equipment.
k. Generated sales of P53M under the KADIWA Program.
l. Provided cash assistance to 56,437 farmers amounting to ₱61,065,000 and approved to provide 6,090 rice farmers with Cash Card under the Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF)
m. Approved loans of six (6) cooperatives (₱33M), while loans of seven (7) cooperatives were endorsed to ACPC amounting to ₱46.5M under the Expanded Sure Aid Recovery Project for Agri-Fishery Based Micro and Small Enterprise.
n. Endorsed 2,338 farmers to Agricultural Credit Policy Council (ACPC) under the Expanded Sure Aid and Recovery Project for Marginalized Small Farmers and Fisherfolks.
o. Launched the Urban Agriculture Project in Naga City including twenty groups and 18 barangays, one homeowner’s association and the City Agriculturist Office
p. Re-introduced grain sorghum to the local farmers in response to the global demand for this crop as livestock feed and substitute for corn in Masbate Province.
q. Distributed 29 units of rice combine harvester, 7 units riding type transplanter, 5 units walk behind transplanter and 8 units rice reaper amounting to ₱54.36M to 31 farmers' associations in the Bicol Region under the Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund
r. Distributed ₱2.2 million worth of farm equipment and garden tools to public elementary and secondary schools in Albay and Camarines Sur participating in the Gulayan sa Paaralan under the High Value Crop Development Program
s. Provided livelihood opportunities to farmers and feed for livestock under the Corn Silage Production in Ligao City.
t. Distributed farming tools and equipment to the Department of Education (DepEd) Ligao City and to more than 100 schools in the province of Sorsogon under the Gulayan sa Paaralan Program
u. Distributed 11 heads of native swine to Gamot Luya Dalogo Farmers Association in Polangui, Albay and Taloto Farmers Association in Camalig, Albay under the Organic Agriculture Program (OAP)
v. Monitored the status of crops distributed to the farmer beneficiaries of Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD) in Catanduanes. Eight SAAD organized groups of beneficiaries from five municipalities earned a total sales of ₱119,785.00 from the harvest of various upland vegetables during the whole month of June.
w. Posted on Facebook (FB) Page the Registration of Ownership of Agricultural/Fisheries Machineries and Equipment per Sec. 19 of RA 10601 Agriculture and Fisheries Mechanization Law
x. Conducted Animal Health Services such as Deworming, Vitamin Injection, and animal marking in Calabanga, Camarines under the Livestock Program
y. Resumed project works of NIA in different provinces of the region to assure farmer beneficiaries of continuous service in support to achieving rice sufficiency.

NIA V

Resumed project works of NIA in different provinces of the region to assure farmer beneficiaries of continuous service in support to achieving rice sufficiency.

DICT V

a. Monitoring of Free Wi-Fi for All in Albay POP and all live sites in Region V.
b. Monitoring of GovNet sites in Region V.
c. Monitoring of Free-Wifi sites identified as COVID Centers in Albay
   - Bicol Regional Teaching and Training Hospital
   - Ziga Memorial District Hospital
   - Pio Duran District Hospital
   - Cagraray District Hospital
   - Anislag Infirmary Hospital
   - Manito Municipal Hospital
   - PDRRMC Albay
   - Albay Provincial Capitol
   - Legazpi City Hospital
   - Department of Health Region V
   - Legazpi City Health Unit
d. Monitoring of Free Wifi Site identified as COVID Center in Dr. Fernando Duran Sr. Memorial Hospital in Sorsogon, and Sanayang Pangkaligtasan, Provincial Capitol of Camarines Norte (EOC and IMT Command Post) and Labo District Hospital in Camarines Norte.
e. Lent router with sim and load to the following Emergency Operations Center / Incident Command Post and areas:
   - Camarines Norte EOC
   - Camarines Sur EOC
   - Bato Incident Post
• Labo District Hospital in Camarines, Norte
• Continues lending of ASUS Zenpad tablet with unli sms and calls plus 6GB data for 7 days at Libmanan Community College, Camarines Sur
• eBPLS support for 24/7 application system availability with no downtime in coordination with eBPLS PMT
• For LGUs implementing in Region V
  • Milagros, Masbate
  • Aroroy, Masbate
  • Virac, Catanduanes
  • Talisay, Camarines Norte
  • For LGUs in Data Build up stage in Region V
  • Basud, Camarines Norte
  • Camaligan, Camarines Sur
  • Minalabac, Camarines Sur
  • San Jose, Camarines Sur
  • Tiwi, Albay
  • Sorsogon Dairy Farm at Cabid-an Sorsogon
• Bicol Diagnostic and Reference Laboratory Complex for temporary internet provision
• Isolation Facility for BRTTH Frontliners in Albay
• Tinambac Quarantine Site, Tinambac, Camarines Sur (sim only with data subscription)
• LGU San Lorenzo Tech4ED Center
  f. Lending of 5 laptops and 4 headsets for the quadripartite project Bayanihan para sa Ekonomiya: sa ESL Online Work Ligtas Ka among DICT Camarines Norte, FitsLanguage.com, CONNECT CamNorte ICT Council and beneficiary LGUs.
  g. Monitoring of status of 1 HF radio deployed in Bato, Camarines Sur Incident Post.
  h. Promotion on the Use of the Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI) for digital certificate signatures in document signing among others.
  i. Monitoring of Tech4ED Centers in Catanduanes as they utilized DICT’s donated equipment for COVID-19 related operations.
  j. Monitoring of Matnog Tech4ED Center in Sorsogon as they utilized the DICT’s donated equipment for reports generation this COVID-19 pandemic.
  k. Continuous communication and coordination with Camarines Norte Tech4ED Center Managers about status of their centers utilized in COVID-19 related operations.
  l. Monitoring of Tech4ED Center in Camarines Sur as they utilized the DICT’s donated equipment for reports generation this COVID-19 pandemic.
  m. Monitoring of Tech4ED Centers in Masbate as they utilized the DICT’s donated equipment for COVID 19 related operations.
  n. Monitoring of status of 1 HF radio deployed in Provincial Medical Center at Bula, Camarines Sur (April 23 – present).
  o. Conduct of Online Digital Literacy Trainings /Webinars.
  p. Information dissemination of activities through social media posting.
  q. Promotion on the Use of the Philippine National Public Key Infrastructure (PNPKI) for digital certificate signatures in document signing among others.
  r. Turnover of tablets with postpaid sim in Camarines Norte:
    • Provincial Capitol
    • PDRRMO EOC
    • Border Checkpoint – Brgy. Tuaca, Basud
    • Border Checkpoint – Brgy Tabugon, Santa Elena
  s. Supported the eBPLS for 24/7 application system availability with no downtime in coordination with eBPLS PMT in Region V.
  t. Activated the Free Wi-Fi Sites in:
    • Daraga National High School
    • Rapu-Rapu Municipal Hall
DTI RO V

a. Continuous campaign against anti-hoarding/anti-profiteering.
b. Price Monitoring to ensure adherence to automatic price freeze level of basic commodities
c. Received 156 inquiries from potential applicants for COVID-19 P3 Emergency Relief Fund (ERF) for the period of April 21-24, 2020.
d. Received 21 queries on Livelihood Seeding Program (LSP) and Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay (NSB) for the period of April 21-24, 2020.
e. Conducted two (2) online training programs on LSP and NSB with 20 beneficiaries.
f. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
g. Conducted 45 online trainings on LSP and NSB with 295 participants.
h. Conducted 301 monitoring activities in 2770 establishments.
i. Launched 54 joint operations with PNP/CIDG and NBI and arrested 23 persons for selling overpriced ethyl and isopropyl alcohol.
j. In partnership with the LGUs, conducted 18 Diskwento Caravans in Albay, Caticlan, and Sorsogon. DTI-Masbate on the other hand, conducted a Diskwento Caravan solely.
k. Posted the following guidelines, announcements, and information materials on their official social media page:
   • Guidelines on the application for COVID-19 Assistance to Restart Enterprises (CARES)
   • Guidelines on the Minimum Health Protocols for Barbershop and Salon operations
   • Guidelines on Restaurant Configuration and Set Up” issued by DOT CO
   • New Normal Protocols for Tourist Land Transport Vehicles
   • Guidelines on the Minimum Health Protocols for Dine-In restaurants and Fast Food establishments
   • FAQs on Livelihood Seeding Program –Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay (LSP-NSB)
   • National media campaign dubbed as Buy Local, Go Lokal
   • Information materials on consumer rights.
   • Information material on “Connecting Women Entrepreneurs to the Digital Economy”
   • announcement on FB page the Webinar Sessions on Latest DTI issuances on addressing COVID 19
   • Information Campaign on “BIDASolusyon sa COVID-19”
l. Posted Memorandum Circular No. 20-38 or the “Updated Guidelines on Barbershops and Salons”

DOLE V

a. Served 56,189 workers under the TUPAD-BKBK Program amounting to ₱174,185,900.00.
b. Served 22,540 workers under the TUPAD-Post COVID amounting to ₱137,323,492.00.
c. Served 25,559 or 100% workers under CAMP amounting to ₱127,880,000.00.
d. Served 301 workers in the Sugar Industry under SAP amounting to ₱301,000.00.
e. Disbursed ₱36,170,000.00 for a total of 3,617 workers under DOLE-AKAP.
g. Paid out affected workers under the Small Business Wage Subsidy (SBWS).
h. Assisted 7 LSIs.
i. Issued Labor Advisory No. 21 Series of 2020 – Guidelines on the Verification of the Qualifications of Private Health Workers and/or their beneficiaries on the Grant of Compensation
j. Posted Labor Advisory No. 2 or the “Guidelines on the Verification of Qualifications of Private Health Workers and/or their Beneficiaries on the Grant of Compensation” issued by DOLE CO and the Occupational Safety and Health Center Guidelines Against COVID-19 on their official FB page
k. Participated in the discussion on radio program Aranduyog sa Pag-uswag answering FAQs on Occupational Safety and Health and Employees Benefits under the Employees Compensation Program
l. Posted in FB page information material on the online webinar titled “Investing in OSH: Protecting Workers Now and for the Future”
DepEd V

a. Release of Regional Memorandum No. 33, s. 2020, Regional Office V Policy Directives to Address the Hazards of COVID 19 Disease, dated 12 March 2020, reminding all schools on DepEd’s management including monitoring and reporting of general signs and symptoms among teachers and learners, in response to COVID 19, to contain and prevent further spread of the virus in Bicol.

b. Issuance of Regional Memorandum Creating the ROV COVID 19 Task Force and dissemination of hotlines for reporting.

c. DepEd Bicol also suspended work in the division and regional offices starting 17 March 2020, 1 PM due to the community quarantine that is being enforced by the LGUs and the travel restrictions of the personnel.

d. LGU enforcement of total lockdown/border closures to ensure strict compliance with the enforced community quarantine in all the municipalities and cities in Bicol led to the issuance of the Unnumbered Memorandum dated 20 March 2020 signed by Gilbert T. Sadsad, Regional Director regarding the Implementation of a Work From Home Scheme in Light of the Luzon Wide Enhanced Community Quarantine.

e. Ongoing monitoring of all attendees of the National Festival of Talents (NFOT) and National Schools Press Conference and other meetings in Metro Manila that were subjected for 14 day mandatory home quarantine and considered as Persons Under Monitoring (PUMs) who are also being monitored by the Barangay Health Emergency Response Team or BHERT until March 28, 2020 while 4 teaching personnel are quarantined until March 30.

f. Dissemination of the Memorandum on the Mental Health and Psychosocial Support Services (MHPSS) through Fostering Wellness, Solidarity and Service to promote well-being of learners and personnel in this time of crisis which is being spearheaded by the Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Service (DRRMS).

g. A total of 35 DepEd V Personnel who are nurses, teachers and Project Development Officers volunteer as COVID 19 Task Force in their respective Local Government Units (LGUs). Three (3) Divisions have reported having volunteers for COVID 19.

h. Sustained information dissemination and support to crisis management through online and offline communication platforms of the Information Officers. Regional Office and Schools Division Offices of Sorsogon City and Sorsogon Province maintain live radio program and Facebook streaming, active linkage and collaboration with other information officers, LGU and DOH. Please refer to page 12-25 for the list of initiatives/efforts by the Schools Division Offices and/or schools in support to Local Government Units (LGUs) actions relative to COVID-19. Also, DepEd V is widely disseminating the free access to DepEd Commons via Globe so that basic education can be accessed by all learners, even those in Alternative Learning System (ALS).

i. Presently, the Regional Office is preparing for the additional procurement of the personal protective equipment (PPEs) for those personnel who report to the Office and disinfection of the offices in the Region. A letter requesting support from the City Government of Legazpi was already forwarded for the assistance in the disinfection of the Office.

j. DepEd V continues to track and records the initiatives of teachers and Schools Division Offices on their support re COVID 19.

k. A total of 172 DepEd V personnel served as volunteers relative to COVID-19.

l. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020

m. Continued the implementation of Brigada Eskwela and the intensified advocacy on Oplan Balik Eskwela, likewise the production and reproduction of learning modules are underway.

DOST RO V

a. Deployed six (6) units of Specimen Collection Booth (ECB) in the Bicol region to boost the testing capacity of the province and other referral facilities in the region.

b. Prepared the procurement of 1 million worth of PPE components.
c. Rolled out FASSSTER or Feasibility Analysis of Syndromic Surveillance Using a Spatio-Temporal Epidemiological Modeler (FASSSTER) for Early Detection of Diseases.

d. Conducted ocular inspection of the area in BRTTH to be installed with Specimen Collection Booth (SCB).

e. Fabricated improvised face shields for distribution to frontliners in Masbate.

f. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

g. Distributed a total of 240 pcs. face shields from DOST-MIRDC to Bicol Regional General Hospital and Geriatric Medical Center, and the LGUs of Sipocot, Cabusao, Libmanan, and San Fernando, Camarines Sur for use of their COVID-19 frontliners.

h. Posted information material on the launching of ONESTORE City Android app in their official Facebook page

i. Turned-over 450 pcs. of face shields to Dr. Arnel Francisco of the Provincial Health Office (PHO) in Camarines Norte.

j. Distributed face shields and PPE suits for the frontliners in Masbate province.

k. Posted in FB page information materials on the Agham At Teknolohiya Upang Labanan Ang Pandemya online radio session

l. Distributed a total of 230 pcs. face shields to the LGUs of Bato, San Jose, Lupi, Camaligan, Gainza, Milao and Minalabac, Camarines Sur

m. Issued Memorandum directing all officials and personnel from the regional, division offices and schools to adopt a Modified Arrangement in view of the increasing number of persons infected by COVID-19 in the region

n. Prepared for the dry run activities to be done in the first week of August in preparation for the blended learning for SY 2020 to 2021

o. Implemented the Bayanihan 2020: blended Brigada Eskwela and Oplan Balik Eskwela initiatives which aims to assist public schools prepare for SY 2020 to 2021

p. Facilitated enrolment via Remote Enrollment (Online Enrollment) and Enrollment via Dropbox or Kiosk

DAR V

Distributed food packs containing rice, canned goods, vitamins, and other food and non-food essentials to 20,783 agrarian reform beneficiaries in the provinces of Camarines Sur, Camarines Norte, Catanduanes, and Masbate

NEDA V

a. Attended and conducted several meetings re COVID 19.

b. Continued monitoring the submission of EQC Monitoring Report Forms.

c. Conducted the 3rd Bicol RTF Economy Cluster Meeting for COVID-19 through video teleconference.

d. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

e. Participated in the Food and Non-Food Items Cluster Meeting for COVID-19 through video teleconference on 12 May 2020.

f. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

g. Approved the Regional Task Force Economy Cluster Resolution No. 4, Series of 2020 “Recommending to the Bicol Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases (BIATF EID)” to seek clarification from the National IATF on other services that may be allowed for barber shops and salons under modified general community quarantine.

h. Conducted the Regional Development Council Full Council Meeting on June 24, 2020 to confirm the adoption of the Bicol Regional Recovery Program, confirm the endorsement to the DBM, Congress and central offices the Reprioritized FY 2021 Agency Budget Proposals, to present the modes of communicating the new normal, and discuss possible interventions to increase the health systems capacity of the region.

i. Distributed, through the Barangay Nutrition Scholars, nutri-food packs to nutritionally at-risk
children and pregnant women, and indigent senior citizens in Pio Duran, Albay

**OWWA V**

a. As of 11 October 2020, OWWA provided **3,208 meals** and assisted **9,987 OFWs** returning to their LGUs.

b. Assisted the following arrivals with details as follows:
   - one (1) OFW in Fort San Pedro, Iloilo City from Cebu via Cokaliong voyage
   - Five (5) OFWs in Fort San Pedro, Iloilo City from Manila via 2GO voyage
   - one (1) OFWs in Caticlan Jetty Port from Batangas via RORO
   - sixty seven (67) OFWs in Iloilo International Airport from Manila via PAL sweeper flight

c. Assigned one (1) personnel to station (24/7) in the quarantine facilities

d. Provided food and transportation for residents of Aklan, Antique and Capiz Provinces

e. Provided food, transportation and accommodation (GT Hotel Iloilo and Seda Hotel) for residents of Iloilo City, Guimaras and Iloilo Provinces.

**DBM V**

Participated in the 3rd Bicol RTF Economy Cluster Meeting for COVID-19 through video teleconference.

**TESDA V**

a. Resumed the delivery of technical-vocational education and training programs related to agriculture/fishery for food production and processing through the use of different modes of learning, per Inter-agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases Resolution No. 47, Series of 2020

b. Discussed various online courses offered by TESDA and the resumption of training and assessment at the Ugnayan sa Bikol, a radio program of the Philippine Information Agency (PIA)

c. Conducted, in partnership with the Provincial Government of Albay, training on organic vegetable production of organic concoctions and extracts to beneficiaries of the Socio-economic Development Program of the Social Action Center, Legazpi City

**NNC5**

a. Distributed, through the Barangay Nutrition Scholars, nutri-food packs, monitored and assessed children with severe acute malnutrition and moderate acute malnutrition, and pregnant women with low body-mass index in Sagnay, Camarines Sur.

b. Distributed, through the Barangay Nutrition Scholars, nutri-food packs, monitored and assessed health and nutritional condition of residents at check-points in Pandan, Catanduanes

**NFA V**


b. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.


d. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

**DOJ V**

Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020

CAAP, LTO and DOJ

Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task
Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020

PRO V
a. Deployed PNP personnel to man various checkpoints within the region including seaports and airports.

b. Continuous assistance to LGUs in checkpoints and other concerns.

c. Apprehended a total of PUVs for violating the order of the suspension of Public Transportation; arrested hoarders/resellers who overpriced their goods; food cargoes allowed entry to Metro Manila; 1,916 healthcare workers provided with transportation assistance thru “PNP Libreng Sakay”.

d. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

e. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

BFP RO V
a. Provided personnel for contact tracing, emergency subsidy program personnel, Red Team, Quarantine Area personnel.

b. Conducted decontamination to facilities, vehicles, and persons.

c. Continuous assistance to LGUs in checkpoints and other concerns. Control points with BFP personnel compliment.

d. Apprehended violating PUV drivers and overpricing hoarders.

e. Provided transportation assistance to healthcare workers through PNP Libreng Sakay.

f. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

Tactical Operations Group (TOG) 5 – Philippine Air Force
a. Continuous assistance to LGUs in checkpoints and other concerns.

b. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

NAVFORSOL
a. Continuous assistance to LGUs in checkpoints and other concerns.

b. Deployed troops at Malinao, Ligao City, Daraga in Albay; Nabua and Pili in Camarines Sur; and Sorsogon City in Sorsogon as augmentation to LGU checkpoints.

c. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.

d. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

9th Infantry Division – Philippine Army
a. Continuous monitoring and coordination with RDRRMC, LGUs and LGAs re security preparations and augmentation ICOW COVID-19 outbreak.

b. Continuous conduct of joint checkpoints with the LGU, PNP and other LEAs.

c. Continuous coordination with the LGUs and DOH in the AO.

d. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

BFAR
a. Complied with all ECQ/Extended ECQ and COVID-19-related policies (i.e.IATF, DOH, CSC, DA).

b. On-going issuance of Food Pass at checkpoints/quarantine stations and PFOs to the shippers.

c. On-going issuance of Local Transport Permit (LTP) at checkpoints/quarantine stations/PFOs for domestic movement of fish.
d. Complied with DA memorandum order dated March 26, 2020 re: online submission of food production data including supply and availability on weekly basis.

e. Monitored the prices of major commodities (tilapia, bangus and galunggong) and other fisheries commodities in major public markets/establishments regionwide.

f. Consolidated schedules/window market hours of major municipal public markets.

g. Regular coordination with IATF-member National/Regional Government Agencies to address, LGUs and other stakeholders’ issues and concerns.

Philippine Information Agency (Crisis Communications Cluster)

a. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meetings through video teleconference on 11 and 13 May 2020.

b. Continuous monitoring and disseminated information utilizing all available platforms with details below as of 14 May 2020:
   - **Broadcast Media-Radio**: Audio News Releases (31), Public Service Announcements (6), Radio Program Episodes (3)
   - **Digital Media**: Website Stories (19), Infographics/ Social Cards (55), Informational Video (85), PR Photographs (10), Reposting of IEC material of other gov’t. agencies (79), Localized website (3)
   - **Mobile/SMS**: Situational reports (22), Text Blast (24), Chat groups/info networks (37)
   - **Others**: News Monitoring: Daily, Media advisories (1), Dissemination of Official Statements (1), Response to public queries such as email, chat, web comment (147)

Philippine Red Cross


b. Facilitated Intensify Blood Donation.

c. Attended the Operations Briefing at Provincial IMT.

d. Continuous radio programming at DWCN FM 96.9 Radyo Pilipinas 9am/9pm together with Task Force IEC.

e. Provide Augmentation Team to Logistics Section in accounting the PPEs to be distributed to identified hospitals.

f. RCAT 143 Arjay Gonzales with Medical Unit conducted monitoring and check up medical health status of provincial tactical resources for 2 PSWDO personnel deployed at Division Alpha (Tabugon, SECN) as part of the augmentation to the Medical Unit of the Provincial Unified Incident Mgmt. Team.

g. Distribution of 50 food packs to vulnerable families at Brgy Tugbo Masbate City.

h. Established 24/7 communication center (with hotline number 0920.454.3905) radio frequency was aligned with SPDRRMO’s “One Tone, One Frequency”.

i. Inaugurated its RT-PCR Molecular Laboratory in Clark Freeport Zone.

POPCOM 5


LTFRB

Issued public advisory on the list of routes that will operate under General Community Quarantine (GCQ) areas in the region.

LTO

Discussed with the LTO Bicol Enforcers and the Highway Patrol Group the guidelines on the enforcement of regulations issued by the Department of Transportation relative to the operation motor vehicles and public utility vehicles in GCQ areas.
SSS
Released advisory on the extension of temporary suspension of the Annual Confirmation of Pensioners Program, per SSS Circular No. 2020-005-b

PCG CGD Bicol
a. Continuous assistance to LGUs in checkpoints and other concerns.
b. Participated in the Joint Bicol Regional Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) and Regional Task Force (RTF) meeting through video teleconference on 11 May 2020.
c. Participated in the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force Meeting through Video Teleconference Meeting on 13 May 2020.

PDRRMC Camarines Norte
a. Incident Management Team
   • DIV A & DIV Z with TF Checkpoint & TF Law & Order conducts stringent & proper protocols on community quarantine procedures.
   • TF EMS and Health and Isolation group continuously implementing health management protocol and on standby for possible patient transport.
   • TF R&R on standby mode for IDP’s & operational
   • Logistics Section- Facilities Unit provided the necessary preparation of equipment and supplies for tactical resources and needed facilities.
   • Health & Isolation Group: on Alert Operational mode & currently managing PUI.
b. Distributed the following food packs:
   • 5,053 food packs to 9 brgy in Labo, Camarines Norte on May 15, 2020.
   • 11,573 food packs to 19 barangays in Vinzons, Camarines Norte on June 3, 2020
   • 11,365 food packs to 29 barangays in Basud, Camarines Norte on June 5, 2020
   • Issued Kautusang Tagapaggananap Blg. 2020-32A hinggil sa ipatutupad na GCQ simula.
   • Issued Executive Order No. 34-A Series of 2020 on Additional Guidelines and Changes in the Implementation of MGCQ in the Province of Camarines Norte
e. Distributed ₱2,000 educational cash assistance to more than 1,100 Grade 7 students of Jose Panganiban National High School, DQ Liwag High School, and Sarah Jane Ferrer High School under the Provincial Government High School Educational Assistance Program
f. Distributed alcohol and infrared thermometers to DepEd-Camarines Norte
g. Distributed ₱2.02 million worth of farm machineries (10 units of Shallow Tube Well - ₱1.20 million, 10 units of Thresher - ₱.45 million, and 2 units of Rice Transplanter - ₱.37 million) to the municipalities of Camarines Norte

PDRRMC Camarines Sur
a. Provincial IMT is monitoring sixteen (16) COVID-19 patients.
b. Decontamination of facilities and public places such as main roads, markets, and other places being occupied in the 27 municipalities and 8 offices and quarantine areas.
c. Provided relief assistance.
d. Distributed food packs to 15 barangays in Ocampo.
   Operations:
e. Coordination with OCD R5 regarding the 12 IDPs of Leyte.
f. Coordinated with OCD CALABARZON regarding the transport of vehicle which will fetch the 5 OJT’s in Taytay, Rizal.
g. Continuous profiling of Displaced construction workers in NCR and CALABARZON Border Control.
h. Profiling and assessment of stranded passengers in Del Gallego and Bato borders.
i. Coordination to concerned LGUs of the stranded APOR passengers in the borders 16 individuals allowed to enter the Del Gallego border.
   Surveillance Task Force
j. Deployed one (1) active surveillance team to collect oro nasopharyngeal swab specimen of PUI in Bato.
k. Transported suspect patient from Mother Seton to BMC.
I. Deployed two (2) passive surveillance team for the validation and assessment of designated isolation and quarantine areas of Presentacion and San Jose.

m. Quarantine Unit: Provincial Medical Center – Quarantine and Treatment Facility.

n. Arrived new facility and laboratory equipment.

o. Briefed the newly hired staff around the facility.

p. Trained all newly hired personnel on the use of new equipment.

q. Quarantine Areas: Libmanan, Baao and Tinambac Community Colleges.

r. Profiling of new batch of 64 new IDPs in Tinambac Community College and 20 new IDPs in Baao Community College.

s. Prepared facility and logistical requirements of Tinambac Community College for the incoming new batch of displaced construction workers from NCR.

t. Preparation of additional quarantine area in Rodriguez National High School.

u. Conducted early morning exercise, health teaching, psychosocial activities with PUMs and monitoring of temperature and vital signs.

v. Distributed Bangka and fishing gears as part of Ka Fuerte Livelihood Assistance Program in Bato, Camarines Sur.

w. Distributed fertilizers to farmers in Libmanan under the Ka Fuerte Farmers Assistance Program.

x. Issued Executive Order No. 9 Series of 2020 on Mandating Strict Implementation Measures at the Provincial Borders.

Sanitation Task Force

y. Decontamination/disinfection of Provincial Medical Center.

z. Decontamination of main roads and public places (church, market, covered court, municipal hall) at Ocampo.

aa. Decontamination/disinfection in all provincially-managed quarantine areas, border controls, and Capitol Complex.

bb. Disinfection of all vehicles passing through the Capitol entrance gate and ICP entrance.

Security Task Force

Enforced strict security measures on all personnel and visitors in the ICP.

Logistics Section

cc. Received PPEs, face shield, masks, alcohol, and test kits donated by AkoBicol Partylist.

dd. Received 300 food packs from DSWD.

CDRRMC Naga City

a. Border Control (Intensified Security on AOR, setting up of CCTV and radio, leave pass monitoring).

b. Setting up of PUM Holding Centers with communication facilities such as radio com, CCTV (with Camp Management).

c. Administered PUI Treatment Center.

d. Repatriation of stranded students and employees to their hometowns.

e. Free accommodation and transport services to emergency service providers.

f. Daily updating and monitoring of actions done.

g. Placed the area of spillway Concepcion Pequena under extreme hard lockdown.

h. Established a One Stop Shop-COVID-19 holding area for profiling of returning residents, rapid testing, and for other medical procedure.

i. Implemented Extreme hard lockdown in Spillway and Canda St. Concepcion Pequena where 23 of COVID 19 patients are residents; Sitio Tiripon in Pacol with 1 positive case; Diamond Street in Calauag with 1 positive case and in Concepcion Grande with 4 positive case.

j. Implemented Market on wheels.

k. Intensified contact tracing done by task force composed of CDRRMO, NCPO, BFP, CHO, DILG and the liga ng mga barangay.

l. Provided relief packs to barangays under lockdown.

m. Lifted the redzone / lockdown - Canda in Concepcion Pequeña and Sitio Abrego in Pacol.

n. Established Quarantine Control Points in Milao-Naga Border and Pili-Naga Border manned by NCPO, BFP, LTO, PSO, Medical Teams, CDRRMO, and other volunteer groups.
o. Oplan Sita and intensified monitoring of the implementation of city ordinances on minimum health standard (face mask wearing, physical distancing, general curfew and spitting and smoking in public)
p. 2,410 Individuals underwent mass rapid testing at Spillway and Canda St. in Concepcion Pequena
q. Contact tracing teams activated
r. Continuous decontamination of public places, quarantine facilities, rescue vehicle and ambulances
s. Placed on lockdown of the portion of Tabuco Area (Fraternidad and Obreros St.)
t. Placed on lockdown of some city hall offices and sanitation of the whole city hall premises

**PDRRMC Masbate**

b. Continuous relief distribution per barangay.
c. Identified indigent families or those who are greatly affected by the ECQ were prioritized for relief distribution.

d. **PDRRMC Sorsogon**

b. Weather advisory dissemination.
c. Dispatch relative information and updates obtained from DOH & PHO.
d. Coordinates with different Council Members for possible implementation of appropriate contingency plans.
e. Close coordination with DOH and PHO for COVID-10 updates.
f. Continues PDRRMC and Task Force COVI-19 emergency meeting.
g. Close coordination and monitoring with LDRRMOS re: observance of social distancing, extended ECQ and curfew enforcement.
h. Disseminated information regarding the possible effects of the “COVID-19 ” to, SPDRRMC Member/LDRRMOS, public and concerned person thru Broadcast, social media, INFOBOARD and INFOSYS.
i. Sweeper Team fetched last batch of Internal refugees in Del Gallego and undergo the mandatory quarantine at SSC.
j. Issued an Executive Order No. 31-2020, “Guidelines for Barangays in the Province of Sorsogon in case of confirmed COVID-19 case in the locality and for other purpose”.
k. Issued an Executive Order No. 33-2020, “Ordering the Mandatory Mass Quarantine of any Persons Under Investigation (PUI) and Persons Under Monitoring (PUM) in the Province of Sorsogon in relation to COVID-19 and for other purposes”.
l. Issued an Executive Order No. 33-A-2020, “Directing all Local Government Units and Barangays in the Province of Sorsogon to honor the Certificate of Completion issued by the Government Agencies and for other purpose”.
m. Issued an Executive Order No. 34-2020, “Guidelines on the use of DOH revised Classification of COVID-19 cases and for other purposes”.
n. Re-activation of the Blue Alert Status for COVID-19 relative to the extension of ECQ;
o. Attended Emergency Meeting of OCD-V through telecommunication with the IATF- Bicol for COVID-19.
p. Conducted an Emergency Meeting with City and Municipal Mayors of the Province of Sorsogon.
q. Ensure clear lines of communication with all DRRMOs for updates and coordination;
r. Continuous coordination and monitoring.
s. Implemented a rolling market scheme from May 18 to 22, 2020.
t. Provided health kits to barangays by SK Sorsogon.
u. Distributed grocery items, hygiene kits, and diapers to the residents of the Home for the Aged.
v. Conducted 3rd wave of Covid-19 relief operation for households to remain at home.
w. Managed Rolling Stores or Market on Wheels (Fresh Fish, Vegetables and other commodities); LGUs purchased directly the products of local farmers and fisherfolks; Some
LGUs distributed the goods (fish and vegetables) directly to the households for free through the barangay officials.

x. Provided relief goods to affected households (rice, noodles, coffee, medicines and vitamins).
y. Conducted a media briefing and discussed post disaster assessment and status update on GCQ implementation in the province of Sorsogon.

aa. Conducted media briefing on post disaster assessment and update of status of GCQ implementation in Sorsogon.
b. Distributed Benguet vegetables to the PUMs and PUIs in the quarantine facilities
cc. Distributed food packs to more than 200 members of events sector such as photographers, videographers, event stylists, florists, clowns, party hosts, lights and sounds system crew

dd. Conducted the third wave distribution of flour to all bakeries in the Province of Sorsogon
ee. Distributed food packs to 1500 indigent Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) under the Food Augmentation Program for Indigent PWDs

ff. Conducted a week-long mobile accreditation and ocular inspection of tourism-related establishments (TREs) all over the province of Sorsogon.

gg. Issued EO 44 Series 2020 on the re-opening of the tourism industry in the Province of Sorsogon

hh. Conducted provincial conference with Sorsogon Association of Tourism Officers re: restarting of tourism activities in the province

ii. Distributed seeds and garden tools to more than 100 public elementary and secondary schools in the province participating in the Gulayan sa Paaralan under the High Value Crop Development Program

jj. Distributed hygiene kits, sleeping kits, and augmented meals to 92 locally stranded passengers in Pilar Port supposedly going to Samar

kk. Distributed bread to Sorsoganons through the Bread Sharing Program.

ll. Conducted consultation meeting with stakeholders on facelift/ rehabilitation/ restoration of Subic Beach, Matnog, Sorsogon anchored on sustainable tourism

mm. Activated and deployed COVID buster disinfection team to the Prieto Diaz and Gubat Sorsogon quarantine facilities

nn. Conducted disinfection/ decontamination of Prieto Diaz and Gubat quarantine facility.

**PDRRMC Albay**

a. Formulated various EOs, letters and other policy guidelines in relation to COVID-19
b. Established COVID-19 Hotlines.
c. Coordinated with various agencies, government offices, private sector and religious groups in the various preventive actions and response against COVID-19.
d. Recommended the allocation and re-alignment of LDRRM Fund for COVID-19.
e. Collects and consolidate available data from frontlines and LGUs.
f. Established COVID-19 Command and Disaster Operation Center manned by PHO and APSEMO.
g. Assisted the PSWDO on the daily delivery of food supplies to stranded passengers on PUM at Quarantine Site in Ligao City.

h. Conducts mapping of barangays with zero suspect, probable and positive COVID-19 patients.
i. Ensure timely issuances of fuels needed by the vehicles used by frontline personnel such as PHO, PNP and APSEMO.

j. Receives non-food donations from the generous donors and immediately transferred or turned over the same to respective recipients according to donor’s intentions or advice.

k. Developed the provincial COVID-19 transition and recovery plan.
l. Prepared Inter-Provincial Management Plan for stranded passengers.
m. Ensure COVID-19 Operational and Command Center remains in operations 24/7.

n. Provide logistics support to PNP.
o. Conducted consultation conference with C/MDRRMOs.
p. Provided relief goods to LGUs during the ECQ period:
• 4,184 sacks of rice
• 682,711 kg of rice
• 7,000 kg of chicken
• 105,974 kg of vegetables
• 875 kg of watermelon
• 2,650 pcs of eggs

q. Provided relief commodities in 14 barangays in Ligao City on May 16, 2020.
r. Distributed nutrition commodities (ready to use supplementary food, lipid-based nutrient supplement for children, vitamin A capsules, calcium carbonate, ferrous sulfate with folic acid) to different RHUs/LGUs of Albay on May 18, 2020.
s. Distributed relief to nine remaining barangays in Ligao City on May 18, 2020.
t. Procured COVID 19 Rapid Test Kits, surgical masks, and surgical gloves for the Albay Provincial Health Office.
u. Issued the following Executive Orders:
   • Executive Order No. 18, Series of 2020 dated May 20, 2020 “Providing Guidelines for Religious Worship/Services in Albay Within the Period of GCQ”.
   • Executive Order No. 19, Series of 2020 dated May 20, 2020 “Lifting the Liquor Ban in the Province of Albay”.
   • Issued Executive Order No. 22 Series of 2020 on Covid-19 Preventive Measures and Reporting Procedures for In-bound Airline Passengers and Connecting Flights in the Province of Albay
v. Conducted a meeting on May 18, 2020 with representatives of transport associations (PUJ and UV), LTFRB, LTO, DILG, PNP, and other stakeholders to discuss and come up with practical and implementable transport solutions under GCQ status beneficial to transport groups and to Albayanos.
w. Monitored the observance of minimum public health standards such as maintenance of social distancing and wearing of face masks
x. Distributed 200 sacks of rice each in the municipalities of Oas, Libon, Sto. Domingo, and Camalig as part of the Rice Augmentation Program
y. Distributed financial support to the local rice farmers of Libon and Pio Duran under the Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF) program. As of June 15, the FSRF program already provided ₱5,000 cash assistance to 14,195 farmers who are cultivating one hectare below of rice land and listed in Registry System for Basic Sectors in Agriculture.
z. Continued disinfection activities conducted at Legazpi Airport Arrival & Departure Area, Dr. Lorenzo P. Ziga Memorial District Hospital, Albay Drug Rehabilitation Center, and DSWD Regional Rehabilitation Center for Youth and in various identified public areas to ensure the safety of all the Albayanos especially those who are in the front lines that render services in mitigating the virus.

aa. Continued monitoring of minimum public health standards such as maintenance of social distancing and wearing of face masks.
bb. Imposed temporary ban on the entry of live hogs, pork, and all pork products coming from Camarines Sur to prevent spread of African Swine Fever.
c. Conducted orientation briefing for all hospitals in Albay, government and private on the preparation and response to COVID-19.
d. Conducted orientation seminar to all city and municipal health workers including BHWs in Albay on OCIVD-19 surveillance and monitoring.
ee. Conducted sanitation procedures in various facilities and the residence in Brgy. Victory Village in Legazpi City.
ff. Distributed vegetable seeds and garden inputs to schools in Sto. Domingo, Camalig, and Daraga on 3 July 2020 as part of the Gulayan sa Paaralan Hanggang sa Tahanan Program

gg. Facilitated the daily delivery of food supplies to stranded passengers at a quarantine site in Ligao City.
hh. Distributed farm inputs to 15 schools in Polangui on 2 July 2020 as part of the Gulayan sa Paaralan Program
ii. Monitored the Jovellar Underground River to ensure that Minimum Public Health Standards are observed now that the tourism site is now open for guests.
jj. Conducted the Regional Peace and Order Council 3rd Quarter Meeting on 8 July 2020 and discussed some intensified preventive measures to lessen the booming numbers of positive cases

**PDRRMC Catanduanes**

a. Conducted provincial meeting of emerging/reemerging infectious disease task force on May 20, 2020 for the processing of guidelines for the Balik-Happy Island program for the locally stranded individuals.
b. 161 Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) availed the Balik-Happy Island Program on June 6, 2020.
c. Assisted in the implementation of “Balik Probinsya” Program of the Department of Agriculture.
d. Conducted Catanduanes Development Full Council Meeting on June 3, 2020 and endorsed thru a resolution the Balik Happy Island Program of the Provincial Government and the conduct of Rapid Anti Body Testing for returning Locally Stranded Individuals to the island province.
e. Distributed food packs to PWDs in Viga, Catanduanes.
f. Conducted the Registry System for Basic Sectors in Agriculture (RSBSA) as basic requirements of Rice Resiliency Project (RRP).
g. Distributed Hybrid Seeds/ Urea Fertilizer under expanded Hybrid Production to Municipality of Gigmoto.
h. Assisted/ Facilitated in the distribution of agricultural inputs from DA RFU V.
i. Continued production of vegetable seedlings to cater walk – in clients and backyard farmers.
j. Dispersed/distributed tilapia fingerlings.
k. Monitored and supervised farm activities.
l. Provided free hybrid palay seeds and fertilizer on buy 2 take 3 bags scheme for hybrid rice production and buy 2 take 2 bags fertilizer for inbred rice production.
m. Strengthened Agri/Fishery Based Rural enterprises/industries.
n. Continued monitoring and provision of technical assistance to Abaca processing and Marketing Enterprise.
o. Adopted KADIWA on Wheels PLGU initiatives.
p. Continued monitoring and provision of technical assistance to farmers and fisherfolks.
q. Conducted IEC on the Provincial Ordinance, re: Establishment of Catanduanes Crab Center and unified Fishery Ordinance.
r. Conducted inspection and issue shipment permits to stockers on the transport of crablets outside the province.
s. Provided improved technology to fisher folks for the improvement of fishery production.

**REGION VI**

**RTF/OCD**

a. RTF Meeting re on the arrival of repatriates.
b. Press Conference re arrival of repatriates.
c. Visit/Orientation to identified hotels for the arrival of repatriates.
d. Run-through of flow for the arrival of repatriates.
e. Facilitated the decontamination and hauling of PPEs from the airport to the warehouse.
f. Attended to the 14th and 17th Inter-Task Group Meeting.
g. Conducted emergency meeting for the repatriation of OFWs to Iloilo.
h. Conducted STU Repatriates meeting re the arrival of the OFW (batch 2).
i. Facilitated the hauling of 289 PPEs for identified hospitals in the Province of Capiz.
j. Facilitated the hauling of PPEs for the Province of Negros Occidental.
k. Turned over the following items:
L. PPEs to 7 identified hospital recipients in the Capiz and 11 in Negros Occidental.

m. PPEs to various hospital in Bacolod City and Negros Occidental.

n. 750 pieces N95 Masks from OCD 6 to BFP 6.

o. Joined the 16th Inter-Task Group VTC Meeting via ZOOM.

p. Conducted STU Repatriation Meeting for the arrival of repatriated OFWs on 13 May 2020.

q. On going inventory, repacking and sorting of PPEs at Negros Occidental Multi-purpose and Activity Center by Provincial Warehouse Mgt. Team of NOC.

r. On going hauling of the new arrival PPEs at NOMPAC, Negros Occidental.

s. Conducted of RIATF COVID-19 Meeting re Appeals for General/Modified Community Quarantine.

t. Conducted Joint RTF-RIATF Meeting at Smallville 21 Hotel, Iloilo City.

u. Provided logistical support for the delivery of 1,000 FFPS for the Municipality of Tapaz, Capiz.

v. Provided logistical support for the delivery of 1,000 FFPS for the Municipality of San Jose, Antique.

w. Facilitated the conduct of Simulation Exercise in preparation for the arrival of Locally Stranded Individuals from the region.

x. Conducted an online meeting with DILG Regional Director, Governors and Mayors to discuss the issues and concerns when the LGUs are placed under Modified General Community Quarantine including restrictions covering the inter-provincial and inter-island travel on June 1, 2020.

y. Establishment of Bayanihan One-Stop Shop at SM City Iloilo for the Management of COVID-19 Pandemic

z. Facilitated the arrivals of ROFs and LSIs via 2go voyage (2 trips) and sweeper flights.

aa. Hauled 1,028 boxes of PPEs for hospitals in Region VI.

bb. Facilitated the arrival of LSIs from Palawan.

cc. Conducted ocular inspections to COVID-19 Laboratory testing centers in WVMC and WVSUMC.

dd. Conducted an ocular inspection on the alternate sites for Bayanihan One Stop Shop for Covid19 Consequence Management.

ee. Turned over 500 rapid test kits and 50 sets PPEs to the 301st Brigade.

ff. Facilitated the arrival of LSIs and ROFs in the Region.

gg. Facilitated the request of DSWD VI for transport of 2,100 FFPS from the DSWD warehouse in Oton, Iloilo to the Province of Negros Occidental.

hh. Turned over 1000 sets of PPEs to Sara District Hospital and 50 sets of PPEs to Concepcion LGU

ii. Turned over 350 sets of PPEs and 240 Rapid Antibody Test Kits to various hospitals in the Province of Aklan, 100 sets of PPEs and 240 Rapid Antibody Test Kits to various hospitals/LGU in the Province of Capiz, and 240 sets of Rapid Antibody Test Kits to Iloilo Provincial Health Office.

jj. Provided meals for the 54 LSIs from Cebu whose disembarkation was put on hold at PPA Iloilo due to the banning of trips from Cebu.

kk. Established a Bayanihan One-Stop Shop at the Iloilo International Airport to monitor and assist ROF concerns.

ll. Facilitated the turn-over of PPEs to Barotac Nuevo and Leganes, Iloilo.

mm. Disseminated DILG Advisory on the Lifting of Travel Moratorium for Locally-Stranded Individuals to RDRRMC Members and other concerned offices.

nn. Responded to various queries concerning movement of LSIs and other related matters.

oo. Joined the National Civil Defense and Disaster Management Training Institute (NDTI) Korean Webinar on Covid-19

pp. Turned over of 1000 PPEs to Roxas Memorial Provincial Hospital, Roxas City, Capiz.

qq. Conduct of meeting re the Operational Period Briefing of the Regional Incident Management Team (RIMT) for Locally Stranded Individuals (LSI)

rr. Conduct of Simulation Exercise in preparation for the arrival of LSIs through Hatid Tulong Initiative.

DSWD VI
a. 24/7 Operation Center Hotline catered a total of 174 calls on 19 May 2020; of which 167 are for referral and for further validation to the LGU.

b. Provided cash assistance thru the following programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>AMOUNT (₱)</th>
<th>BENEFICIARIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Tranche</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP 4Ps</td>
<td>1,496,509,850.00</td>
<td>321,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Non-4Ps</td>
<td>6,793,494,000.00</td>
<td>1,132,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waitlisted</td>
<td>149,904,000.00</td>
<td>24,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Tranche</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP 4Ps</td>
<td>482,869,950.00</td>
<td>103,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Non-4Ps</td>
<td>543,696,000.00</td>
<td>90,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICS</td>
<td>75,669,799.45</td>
<td>28,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21,500,000.00</td>
<td>13,121 individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120,000.00</td>
<td>60 indigent individuals from Cebu City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. DSWD-FO VI recognizes Goducate, a nonprofit organization, for supporting 131 families at the Municipalities of Alimodian, San Miguel, Oton and Leon in coordination with Pantawid Staff.

d. Went live on FB for the regular updates on the assistance provided by the Field Office on Social Amelioration and also answered some frequently asked questions on social media.

e. Participated in the meeting convened by the Office of Civil Defense regarding the preparation on the next batch of OFW repatriation and for locally stranded individuals at NEDA Region VI.

f. Distributed food and non-food items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negros Occidental, Antique and Aklan</td>
<td>7,049 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malinao</td>
<td>1,000 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambunao</td>
<td>500 FFPs and 500 dignity kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibajay</td>
<td>1000 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibungan</td>
<td>813 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buruanga</td>
<td>500 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>587 FFPs and 67 dignity kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lezo</td>
<td>500 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamtic</td>
<td>565 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugasong</td>
<td>500 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buenavista</td>
<td>422 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pototan (for IPs)</td>
<td>120 FFPs and 120 dignity kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barangays Sambag and Tabuc Suba, in</td>
<td>10,000 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaro, Baldoza, Lapaz, and Veterans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village in Iloilo City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapaz, Capiz and San Jose, Antique</td>
<td>2,000 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangalan and Ibajay in Aklan</td>
<td>2,000 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Lucena, Iloilo</td>
<td>49 FFPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamtic, Antique</td>
<td>768 FFPs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

g. Conducted continuous repacking in the 3 warehouses and in the other two additional repacking sites/areas: Negros Oriental Convention Center and Dauis Gymnasium in Bohol.

**DOH CHD Western Visayas**

a. Coordinated with OWWA personnel at Go Hotel regarding health concerns of repatriates.

b. Coordinated with trash disposal and distribution of meals of OFW repatriates at Go Hotel.

c. Assisted referral of confirmed case from Iloilo Province and Iloilo City to Western Visayas Sanitarium.
d. Deployed Medical Team to assist OFWs arriving at Iloilo International Airport. Updated health status of overseas Filipinos.

e. Daily monitoring and report submission of stocks inventory to DOH CO thru COVID 19 Mobile application for Commodities Tracking

f. Continuous provision/ response to request of various offices / agencies / Health Facilities

g. Conducted virtual press briefings.

h. Aired the BIDA (B-bawal walang mask, I-isanitize ang mga kamay, iwas-hawak sa mga bagay, D-dumistansya ng isang metro, A-alamin ang totoong impormasyon) Solusyon teaser ads during the daily virtual press briefings.

h. Allocated 425 pieces of “Gabay sa Pakikipag-usap Tungkol sa COVID-19” handbook for community health workers, social mobilizers, volunteers, and other frontline workers.

DILG VI

a. Set up of shared file re Monitoring of the arrival of the repatriates.

b. Attended and drafted minutes of the Meeting on the Joint RTF and RIATF Meeting.

c. Conducted emergency meeting on the management of Returning Overseas Filipinos (ROFs) and locally stranded individuals (LSIs).

d. Monitored OFWs in quarantine facilities.

e. Designed Floor Plan for the One Stop Shop (OSS)

f. Disseminated Memo re: request for Guidance/Instruction on the Management of Incoming LSIs from NCR and Letter Response to RTF Memo No. 132 S. 2020

g. Issued and disseminated Advisory on the Lifting of Travel Moratorium for Locally-Stranded Individuals to their Local Offices.

h. Drafted implementation plan for MDM and Governance Clusters.

DA VI

a. Activated the Department of Agriculture Operations Center (DRRM Unit)

b. Issued a total of 10,151 food lane vehicle passes (FOOD PASS) and 13,143 IATF IDs for truckers, logistics and cargo operators, farm personnel, farmers, fisherfolks and other agricultural workers in Western Visayas.

c. Continuous operation of KADIWA ni Ani at Kita (Mobile Market) and food delivery thru mobile apps/KADIWA online in Metro Cities: Bacolod City and Iloilo City. Roxas City and Kalibo KADIWA Markets are also operational as of April 15, 2020. As of 15 October 2020, KADIWA markets generated a total sales of ₱30,362,537.22.

d. Distributed the following assistance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Qty/Amount</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA) Program</td>
<td>31,722</td>
<td>packs</td>
<td>assorted vegetables seeds</td>
<td>36,584 farmers in the Province of Iloilo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(484.55 kgs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>540</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td>assorted seedlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Subsidy for Rice Farmers (FSRF) Program</td>
<td>182,920,000</td>
<td>₱</td>
<td>financial assistance</td>
<td>90,116 farmers in the Provinces of Aklan, Antique, Capiz and Negros Occidental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450,580,000</td>
<td>₱</td>
<td>financial assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>334</td>
<td>heads</td>
<td>Native Chicken</td>
<td>60 farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>672,113</td>
<td>bags</td>
<td>hybrid/inbred palay seeds</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA Rice Resiliency Project (RRP)</td>
<td>694,904</td>
<td>bags</td>
<td>urea fertilizer</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(₱694,904,000.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>Qty/Amount</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Particulars</td>
<td>Beneficiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt a Barangay Program</td>
<td>3,751</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td>assorted seedlings</td>
<td>Iloilo City Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Livestock Program</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>heads</td>
<td>piglets</td>
<td>nine barangays in Western Visayas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livelihood Program</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>heads</td>
<td>cattle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31,722</td>
<td>Packs / pouches / cans</td>
<td>assorted vegetables seeds</td>
<td>LGUs, institutions, individual farmers and families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(484.55 kgs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>540</td>
<td>pcs</td>
<td>assorted seedlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e. On-going activation of DA Operations Center (DRRM Unit) which regularly coordinates and attends activities at the Regional Joint Regional Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (RDRRMC) and Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) Emergency Operation Center. DA OpCen also acted on issues and concerns at border checkpoints thru close coordination with PNP and DILG.

f. Issued 3 IATF IDs for truckers, logistics and cargo operators, farm personnel, farmers, fisherfolks and other agricultural workers in Western Visayas.

g. Conducted regular price and supply monitoring in major markets and submits prevailing price of agricultural commodities for reference of PLGUs in the implementation of price freeze.

**BFP VI**

a. Decontaminated RTF Emergency Operations Center.

b. Conducted monitoring and coordination with MDRRMO/Provincial Health Office.

c. Deployed BFP personnel at control points within AOR.

d. Coordinated with other Agencies and LGUs.

e. Conducted monitoring and coordination with MDRRMO and Provincial Health Office.

f. Deployed personnel to control points within AOR.

g. Conducted coordination with other agencies and LGUs.

**PCG VI**

a. CGS Antique personnel conducted coastal security patrol/Seaborne patrol operation along the shoreline of Antique.

b. CGS Iloilo personnel established a “Malasakit Help Desk” at Lapuz Wharf, Parola Wharf, Fort San Pedro and PPA fast craft terminal, Iloilo City.

c. Conducted medical assessment to the crew of “FB FRITZ JOY” during their arrival along the municipal waters of Brgy. Maybato North, San Jose, Antique.

d. Conducted inspection to 32 motorbancas, 8 passenger cargo vessels.

e. Conducted coastal security patrol operation along the shoreline of Brgy Poblacion, Caluya, Antique and search and rescue for missing PNP personnel at vicinity waters of Brgy Sibato and Sibolo Island, Caluya, Antique.

f. CGS Iloilo inspected seven (7) passenger cargo vessels and conducted Health Protocols to all its crew.

g. CGS Guimaras inspected twenty (20) MBCAs and conducted health protocols to all its crews and passengers outbound and inbound of Guimaras to Iloilo and vice versa.

h. Conducted coastal security patrol operation along the shoreline within AOR.

i. CGS NOC personnel onboard PCG bus vehicle rendered assistance to local government unit (LGU) of Bacolod City and personnel/staff of Province of Negros Occidental in loading 18,000 personal protective equipment (PPE) and medical supplies (packed in more or less 600 boxes) to the identified vehicles of recipient ICOW COVID-19 aboard Bacolod-Silay Airport, Silay City.

j. Continuously monitored OFWs, ROFs and LSIs in quarantine facilities.

k. Assisted during the arrival of two vessels carrying a total of 34 repatriated OFWs and 107 stranded local passengers.
l. Provided assistance to the 87 LSIs onboard M/V St. Therese of the Child Jesus from Cagayan de Oro, M/V Filipinas from Cebu, and M/V Milagrosa J-3 from Puerto Princesa, Palawan.
m. Provided assistance during the embarkation of 322 LSIs onboard M/V St. Leo the Great bound to Cagayan De Oro.
n. Assisted a total of 1,194 outbound and 512 inbound LSIs.
o. Provided assistance in the embarkation and disembarkation of LSIs, ROFs and inbound APORs to different ports of Western Visayas.
p. Rendered necessary assistance for the embarkation and disembarkation of 388 outbound LSIs, 12 outbound ROFs and 5 inbound APORs to different ports of Western Visayas.
q. Posted as duty EOC in monitoring the arrival and departure of repatriated ROFs and LSIs.
r. CGS-Iloilo. Inspected nineteen (19) passenger cargo vessels and conducted health protocols to all its crew.
s. CGS-Guimaras. Inspected One Hundred Forty-Nine (149) Mbca/Roro vessels and conducted Health Protocols to all its crews and passengers, outbound and inbound of Guimaras to Iloilo and vice versa.
t. Task Group CGDWV Laban Covid-19 personnel rendered necessary assistance for the embarkation of LSIs, ROF’s and APOR’s to different ports of Western Visayas with a total of 504 outbound LSIs, 9 outbound ROF’s, and 17 outbound APOR’s.
u. Task Group CGDWV Laban COVID-19 personnel rendered assistance for the embarkation and disembarkation of LSIs to different ports of Western Visayas with 15 inbound LSI, 16 inbound APOR, 26 outbound LSI and 20 outbound APOR.

CAAP VI
a. Facilitated sweeper flight requested by DOT Region VI with 149 passengers (all Filipino).
b. Facilitated the arrival of PPEs from NDRRMOC to Iloilo Airport.
c. Prepared and coordinated with other airport operations units, airline operators, LGUs, PGUs, and aviation security regarding the arrival and departure of special flights.
a. Established Staging Area for Specimen Transport if necessary.
b. Coordinated with Response Cluster (e.g. Health, Logistics using the Airport).
c. Personnel on standby for IMT and EOC duties whenever necessary for Airport Operation.
d. Coordination center for flight approvals, contact tracing in airlines and use of airport.
e. Pre-planning for projected resumption of business/operation of Iloilo Airport.
f. Private flight – delivered parent stock (Breeder) as requested by Nutri-Fresh Trading Corporation -non-passenger.
g. Assisted 3 cargo flights from Manila; 2 outbound sweeper flights carrying a total of 355 LSIs; 2 inbound sweeper flights carrying 83 LSIs and 134 ROFs; and 1 sweeper flight to Kalibo airport with 5 passengers.
h. Handled the flight operations – sweeper, repatriation, and cargo.
i. Established a staging area for specimen transport.

CGD Western Visayas
Task group CGDWV Laban COVID-19 personnel rendered assistance for the embarkation and disembarkation of LSIs to different ports in Western Visayas with a total of 239 outbound LSIs, 29 outbound APOR, 04 outbound ROF, 117 inbound LSIs, and 37 inbound APOR.

MDRRMC EB Magalona, Negros Occidental
Continuously provides transportation to repatriates to the community quarantine facility and their home towns.

MDRRMC Malay, Aklan
a. Facilitated the delivery of dressed chicken from mainland to Boracay.
b. Purchased and released 5,920 sacks of rice and other Operation Center needs.
c. Ongoing distribution of the 4th Wave relief goods (10kgs. of Rice and grocery set) to barangays together with MSWDO.
d. Facilitated the ongoing distribution of Magnolia whole chicken donated by San Miguel Corp. to barangays to be distributed to every households.

e. Ongoing rice distribution to barangays.


g. PESO - facilitated 222 outgoing workers and 203 incoming workers.

h. Installed seat number markings on passenger boats plying Boracay Island - Caticlan and vice versa for easy contact tracing.

PDRRMC Antique

a. Monitoring of Status of Seafarers returning in Antique.

b. Coordination with concerned MDRRMO re Status of Seafarers returning in Antique.

c. Conducted daily operational briefing at the Emergency Operation Center.

d. Daily check-in of assets and resources of the IATF.

e. Maintain coordination and networking among IATF, MDRRMOs and Emergency Preparedness and Response Member Agencies.

f. Closely monitors the situation of COVID-19 likewise mobilize necessary support to undertake urgent response to COVID-19

g. Conduct continuous information dissemination campaigns in the province on COVID precautionary and preventive measures.

h. Implemented Executive Order 45 s 2020: An Order Implementing The General Community Quarantine in the Province of Antique.

i. Assisted LSIs who traveled from Manila as part of the Balik Probinsya Program of the provincial government.

CDRRMC Bacolod City

a. Bacolod City DRRMO ERS disinfected one of the identified quarantine facilities of Bacolod at Graciano Lopez Jaena Elementary School in preparation for the incoming 58 seafarers from Manila to undergo their 14-day quarantine. – April 27, 2020

b. The Bacolod City Health Office and DRRMO EMS conducted swab testing to the family members of the 9th COVID-19 Confirmed in Bacolod City. They are currently being Quarantined at Andres Bonifacio Elementary School. – April 27, 2020

c. Bacolod City convened with the Bacolod Queen of Mercy Hospital board of directors met to finalize preparations for the opening of the Bacolod Respiratory Referral Center (PUI Center). – April 27, 2020

d. Office of the Vice Mayor distributed relief packs to 60 households in Purok

• Manayosayao, Brgy. Mansilingan and 604 household in Purok Mahigugmaon and Crossing 8, Brgy. Tangub.

e. BFP – Bacolod Fire Station provided potable water to the residents of

• Prk. Bayanihan, Brgy. Banago, Bacolod City. The said Purok was identified as ultra-risk area and was set on lock-down.

f. Preparing for the arrival of 58 returning OFWs, the Quarantine Centers Action Team

• (QCAT) chaired by Councilor Renecito Novero and the Action Team on Returning OFWs

• (ATRO), chaired by Councilor Israel Salanga, conducted a joint meeting at the DepEd Bacolod Social Hall. Present at the meeting are Councilor Cindy Tan-Rojas, City Administrator Em Ang, PCG- Negros Occidental chief Lt. Commander Jansen Benjamin,

• DepEd Bacolod OIC-Schools Division Superintendent Gladys Amylaine Sales, BCPO Operations chief Lt. Col. Lester Leada, Punong Barangays Nino Petierre, Yolanda Noble and German Jr Bullolaza and several city government department and office heads. The returning OFWs will be on monitored mandatory 14-day quarantine at the city’s center and will undergo RT-PCR swab tests. – April 27, 2020

h. Conducted preparation and coordination with other airport operations units, airline operator, and aviation security on arrival and departure of special flights.

• Two (2) Cargo Flights
- One (1) General Aviation Flight
- One (1) General Aviation Flight, Helicopter

i. Disinfected the footwalks of Puroks Acacia 1, Acacia 2, Star Apple 1 and Star Apple 2 (Barangay 27); Purok Balonggay (Brgy. 28); Puroks Everlasting, Paghidaet, and Cadena de Amor (Brgy. 29) as precautionary measure against COVID-19.

j. Personnel from the Emergency and Response Services (ERS) Section of DRRMO disinfected the City’s quarantine facility at ETCS IV. The disinfection is part of the precautionary measures of the City in preparation for the health safety of the repatriated returning residents who will undergo 14-day quarantine at the quarantine facilities.

k. A total of 21 specimens extracted from the Personnel of Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Section of DRRMO were tested negative of COVID19 from the results given by the Western Visayas Medical Center (sub national laboratory) based on the Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test conducted last month.

l. Received a total of 100 pcs. of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and 8 boxes of surgical masks on May 09, 2020 from the Chinese Temple, Bacolod City and was immediately distributed on the same day to the personnel of Emergency Response Services (ERS) Section of DRRMO and City Health Office.

m. Received a total of 110 pcs. of dressed chicken for the front liners of DRRMO at the IATF Command Center Against COVID-19 donated by the San Miguel Corporation.

n. Establishment of two bio-safe Swab Mobiles – both made in Bacolod and donated by business organizations.

o. Disinfected the baggages and luggages of seven (7) repatriated OFWs who arrived on May 31, 2020 at Bacolod-Silay Airport and in the different offices inside Bacolod City Government Center.

p. Conducted disinfection at Middle Town Inn Quarantine Center, Bacolod BREDCO Port, Royal Amrei Quarantine Hotel, GLJES, North Tourist Inn, Bacolod-Silay Airport, Grandville Subdivision Mansilingan, and Bredco.

q. Provided logistical support to City Tourism Office and Bata Elementary School Quarantine Facility.

r. A total of one hundred eighteen (118) repatriated OFWs from four (4) different quarantine facilities were sent home after having tested negative in RT-PCR Test and after having completed the 14-day mandatory quarantine.

s. Facilitated the transportation of LSIs and ROFs within the AOR.

t. Conducted disinfection to the bags and luggages of repatriated Bacolodnon returning OFWs.

u. Provided logistical support at Bacolod City Nat’l High School Quarantine Facility, ABES and BCNHS Quarantine Facilities and East Way Inn Quarantine Facilities

PDRRMC Capiz

a. Assisted OCD in distributing Personal Protective Equipment’s (PPE’s) from Department of Health to different hospitals in the Province of Capiz.

b. The PDRRMO, CERT together with PPA, Coastguard, PNP assisted the arrival of a total of 106 Locally Stranded Individuals (LSI) from Manila at Culasi Port, Roxas City.

c. The PDRRMO, CERT together with BFP and PNP assisted the arrival of twenty-two (20) OFW repatriates at the Provincial Staging Area located at Villareal Stadium, Tiza, Roxas City.

CDRRMC Iloilo City

a. Disinfection of Barangays Sto. Domingo Arevalo, Sto Niño Arevalo, Dulonan, Yulo Drive, Arevalo including the ICER Office at the Motorpool Area, Delgado St., City Proper.

b. Conduct of 24/7 Checkpoint operation in six (6) CV Shiled to wit: Balabago Coastal Road, Ungka Terminal, Tagbak Terminal, Buhang, Jaro, Hibao-an Terminal and Mohon Terminal.

c. Conducted recorida and information dissemination thru social media

d. Continued conduct on the implementation of existing Executive Order of ECQ

e. Provided area security during the distribution of Social Amelioration

f. Program of DSWD

g. Provided Civil Disturbance Management (CDM) in relation to the distribution of SAP.
h. Conducted inspection/checking of quarantine pass, wearing of face mask and observe proper social distancing in supermarkets, pharmacy, pawnshop, banks and markets. B. Public Safety and Transportation Management.
i. Conducted clean-up and disinfection of Lapaz Public Market.
j. Monitored and provided support to the 35 OFWs billeted at Go Hotels.
k. Distributed the social amelioration funds among the following barangays, as follows:

- San Jose Arevalo
- San Pedro, Molo
- Poblacion, Molo
- Rizal, Lapaz
- Jalandoni Estate, Lapuz

Jaro District:

- (Cluster 1) - Dungon, Fajardo, Ma. Cristina, San Pedro, Ungka, Tacas
- (Cluster 2) - Quintin Salas, Balantang, Cuartero, Beneficio, Taytay Zone II

City Proper District

- Baybay Tanza, Rizal Pala-Pala I, Esperanza Tanza, Legaspi de la Rama, Bonifacio tanza, Rizal Pala-Pala II, Veterano Village, Concepcion, Rizal Estanzuela, Rizal Ibarra

Arevalo District

- Sta. Filomena, Mohon, Sta. Cruz, Sto. Niño Norte, Sooc, Quezon, Dulonan

La Paz and Lapuz District


Mandurriao District

- Guzman Jesena, Navais, Bakhaw

Molo District

- Boulevard, San Antonio, Tap-oc, Calumpang, Cochero, San Pedro

l. Iloilo City Government discussed with the COVID-19 Team the local transmission in Barangay Sto. Niño Sur and strategies to contain the infection.
m. Conducted regular meetings of COVID-19 team with the LCE.
n. Held a meeting with Iloilo City AdHoc Committee to discuss the preparations for the General Community Quarantine.
o. Issued the Memo Order No.145 series of 2020, re Guidelines for the Processing of Returning residents to the City of Iloilo.
q. Continued the contact tracing for the positive COVID patients.
r. Served 26,897 families as beneficiaries of the USWAG Community Kitchen.
s. Placed the Iloilo City Emergency Responders in operation and housed personnel at the M/V JBL Vanguard.
t. Continuously disseminated information through social media.
u. Deployed PNP Personnel at identified hotel quarantine facilities; beat patrollers to convergence areas like malls, stores, bank remittance centers, markets loading and unloading areas and streets to maintain and remind the people to always wear their face masks and maintain social/physical distancing
v. Continued deployment of Police Nurses in Parola and Lapuz Wharf conducting thermal scanning to the passengers coming in from the Province of Guimaras and ensure that the mandatory wearing of face mask and social distancing are being observed in the area
w. Conducted assistance to the stranded commuters (Libre Sakay) in Iloilo City using PNP marked vehicles
x. Transported 27 Badjaos from Sambag, Jaro to Dumangas Port
y. Transported 9 LSIs from Cebu on board Cokaliong to Jubilee Hall; 28 LSIs and 4 OFWs from Manila aboard 2GO from Port San Pedro to Jubilee Hall; and 1 LSI from Jubilee Hall to GT Hotel.
z. Launched Project Ginhawa, a mental health initiative of the Iloilo City Government through the TWG on Mental Health, Well-Being, and Resilience in partnership with Iloilo Live Events Alliance (ILEA), University of San Agustin Little Theater, Project Kaleidoscope, and Management of Festive Mall last 1 July 2020, 3:00 PM.

aa. Catered complaints on SAP problems
bb. Conducted assistance to the stranded commuters (Libre Sakay) in Iloilo City using PNP marked vehicles.
cc. Monitored the voyages and flights to Iloilo City.
dd. Placed Tanza Fish Port on lockdown due to two (2) fish merchants who tested positive to COVID-19.

**CDRRMC Roxas City**

Arranged Mercy Voyage that catered Locally Stranded Individuals and also assisted one (1) returning OFW repatriates from Manila.

**CDRRMC Bago City, Negros Occidental**

a. Reorganized the task unit on the management of LSIs and ROFs.
b. Conducted contact tracing to the 6 close contacts of the confirmed case in Bacolod City and Rapid antibody testing & RT PCR specimen obtained in Barangay Ma-ao, Bago City
c. Conducted Health cluster meeting.
d. Facilitated the transportation of 30 returning LSIs and ROFs within the AOR.
e. Inspected the OISCA Dormitory, DepEd. standalone SHS and the athlete’s quarter to be used as an additional community isolation unit for COVID.
f. CoViD before their admission to the quarantine facility or to be home quarantined. Catered more or less 15 returning Bagonhons from various points of entry and were transported to the City for rapid antibody-based testing for
g. Provisioned transportation to repatriates going to the community quarantine facility and back home.
h. Inspected DepEd schools that are going to be used as isolation facilities.
i. Provided logistical needs and manpower to fix identifies DepEd isolation facilities.

**REGION VII**

**OCD VII**

a. Conducted, attended and facilitated several meetings in connection with COVID-19.
b. Received call from OFW Seafarer from Alimodian, Iloilo asking for help to travel from Cebu City to Iloilo. The said seafarer arrived in Cebu on March 19, 2020 and already completed the 14-day quarantine, done swab testing, and has permit to travel.
c. RTF7-JCC Task Force OFWs facilitated the repatriation of Central Visayas based Seafarers from Manila. Arrived at 0330H, April 27, 2020 with passengers onboard 2Go Shipping Lines (M/V St. Michael the Archangel) disembarked a total of 247 passengers for Cebu and Bohol provinces.
d. Facilitated the transportation and hauling of PPEs and medical supplies for region 8.
e. Coordinated with PCG regarding the availability of vessel bound for Iloilo City.
f. Facilitated the transportation and hauling of PPEs and medical supplies for region 8 together with Philippine Army, Coastguard Central Visayas and DPWH7.
g. Prepared Situation Report to be sent to NDRRMO and PowerPoint presentation for meetings.
h. Prepared and sent letter to Philippine Red Cross re request for the availability of warehouse for the PPEs.
i. Prepared and sent letter of endorse to the Department of Energy requesting the Visayan Electric Cooperative (VECO) to provide assurance for the continuous power supply to the DOH COVID-19 Center.
j. Hauled PPEs intended from Manila to Central Visayas.
k. Approved resolution re LGU acceptance to health workers and non-COVID-19 patients to return in their respective barangays.
Drafted a resolution endorsing to LGUs the repatriated OFWs

Posting in Social Media (FB/Viber Account) the significant activities transpired within the day.

Continuous updating of the drafted “Oplan Homeward Bound” for repatriation of OFWs in Central Visayas in power point and pdf file.

Facilitated the requirements of the DOH epidemiologist to fly Villamor Airbase to Cebu City.

Facilitated and emergency meeting re Food Cluster issues and concerns.

Hauling of PPEs and other medical supplies intended for region 7.

Endorsed requests related to transport of PPE.

Maintained JCC-EOC facility at DOH-7.

Conducted coordination Meeting for the preparation of the arrival of another batch of repatriated OFWs scheduled to arrive on 21 May 2020 via 2Go Vessels M/V Saints Francis Xavier from Manila Bound to Cebu.

Facilitated the issuance of travel authority of LSIs.

Facilitated the repatriation of 69 OFWs.

Assisted the 54 locally stranded individuals (LSIs) bound for Cagayan de Oro port.

Conducted meeting for the reorganization of Task Unit on ROFs and Task Unit on LSI both inbound and outbound.

Continuously facilitating the repatriation of OFW/ROF

Continuously providing assistance in the repatriation of stranded overseas Filipinos and LSIs in Central Visayas.

Conducted the Orientation Seminar on Workplace Safety and Health together with DOH7, PNP-CIDG7, DPWH7, BFP7 & DOLE7 with the participation of Safety Officers and Human Resource Officers of Private and Public Company/Offices/LGU held at DPWH Regional Office7 Training Room, SRP, Cebu City.

Issued endorsement letters for several LSIs for the issuance of Travel Authority to RJTF CV SHIELD.

Issued endorsement letters for several ROFs endorsed by OWWA7 for the issuance of Travel Authority to RJTF CV SHIELD.

Coordinated with LSIs asking assistance from RTF7 and give guidance/instructions re issuance of travel requirements.

Followed-up the request to NDRRMOC for the five (5) doctors for any available sea/air transportation bound for Cebu from Manila. Said request forwarded to OJ3, AFP for scheduling of flight.

Assisted OWWA VII with their logistical needs in the PCR Test of seventy-seven (77) stranded Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs).

Coordinated with M/V Meridian Queen re transport of 50,000 sets of PPEs for Cebu.

Facilitated the conduct of Decontamination Ready Unit (DRU) Training for NGAs and Private Contractors.

Hauled PPEs (31,000 sets or approximate 500 boxes) together with DPWH7 and PAF from Mactan Airbase to Cebu City LGU and hospitals: Vicente Sotto, Cebu Doctos, Chonghua, Perpetual Soccor and UCMED

Hauled and received PPEs together with PCG, DPWH and Cebu City DRRMOs from Pier 1 to DPWH Warehouse, and likewise, transferred to smaller PCG sea crafts and will be delivered to OCDRO8

Provided assistance to Phil Red Cross for the transportation of tents, cotbeds and other materials from Cokaliong Warehouse to be used at Phil Red Cross COVID 19 Laboratory/Quarantine facility in Mandaue City, Cebu.

Distributed PPEs to Cebu City Quarantine Center, Bayanihan Cebu Field Center at IEC Convention Center, Bayanihan Field Center - Sacred Heart School and Cebu City Medical Center

Picked-up and Turned-over PPEs to Talisay City, Minglanilla Cebu, and Consolacion Cebu.

Turned-over of PPEs to LGU Cebu City.

Facilitated a workshop on the formulation of risk communication plan for shaping the awareness of communities on the COVID-19 pandemic.
pp. Transported 213 boxes of PPE and 569 family shelter kits to the Province of Bohol.
qq. Hauled shelter repair kits and alcohol for transport to Negros Oriental.
rr. Participated on the OCD-HRMDD’s “Stress Debriefing for OCD Employee” via Webinar.
ss. Spearheaded in the pneumococcal vaccination provided by DOH to our RTF members on duty at EOC for COVID-19 response operations.
tt. Hauled PPEs from OCD7 Warehouse to DPWH7 for the Province of Siquijor.
uu. Dump Trucks that will haul PPEs on 13 July 2020.
vv. Prepared and sent request letter to DOH7 re provision of 4,100 sets of PPEs and 8000 Facemasks for several Local Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Officers (LDRRMOs) in Bohol, Cebu, 3 HUCs in Cebu, Negros Oriental and Siquijor.
ww. Hauled PPE’s from container yard of Meridian Shipping Lines to DOH Regional Office 7.
xx. Prepositioned shelter kits and PPE’s for Siquijor at DPWH 7 Warehouse
yy. Facilitated the transport of PPEs and Shelter Repair Kits to the Province of Siquijor.
zz. Transferred boxes of PPEs which were temporarily stored at the DPWH7 Gymnasium to Department of Health 7 warehouse.

aaa. Turned-over KN95 Masks (500pcs.) to Centcom and 53rd Eng’g BRDGE and KN95 Masks (200 pcs) and Gloves (2 boxes) to National Task Force 7.
bbb. Attended the WebiNar organized by DepEd7 and discussed the salient features on Joint Response Plan for COVID-19 and significant accomplishments made by the RTF7, which was held at JCC-EOC, Narra Hall, DOH7 Compound, Cebu City.
ccc. Turned over the donated Collapsible Swab Collection Booth of PRCOCO, Inc. to Cebu City Medical Center, Chonghua Hospital, Cebu Doctor’s Hospital, and Perpetual Succour Hospital.
ddd. Turned over PPEs to Mandaue City LDRRMO.
fff. Coordinated with shipping lines and transport companies re transport of PPEs to Bohol, Siquijor and Negros Oriental.
ggg. Coordinated with VSMMC and DOH re transport of blood products to Davao.
hhh. Sent COVID19 IEC materials to RDRRMC/LGUs and other stakeholders for reproduction and dissemination.
iii. Prepared Matrix for RTF7 Logistics Cluster (OCD7 as Cluster Head) for NAP Phase II.
jjj. Conducted Day 2 Decontamination Ready Unit (DRU) Training at DOH Regional Office 7 Narra Conference.

III. Attended One Stop Shop Meeting via VTC with DILG.

mmm. Attended regular meeting and critiquing of NTF at Cebu City EOC.
nnn. Turned over 1,000 sets of PPEs to Cebu Provincial Hospitals (Danao City) and Carcar.
ooo. Delivered and turned over 1,000 sets of PPE to Isidro C. Kintanar Memorial Hospital in Argao, Cebu.
ppp. Turnover of 50 sets of PPEs, 50 pcs isolation gown, and 100 pcs of KN95 to local DRRMOs of LGU Liloan and Compostela.
qqq. Facilitated the transport of boxes of PPEs and alcohol and 3,000 Rapid Diagnostic Test kits to Bohol. Also, transport of 2,000 RDT test kits to Negros Oriental and 1,000 RDT test kits o Siquijor thru Matiao Transport Services for free.

DILG VII

a. Has a Regional Operations Center function 24/7, catering the concerns and issues from the citizens through the DILG Hotline Numbers (ESAT) and DILG Intranet and likewise, received 198 ESAT concerns from DILG Intranet as of 18 May 2020.
b. Monitored and responded to all COVID-19 concerns raised in the e-sat hotline of DILG Region; Total No of Messages received for today including updates from the field offices.
c. Monitored the Major Undertakings of Region 7 LGUs on the Implementation of the Social
Amelioration Program.
d. Monitored and responded to messages (121 concerns) sent via the official DILG 7 Facebook
page with a total number of messages received on 20 May 2020.
e. Continuous monitoring and coordination of scheduled sweater flights.
f. Submitted to CO Consolidated Issues and Concerns re SAP and ECQ for HOR Oversight
Committee Meeting.
g. Monitoring of Provincial and HUC Directors, Sub-ROs OpCen Officers, and C/MLG OOs in
their attendance/presence in ESAT and responses to EOC Referrals: 133 (100%).
h. Validated SAP Beneficiary-Families (LGU data vs. DSWD Data).
i. Continuous coordination for the 444 Negrenses stranded in Samboan, Cebu
j. Participated in the LGA ListongUgnayan.
k. Online Talakayan Series on DILG MC 2020-063 re: Managing Human Remains for the Local
Executives, LDRRMOS, Local Health Officers, Prov and Regional DRRM, LGCDD Chief and
LGRC Manager.
l. Coordinated with DWSD on their standard responses (FAQs) to SAP-related queries to
respond to the SAP related concerns from the field.
m. Submitted Inventory of Region VII LGUs’ Isolation Facilities with Bed Capacities.
n. Submitted status report on the status of implementation of the Social Amelioration Program
(SAP) from the DILG-7 Sub-Regional Offices.
o. continuous monitoring on LGU Compliances to the implementation of the ECQ/GCQ and
submission of SitReps to the DILG EOC (12MN-6AM-12NN-6PM).
p. coordination and participation to the JCC-IATF-MEID7.
q. Coordinated SROs and LGUs re: Sweeper Flight for British Travelers in Cebu and Panglao,
Bohol.
r. participated in the Local Government Academy Virtual Meeting on: Understanding
Community Detection and Quarantine in the Country and other related issuances from DOH
s. facilitated approval of sweater flights for French and German nationals.
t. coordinated with Negros Oriental Province re stranded foreign missionaries in Dumaguete
City.
u. coordinated with different stakeholders to ensure passage of stranded foreign nationals for
their sweater flights.
v. Informed DILG Lapu-Lapu City and IATG-MEID7 re: complaint on the legality of PNP Stickers
to ECQ Passes of the residents of Lapu-Lapu City.
w. gathered and submitted data on R7 SAP No. of Families Claiming for SAP vs DSWD SAP
List.
x. Coordinated with DWSD on their standard responses (FAQs) to SAP-related queries to
respond to the SAP related concerns from the field.
y. Submitted Inventory of Region VII LGUs’ Isolation Facilities with Bed Capacities.
z. DILG 7 Regional Director Leocadio T. Trovela, CESO IV attended the Joint IATF MEID 7-
RDRRMC 7 meeting.
bb. Facilitated DTI’s concern on the food passes not honored in Consolacion, Cebu.
cc. Forwarded to DILG Cebu Provincial Office a copy of the letter to Gov. Gwendolyn Garcia
dd. Attended the RDRRMC7 Meeting re: Arrival of OFWs (Seafarers) to Cebu.
ee. Monitoring of Provincial and HUC Directors, Sub-ROs OpCen Officers, and C/MLG OOs in
their attendance/presence in ESAT and responses to EOC Referrals: 133 (100%).
ff. Coordinated with Cebu Provincial Police Office Provincial Director, Col. Roderick Mariano on
the exemption of delivery vans/trucks delivering essential goods from border restriction.
hh. Participated in the Peer talks: An RDC-SDC/NEDA 7 online learning and sharing platform for
peers and practitioners.
jj. Coordinated with DILG REGION 8 on the Stranded Cargoes going to Region VII.
kk. Attendance to the IATG-MEID7 Meeting re: Repatriation / Arrival of OFWs.
ll. Facilitated the entry of the supermarket employees of Cebu City who were blocked at the Check Point in Talisay City.
mm. Attendance to the Orientation on the Philippine Advance Safety System (Quarantine Hero).
nn. Referred to the City of Carcar the issue on the discrimination towards a local health worker by barangay officials.
oo. SAP and ECQ Complaints forwarded to DILG Cebu City.
pp. Forwarded all COVID-19 related issuances to all sub-regional offices.
qq. Monitored the Major Undertakings of Region 7 LGUs on the Implementation of the Social Amelioration Program.
r. Gathered Region 7 statistics on SAP (Level of LGU compliance to the SAP steps/process).
s. Continuous monitoring and coordination of scheduled sweeper flights.
tt. Submitted to CO Consolidated Issues and Concerns re SAP and ECQ for HOR Oversight Committee Meeting.
uu. DILG-7 Attended Zoom Meeting on Cascading of IATF Community Quarantine Decision and Approval Processes on going DILG 7 on board.
vv. Submitted to CO Consolidated Issues and Concerns re SAP and ECQ for HOR Oversight Committee Meeting.
ww. Attended TF OFW Coordination Meeting at the IATG EID RDRRMC 7 in preparation for the expected arrivals of the incoming batches of repatriated overseas workers.
xx. Dissemination and monitoring to the LGU compliance on different DILG COVID-19 Issuances such as:

1. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 2 April 2020 entitled “COVID-19 Precautionary Measures”.
2. DILG MC No. 2020-068 dated 2 April 2020 entitled “Postponement of all Administrative Demolition and Eviction Activities during the ECQ and State of National Emergency”.
3. DILG MC No. 2020-067 dated 2 April 2020 entitled “Additional Guidelines on Quarantine and Isolation Measures Relative to the COVID-19 Situation”.
4. DILG Advisory dated 2 April 2020 entitled “Provision of Temporary Economic Relief to Individuals and Businesses in Local Government Units under Community Quarantine”.
5. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 1 April entitled “Strict Implementation of the President’s Directive on Unhampered Movement of Cargos for Food and Essential Goods, and of Certain Personnel”.
6. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 1 April 2020 entitled “Movement of Telecommunications Personnel during Enforcement of ECQ”.
7. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 1 April 2020 entitled “Guidelines for the Weekly Reporting of Efforts to Implement Republic Act No. 11469 or the Bayanihan to Heal as One Act per Memo from the Office of the Executive Secretary”.
8. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 31 March 2020 entitled “Observance of Proper Burial for our Muslim Filipinos during the ECQ”.
10. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 30 March 2020 entitled “Weekly Reporting of DILG’s Efforts to Implement Republic Act No. 11469 or the Bayanihan to Heal as One Act”.
12. DILG MC No. 2020-065 dated 30 March 2020 “Guidelines for Local Government Units in the Provision of Social Amelioration Measures by the National Government to the Most Affected Residents of the Areas under ECQ”.
13. DILG MC No. 2020-064 dated 29 March 2020 “Provincial/City/Municipal Special Care Facilities and Isolation Units Avid the COVID-19 Pandemic”.
Patient Under Investigation (PUI) and Confirmed Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Cases.

15. DILG Advisory dated 28 March 2020 entitled “Honoring of Company IDs or Certificate of Employment to Continue Ensuring the Unhampered Movement of Cargo and Transmit of Personnel of Business Establishments Allowed to Operate During the ECQ of Luzon”.


17. DILG Advisory dated 27 March 2020 entitled “Mini Course on COVID-19 for Health Care Workers developed by World Health Organization (WHO)”.

18. DILG Advisory dated 23 March 2020 entitled “Unrestricted Movement of Food Supply during the State of Public Health Emergency”.


20. DILG MC No. 2020-61 dated 21 March 2020 entitled “Ensuring that the Food Relief Operations to be Distributed to Muslim Communities are Halal Compliant During the Period of ECQ”.


22. DILG Advisory dated 20 March 2020 entitled “Reminders in the Distribution of Relief Goods, Food Packs, Face Masks, Alcohol, Sanitizers and other Supplies”.

23. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 19 March 2020 entitled “Declaration of Ceasefire from March 19, 2020 (00:01AM) until April 15, 2020 (12:00 PM) Against the Communist Party of the Philippines, New People’s Army and the National Democratic Front (CPP-NPA-NDF)”.


25. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 17 March 2020 entitled “ECQ over the Entire Luzon and Declaration of State of Calamity for those Affected LGUs”.


27. DILG Advisory dated 17 March 2020 entitled “Provision of Service Vehicles Employees/Workers in view of the ECQ”.


29. DILG Advisory dated 14 March 2020 entitled “Suspension of Road clearing 2.0”.

30. DILG Advisory dated 14 March 2020 entitled “Implementation of Community Quarantine by Virtue of the Memorandum of the Executive Secretary on Stringent Social Distancing Measures and Further Guidelines for the Management of the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) dated March 14, 2020”.

31. DILG Advisory dated 14 March 2020 entitled “Ban on Cock Fighting or Sabong in Light of the COVID-19 Threat”.

32. DILG Advisory dated 14 March 2020 entitled “Mandatory Presence of Local Chief Executives in their Areas of Jurisdiction and Temporary Ban of any Foreign Travel”.


34. DILG Advisory dated 12 March 2020 entitled “Reconstitution and Reactivation of Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management Councils and other Guidelines Relative to COVID-19”.

35. DILG MC No. 2020-08 dated 11 March 2020 entitled “Temporary Implementation of No Buffet Policy in all DILG Family Official Activities to Mitigate the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)”.
37. DILG Advisory dated 10 March 2020 entitled “Rescheduling of the Conduct of Barangay Assembly Day for the 1st Semester of CY 2020”.
38. DILG Advisory dated 10 March 2020 entitled “Postponement of Activities Relative to the Threat of COVID-19”.
39. DILG Advisory dated 10 March 2020 entitled “Compliance to the Department of Health Circulars and Advisories on the Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) and the Declaration of a State of Public Health Emergency throughout the Philippines”.
41. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 8 March 2020 entitled “Proper Data Handling and Ensuring the Right of Privacy of Personal Information of Persons under Monitoring”.
42. Unnumbered Memorandum dated 7 March 2020 entitled “Activation of Local COVID-19 Task Forces, and other Necessary Measures to Address the Recent CoronaVirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Developments in the National Capital Region.”
43. DILG Advisory dated 7 March 2020 entitled “Case categories and Necessary Interventions for the Prevention and Containment of the CoronaVirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) and Guidelines for Home Quarantine.”
45. Implementation of SAP and Other PPAs Against COVID-19, dated April 5, 2020
47. DILG 7 Memo Re SAP Monitoring Updates for SROs.
48. DILG 7 Memo to Sub-Regional Offices re: Assistance to the Provision of Transient Centers for Stranded Persons due to COVID-19.
49. DILG MC 2020-071 re: Mandatory Wearing of Face Masks or Other Protective Equipment in Public Areas.
50. Advisory re: Grant of Special Risk Allowance to Frontline Public Health Workers during the Period of ECQ relative to the COVID-19 Outbreak.
51. DILG Memo on Strict Enforcement on Social Distancing.
52. MC RE INVITATION TO THE LISTONG UGNAYAN, COVID-19 AY LABANAN (ONLINE TALAKAYAN SERIES VIA ZOOM CLOUD MEETING) WITH SILG EDUARDO M. AÑO FOR GOVERNORS, CITY AND MUNICIPAL MAYORS ON APRIL 21, 2020 (TUESDAY) AT 2:00 PM – 4:00 PM.
54. Invitation to the 6th ListongUgnayan, COVID-19 ayLabanan (Online Talakayan Series) with SILG.
55. DILG MC No. 2020-72 Temporary Shelter or Accommodation for the Safety and Protection against Discrimination of Health Workers.
57. DOH DM 2020-0158 - Proper Handling of the Remains
58. Advisory re: Social Distancing and Basic Infection Prevention Measures under Community Quarantine
59. Advisory re: Department of Health Guidelines on the Use of Disinfection Tents/Misting Chambers, among others
60. Advisory re: Continuous Implementation of Environmental Laws and Protocols on the Collection of Wastes
61. Advisory re: Inclusion of Barangay Health Workers (BHWs), Barangay Tanods, and Barangay Day Care Workers as Target Beneficiaries of the Social Amelioration Program.
63. MC 2020-076 dated April 23, 2020 National Heritage Month Celebration in May 2020
64. DILG and DOH JMC No. 01 S. 2020 dated April 16, 2020 RE: Suppletory Guidelines on the Management of the Human Remains for Patient under Investigation (PUI) and confirmed COVID-19 cases (DILG Memo No. 2020-063)
65. Advance copy of DILG DOH JMC Guidelines on Local Isolation and General Treatment Areas for COVID-19 cases (LIGTAS COVID) and the Community-based Management of Mild Covid 10 cases
66. Rationalizing the Establishment of Local Government Unit Task Force Against COVID-19
67. Advisory dated April 20, 2020 re Submission of List of Accredited P/CM Health Officers is extended until April 30, 2020
69. Memorandum to PD Johnjoan A. Mende of DILG Bohol regarding the Complaint on the Distribution of Relief Goods and Benefits under SAP in Sitio Sadiapan, Barangay Lumbagan, Mabinay, Negros Oriental
70. Memorandum to PD Jhoaden G. Lucero of DILG Cebu on Non-recognition of Quarantine Pass
71. Memorandum to all PDs and HUC CDs on Oplan "Pagbubunyag" a Working Template for the RTFs on CTG Killings
72. DILG ADVISORY on CQMS NEW FOLDER (Barangay Inventory of COVID-19 cases)
73. Guidelines on the Risk-Based Public Health Standards for COVID-19 Mitigation
74. Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Information for Real-rime Modeling and Analytcis
75. Weekly Report on Actions Taken Pertinent to the Implementation of the Bayanihan Act and Other COVID-19 Related Initiatives
76. Repatriation of Returning OFWs to Bohol
77. DOH-DILG Joint AO No. 2020-0001 dated April 15, 2020, Entitled: "Guidelines on Local Isolation and General Treatment Areas for COVID-19 Cases (Ligtas COVID) and the Community-Based Management of Mild COVID-19 Cases"
78. Implementing Guidelines for the Price Resiliency Project of the Department of Agriculture
79. Local Government Units of Region VII (Central Visayas) that requested for Social Amelioration Program (SAP) Payout Extension
80. Guidelines on the Monitoring of Returning OFWs in relation to DILG MC No. 2020-075
81. Department Circular No. 2020-0192 dated April 24, 2020 from DOH (20-1669)
82. COVID-19 Testing of Persons Deprived of Liberty Before Commitment to Jails and Prior to Release
83. Amendment to the Unnumbered Memorandum Dated May 14, 2020 Regarding Coordination with Criminal Investigation and Detection Group (CIDG) in Monitoring the Social Amelioration Program (SAP) Implementation
84. Letter Request from the Municipality of Minglanilla, Cebu for the Retention of the enhanced Community Quarantine Status of the Municipality
85. Operational Guidelines on the Management of Locally Stranded Individuals (LSI)
86. Regional Director Leocadio T. Trovela, CESO IV presided over the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force 7 (RIATF 7) meeting via teleconference
87. RJTF7 CV Shield-Protocols in the Issuance of Travel Authority for LSIs
88. Submission of all Utilization Funds of LGUs as of April 2020 with Regard to COVID-19 Pandemic
89. Changes in the schedule of Listong Ugaynaya, COVID-19 Ay Labanan (Online Talakayan Series) entitled Procurement during a State of Public Health Emergency
90. IEC Materials on Locally Stranded Individuals
91. MC No. 2020-087 re: Duties and Responsibilities on the Management of Overseas Filipino and Locally Stranded Individuals
108. MC No. 2020-084 re: Provision of Grace Period and/or Other Related Mechanisms in the Collection of Applicable Taxes, Fees and Dues from Energy Facility

109. MC No. 2020-085 re: Adoption of AO 30

112. Invitation to the Listong Ugayan, COVID-19 Ay Labanan (Online Talakayan Series) Entitled “SKs in the Fight Against COVID-19” on May 27, 2020

113. ADVISORY - Celebration of Eid'l Fitr on May 23-25, 2020 Amidst the COVID-19

114. Clarification on the Use of Acceptance Letter As One of the Requirements by the Receiving LGU for the Returning Locally Stranded Individuals

115. Advisory on the referral of complaints to CIDG

116. Use of ICD-10 CODE FOR COVID-19 *Memorandum: Preparation for the 2nd Tranche of the Social Amelioration Program


119. Advisory on the Provision of Assistance to the Relocated ISFs in the Resettlement Communities in Response to the COVID-19 Emergency

yy. Released the following advisories/urgent communications to subregional offices and LGUs:

- Issued resolution from IATF for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases dated 06 May 2020
- Advisory from Central Visayas Regional Nutrition Cluster - COVID 19 Advisory No. 4, s. 2020
- MC No. 2020-081 - Enjoying the use of Staysafeph Application System for the Management of Corona Virus Situation
- Joint Resolution No. 5 of IATF for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases and Regional Task Force for COVID-19 dated 08 May 2020
- Memo re Management of Public Utility Vehicle Stops during implementation of the General Community Quarantine.
- Advisory re: Foreign Travel of Local Government Officials and Employees – LGMED
- Request for the exclusion of LGU Carmen, Bohol from among the list of LGUs with low LDC functionality – DILG Bohol Province
- Advisory re: Foreign Travel of Local Government Officials and Employees
- Request for the exclusion of LGU Carmen, Bohol from among the list of LGUs with low LDC functionality – DILG Bohol Province
- COVID Kaya Roll-Out

zz. Acted on referrals received through ESAT (DILG 7 Hotline) on 20 May 2020 relative to Social Amelioration Program (41), Distribution of Relief Goods (1), ECQ Pass (2), Social Distancing (1), and Others (130).

aaa. Acted on referrals received through official social media platforms on 20 May 2020 relative to Social Amelioration Program (83) and Others (38).

bbb. Acted on referrals received CO-EOC on 20 May 2020 relative to Social Amelioration Program (3) Others (1) calls (5) and walkins (1)

ccc. Deployed DILG-OFW Helpdesk Officers to facilitate the arrival of ROFs/LSIs

**MDM Cluster**

a. To date, the region has the following facilities for the proper disposal of the dead: **171 funeral facilities** and **142 burial sites**.


c. Continued monitoring of Organized Local MDM Teams.

d. Monitoring on the number of Funeral Parlors/Crematoriums willing to accept PUIs and Confirmed COVID-19 Cases.
e. On-going orientation of Funeral Parlors/ Crematorium on universal, standard and transmission-based precautions.
f. Monitoring of LGU Identified burial sites, existing body bags and price freeze on funeral services.
g. Shared draft EO for the creation of Local MDM Team.
i. Coordinated with DOH on the number of available body bags of LGUs in Region 7.
j. Shared materials on MDM: DILG MC 2020-63 ppt to the SROs for LGU Orientation
l. Discussion on the DILG MC 2020-63 to the Regional IATG-MEID7.
m. Provided DILG issuances on MDM to DOH.
n. Coordination with Regional PNP Crime Lab re possible request of body bags.
o. Sent letter replies to LGUs requesting for bodybags.
p. Coordinated with central office and PNP CL following up on regional allocation of body bags.
q. Updating of the MDM Monitoring System.
r. Sent a Request Letter for Provision of Cadaver Bags in the Region to the DILG Central Office (CODIX) Addition and updated the monitoring sheet for COVID19 Related deaths.

**OFW and LSI Repatriation Operation Efforts**
a. Facilitated 3 air arrivals of 200+ OFWs at The Mactan Cebu International Airport.
b. Facilitated the return of OFWs housed in hotels to their respective residences
c. Assisted Returning OFWs and LSIs through the DILG-OFW/LSI Helpdesk
d. Deployed three teams at the airport and one team at the seaport to facilitate ROFs and LSIs.

**DSWD VII**
a. Provided a total of ₱151,730,679.39 worth of FFPs and NFIs to 111 LGUs in the region.
b. Provided cash assistance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>AMOUNT (₱)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAP 4P (2nd Tranche)</td>
<td>146,636 families</td>
<td>681,857,400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP NON 4P (2nd Tranche)</td>
<td>511,063 families</td>
<td>3,066,378,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECQ Waitlisted</td>
<td>82,559 families</td>
<td>990,708,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON-ECQ Waitlisted</td>
<td>102,765 families</td>
<td>1,111,944,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP (TNVS drivers)</td>
<td>1,840 drivers</td>
<td>21,720,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICS (for COVID-19 Response)</td>
<td>19,125</td>
<td>34.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livelihood Assistance Grant (LAG)</td>
<td>299 families</td>
<td>2,805,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. **PIA VII**
a. Launched bi-weekly online interviews starting March 23 in a program called “STRAIGHT FROM THE SOURCE” Special Interviews on Covid.
b. Launched the COVID-19 FACEBOOK TRIVIAin partnership with Globe Telecom to promote awareness and understanding about the deadly virus and includes ways and measures to prevent its transmission rate.
c. Launched the “Daily SAP Briefing” which started Monday, April 20, 2020 that will feature solely the DSWD and the DOLE alternately to give daily updates on how far these agencies have gone in the implementation of the SAP.
d. continues its weekly radio programs featuring government agencies/LGUs and their programs and services.
e. maximizes its TEXT BLAST PLATFORM to deliver relevant, accurate and timely government information to the following networks: PIA-7 News Service.
f. continues to write news stories for our website and produce local social media cards for posting in our SM accounts.
g. In close coordination with the information team of DOH-7 in facilitating media interviews via teleconference on a regular basis.

**AFP**

a. Provided continuous assistance in the repacking of relief goods and distribution of relief goods, masks, and improvised shields.

b. Transported relief goods to Catarman and Borongan (Region 8)

c. TG-CBS together with PNP, BFP, PCG and other agencies provided Quarantine Assistance/Area Security to the Health Workers that conducted inspection at IATF-Quarantine Control Points in the following areas:

**A. Law and Order Cluster**

1) Quarantine Control Points (QCPs):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total QCPs AFP</th>
<th>70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total QCPs at Airports</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total QCPs at Seaports</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Transportation Assets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total land assets</th>
<th>7 military Trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cebu – 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bohol - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siquijor - 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total sea assets | - |
| Total air assets | - |
| Total ambulances dedicated for COVID-19 response | - |

- **Detailed/enlisted personnel ICOW COVID-19:**
  - TOWCEN, PAF detailed two (2) Enlisted Personnel at Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Mandaue City.
  - TG CBS detailed one (1) Enlisted Personnel at RJTF “SHIELD” Emergency Operation Center (EOC), PRO7, Camp Sergio Osmeña, Osmeña Blvd., Cebu City.
  - 47IB detailed One (1) Officer and One (1) EP at Joint Operation Center, IATF-MEID, Provincial Capitol, Siquijor, Siquijor.
  - TG CBS detailed one (1) Enlisted Personnel Emergency Operation Center (EOC) Building in Cebu City Hall.
  - TG CBS detailed two (2) Officer and (1) Enlisted Personnel at Emergency Operation Center (EOC), DOH7, Osmeña Blvd., Cebu City.
  - TG CBS detailed two (2) Enlisted Personnel at Cebu City Emergency Operation Center (EOC), City Hall, Cebu City.
  - TOWCEN, PAF detailed two (2) Enlisted Personnel at Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Mandaue City.
  - TG CBS detailed one (1) Enlisted Personnel at RJTF “SHIELD” Emergency Operation Center (EOC), PRO7, Camp Sergio Osmeña, Osmeña Blvd., Cebu City.
  - TG CBS detailed One (1) Officer and One (1) Enlisted Personnel at Emergency Operation Center (EOC), DOH7, Osmeña Blvd., Cebu City.
  - TG CBS detailed two (1) Enlisted Personnel at Cebu City Emergency Operation Center (EOC), City Hall, Cebu City.
  - TOWCEN, PAF detailed two (2) Enlisted Personnel at Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Mandaue City.
  - 47IB detailed One (1) Officer and One (1) EP at Joint Operation Center, IATF-MEID, Provincial Capitol, Siquijor, Siquijor.

- **Assistance in repacking and distribution of relief items/PPEs:**
  - Distributed 48 food packs from Jollibee Foods Corp. for the troops deployed at QCP in the area of Cebu City.
  - Distributed 70 food packs from Provincial Capitol of Cebu for the troops deployed at QCP in the area of Mandaue City.
- Repacking of relief goods DSWD Visayas Disaster Resource Center (VDRC), Upper Tingub, Mandaue City.
- 511<sup>TH</sup> NSR, NAVFORCEN, PN sent sixteen (16) Reservist personnel to DSWD, VDRC Mandaue for repacking of relief goods DSWD Visayas Disaster Resource Center (VDRC), Upper Tingub, Mandaue City.
- Continuously providing assistance in the repacking of relief goods and distribution of relief goods, masks and improvised shields; transportation support in the hauling of PPEs; and security assistance at quarantine control points.
- TG CBS conducted distribution of PPEs and troops inspection and visitation to the deployed personnel at QCPs in Danao City.
- 823rd MCoy R, NAVFORCEN, PN sent six (6) Reservists during the repacking of Relief Goods/ Food Preparation for Less Fortunate Communities held at DSWD, Daulis, Bohol.
- 512nd NSR, NAVFORCEN, PN sent six (6) Reservists during the repacking of Relief Goods/ Food Preparation for Less Fortunate Communities held at DSWD, Brgy Tingub, Mandaue, Cebu.
- One (1) FTm from ESBn, 53EBde provided assistance during the distribution of food packs to four (4) families under PUM at Brgy. Nailon, Bogo City, Cebu.

### Provided security for the distribution of SAP by DSWD VII in the following areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM/PERSONNEL</th>
<th>AREA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One (1) FTm from Bravo Coy, 47IB</td>
<td>Cebu:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Brgys. Manguiao, New Bago, Asturias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Brgys. Carmen, Capl Caludio,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canlumampaw, Cambangi-ug, Matab-ang,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bunga, Media, and Tubod, Toledo City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Brgys. Ga-ang, Mag-alwa, Mag-atubang,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kampoot and Gimama in Tuburan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One (1) FTm from Headquarters, 47IB</td>
<td>Bohol:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Purok 1 &amp; Purok 2 Brgys. Mahayag Daku,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Jose and San Isidro in San Miguel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Brgys. Bakyawan, KansiKagbao in Tuburan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One (1) FTm from Charlie Coy, 47IB</td>
<td>Bohol:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Brgys. Cagawasan and Tomoc in San Miguel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Brgys. Candabong and Badiang in Anda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One (1) FTm from 32DRC</td>
<td>Brgys Bulacao Pardo, Lahug, Sto Niño, Talamban Mabini, Capitol Site, San Antonio, and Zapatera in Cebu City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG CBS deployed (10) personnel from CMOEC, 14CMOBn, CMOR, PA</td>
<td>Brgys Pulpogon, Danglag, Lanipga, Polog, Panas, Panoypo and Cabangahan all in Consolacion, Cebu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other assistances provided:
- TG CBS provided nine (9) personnel from 32DRC with three (3) M35 Trucks from 7FSSU, ASCOM, PA for the manpower/transportation assistance to transport the PPEs (440 boxes) from Mactan Airbase, Lapu-lapu City to Pier 4, Cebu City.
- TG CBS send two (2) Officers and one (1) EP to be part of the Repatriation Team under IATF-MIED7 during the arrival of OFW/Seafarers at Pier 6, Cebu City.
- 47IB detailed One (1) Officer and One (1) EP at Joint Operation Center, IATF-MEID, Provincial Capitol, Siquijor, Siquijor.
- TG CBS send (two) Tms from 32DRC conducted area security during the arrival of OFW/Seafarers at Pier 6, Cebu City.
- Conducted inspection/visitation to the deployed personnel in QCPs Cebu City, Mandaue City and Lapu-lapu City.
- Assisted the distribution of food packs to the utility workers of UP Cebu, USJR, University of San Carlos and CTU all in Cebu City.
- Attended a RTF7 Emergency Meeting about the repatriation plan of OFWs in Region 7. The activity was also attended by the representative from OPAV, OWWA7, DOH7, DILG7, MARINA, DFA7, DOT7, DOLE7, DSWD7, PDRRMO, CCDRRMO, MCDRRMO, LCDRRMO, PCG, CPA, Port Police, PNP, AFP and other Govt agencies.

- Attended the IATF-MEID and NDRRMC Tele conference meeting on the situation updates of COVID-19 in all Regions held at Narra Hall, DOH RO7, Cebu City.

- On June 20, LTC SABIJON together with the ITF7-MEID representatives facilitated the arrival of 142 OFWs from Manila via Philippine Airline at Mactan-International Airport, Lapu-lapu City.

- On Jun 20, TOWCEN, PAF provided one (1) squad and provided security assistance during the arrival of 142 OFWs from Manila via Philippine Airline at Mactan-International Airport, Lapu-lapu City.

- DO, TOWCEN visited/inspected the Quarantine Control Points (QCP) at Mandaue City and Airport

**PRO VII**

a. Conducted inspection, monitoring, and health check in all quarantine control points.

b. Provided assistance to various relief distribution activities.

c. Provided security assistance to ports and other entry points.

d. Conducted seaborne patrol in various areas and monitoring of sea vessels.

e. Conducted a Workshop on Action Plan re New Normal held at PRO 7 Conference Room.

f. Conducted Recorrida, Roving Inspection and distribution of Washable Face Masks at Sitio Lower, Brgy. Sambag 2 Cebu City.

g. Conducted Seaborne Patrolling together with BantayDagat to the coastal area of Mandaue City.

h. Continuously conducting vehicle inspection and body temperature scanning in ports; roving/foot patrol together with bgy tanods; and Target Hardening and Security Measures (Area Security and Police Presence).

i. Continuously providing security to Social Welfare personnel who distributed Social Amelioration Program (SAP) Forms to Barangays.

j. Continuously providing assistance in the repacking of relief goods and distribution of relief goods, masks and improvised shields.

k. Continuously providing Quarantine Assistance/Area Security to the Health Workers that conducted inspection at Quarantine Control Points.

l. Continuously conducting Security Survey Inspection at seaports, police stations, quarantine control points and containment zones.

m. Implemented 24hrs Curfew, Social Distancing, Mandatory Wearing of Mask, and No Back-Ride Policy.

n. Conducted information dissemination to the Municipalities of Bohol re SecPlan 26-2020 “Hangop Boholanons” in relation to the protocols of issuing Travel Authority to the LSIs and ROFs.

o. Continuously issuing Travel Authority to LSIs and OFWs/OFs stranded in Region VII

p. Distributed flyers re COVID19 preventive measures.

q. Conducted Police Visibility/Patrolling to Ports/Wharf, resorts, beaches and other tourist spots within respective area of assignment.

r. Conducted information dissemination thru “Recorida” on health advisory of COVID-19

s. Established a wash area who will wash their hands before passing their post as part of precautionary measures and minimum health standards against Covid 19

t. PNP TPU personnel together with personnel from DOH, BFP, Coastguard properly manned Larena and Siquijor Seaports during arrival and departure of any vessel to the said seaports to ensure protocols and standards against COVID 19 are strictly observed

**Cebu City Police Office**

a. Conducted 24-Hours Quarantine Control Points (QCP) Operations to all Entry/Exit points of Cebu City including Pier 3, 4 and 6;
b. Implemented 24hrs Curfew, Social Distancing, Mandatory Wearing of Mask, and No Back-Ride Policy;
c. Conducted checkpoint together with CMFC Personnel at Sitio Cantipla, Brgy. Tabunan, Cebu City;
d. Conducted disinfection at Old Police Station 10, CCPO.
e. Provided security at the venues for the repatriated OFWs.
f. Provided assistance during relief distribution.
g. Distributed IEC materials re COVID19 Safety Tips and other Anti-Criminality Tips during checkpoint at QCP Sitio Cantipla, Brgy. Tabunan, Cebu City.

Bohol Police Provincial Office
a. Conducted border control checkpoint, Oplan Sita, curfew operation within AOR;
b. Cluster teams of “Oplan Kalasag ni Dagohoy” together with the Bantay Dagat and Coastal Law Enforcement Council conducted seaborne patrolling within the territorial seawaters of Bohol Province;
c. Conducted information dissemination to the Municipalities of Bohol re SecPlan 26-2020 “Hangop Boholanons” in relation to the protocols of issuing Travel Authority to the LSIs and ROFs;
d. Provided free ride to individuals in relation to Libreng Sakay Program of the PNP

Negros Oriental Police Provincial Office
a. Conducted border control checkpoint, Oplan Sita, curfew operation, strict implementation of social distancing and wearing of facemask within AOR;
b. Established 24/7 Dedicated Control Points (DCP) at Brgy. Hibaiyo, Guihulngan City, Brgy Pandanon, Mabinay and Brgy Tampi, San Jose, Negros Oriental to facilitate the unhampered and unimpeded movement of cargoes that deliver food and other basic needs;
c. Conducted dialogue/pulong2x with the constituents of the municipality regarding COVID-19 Safety Tips;
d. Distributed informative materials re COVID-19 safety tips.
e. Conducted Oplan Bandilyo/Rekoreda as the fastest means for information dissemination on the precautionary measures to prevent the spread of Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19).
f. Conducted Health Advisory thru distribution of Flyers on "Pahimangno Kabahin sa Luwasnga Panglawas Batok sa COVID-19" and Anti-illegal Drugs/Anti-Terrorism Awareness Tips.
g. Conducted a RECORIDA against COVID-19 pandemic (PARA SA KLARO SA TANAN) and ordered the general public of the mandatory wearing of facemask, Social/Physical distancing and proper washing of hands or using 70% of alcohol as well as to prevent any plans of lawless elements.
h. Personnel of 3rdMP, 2nd PMFC, conducted 24Hours OPLAN Sita at Brgy. Hibaiyo, Guihulngan City, Negros Oriental as part of security measures, deterrent factor to counter CNTs activities and to ensure public safety and security of the motorist thru conduct of OPLAN Sita in full implementation of PO no. 21, Series of 2020 (An Ordinance on the Mandatory Wearing of Face Masks) and no back rider policy in relation to Modified General Community Quarantine on COVID-19.

Siquijor Police Provincial Office
a. Established 24-Hours Quarantine Control Checkpoints of the six municipalities of Siquijor;
d. Conducted distribution of flyers and dialogue re COVID-19 to the Pantawid beneficiaries of Maria, Siquijor and for anti-criminality campaign.

e. Provided Libreng Sakay to Rosemay Padayhag Bonocan from Brgy Luyang, Siquijor to Larena.

f. Conducted inspection at the Quarantine Control Points (QCP) and Evacuation Center located at Siquijor New Hospital.


h. Conducted Intensified Enforcement on Curfews and other ordinances.

**Mandaue City Police Office**

a. Conducted Quarantine Control Point and body temperature checking at their respective AOR

b. Implemented 24hrs Curfew, Social Distancing, Mandatory Wearing of Mask, and No Back-Ride Policy.

c. Assisted in the loading of relief goods at ABS-CBN Bldg, Jagobiao, Mandaue City.

d. Conducted inspection at the venue re LTOPF Caravan held at Mandaue City Public Market.

e. Conducted Info Drive and distributed Flyers at L Jayme St., Brgy. Bakilid, Mandaue City in the strict implementation of Curfew, social distancing and wearing of facemask in relation to COVID19, Anti-Terrorism Awareness and Anti-Criminality Tips.

**Cebu Police Provincial Office**

a. Conducted border control checkpoint, Oplan Sita and Province-Wide Curfew within their AOR;

b. Conducted Police Visibility/Patrolling to Ports/Wharf, resorts, beaches, tourist spots and respective area of assignment;

c. Established Dedicated Control Points (DCP) at Barangay Poblacion Occidental, Consolacion, Cebu, Barangay Dungguan, Danao City, East Poblacion, Naga City, Cebu, and at boarder of Barangay Inayagan, Naga City, Cebu and Barangay Lagtang, Minglanilla, Cebu to facilitate the unhampered movement of cargoes that deliver foods and other basic needs;

d. Distributed food packs to the less fortunate family;

e. Provided “libreng sakay” to the constituents of respective Municipality;

f. Conducted dialogue regarding the mandatory wearing of face mask, observe social distancing and proper hand washing in relation to COVID-19;

g. Distributed flyers re COVID 19 preventive measures;

h. Checked if the safety health protocols in Modified General Community Quarantine (MGCQ) is properly observed especially wearing of face mask as part of precautionary measures re COVID-19 pandemic.

**Lapu-Lapu City Police Office**


b. Established 4 QCPs in 24 Hours within the Border of Lapu-Lapu City

c. Conducted Info Drive thru RECORIDA regarding the guidelines on E.O No.2020-048-I and the City Ordinance No.15-090-2020 and at the same time distributed flyers re Health Advisory on Covid 19.

**Regional Maritime Unit 7**

a. Conducted seaborne security patrol operation in the of Cebu, Mandaue and Talisay.

b. Conducted Port security assistance during the arrival of 53 repatriated OFWs and 63 LSIs onboard M/V Lite Ferry 8 from Cebu at Port of Tagbilaran City, Bohol;
c. Personnel conducted Police Visibility and Vehicle inspection at Port of Tagbilaran City, Bohol, Pier 1, Port Area, Cebu City. and Dumaguete City Port, Negros Oriental.

d. 703rd MARPSTA personnel conducted port security assistance on the following:
   - GP FERRY 2 from Cebu City onboard with 43 LSIs
   - TRANS ASIA 19 from Cagayan De Oro City onboard with 145 LSIs
   - M/V Lite Ferry 8 from Cebu with 7 LSIs
   - M/BCA “APEKOP” bound to Dumaguete City with 33 LSIs

e. 702nd MARPSTA personnel conducted port security and vehicle inspection at Dumaguete City Port, Negros Oriental

f. 701st MARPSTA conducted vehicle inspection and body temperature thermal scanning at Pier 3, Port Area, Cebu City re COVID-19 Pandemic security measure.

g. 703rd MARPSTA conducted vehicle inspection at Tagbilaran City Port, Bohol as part of the enhance security measures re COVID-19 Pandemic.

h. Dumaguete City MARPSTA personnel conducted port security and vehicle inspection at Dumaguete City Port, Negros Oriental re Implementation of General Community Quarantine in the Province to address the COVID-19 Pandemic.

i. Bohol MARPSTA personnel together CGS-PCG, PPA Port Police, Tagbilaran City Police Station, BFP Tagbilaran City Station, TARSSIER 117 in coordination with DOH-Bohol and Bohol LGU conducted Port security assistance during the arrival of M/V Trans Asia 19 from Cagayan de Oro City with 36 LSIs and M/V Lite Ferry 11 from Cebu City with 21 LSIs at Port of Tagbilaran City, Bohol. All disembarking passengers undergo a mandatory COVID-19 Health Protocol/Assessment and were immediately transferred to their designated Quarantine facilities.

Regional Health Service 7

j. Monitored the Mental Health Status of PNP personnel.

k. Conducted a lecture on MHPSS at police stations and other special units.

l. Conducted tele-counseling to PNP personnel affected with COVID19.

m. Inspected quarantine facilities located at Doña Modesta Gaisano St., Sudlon Lahug, Cebu City and St. Vincent Hospital.

DSWD VII

Food and Non-Food

a. Released a total of ₱141,463,678.71 worth of relief assistance relative to COVID-19 response. This is equivalent to 314,178 FFPs provided to at least 108 LGUs in the Region. This also covers for the ₱6,160,298.40 worth of non-food items extended.

b. Newly approved requests came from 3 LGUs in Bohol, NFA-7 referral for its security personnel and from SWAD Bohol.

c. Provided assistance through various programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>NO. OF BENEFICIARIES ASSISTED</th>
<th>% ASSISTED BENEFICIARIES*</th>
<th>AMOUNT RELEASED/PAID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAP (4Ps) 1st Tranche</td>
<td>276,299</td>
<td>95.71%</td>
<td>₱1,284,790,350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP (4Ps) 2nd Tranche</td>
<td>146,636</td>
<td>98.06%</td>
<td>₱681,857,400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP (Non-4Ps) 1st Tranche</td>
<td>1,024,751</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>₱6,148,506,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP (Non-4Ps) 2nd Tranche</td>
<td>510,384</td>
<td>85.32%</td>
<td>₱3,062,304,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICS/CIS (for COVID-19 Response)</td>
<td>14,244</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>₱23,600,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Funds for FNFIs</td>
<td>109,173</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>₱43,101,897.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Funds for Social Pension</td>
<td>267,041</td>
<td>96.66%</td>
<td>₱809,685,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantawid Families (thru cash cards) 2nd Tranche</td>
<td>143,777</td>
<td></td>
<td>₱695,370,300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatid Tulong Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>₱93,140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livelihood Assistance Grant (LAG)</td>
<td>299 families</td>
<td></td>
<td>₱2,805,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*assisted beneficiaries vs target beneficiaries

d. Continuous repacking in the 3 warehouses and in the other two additional repacking sites/areas: Negros Oriental Convention Center and Dauis Gymnasium in Bohol.
e. As of 09 June 2020, a total of 3,345 volunteers were recorded in the different warehouses. Of the total number, 1,820 individuals are from the (873) PNP, (263) PCG, (115) AFP, (31) DPWH and (538) ROTC students from BISU and Philippine Maritime Institute, SK Members from Dauis, all from Bohol. Remaining number are workforce of the DSWD Provincial and Regional Offices. Today, 30 volunteers were recorded.

f. As of 17 June, a total of 3,430 volunteers were recorded in the different warehouses. Of the total number, at least 1,900 individuals are from the PNP (883), PCG (307), AFP (115), DPWH (31) and ROTC students (564) from BISU and Philippine Maritime Institute, SK Members from Dauis, all from Bohol. Remaining number are workforce of the DSWD Provincial and Regional Offices.

g. Started the implementation of a health monitoring per division.

h. Continuous coordination and negotiation meetings between AFP/PNP for the payout schedules especially in GIDAs

i. Tagged of in-eligibles, conducted deduplication and cross-matching in order to submit a regional clean-list of beneficiaries.

j. Provided 2,000 cash assistance to 265 drivers from Tabogon town, with a total amount of ₱530,000.00.

DOH VII

a. Continuous conduct of COVID-19 mass testing

b. Laboratory samples are collected and sent to VSMMC Sub-National Laboratory Testing Center. Community testing is being done.

c. Human Resource for Health (HRH) personnel are deployed to augment the DOH hospitals and identified quarantine facilities.

d. The Regional Operation Center is operating 24/7. All DOH Hospitals and local health facilities are on Code Red Sub Level 2 Alert.

e. Regular media press briefings are conducted and localized information education and communication (IEC) campaign materials are distributed. Regional Official Facebook page (@doh7govph) is always updated.

f. Private, government and referral hospitals are informed on the flow of referrals, protocols and guidelines.

g. Barangay Health Emergency Response Teams are activated and operationalized.

h. The Joint Regional Inter-Agency Task Group for Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases (IATG-MEID7) and Regional Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (RDRRMC) is activated.

i. The Joint IATG-MEID7 and RDRRMC Operation Center is operational.

j. Case classification shifted from Patient Under Investigation (PUI) to ILI and SARI.

k. Conducted Contact tracing.

l. Organized decontamination teams and decontamination areas being set-up.

m. Continuously providing PPEs to the healthcare workers in communities and health facilities in Central Visayas.

n. Activated the DOH CVCHD COVID-19 Center for the admission of mild symptomatic COVID patients.

o. Deployed HRH personnel for augmentation at DOH hospitals, all major ports of Central Visayas, and identified quarantine facilities.

p. Continuously conducted COVID-19 testing and swabbing to all repatriated OFWs and identified asymptomatic COVID-19 patients.

q. Continuously providing the healthcare workers in communities and health facilities in Central Visayas with personal protective equipment.

r. Continuously disseminating health advisories to the public.

s. Enhanced surveillance and response in closed settings like jails and rehabilitation centers is done.

t. Activated Mental Health Psychosocial Support Services (MHPSS), Nutrition in Emergencies (NIE) and Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) clusters
v. Implemented Surge Capacity Management for health facilities
w. Repatriation of OFWs and Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) is ongoing.
x. Barangay Health Emergency Response Teams are activated and operationalized.
y. The Joint Regional Inter-Agency Task Group for Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases (IATG-MEID7) and Regional Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (RDRRMC) is activated.
z. The Joint IATG-MEID7 and RDRRMC Operation Center is operational.
aa. Case classification shifted from Patient Under Investigation (PUI) to ILI and SARI and to Suspect, Probable and Confirmed.
bb. Contact tracing is done with LGUs. Technical assistance with contact tracing teams given.
cc. Decontamination teams being organized and decontamination areas being set-up.
dd. Surge Capacity Management for health facilities is being implemented. Rapid Response Assessment and Monitoring is done. Hospital bed tracking app and TTMF dashboard is utilized.
e. Hotels for Overseas Filipinos (OFs) and OFWs assessed and inspected.
ff. Harmonization and reconciliation of data with other agencies and LGUs being done. COVID KAYA system is being incorporated.
gg. Convalescent Plasma Exchange Therapy is initiated by DOH CVCHD Sub-National Blood Center for Visayas.
hh. IC3 Swabbing Facility is operational. DOH HRH Swabbing Teams are deployed.

DA VII
a. Continuous monitoring of prices of goods in markets.
b. Continuous inventory updating for rice, vegetables, and eggs in the region.
c. Processed the food lane pass applications from the delivery and trucking services for agriculture and fishery products.
d. As of 11 August 2020, a total of 38,667 packs/bags of hybrid/inbred palay seeds worth ₱156,601,400.00 were distributed to 30,016 farmers under the DA Rice Resiliency Project (RRP). Under the same project, a total of 227,201 bags of urea fertilizer worth ₱227,201,000.00 were also distributed to 111,022 farmers.

DOLE VII
a. Continuously provided cash assistance to affected businesses and workers.
b. Continuously implemented the COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP) and TUPAD Barangay Ko, Buhay Ko (BKBK) Program.

DOT VII
a. Continuously assisted and facilitated the repatriation of stranded OFWs
b. Continuously coordinated with hotels to be used as quarantine facilities for repatriated OFWS

d. Continuously coordinating with hotels as quarantine facilities for repatriated OFWS.
b. Continuously assisted and facilitated the repatriation of stranded OFWs and returning of stranded OFWs in Cebu back to their respective home provinces.

DPWH VII
Continuously provided transportation assistance in the hauling of PPEs.

DICT
Provided internet services at JCC-EOC and other strategic areas.

DOE VII
a. Continuous monitoring of the power, prices of LPG and kerosene and downstream oil industry to ensure adequate supply of petroleum products.
b. Disseminated Information on the Labor Advisory Issuances thru media partners

DepEd VII
  c. Continuously tracking learners and personnel infected by COVID-19
  d. Provided list of Monitoring of Schools Used as Isolation/Quarantine Centers

BFP VII
  a. Continuous conduct of decontamination/disinfection in checkpoints regionwide
  b. Provision of security assistance at quarantine control points
  c. All operating units/stations are on FULL ALERT status.
  d. Ensured availability of rescue/fire/medical resources.
  e. Lateral and vertical coordination with partner agencies and support groups.
  f. Continuous monitoring to reported cases
  g. Information dissemination and Health teachings done
  h. Continuously conducted Boundary Checkpoint and Seaport Border Patrol.
  i. Continuous monitoring and coordination with Municipal/Rural Health units
  j. Deployment of personnel on strategic areas identified by PNP to support in the conduct of Checkpoint, Decontamination and Temperature taking
  k. Conducted contact tracing.

PIA VII
  a. Continuous dissemination of various information related to COVID-19 and activities undertaken by the government and other stakeholders
  b. Developed social media cards related to COVID-19
  c. Provided IEC materials from DSWD related to social amelioration program
  d. Continuous dissemination of IEC for medical frontliners under Bayanihan Law
  e. Drafted content for the infographic and design
  f. Sharing of IATG Pubmats
  g. Continuously facilitated media interviews.

NEDA VII
  a. Formulated Rehabilitation and Recovery Plan 2020-2022 for COVID-19
  b. Continuously conducting video conference dubbed as PEER Talks

NTC VII
  Provided assistance in telecommunication.

CAAP
  Prepared and coordinated with other airport operations units, PGU, LGU, airline operators, and aviation security on arrival and departure of flights.
  - One (1) Cargo Flight
  - Two (2) General Aviation Sweeper Flights (Outgoing)
  - Three (3) Utility/Maintenance Flights
  - One (1) Government Flight (PAF pending)

OWWA VII
  Assisted and facilitated the repatriation of stranded OFWs and the returning of stranded OFWs in Cebu going back to their respective home provinces.

CPA VII and PPA VII
  Continuously providing assistance for the Locally Stranded Individuals

MDRRMC Pinamungahan, Cebu
  a. Repacked rice with the assistance of LGU personnel and volunteers.
b. Conducted public awareness on Novel Corona Virus, vigilance, curfew, transmission prevention, information dissemination, and preparation if there will be suspected cases infected with virus with Rural Health Office, PNP and other Offices of the Municipality.

c. Assisted in the implementation of price freeze to basic commodities.

d. Constantly monitored coastal areas and residents that recently travelled to places with positive cases of COVID-19.

e. Provided subsidy to the displaced communities and prohibited the use of beaches and other bodies of water based from the issued EO No. 5-L-1 of the Office of the Governor.

REGION VIII

RDRRMC VIII

OCD VIII

a. Facilitated and coordinated to OCD7 and PCGAs of 28 April 2020 re DOH VIII PPEs for transport to Region VIII

b. Coordinated with PCG on the scheduled transportation of magnehelic gauge from DOH VII to DOH VIII.

c. Coordinated with Provinces of Eastern Samar and Leyte on the acceptance and transport service of strandees in OCD 5 and 10.

d. Facilitated the clearance and transportation of DOH 7 personnel to the identified COVID-19 testing centers.

e. Attended NIC Inter-Task Group meetings, Regional Task Force Virtual Meetings, Crisis Communication Virtual Presser, Health Cluster Meeting, Law and Order Cluster Meeting and the Northern Samar Provincial Peace and Order Council addressing issues about LSIs.

f. Facilitated and provided RTF clearances for strandees going to their respective regions,

g. Conducted 3rd RTF meeting with Response Cluster Leads via VTC.

h. Facilitated strandee’s going to their respective regions; and

i. Distributed PPEs to frontline agencies.

j. Attended the Cascading of Community Quarantine Decision and Approval Meeting via VTC.

k. Conducted Joint RTF-RIATF Special Meeting via VTC.

l. Attended the Regional Health Cluster Meeting via Webex.

m. Facilitated the turn-over of donated relief items from TESDA to LGU Tarangnan, Samar.

n. Coordinated with TOG8-PAF and DOH EVCHD on the incoming logistics (1,500 UTMs and 5,500 NPS).

o. Facilitated the Emergency Meeting re Return of OFWs in Eastern Visayas at CAAP Conference Room, DZR Airport, Tacloban City.

p. Distributed PPEs to frontline agencies assigned in DZR Airport to assist in the return of OFWs in Eastern Visayas.

q. Facilitated the unloading of assorted medical supplies for OCD8 and DOH hospitals.

r. Conducted ocular inspection in Leyte Park Hotel as one of the identified Government Real Property Assets for use for COVID19 PPAs.

s. Facilitated the Simulation Exercise on the resumption of flights in Eastern Visayas.

t. Conducted Emergency Response Preparedness Meeting with concerned agencies at CCA Building, Leyte Park Hotel, Tacloban City.

u. Established an enhanced Emergency Operations Center (EOC) with the possible influx of returning residents in the Region.

v. Facilitated the transportation of vaccines for DOH-EVCHD from Manila to Tacloban.

w. Distributed PPEs to the Municipality of Catarman, Northern Samar and to the Province of Northern Samar


y. Distributed 100 sets of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to the 8th Infantry Division, Philippine Army.

z. Facilitated the hauling of PPEs at OCD warehouse.

aa. Attended the Webinar: Funding Disaster Preparedness Amidst COVID-19 Pandemic.

bb. Conducted briefing to Detailed Duty Officers (DDOs) on the “Hatid Tulong” Initiative.
dd. Attended the 37th NIC ITG Virtual Meeting.
e.e. Turned over 316 foam mattresses, pillows, and linens to the City Government of Tacloban intended for the isolation/quarantine facility in Salvacion Heights.
ff. Attended the 39th NIC-ITG Virtual Meeting.
gg. Turned over 100 foam mattresses, pillows, linens, and 480 N95 masks to the City Government of Ormoc intended for the established Regional Quarantine Facility.

hh. Hauled and accounted 120 pcs hospital bed for distribution to identified Regional Quarantine Facilities.
ii. Conducted coordination meeting with Maasin City Port Incident Management Team to ensure coordination and preparation for incoming batch of LSIs from Cebu City and Cebu Province.
jj. Turned over the following:
   - 30 units of hospital (mechanical) beds to the Province of Eastern Samar
   - 40 foam mattresses, linens, and pillows to the City of Borongan, Province of Eastern Samar
   - 30 units of hospital (mechanical) beds to the Province of Northern Samar
   - 10 units of hospital (mechanical) beds and 1,500 pcs surgical masks to 8ID and PA
   - 10 units of hospital (mechanical) beds to PRO8
   - 480 N95 masks to Calbayog City
   - 480 N95 masks to Catbalogan City
   - 50 units hospital (mechanical) beds to the Province of Leyte
   - 50 units hospital (mechanical) beds to the City of Ormoc
   - 50 Hospital Beds and Foams to the City Government of Baybay, Leyte
   - 10 hospital beds to Leyte Provincial Police Office.

kk. Provided continuous support to the LGUs in the implementation of Executive Orders related to General or Enhanced Community Quarantine to combat COVID-19;
ll. Provided continuous support to the PNP in the conduct of Quarantine Control Points Security operations with the LGUs, DOH and other law enforcement agencies;

mm. Coordinated with LGUs on the deployment of Reservists.
nn. Turned over portable x-ray machines, mechanical ventilator, and other hospital equipment to Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center.

oo. Turned over PPEs to Tacloban City Health Office and Tacloban City Rescue Unit.

pp. Facilitated the hauling of mechanical beds for Cataman, Northern Samar.

DOH VIII

a. Turned over 5 units ambulance to LGUs Catarman, Calbayog, Sta. Fe, Tolosa and Villaba Polyclinic.
b. Facilitated weekly virtual and actual meeting with PDOHs and press briefer.
c. Facilitated lists of recipients of swabbing booth c/o DOST.
d. Maintained Case Management Coordinating Cell & Emergency Center Operations.
e. Continuous contact tracing of new confirmed case.
f. Maintained Code Red alert status in Region VIII.
g. Attended to various interagency and health cluster meetings.
h. Conducted series of event-based surveillance and contract tracing.
i. Conducted information dissemination thru policies, issuances and advisories to LGUs and partners.
j. Continuous coordination with 6 PDOH.
k. Provided ₱805,412.41 worth of Logistics (PPEs, medical supplies and medicines and drugs) to different Hospitals, PDOH Offices and COVID Response Teams.
l. Conducted regular press conference and risk communication.
m. Conducted MHPSS intervention at Tacloban City.
n. Sent regular samples to subnational testing (Region VII).
o. Conducted orientation on the proper collection (OPS/NPS), proper donning and doffing (LPH Medtech staff, Leyte Leyte & San Isidro MHO).
DSWD VIII

a. Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU) extended assistance to 16,905 walk-in clients amounting to a total of ₱78,036,403.08.

b. Extended Social Pension Unit assistance to 3,991 senior citizens with a sum of ₱23,673,000.00.

c. Submitted Project Proposals for the Social Amelioration Program were reviewed by the composed team led by the Operations Cluster-143/143 LGUs (100% completion). From those submitted PPs of LGUs, 143 (100% completion) obligated and with signed MOA;

d. Extended assistance to their 170 beneficiaries through their regular program of SLP a sum of ₱2,261,210.07 from social services of DSWD FO VIII;

e. A total of ₱5,508,912,186.00 worth of assistance was extended to the families and individuals who were directly/indirectly affected by the COVID-19 outbreak in the region.

f. Provided 5k assistance for Non-4Ps beneficiaries and the DRMD was able to record the distribution of 5K SAP assistance extended to the 550,377 Non-4Ps beneficiaries with a sum of ₱2,751,249,750.00.

g. Transferred of funds amounting to ₱2,980,470,000.00 (100%) to 143 LGUs (100% completion) with intended for the distribution of 5k SAP to 596,094 Non 4Ps beneficiaries. Currently, eighty-five (85) LGUs have ongoing pay out of 5k SAP assistance and other LGUs with fund transferred are scheduling the distribution of assistance. 5 out of 143 LGUs had completed their payout.

h. The 258,936 (100% Cash Card Holder) with a sum of ₱945,116,400.00 and 21,143 (93.55% Non Cash card holder) with a sum of ₱77,175,600.00.

i. Augmented assistance to 16,254 families and to the 17 stranded sale representatives with a sum of ₱8,302,964.84;

j. Facilitated the ongoing pay out for SOCPEN beneficiaries. To date, 2,228 Senior Citizens were served with a sum of ₱13,335,000.00.

k. Transferred funds amounting to ₱2,980,470,000.00 to 143 LGUs (100% completion). LGUs will be contacted by the assigned SWAD Teams to set schedule of distribution immediately;

l. Coordinated closely with SWAD Teams, Municipal Action Teams and Local Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Councils (LDRRMCs) and have monitored the distribution of ₱5,000 SAP to beneficiaries;

m. Identified seven (7) cities and one hundred thirty-six (136) municipalities affected with 875,246 eligible families in Social Amelioration Program/Emergency Subsidy Program. From those eligible families, 279,152 families are beneficiaries of Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps) and 596,094 families are beneficiaries coming from the Non-4Ps beneficiaries who belongs as well to the poor families;

n. Out of 44,492 Children target enrolled in the Day Care Center, 40,974 had received additional food to their regular meals (92.09% Accomplishment). A sum of 25,166,145.00 funds was released by the SFP Section. (As of March 24, 2020)

o. Extended assistance to 170 beneficiaries with a sum of ₱2,261,210.07 through the Sustainable Livelihood Program;

p. Extended social services a sum of ₱4,816,550,043.00 to identified beneficiaries;

q. Provided technical assistance to LGUs to ensure smooth implementation of SAP;

r. Continuously consolidates and collaborates all response efforts and activities of the LGUs and Cluster to ensure continued services to the clients and addresses concerns promptly related to COVID-19;

s. Facilitated SAC obligation requests of the submitted documents for approval. Several LGUs RE, ₱750 health grant, ₱600 rice subsidy as well as their regular subsidies. 258,936 beneficiaries (Cash Card) were served with a sum of ₱945,116,400.00 (100% accomplishment).

t. ICTMS developed E-SAC encoding and were deployment to all cities/municipalities.

u. Provided sixty (60) food packs to LSIs at the DZR Airport, Tacloban City.

v. Provided a total of ₱3,653,343.51 worth of assistance to 7,596 families and to 17 stranded
sales representatives.
w. Extended assistance to 11,572 Walk-In Clients with a sum of Php 52,471,255.04;
x. Extended Social Pension Unit assistance to 160,656 Senior Citizens with a sum of Php 927,633,000.00.
y. Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU) extended assistance to 13,083 walk-in clients amounting to Php 57,652,342.04.
z. Extended Social Pension Unit assistance to 166,586 Senior Citizens amounting Php 990,756,000.00.

aa. DSWD-FO VIII DRMD was able to extend assistance to 9,558 families and 17 stranded sale representatives with a sum of Php 4,613,861.95.
bb. Sustainable Livelihood Program extended assistance to 170 beneficiaries amounting to Php 2,261,210.07.
cc. Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps) extended assistance to 258,936 cash card holder beneficiaries with a sum of Php 945,116,400.00 and 21,143 non-cash card holder beneficiaries with a sum of Php 77,175,600.00.

dd. Transferred Php 2,980,470,000.00 to 143 LGUs intended for the distribution of SAP assistance to 596,094 non-4Ps beneficiaries.
ee. DSWD-FO VIII DRMD recorded SAP assistance distribution extended to 550,480 non-4Ps beneficiaries amounting to Php 2,752,283,000.00. Of which, 9,909 beneficiaries out of 81,475 waitlisted families, were served with an amount of Php 49,545,000.00.

DPWH VIII
a. Deployed service vehicles to ferry health workers regionwide.
b. Established and installed sanitation/decontamination tents and gantry facilities.
c. Provided vehicle transportation of PPEs from Ormoc to Tacloban.
d. Provided transportation support in the hauling of PPEs

DOE VIII
a. Conducted daily monitoring of power situation to ensure adequate and stable supply.
b. Monitored Price Freeze of household LPG and kerosene from 15 to 30 May 2020.

DOST VIII
a. Conducted orientation on the Returning Residents Portal to be used by the Regional EOC;
b. Attended RTF Coordination meeting re ROF and LSIs
c. Conducted a Virtual meeting for the DOST Smart Food Chain Program for the New Normal - An integrated program amongst PCAARRD, PCIEERD, ITDI, FNRI, SUCs and Regional Offices.
d. Distributed RISEMO RTC to 82 target recipients from the following Barangays and corresponding number of pack. (Libtong- 360, Villa Caneja- 360, Atipolo- 960, Larrazabal-1440, Calumpong- 2880, Sto.Nino- 840, Talustusan- 480, Imelda- 480, Smo.Rosario- 1680, Caraycaray – 360)
e. Facilitated the attendance of DOST-SETUP assisted MSMEs in the Food sector affected by the pandemic, to the following webinars:
   • Application for FDA License to Operate amidst the New Normal under Covid-19
   • Sharing of Singapore’s Experience in Ensuring Food Safety During Covid-19 Pandemic, Moving Towards a New Normal
f. Processed and completed of documentary requirements of proposals for CY 2020 SETUP ISS Funding;
g. Monitored SETUP assisted MSMEs who will avail of five (5) months moratorium from March - July 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic;
h. Prepared the administrative and financial documents to expedite distribution of the face shields to the six (6) provinces of Region 8;
i. Submitted list to FASSSTER Team, 11 volunteer trainers (6 trainers and 5 data interpreters) coming from the different SUCs in Region 8;
j. Assisted in the dissemination of the invitation to attend the Part 3 webinar series with the theme "COVID-19: Where We Are and Where We Want to Be", with the following topics:
   - Food in the COVID-19 Pandemic
   - Impact of COVID-19 on Agricultural Production: Toward Sustainable Food System thru Agri-Innovation
k. Disseminated and participated in the National Webinar with the topic: "Understanding Consumer Behavior Amidst the Covid-19 Pandemic: Trends & Pivots";
l. Facilitated and participated in the orientation activity related to CRADLE Program entitled: "CRADLE Challenge 2020: Equipping Industries for the New normal" Orientation via Zoom;
m. Strengthened financial well-being of DOST-8 personnel thru endorsement and approval of DOST-8 S&T MPC Resolution No. 20-007 for the Extension of the Grace Period for all Loans of the Coop Members with Principal and/or Interest falling due within the ECQ, MECQ, and GCQ without interest, penalties, fees and other charges until 30 June 2020

BFP VIII

n. Assigned personnel to assist in the conduct of contact tracing of persons in the communities.
o. Assisted in the transportation of suspected/identified COVID-19 patients.
p. Established 23 Decontamination Stations Region-wide with 51 personnel deployed on said operation.
q. Established 12 Emergency Medical Service Stations Region-wide responding to emergency medical calls with a total of 37 crew.
r. Provided assistance in 16 control points with 30 personnel deployed Region-wide conducting disinfection.
s. Ensure the availability of emergency vehicle and medical personnel.
t. Conducted continuous monitoring in all control points (3 Decon, 5 Check points, 3 isolation area and 1 Seaport) in Western Samar and other activities of the Stations.
u. Ensure availability of emergency vehicle and medical personnel.
v. Conducted continuous monitoring in all control points (3 decon and 5 check points) in Western Samar and other activities of the Stations.
w. Conducted disinfection/misting of vehicles and assistance to civilians in foot bath and handwashing area in Provincial Boundaries of Maasin City and San Ricardo.
x. Conducted monitoring and posting at designated checkpoint/seaport/decon area in coordination with LGU, City/Rural Health Office, PNP and AFP.
y. Conducted disinfection/Misting of vehicles and assisting civilians in foot bath and handwashing area in Provincial Boundaries (Maasin City and San Ricardo).

PRO VIII

a. Attended the teleconference of the 1st and 2nd Leyte Police Mobile Force Company (LPMFC). The main agenda of the conference was the preparedness and readiness of all units in preventing COVID-19 pandemic spread in their AOR.
b. Presided over the RIDMD Family Teleconference attended by the Chiefs of the City and Provincial IDMBs of the Police Regional Office together with the different Section Chiefs of RIDMD to discuss guidelines on contact tracing among others.
c. Provided one half sack of rice and some grocery items in Brgy.71, Naga-Naga, Tacloban.
d. Conducted a Bloodletting activity dubbed as “Dugo Ko, Alay Ko” Give Blood Save a Life Program with 57 blood donors from RSTU8 BISOC trainees and PRO8 personnel. The said activity is in line to the Administrative Support to COVID-19 Operations Task Force and Health Service Mission & Vision with Total amount of blood extracted -25,650 cc.
e. Conducted roving inspection, pneumococcal vaccination and checking of health condition of fifty nine (59) PNP personnel manning the Quarantine Control Point (QCP) at PRO8 Regional Headquarters, eleven (11) at Maharlika Tacloban City QCP, ten (10) at National Irrigation Administration (NIA) Marasbaras QCP and four (4) at the Department of Public Works and Highway (DPWH) Palo QCP, and Samar strategic QCPs.
f. Conducted Teleconference Lecture on COVID-19, its Preventive and Safety Measures Against the Spread and Transmission of the Disease and the Demonstration and Doffing of...
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to the members of the Medical Reserve Force (MRF), Quick Response Team (QRT) and the Reserve Standby Support Force assigned in forty one (41) Municipal Police Station (MPS) and two (2) Mobile Force Companies of Leyte Police Provincial Office (LPPO) held at LPPO Conference Room, San Jose Tacloban City

g. Conducted Teleconference on Stress Management and Lecture on Psychosocial First Aid to the members of the MRF, QRT, and RSSF assigned in forty one (41) Municipal Police Station (MPS) and two (2) Mobile Force Companies of Leyte Police Provincial Office (LPPO) held at LPPO Conference Room, San Jose Tacloban City

h. Conducted a meeting with PHILHEALTH for the accreditation of the PNP Isolation Facility (PRO 8 Ligtas COVID Center) located at the RHS 8, Admin Building, Camp Kangleon, Palo, Leyte.

i. Supported 16,516 families / 81,434 individuals through the Kapwa ko, Sagot ko Program of PRO VIII which aims to help indigent families who were greatly affected by COVID-19 pandemic.

### REGIONAL HIGHWAY PATROL UNIT 8

Conducted joint Checkpoint with the others Government Agency in implementing the COVID 19 Community Quarantine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Personnel Compliment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Juanico Bridge, Tacloban City</td>
<td>1 PCO, 2 PNCO, 1 MV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Northern Samar</td>
<td>5 PNCO, 3 CY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catbalogan City, Samar</td>
<td>1 PCO, 3 PNCO, 1 MV, 1 CY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormoc City, Leyte</td>
<td>1 PCO, 3 PNCO, 1 MV, 1 CY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liloan, Southern Leyte</td>
<td>1 PCO, 3 PNCO, 1 MV, 1 CY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8TH INFANTRY DIVISION, PHILIPPINE ARMY

a. Provided assistance and security in the distribution of rice packs and fresh fish together with CSWDO in Brgy. San Jose, Tacloban City by 546th ECB, 53rd EB.

b. Provided transportation and human resource assistance in the hauling and distribution of food packs to 540 families in Brgy. San Jose, Tacloban City by 546th ECB, 53rd EB.

c. Deployed JTF Storm Troops (909 - EP, 123 - CAA and 85 reservists, 17 Officers) for the maintenance of Peace and Order.

d. Continuous support in the implementation of Executive Orders, guidelines in the conduct of General Community Quarantine and precautionary measures against COVID-19.

e. Continuous support to PNP in the conduct of Quarantine Control Points at designated border control in collaboration with LGU, DOH, and other Law Enforcement Agencies.

f. Continuous monitoring of Local Government Units through deployed personnel from different brigades.

g. Continue partnering with various stakeholders in anti-COVID-19 related projects/activities.

### DILG VIII

Conducted Governance Cluster Meeting.

### DICT Visayas Cluster II

a. Provided internet connectivity via “Free Wi-Fi For All Project”.

b. Raised Public Awareness about Cyber-safety and Security against fake news, voice phishing, and security issues in teleconferencing applications, fraud, scam, and many other cybercrimes.

c. Conducted a free sextuple back-to-back webinar entitled Wifi; The 6th Gen”, “Learn to Code: HTML for Beginners”, “Basic Computer Troubleshooting”, and “Learn to Use: Google Drive”, and Online Digital Literacy Trainings/Webinars.

d. Provided region-wide technical support to LGUs and Regional Line Agencies (RLAs), and local AITF activities

e. Conducted a free webinar on How Tour Guiding and Trip Advising Work.

f. Conducted troubleshoot procedure on the wi-fi situated at the Regional EOC;
DTI VIII
a. Monitored 238 firms with 100% compliance on price freeze on basic commodities of the Business Continuity Plans (BCPs) of assisted MSMEs under the priority industry.
b. Negosyo Center Business Counselors (NCBs) ensured regular monitoring on the implementation.
c. Assisted MSMEs to cater inquiries regarding COVID-19 Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-Asenso-Emergency Relief Fund (P3-ERF).
d. Initiated another Diskwento Caravan B- Market edition in Catbalogan City, Samar.

BUREAU OF QUARANTINE VIII
Boarded, inspected and cleared sixteen (16) foreign vessels from ports of Samar, Calbayog, Samar; Tacloban City; Sanvic, San Isidro, N. Samar; Isabel, Leyte; Albuera, Leyte; TOMI, Tolosa, Leyte; and Homonhon, Eastern Samar from 01-23 April 2020.

TACTICAL OPERATIONS GROUP VIII – PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE
a. One (1) team Quick Reaction Team (QRT) on standby alert at HTOG 8 and ready to be deployed upon orders.
b. Two (2) teams Reactionary Standby Support Force (RSSF) standby alert at TOG 8 ready for deployment upon orders.
c. Conducted prophylactic patrol within DZR Airport Complex.
d. Deployed personnel to DZR Airport, Tacloban City to perform base operations to C295 # 129.
e. Deployed Two (2) Intel Personnel to monitor groceries and food establishment in Tacloban City for any possible looting activities.
f. Continuous coordination with LGUs, DOH, DSWD, OCD and PNP re implementation of Executive Orders regarding General Community Quarantine and precautionary measures against COVID-19.
g. Continuous conduct of TI&E to personnel re COVID-19 prevention.
h. Constant monitoring at DOH Eastern Visayas-Center for Health Development re update and health advisories on COVID-19 in the Region.
i. Attendance to inter-agency conferences / emergency meetings and mission planning for prevention against the COVID-19.
j. Assisted during the arrival of repatriated OFWs returning to the region.
k. Deployed one (1) QRT to DZR Airport to provide base operations to PCG Islander aircraft and PCG helicopter.
l. Facilitated the distribution of donated assorted PPEs and fabricated foot bath in partnership with OCD VIII and Tingog Partylist to three (3) schools in Palo and Tacloban City.

Local Government

PDRRMC Southern Leyte
a. Advised to keep informing all their constituents regarding the Government’s call for SOCIAL DISTANCING, STAY at HOME and boost our Immune System.
b. Attended meeting with the PIATF COVID-19 re assessment of the heightened Community Quarantine.
c. Attended emergency meeting with the IATF COVID-19, Response Clusters, LDRRM Officers and LCE in the entire province of Southern Leyte.
d. Issued Executive Order No. 22, series of 2020 , an order placing the entire Province of Southern Leyte under Heightened Community Quarantine prescribing Enhanced Safety Measures and Security precautions relative to COVID-19 Pandemic.
e. Activated the Southern Leyte Emergency Operations center (SLEOC) in a Code RED status to support the lower EOC and IMT.
f. Issued Executive Order No. 22 , an order for the Activation of COVID-19 Response Clusters, coupled with Memo No.45 Response Cluster Designation.
g. Issued LGU Executive Order No. 15, series of 2020 “An order for the Activation of City/Municipal and Barangay Health Emergency Teams and Installation of check point in port of entries’.


i. Issued Executive Order No. 18, “An executive order declaring province of Southern Leyte in a state of Public Health Emergency and adopt the declaration of the world health organization, COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic”.

j. Issued Executive Order No.17, dated March 13, 2020, “An executive order to cancel immediately all the scheduled big events and activities to be held within or outside the city, municipalities and barangays due to COVID-19 virus outbreak”.


l. Disseminated PIATF –MEID, Memo Number 81, dated 08 May 2020 to all City/Municipal Mayors in preparation of Isolation facility in Every City/Municipality for the “Balik Probinsiya Program”.

m. Attended the Port management Coordination Meeting for Leyte-Biliran Island hosted by LGU Ormoc City.

n. Conducted Orientation to the Bankers and Cooperative Establishment of Maasin City for the ground implementation of the EO No. 24, s 2020.

 o. Held a special meeting with the Southern Leyte PIATF-MEID and City/Municipal Mayors in preparation for the Balik-Probinsiya,Bagong Pag-asan Program and the stranded local tourist and individuals and port management.

p. Conducted coordination meeting with the City of Maasin regarding the crafting of guidelines for “Hatid-Estudante Program” of the Maasin City.

q. Issued PIATF-MEID executive order # 27 series of 2020, “An order extending the implementation of general Community Quarantine (GCQ) in the whole province of Southern Leyte until May 31,2020”.

r. Facilitated the return of LSIs from Cebu City via Cokaliong Shipping Lines and assisted other LGUs for their transportation.

s. Issued PIATF-MEID EO No. 32, s 2020, an order extending the implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) in the whole Province of Southern Leyte until 30 June 2020.

t. Issued PIATF-MEID Executive Order No. 33, s 2020, An order of extending the implementation of General Community Quarantine (GCQ) in the whole province of Southern Leyte until 15 July 2020 and providing some amendments thereof.

u. Sent personnel, equipment and vehicle to the RIATF-MEID / RTF8 COVID-19 to augment management and coordination of incoming ROF, LSI and BP beneficiaries’ for Southern Leyte last 09 July 2020.

v. Issued Resolution No. 17 s 2020, requesting the Regional Director of DepEd to allocate one (1) quarantine facility in each barangay in Southern Leyte for returning LSIs;

w. Attended the coordination meeting with the BFP Southern Leyte and SL EOC in preparation for the Hatid Tulong Program of the PMS.

x. PIATF Southern Leyte issued Executive Order No. 38, s. 2020, An order implementing MGCQ in the whole province of Southern Leyte until 15 August 2020.

y. PIATF-MEID issued Executive Order No. 45, s. 2020 dated 30 September 2020, an order extending the implementation of MGCQ in the province of Southern Leyte until 31 October 2020.

PDRRMC Eastern Samar

a. Issued Executive Order No. BPE 06-17, s. 2020, An order giving exceptions to the mandatory quarantine in designated isolation facility allowing quarantine at home and in other accredited facilities for exceptional cases.

b. Deployed duty personnel to the RTF8 Regional EOC.

c. Facilitated the return of LSIs and ROFs coming from other areas in the country.

d. Issued Executive Order No. BPE 06-39, ss 2020, An order establishing the guidelines for short-term travel to and from Eastern Samar and for other purposes.
MDRRMC Jipapad, Eastern Samar
a. Issued the following ordinances for COVID-19 response:
   • EO 05, s. 2020 – placing the entire municipality of Jipapad Eastern Samar under GCQ.
   • EO 06, s. 2020 – implementation of modified quarantine in Jipapad Eastern Samar.
   • EO 07, s. 2020 – Stringent implementation of wearing face mask and social distancing in Jipapad.
   • EO 08, s. 2020 – establishment and activation of LGU-Jipapad Task force Against COVID-19.
b. Provided bandillos to all barangays relative to COVID19 pandemic.
c. Purchased medicines, medical supplies, and other important equipment needed to combat COVID19 using the 20% Economic Development Fund, DRRM Fund, and BGCM Fund.
d. Constructed temporary isolation ward for PUIs.
e. Formulated a Management Action Plan (MAP).

MDRRMC Sulat, Eastern Samar
a. Issued Executive Order No. 2020-10, s. 2020, adopting the pertinent provision of the presidential proclamation for immediate implementation in the Municipality.
b. Purchased essential Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
c. Constructed decontamination check points (decontamination gate) at strategic boarders.
e. Conducted misting and flushing in priority barangay roads and streets with the Bureau of Fire Protection and the MDRRMO.
f. Established a central evacuation center and priority school buildings at the Sulat National High School as quarantine area for PUM and PUIs.
g. Coordinated with DepEd through a MOA for possible utilization of school buildings at Sulat Central Elementary School.
h. Provided the 18 barangays with construction materials for the construction of makeshift isolation quarantine areas.
i. Distributed relief goods to the identified PUMs, senior citizens, and frontliners.
j. Distributed relief goods to all barangays.
k. Conducted Information Drive/Pulong-Pulong presided by the Local Chief Executive in all barangays within the municipality.
l. Initiated the Senior Citizen Health Monitoring (SCHM) to ensure health condition and well-being of the senior citizens within the municipality.

REGION IX

OCD IX
a. Continuously monitoring the situation for whatever concerns, problems and issues that will need immediate action.
b. Participated in teleconference meeting with Economic Cluster of the Regional Task Force COVID-19 led by NEDA IX.
c. Endorsed letter from Mr. Pedro Melchor Soliven, Economic Development Committee Chairperson of Regional Development Council to NDRRMC to transport medical supplies from Manila to Zamboanga.
d. Sent letter to DOH IX re Contact Tracing function
e. Participated in the 6th Inter-Task Group Video Teleconference Meeting by NTF COVID-19 National Incident Command – Emergency Operations Center
f. Participated in the Video Teleconference of Mindanao Communicator’s Network (MCN)/TG Strategic Communication led by Philippine Information Agency IX
g. Sent RTF COVID-19 Memorandum No. 9 re Activation of the Regional Task Force on COVID-19 to RDRRMC IX member-agencies and stakeholders
h. Sent Advisory and Manual of Operations to RDRRMC member-agencies and stakeholders for the RTF COVID-19 Video Teleconference scheduled on 16 April 2020
i. Facilitated the delivery of COVID-19 specimens from Zamboanga City to Davao City for laboratory testing, in coordination with DOH IX RESU and EAAB, Zamboanga City
j. Initial drafting of the Regional Action Plan for COVID-19 to be presented for enhancement and approval during the RTF IX COVID-19 Video Teleconference
k. Guested in the Kapihan Na Zamboanga: Bantay COVID-19 in ZamPen by the Philippine Information Agency IX via video teleconference. This was streamed via Facebook Live through the PIA Western Mindanao page.
l. Participated in the Governance Cluster and MDM Cluster Video Teleconference Meeting led by DILG IX
m. Coordinated with OCD Regional Directors in Mindanao for a video teleconference on Friday, 17 April 2020. The agenda discussed include the Rapid Pass System and Contact Tracing function recently assigned to OCD.
n. Disseminated RTF COVID-19 Memorandum No. 11 re Bantay COVID-19 in ZamPen to RDRRMC IX member-agencies
o. Participated in the 7th Inter-Task Group Video Teleconference Meeting by NTF COVID-19 National Incident Command – Emergency Operations Center.
p. Staff meeting re finalization of Regional Action Plan for presentation to the upcoming 1st Regional Task Force IX video teleconferencing.
q. ACP-ZC Staff received the arrival of several Medical Supplies and PPEs from NDRRMC-EOC intended for Zamboanga Peninsula Hospital and also to facilitate the provision of transportation going to the recipient.
r. RDRRMC RTF IX successfully conducted its 1st Video Teleconferencing with its member agencies to tackle Regional Action Plan for COVID-19 and policies for implementation in the region, there are at least 43 agencies participated in the VTC.
s. RD Ochotorena was interviewed by Ms. Karen Azupardo of UP Manila College of Public Health re rapid assessment study of the response of selected LGUs to curbing the transmission of COVID-19 in the community.
t. Finalization of the Regional Action Plan for COVID-19
u. Coordinated with LGU Zamboanga Sibugay and Zamboanga del Norte re the reported stranded travelers
v. Sent out a communication to DILG IX (STG Governance) regarding the five (5) stranded travelers in Brgy. Gatas, Kalawit, Zamboanga del Norte
w. Disseminated RTF COVID-19 Memorandum No. 13 re Status of Agreements that Emanated from the First Meeting of the RTF COVID-19 held last April 16, 2020
x. Disseminated RTF COVID-19 Memorandum No. 14 re Protocol in Requesting Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs)
y. Disseminated RTF COVID-19 Memorandum No. 15 re: Dissemination of RTF COVID-19 Resolution No. 2, s.2020 re Requesting all Public and Private Medical Facilities, Barangay Health Centers, and Hospitals in Region IX to accept all patients not related to COVID-19 case for immediate access to healthcare facilities
z. Finalization of the Regional Action Plan for COVID-19
aa. Sent communication to NTF COVID-19 re the stranded students in Cebu City requesting to be transported to Zamboanga City
bb. Disseminated draft of Regional Action Plan for COVID-19 to RDRRMC IX/RTF COVID-19 member-agencies for comments
c. Sent communication to DOH IX regarding the distribution list of frontliners and hospitals for allocation of PPEs from OCD Central Office
ee. Sent letter to DILG IX to convene the Local Chief Executives of the three (3) provinces – Zamboanga del Sur, Zamboanga del Norte, Zamboanga Sibugay - and of Dipolog City,
Dapitan City, Pagadian City, Zamboanga City and Isabela City to discuss matters re: protocols on the passage/entry of travelers towards their point of destination in the region
definitions for the deployment of the Regional IMT.
gg. Finalization of the Regional Action Plan (RAP) for COVID-19, incorporating comments/suggestions from RTF COVID-19 member-agencies.
hh. Ongoing coordination re: transportation assistance of various strandees in and outside the region.
ii. Participated and presented report in the 15th and 17th Inter-Task Group Meeting of the NTF COVID-19 NIC-EOC.
jj. Sent RTF COVID-19 Memo No. 35 re: Video Teleconference Meeting on Contact Tracing to concerned member-agencies
kk. Sent RDRRMC IX Memo No. 3, s.2020 re: Prevention, Mitigation and Preparedness Measures to member-agencies
ll. Sent RTF COVID-19 Memo No. 36 re: Implementation of Work-From-Home as Alternative Work Arrangement for APORs Coming from Offices or Residences in ECQ Zones Who Need to Perform Work or Essential Services in Areas under GCQ and Vice-Versa to all Government Agencies, Instrumentalities, GOCCs, SUCs, and other Entities with Personnel Certified as APORs
mm. Conducted a Video Teleconference Meeting regarding Contact Tracing participated by DILG IX, DOH IX, DOST IX, NICA IX, TESDA IX and DICT MC 1
nn. Drafted guidelines for the Rapid Pass System for Zamboanga Peninsula
qq. Co-facilitated the Joint Meeting of the Regional Development Council IX and RDRRMC IX
rr. Participated in the Orientation on FASSSTER conducted by DOST IX via video teleconference.
ss. Conducted VTC Meeting on the RapidPass ZamPen System Demo with the Provincial, City, and Municipal Task Forces on COVID-19 and the Regional Incident Management Team.
uu. Distributed a total of 1,560 PPEs to CAAP Pagadian City.
vv. Issued RTF COVID-19 Memorandum No. 40 regarding the Operational Guidelines on the Management of ROFs and LSIs.
ww. Coordinated and monitored various activities for the returning Filipinos from Sabah, Malaysia.
xx. Participated in the virtual meeting on ALeRTO System and Listo Protocol Development. OCD IX presented the key findings and results of the ALeRTO System Monitoring and Evaluation conducted April 2019.
zz. Participated in the VTC Meeting on preparation for the 3rd batch of returning Filipinos from Sabah.

ACP – RTF COVID-19:
a. Coordinated with PAF Supply Custodian for additional manpower in segregating PPEs and TOG
b. Segregation of PPEs to be turned over to the Zamboanga City Medical Center and MARINA IX as well as determine PPEs to be transported to Pagadian City
c. Delivered request letter to WESMINCOM re: availability of truck to transport PPEs from Zamboanga City to Pagadian City
d. Arrival of C295 plane from Manila and proceeded to facilitate release of 117 boxes of PPEs; 113 of which is received by DOH-CHD IX; four (4) of which was brought at the Logistics Hub completing the 45 boxes
e. Attended the IATF Meeting held at Zamboanga City Hall, with NTF COVID-19 Chief Implementer Secretary Carlito Galvez, Jr. and party
f. Turned over 500 pcs of KN95 masks, 2000 pcs of surgical masks and 100 coverall suits to Zamboanga City Medical Center

g. Turned over 50 pcs coverall suits, 50 pcs KN95 masks, 100 pcs surgical masks, 100 pcs hand gloves to MARINA IX

h. Coordinated with WESMINCOM re: request for M35 truck to transport PPEs to Pagadian City

i. Segregation of PPEs for WESMINCOM

j. Distributed PPEs to the following hospitals of EAAB, WESMINCOM, & Jolo.

k. Turn over of Assorted PPEs to Western Mindanao Command (WesMinCom) represented by Sgt. Marquez of U7 intended for Camp Teodolfo Bautista Station Hospital (CTBSH) at Jolo Sulu. PPEs are: KN95-100pcs., Surgical Masks-1,000pcs., Medical Gloves-100pcs., and Protective Coverall-50pcs.

l. Turn over of Assorted PPEs to Camp Navarro General Hospital on 6 May 2020 at Bagong Calarian, Zamboanga City. PPEs are: KN95-100pcs., Surgical Masks-1,000pcs., Medical Gloves-100pcs., and Protective Coverall-50pcs.

m. Coordinated the Tactical Operation Command (TOC) for the segregation of PPEs as requested by Zamboanga City Medical Center

n. On-going consolidation of PPEs, as of 7 May 2020, the total number are still the same

o. Turned over the following PPEs to Zamboanga City Medical Center: 100 pcs surgical masks, 100 pcs gloves, and 50 pcs KN95 face masks

p. Turned over of 200 pcs KN95 to Western Mindanao State University (WMSU)

q. Turned over of 50 pcs KN95 to Philippine Air Force at EAAB, Zamboanga City

r. Received and facilitated the hauling of 16 boxes of PPEs from OCD Central Office at Edwin Andrews Air Base, Zamboanga City

s. Turned over 4 boxes of test kits to OCD BARMM

t. Coordinated with LGU-Basilan for the test kits to be turned over.

u. Monitored donations from MVP Foundation and Metro Pacific Investment Foundation: 100 packs of PPEs (each pack contains face masks, KN95 masks, head caps, face shields, isolation gowns and coveralls with shoe cover).

v. Coordinated with Zamboanga City DRRMO for updates of stranded SM employees.

w. Coordinated with the City Tourism via email regarding the Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs).

x. Forwarded updated list of LSIs (outbound and inbound) to City Tourism Office through their email address.

y. Participated in the Video Teleconference Meeting of the Regional Inter-Agency Task Force on the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases (RIATF-EID) presided by DILG IX.

z. Conducted consultative meeting with the Regional Incident Management Team re inputs/comments on the RIATF-EID Resolution No. 02.

aa. Secured eighteen (18) boxes of assorted PPEs with no specific labels at the EAAB Supply Room of which, was later confirmed to be the remaining cargoes for LGU-Basilan, based on the list of PPEs presented.

bb. Ongoing coordination re: transportation assistance of various local stranded individuals (LSIs)

c. Continuous assistance on LSIs and requests for passage by individuals travelling to/through Region IX

dd. Convened the STG Law and Order and STG Repatriation of the RTF COVID-19 ZamPen in a VTC Meeting to discuss issues and concerns arising from the implementation of the Operational Guidelines on the Management of ROFs and LSIs.

e. Continuous assistance on LSIs and requests for passage by individuals travelling to/through Region IX

ff. Segregated the DOH-procured PPEs at OCD IX Warehouse.

gg. Facilitated the transportation of 54 Badjaos stranded in Brgy. Licomo to Zamboanga City.

hh. Conducted segregation and sorting PPEs that arrived from Davao City.

ii. Continuously assisted ROFs, LSIs, and individuals travelling to/through Region IX.
jj. Finalization of the Regional Operational Plan during “New Normal”.

kk. Turnover of PPEs to Bureau of Quarantine Zamboanga City

ll. Fetched 298 boxes of DOH Procured PPEs from ZIA (via PSI plane) and transported to DOH RO 9 through Army trucks.

mm. Guested in the Kapihan na Zamboanga: Bantay COVID-19 ZamPen by PIA IX via Google Meet

nn. Attended the City Government of Pagadian 2020 Consultative Meeting participated by Regional Directors and Local Officials

oo. Conducted the Activation of Incident Management Team and Planning Meeting for Special Handling Operations for Returning Filipinos from Sabah (SHOREFS) - specifically in the operationalization of the disembarkation process of REFS – at Philippine Ports Authority IX, RT Lim Boulevard, Zamboanga City

pp. Turned over 87 boxes of PPEs to Zamboanga City Medical Center at DOH IX Training Center

qq. Attended the DILG Webinar on the Application of the Zoning Containment Strategy for COVID-19

DA IX

a. Amid COVID-19 disease Regional Executive Director Cedeño on a live interview said to heed the directives of DA Secretary William D. Dar the priority food pass stickers were issued in the respective checkpoints of the region for suppliers and farm producers to avail and ensure the free mobility of food supply skeletal workforce was deployed with the assistance of PNP and Phil. Army to facilitate the smooth movement of food supplies.


c. Current supply will last for 27 days based on daily consumption rate or 231 days based on average daily sales.

d. Per report generated on four (4) RPCs, around 13.75 MT milled rice and 47MT palay are available. These are the stocks coming from the RPCs in Molave, Labangan & Mahayag in Zamboanga Del Sur and in Siay, Zamboanga Sibugay. Other RPCs currently have no stocks since harvests are underway in various areas in Zamboanga Del Sur and Zamboanga Del Norte.

e. Reprogramming of works and financial targets in view of the COVID-19 mitigating measures. The organic and corn programs have finalized their realignment.

f. A total of 5,055 Food Passes was issued region wide.

g. A total of 826 Farm Worker Passes was issued in the 3 Provinces of Region last April 06, 2020.

h. RSO-Dipolog City Reconstitution of the Local Price Coordinating Council.

i. Issued a total of 5,470 Food Passes regionwide (Zamboanga del Sur – 2,800; Zamboanga del Norte – 980; Zamboanga Sibugay – 673; Zamboanga City – 1,017).

j. Issued a total of 1,268 Farm Workers Passes in the region (593 of which were issued by LGUs).

k. Issued a total of 230 Worker Passes in the region, specifically for workers in the subprojects funded by the Philippine Rural Development Project.

l. A total of 5,556 Food Passes were issued region wide. (Zamboanga de Sur -2,824; Zamboanga del Norte- 1,006; Zamboanga Sibugay-682 and Zamboanga City -1,044).

m. A total of 1,346 Farm workers Pass were issued in the region (623 of which were issued by LGUs)

• Per report total palay inventory for the region amounted to 453,371 bags (total rice equivalent – 310,519 bags); Zamboanga peninsula will last 23 days based on average daily sales.

n. RED Cedeño together with personnel from FOD visited the mechanized seed production area of DENR-R9 at Baclay, Tukuran in Zamboanga del Sur; Same team also conducted spot monitoring at Romarate Checkpoint in Aurora, Zamboanga del Sur.
o. E-media Mo Live Interview re: KADIWA on Wheels and (2) Bridaga Duro taped interview, re: DA interventions amid COVID-19.

p. 2nd set of letters were sent to the provincial governors of Zamboanga del Sur, Zamboanga Sibugay and Zamboanga del Norte and the mayor of Zamboanga City, reiterating the reactivation of their respective local price coordinating councils (LPCCs) and the implementation of price freeze.

q. Fifth (5th) Leg for the KADIWA on Wheels was held at Barangay Mampang, Zamboanga City. 3,147 of fresh & vegetables; 550 kgs chicken, 750 kgs rice, 350 kgs fresh fish, 50 kgs dried fish, 692 kgs rootcrops were sold in a day. Also included calamansi concentrate and ready to drink calamansi juice, among others. The 5th leg for KADIWA initiative was spearheaded by AMAD, in collaboration with Office the City Agriculturist, La Paz Federation of Farmers, Mampang Brgy Council, Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources and the ZC-Chamber of Commerce. Around 2,500 residents availed of the products at the said mobile market.

r. Prepared and submitted request letter to Secretary William D. Dar, re:authority to sign and purchase certified inbred seeds for distribution.

s. Coordinated with municipal agriculturists in the fast-tracking of FSRF encoding.

t. Attended teleconference meeting with BAC in relation to fasttracking procurement activities under COVID-19 situation.

u. Assisted/conducted the said additional distribution together with local officials of LGU Kalawit & other personnel to affected local sectors due to extended ECQ as a result of COVID-19.

DSWD IX

a. Disaster Response Management Division through our Disaster Response Information Management Section in continuously coordinating with the SWAD Team Leader in 3 provinces on the number of families affected due to ECQ in Zamboanga Peninsula.

b. Disaster Response Management Division will resume the repacking of Family Food Packs by April 13, 2020.

c. DSWD SWAD-Office of Ipil, Zamboanga Sibugay distributed FFPs amounting to ₱235,800.00 to 655 persons with disability (PWDs) originating from 23 barangays in Naga, Zamboanga Sibugay Province.

d. Continued facilitation of the repacking of FFPs in order to maintain the required number of FFPs at any given time considering the influx of requests from concerned LGUs for augmentation.

e. Continued coordination with SWAD Team Leaders in three (3) provinces on the number of families greatly affected by ECQ (ECQ) in Zamboanga Peninsula through the Disaster Response Information Management Section (DRIMS).

f. Monitoring prepositioned FFPs and the NFIs in the provinces should there be a need to increase their existing supplies.

g. Social Amelioration Program (SAP)
   - 397,417 families received SAP assistance amounting to ₱1,987,085,000.00 as of 13 May 2020, 4PM.
   - DSWD-FO IX DRMD-DRIMS assists in the gathering of data on served beneficiaries of SAP/ESP.
   - Released Family Food Packs (FFPs) per province as of 12 May 2020 with breakdown as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROVINCE</th>
<th>FAMILY FOOD PACKS</th>
<th>TOTAL COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Sibugay</td>
<td>7,651</td>
<td>2,957,560.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Del Norte</td>
<td>7,353</td>
<td>3,504,360.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Del Sur</td>
<td>10,453</td>
<td>4,425,480.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabela City</td>
<td>1,278</td>
<td>664,560.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11,551,960.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga City</td>
<td>18,326</td>
<td>8,937,520.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>20,489,480.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOH IX

a. Delivery of COVID-19 – related logistics from Central Office to the COVID referral facilities and provincial DOH offices in the region thru OCD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility/Office</th>
<th>N95</th>
<th>Medical Face Mask</th>
<th>Gloves</th>
<th>Alcohol (1L/bottle)</th>
<th>Cover All</th>
<th>Full PPE Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISABELA CITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Health Office</td>
<td>200 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pcs</td>
<td>500 pairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilan General Hospital</td>
<td>800 pcs</td>
<td>3,000 pcs</td>
<td>2,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40 pcs</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZAMBOANGA CITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga City Medical Center</td>
<td>2000 pcs</td>
<td>15,000 pcs</td>
<td>10,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labuan General Hospital</td>
<td>800 pcs</td>
<td>4,000 pcs</td>
<td>3,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Central Sanitarium</td>
<td>800 pcs</td>
<td>4,000 pcs</td>
<td>3,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40 pcs</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDOHO</td>
<td>150 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pairs</td>
<td>4-boxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Del Norte Medical Center</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,500 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 Pairs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corazon C. Aquino Hospital</td>
<td>300 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Jose Rizal Memorial Medical Center</td>
<td>2,000 pcs</td>
<td>11,000 pcs</td>
<td>6,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40 pcs</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZAMBOANGA DEL SUR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDOHO</td>
<td>150 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pairs</td>
<td>4-boxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Del Sur Medical Center</td>
<td>300 pcs</td>
<td>1,500 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margosatubig Regional Hospital</td>
<td>800 pcs</td>
<td>3,000 pcs</td>
<td>2,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40 pcs</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZAMBOANGA SIBUGAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDOHO</td>
<td>150 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pairs</td>
<td>4-boxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Sibugay Provincial Hospital</td>
<td>500 pcs</td>
<td>500 pcs</td>
<td>1,000 pairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SULU</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulu Sanitarium</td>
<td>800 pcs</td>
<td>4,000 pcs</td>
<td>3,000 pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OTHER AGENCIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP RO IX</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Participated in the Regional Task Force COVID-19 – Economic Cluster Video Conference facilitated by NEDA IX.

c. Regional COVID-19 Emergency Operations Center Videoconference Meeting with the Provincial/City Health Officers, Provincial DOH Office Representatives, and DOH retained Hospitals (MRH and DJRMH) to discuss updates in the provincial/city COVID-19 responses.

d. Participated in the 3rd Task Group Response Operations Meeting thru videoconference. Updates on COVID responses were tackled.

e. A team from Health Facilities and Services Regulatory Bureau (HFSRB) Department of Health, Research Institute of Tropical Medicine (RITM) and World Health Organization (WHO) conducted an onsite visit to Zamboanga City Medical Center Laboratory and Regional Disease Diagnostic Laboratory (RDDL) to assess the infrastructure, equipment, manpower, and administrative controls needed for setting up a COVID-19 testing facility in the region.

f. Per report the RESU team recently concluded its orientation activity on Infection, Control, Contact Tracing and Specimen Collection for COVID-19 for frontline health workers of the 3 provinces and highly urbanized city of Zamboanga Peninsula.

g. Per report DOH-ZP CHD convened all Provincial Health Officer, Medical Center Chiefs of the DOH Retained Hospitals and Provincial Health Team Leaders to discuss updates on COVIDS 19 Pandemic Response through a videoconference call.

h. Inspection of the Temporary Treatment and Monitoring Facility of the Western Mindanao Command in Malagutay.

i. Health Cluster Meeting with the Municipal Health Officers, Provincial DOH Office Development Management Officers, and Provincial Health Officers to give updates on the recent DOH COVID-19 Issuances and Regional Office Memorandums.

j. Participation in the Videoconference Meeting of the Governance Cluster of the Regional Task Force IX spearheaded by DILG.
k. Zamboanga Peninsula Center for Health Development conducted a videoconference meeting to discuss the COVID-19 Preparedness and Response in Jails and Prisons in the Region and was attended by the Zamboanga City Health Office, Bureau of Jail Management and Penology Region IX, Zamboanga City Jail/City Reformatory Center and Bureau of Corrections, San Ramon Prison and Penal Farm. Discussion included the following:
   a. Priority Testing of Persons Deprived of Liberty and BJMP Personnel were facilitated by the CHO and ZCMC COVID Testing Laboratory
   b. Provision of additional logistics were delivered to the Zamboanga City Jail/City Reformatory Center Male and Female Dormitory
l. Attended the small group meeting of the Regional Task Force to discuss the process the contact tracing and how to improve and explore coordination with all other agencies and its implementation. DOST also presented FASSSTER and Tanod COVID while DICT presented four (4) applications that can also assist the region in contact tracing activities.

DILG IX

a. Conducted Regional Management Committee Meeting via Teleconferencing to discuss issues relative to COVID-19
b. Online meeting with DSWD relative to the implementation of Social Amelioration Program
   c. Participated in an Online Talakayan on COVID-19 with Undersecretary Jonathan Malaya.
   d. Participated in Regional Task Force COVID-19 Economic Cluster Meeting organized by NEDA IX.
   e. Conducted a Regional Management Committee Meeting via videoconferencing to discuss issues relative to COVID-19.
   f. Conducted a video teleconference of the Governance Cluster and MDM Cluster of the Regional Inter- Agency Task Force on Emerging Infectious Diseases.

DOST IX

a. Identified issues and concerns of the Small Enterprises Technology Upgrading Program (SETUP) beneficiaries of DOST IX during ECQ.
b. Deferment of two months (March-April 2020) rental payment of Small Enterprises Technology Upgrading Program (SETUP) project beneficiaries.
c. Crafted a program intended to provide initiatives and services during ECQ conditions to support frontliners facing the risks of COVID-19.
   • DOST SAVES PROGRAM
   • DOST DEFENDS (Deter Epidemic Flow and Escalation through Nontraditional Designs and Solutions)
d. DOST TESTS (Through Evaluation of Sterilization Thresholds of Substances).
e. Granted another three (3) months (May – July 2020) moratorium of rental payment of Small Enterprises Technology Upgrading Program (SETUP) project beneficiaries.
f. Produce at least 2,000 Personal Protective Equipment for distribution among front liners and wo/men in uniform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished as of previous report: 04-08 May 2020</th>
<th>Accomplished as of previous report: 04-08 May 2020</th>
<th>Accomplished as of: 11-15 May 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga Sibugay – 300 pcs</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Zamboanga Sibugay Provincial Hospital (150pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Wilter Palma Memorial Hospital (100pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Alicia District Hospital (50pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Danao-Sale Hospital (10pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga del Sur – 500 pcs</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o ZDS Medical Center (200pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Margosatubig Regional Hospital (200pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Pagadian City Medical Center (100pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga del Norte – 490 pcs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o ZDN Medical Center (300pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Corazon C. Aquino Memorial Hospital, Dipolog City (95pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Provide Ready-to-Drink/Eat (RTD/E) food products for front liners and wo/men in check points produced by the ZSCMST-ZamPen Food Innovation Center and DOST assisted MSMEs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target recipient</th>
<th>Accomplished for the period: 04-08 May 2020</th>
<th>Accomplished for the period: 11-15 May 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoViD-19 Frontliners</td>
<td>- Repacked 200 packs (BOSS biscuits, meaning banana-oatmeal-soursop/guyabano-seagrapes combination) &lt;br&gt; - 100 packs (plain seagrapes biscuits) and 100 tea bags of guyabano tea (each tea bag is individually wrapped in a small foil) &lt;br&gt; - Distributed 75 seagrapes biscuit, 150 Oatmeal-Banana biscuits and 80 Guyabano tea to Zamboanga City Medical Center &lt;br&gt; - Distributed 25 seagrapes biscuit, 50 Oatmeal-Banana biscuits and 20 Guyabano tea to ADZu Lantaka COVID-19 Isolation Facility</td>
<td>Completed distribution of Ready-&lt;br&gt;to-Drink/Eat foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DPWH IX

a. Provision of vehicles for use of Surveillance Officer during contact tracing activities and monitoring of PUIs in the region.
b. ARMED FORCES OF THE PHILIPPINES (Philippine Air Force)
c. Summary of Accomplishments:
d. Assisted in the transport of COVID-19 specimens to the Research Institute of Tropical Medicine (RITM) in Metro Manila.
e. Facilitated the transport of several PPEs and Medical Supplies from Manila to Westen Mindanao Logistics Hub located in Zamboanga City intended for Zamboanga Peninsula Hospital via C-130 cargo plane.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars/Items</th>
<th>Quantities</th>
<th>Boxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boots</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goggles</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N95 Mask</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloves</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Mask</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protective gown</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIA IX

a. Assisted DOH in the dissemination of relevant information regarding COVID-19 and the provision of technical expertise on media coverage during a crisis.
c. Facilitated/hosted the Video Teleconference of Mindanao Communicator’s Network (MCN)/Task Group Strategic Communications.
d. Hosted the Kapihan Na Zamboanga: Bantay COVID-19 in ZamPen via Facebook live stream (Guests: DOH IX Assistant Regional Director Dr. Joshua Brillantes and OCD IX Regional Director Manuel Luis Ochotorena).
e. PIA Regional Office IX was able to deliver the following:
   - 180 website stories / press releases
   - 4,221 social media postings
   - 547 infographics and website stories
   - 1,782 short videos and audio materials
   - 10 infomercials aired over Kapihan na Zamboanga Bantay COVID19 ZamPen Public Briefing, social media and also aired daily (replays) over MCTV and E-Media stations
   - 19 Kapihan Bantay COVID19 Public Briefings conducted (NEW ENTRY)
   - 19 Kapihan episodes aired daily over MCTV and EMEDIA
   - 7 infomercials aired over Kapihan
   - 131 press conferences and live coverages (including online/virtual)
   - 1,148 situationer reports that were disseminated in 42 various locally-maintained chat groups and information network, social media and Twitter
   - 22 text blasts via Smart Info cast
   - 141 media advisories
   - Continuous media monitoring on COVID-19
   - 10 fake news clarified
   - Responded to 492 client queries via social media in real-time
   - 35 official statements disseminated
   - 9 Public Service Announcements aired over Kapihan program
   - 48 meetings attended
   - 1 info kiosk set up
   - 6 BIDA Solusyon banners displayed in public places - Basilan
   - 100 COVID-19 fliers produced DTI IX

DTI IX

a. Continuously monitoring price and supply of medical supplies, agricultural, and petroleum products.
b. Per report last April 13-14 DTI conducted price monitoring in the deferent business establishments within the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay.
c. The DTI-IC Extension Office Personnel conducted on the spot monitoring of major groceries in Isabela City to check for their compliance with the DTI Price Freeze of Basic Necessities in Isabela City and the SRP of Prime Commodities.
d. The DTI-IC Extension Office Personnel posted the MC No. 20-07 Anti-Hoarding and Anti-Panic Buying to all major groceries in Isabela City.
e. Continuous monitoring of the implementation of DTI-DOLE Interim Guidelines on Workplace Prevention and COVID-19 Transmission as of August 17-21, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>No. of Establishments Visited/Inspected</th>
<th>Average % Compliance to DTI-DOLE Guidelines</th>
<th>No. of Establishments with Safety Officer</th>
<th>No. of Establishments without Safety Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabela City, Basilan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDN</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSP</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>121</strong></td>
<td><strong>79%</strong></td>
<td><strong>59</strong></td>
<td><strong>62</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COAST GUARD DISTRICT SOUTH WESTERN MINDANAO**

a. Mobilized PCG vessels and crew to continuously conduct maritime patrol and monitor/inspection of vessels/sea crafts, check its pertinent documents in connection to the implementation of ECQ and “No Sail Policy” within CGSDWM AOR.

b. Deployed assets, with municipal health and MDRRMO personnel, to conduct screening on truck drivers onboard rolling cargoes as precautionary measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

c. CGSS Naga personnel manned a post at Tay-tay Manubo Fish Landing and conducted checking of documents on the different inbound fishing boats within the AOR ICOW executive order no. 1011- 03-2020-011 issued by the provincial governor of Zamboanga Sibugay Province. Mandating strict.

d. Observance of inter municipality prohibition of entry in the entire province of Zamboanga Sibugay as a preventive measure of the spread of COVID-19.

e. Ensured the continuous thermal scanning, checking of quarantine pass and wearing of a mask in ports as preventive measure.

f. FB Interceptor 300 personnel conducted a maritime patrol to prevent the entering of watercraft carrying passengers at vicinity waters of Zamboanga City ICOW the enhance community quarantine to prevent the spreading of COVID-19.


g. CGS Basilan personnel together with personnel of Coastguard Auxiliary assisted PLGU and PDRRMO of Basilan during repacking of an estimate of Twenty Five Thousand (25,000.00) packs of relief goods intended for the province-wide assistance at Basilan State College Gymnasium, Isabela City, Basilan.

h. Deployed personnel to assis local government units in the repacking, transportation, and distribution of relief goods.

i. CGS Northern Tawi-tawi personnel rendered assistance to the Badjao women who give birth onboard their motorbanca while on their way to Mapun Pier, and turned over MOH personnel and rushed to Cagayan De Tawi-Tawi Hospital.

j. CGSS Sangali, CGMT 11 Islands, PNP –MG and JTFZ organized and established integrated advance command post-4 (IACP-4) at strategic location of Sangali Fish Port Complex Zamboanga City for the enforcement of IMPLAN Zamboanga City Task Group COVID-19.

k. CGSS Tukuran personnel together with 53IB Bravo Company, Brgy. health worker, Purok Health Worker, and Brgy officials continued to conduct checkpoint operations at Brgy. San Carlos, Tukuran, Zamboanga Del Sur.

**NFA IX**

a. Per report the NFA IX has issued a total of **126,353** bags of rice to Local Government Units (LGUs) and other institutions/relief agencies as indicated
b. Ensured continuous operational activities such as procurement from farmer, milling and dispersal to augment its inventory and to properly position the stocks for distribution to concern agencies.

c. Ensured sufficient inventory to accommodate the rice requirement of the Local Government Units (LGUs) and other government institutions/relief agencies in this region.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION SKILL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Per report TESDA IX thru its partners/stakeholder delivered a Food and Non-Food items in the 3 provinces in Region IX intended for frontliners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility/Office</th>
<th>Food packs</th>
<th>Medical Face Mark</th>
<th>Bottled Water</th>
<th>Disinfectants (Bottles)</th>
<th>Face Shields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZAMBOANGA SIBUGAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mun. of Ipil</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,050 pcs</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAMBOANGA DEL SUR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboanga City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagadian City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipolog City</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>625 pcs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mun. of Sindangan</td>
<td></td>
<td>850 pcs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200 pcs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DICT – MINDANAO CLUSTER I

a. Followed up and conducted coordination with OPM and A&A team, to redo the activity of restoration and integration of non-cisco router at L3-1171 MP of Ramon Magsaysay per request of the LDRRMO.

b. Performed coordination and monitoring of activity conducted by PLDT MIS Team on remote activation of MIS Kuta Sang-an Station Hospital Site, Labangan, ZDS.


d. Delivery and turn-over of 3 Samsung tablets to City Health Office, City Government of Zamboanga.

e. Daily status monitoring of Free Wi-Fi deployed at EOCs and Isolation facilities using the available network monitoring tools.

f. Activation of Free Wi-Fi at Kuta Sang-An station Hospital site.

g. Provision of Internet connection at Zamboanga City COVID Testing Center located at the DA research facility.

h. Conducted coordination and conversed with the ZDS Provincial Administrator and the LGUs of Bayog, Sominot, and Tambulig with regards to the proposed LOS Survey to be performed by INNove.

i. Monitoring of MIS remote activation of Kuta Sang-An station hospital, W. Palma Hospital, and Sibugay Provincial Hospital.

j. Daily monitoring of Free Wi-Fi site status using the available network monitoring tools.

ARMED FORCES OF THE PHILIPPINES (Philippine Air Force)

a. Assisted in the transport of COVID-19 specimens to the Research Institute of Tropical Medicine (RITM) in Metro Manila.

b. Facilitated the transport of several PPEs and Medical Supplies from Manila to Western Mindanao Logistics Hub located in Zamboanga City intended for Zamboanga Peninsula Hospital via C-130 cargo plane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars/Items</th>
<th>Quantities</th>
<th>Boxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coverall Suit</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boots</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goggles</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N95 Mask</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloves</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Mask</td>
<td>1500pcs</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Particulars/Items | Quantities | Boxes
---|---|---
Protective gown | 1500pcs | 80

c. Per report TOWWESTMIN facilitated the transport of Medical Supplies and PPE WMC intended for JTF Jolo from CJVAB to EAAB thru a/c C-295 #140.
d. Per report TOG 9 provided two (2) personnel to Provincial Task Force COVID-19 in the province and conducted daily monitoring and coordination within TOG 9 AOR municipalities.
e. Provided 2 Personnel to Provincial Task Force CV Shield to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 in the province.
f. Conducted daily monitoring and coordination within TOG 9 AOR municipalities re updates of COVID-19 cases.
g. Repacked and stockpiled 30,000 FFPs c/o DSWD IX.
h. Hauled medical supplies (PPE) c/o OCD IX.
i. Facilitated 23 COVID-19 specimens from EAAB to Davao.
j. Secured 15 stranded Foreign Nationals prior boarding from EAAB to NAIA Terminal.
k. Facilitated 1,112 New born Screening specimens from EAAB to CJVAB thru a/c SF260 #1028/1029 (Zamboanga Sibugay Province-153, Basilan General Hospital-35, Zamboanga City-578 and Zamboanga Del Norte-346)
l. **TOW WESTMIN** facilitated the following:
   - Eighty-five 85 COVID-19 specimens from EAAB and Pagadian to Davao thru a/c SF260FH #1028/1029 (MZ-55 and MP-30)
   - Transport of cash (SAP for Tawi-Tawi) and LBP Personnel from EAAB to Sanga-Sanga c/o WMC thru a/c PN BNI # 310
   - 14 COVID-19 specimens from Jolo, Sulu to EAAB thru a/c SF260FH 1028/1029 and to keep safe by DOH Zamboanga
   - Hauling of medical supplies (PPE) from CJVAB to EAAB thru a/c C295 #1028/1029 and from CJVAB to EAAB c/o WMC, CNGH and EAABH thru a/c C130 #4704

m. **TOG 9:**
   - Provided two (2) Personnel to Provincial Task Force CV Shield to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 in the province.
   - Conducted daily monitoring and Coordination within TOG 9 AOR municipalities re updates of COVID-19 cases.

n. **TOS Mapun:**
   - Provided security personnel to JTF COVID-19 Checkpoint on 14 May 2020 as well as during the conduct of mobile roving patrol on the same day.

o. **TOS Sibutu:**
   - Provided security personnel to JTF COVID-19 ICOW GCQ as well as during the distribution of SAP on 14 May 2020.

p. **5135th ABS:**
   - Provided security personnel to JTF COVID-19 at Quarantine Area, Boloboc, National High School on 14 May 2020.
   - Conducted mobile roving patrol ICOW GCQ on 14 May 2020

**102nd INFANTRY (IGSOON) BRIGADE, PHILIPPINE ARMY.**
   a. Deployed personnel for the provision of security for the release of SAP, continuous distribution of relief goods and PPE, and manning of checkpoints.
   b. Dispatched mobility assets to conduct patrol in different communities.

**JOINT TASK FORCE ZAMBOANGA**
   b. Provided security for continuous distribution of relief goods in different barangays in Zamboanga, release of Government Cash Subsidy Program, swab-testing, PWD payout,
turn-over of Ferrous Sulphate medicines to the personnel of Brgy Health Center, Brgy Muti, Zamboanga City, and to Lupong Complex in Cabatangan where thirteen (13) BJMP personnel and thirteen newly released PDL from GC Hotel who are “positive” were housed for medication by the CHO.

c. Conducts regular visitation/inspection in quarantine facilities.

d. Disseminated the measures on how to prevent the COVID-19 pandemic through 106.3 Bell FM Radio Program, Sta Maria District Pagadian City and radio program in RMN Zamboanga.

e. Established 6 Quarantine Control Points.

f. Provided convoy security in the transportation of relief goods through DSWD-IX in line with the distribution of AIDE For Individual In Crisis Situation (AICS) to the Municipality of Balindong, Lanao del Sur.

BFP IX

a. Conducted decontamination activities in various locations.
b. Assisted in the distribution related to the Emergency Subsidy Program.
c. Conducting flushing and water rationing activities.
d. Provided decontamination at community control points.

OPFM Zamboanga del Norte

a. Reminded the community regarding the ECQ Guidelines specifically "Wearing of Face Mask"
b. Provided Decontamination in Community Control Points
c. Helped in the distribution and security of the implementation of the Emergency Subsidy Program

OPFM Zamboanga del Sur

a. Provided Decontamination procedures on vehicles and persons who are allowed to enter the Province/Region.
b. Relayed basic information about COVID-19 to community passing through checkpoints so they may avoid contracting it.
c. Provided assistance in the repacking and distribution under the Implementation of Emergency Subsidy Program

OFM Zamboanga Sibugay

a. Conducted Decontamination in Community Quarantine Control Points
b. Conducted Decontamination in and around possible high-risk areas and facilities.
c. Relayed basic information about COVID-19 to community passing through checkpoints so they may avoid contracting it.

Zamboanga City Fire District

Continuous monitoring at City Health Office, Zamboanga City Medical Center, and Lantaka Quarantine Area as of the moment. Conducted Decontamination procedures through misting of vehicle, foot bath, and hand sanitizing.

PHILIPPINE COCONUT AUTHORITY IX

a. PCA IX has released incentives amounting to P1,647,360.00 to all coconut farmers who participated in the coconut planting program of PCA in the province of Zamboanga del Sur.
b. PCA-Zamboanga del Norte initiated the distribution of 150 fresh buko for the frontliners in 7 designated checkpoints at Dipolog City headed by the Provincial Coconut Development Manager Bihidis A. Quezon.
c. Submitted the master list of farmer-beneficiaries to PCA Central Office for the 1st Phase of PCA COVID-19 Response Program (National Coconut Intercropping Project) which has an estimated budget of 5 million for Region IX to ameliorate the impact of COVID-19 pandemic.
d. PCA-IX released an amount of ₱5,233,800.00 to 741 coconut farmer beneficiaries in Zamboanga del Sur and Zamboanga City out of the ₱27,599,000.00 target under Participatory Coconut Planting Project (PCPP) CY 2019 as of 15 May 2020.
e. Some PCA personnel assigned in Zamboanga del Norte volunteered in the packing of relief goods from DSWD, Dipolog City. The group has completed the packing of 1,280 relief goods for distribution to the various municipalities in Zamboanga del Norte.

f. PCA personnel assigned at LGU-Katipunan assisted the release of Social Amelioration Program (SAP) by checking the spelling of the enlisted beneficiaries who presented their IDs.

g. OIC-Regional Manager attended the special meeting of Economic Development Committee IX via teleconference to deliberate the draft ZamPen COVID-19 rehabilitation and recovery plan particularly for the economy and environment sector spearheaded by RDC IX on May 11, 2020.

h. OIC-RM attended the joint meeting between RDC IX and RDRRMC IX via teleconference on 13 May 2020.

i. Continuous monitoring of commodity price particularly on copra, buko, oil and other coconut products and by-products.

**RDRRMC/REGIONAL TASK FORCE COVID-19 ZAMBOANGA PENINSULA**

a. RTF COVID-19 Economic Cluster led by NEDA spearheaded the Teleconference with partner agencies.

b. Issued Memorandum No. 6, s. 2020, re Utilization of New Situational Report Template for Regional Task Force (RTF) FOR COVID-19.

c. Issued Resolution No. 2, s. 2020, through the Economic Cluster led by NEDA IX re Requesting the DILG, Department of Health, and concerned Local Government Units to have uniform Guidelines on the Medical Documentary Requirements for Transport Pass of Drivers and Helpers.

d. Issued Resolution No. 3, s. 2020, through the Economic Cluster led by NEDA IX re Recommending to the National Inter-Agency Task Force on Emerging Disease to Relax the Local Legislative Body Resolution Requirement for the Local Government Unit to enter into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Department of Social Welfare and Development for the immediate transfer and distribution of Social Amelioration Program Funds to intended Beneficiaries.


f. Participated in the Videoconference meeting with the National Incident Command spearheaded by OPAPP.

g. Participated in the Videoconference meeting with the NDRRMC EOC led by OCD Central.


i. Coordinated with LGUs in the region for the monitoring of issuances and implementation of ECQ and other modified measures.


k. RTF IX successfully conducted its 1st Video Teleconferencing with its member agencies to tackle Regional Action Plan for COVID-19 and policies for implementation in the region, there are at least 43 agencies participated in the VTC.

l. Participated in the 8th and 9th Inter-Task Group Meetings via the Zoom app.

m. Issued Memorandum No. 19, s. 2020, re Deployment of Incident Management Team to Quarantine Control Points along Regional Borders and 2 provincial boundaries.

n. Conducted the 2nd RTF COVID-19 Meeting on 04 May 2020.

**DTI IX**

a. Continuously monitored price and supply of medical supplies, agricultural, and petroleum products.

b. Conducted price monitoring in the deferent business establishments within Province of Zamboanga Sibugay on 13-14 April 2020.

c. The DTI-IC Extension Office Personnel conducted on the spot monitoring of major groceries in Isabela City to check for their compliance with the DTI Price Freeze of Basic Necessities in Isabela City and the SRP of Prime Commodities.
d. The DTI-IC Extension Office Personnel posted the MC No. 20-07 Anti-Hoarding and Anti-Panic Buying to all major groceries in Isabela City.

e. In DTI-ZCO conducted the DISKWENTO CARAVAN ROLLING STORE which gave residents access to commodities.

f. All stores monitored are complying with MC 20-07 and IC EO No. 17 S. 2020.

g. All stores monitored are selling basic necessities well within the price freeze order. Prime Commodities are being sold within the SRP.

h. All business establishments are implementing SOCIAL DISTANCING measures.

**DepEd IX**

a. Issued Division of Zamboanga del Sur Memorandum 123, s. 2020 entitled “Reiteration of the No Face-to-Face Meeting Policy in Schools” dated 1 June 2020.

b. Conducted thermal scanning and blood pressure, and monitored the health status of personnel.

c. Conducted a virtual kick-off for Brigada Eskwela.

d. Conducted monitoring and validation for OBE, Brigada Eskwela and COVID-19 Health Precautions in the different schools within the Region.

e. Attended the following Webinars:
   - Mental Health and Psychological Support Orientation
   - Training of Trainers: Infection Prevention and Control for COVID-19 in Home and Community

f. Monitored schools used as isolation area for patients under Balik Probinsya Program.

g. Conducted Virtual Conference on alternative work arrangement through google meet.

h. Conducted the Orientation on COVID-19 and DepEd Required Health Standards for ALS, Mobile, and DALCs.

i. Visited schools to assess the readiness of learning centers for the opening of classes.

**REGION X OCD X**

a. Facilitated request of LGU Cagayan de Oro City re transport of various medical supplies from Manila to Cagayan de Oro City are the following: 80 boxes of Green Cross Ethyl Alcohol, 1 box gloves 1 box shoe cover, 24 bottles/box, 500 mL per bottle, 10 boxes Medical supplies, 50 boxes Face Masks.

b. Identified available warehouse for storage of supplies to support the IATF-EID in Region 10 (4ID Philippine Army Supply Unit Warehouse, 4ID Gym, CAAP Transit Warehouse).

c. Facilitated the Request of Office of Civil Defense CALABARZON (CALABARZON) with regards to the quarantine pass request of a Non-Government Organization named World Free Trade Organization (WFTO) with regards to the delivery of sample face masks and sample PPEs to Davao Airbase and subsequently at Villamor Airbase (Results still pending), currently coordinating with said NGO for facilitation purposes.

d. Conducted Logistics Cluster Meeting on March 24, 2020 at Philippine Ports Authority Office, Cagayan de Oro City.

e. Conducted the Emergency Response Cluster Meeting.

f. Facilitated the request of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to secure clearance of their vehicle to pass through checkpoints from Davao City passing through Region 10, to deliver medical supplies intended for Amai Pakpak Medical Center and Tamparan District Hospital in Lanao del Sur.

g. Assisted DSWD-10 in the pre-positioning of family food packs at Camp Dominguez in Sinacaban and Camp Burgos in Oroquieta City.

h. Requesting for accommodation of Mrs. Myra R. Rocat – Finance Division Chief of DSWD 10 to earliest available C-130 flight from MNL-CGY.

i. Requesting the Accomodation of Repatriated OFWs to “mercy flights” to Laguindingan and travel to their respective place of residence.
j. Facilitated the request of Northern Mindanao Medical Center Treatment Hub for the Authorization of transport of the Sample Processing Unit for Roche HIV Viral load machine from Iloilo City to Cagayan de Oro City.

k. Facilitated the request of Northern Mindanao Medical Center for the transport of the Sample Processing Unit (SPU) from Iloilo City to Cagayan de Oro City.

l. Continuous monitoring on the status of Seaports and Airports.

m. Coordinated with LGUs for the transport of repatriated OFWs from Laguindingan Airport to their respective home towns.

n. Facilitated the transport of PPE sets from Davao City to Cagayan de Oro City. Said PPE sets were turned-over to DOH-10 for distribution to the following:
   a. DOH-10- 1,000 PPE sets
   b. Northern Mindanao Medical Center- 1,000 PPE sets
   c. Bukidnon Provincial Hospital- 500 PPE sets
   d. Mayor Hilarion A. Ramiro Sr. Medical Center- 1,000 PPE sets

o. Facilitated the delivery of the following:
   a. Delivery of DOH – Procured PPEs from OCD Region 11 to DOH 10 – CHDNM Warehouse via DPWH – 11 Truck
   b. 20 boxes of Face masks (10 boxes N95 and 10 boxes Surgical) stored in OCD 10 Warehouse
   c. Facilitated the delivery of 45 Boxes of PPEs transported via PAF C-295 from Laguindingan Airport to OCD 10 Warehouse via DSWD Truck assisted by personnel of the 4th Inf. Division, PA

p. Conducted the 2nd Virtual Logistics Task Group Meeting on 01 May 2020.

q. Facilitated the transport of 60 boxes of Tamur (Dates) from Manila to Cagayan de Oro City.

r. Facilitated the request for the letter of Acceptance of LGU Cagayan de Oro City regarding the transportation of the remains of Cindy Joy Nabua from Quezon City to Cagayan de Oro City.

s. Conducted the 8th Virtual NorMin RTF Meeting on 13 May 2020.

t. Facilitated the transport of DOH Test Kits from Manila to Cagayan de Oro City on 20 May 2020.

u. Facilitated the transport of DSWD Packaging Materials from Manila to Cagayan de Oro City on 20 May 2020.

v. Provided PPEs and Supplies to LGU-Gingoog City on 21 May 2020.

w. Facilitated the transport of specimen collection booths from Manila to Cagayan de Oro City on May 23, 2020.

x. Facilitated the transport of the following from Manila to Cagayan de Oro City on May 23, 2020 at Laguindingan Airport. • Six (6) specimen collection booths along with Airconditioning Units and Ventilators for DOST – 10;
   • 160 boxes of Tamur (dates) for the National Commission on Muslim Filipinos and
   • 19 boxes of PPEs for OCD Region 10

y. Facilitated the unloading of 1.700+ Boxes of PPEs from OCD 11 to DOH CHDNM Warehouse (transported via Nine (9) DFWH 11 Trucks) on two (2) batches, May 27, 2020 and May 30, 2020.

z. Provided hot meals to stranded ROFs/LSIs at USTP.

aa. OCD to provide logistical support (PPEs) to IMTs processing the ROFs and LSIs at Laguindingan Airport and Macabalan Port

bb. Approved the distribution of PPEs and other supplies to the following LGUs: Malaybalay City, Bacolod, Lanao del Norte, Oroquieta City, Baroy, Lanao del Norte, Kalilangan, Bukidnon, Task Force Unit Personnel, Province of Lanao del Norte, Bureau of Quarantine CDO, Misamis Occidental, Valencia City, Kapatagan, Kolambugan, Lugait and Brgy. Cugman.

cc. Turned-over 50 units hospital (mechanical) beds and foams to the City of Baybay;

4th INFANTRY DIVISION, PHILIPPINE ARMY

a. Conducted 2 module trainings
   • Practical Training on COVID-19 for Personnel with Medical & Health Works Background
• Basic Personnel Safety and Patient Handling
  b. Deployed 836 personnel to 63 quarantine control points in Misamis Oriental, Camiguin and Bukidnon.
  c. Deployed 96 personnel to augment in repacking of food packs in Misamis Oriental, Camiguin, and Bukidnon.
  d. Utilized 52 vehicles to transport the delivery of food packs in Misamis Oriental, Camiguin, and Bukidnon.
  e. Distributed 4,115 leaflets as IEC to combat COVID-19 in Misamis Oriental, Camiguin and Bukidnon.
  g. Conducted inspection of factory premises of Del Monte Philippines Incorporated.
  h. Assisted in the loading of 160 boxes of Tamur (dates) for the National Comission of Muslim Filipinos (NCFM), 6 specimen collection booths of the Department of Science and Technology – 10 (DOST – 10), the Airconditioning Units and Ventilators of the Department of Health (DOH – CHDNM) and PPEs of the Office of Civil Defense – 10 at Laguindingan Airport.
  i. Deployed 56 personnel for the distribution of food packs in Misamis Oriental and Bukidnon.

1st INFANTRY DIVISION, PHILIPPINE ARMY
  a. Conducted training via Video Teleconferencing on enhancing the operations for COVID-19.
  b. Deployed 307 personnel to 53 quarantine control points in Misamis Occidental and Lanao del Norte.
  c. Deployed 28 personnel to augment in repacking of food packs in Misamis Occidental and Lanao del Norte.
  d. Utilized 26 vehicles to transport the delivery of food packs in Misamis Occidental and Lanao del Norte.
  e. Distributed 700 leaflets as IEC to combat COVID-19 in Misamis Occidental and Lanao del Norte.
  f. Deployed 63 personnel for the distribution of food packs in Lanao del Norte and Misamis Occidental.

CHED 10
Issued a memorandum on 14 April 2020 requesting all HEIs to submit a catch-up plan during and after the community quarantine on dealing with academic performance and requirements of students.

CAAP X
  a. Provided Cargo Flight Updates of Cebu Pacific Airlines at Laguindingan Airport.
  b. Disseminated the incoming and outgoing freighter flight schedule at Laguindingan Airport, effective period on March 30, 2020 to April 04, 2020.

DA X
  a. Issued a total of 5,207 IATF-EID to front liners and Farmers/Agribusiness entrepreneurs.
  b. Posted Price Freeze advisory at the Regional Price Monitoring Board for the two major retail markets in Cagayan de Oro City.
  c. Coordinated with the LGUs to activate their Price Coordinating Council (PCC) to strengthen the price monitoring and implementation of the Price Freeze in their areas of responsibility.
  d. Issued a total of 11,225 Food Lane Passes in the Provincial Operation Centers, Research stations, Regulatory Division Office and attached agencies.
  e. Encouraged LGUs to buy farmers’ produce
  f. Distributed the following
      • Vegetable seeds – 1,430.9 kg / 38,892 packets of 20 assorted vegetable
      • Rice seeds – 106,119 bags
• Corn Seeds – 10,282 bags OPV and 1,033 kg of Hybrid Yellow Corn
• Itik Pinas: 1,390 heads
• Free Range Chicken - 222 heads
• Native Swine Piglets - 36
• Automatic Incubators – 30
• Mushroom fruiting bags – 15,485 bags
• Sweet potato cuttings - 268,100 pcs
• Forage grass planting materials - 390,750 pcs
• Native swine piglets - 66 heads
• Itik - 75 heads
• Sheep – 18 heads

h. Launched the KADIWA EXPRESS at the DA Regional Office
- KADIWA on Wheels and KADIWA Express total sales (84 days) – ₱16,300,198.48
- Kadiwa at Diskwento Karavan conducted: 163
- Kadiwa Express conducted: 5
- Household served: 66,956
- Agri-fishery Suppliers Assisted - 66
- Two subdivisions have institutionalized the conduct of Kadiwa and Diskwento Karavan: (1) Xavier Heights Subdivision, Upper Balulang Cagayan de Oro City and (2) Citihomes, Malanang, Opol, Misamis Oriental

i. Provided social welfare benefits for affected workers Sub-Task Group as of 06 April
j. Provided a total of ₱76.2M to 15,240 @ ₱5,000.00 each under the Rice Farmers Financial Assistance program.
k. RCEF Credit Assistance- 34 farmer cooperatives
l. Provided hauling services to the farmers from the farm consolidation area to the markets.
m. Upscaling KADIWA ni ANI ant KITA in support to food availability, accessibility and price stability.
n. Coordinated with NFA in repositioning of rice buffer stock in their respective provincial offices
o. Distributed 5,190 bags of rice seeds to the following LGUs in Bukidnon: Malaybalay City, Valencia City, san Fernando, Dangcagan, Don Carlos, Maramag, Pangantucan, Kadingilan, Kibawe, Quezon, Cabanglasan, Lantapan, Sumilao, Impasugong
p. Distributed 700,000 pcs of Fry/Fingerlings (BFAR)
q. Regularly monitoring Agri and Fishery products in Major Markets in the Region.
r. 1,522 farmers from Valencia City, Bukidnon received ₱5,000.00 each for the RFFA.
s. Information dissemination through radio, TV, press release and advisory.
t. Continuous coordination with the Local Price Coordinating Councils (LPCC).​
u. Regular monitoring of prices at markets and stores.
v. Enhanced implementation of Price Freeze including Supermarkets in Cagayan de Oro City.
w. Provided the following financial assistance to rice farmers:
- Rice Farmers Financial Assistance (RFFA)
  15,240 farmers served at ₱5,000.00 / farmer with a total amount of ₱76.2 million.
- Financial Subsidy to Rice Farmers (FSRF)
  9,279 farmers served at ₱5,000.00 / farmer with a total amount of = ₱46.935 million.
- Survival and Recovery Assistance Program for Rice Farmers (SURE Aid) Program
  4,155 farmers served @ 15,000/farmer - ₱62.325 million
- LBP
- 34 associations/cooperatives served with ₱16.9 million total loan
x. For Loading of Cash: 7,441 Farmers amounting to ₱37,205,000.00 for release within April 2020 by LBP.
y. Second batch of 500 trays (15,000 pcs) fresh eggs from San Miguel Foods, Inc. arrived on April 22, 2020 and were distributed to DA X employees, PNP X, DOH X, PIA X and the
Northern Mindanao Medical Center (NMMC). A total of 28,000 fresh and balut/penoy eggs were distributed.

z. Conducted surprise inspection of rice, warehouses with the city LPCC, RBPTF, CIDG, NBI, and DTI.

aa. KADIWA-on-Wheels Updates: May 1 – Buena Oro, Macasandig (near Bohai jeepney terminal), May 2 – Apovel Subdivision, Bulua Covered Court, May 3 – Westfield Subdivision, Iponan (near entrance).

bb. Upscaling KADIWA ni ANI at KITA in support to food availability, accessibility and price stability. Total number of KOW conducted is 37. Total sales for twenty-three days: ₱4,681,745.10. A total of 19,441 households served. A total of 34 FAs/Coops/Agri-Fishery suppliers assisted.

cc. Turned over native swine piglets, Itik Pinas, and mushroom fruiting bags to qualified farmer associations in Bukidnon.

dd. Miarayon Farmers’ Association of Talakag and Del Monte Foundation of Manolo Fortich, Bukidnon received a total of 24 heads of native swine piglets (at 12 piglets each group).

ee. Tigkilaan Rural Improvement Club of Talakag received 75 heads of Itik Pinas.

ff. Farmers Association in Don Carlos, Dalwangan in Malaybalay and Miarayon in Talakag, each received 100 pcs oyster mushroom fruiting bags.

gg. Turned over 6 units of 500-egg capacity automatic egg incubators amounting to P306,372.00 to six association-beneficiaries in Bukidnon.

hh. Fifty packs (100 grams/pack) of Plant Growth Enhancers were provided to the province of Camiguin to complement the provision of vegetable seeds. Each packet at 100 grams is good for 1 hectare planting area.

ii. Distributed 5.9 million worth of agricultural machineries and equipment under the SAAD Program to help improve productivity and reduce poverty among the marginalized sectors in agriculture, composed of 4 units Farm Tractor; 2 units Mechanical Sheller; 1 unit Combine Harvester to the Farmer Associations in Talakag and Lantapan, Bukidnon.

jj. Distributed two (2) units 100 HP farm tractor to two (2) Farmer Cooperatives in Bukidnon, the Maray-Maray Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries Cooperative (MARBC) on Don Carlos Bukidnon and First Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries Cooperative (FARBECO) of Talakag, Bukidnon. Each unit is worth 2.5 million for the development of corn production.

kk. Upscaled KADIWA ni ANI at KITA in support to food availability, accessibility, and price stability.

ll. Turned over drugs and biologics worth P992,000 to the Province of Bukidnon in support to the Animal Health Program initiatives.

BFP X

a. Placed personnel on 24/7 duty on checkpoint areas.

b. Placed station personnel on standby to respond to emergencies.

BFAR X

Turned over three (3) sets of fiber glass boats with accessories and diesel-operated marine engines to the Philippine Coast Guard- Lanao del Norte to augment their seaborne operations in Panguil Bay.

DOH X

a. DOH Care Hotlines (KAMUSTA KA Team) accommodated a total of 6,506 clients from 25 March to 11 August 2020.

b. Received a total of 13,616 calls and 2,411 referrals since 15 March 2020.

c. Continuously providing Levels I-IV psychosocial intervention to clients.

d. Ongoing Infant and Young Child Feeding (IYCF) Counselling.

e. Received PPE donations from NGO partners and distributed to hospitals

f. Provided RUTF, Micronutrient powder and Vitamins to vulnerable groups

g. Conducted contact tracing.

h. Conducted EREID Task Force Committee Meeting (TRC, NMMC, BOQ, CAAP, PPA, PCG)

i. Conducted specimen collection for PUI and PUM.
j. Inventory of Private and Government Hospitals of their readiness status.
k. Prepositioning and provision of PPE materials to hospitals and LGUs.
l. DOH 10 RESDRU Established an Emergency Operations Center dedicated for COVID-19 at Pearlmont Hotel, Cagayan de Oro City.
m. Provided Mental Health- Psychosocial Services through the following:
   n. Compassionate Service for the Health Workers (PAG-AMUMA) Accommodated 90 Health Workers from March 16, 2020 to April 19, 2020 at “Bahay ni Kuya”.
o. Identified Non- Hospital Isolation Units in Northern Mindanao
p. Identified facilities (Hotels, Inns, and Similar Establishments) for Repatriated Overseas Filipino Workers
q. Issued Regional Memorandum No. 2020-23-A – Subject: Amending Section VI of the Regional Interim Guidelines for Public Health Interventions during Community Quarantine. Item F. Mandatory Wearing of Masks by the General Public must be Strictly Implemented in Public Places.
r. Disinfect DOH Vehicles and Offices and provided foot bath in all entrances of DOH Buildings
s. Distributed PPEs, Supplies, Cadaver Bags and Disinfectants to the following: Bukidnon, Misamis Oriental, Misamis Occidental, Lanao del Norte, Camiguin, Cagayan de Oro City, Iligan City, DOH retained Hospitals (NMMC, APMC, MHARSMC), and others (PNP, BOQ, TOG10, Task Force Oro).
t. Distributed logistics from partners (Global Fund, UNFPA, WHO) to APMC, NMMC and MHARSMC.
u. Provided 164,000 Vitamin C in response to Nutrition in Emergency.
v. Distributed 50 Hygiene Kits, 2,124 Bottles of Alcohol, 260 Bottles of Sanitizer, 50 Gallons of Disinfectants.
w. Produced 72 situational briefers for Surveillance and Information Management.
x. Traced 1,595 close contacts for Contact Tracing.
y. Sent 199 specimens for Specimen Collection & Transport.
z. Assisted 113 facilities for Health Facility Regulation and Technical Assistance Provision.
aa. Conducted 13 health advocacy activities.
bb. Produced and distributed 9, 165 IEC Materials.
c. Aired 8 times Tsada Kalusugan Radio Program.
dd. Distributed PPE’s and other Medical Supplies to Health Facilities and Frontliners amounting to ₱3,916, 444.57.
e. Utilized DOH DATA COLLECT APP for the submission of data from health facilities in the region.
ff. Deployed 125 Human Resource for Health (HRH) and 7 Post Residents in different health facilities in the region.
gg. Deployed 1,810 HRH in Rural Health Units (RHUs) as Team Leaders for RHERTs, Contact Tracing and Other Health Programs.
hh. Deployed 42 HRH in different Airport/Seaports, Wharves and Piers in the region.
i. Deployment of HRH to testing center of MedTech’s under MTDP.
jj. Deployed HRH in the RHUs for BHERTs operations, contact tracing, monitoring and implementation of other DOH programs.
kk. Oriented Health Workers on
   • Emerging and Re-emerging Infectious Disease (EREID) and Reactivation of RHERT.
   • Presidential Proclamation No. 922, declaring a “State of Health Emergency Throughout the Philippines”, pursuant to DOH Memo No. 2020-0114, state that Deployment of Nurses under Nurse Deployment Program to DOH Hospitals, LGU Hospitals and Contact Tracing of COVID-19 cases.
   • DM No. 2020-0158, Re: Proper handling of the remains of Suspect, Probable and Confirmed COVID-19 cases.
• DOH DC 2020-0045 Re: Public Advisory No.8 on the Use of Masks.
• Regional Memorandum No. 2020-23-A Re: Amending Section VI of the Regional Guidelines for Public Health Interventions During Community Quarantine.
• Webinar on COVID-19 Infection, Prevention, and Control Measures.
• DILG MC 2020-23 Re: Amended Guide to Action against the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Acute Respiratory Disease.

ll. Disseminated new decision tool for new classification of diseases.

mm. Participated in the Orientation on Contact Tracing via Zoom by the Epidemiology Bureau.
nn. Received COVID-19 related specimens from different hospitals.

oo. Pooling and assembling of items for handwashing kits while waiting for the delivery of the purchase requested items; 300 soaps, 10 dippers and 30 tote bags.

pp. Attended virtual meeting with Dr. Anthony Calibo for the Algorithm Guideline on Milk Donations, five scenarios related to Milk Donation and EO 51 Milk code violations.


rr. Convened First Health Task Group Meeting on April 20, 2020 via Teleconferencing.

ss. Promotion of good nutrition via social media and NNC X webpage.
tt. Establishment of infant and young child feeding hotline lead by NNC X for concerns on breastfeeding, IYCF and milk donations.

uu. Provision of assorted IEC materials (34,626).

vv. Distributed PPEs, cadaver bags, disinfectants and other materials across all the provinces in the Region all amounting to ₱3,916,444.00

ww. Continuously receive calls for referrals.

xx. On-going conduct of contact tracing.

yy. Distributed Hand Washing Kits to NMMC for suspected and confirmed COVID-19 case.

zz. Received COVID-19 related specimens from different hospitals.

aaa. Releasing of logistics available in RESDRTU Cluster.

bbb. Reiterated the law of mandatory reporting of reportable diseases including COVID-19.

ccc. Facilitated Contact Tracing Orientation among personnel of RHUs, PHOs, CHO, BFP, CIDG, and PNP.

ddd. Conducted contact tracing and specimen collection at NMMC staff and at Misamis Occidental.

eee. Provision of Ready to Use Supplementary Food (RUSF) to nutritionally at-risk pregnant women and severely acute malnourished (SAM) children.

fff. Provided MUAC tapes, Infant and Young Child Feeding in Emergencies Flipcharts, and Breastfeeding Tarpaulins as per request by the PHO.

ggg. Provision of Lipid-Based Food Nutrient Supplement-Small Quantity (LNS-SQ) to 34 Nutritionally at-risk Pregnant Women and 85 6-24 months old children (Kapatagan & Nunungan).

hhh. Provision of Vitamin A 200,000 IU for 12-59 mos. old children.

iii. Conducted 368 hand washing and 11 Social Mobilization advocacies.

jjj. Ongoing delivery of ready to Use Therapeutic Food (RUTF) and Ready to Use Supplementary Food (RUSF) to RHUs in Lanao del Norte.

kkk. Provided technical assistance to LGUs with identified 16 TTMF.

III. Coordinated with BJMP for the assessment on the COVID-19 preparedness and response in prisons.

mmm. Conducted Contact Tracing Orientation to the Contact Tracing Teams from LGUs of Misamis Occidental and Camiguin on 20 May 2020.

nnn. Approved additional 122 additional medical personnel that would be deployed in Northern Mindanao Medical Center, Bukidnon Provincial Medical Center, E & R Hospital, and J.R. Borja General Hospital.

ooo. Provided technical assistance to the Bureau of Jail Management and Penology, in line with effective infection and prevention control protocols.
ppp. Conducted Contact Tracing Orientation thru WEBINAR among LGUs of Bukidnon and other partners on 22 May 2020.

qqq. Approved additional 122 additional medical personnel that would be deployed in Northern Mindanao Medical Center (NMMC), Bukidnon Provincial Medical Center, E & R Hospital, and J.R. Borja General Hospital.

rrr. Provided technical assistance to the Bureau of Jail Management and Penology, in line with effective infection and prevention control protocols.

sss. Conducted the Nutrition in Emergency (NiEM) and Information Management Virtual Orientation for Nutrition Action Officers.

ttt. Provided various mental health and psychological services including basic services, security and health services, community and family support, focused non-specialized support, and other specialized services.

**DICT X**

a. Provided certification to MIS suppliers as proof to acquire Quarantine Pass on March 30, 2020.

b. Provided Internet Connection to MDRRMC Office LGU-Lagonglong, Misamis Oriental on April 1, 2020.


e. Assisted PIA in the technical setup of equipment for the IATF Live Press Conference on April 7, 2020.

f. On-going acceptance of PNPKI Digital Certificate applications from the public use of digital signature on documents. A total of seven (7) NGAs/Private PNPKI application received in which 5 of those are already processed and 2 are on-going.

g. Monitored all 81 GovNet connected sites to ensure continuity of internet use and other relevant operations.

h. Remote monitoring of Free WIFI Live sites in Region 10.

i. Attended meeting with NTC 10 and CDO City Disaster Risk Reduction Department on assessing telecom needs in the entry areas of Cagayan de Oro on April 16, 2020.


k. Conducted site inspection with NTC personnel at CDO CDRRMO for internet connectivity (April 17, 2020).

l. Assisted a total of five (5) PIA-10 Live Conferences in the technical setup of equipment as of April 21, 2020.

m. Installed IP Radios/Activated WiFi Access Points for Internet connectivity to a total of seven (7) COVID-Response agencies and LGUs in Region 10 as of April 21, 2020.

n. Provided a total of six (6) GovMail Account (iatf.gov.ph) to COVID-Response agencies and LGUs in Region 10 as of April 21, 2020.

o. Provided ICT equipment to a total of three (3) COVID-Response agencies and LGUs in Region 10 as of April 21, 2020.

p. Restored a total of four (4) internet connectivity issues to COVID-Response agencies and LGUs in Region 10 as April 21, 2020.

q. Issued Access Pass to PNP Personnel to Guihean Repeater Station for Disaster Incident Management Task Group (DIMTG).

r. Conducted Webinar Series No.4 entitled “Call for Participants: Benefits of Freelancing”

s. Provided a total of (7) GovMail account (iatf.gov.ph) to COVID-response agencies and LGUs including the preliminary assistance in setting up the equipment for online meeting.

t. Processed six (6) applications for PNPKI from public sectors and NGAs in the region.


v. Assisted in troubleshooting internet connectivity issues at LGU Maramag Municipal Hall.

w. As of 04 May 2020, a total of 10 PNPKI application received coming from Private Sector and NGAs in Region 10 in which 6 of those are already processed and 4 are on-going. PNOKI is
using a digital certificate which serves as a form of authentication or proof of identity, allowing people to sign, save and email official e-documents securely.

dx. As of 14 May 2020, a total of 18 PNPKI application received from the private sector and NGAs in Region X. PNPKI is using a digital certificate which serve as a form of authentication or proof of identity, allowing people to sign, save and email official e-documents securely.

y. Provided a total of 17 GovMal Aaccount (iatf.gov.ph) to COVID-19-response agencies and LGUs including preliminary assistance in setting up the equipment/ Google Meet for online meeting.

z. Conducted a webinar entitled: “How to Land your 1st ESL Job”.

aa. Assisted in the technical setup of equipment for a total of 11 PIA Live Press Conferences as of 20 May 2020

bb. Provided ICT equipment to a total of five (5) COVID-response agencies and LGUs.

c. Conducted 3 online Digital Literacy Trainings for Teachers (Tech4ED), 2 Tech4ED webinars, and 1 Free Public Wi-Fi related webinar.

dd. Trained 9 LGUs on Virtual Electronic Business Permit and Licensing System (eBPLS) Users Training, two (2) LGUs on e-BPLS Data Build up, and one (1) LGU on eBPLS Implementation.

e. Provided a total of 29 technical assistance to Region 10 IATF Press Conference led by PIA-10.

ff. Conducted 5 online Digital Literacy Training for Teachers (Tech4ED)

gg. As of July 28, 2020, a total of 78 PNPKI applications received coming from the Private Sector and NGAs in Region 10, in which 50 of those are already processed and 28 are on-going.

hh. Provided ICT equipment to a total of 6 COVID-response agencies and LGUs

DILG X

a. Issued regional order for the activation of DILG provincial operations center

b. Disseminated all DILG issuances to all concerned Agencies & LCEs

c. Disseminated to LGUs DOH Memorandum on Interim Guidelines on Conversion of Public Spaces as Temporary Monitoring and Treatment Facilities for PUIs.

d. Provided updated list of LGU issuances regarding the Community Quarantine and other precautionary measures against COVID-19.

e. DILG Issuances on COVID-19:

   ● Activation of Barangay Violence Against Women (VAW) Desk and Barangay Council for the Protection of Children (BCPC)
   ● Guidelines on the Operation of Accommodation Establishments As Quarantine Facilities for OFWs Under RA 11469
   ● Movement of Telecommunications Personnel During Enforcement of ECQ
   ● Strict Implementation of the President’s Directive on Unhampered Movement of Cargos for Food and Essential Goods, and of Certain Personnel
   ● Creation of Monitoring Teams on the Implementation of the President’s Directive on Unhampered Movement of Cargos for Food and Essential Goods, and of Certain Personnel
   ● Implementation of Social Amelioration Programs and Other PPAs Against COVID-19
   ● Special Amelioration Programs Requirements
   ● Reiterating the Protocols to be Observed to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19
   ● Additional Guidelines on Quarantine and Isolation Measures relative to the COVID-19 Situation
   ● Provision of Temporary Economic Relief to individuals and businesses in Local Government Units under Community Quarantine
   ● Framework for the acceptance, management, and distribution and delivery of all medicines, medical equipment and supplies, and other health products donated to the national government or the department of health for addressing the COVID-19 situation
   ● MC 2020-074: Realignment of SK Budgets to Provide Funds for PPAs Related to COVID-19
   ● MC 2020-073: Guidelines for the Conduct of Expanded Testing Procedures of COVID-19 (Creation of Contact Tracing Teams)
   ● DILG-Council for the Welfare of Children (CWC) JMC No. 2020-001: Reiteration of Protocols on Reaching Out to Children, Including those in Street Situations, in Need
of Special Protection, Children at Risk, and Children in Conflict with the Law during ECQ
● Fraudulent/Fake Documents, Materials, etc.
● Monitoring the Realignment of Development Funds of Provinces, Cities, Municipalities and Barangays

f. DILG Advisories on COVID-19:
● Provision of Markets for Municipal Fisherfolk and Small Farmers During the State of Public Health Emergency, and ECQ
● Inclusion of BHWs, Tanods and Daycare Workers as Target Beneficiaries of the Social Amelioration Program
● Social Distancing and Basic Prevention Measures under Community Quarantine
● Continuous Implementation of Environmental Laws and Protocols on the Collection of Wastes
● Preventing the use of barangay services vehicles from transporting unauthorized persons or individuals who are not considered frontliners and strict implementation of the ECQ.
● Grant of Special Risk Allowance to Frontline Public Health Workers during the period of ECQ relative to the COVID-19 outbreak.
● Unrestricted Movement of Frontline Workers or Cargo Business During ECQ.

g. DILG-X regional Issuances on COVID-19:
● Guidelines on the Release and Utilization of the Bayanihan Grant to Provinces, Cities and Municipalities.
● Reminding LGUs to strictly implement precautionary measures during the distribution of SAP Cash Assistance
● Provided the LGUs with Sample Template Ordinance on Mandatory Wearing of or Using of Face Masks
● Reiteration of the Policy Stated in IATF-EID Resolution No. 19 on the Discrimination Inflicted upon Health Workers, COVID-19 cases and Others
● Creation of Provincial/HUC Monitoring Teams on Checkpoint Establishment.
● Declaration of a moratorium and suspension of sending LSIs to the Provinces of Bukidnon and Misamis Occidental and the Municipalities of Mahinog (Camiguin) and Matungao (Lanao del Norte).

h. Monitored LGUs compliance on MC No. 2020-071: Mandatory wearing of face mask or other protective equipment in public areas.

i. Monitored the compliance of MC No. 2020-072: Temporary shelter / accommodation for the safety and protection against discrimination of health workers in provincial/ city hospitals and other public health facilities catering to COVID-19 patients.

j. Directed the Chief of PNP, BFP, and LGUs to fully assist and cooperate with DOH in the conduct of the expanded testing for COVID-19.

k. Cascaded the national strategies on the implementation of activities related to COVID-19 to Field Operating Units.

l. Established 31 special care facilities for severe cases with 523 bed capacity.

m. Disseminated and monitored compliance on DBM Local Budget Circulars No. 125 dated April 7, 2020 (for cities and municipalities) and No. 126 dated April 13, 2020 (for provinces), re: Guidelines on the Release and Utilization of the Bayanihan Grant to Provinces, Cities and Municipalities.


o. Disseminated 18 press releases, 17 photo releases, and 13 infographics.

p. DILG-X Issuances on COVID-19 as of May 2020:
  ● May 7 - Creation of Ordinance in line with DOH AO 2020-0015 entitled, Guidelines on the Risk-Based Public Health Standards on COVID 19 Mitigation
  ● May 8 - Observance on the Schedule of LIGTAS-COVID Centers Assessment
- DILG Advisory regarding Department Circular No. 2020-0192 dated April 24, 2020 from the Department of Health ensuring that the people in GIDAs, Indigenous Cultural Communities/Indigenous Peoples are Well-informed on COVID-19
- May 11- Guidelines on Providing Proper Welfare of Persons with Disabilities During the Enhanced Community Quarantine Due to the Corona Virus 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic
- May 11- Regional Advisory on the Establishment of Barangay OFW Desk
- May 11 -MC 2020 - 081 Enjoining of StaySafePH Application System for the Management of Coronavirus Situation

q. Issued various policies to LGUs to build their capacity for public health emergency:
- Mandatory presence of Local Chief Executives in their Area of Jurisdiction
- Establishment of Local Isolation and General Treatment Areas for COVID-19 Case (LIGTAS COVID) and quarantine and isolation measures.
- Establishment of Local Government Unit Task Force against COVID-19
- Reconstitution and Reactivation of Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management Councils
- Establishment of DILG Overseas Filipino Workers’ (OFW) Desk and Designation of DILG-OFW Officer
- Temporary Shelter / Accommodation for the Safety and Protection against Discrimination of Health Workers in Provincial / City Hospitals and Other Public Health Facilities catering to COVID-19 patients
- Compliance with the guidelines on the Social Amelioration Program (SAP)
- Temporary Economic Relief to Individuals and Businesses in Local Government Units under Community Quarantine
- Management of Human Remains for Patient under Investigation (PUI) and Confirmed COVID-19 Cases

DOLE X

a. Provided social welfare benefits for affected workers Sub-Task Group as of 06 April, 2020
b. COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP)
   - No. of employers/ companies assisted – 1,907
   - No. of employees provided with cash assistance – 27,879
   - Total budget released = ₱139.395 million
c. Tulong Panghanapbuhay sa Ating Displaced/ disadvantaged Workers Program (TUPAD) – Barangay Ko, Bahay Ko
   a. No. of beneficiaries served – 15,600
   b. Total budget released = ₱61,541,468.39
d. Disbursed a total amount of ₱39,610,000.00 for 3,961 beneficiaries under the DOLE-AKAP for Displaced OFWs.
e. Established Termination Report based on termination report submission to DOLE-X. Beginning March 2020 Termination-Reports received as of 1:00PM, June 10, 2020 (Note: establishment may or may not have applied for CAMP).
   - Permanent Closure: 35 affected establishments, 663 affected workers
   - Temporary Closure: 7 affected establishments, 332 affected workers
   - Reduction of workforce: 173 affected establishments, 2,493 affected workers
f. Monitored the following as of 07 July 2020:
   - No. of Establishments monitored – 2,140 of which 1,724 for Micro Establishments, 19 for Medium Establishments, 380 for small establishments, and 17 for large establishments
   - No. of Workers – 27,552
   - No. of Compliant Establishments – 1,578 (73.7%)
   - No. of Non-compliant Establishments – 562 (26.3%)
   - Top 5 monitored industries – 1. wholesale/retail (1,321 establishments), 2. Accommodation and food service activities (352 establishments), 3. Other service
activities (287 establishments), 4. Financial and insurance activities (65 establishments), 5. Administrative and Support activities (39 establishments).


DOST X

a. The Regional Standards and Testing Laboratory (RSTL) accepted the samples for testing and analysis.

b. Offered services on thermal scanner calibration for free for NGAs.

c. Percent alcohol in the CIDG-confiscated alcohol in connection with the COVID-19 crisis. The result of the test was sent to the FDA.

d. Potability testing of water sample to be donated to the community and to the frontliners.

e. Analyzed samples of calcium hypochlorite for chlorine content from Xavier University for the purpose of preparing correct disinfectant solutions for donation to the City of Cagayan de Oro.

f. Conducted an analysis to determine % chlorine from sodium hypochlorite from a CDO-based businessman client. The said chemical which is for extensive use as bleaching/disinfecting agent is being provided to the crisis-affected individuals/households.

g. Disseminated the information from PTRI Face Mask Resource Kit regarding the recommended design and materials of face mask, to different agencies and to local producers of face mask.

h. Came up with a design of DIY face shields and documented an instruction entitled “How to make DIY Face Shields”.

i. Created infographics for reusable face mask cleaning and other FAQs.

j. On March 22, 2020, donated PPEs to Northern Mindanao Medical Center:
   • Sterile gloves- 15 boxes @ 50 pairs per box (7.5-sized gloves)
   • Shoe covers- 200 pcs
   • N95 masks- 20 pcs
   • Surgical caps- 100 pcs
   • Surgical masks- 50 pcs

k. On March 25 2020, donated PPEs to Northern Mindanao Medical Center:
   • Sterile gloves- 27 boxes @ 50 pairs per box
   • N95 masks- 20 pcs
   • Surgical caps- 200 pcs
   • Surgical masks- 300 pcs

l. On March 26, 2020, donated 250 DIY face shields (with infographic about its proper use and reuse) to Task Force Oro.

m. On March 27, 2020, came up with a recommendation to the Regional IATF through a problem tree analysis on queuing delays at checkpoints. The recommendation was presented by RD Alamban to the Regional IATF.
n. On April 2, 2020, facilitated the donation of 600L or 3 drums of sodium hypochlorite (estimated at 80/L) from the Mabuhay Vinyl Corporation Inc. to the Local Government of Cagayan de Oro City.

o. Consolidated bayanihan efforts of DOST SETUP proponents fighting COVID-19 and supporting frontliners:
   g. 2,000 face masks to LGU Malaybalay City, Local barangay Officials and workers and medical staff of Bukidnon Provincial Medical Center.
   h. 150 pcs N95 mask and 500 pcs surgical face mask to Mayor Hilario A. Ramiro Sr. (MHARSGEN) Medical Center Ozamis City.
   i. 500 pcs face masks to the city government of Oroquieta
   j. 180 non-woven cotton face masks to Northern Mindanao Medical Center, JR Borja Hospital, Capitol University Medical Center, and Cagayan de Oro Medical Center.
   k. 40 pcs of washable face shields made of acrylic-based material with adjustable garter.
   l. 28 units of aerosol boxes.
   m. 300 pcs of cotton made face masks.

p. On April 3, 2020, provided 13 pcs of face shields to PIA-X.

q. On April 6, 2020, distributed 150 face masks to the Province of Camiguin and 500 pcs of surgical masks to the Provincial Government of Lanao del Norte.

r. On April 7, 2020, donated 100 pcs of face shield to the local government of Cagayan de Oro City and N95 mask (150 pcs) and surgical face mask (500 pcs) to the COVID-19 designated hospital in the province of Misamis Occidental.

s. On April 9, 2020, donated 50 pcs of face shields to the Office of Civil Defense-X and 10 pcs face shields and 50 pcs 3-ply face masks to LGU Taguindingan, Misamis Oriental for the frontliners of sweeper flights in Taguindingan Airport.

t. On April 1-8 2020, distributed fresh milk worth P12,600.00 to frontliners assigned in checkpoints and sanitents in Camiguin.

u. On April 14, 2020, donated the following:
   - 250 pcs face masks and 100 pcs face shields to BPMC
   - 50 units face shields to the checkpoints and sanitents in Mahinog, Camiguin
   - 10 pcs face shields and 50 pcs 3-ply face masks for the frontliners and checkpoints in Jasaan thru LGU Jasaan, Misamis Oriental.

v. On April 14, 2020, donated 5 packs pastillas de leche, 5 packs cheese sticks and 5 packs butter scotch for the health workers and frontliners at the hospital and checkpoint in Jasaan thru LGU Jasaan, Misamis Oriental.

w. On April 15, 2020, donated 100 pcs face shields to the Provincial Government of Lanao del Norte.

x. On April 16, 2020, donated the following:
   - 25 pcs face masks to LGU Taguindingan, Misamis Oriental
   - 10 pcs face shields, 100 pcs 3-ply face masks, and 25 pcs 6-ply face masks to LGU Magsaysay and LGU Lugait, Misamis Oriental
   - 5 packs Pastillas de Leche, 5 packs Cheese Sticks, and 5 packs Butter Scotch to LGU Magsaysay and LGU Lugait, Misamis Oriental.

y. On April 16, 2020, accepted the request from the NBI-10 for alcohol content as endorsed by the Food and Drug Administration. Test report was released.

z. On April 17, 2020, calibrated the 19 units of Infrared Thermometer from the Civil Aviation Authority of the Philippines free of charge.

aa. Turned over writing materials (2 boxes of pens and 2 reams of bond papaers) and 23 magazines to Cagayan de Oro City Government for the 31 suspected COVID-19 patients who are staying at the isolation areas.

bb. On April 17, 2020, donated the following:
   - 50 pcs of face shields to PIA-X
   - 50 pcs face shields to frontliners at checkpoints in Catarman, Camiguin
   - 3 pcs face shields to the staff of Radyo Pilipinas
   - 7 pcs face shields and 70 pcs disposable face masks to the staff of PSTC-Lanao del Norte
- 354 10kg rice packs as emergency response to 354 families of mostly Higaonon tribe in Brgy Cauyunan, Opol, Misamis Oriental.

cc. On April 20, 2020, accepted the request from a volunteer client to test his water sample for potability testing. The client will donate the water from his refilling station to the community and to the frontliners.

dd. On April 20, 2020, donated 25 pcs 6-ply face masks to LGU Jasaan, Misamis Oriental

ee. On April 21, 2020, donated the following:
   - 30 pcs face shields to Misamis Occidental Provincial Hospital
   - 30 pcs face shields to Oroquieta City Health Office
   - 20 pcs face shields, 200 pcs 3-ply face masks, and 50 pcs 6-ply face masks to the Provincial Government of Misamis Oriental
   - 7 packs Patillas de Leche, 7 packs Cheese sticks, and 7 packs Butter scotch to the Provincial Government of Misamis Oriental

ff. On April 21, 2020, conducted brief orientation of TANODCOVID and FASSSTER health system platforms by DOST-10 Regional Director Alfonso P. Alamban to the participants of the 5th Economy Task Group Meeting hosted by NEDA-10

gg. Consolidated bayanihan efforts of DOST SETUP proponents fighting COVID-19 and supporting frontliners

Food items:
- 10 boxes of Buko Pie and 50 pcs of Buko Juice to the PNP personnel and staff of LGU Valencia City.
- P2,500.00 worth of Viola’s Snack Bar products distributed to the frontliners of Camiguin Province.
- P12,000.00 worth of Steven’s Bakeshop products to the frontliners in Camiguin Province and Cagayan de Oro City.
- 450 loaves of bread for frontliners in LGU-Cagayan de Oro City.
- 200 boxes of Piaya de Iligan to the frontliners at checkpoint and hospitals in Iligan City.
- 500 bottles of 250ml RTD purple lemonade, 300 bottles of 330ml RTD purple lemonade, 20 bottles of 250ml purple lemonade concentrate to the frontliners in Iligan City.
- 50 packs of rice and canned goods to families in Iligan City.
- 200 pcs of meat bread and 400 breads to the PNP and BFP personnel manning the checkpoints in Ozamiz City
- 470 bottles of RTD calamansi juice to the frontliners of the major hospitals in Misamis Occidental.
- 53 packs of Otap distributed to the BPAT of brgy Dela Paz, Clarin, Misamis Occidental.
- 118 packs of Banana Chips (50g/pack) and 37 bottles of calamansi concentrate (500ml) were distributed to the frontliners and responders in Northern Mindanao Medical Center, JR Borja Hospital, and Pagatpat, Cagayan de Oro checkpoint.
- 25 packs of 2kg/pack to poor families in Zone 1, Bulua, Cagayan de Oro City.
- 10 packs pastillas de leche, 10 packs cheese sticks and 10 packs butter scotch to frontliners in Northern Mindanao Medical Center.
- 100 packs of assorted groceries
- 300 packed meals (chicken and egg)
- 243 packs of food for snacks and 205 packs for dinner
- 469 bottled of fresh milk and flavoured milk
- 10 packs of coffee to the frontliners manning the checkpoint in Malitbog, Bukidnon
- 119 packs chicken adobo to the frontliners in Northern Mindanao Medical Center, Sabal Hospital, and Cagayan Polymedic Medical Plaza, and Maria Reyna Xavier University Hospital.
- 30L of organic vegetable smoothies for the frontliners of Northern Mindanao Medical Center
- Distributed 252 liters of fresh milk to the assigned frontliners in the checkpoints and in installed sanitents within the province.
• Distributed 410 sacks of 25-kg rice (20 sacks/municipality for the 13 municipalities in Occidental and 50 sacks/city for the 3 cities of Misamis Occidental).
• Distributed 189 packed lunch for frontliners manning the checkpoints and barangay tanods in Pagatpat, Canitoan, CDO
• Distributed 100 bottles of Yogurt @ 250 ml/bottle and 60 bottles of Choco Milk (330ml/ bottle) to the medical frontliners of Northern Mindanao Medical Center, frontliners in Tan dag, Surigao del Sur, Bloomingdale Subdivision, and Barangay Iponan in Cagayan de Oro City.
• 1008 Liters of fresh milk was distributed by PLGU Camiguin to the assigned frontliners in the checkpoints and in the installed sanitents of the province
• 30 sacks of 25Kg rice and assorted goods were donated to the municipality of Don Victoriano, Mis. Occ.
• 55 packs of maternal milk to the vulnerable sector – the pregnant women in Concepcion, Misamis Occidental, a GIDA-identified LGU
• 324 packs Otap and 324 packs Cookies distributed to 162 lactating women in Concepcion - a GIDA municipality in the province of Misamis Occidental

Non-food items:
• 40 sweatshirts with hoods for the frontliners in Brgys 2, 10, and 11 in Malaybalay City
• 50 hygiene packs to families in Iligan City.
• 4 knapsack sprayer to LGU Iligan City for disinfection activities.
• Cash donations with a total of P15,000.00.
• Printing of 500 pcs ECQ pass
• Provided tents to the following hospitals:
  • Ma. Reyna Xavier University Hospital- 4 tents
  • Madonna and Child Hospital- 1 tent
  • Polymedic Medical Plaza- 1 tent

hh. On April 23, 2020, turned over the following to JR Borja General Hospital:
• 7 sets protective cover all kits (coverall suits, face shields, face masks, shoe cover and bag)
• 6 pcs face shields
• 200 pcs 3-ply washable face masks
• 80 pcs 6-ply washable face masks

ii. On April 24, 2020, turned over the following:
• 6 aerosol boxes and 1 DIY specimen collection booth to Bukidnon Provincial Center
• 50 pcs face shields to LGU Mahinog for distribution to the frontliners of Benoni sea port
• 30 pcs face shields to LGU Sapang Dalaga and 15 pcs face shields to PNP Lopez Jaena

jj. On April 27, 2020, donated 11 face shields and eleven (11) 3-ply face masks to the CVO frontliners in Zone 1 Paradise Brgy Bonbon, Cagayan de Oro City:

kk. On April 28, 2020, donated 200 pcs 3-ply face masks to DILG-10.

ll. Disinfection team prepared fact sheets and scientific procedure on proper disinfection of N95 masks, which was provided to NMMC.

mm. On April 22-28, 2020, 252 liters of fresh milk was distributed by PLGU Camiguin to the assigned frontliners in checkpoints and sanitents.

nn. On April 24, 2020, assisted in validating the rapid test kits of Bukidnon Provincial Medical Center, Malaybalay City, Bukidnon, through verifying the FDA-approved Rapid Test Kits. Samples were drawn from the 150 pieces of Biolides Vazyme & 2,000 pieces of Boson, Bitecht Test Kits for FDA-DOH 10’s actual validation

oo. On April 30, 2020, donated PPEs to NMMC • 20 sets Protective Coverall Kits (Coverall suits, face shields, face masks, shoe cover and bag)
• 50 pcs Face shields
• 300 pcs Face Masks 3-ply washable/reusable
• 50 pcs Face Masks 6-ply washable/reusable

On May 5, 2020, approval of the following projects in coordination with the Food Safety Regulation Coordinating Board for consideration in Region 10’s Rehabilitation and Recovery Plan (RRP) for COVID-19
• Farm to Fork Integrated Food Safety Measures and Monitoring during a Pandemic by the Food Safety Regulation Coordinating Board, and
• Training Sanitation and Food Safety Training for Sanitary Inspectors and Food Safety Practitioners of Misamis Oriental, in collab with DOH and LGU.

qq. On 06 May 2020, the RSTL, chemical engineer staff, and the DOST-X Disinfection Team prepared and formulated a total of 50L hand sanitizers (according to WHO guidelines) in partnership with the Philippine Institute of Chemical Engineers-Cagayan de Oro Chapter (PIChE-CDO)

rr. Conducted an on-line training/orientation to the NMRTF/RIATF on 11 May 2020 in coordination with FASSSSTER team of the DOST CO.

ss. On 11-12 May 2020, RSTL evaluated the porosity, fabric structure, and breathability submitted commercial (non-3M) “N95” and “KN95” facemasks from Misamis Oriental Provincial Hospital, Maticao, Misamis Oriental.

tt. Conducted designing and development of the foot-operated hand washer (FOHW) which was completed and being utilized in DOST-X Regional Office on 14 May 2020.

uu. DOST-X facilitated/coordinated the delivery of six (6) units of Sample Collection Booths (SCBs) which arrived in Cagayan de Oro City on 24 May 2020.

vv. Conducted the webinar entitled “Understanding Consumer Behavior Amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic: Trends and Pivots” for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) was successfully conducted with 230 participants, mostly MSMEs on 5 June 2020.

DSWD X

a. Continued monitoring, response and reporting from the agency operation center.
b. Continued coordination with the LGUs regarding preparation, guidelines and protocol for possible relief distribution.
c. Augmented staff members along with Cash for Work beneficiaries in repacking Family Food Packs in preparation for possible distribution
d. On-going procurement of additional supplies for production of FFPs
e. As lead agency for the FNI Cluster, DSWD presided the First FNI Cluster meeting for COVID-19 with the member agencies on April 3, 2020 at the DSWD FO X conference room
f. Activated the DSWD FO X Quick Response Team effective April 2, 2020 to April 14, 2020
g. Prepositioned a total of 44,168 Family Food Packs in 6 locations, and has a total stockpiles and standby funds amounting to ₱84,536,530.88
h. Provided 120 bags of rice at 50kg each, Marawi amounting to ₱222,000.00 for the 1,000 stranded students of Mindanao State University Marawi.
i. Provided 5 bags of rice at 50k each amounting to ₱2,507.38 as augmentation/sup to the Carmelites Monks in Cagayan de Oro City
k. Credited the SAP assistance accounts of 254,664 4Ps beneficiaries in Northern Mindanao
l. Continued coordination with the LGUs regarding preparation, guidelines and protocol for the implementation of Social Amelioration Program.
m. Regular coordination and attendance to the NorMin COVID-19 Response Inter-Agency Task Force Press Conference every Monday, Wednesday and Friday of the week.

n. Coordinated with the LGUs for the preparation of the COVID Intake Card (CIC) listing and submission.
o. Social Amelioration Package (SAP):
  • DSWD FO X served 625,635 beneficiaries amounting to ₱3,753,489,650.00
  • All provinces of region 10 (Bukidnon, Camiguin, Lanao del Norte, Misamis Occidental, Misamis Oriental) 100% submitted the liquidation of funds of the Social Amelioration Program downloaded to their municipalities & cities.
  • Continuously coordinating with LGUs regarding implementation of SAP.
p. Regional Quick Response Team worked full force with the monitoring and reporting of the regional operational activities in line with the COVID-19 response.
q. Coordinated with the LGUs for the preparation of the COVID-19 Intake Card (CIC) listing and submission.

r. Continued monitoring, response and reporting from the Agency Operation Center.
s. Provided 25 bags of rice at 50kg each amounting to P62,684.50 for the Coast Guard on duty for community quarantine of COVID-19.
t. Provided 1 box of sardines and 50kg sack of rice amounting to P3,957.38 for Zone-6 Pamalihi, Pagatpat, Single Mothers Cagayan de Oro Community.
u. Provided 49 bags @ 50kg of rice, 16.32 boxes of sardines, 12.68 boxes of Maskape, and 1 box of Great Taste coffee amounting to P164,186.50 for the 408 stranded students of MSU-IIT, Iligan City.

v. Conducted simultaneous repacking and preparation of FFPs for both the Cagayan de Oro Regional Warehouse and Dalipuga, Iligan City Warehouse.
w. Endorsed 268 applications amounting to P67.8 M for the COVID-19 P3 ERF (Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso-Enterprise Rehabilitation Financing).
x. Conducted 8 Diskwento Caravans together with DA and LGUs, with 9,592 households served and generated a total of P1.91 M sales.
y. The additional Transitory Family Support Package (TFSP) for the IDPs in Marawi City with 17,905 target beneficiaries from Most Affected Areas (MAA) Homeowners is on its 2nd day of pay-out. To date, there are 2,886 beneficiaries served involving a total amount of P41,558,400.00 disbursed.
z. Provided pot and stainless ladles to Cagayan de Oro City.

aa. Augmented to help facilitate the Locally Stranded Individuals in the designated isolation area in the city.
c. Served 20,470 waitlisted beneficiaries amounting to P122,820,000.00

dd. Conducted regular coordination and attendance to the NorMin COVID-19 Response Inter-Agency Task Force Press Conference every Monday, Wednesday and Friday of the week.
e. Conducted continuous monitoring, response and reporting at the Agency Operations Center.
ff. DSWD-FO X served 25,963 waitlisted beneficiaries amounting to P155,778,000.00 as of 27 July 2020, 12NN.

gg. Conducted continuous coordination and monitoring with the LGUs regarding preparation for SAP waitlisted pay-out.

hh. Provided pot, stainless ladles, and corned beef to Cagayan de Oro City.
i. Conducted regular coordination and attendance to NorMin COVID-19 Response Inter-Agency Task Force Press Conference.
jj. Continuous monitoring, response and reporting at the Agency Operations Center.
k. Conducted simultaneous repacking and preparation of FFPs in Cagayan de Oro Regional Warehouse and Dalipuga, Iligan City Warehouse.
ll. Conducted continuous coordination with OCD and DOH in facilitating Locally Stranded Individuals in designated isolation areas in the city.

mm. DSWD-FO X served 97,367 waitlisted beneficiaries amounting to P584,202,000.00.
nn. Conducted continuous coordination and monitoring with the LGUs regarding preparation for SAP waitlisted pay-out.

oo. DSWD-FO X served 99,606 waitlisted beneficiaries amounting to P597,636,000.00 as of 09 August 2020, 12NN.

pp. Conducted continuous coordination and monitoring with the LGUs regarding preparation for SAP waitlisted pay-out.

**DOT X**
a. Scheduled a Humanitarian Flight on March 25, 2020 11AM to Manila for the 250 foreign nationals that were stranded in Region 10.
b. Coordinated with Canadian embassy and Philippine Airlines (PAL) for the sweeper flight on April 14, 2020 from Cagayan de Oro to Manila to cater 85 stranded tourists.
c. Coordinated with Australian Government and PAL for the sweeper flight scheduled April 18, 2020 to cater 60 Australian nationals.

d. Assisted 296 stranded tourists.

e. Provided food and accommodations for 51 stranded foreigners whose sweeper flights got cancelled.

f. Coordinated with LGUs through TOs to follow up on the status and conditions of tourists.

g. Coordinated stranded tourists to contact their embassy.

h. Coordinated with embassies for stranded tourists concerns and repatriation flights.

i. Distributed Mallasa Kits.

j. Updated master list of stranded passengers for monitoring.

k. Coordinated with IATF to provide hotels to be used as areas for OFWs and PUMs.

l. Creation of master list for stranded domestic tourists and OFW.

m. Provided ₱2,000.00 assistance to stranded tourists and other technical assistance.

n. Distributed care packs for affected tourism communities.

o. Monitored and assisted TREs and accredited guides.

p. Assisted in the processing of CAMP and TUPAD application for TREs.

q. Coordinated with DFA OWWA and POEA for OFW concerns.

DTI
a. Deployed Price Monitoring Teams to the different provinces and cities in Region 10 to ensure the compliance of business establishments to the price freeze order
   - 1,035 monitoring activities conducted.
   - 758 establishments monitored.
   - 46 Letters of Inquiry (LOIs) issued
   - 11 Show Cause Orders (SCOs) issued

b. Conducted campaign on Anti-Hoarding/Profiteering and Anti-Panic Buying
   - 25 operations launched with PNP/CIDG and NBI
   - 29 persons arrested
   - 226 campaigns on Anti-Hoarding/Profiteering
   - 55 caravans with DA and/or LGU
   - 55 Barangays served
   - 18,507 Households benefited
   - 30 participating retailers
   - ₱4.65 million generated sales

c. Covid-19 P3 ERF (Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso - Enterprise Rehabilitation Financing)
   - No. of potential applicants = 1,161
   - No. of applicants endorsed = 268
   - Amount of loans applied = ₱67.8 million
   - Loan Moratorium on Payment of Regular and P3 Loans
   - No. of applicants processed = 225
   - No. of applicants approved = 225

d. Supply Allocation and Price Control Sub-Task Group
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DTI
necessities and prime commodities since RORO operations resume. On line selling has become prominent in the area.

l. In Misamis Oriental, 24 business establishments comprising of major supermarkets and grocery stores operating in Cagayan de Oro City are monitored by the 2 assigned price monitors. Nine business establishments are also monitored by the Price Coordinating Council in Gingoog City. 24 business establishments in El Salvador City and 6 business establishments in the Municipality of Lagonglong are monitored and are included in the daily report on Bayanihan We Heal As One Act. Price freeze for basic necessities is being observed. On record, a total of 63 supermarkets and grocery stores are monitored. DTI Misamis Oriental continues to link with the Negosyo Center managers provincialwide to seek assistance in monitoring activities, and so far, nothing is being heard from them. This simply means that, their concerns most of which were the price of rice were already addressed and resolved. The 18 supermarkets operating in Cagayan de Oro City whose managers are active members of MISORRA or Misamis Oriental Retailers’ Association, proactively supports DTIs mandate for consumer welfare.

m. In Lanao del Norte, a daily monitoring is implemented by Lanao del Norte-Price Monitoring Team to closely monitor the compliance of the price freeze order. As of May 7, 2020, a total of 18 stores were monitored in Iligan, Tubod, Lala, Kapatagan, Salvador and Sapad.

n. Endorsed 259 applications amounting to ₱63.2M for the COVIDD-19 P3 ERF (Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso- Enterprise Rehabilitation Financing).

o. Approved 225 applications on loan moratorium on payment of regular and P3 loans.

p. Conducted 21 Diskwento Caravans together with DA and LGUs, with 10,889 households served and generated a total of 2.31M sales.

q. Livelihood Seeding Program/ Pangkabuhayan sa Pagbabago at Pagginhawa (LSP-PBG): 5 training programs conducted and 134 livelihood kits provided to MSMEs.

r. Conducted NSB Profiling in Sition Kibulag, Brgy. Lantud, Talakag, Bukidnon.

s. Distributed PBG Sari-sari Store Starter Kits with a total amount of ₱487,080.00 to 60 beneficiaries in Brgy. Poblacion, Valencia City, Bukidnon on 16 June 2020.

t. Distributed livelihood starter kits to 11 with a total amount of ₱38,646.00 beneficiaries in Brgy Mobod, and Brgy Upper Loboc Oroquieta City.

u. Conducted 9 training programs and provided 324 livelihood kits on livelihood seeding program/pangkabuhayan sa pagbago at pagginhawa (LSP-PBG/NSB).

v. Approved 99 applicants for P3 CARES (COVID-19 Assistance to Restart Enterprises) Program amounting to ₱6.975M and released ₱0.428M.

DENR X

a. Monitored the compliance of LGUs to the environmental laws implemented by DENR.

b. Continues to remind LGUs to ensure that garbage collectors wear and use appropriate PPEs, and garbage trucks are disinfected as well as the sanitary landfill.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU 10

a. Granted extension in the payment of fees for permits expiring in March and April 2020 until June 2020 for the following:
   - Permit to Operate
   - Discharge Permit
   - PCO accreditation
   - Hazardous Waste Registration.

b. Also extended the deadline of submission of the following until June 2020:
   - Self-Monitoring Reports
   - Compliance Reports

LAND TRANSPORTATION OFFICE 10

a. Waived penalties for the late registration of motor vehicles and renewal of driver’s licenses which will expire during the duration of the community quarantine (until 30 April 2020).
b. Provided free rides for employees affected by the general community quarantine in the Province of Misamis Occidental.

**LAND TRANSPORTATION FRANCHISING & REGULATORY BOARD**

Provided free transportation to the health workers of Northern Mindanao Medical Center

**MARITIME INDUSTRY AUTHORITY**

a. Assisted clients through MARINA Hotline, Facebook, and email.

b. Initiated One-Day Salary Donation of MARINA Regional Office 10 employees to Northern Mindanao Medical Center amounting to ₱30,000.00.

c. Procured washable face mask for distribution to repatriated seafarers through MARINA Malasakit help desk.

d. Issued MARINA R.O.X Advisory dated 17 March 2020: “Extending all ship and shipyard-related certificates, permit, authorities and licenses valid from March 18, 2020 to April 30, 2020”.


f. Issued MARINA Advisory 2020-23 series of 2020 issued on 06 April 2020: Extending STCW certificates issued by MARINA to Filipino seafarers who are affected of the rising tension in the Middle East and outbreak of COVID-19 whose certificates expiring between March 13-31, 2020 shall be extended for six (6) months from the date of expiry of the certificate concerned.

g. Issued MARINA advisory 2020-26 series of 2020 issued on April 14, 2020 Seafarer’s Record Book (SRB) or Seafarer’s Identification and Record Book (SIRB) and certificates of seafarers for domestic vessels expiring between March 13-31, 2020 shall be automatically extended for six (6) months reckon from the date of expiration. It shall be deemed valid without filing for an extension of validity.

h. Issued MARINA advisory 2020-22 series of 2020 issued on 26 March 2020: Enjoined all manning and shipping agencies, and ship owners and operators to coordinate with concerned government agencies to extend all possible assistance to seafarers who are stranded during the ECQ.

i. Donated ₱30,000.00 to Northern Mindanao Medical Center for the purchase of PPEs.

j. Issued MARINA Advisory 2020-29 s. 2020 on 29 April 2020, providing guidelines on the resumption of operation of passenger ships in areas under the General Community Quarantine (GCQ) and Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) to all shipping companies, ship operators, ship charterers and all concerned within Region 10.


l. Coordinated with all the shipping companies in Region 10 to undertake actions, implementation plan, and provide necessary measures and guidelines.

m. Facilitated the two (2) operating vessels plying the route of Mukas-Ozamiz Port V.V., four (4) vessels in Balingoan-Benoni Port V.V. and one (1) in Balingoan-Guinsiliban Port V.V. 15 on 08 May 2020.

n. Evaluated 137 online application for all seafarers.

**MINES & GEOSCIENCES BUREAU X**

Granted extension in the payment of fees for permits expiring in March and May 15, 2020.

**NATIONAL ECONOMIC & DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY X**


c. Disseminated the signed soft copies of the resolutions passed on April 1, 2020 to members of the NorMin Task Group.
d. Started the preparation process of the Northern Mindanao COVID-19 Rehabilitation and Recovery Plan with the processing of the initial recommendations for the “new normal” state of the post COVID-19 pandemic and formulation of the interim guidelines.

NATIONAL FOOD AUTHORITY X

a. Released a total of 3,657 bags of 50kg rice to the LGUs in the Province of Camiguin
b. Released a total of 145,230 (in bags of 50 kg) rice to the five (5) Province in Region X as part of the Emergency Relief Assistance of Government Agencies from 19 March to 18 June 2020.

NATIONAL NUTRITION COUNCIL X

Disseminated softcopies of nine (9) NNC Nutrition advisories to NGAs, LGUs and media outlets.

PHILIPPINE COAST GUARD – CGDNM

b. Provision/allocation of medical supplies, PPEs, such as, face shields, alcohol, thermal guns, face masks, disinfectants, etc to all personnel manning the IACP, QCP or checkpoints.
c. Strict Implementation of Maritime Safety Program particularly on vessel safety enforcement and pre departure inspection.
d. Enforced flag state and port state control inspection in all domestic and foreign vessels.
e. Repatriated passengers from Manila to Ozamiz.

PHILIPPINE INFORMATION AGENCY X

b. Printed 85 PR Photographs and 10 fact sheets.
d. Published 107 website stories, 145 Infographics/ social cards, 58 informational Videos, 9 localized website stories, and 5 Audiobytes.
e. Reposted 22 other agencies IEC materials.
f. Conducted 6 press conferences.
g. Disseminated 171 situational reports, 113 textblasts, 8 media advisory, 6 official statement, and 2 media coverage.
h. Responded to 44 public queries.
i. Clarified 5 Fake News/ misinformation.

TACTICAL OPERATIONS GROUP-10 PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE

Provided movable hand washing facility with liquid soap at JR Borja General Hospital, Department of Health-10, Road Traffic Administration, East-Westbound Terminal and Public Maket, Barra Barangay Council and Bulua Barangay Health Center.

PRO X

a. Counseled, Advised, warned 4,337 Curfew violators
b. Deployed personnel to secure DSWD and NFA warehouses.
c. Deployed 967 personnel during DSWD distribution of Social Amelioration Program.
d. Protected, assisted, secured and provided transportation to health workers.
e. Deployed 2,098 personnel in 106 QCPs as part of RJTF CV Shield
f. Deployed 31 Highway Patrol Group (HPG) personnel and 9 PNP personnel to 6 Dedicated Control Points.
g. Conducted 90 operation against illegal gambling (PD 1602 – illegal card game/ Cockfighting/ mahjong) and arrested 290 persons.
h. Strict implementation of Executive Orders issued by local government of Lanao del Norte which resulted in the increase of accomplishments in laws and ordinances in relation to COVID-19 particularly in Curfew and Disobedience.
i. Additional personnel were deployed in QCPs manned by not less than 16 PNP/AFP personnel.

j. Augmentation of personnel from Lanao del Norte Provincial Mobile Force Companies to Municipalities of Kapatagan and Lala.

k. DCPs in Sultan Naga Dimaporo and Pantar are now being supervised by HPG personnel.

l. Red Teams from Regional & Provincial Headquarters are directed to strictly supervise QCPs to ensure uniformity in the implementation of protocols and directives.

m. Raised a total amount of 9,038,229.00 regionwide as a support to Bayanihan fund challenge.

n. Adopted 757 families in support to adopt a family program.

o. Released the following Guidelines in the issuance of Travel Authority (TA) for LSI:
   - Police Units shall maintain a Help Desk which will receive TA application.
   - Medical Clearance Certificate from LGU health Office should indicate that: LSI did not develop any signs and symptoms of COVID-19 during at least 14 days of home quarantine; and LSI is fit to travel.
   - The approved TA can be picked up at the help desk or sent online to the LSI.
   - Individuals who belong to APOR need not be issued with TA.
   - APORs, workers involved in food and cargo trucking and other workers of permitted establishments are not required to secure TA.
   - Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs), Balik Probinsya and visiting persons going to another provinces/regions must secure a Medical Certificate from the originating/sending LGU and TA from the Chief of Police (COP) or higher command
   - Receiving Governors may also issue TA to their returning constituents as long as they are coordinated with the PNP
   - Implementation/issuance of Quarantine Passes is under the discretion of the LGUs on areas under lockdown or containment and its validity is within the issuing LGU jurisdiction only.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION & SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY X


b. Issued Memorandum reference No. 140 s. 2020: “Production of Face Masks for free distribution to TESDA employees and other Frontline services” dated 16 March 2020.

c. Produced and distributed 65,584 facemasks, 1,001 face shield, 4,954 relief goods and 1,109 PPE suits, 1,109 Farm Products and 21 other initiatives in Region 10 and nearby region, BARMM.

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT X

a. Provided copy to developers on the DHSUD department order on moratorium on in-house financing of buyers of houses, house and lots and condominium units.

b. Provided the list of regular home owners association (HOA) and its corresponding President to the LGU of Cagayan de Oro as reference in contact tracing of PUI and PUM.

c. Participated in Webinar conducted by UNDRR Asia Pacific.

d. Submitted accomplishment report to Civil Service Commission (CSC) Region X on Work from Home (WFH) arrangement covering the period March 17-April 15, 2020.

INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN TASK GROUP

a. Review PIHAC Organization and guidelines

b. Coordinated with DFA and OWWA for repatriation of OFWs, status of Filipinos affected abroad, protection and benefits of OFW.

c. Coordinate with DOH, DFA, CDO LGU, and Hotel owners to prepare for the incoming OFWs quarantine area.

d. Coordinated with 2GO to utilize vessels for domestic repatriation.

e. Negotiated with PAL for domestic Sweeper fights:
   - Sweeper flight for Dutch Nationals on May 7, 2020- 3 pax
   - Sweeper flight got American Nationals on May 9, 2020- 30 pax
REGION-10 INTER-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases

Released the following resolutions:

a. Resolution No. 1 s. 2020: Re-organizing the Region 10 Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases (RIATF-MEID) structure, composition and implementing mechanism.

b. Resolution No. 2 s. 2020: Enjoining all Local Government Units to Support Department of Health AO No. 2020-0015 and to ensure compliance with National Directives at the local level.

c. Issued Resolution No. 3 s. 2020: Endorsing the Assessment Results of the Screening and Validation Committee to the National IATF-MEID For Consideration in Determining the Risk Classification of Region 10 Starting 01 June 2020.

d. Issued Resolution No. 4. 2020: Endorsing the DepEd NORMIN Learning Continuity Plan (RX ADOBE) to the Regional Development Council and Other Appropriate Agencies for Support.

e. Issued Resolution No. 16, s. 2020: Concurring the Executive Order No. 081 Series of 2020 of Cagayan de Oro City Entitled: An Order for the Conduct of a Focused Containment or Quarantine Within the Identified Area of Zone 2, Barangay Agusan, City of Cagayan de Oro,Which Area is Particularly Shown in the Containment Map Hereto Attached as Annex “A” (Bounded by CM Recto Highway, MacArthur Street, Vaguchay Street and JP Rizal Street), to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 and to Enable the Conduct of the Appropriate Contact Tracing, Isolation and Intensive Surveillance Monitoring at the Said Area”

f. Issued Resolution No. 17, s. 2020: “Concurring the Executive Order No. 085 Series of 2020 of Cagayan de Oro City Entitled: “An Order for the Conduct of a Focused Containment or Quarantine Within the Identified Area, from Two (2) Perspective of A Portion of Upper 20, Barangay Nazareth, City of Cagayan de Oro, Which Area is Particularly shown in the Containment Maps Hereto Attached as Annexes “A-B” to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 and to Enable the Conduct of the Appropriate Contact Tracing, Isolation and Intensive Surveillance Monitoring at the Said Area”


h. Resolution No. 23 s. 2020: “Concurring the Executive Order No. 088 Series of 2020 of Cagayan de Oro City Entitled “An Order for the Conduct of a Focused Containment or Quarantine within the Identified Area of a Portion of Zone 1, Barangay Kauswagan, City of Cagayan de Oro, which Area is Particularly Shown in the Containment Map hereto Attached as Annex “A” (Bounded by Rodolfo Pelaez Blvd., and Kahoy-Pacana Street), to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 and to Enable the Conduct of Appropriate Contact Tracing, Isolation, and Intensive Surveillance Monitoring at the said Area”.

i. Resolution No. 24 s. 2020: “Concurring the Executive Order No. 090 Series of 2020 of Cagayan de Oro City Entitled: “ An Order for the Conduct of a Focused Containment or Quarantine Within the Identified Area of Zone 1-5, Barangay 35, City of Cagayan de Oro, which Area is Particularly Shown in the Containment Map Hereto Attached as Annex “A” (Bounded by Yacapin Extension, Limketkai Drive and Bitan-Ag Creek), to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 and to Enable the Conduct of Appropriate Contact Tracing, Isolation, and Intensive Surveillance Monitoring at the said Area”.

PDRRMC Bukidnon


b. Distributed a copy of the “Guidelines on the Management of ROFs and LSIs of the Province of Bukidnon.
a. Conducted relief distribution on April 30, 2020 for the remaining PWD Sector in the municipality of Kapatagan, Provincial Jail and BJMP inmates.
b. Coordination meeting with the Lanao del Norte borders QCP in charge (PNP/AFP/HPG) in clarifying and strengthening the retention of the ECQ (ECQ) under the EO No. 6 Series of 2020 by the Provincial Governor.
c. IMT continuously provides technical assistance to LGUs regarding constituents who signifies return to their residents who are stranded or working from other provinces.
d. PEO prepares cost estimates and POW for the Provincial Isolation facility based on the DOH guidelines.
e. Conducted disinfection and sanitation at Provincial Jail Compound.
f. Road disinfections along the national highway of Kapatagan, Lanao del Norte.
g. Assigned Bus to fetch stranded MSU Marawi Students from boundary of Pantar, Lanao del Norte to Provincial Health Office for Rapid Testing.
h. IMT continuously monitored LGU compliance on the installation of community isolation facility in every municipality.
i. IMT facilitated the Balik LaNorte Program and provided assistance to the affected OFWs, residents, and students who signified to go home to the province.
j. Ensured the issuance of Travel Pass for persons under APOR.
k. IMT assigned personnel to man Linamon and Taguitic checkpoints to monitor and check required documents of inbound/outbound persons.
l. Facilitated the report on the 99.7% total accomplishment for laboratory in the Provincial Isolation Facility at Kapatagan, Lanao del Norte.
m. Reported a total of 98% accomplishment of Balik LaNorte Isolation Facility at MCC Grandstand catering for a 14-day quarantine coming from other provinces including OFW repatriates before going back to its respective residence.
n. Scheduled operation of Rural Transit Mindanao Inc. (RTMI) buses from Linamon to Kapatagan from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM with designated pick-up and drop-off points.
w. Assigned MLGU personnel to continue checking/monitoring persons coming to the area.
x. IMT personnel monitor the implementation of EO 8 & 10 including the strict closure of hotels, lodging houses.
y. Disinfection of the DepED division office building at Pigcarangan, Tubod, Lanao del Norte.
z. Continuous coordination with the LGUs regarding the issues and concerns related to Balik LaNorte program, issuances of travel pass, medical certificates, and other COVID-19 issues.

aa. Assigned bus for the transportation to fetch the OFWs at Cagayan de Oro City.
bb. Conducted Rapid Diagnostic Tests to persons returning residents including OFW returnees.
cc. Conduct Rapid Diagnostic Test to Persons returning residents including OFW returnees. All 42 OFWs yields negative result in the RDT and 1 OFW tested positive in Igu and currently staying at MCC Grandstand Isolation Facility and Xenus Pensionne Tubod Isolation Facility for 14-day Quarantine period (22 OFWs at MCC Isolation Facility, 17 at Xenus Pensionne 2 OFWs at Kolambungan Isolation facility 1 LSI at Bulod Tubod Isolation Facility and 1 LS at Maigo Isolation Facility)
dd. IMT personnel fetch 17 LSIs at Ozamiz City port and Iligan City port back to LDN province

ee. Released 37 OFWs on 3 June 2020 and 4 OFWs on 12 June 2020 who completed the seven days quarantine at the MCC Isolation Facility and Xenus Pensionne, Tubod with a negative result and advised for a home quarantine.
ff. The PDRRMC-Relief and Response Committee conducted a meeting for the realignment of 5% DRRM Fund CY 2020 of the proposed programs re: COVID 19 pandemic issues.
gg. Provided transport assistance to one (1) LSI and nine (9) OFWs.
hh. Disinfected the Quarantine Control Points at Caniogan, Taguitic, MCC Gym, Baloi, Tangcal, and Tagoloan, Lanao del Norte.
i. Monitored the operation of the PGLDN Isolation Facility, Municipal, and Barangay Isolation Facility.
jj. IMT personnel fetch a total of 51 LSIs at Ozamiz City, Iligan City and 5 OFWs transported by the OWWA Cagayan de Oro City back to Lanao del Norte Province.
kk. Fetched a total of 59 LSIs at Ports of Ozamiz City and Cagayan de Oro City.
ll. Disinfection of QCPs at Baloi, Tangcal, and Tagoloan, Lanao del Norte.
mm. IMT fetched with a total of 20 LSIs at Cagayan de Oro City back to province of Lanao del Norte.
nn. Released 39 LSIs and 4 OFWs isolated at MCC stadium, 3 LSIs and 1 OFWs isolated at Old Kapatagan Isolation Facility and Infirmary New Kapatagan Hospital with negative result in RT-PCR.
oo. Disinfected Quarantine checkpoints, Provincial Hospitals and vehicles used to transport OFWs and LSIs.
p.p. Issued Travel Clearances to Lanao del Norte residents going out in the province for Emergency Travels.
qq. On-going construction of the cubicles as additional isolation facility: 13% accomplished at Kapatagan Isolation Facility (10 tents at 5 persons/tent, with a total number of 55 beds, 90% accomplished at MCC basement Isolation Facility (81 beds installed ready to use for admission).
rr. Transported a total of 22 LSIs from Cagayan de Oro City to Lanao del Norte.
ss. Issued Executive Order No. 32 s. 2020, declaring Purok 1 and Purok 2 of Barangay Baybay, Kolambongan, Lanao del Norte under localized lockdown and focused containment/community quarantine to prevent, contain and mitigate COVID-19 contagion effective on August 7, 2020 8 o’clock in the evening until further notice.

**PDRRMC Misamis Occidental**

a. Prohibited travellers with non-essential businesses to enter the province.
b. Advised returning residents to follow protocols set by the provincial government.
c. Strengthened boarder control checkpoints.
d. Advised coastal barangays to be vigilant of some returning residents reportedly trying to enter the province via pumpboat.
e. Advised returning OFWs and sending agency to coordinate with the provincial government to avoid further delay.
f. Reminded the public to always observe social distancing.
g. Provided financial assistance to the families of Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) through the PSWD Office worth P48,000.00.

**CDRRMC Iligan City**

a. Approved ordinances and resolutions necessary for procurement and other needs intended for COVID-19.
b. Provided security for the distribution of SAP.
c. Identified assigned area/boundary of selling “rolling store” groups.
d. Coordinated with CGHO for the provision of transportation for the distribution of SAP.
e. Coordinated with transport cooperatives for “Libre Sakay” program.
f. Outsourcing of rapid testing kits and RT-PCR.
g. Coordinated with other LGUs regarding the stranded students in Iligan City under “Balik Probinsya” program.
h. Coordinated with OCD regarding the transportation of repatriated OFWs.
i. Established Iligan Isolation Center for persons with mild and moderate symptoms of COVID-19.

**j. Executive Order No. 40**: Declaring the Entire City of Iligan City under Modified Community Quarantine from May 1, 2020 up to May 15, 2020.
l. Strengthening of BHERTS.
m. Cremation of dead bodies infected with COVID-19

**n. Declared the entire City of Iligan under modified Community Quarantine from May 1-15, 2020 (EO No. 40)**
o. Provided security during the distribution of SAP
p. Issued centralized home quarantine pass by cluster.
q. Created a Contact Tracing Team (CTT).
r. Conducted Psycho-social intervention to the Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) at the quarantine facilities.
t. Issued centralized Home Quarantine Pass by color-coding/cluster.
u. Provided transportation of LSIs from point of entry.
v. Procured a container van for additional isolation facility.
w. Created a Management of the Dead Team for COVID-19.
x. Prepared the burial site for COVID-19 deaths.
y. Declared the entire City of Iligan under Modified General Community Quarantine (MGCQ) and provided its guidelines (EO No. 57 s. 2020)
z. Segregated the LSIs coming from high-risk and low-risk cities.
aa. Created a “one-stop-shop” for the incoming LSIs and ROFs.
bb. The Local Price Coordinating Council inspected dine-in restaurants and food establishments to check its compliance with the minimum health protocols.
c. Provided the hotline numbers for “Stranded Local Individuals (SLIs)” who are returning back to Iligan City.
d. Provided a community kitchen for isolation facilities intended for Local Stranded Individuals (LSIs).
e. Provided a “Help Desk” at the Laguindingan Airport for the repatriated OFWs and LSIs coming to Iligan City.
f. Conducted rapid testing to the frontliners. Additional of one (1) Triaging facility at the Iligan Isolation Center (IIC) to accommodate the influx of SLIs and ROFs.
g. Focused containment and contact tracing in portions of two puroks in Brgy. Mahayahay particularly Adelfa and Gumamela due to local transmission.

**CDRRMC Cagayan De Oro**

a. Conducted 24/7 Security, temperature checking, and triaging at five established checkpoints in Bugo, Upper Puerto, Indahag, Mambuaya, Pagatpat-Lumbia, and Opol, (Pagatpat-Lumbia checkpoint pulled out).
b. Continuously monitored the implementation of Executive Orders. No. 048-2020; 049-2020; 052-2020; 053-2020; 054-2020; 055-2020; 062-2020; 071-2020 and 112, s.2020;
c. Disinfected public convergence areas such as markets.
d. Provided transportation to NMMC and JRBGH personnel.
e. Repacked and distributed food packs.
f. Provided logistical needs to Disinfection Team, Checkpoints, and NMMC-JRBGH Transportation Team.
g. Inspected establishments in Gaisano Bulua.
h. Discharged eight (8) persons from the City Isolation Unit at SEARSOLIN, Manresa Farm.
i. Facilitated the Arrival of ninety-five (95) LSIs at Port of Cagayan de Oro.
j. Assisted the returning residents from Manila during their arrival.
k. Transported a total of 41 residents from PPA to D Sante’s Place, City Lodge and Discovery Hotel for their mandatory 14-day quarantine.
l. RTA MEU escorted the LSIs residing outside the City to pass through checkpoints.
m. Conducted compliance monitoring for minimum health and safety standard/non pharmaceutical intervention of churches.
n. Transported 44 Cagayan de Oro City residents from PPA to Nature’s Pension for their mandatory 14-day quarantine.
o. Provided transport assistance to six (6) persons from Opol QCP holding area to Nature's Pension for their mandatory 14-day quarantine.
p. Transported 43 CDO returning residents from Laguindingan Airport to Discovery Hotel and WinMin Transient for their mandatory 14-day quarantine.
q. Assisted the LSIs and ROFs at Laguindingan Airport.

r. Provided assistance to ensure the departure of returning residents from Laguindingan Airport to City Isolation units for their mandatory 14-day quarantine and escorted other ROFs from other regions/provinces.

s. Coordinated with BHERT, CHO, and EOC Humanitarian Cluster re LSIs from Manila at QCP Opol.

t. Coordinated with COCPO, CDRRMD, CHO and EOC Humanitarian Cluster re 45 ROFs/LSIs and 15 APOR from Laguindingan Airport to city isolation units.

PDRRMC MISAMIS ORIENTAL

MDRRMC Tagoloan, Misamis Oriental
a. Continuous conduct of 24-hour temperature monitoring and triaging at the checkpoints located at the National Highway of Brgy. Casinglot, Tagoloan, Misamis Oriental.

b. Disinfected the national highways and all barangay roads of Tagoloan, Misamis Oriental.

c. Established Barangay Quarantine Posts to ensure the implementation of EO MGAS2020-054 and MGAS2020-058.

d. Established Barangay Isolation Units to all barangays for PUIs showing mild symptoms.

MDRRMC Initao, Misamis Oriental
a. Established checkpoints, implemented curfew hours, physical distancing, no angkas policy, fencing of public market, and prohibited mass gatherings.

b. Suspended water bill penalty, and provided tax relief on resorts and other commercial establishment due to closure and slowed down economic activities.

c. Provided transportation for goods distribution.

d. Distributed rice, eggs, and canned fish to residents.

NORTHERN MINDANAO REGIONAL TASK FORCE FOR COVID-19
a. Released resolutions regarding the agenda, minutes, actions and adopting of the minutes from the meetings of the NorMin Task Force for COVID-19.

b. Resolution No. 1 s. 2020: Approving the Agenda of the First Northern Mindanao Regional Task Force for COVID-19 on 1 April 2020.

c. Resolution No. 2 s. 2020: Approving the Minutes of the Northern Mindanao Regional Task Force for COVID-19 Meeting.

d. Resolution No. 3- Creating the Northern Mindanao (NorMin) Regional Task Force for COVID-19 with its structure, composition, and implementing mechanism.

e. Resolution No. 4- Adopting the Terms of Reference of the Northern Mindanao Regional Task Force for COVID-19 with its structure, composition, and implementing mechanism that are aligned with regional and national issuances.

f. Resolution No. 5- Enjoining all the local government units in Northern Mindanao region to create their task forces for COVID-19 with structure, composition, and implementing mechanism that are aligned with regional and national issuances.

g. Resolution No. 6- Approving the Harmonized Guidelines for the General Community Quarantine in Northern Mindanao to address COVID-19 , and enjoining compliance and support for its effective and efficient implementation.

h. Resolution No. 7- Enjoining the adoption and implementation by all stakeholders of the health-related issuances to address the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19 ) threat.

i. Resolution No. 8 s. 2020: Enjoining the DA Regional Office X (DA-X), Local Government Units (LGUS), and business groups to expand the provision of rolling stores in their respective areas especially in HUCs and component cities and explore other innovative and technology-based platforms in providing easy access to basic goods and commodities.

j. Resolution No. 9 s. 2020: Endorsing to the National IATF-MEID for COVID-19 the Request to Extend the Provision of Cash Assistance to Affected Workers for another round and Ensure a Reimbursement Scheme for Employers that have already provided Advance Payment of
 Resolution No. 10 s. 2020: Approving the Recommendations to Address the Concerns of the Business Organizations, Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), Workers, and the General Public in Northern Mindanao and Enjoining the Adoption and/or Consideration of these Measures in the Region.

Resolution No. 11 s. 2020: Approving the Formulation of the Northern Mindanao Rehabilitation and Recovery Plan for Post-COVID-19, with the National Economic and Development Authority Regional Office X (NEDA-X) Spearheading the Plan Formulation Activity.

Resolution No. 12 s. 2020: Enjoining the Owners of Hotels, Inns, and Similar Establishments to make their Establishments Available as Quarantine or Isolation Areas.

Resolution No. 13 s. 2020: Enjoining the Private Businesses to Activate, and/or Formulate, Implement, and Monitor Business Continuity Plans in Coordination with the Regional and Local Chambers of Commerce and Industry, and Requesting the DTI-X, DOT-X, DOLE-X, and other Concerned Government Agencies to Provide Assistance.

Resolution No. 14 s. 2020: Approving the Agenda of the Third Northern Mindanao Task Force for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 15 s. 2020: Approving the Minutes of the Second Northern Mindanao Task Force for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 16 (s. 2020): Requesting the LGUs and Quarantine Control Point Personnel in Region X to No Longer Require Health Certification for Drivers and Helpers of Delivery Trucks Carrying Essential Goods and Commodities.


Resolution No. 18 (s. 2020): Requesting the LTO, DENR, EMB and other Concerned Agencies for the Extension of Payment of Government Fees to the Business Sector.

Resolution No. 19 s. 2020: Expanding the Membership of the Northern Mindanao Task Force for COVID-19 to Include the Local Chief Executives of the Five Provinces and Two Highly Urbanized Cities of Region X.

Resolution No. 20 s. 2020: Adapting the Action Minutes of the Third Northern Mindanao Task Force for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 21 s. 2020: Approving the Agenda of the Fourth NorMin Task Force for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 22 s. 2020: Seeking Clarification on the Payment of Hazard Pay (Per AO No. 26 from the Office of the President) for Areas that have not Declared ECQ.

Resolution No. 23 s. 2020: Adopting the Action Minutes of the 4th NorMin Task Force for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 24 s. 2020: Adopting the Action Minutes of the 4th NMTF for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 25 s. 2020: Approving the Agenda of the 5th NMTF for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 26 s. 2020: Approving the Minutes of the 4th NMTF for COVID-19 Meeting.

Resolution No. 27 s. 2020: Requesting The National Inter Agency Task Force For The Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases To Increase The ₱1.0 Billion Funding Assistance To The MSMEs Under The Bayanihan To Heal As One Act And Tap The Banking System As The Conduit Of The Funding Assistance For The MSMEs.

Resolution No. 28 s. 2020: Requesting The Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) And The Department of Finance (DOF) To Consider Deducting Against Tax Due of Employers/Business Companies The Amount Advanced For The Payment of Five Thousand Pesos (₱5,000) To Affected Employees Prior To The Release of Cash Assistance Under The COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP).

Resolution No. 29 s. 2020: Creating The Northern Mindanao Task Force for COVID-19 Technical Working Group To Study Options For Region X After The Possible Lifting Of The ECQ In Luzon on 30 April 2020.
ee. Resolution No. 30 s. 2020: Approving The Guidelines for The For Formulation Of The Northern Mindanao COVID-19 Rehabilitation And Recovery Plan (RRP), And Enjoining Concerned Stakeholders Including The Local Government Units To Provide Support And Needed Data.

ff. Resolution No. 31 s. 2020: Requesting Access to Information From the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA), Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA), And The Overseas Workers Welfare Administration (OWWA) On The Incoming Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) and Repatriates.

gg. Resolution No. 32 s. 2020: Adopting the Action Minutes of the 5th NMTF for COVID-19 Meeting.

hh. Resolution No. 33 s. 2020: Approving the Agenda of the 6th NMTF for COVID-19 Meeting.

ii. Resolution No. 34 s. 2020: Approving the Minutes of the 5th NMTF for COVID-19 Meeting.

jj. Resolution No. 35 s. 2020: Closing the Borders of the Northern Mindanao to Other Regions but Ensuring Unhampered Flow of Essential Commodities, Goods, and Services, and Passage of Authorized Persons Outside of Residence (APOR).


ll. Resolution No. 79 s. 2020: Endorsing the Northern Mindanao Rehabilitation and Recovery Investment Programs and Policy recommendations to the House of Representatives and National Task Force

REGION XI

RDRRMC XI

OCD XI
a. Maintained operation of the Regional Task Force EOC
b. Consolidated and updated the inventory of received PPEs
c. Provided guidance to individuals, government and private organizations on the border control guidance of Davao City and Davao Region at large
d. Presented updates, situation, actions taken, issues and recommendation during NTF- COVID-19 VTC

e. Consolidated daily reports from the RDRRMC and RTF11-COVID-19 member-agencies and LGUs (P/C/M) into one Situation Report re COVID-19 affecting Davao Region
f. Facilitated the hauling/loading of donated and procured items from OCD Central Office.
g. Facilitated the arrival of 10,000 (est.) boxes of PPEs to be distributed to different regions in Mindanao.
h. Led the coordination and hauling of PPEs from Sasa Wharf, Davao City to the facility for temporary storage, and inventory.
i. Initiated turn over ceremony for the newly delivered PPEs to DOH XI
j. Facilitated the receipt of 2,500 rapid test kits for distribution in Davao Occidental.
k. Facilitated the repacking or damaged 374 boxes filled with PPEs for turnover to DOH XI.
l. Facilitated turnover of 5000 sets of PPEs to SPMC.
m. Attended the user’s training on the Feasibility Analysis of Syndromic Surveillance Using Spatio-Temporal Epidemiological Modeler for Early Detection of Diseases (FASSSTER) Platform.
n. Facilitated the complete hauling and distribution of Personal Protective Equipment bound for Region XII.
o. Provided guidelines and updates to stranded individuals and groups from other regions who intend to reenter Davao City/Davao Region.
p. Conducted monitoring of returning LSIs and ROFs at Davao City Overland Transport Terminal and Davao International Airport.
q. Attended the Stress Defrieing webinar of OCD CO.
r. Facilitated the transport of LSIs from Davao City to Manila via PAF C295.
s. Turned-over 10 units of ARVO respirator to DOH XI
t. Facilitated the hauling and transportation of PPEs to be transported to OCD Regions in Mindanao.
DILG XI
a. Continuous monitoring and coordination with OCD XI and LGUs
b. Provided updated list and manifest of LSI’s for the HatidTulong Program
c. All LGUs in Davao Del Sur activated Local COVID-19 Contact Tracing Teams (CTT) as mandated under MC No.2020-073 – Guidelines For The Conduct Of The expanded Testing Procedures For COVID-19.
d. Submitted Davao Region CQMS Report, Governance Cluster Report, Contact Tracing Report and the situation report of the provinces to OCD
e. Provided updated list and manifest of LSIs for the HatidTulong Program
f. Conducted continuous coordination with concerned LGUs re arrival of LSIs thru Hatid Tulong Initiative 2nd Grand Send-Off

DSWD XI
a. Conducted continuous validation and encoding of Social Amelioration Program (SAP) beneficiaries across Davao Region.
b. Validation and encoding of beneficiaries across Davao Region especially those with no payout yet are still ongoing, as well as the printing of payroll.
c. The Regional Agency Operation Center (AOC) is manned by 15 personnel who are tasked to monitor real-time data online, respond to the hotline calls, text, and social media posts; and address concerns/grievances.
d. The Social Pension for Indigent Senior Citizens was able to provide 136,174 eligible senior citizens with their monthly stipends amounting to ₱780,060,000.00 covering the months of January to June 2020.
e. About 100% of LGUs already received SAP funds. Transferred amount to LGUs is now at ₱2,836,500,000.00 and Cash Advance for Direct Cash Payout is at ₱1,788,258,00.00 for a total of 100% out of the ₱4,140,498,000.00 downloaded from CO.
f. Out of 685,547 SAP targeted beneficiaries, 616,077 or 89.87% are verified/validated. A beneficiary outside allocation (left out) is now at 80,597.
g. As of 09 May 2020, a total of 36 municipalities to targeted beneficiaries have accomplished 100% payout (Digos, Bansalan, Hagonoy, Magsaysay, Sulop, Kiblawan, Malalag, and Padada and Matanao of Davao del Sur and Manay, San Isidro, Banaybanay, Tarragona, Baganga, Governor Generoso, Lupon and Boston, Cateel and Caraga of Davao Oriental, Mawab, Nabunturan, Laak, Mabini, Monkayo, New Bataan, Montevista, Maragusan, Compostela of Davao de Oro and San Isidro and Asuncion of Davao del Norte and Jose Abad Santos Sarangani, Sta. Maria, Don Marcelino and Malita of Davao Occidental).
h. Conducted a consultation meeting with Davao City -Team Leaders to discuss issues and concern RE: Social Amelioration Program (SAP) implementation and also resolve grievances.
i. Carried out validation and encoding of beneficiaries across Davao Region especially those with no payout yet are still ongoing, as well as the printing of payroll.
j. Assessed AICS at more than fifty (50) clients per day provided with different assistance and maintaining social/physical distancing and also observed precautionary measures in the time of COVID-19 pandemic.
k. Provided Assistance to Individuals in Crisis Situation (AICS) amounting to ₱4,946,750.42 worth of assistance from May 11-14, 2020 and ₱4,198,055.07 worth of assistance from May 18-21, 2020.
l. Reported 237,027 beneficiaries received Social Pension amounting to ₱711,081,000.00.
m. Facilitated the ongoing SAP pay-out in various cities/municipalities across Davao Region.
n. DSWD FO XI has provided 350 Family food packs to the COVID-19 affected families in Panabo City, Davao del Norte, Total worth of assistance is ₱ 129,552.50.
o. Validated the status of payout relative to the Social Amelioration Program with an overall total of 685,547 or 100.00% paid beneficiaries.
p. Provided medical, burial, food, and transportation assistance to individuals in crisis situation.
q. A total of 685,547 non-CCT beneficiaries received SAP assistance amounting to ₱4,113,282,000.00 in the region.
r. Prepared for the implementation of the ESP/SAP 2nd tranche through team coordination, consultation meetings, workshops, and coordination with LGUs, PNP and AFP to ensure orderly and on-time distribution.
s. The Assistance to Individuals in Crisis Situation (AICS) has served 1,414 clients amounting to ₱18,681,586.92 worth of assistance from June 22-26, 2020 and 2,066 clients amounting to ₱11,273,075.20 worth of assistance from July 1-9, 2020.
t. Facilitated the Social Pension For Indigent Senior Citizens for the 2020 Stipend: Out of 248,670 beneficiaries with ₱746,280,000.00 allocations there were 237,027 or 95% served beneficiaries with ₱711,081,000.00 amount disbursed.
u. Facilitated the Social Pension for Indigent Senior Citizens with report out of 248,670 beneficiaries with 746,280,000.00 allocation, 237,027 or 95% were already served with ₱711,081,000.00 amount disbursed.
v. ESP/SAP 2nd tranche was released to 31,702 Davao City Pantawid households (with ATM cash card) on 11 June 2020. Actual paid-out amount is ₱147,414,300.00.

**DOH XI**

b. Continuous conduct of contact tracing, case investigation and specimen collection.
c. Monitored the PUI facility in Davao Region.
d. Presented RTF XI report to NIC- Interagency Task Group meeting
e. Conducted disinfection of the received boxes of PPEs from China
f. Reconvened the RIATF-EID in Davao Region.
g. Attended training on FASSSTER.

**DepEd XI**

Volunteered in the repacking of food packs for the LGU of Compostela

**DPWH XI**

Provided one dump truck for the transportation of PPEs to OCD BARMM.

**DTI XI**

a. Implemented region-wide price freeze or automatic price control of basic necessities under DTIs jurisdiction. Issued Letter of Inquiry to business establishments which price of some basic necessities are above the prevailing price set in the Price Freeze Advisory.
b. Conducted region-wide daily price and supply monitoring and enforcement of basic necessities and prime commodities since 08 March 2020.
c. DTI-XI Provincial Offices have conducted 496 monitoring activities to a total of 357 business establishments and issued a total of 144 Letters of Inquiry to business establishments which price of some basic necessities are above the prevailing price set in the Price Freeze Advisory as of 10 June 2020.
d. Participated actively in the joint monitoring of personal protective equipment (PPEs) and agricultural products together with DA, FDA, NBI, CIDG, and LGU since 08 March 2020.
e. As of 24 June 2020, arrested a total of 11 individuals during the 24 joint operations that were launched.
f. Assisted the CIDG in their entrapment operations and filing of cases against online sellers of overpriced medical supplies and endorsed complaints on agricultural products to DA.
g. Conducted inspection of Business Process Outsourcing companies (BPOs) on its compliance with STI MC 20-08, s. 2020 of which, as of 13 May 2020, all of the inspected BPOs were compliant with the guidelines set by the regional IATF, DTI, and the LGU.
h. Disseminated Anti-Hoarding, Anti-Panic Buying and other-related advisories and issuances to consumers, local government units, and business establishments in the region.
i. Facilitated the production of personal protective equipment (PPE) such as face shields and aerosol/intubation boxes through the Digihub Fabrication Laboratory, a collaborative project of the DTI-XI, DOST XI, and USEP. As of 27 April 2020, a total of 2,722 pieces of face shields and
27 pieces of aerosol/intubation boxes were recently distributed to various government and private hospitals, other medical practitioners, and other frontliners in the region.

j. Facilitated linkage between SSF cooperators and MSMEs in the garments industry with market/buyer in need of washable face masks, other PPE, and eco bags for relief operations;

k. Facilitated the distribution of survey questionnaires to OTOPreneurs enrolled under the agency’s OTOP NextGen Program to determine/assess those who were affected by the ECQ.

l. Disseminated the P3-ERF info materials to MSMEs and conducted continuous monitoring and conduct of consultancy services to MSMEs who are manufacturers of PPEs and are interested to avail of the SB Corporation’s SME-PPE Loan Facility. As of 27 April 2020, a total of 10 MSMEs amounting to P3.5M were interested to avail of the said program.

m. Implemented the region-wide revised/enhanced alternative work arrangement (work-from-home) and skeletal workforce since 03 April 2020.

n. Provided shuttle services to DTI-XI regional office and Davao City Field Office employees required to report at the office since 03 April 2020.

o. As of 30 May 2020, the DTI-XI Provincial Offices have conducted 421 monitoring activities to a total of 357 business establishments. Relatedly, issued a total of 91 Letters of Inquiry to business establishments which price of some basic necessities are above the prevailing price set in the Price Freeze Advisory.

p. Facilitated the promotion of www.buylocal.ph, an e-commerce platform developed by local-based web developer group “Ingenuity” for local MSMEs to sell their products and/or market their services and likewise, uploaded MSME information in the website particularly those under the Region’s priority industry clusters.

q. Facilitated a total of 2,293 inquiries on the potential applicants of COVID-19-P3-ERF Cares and 1,110 inquiries of the Livelihood Seeding Program.

r. Disseminated the DTI MC No-31 or Amendment to the Supplemental Guidelines on the Concession on Residential Rents and Commercial Rents and DTI MC No 20-33 or the Revised Category I-IV Business Establishments or Activities Pursuant to the Revised Omnibus Guidelines on Community Quarantine Dated 22 May 2020 Amending for the Purpose MC 20-22 s. 2020.

s. Conducted an inspection last June 5, 2020. From the 3 major shopping malls in Davao City, they were able to inspect a total of 12 fast food chain, salon and barbershops on their readiness to operate in accordance with the guidelines provided for them.

t. Facilitated the production of personal protective equipment (PPE) such as face shields and aerosol/intubation boxes through the Digihub Fabrication Laboratory, a collaborative project of the DTI-XI, DOST XI, and USEP.

u. Launched last June 5, 2020 the Online Bagsakan, a web-based platform that provides viable avenue where producers and wholesalers meet. It is another strategy introduced to promote and market locally-produced products of our farmers with an end-view of ensuring food security in the province.

v. Provided support services to business consultancies by accepting 3,291 inquiries from potential applicants and endorsed 1,207 loan applications to SB Corporation under the P3-Emergency Rehabilitation Fund (ERF) – COVID-19 Assistance to Restart Enterprises (CARES) Program.

w. Processed and approved 140 applications for the loan moratorium on payment of regular and P3 loans.

x. Conducted monitoring and enforcement of business establishments (shopping malls, barber shops, salons, fastfood and dine-in restaurants, etc.) to check readiness and compliance to DTI MC 20-21, MC 20-37 and the DTI-DOLE Interim Guidelines on Workplace Prevention and Control of COVID-19.

y. The Palengke and Pharmacy Bound for Barangay (PBB), a project initiated by the Department of Agriculture in partnership with various Local Government Units and the DTI-Davao de Oro Provincial Office was rolled out in the municipalities of Compostela, Monkayo, Mawab, Maco, Laak, and Pantukan since 13 April 2020. As of 24 June 2020, a total of 161 PBBs were conducted, 83 barangays were served and benefitted by 53,707 households. The 46 participating retailers have generated a total cash sales of ₱11,971,314.

z. Launched a livelihood seeding program called Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay wherein 20 caravans were conducted and 1,046 beneficiaries were approved.
DICT-MC3
a. Conducted planning for the provision of Wi-Fi service on SUC quarantine facilities through FreeWifi4All Project.
c. Provision of eGov Services through Tech4ED platform.
d. Promoted eGOV Services of Tech4Ed platform on social media.
e. Promoted Tech4Ed Free Online educational tools and services through social media.
f. Provision of connectivity at 10th IB Hospital in Mawab, Davao De Oro through FreeWifi4All as of 07 May 2020.
g. Posting of Cybersecurity Advisory at DICT MC3 Facebook/Instagram Official Page.
h. Monitoring of all FreeWifi4All facilities, ensuring the 24/7 continuous operation to serve clients on the operations and updates of COVID-19 Pandemic.
i. Conducted regular cleaning and disinfecting of office premises.
j. Provided daily shuttle for the Skeletal Workforce.
k. Implemented precautionary measures at the entrance (body temperature check, foot bath, spray of dis-infectant and hand sanitation of all personnel).
l. Promoted Tech4Ed “Let’s Read!” on social media, a segment that offers free, downloadable, and child-friendly books.
m. Facilitated a meeting with 51Talk regarding business model for computer shops and child-friendly books.
n. Checked the Free Wi-Fi for all down sites under Davao Region.
o. Conducted PNPKI Orientation: Introduction to the use of Digital Certificate and Digital Signature, DICT-MC3 Content Build-Up Orientation and IBPLS online training.
p. Promotions of free Webinars focusing on Cybersecurity Awareness on June 18, 2020 through social media platforms.
q. Conducted meeting with PESO Davao Oriental and Tagum LGU for Introduction to Conversion of Net Cafe’s into digital workplace in partnership with 51Talk.
r. Conducted sessions of the Technopreneurship: A bridge to the New Normal free webinar.
s. Conducted digitaljobsPH Training Advocacy Workshop as one of DICT’s contribution to the Balik Probinsya, Bagong Pag-Asa Program.

PS-DBM XI
Conducted inspection and inventory of hauled PPEs at Garden by the Bay.

Philippine Navy- Naval Forces Eastern Mindanao
a. Provided manpower support for the hauling of PPEs from 14 container vans.
b. Hauled PPEs from PPA to Garden by the Bay.

AFP
Deployed 25th IB PA troops to augment checkpoint personnel at Brgy. Saosao QCP.

PNP XI
a. Digos City Police Station conducted orientation on the “Oplan Patagam Level Up” which aims to intensify the implementation of EO 31 s. 2020.
b. Conducted continuous monitoring of security control points in the region.
c. Secured the boxes of PPEs temporarily stored in facility at a privately-owned Garden by the Bay.
d. Provided Security Plan and stand-by escort vehicles for the HatidTulong Program.
e. Provided update on the status of the travelling fleet (buses) from NCR to Visayas.

BFP XI
Conducted continuous monitoring/community quarantine and coordination with LGU and municipal health office.
PSA XI

b. Conducted regular cleaning and disinfecting of office premises.
c. Provided daily shuttle for the Skeletal Workforce.
d. Observed social distancing at the office and the official vehicle.
e. Implemented precautionary measures at the entrance (body temperature check, foot bath, spray of dis-infectant and hand sanitation of all person).
f. No operation of CRS Outlet (releasing of Certificate of Live Birth, Marriage and Death).
g. Limited the number of walk-in clients to be served to 700 per day only.

Philippine Ports Authority (PPA) XI

a. Issued advisories to all stakeholders, shipping lines, port service providers and private ports operators thru the daily operations/berthing meeting.
b. Continuous implementation of the protocol on the vessel’s arrival/departure, such as no disembarkation of crew, modified waste disposal, additional documentary requirements like the free Pratique and others.
c. Continuous implementation of PPA protocol on COVID-19, such as mandatory accomplishment of entry pass form for contact tracing and washing of hands and stepping on the footbath is compulsory to all clients and employees.
d. Provided daily shuttle service to PPA employees who are required to report at the office and food items are distributed to Security Guards and PPA frontliners staying at the facility.
e. Continuously implemented the necessary actions and protocols social distancing policy by providing signs as reminder to all employees and clienteles. Port users are seated two(2)meters apart during operations/berthing meeting and while queueing to process documents.
f. Conducted mandatory checking of body temperature at all entrance gates of PPA premises using four (4) infrared thermometer guns.
g. Intensified disinfection of the PPA premises.
h. Facilitated arrival of BRP Bacolod, a Navy vessel carrying 33x20’ containers of Personal Protective Equipment to be distributed to the different LGUs as determined by the OCD XI, Filipinas Port Services Inc. (FILPORT), and Davao Integrated Port and Stevedoring Services Corp., PMO- Davao’s cargo handlers took charge in the handling of the containers free of charge.
i. Distributed bottled water to Cargo Handling workers during the BRP Bacolod City operation.
j. Daily monitoring of restroom checklist to ensure thorough cleaning and disinfecting.
k. Reminded in the Operations/Berthing Meeting today, OCD to:
   - Implement proper segregation of wastes of biodegradables from food and non-biodegradables
   - Secured wastes in black bags for proper disposal
l. Implemented restroom checklist to ensure thorough cleaning and disinfecting of restrooms.
m. Intensified the disinfection activities at the PPA premises.
n. Four (4) tents donated by Office of Civil defense (OCD) were used to provide waiting area of the transacting public in observance of social distancing at the Operations Bldg.
o. Announced COVID19 related advisories to all stakeholders, shipping lines, port service providers and private port operators thru the daily operations/berthing meeting.
p. Assisted the arrival of 1,095 LSIs and ROFs (accumulated since 5 June 2020) in coordination with the TGMROF member-agencies.
q. Strict implementation of the protocol on the vessel’s arrival/departure, such as no disembarkation of crew, modified waste disposal, additional documentary requirements like the free Pratique and others.
r. Posting Daily advisory on COVID 19 Situation for Davao Region at PMO-Davao page for information of all employees.
Local Government

PDRRMC Davao Del Norte
a. The whole province in Davao del Norte (except Island Garden City of Samal) will be in ECQ until May 15, 2020 under the Executive Order No. 34, Series of 2020.
b. Monitored the 284 PUMs out of 4,070 cleared PUMs. Five (5) suspected patients are currently admitted in DRMC while 91 were already discharged with negative results.
c. The whole province (except Tagum City) is in GENERAL COMMUNITY QUARANTINE last until further advised, EO No. 37 series of 2020.
d. Issued GCQ Pass to the office of the Provincial Agriculture personnel to report for duty in the Municipalities of Sta. Maria and Malita and to DPWH personnel to report at the DPWH Compound, Brgy. Buhangin, Malita, Davao Occidental.
e. DILG Provincial Office personnel conducted its 3rd rapid diagnostic test for COVID-19.
f. Distributed 371,055 food packs to 11 LGUs for 223 barangays.
g. PNP and TMU personnel continuously conducted business establishment and transportation monitoring in following social distancing and wearing of facemask.
h. Sustained regular activities to mitigate COVID-19 Pandemic within the Province.
i. Sustained establishment of checkpoint at the entry points in the boundaries.
j. Maintained the operation of the Emergency Operation Center (EOC).
k. Continued regular night watch and observance of curfew hours. Motorists and passers-by were asked to show their quarantine pass.
l. Facilitated the second round of distribution of family food packs to the eleven (11) LGU's with a total of 371,055 food packs for 223 barangays province wide. The total amount utilized for this response is ₱369,175,492.52 coming from the Provincial DRRM Fund, General Fund and other sources.
m. PNP- Tagum personnel extended help to indigent families in Tagum and gave food packs and grocery items as part of their "Kapwa Ko, Sagot Ko" Adopt a Family Program.

CDRRMC Panabo, Davao Del Norte
a. Law Enforcement Unit of EOC headed by PNP personnel conducted information dissemination thru recorda and distribution of leaflets about Executive Order No. 37.
b. Deployed Kadiwa on Wheels at Brgy. Dapco, and Consolacion.
c. Key members of the Panabo City COVID-19 Task Force personally inspected establishments and the public markets to see if the businesses are following EO 37 and the DOH.
d. PNP, AFP, BFP, TMU, CSU, and CHO continuously conducted checkpoints at borders to verify travelers coming in the city.
e. Continuous publishing, installation, and distribution of information, education, communication materials, and advisories for public awareness.
f. Continuous contact tracing and monitoring of PUIs and PUMs; daily misting at government offices and public infrastructures; and monitoring of the implementation of a nationwide price freeze on necessities.
g. Conducted Emergency Operations Center action planning and updates at Deped Conference Room on 16 May 2020.

PDRRMC Davao del Sur
a. Implemented the General Community Quarantine as mandated under EO No. 27 s. 2020 issued on 24 April 2020.
b. LGUs Sulop, Kiblawan, Matanao, Malalag, and Padada achieved 100% in distribution to SAP beneficiaries.
c. All LGUs established DILG Overseas Filipino Workers Desk and Designation Of DILG-OFW Desk Officer as mandated under MC No.2020-075.
d. All LGUs in Davao Del Sur continuously conducted daily relief distribution to barangays as targeted.

e. All LGUs, 1 city and 9 municipalities in Davao Del Sur activated Local COVID-19 Contact Tracing Teams (CTT) as mandated under MC No.2020-073 –Guidelines for The Conduct of The Expanded Testing Procedures For COVID-19.

f. Prepared and delivered PPEs, medical supplies and hygiene kit in each municipal health centers.

g. Conducted Contact Tracing of close contacts of the 2 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in partnership with the Crime Investigation and Detection Group (CIDG) of the Province and the PNP personnel from the province.

h. Assisted the 4 stranded persons from Davao City who returned home and directly considered PUM and isolated by LGU Magsaysay. OFWs returning are strictly monitored by LGUs concerned.

i. PHO Davao Del Sur conducted training for RHU Medical Technologists on Specimen collection, Handling and Transport on 07 May 2020.

j. Digos City implemented ‘odd-even’ scheme on its public transportation.

k. LGU Bansalan facilitated the transport of stranded residents of Barangay Columbio to Matanao -Columbio boundary.

l. Assisted 20 PUMs from Davao City and are now isolated in LGU Magsaysay totaling 678 PUMs in the province.

m. Provincial Health Office conducted an EOC meeting on 08 May 2020, together with the Municipal Health Officer, City Health Officer, and the Infectious control committee of Davao del Sur Provincial Hospital.

n. Distributed 2nd wave of food packs.

o. Facilitated mercy flights from Manila to Davao City. Passengers from Davao Del Sur who are strictly going through a process of isolation or quarantine in the respective LGU.

p. Conducted contact tracing.

q. Conducted relief distribution to 14 barangays in Davao del Sur.

r. Conducted an orientation to PNP and BFP nurses regarding the policies and guidelines of Bahay Pag-Asa temporary treatment and monitoring facility of suspected COVID-19 patients.

s. Continued its regular night watch and observance of curfew hours. Motorists and passers-by were asked to show their quarantine pass.

t. Conducted continuously the “recoreda” to all barangays related to General Community Quarantine.

u. Digos City launched the “STRANDED DIGOSENOS ONLINE” helpline on the 26th of April where the contact tracing and confirmation of stranded Digosenos took place.

v. LGU Magsaysay reorganized its Emergency Operation Center with the integration creation of three (3) Task Force to manage/oversee the three (3) incidents that affects this municipality namely; COVID-19 Pandemic 2) Earthquake and 3) ASF.

w. LGU Magsaysay released the loan for the first tranche in the amount of P4.3 Million thru Dalawinon Farmers MPC Funds of the Department of Agriculture Agricultural Credit Policy Council Expanded SURE (Survival Recovery) Aid Program Ahon Lahat; Pagkaing Sapat Laban sa COVID 19.


y. LGU Sulop delivered 100% of its SAP to the target beneficiaries – the first LGU to achieve 100% completion of SAP distribution in Davao Region.

z. Issued Executive Order No. 31, s. 2020 dated 5 June 2020, “An Order Mandating Department Heads and Heads of Offices in the Provincial Government of Davao del Sur to report on a regular work schedule and for all employees to strictly observe 8:00 A.M to 5:00 P.M work schedule”, an addendum to Executive Order No. 28, s. 2020.

aa. Started the 3rd wave of FFPs distributions to the 14 barangays in the Municipality of Malalag.

bb. Strengthened the contact tracing since more LSIs coming back home in the Province.

cc. Discussed the policies and inter-referral of RHU COVID 19 patients in the Provincial Hospital and other matters related to the pandemic to 10 Rural Health Unit.
MDRRMC Bansalan, Davao Del Sur
a. Conducted disinfection at the auction market.
b. Distributed food packs to various barangays.
c. Responded to calls and queries through the LGU EOC
d. Provided food to personnel and volunteers who are part of the repacking and distribution of food packs and disinfection teams.
e. Conducted CIC review and identification of CIC entries for validation by the 6 barangays.
f. Facilitated the 8th day of the 2nd wave distribution of food packs.

PDPPRC Davao de Oro
a. Facilitated the Health Cluster Coordination meeting with the Municipal Health Officers and ABC President regarding COVID-19 Case Finding activities.
b. Mobilized the ‘Mobile Kitchen Team’ to New Bataan Resettlement Project 1, Barangay San Roque.
c. Facilitated the discharge of 40 stranded workers of Mining Areas in Rosario Agusan del Sur who completed the 14 days quarantine.
d. Conducted coordination with the LGUs of Mabini, Maco, Mawab and Monkayo for the stranded constituents under the “Balik de Oro Program” of the Province of Davao de Oro.
e. Facilitated preparation for the upcoming PIATF Meeting and coordinated with the members.
f. Coordinated with different LGUs regarding the stranded passengers.
g. Prepared a total of 288 schools for quarantine/isolation area.
h. DepEd personnel encouraged to have backyard gardening or Food Always in the Home (FAITH).
i. Conducted repacking of relief goods for the 3rd round distribution with volunteers from DepEd, Army Reservist, and LGU employees.
j. Lifted the ECQ status of the province to GCQ.
k. Facilitated the Rapid Diagnostic Test (RDT) examination to 35 CTCSM stranded students and teachers.
l. Attended a meeting with the Governor regarding the Isolation Unit located in the Capitol Compound catering 35 students under quarantine.
m. Provincial Social Welfare and development Office facilitated the conduct of brief orientation and setting of house rules to the students at Capitol Isolation Unit.
n. Facilitated implementation of Balik Davao de Oro Program of the Province accommodating 83 stranded passengers.
o. Conducted Health screening to passengers of private vehicles at checkpoints.
p. Facilitated the conduct of 12 oral/nasal swab specimen collection of PLGU EOC personnel and 30 OFWs.
q. Conducted a meeting on contact tracing with the provincial contact tracing team.
r. Facilitated the transport of the eight (8) OFWs from Davao Airport and four (4) LSIs from Uno Hotel going to Davao de Oro.
s. Facilitated the transport of 16 locally stranded individuals from Davao City to the Province of Davao de Oro.
t. Facilitated the 2nd and 3rd batch transport of 25 OFs/LSI from NAIA and outside the Province.
u. Provided transportation assistance to three (3) OFWs and 10 LSIs from Cebu.
v. Conducted TV Broadcast, Press Releases thru prints and Social Media posting regarding on COVID-19 updates and activities.
w. Facilitated transport of OFWs/LSIs from different ports and terminals in Mindanao to the Province of Davao De Oro.
x. Facilitated the conduct of Health Screening of LSI at the checkpoints and oral/nasal swab to LSIs /OFWs and transport of specimens to referral laboratory.
y. Conducted medical teleconsultations through messenger and SMS to a total of 73 patients.

MDRRMCs Nabunturan, Laak, Compostela, Monkayo and Mabini
a. Assisted in the distribution of relief to barangays.
b. Distributed food packs to various barangays and frontliners.
c. Responded to calls and queries through the LGU EOC

**MDRRMC Nabunturan, Davao De Oro**

a. Continuously monitored various barangays and checkpoints in Nabunturan
b. Facilitated the repatriation of stranded Nabunturan residents.

**PDRRMC Davao Occidental**

c. LGU Don Marcelino strictly implemented the guidelines on GCQ through the conduct of checkpoints on municipal entry and exit points and mobile patrol with assistance of barangays, through their BPATs to ensure compliance of every resident to curfew ordinance and liquor ban guidelines.
d. LGU Don Marcelino MIATF conducted inspection to business establishments following the parameters issued by IATF requiring them to put up footbath, distance guide marks for costumers with one-way entry to exit direction, washing station and temperature checking.
e. LGU Don Marcelino MIATF conducted orientation to the DOMTODA and other public utility vehicle operators and as to transportation guidelines to be observed under GCQ.
f. Released the DSWD’s Emergency Subsidy Program (ESP) under the Social Amelioration Program (SAP) to 38,946 households that makes the Davao Occidental the first province in Davao Region that has achieved a 100% implementation of the said program.
g. Transmitted GCQ Pass to the office of the Provincial Agriculture for the purpose of the stated personnel to report on duty in the Municipalities of Sta. Maria and Malita.
h. Transmitted GCQ Pass to the DPWH for the purpose of the stated personnel to report on duty and off duty at the DPWH Compound, Brgy. Buhangin, Malita, Davao Occidental.
i. Conducted its 3rd rapid diagnostic test for DILG Provincial Office personnel.
j. LGU Malita coordinated with the PIATF and Task Force Davao in the implementation of “Balik Probinsya” Program.
k. LGU Sta. Maria gathered data per purok/sitio needed for the COVID-19 assistance by the Provincial Government.
l. Issued Memorandum to the LCEs and Punong Barangays on the Orientation on the Roles of Barangays in the Implementation of the General Community Quarantine and conduct of Activities thereafter.
m. Transmitted to the LCEs a copy of Inter-Agency Task Force Resolution No. 35, s. 2020 dated 04 May 2020.
n. Issued memorandum to MLGOO pertaining to the conduct of a fact-finding investigation anent complaints on the distribution of SAP

**o. LGU Jose Abad Santos conducted the following:**

- Established a one-way entrance and exit along municipal road to filter the influx of residents who are allowed to go out to access basic necessities.
- Reminded constituents through all PBs on the policies, guidelines, and protocols to safeguard its health and security amidst COVID-19 Pandemic.
- Heightened law enforcers visibility with the assistance of the Barangay Police and Tanods to ensure strict implementation of CGQ guidelines through the establishment of checkpoints and chokepoints in vital spots within the two (2) center barangays.
- Strategized schedule of issuance of health certificates and color and number coded pass for southern barangay every Tuesday (at LGU Satellite Office in Brgy. Nuing) and Wednesday (BHS in Brgy. Balangonan). All issued passes is subject for the final approval of PAITF’s issuance of single entry and exit pass for those who need to cross the Kitayo border.
- Provided maintenance medicines for hypertension, asthma, diabetes, heart failures, migraine, stroke, allergies, and common coughs and colds to patients needing assistance to minimize their exposure to the public.

p. Assisted the repatriated OFWs relative to their return to the province.

q. Conducted Rapid Diagnostic Tests at QCPs to all incoming individuals entering the Province.

r. Conducted the 4th wave of food distribution to five (5) municipalities.

CDRRMC Davao City

a. Established hotlines and protocols in providing assistance for stranded residents and non-residents of the city to return to their respective provinces/hometown.

b. Davao City Stranded Persons Database Center (DCSPDCC) conducted continuous efforts in assisting the return of the first batch of 120 Davawenyoys arriving from Clark Airport.

c. Adopted the Omnibus Guidelines in the Implementation of Community Quarantine issued by the Inter-agency Task Force on the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases.

d. Disseminated Google forms for faster transactions in the Davao City Stranded Persons Database Center: for persons stranded inside Davao City (shorturl.at/lpqHL), for residents stranded outside Davao City: (Shorturl.at/pqFRS).

e. Facilitated stranded Davao City residents in other areas in Mindanao as they can now come home starting 06 May 2020, from 8 AM to 4 PM, using private vehicles, provided that, requirements should be met.

f. Continued the distribution of food relief packs to the 182 barangays in Davao City thru CSSDO in coordination with the barangay officials and functionaries. A total of 788,656 grocery packs has already distributed to Davawenyoys since the lockdown in March.

g. The Davao City Police Office (DCPO) has filed 966 cases against violators of the quarantine guidelines since the implementation of the Enhanced Community (ECQ) in March. DCPO recorded 1,045 violators of the curfew hours; 151 for liquor ban; and, 124 for violation of the social distancing and mass gathering since March 15. Of the total apprehensions, 966 have been filed in court.

h. Monitored the ongoing distribution of cash aid under the Social Amelioration Program of the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) in the City with reports that a total of 171,128 families were provided with the cash aid in the city.

i. Announced and reiterated through the City Disaster Radio Program to strengthen the immune system of the people of Davao City, by avoiding binge drinking alcoholic drinks, smoking and other vices.

j. On 11 May 2020, CSWDO has distributed a total of 972,129 CSWDO grocery packs to Davawenyoys since 23 March 2020.

k. Facilitated two (2) mercy flights for OFWs from Manila and ensured that strict protocols will be followed.

l. Monitored the distribution of cash aid under the SAP of the DSWD. The City Government has reported that a total of 202,967 families were provided with the cash aid in the city.

m. Reminded the public to follow the guidelines during the GCQ such as the use of FM Pass, the observance of the curfew hours (9:00 P.M to 5:00 A.M.) and the liquor ban.

n. Reiterated to the public to follow the rules on the New Normal on physical distancing and other safety measures such as wearing of face masks, regular handwashing, disinfection of premises, and no touch/no contact rules.

o. Issued a statement on the movement of people who comes in and out of Davao City which states that the City Government relative to the travel of individuals, is guided by the Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging Infectious Diseases Omnibus Guidelines dated May 15, 2020, Sec 7 (6).

p. Issued a directive to all incoming individuals to Davao City which subjects them to a health screening upon arrival at the land checkpoint, seaport, and airport.

r. Issued Executive Order 33-A titled An Order Providing for a General Community Quarantine to be implemented in Davao City on 00:01 16 May 2020 to 11:59 PM 31 May 2020 Unless Further Extended, Modified or Withdrawn.
s. Provided free bus rides from and to the various routes with corresponding schedules. The Libreng Sakay caters individuals who continue to render duties on essential agencies and exempted establishments. Passengers are required to wear face masks and observe social distancing while entering the bus and during the entire travel.
t. Pronounced that they will prioritize the fourth round of the food ration for the affected workers of business establishments that are not yet allowed to operate under the General Community Quarantine (GCQ).
u. Issued Notice to the Public re: cancellation of EID’L FIT’R Mass prayers. In support to the Muslim observance of EID’L FIT’R, Prayer and Khutbah will be heard live on Sunday, May 24, 2020 7AM to 8AM at 87.5 Davao City Disaster Radio.
v. Gave a reminder regarding the prescribed provisional fare/rates of motorized tricycle-for-hire, per MTH Board Resolution No. 01-2020, entitled “A Resolution Provisionally Prescribing the Fare or Rates for Motorized Tricycle-for-Hire to be Implemented during the Period of General Community Quarantine in Davao City”.
w. The Davao City health team conducted screening and rapid test on the 300 vendors of Agdao Public Market as part of the coronavirus contact tracing of the City Government, This was in response after six (6) patients with travel history to the wet market tested positive of the coronavirus.
x. Issued a statement for the general public to avoid areas with high COVID-19 cases.
y. Facilitated the issuance of Travel Authority with a total of 2,478 requests as of 6 June 2020.
z. Passed an Ordinance providing incentives and relief to local businesses in Davao City to mitigate the adverse economic effects of COVID-19.
aa. Passed a resolution requesting the House of Representatives to enact a law which will direct the lessors of MSMEs to waive and/or reduce rental fees of their commercial spaces during the ECQ and GCQ period.
b. Strengthened the regular activities to mitigate COVID 19 Pandemic within the City.
c. Sustained establishment of checkpoints at the entry points in the boundaries.
d. Maintained the operation of the Emergency Operation Center (EOC).
e. Announced the latest barangay classifications for the period June 27 – July 3, 2020. The public was reminded not to make unnecessary travels aside from work, business and emergency cases to Very High Risk and High Risk Areas.
f. Fetched the Locally Stranded Individuals (LSIs) who underwent a Rapid Diagnostic Test before they were sent to their respective homes.
g. Started the free voluntary Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) testing for commercial flight passengers who arrived in Davao City from 8 June 2020 up to present.
h. Prepared contingencies for the arrival of LSI’s for the HatidTulong Program

**MDRRMC Bansalan**
a. Conducted continuous monitoring of Persons under Monitoring (PUM) and vital signs taking every morning and afternoon.
b. Conducted continuous checkpoint and quarantine in their respective barangays.
c. Conducted continuous disinfection to all public places and establishments within the municipality.

**PDRRMC Davao Oriental**
a. Conducted price monitoring of local commodities throughout the province.
b. Implemented temporary closure of the tourism industry and other non-essential business establishments.
c. Activated the 24/7 Multi-Agency COVID-19 Hotline composed of Nurses from PDRRMO, PNP, BFP, and DepEd.
d. Conducted coastal monitoring and screening of individuals onboard floating vessels, and strict implementation of COVID-19 Manifest.
e. Issued Travel Manifest and Vehicle Pass to minimize movements in the AOR.
f. Assisted the Davao Oriental residents who are stranded in various locations in Davao Region through Operation Sundo.
g. Facilitated a total of 177 stranded residents of Davao Oriental who were stranded in various locations in Davao City through Oplan Sundo and brought them to their respective LGU’s for Quarantine, while Oplan Hatud catered to a total of Twenty Five (25) Individuals back to Davao City.
h. Conducted coordination meeting with the Academe, Davao Oriental State College of Science and Technology, DepEd Davao Oriental and DepEd Mati City for the educational system and schemes to be implemented once classes are opened.
i. Issued Executive Order 20 which is in reference to the Department of Health-issued MC No. 2020-0184 otherwise known as Revised Interim Guidelines on Risk Testing, the province has started risk-based testing among target population.
k. Issued Executive Order 22 which includes new policies based on the national recommendations and with the agreement made with the Regional Task Force on COVID-19, making the province remain under General Community Quarantine until 31 May 2020.
l. Started the risk-based testing among its target population.
m. Conducted meeting with the Local Finance Committee and other department heads on the inventory of resources available and proper accounting of all donations.
n. Issued Provincial EO no. 26, Series of 2020, adopting IATF for the management of emerging infectious diseases resolutions No. 38 and 40 and Omnibus guidelines on the implementation of Community Quarantine in the Philippines and Placing the entire Province under Modified General Community Quarantine from 01 June to 15 June unless withdrawn or modified and for other purposes.
o. Issued Travel Manifest and Vehicle Pass to minimize movements in the AOR and facilities allowed transactions within Davao Region.
p. Facilitated Locally Stranded Individuals and Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) and provided assistance in bringing them to their respective LGU’s for Health Protocols (Mandatory Swab Test and Quarantine in Respective Isolation facilities).
q. Provided assistance for Locally Stranded Individuals in gathering pertinent documents/requirements in returning to their respective residences outside/inside the province.
r. Prepared contingencies for the arrival of LSI’s for the HatidTulong Program

CDRRMC Mati, Davao Oriental
a. Activated the Barangay Health Emergency Response Team (BHERTs) in every Barangay level to assist in the monitoring of PUIs and PUMs under strict Home Quarantine.
b. Coordinated with the Provincial DOH Office and respective City/Municipal Health Officers to identify the COVID-19 Isolation Unit within its respective AORs.
c. Strengthened contact tracing of all COVID-19 Positive Cases, PUIs, and PUMs identified in the province.
d. Issued Guidelines and Protocols applicable to the general public to help mitigate the spread of COVID-19 infection.
e. Conducted city-wide disinfection in coordination with BFP Mati City and Cienro.
f. Distributed food packs to the affected population especially to the PUIs and PUMs.
g. Continuously monitored COVID-19 cases through COVID-19 Heat Map Application.

REGION XII

OCD XII
a. Conducted an inventory of PPEs and medical supplies to be distributed to DOH XII and hospitals.
b. Facilitated the request of electric cooperatives for inter-regional border clearance to secure electric supplies from Region XI.

c. Joined the 15th and 17th NIC Inter-Task Group Meeting.

d. Joined the 7th RTF ELCAC Meeting presided by Sec. Isidro Lapeña

e. Participated in the Joint Virtual Meeting of RTF on COVID 19 and RIATF- EID XII.

f. Turned over 10 boxes of PPEs to the Province of Sultan Kudarat Province and 18 boxes to the Province of Cotabato.

g. Facilitated the inquiries from the LSIs and coordinated with the concerned LGUs for profiling and listing.

h. Coordinated with CAAP-Gensan, PAL Gensan, DOT XII, OCD Central Office, OCD RO VI, and CDRRMO Gensan relative to the guideline for provinces to secure rescue/sweeper flights of ROFs and LSIs.

i. Facilitated the various concerns of LSIs and endorsed LSI documents from Cebu City to M’lang, Province of Cotabato.

j. Coordinated with concerned agencies for the repatriation of stranded OFWs and tourists.

k. Conducted a special Meeting with OCD XII Personnel re NTF Guidelines on Inter-Zoning, Test-Trace-Treat (T3) Process, and Re-Structuring of RTF.

l. Designed Operational Flow Chart on NTF Memo. No 02 re Operational Guidelines on the Management of LSIs.

m. Established a One-Stop Shop and deployed OCD personnel at the arrival area of Gensan International Airport to assist the arriving ROFs and LSIs.

n. Deployed OCD personnel at Sultan Kudarat Provincial Capitol Compound to assist the arrival of ROFs and LSIs for the “Hatid Tulong” grand send off.

o. Provided continuous assistance in the One-Stop-Shop for the arriving ROFs and LSIs at General Santos City International Airport.

p. Distributed PPEs to OWWA, DOT, BOQ, and CAAP Gensan personnel for safety precautions in handling OFWs and LSIs.

q. Coordinated with LGUs relative to ROFs and LSIs, and status of GCQ per province and city.

r. Distributed 1500 RTKs to General Santos City, 1500 RTK to the Province of Sarangani, and 1500 RTKs, 300 coveralls sets, and 100 coverall suits to the Province of Cotabato.

s. Coordinated with 1002 BDE PA regarding the arrival of 410 boxes of complete set of PPEs.

t. Assisted a total of 187 ROFs and LSIs from Manila.

u. Consolidated data with DOH XII at OCD XII Regional Office.

v. Delivered 100 sets of PPEs to the 54 LGUs of Region XII.

w. Conducted continuous coordination with agencies and LGUs regarding the concerns of arriving of ROFs and LSIs in airports and seaports inside and outside the region.

x. Attended the 1st Virtual Meeting of Contact Tracing Team in the Region and the 37th NIC Inter-Task Group Meeting.

y. Attended the Regional Evacuation Center/ Centralized Municipal Isolation Facility Turnover Ceremony at Malungon, Sarangani Province.

z. Conducted continuous coordination with regional line agencies and LGUs relative to report development and data gathering.

aa. Facilitated and assisted the arrival of PPE intended for DOH XII and CDRRMC at the General Santos City Airport through C-130 on 11 August 2020.

bb. Facilitated the turnover of 2 sets ventilators to Sarangani Medical Center and PPEs to DOH XII in Cotabato City.


**DSWD XII**

Distributed a total of ₱35,812,763.00 worth of assistance provided by the DSWD FO XII to the COVID-19 affected families, LSIs, and ROFs in Region XII with breakdown as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Family Food Pack</th>
<th>NFA Rice</th>
<th>Borrowed Tent</th>
<th>Grand Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity (Box)</td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>Quantity (Bag)</td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Cotabato</td>
<td>17,550</td>
<td>9,240,363.00</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,920,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarangani</td>
<td>11,550</td>
<td>6,144,600.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan Kudarat</td>
<td>14,016</td>
<td>7,649,400.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Cotabato City</td>
<td>18,400</td>
<td>9,832,900.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotabato City</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>225,500.00</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>800,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62,016</td>
<td>33,092,763</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>2,720,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DILG XII

a. Participated in the RTF-ELCAC XII Virtual Meeting on the efforts to address COVID-19 situation.
b. Prepared, posted, and disseminated the Social Media Advisory on Handling Child at Risk (CAR) who violate the ordinances in the time of COVID-19 pandemic.
c. Submitted to DILG the updates SAP implementation of the LGUs in Region 12.
d. Attended the complaints and concerns through the DILG XII EOC hotline.
e. Issued advisory to the LGUs on the Guidelines on the Monitoring of Returning OFWs in Relation to DILG MC 2020-075.
f. Coordinated with DOT and DOH on the list of the Accommodations/Establishments inspected and approved as a Quarantine/Isolation Facility.
g. Facilitated the invitation to the Virtual Meeting of PCOO to the Public Information Officers of all LGUs in Region 12.
h. Hosted and presided the 4th RIATF XII Meeting.
i. Coordinated with the PNP, LGUs, and RIATF of other regions in addressing concerns and immediate repatriation of LSIs and ROFs.
j. Developed IEC Materials for LSIs.
k. Identified and finalized the names of left-outs on the 1st tranche of SAP in coordination with the LGUs.
l. Monitored the SAC encoding of the LGUs to the DSWD system.
m. Facilitated the VTC for the Proposed Implementation Plan for HATID TULONG/Probinsya Program
n. Drafted the guidelines on the protocols for the entry of local stranded individuals (LSIs) as reference of all concerned.
o. Drafted the certification of LGUs relative to their intent to use schools as isolation facilities.
p. Drafted the Guidelines on the Implementation of General Community Quarantine in Region XII for comments and enhancement of all members of RTF on COVID-19 and RIATG-EID XII.
q. Disseminated to the LGUs the Local Government Academy Memorandum dated 7 May 2020 regarding the Series of Online Talakayan with details as follows:
   • “Barangays: The Crucial First Line of Defense Against COVID-19” on 11 May 2020 for Punong Barangays and Heads of BHW and BHERT
   • “Promoting and Living the New Normal” on 13 May 2020 for Punong Barangays and Heads of BHW and BHERT
   • “Procurement during State of Public Health Emergency” on 19 May 2020 for LCEs, Heads of GSO, BAC, Procurement Unit Technical Staff, DILG ARD and PDs
   • “Roles of SKs in the Fight against COVID-19 for PBs, SK Chair, Brgy. and SK Treasurers”
   • “Engaging the Private Sector in COVID-19 Response, Recovery and Rehabilitation”
Disseminated to the LGUs the DILG Memorandum on the Allocation of Funds for the Hazard Pay of Public Social Workers as Frontliners in the Fight Against the Spread of COVID-19 Virus.

Disseminated to all members of RTF on COVID-19 and RIATG-EID XII the Joint Resolutions No. 11 and 12, s. 2020.

Disseminated Enactment and/or Amendment of Existing Local Ordinances to include Penal Provisions to Strengthen Implementation of Quarantine and Health Safety Standard Protocols to Contain CoVID-19 to all LGUs.

Disseminated DILG Advisory re Use of ICD-10 Code for CoVID-19 to all LGUs.

Disseminated IATF Memorandum re Requirements for the Appeal for Escalation or De-escalation of LGUs for Community Quarantine to all LGUs.

Disseminated the following:
- DILG Memorandum dated 16 May 2020 re Enjoining all Local Health Units and Barangay Health Emergency Response Teams to respond and provide assistance to Overseas Filipino Workers or Constituents who are seeking immediate Medical Care
- DILG MC No. 2020-83 re Guidelines for Local Government Units on the Regulation of Public Transportation in Areas under General Community Quarantine and Interzonal Transportation.
- DILG Regional Memorandum re Update on the Status of Local DRRM Fund Utilization of the LGUs.
- Additional Policy Guidelines and Recommendations Relative to the Management of Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Situation in Region 12 approved during the RIATF-XII meeting on 20 May 2020.
- Memorandum on the use of quarantines pass.
- Memorandum re DILG Responsibilities on the Transfer Phase of the Balik Probinsya, Bagong Pag-Asa (BP2) Program.
- Resolution Concurring the Request for Lockdown in Selected Areas of Region XII specifically in Sitio Awal, Brgy. Lamba, Banga, South Cotabato; Purok 7A, Matalab, Antipas, Cotabato; Portion of Sitios Gaunan, Maguling and Guialmal Compound along Sayre National Highway, Brgy. Manarapan, and Calicaran Residence at Purok 7 Brgy. Poblacion Carmen, Cotabato.
- Resolution Supporting the Region-wide Pilot Test for the Different Learning Delivery Modalities of DepEd 12.
- Sent letter-reply to PDA South Cotabato re Appeal to Reconsider Policy to Operate without Requiring Patients to Undergo RT-PCR.

DEPED XII
- Monitored the regional pilot test of various learning modalities in the different schools under the nine (9) Schools Division Offices in preparation for the resumption of classes on 24 August 2020 without face to face contact.
- Prepared learning modalities such as blended Modular Online and Radio based instruction as part in complying the minimum health standard of DOH relative to COVID19.
- Conducted Balik Eskwela activities such as redesigning of classroom, setting up construction of water and sanitation in school, compliance to social distancing, and disinfection activities.
- Conducted continuous dissemination of policies and standards for the new normal.
- Hosted the National School Readiness Program 2020 with the theme, Handang Isip Handang Bukas.
- Conducted the 6th Webinar on Parenting in the new normal.

DOST XII
- Conducted continuous orientation on FASSTER and Tanod Covid for National Government Agencies and Academe.
- Conducted facilitation of sites for RxBox deployment.
c. Conducted Innovations for Filipinos Working Distantly (iFWD) orientation to be rolled out to OFWs affected by the current pandemic.
d. Distributed 10,000 3D printed face shields.
e. Conducted a livelihood training and assistance through DOST Set Up.
f. Donated five (5) specimen collection booths to hospital.
g. Distributed sanitizers, PPEs, sacks of rice, and calamansi juice to Small Enterprise Technology Upgrading Program (SETUP) proponents and to PDRRMOs Sultan Kudarat, Cotabato, Sarangani, and South Cotabato.

DENR XII
Conducted a Webinar entitled Disaster Preparedness and Resiliency cum Urban Gardening Under COVID-19 Pandemic for DENR Designated Youth Desk Officers and Youth Sectors of South and North Cotabato.

DOLE XII
a. Provided assistance through the following programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>BENEFICIARIES</th>
<th>AMOUNT (₱)</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 Adjustment Measures Program (CAMP)</td>
<td>9,177</td>
<td>45,885,000.00</td>
<td>(₱5,000.00 per worker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulong Panghanapbuhay saating Displaced or Disadvantaged Workers (TUPAD)</td>
<td>13,951</td>
<td>47,240,680.00</td>
<td>Region XII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,666</td>
<td>6,990,100.00</td>
<td>BARMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUPAD Post COVID Intervention</td>
<td>24,066</td>
<td>80,040,360.00</td>
<td>Region XII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,566</td>
<td>14,839,500.00</td>
<td>BARMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMP Abot Kamay at Pagtulong*</td>
<td>4,292</td>
<td>42,920,000.00</td>
<td>Region XII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,796</td>
<td>17,960,000.00</td>
<td>BARMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP for Sugar Industry workers</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>858,000.00</td>
<td>₱1,000.00 per OFW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLE Integrated Livelihood Program (DILP)</td>
<td>3,037</td>
<td>47,996,660.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*₱10,000.00 per OFW

b. Ensured that the 8,429 repatriated OFWs are provided with assistance (Quarantine Shelter, Transportation and Food/Meals).
c. Monitored the Establishment Report relative to the Flexible Work Arrangement (FWA), Closure, and Termination with details as 607:
   - No. of establishments adopted the FWA – 607 establishments with 13,625 workers
   - No. of establishments temporarily closed – 1,665 establishments with 19,422 workers
   - No. of establishments permanently closed – 13 establishments with 264 workers
   - Reduction of Workforce – 143 establishments with 1,539 workers
d. Ensured the implementation of DTI and DOLE Interim Guidelines on Workplace Prevention and Control of CoVID-19:
   - No. of Establishments monitored – 1,170
     - Micro – 666
     - Small – 413
     - Medium – 49
     - Large – 42
   - No. of workers covered – 76,637
   - Status of Compliance
     - Compliant Establishments – 753 (64.36%)
     - Non-compliant Establishments – 417 (35.64%)
   - Status of Compliance after Correction
     - Compliant Establishments – 1,076 (91.97%)
     - Non-compliant Establishments – 94 (8.03%)
BFP XII
Conducted decontamination of public roads and checkpoints.

PIA XII
a. Produced news articles, website stories, social media cards, and video news and broadcast releases.
b. Blasted news, sitreps, social cards, video releases to media and non-media group chats, group pages, FB pages.
c. Posted information such as IEC materials relative to COVID-19 via social media such as FB pages, media/non-media group chats, and group pages.
d. Facilitated the coverage and assisted in managing the LGU press briefing on COVID-19.
e. Attended press conference and covered partner agencies events/activities
f. Conducted news monitoring.
g. Responded/replied to queries relative to SAP, ECQ, GCQ, DOH tracker, and bulletin via email, group chats, and group pages.
h. Countered fake news via reposting or sharing statements of concerned agencies, or producing social cards, news releases, sitreps, and video/radio broadcast materials.
i. Ensured the participation, as scheduled, to the PIA CO’s daily Network Briefing featuring the different LCEs nationwide as guests in reference to the PIA regional office in charge of the day.
k. Managed 6 FB pages, 1 micro webpage under the PIA website, 7-media group chats, and 2 group pages; and ensured the participation to the various government and private sectors group chats and group pages.
l. Shared relevant social media materials from national line agencies and LGUs at PIA-managed FB pages, media/non-media group chats, group pages, others GCs

DOH XII
a. RITM Biosafety Office certified Cotabato Regional and Medical Center and for the latter to await its License to Operate from the Health Facilities and Services Regulatory Bureau in Manila.
b. Facilitated the re-assessment of Dr. Arturo Pingoy Medical Center on 19 May 2020 by which, findings include no expert machine, no cartridges, and no trainings for the personnel but SOPs were already formulated.
c. Conducted an online training on contact tracing among local CTTs of Provinces, HUC, and ICC in the Municipalities of Alabel, Alamada, Aleosan, Antipas, Arakan, Bagumbayan, Banga, Carmen, Columbio, Cotabato City, General Santos City, Glen, Isulan, Kiamba, Koronadal City, Lambayong, Libungan, Maasim, Malapatan, Malungon, Maitum, Midsayap, Mlang, Palimbang, Picalwayan, Pikit, Polomolok, President Roxas, President Quirino, Senator Ninoy Aquino, Tampakan, Tantangan, Tupi.
d. Conducted coordinative meeting with OCD on 23 July 2020.
e. Attended the bi-weekly DOH Task Group Response Operations webinar.

DTI XII
a. Conducted the Anti-Hoarding/Anti Panic campaign.
b. Conducted the South Cotabato Provincial Cacao Meeting where issues and concerns of industry stakeholders were discussed.
c. Conducted 37 LSP-NSB training programs with 33 livelihood kits distributed to 47 beneficiaries.
d. Conducted a post audit on and monitored the Compliance to Health Protocols of the 23 barber shops, salons and dine-in restaurants.
e. Disseminated to business establishments the DTI MC on the Refund of Cancelled or down-scaled events during community quarantine.
f. Distributed food packs to a total of 230 frontliners deployed at Sarangani Hospital, checkpoints in Alabel, Barangay Local Government Units, and gasoline stations on 28 April 2020.

g. DTI-Sarangani distributed the 2nd batch of packages to the frontliners of Sarangani Province which was initially reported on 29 April 2020.

h. Conducted 10 price monitoring activities to ensure adherence to Automatic Price Freeze of Basic Necessities with a total of 21 firms and 100% covered in all areas on 13 May 2020.

i. Conducted 14 monitoring activities with a total of 37 firms covered on 19 May 2020 and 8 monitoring activities for the additional 30 firms thereby, a 100% accomplishment on the areas covered on 20 May 2020.

j. Started the conduct of weekly monitoring on the prices of basic necessities and prime commodities on 18 May 2020 after the issuance of lifting or price freeze on 16 May 2020.

k. Monitored the price of basic necessities and prime commodities (including alcohol supply) in the following areas with details as follows:
   - 18 May 2020:
     i. South Cotabato - Koronadal City
     ii. Sultan Kudarat - Lambayong, Lebak, Bagumbayan, Lutayan, Columbio, President Quirino and Esperanza
     iii. Sarangani – Kiamba
     iv. General Santos City – at major Establishments
   - 19 May 2020:
     i. Cotabato Satellite - Aleosan and Midsayap
   - 20 May 2020:
     i. North Cotabato - Kidapawan City
     ii. Sarangani – Maitum and Malungon
     iii. General Santos City – at major Establishments
     iv. Cotabato Satellite - Cotabato City, Libungan & Piggawayan

l. DTI-SK and Tacurong City held a joint Diskwento Caravan at Barangay Kalandangan, in Tacurong City in continuation of the discounted food packs from 1 local participating retailer of the same city benefiting 701 households with a total of ₱350,500.00 sales generated on 19 May 2020.

m. DTI Cotabato Province through Negosyo Center Makilala coordinated with the Municipality of Makilala to conduct and monitor Diskwento Caravan: “Tabo sa Barangay” in the 7 select Barangay Clusters namely Barangays Malabuan, Luna Norte, Singkatulan, Jose Rizal, Buenavida, Old Bulatukan, and Batasan; serving a total of 23 out of the 38 barangays within the Municipality.

n. Conducted Rolling Store (Diskwento Caravan) in Kidapawan City, Midsayap, and Columbio, spearheaded by the Local Government Unit.

o. Conducted Rolling Store in Brgy Malabuan, Makilala, Cotabato Province making basic necessities and wet market products accessible to the barangay benefiting 150 households with a total of ₱87,000.00 sales generated.

p. Deployed 100 frontliners in Barangays Raja Muda, Upper Katungkal, Baras, and New Passi; and garbage collectors in Tacurong City.

**JOINT NBI PNP-CIDG Joint Operations**

a. PNP-CIDG–South Cotabato with DTI-South Cotabato Provincial Office conducted the Campaign on Anti-Hoarding/Anti-Profiteering.

b. Conducted a joint entrapment operation headed by the PNP-CIDG–South Cotabato, and participated by the FDA 12 and DTI-South Cotabato Provincial Office on 18 May 2020 at Koronadal City by which, one (1) pharmacy was selling over-priced alcohol thereby, confiscating 30 gallons of 70% Ethyl Alcohol with an estimated value of ₱22,500.

c. PNP-CIDG–North Cotabato led the conduct of a joint entrapment operations with the FDA 12 and DTI-North Cotabato Provincial Office with details as follows:

15 May 2020
Makila:
- 1 person was arrested for selling over-priced alcohol by which, an estimated value of ₱8,994.25 was confiscated.

19 May 2020:
- Carmen, North Cotabato:
  - 1 person was arrested for selling over-priced alcohol by which, 90 bottles of 150ml with an estimated value ₱2,060.00 was confiscated.
- Poblacion, Kidapawan City:
  - 1 person was arrested for selling over-priced alcohol by which, 85 bottles of 250ml (Casino-white) and 15 bottles of 250ml (Casino-pink) with an estimated value of ₱4,888.00 was confiscated.
- Old PC Barracks, Kidapawan City:
  - 1 person was arrested for selling over-priced alcohol by which, 136 bottles of 250ml (Casino-pink) and 31 bottles of 500ml (Casino-pink) with an estimated value of ₱9,432.00 was confiscated.

NTC XII

a. Implemented the compressed four (4) day work and skeletal workforce as operations resumed on 4 May 2020 with 50% of the staff reporting for work, while others are working from home.
b. Enforced the wearing of face mask and disinfecting of hands inside the NTC XII compound to all NTC XII personnel and its clients and likewise, ensured that body temperatures of every individual entering NTC XII compound will be checked as a precautionary measure to control COVID-19.
c. Interacted with clients through email, messenger, and phone calls, especially in the issuance of the Statement of Accounts and answering to queries and complaints.
d. Ensured that expired licenses and permits on the duration of Covid-19 pandemic will not be charged with penalties and payments may be sent through couriers.
e. Participated in the 2nd Quarter InfraCom Meeting Cum Validation Workshop for SOX-RRP via video conferencing on 12 May 2020.
f. Participated in the Video Conference of the Inter Agency Task Force on Emerging Infectious Diseases (IATF-EID) Region XII relative to the continued Implementation of Modified General Community Quarantine in SOCCSKSARGEN Region.
g. Continued monitoring of the Telcos, CATV and ISPs services which all turned out to be in stable condition without major interruptions but with only few instances where internet connectivity is not available caused by power interruptions in some parts of South Cotabato and Sultan Kudarat Provinces.
h. Conducted an immediate inspection of the radio communications equipment onboard a fishing vessel based in Gen. Santos City plying international and domestic route.

PDRRMC Sarangani

Extended ₱3,000,000.00 each to the seven (7) municipalities of the province as a financial assistance charged to reverted funds of various unimplemented PPAs for the period January-June 2020.

CARAGA

OCD CARAGA
a. Facilitated and assisted a total of 3,671 LSIs and ROFs in the Region.
b. Facilitated the construction of temporary holding areas for LSIs and ROFs at Butuan Sports Complex.

DSWD CARAGA
a. Ensured constant coordination and monitoring with LGUs relative to response and relief operations.
b. Continuous packing and production of FFPs for stockpile to cater the request of the LGUs of Malimono, San Isidro, Pilar and Burgos, Surigao del Norte; Tubay, Agusan del Norte and Cagwait, Surigao del Sur.

c. Ensured the hauling and loading of 4,000 FFPs to be delivered to the LGU of Bacuag, Surigao del Norte on 12 May 2020.

d. Facilitated the conduct of Social Amelioration Program (SAP) activities:
   - Paid a total of 305,096 Non-4Ps beneficiaries amounting to ₱1,525,480,000.00 and a total of 189,867 4Ps beneficiaries (cash card and non-cash card holders) amounting to ₱687,911,850.00.
   - Recorded the submission of liquidation reports by the 73 LGUs relative to the SAP implementation.
   - DSWD FO Monitoring Teams ensured that all 73 LGUs implement the SAP and assessment properly thereby checking the eligibility of SAP beneficiaries.
   - IT staff continuously conducted cross matching of data of LGUs to avoid duplication of the services or assistance relating to SAP.
   - Grievance teams for SAP/ESP continuously handled grievances and answered queries using different platforms.
   - Ensured that the 65 LGUs have already submitted the list of left-out/unserved families of which, as per record, a total of 111,457 families were encoded in the google sheets; and likewise, noted that the other 8 LGUs have no left-out/unserved families based on MC No. 9, s. 2020.


e. Delivered 300 FFPs to the LGU of Butuan City intended for the stranded workers in the City.

f. Prepared communication letter addressed to LGUs on the submission of their respective SAP/ESP Liquidation Reports and the list of the left-outs or unserved beneficiaries.

g. Facilitated the loading of 3,995 FFPs requested by the LGU of Butuan City and escorted the delivery of goods to the facility arranged by the LGU for the temporary storage of goods before the scheduled distribution to the affected families.

h. Provided a total of 100 FFPs amounting to ₱341,198.00 for the arriving LSIs and ROFs in Nasipit, Agusan del Norte.

i. Facilitated the approval and loading of 3,000 FFPs requested by the LGU of Kitcharao, Agusan del Norte intended for the affected families (non-SAP beneficiaries) of Community Quarantine due to COVID-19.

j. Delivered a total of 3,000 FFPs amounting to ₱1,025,940.00 at Surigao City Port, Surigao del Norte to be picked-up by the requesting LGU of General Luna, Surigao del Norte.

k. Facilitated the pick up of 572 FFPs amounting to ₱195,612.56 by the LGU of Carmen, Surigao del Sur.

l. Released a total of 3,349 hygiene kits amounting to ₱5,555,572.38 to the NCIP.

m. DSWD-FO Caraga conducted coordination and monitoring with LGUs on their response and relief operations.

n. Delivered a total of 5,000 FFPs amounting to ₱1,025,940.00 to Butuan City as additional augmentation assistance to families affected by community quarantine due to COVID-19.

o. Released a total of 800 FFPs amounting to ₱273,584.00 and 450 pieces of 500mL bottled water amounting to ₱3,564.00 as augmentation assistance to LSIs/ROFs.

**PDDRMC Dinagat Islands**

a. Issued the following executive orders, memoranda, and other local guidelines:
   - Executive Order No. 02-001 re: Establishing and Strengthening the Preventive Measures of Dinagat Islands against the Novel Coronavirus.
   - Executive Order No. 03-004: Restricting the Entry of Local and Foreign Vessels to Prevent and Control the Spread of Coronavirus within the Province of Dinagat Islands Executive Order No. 03-006 Unifying and Harmonizing all Preventive and Preparedness Measures Against COVID-19 in the Entire Province of Dinagat Islands.
• Executive Order No. 03-007: Reorganizing the Composition of PDRRMC Emergency Operations Center Management and Activation of Response Cluster for COVID-19 Threat.
• Executive Order No. 04-001: Placing the entire Province of Dinagat Islands under the Enhanced Community Quarantine or ECQ for COVID-19 “One Dinagat Shield”.
• Memorandum Order No. 04-003: Implementation Guidelines on Section 6 of Executive Order No. 04-001 Series of 2020 Dated 08 April 2020 re: Use of Quarantine Pass.
• Memorandum Order No. 04-003: Guidelines on the Implementation of IATF Resolution no.30, particularly on the Entry and Exit of all Government Employees within the Province of Dinagat Islands.
• Memorandum Order No. 04-004: Guidelines on the Financial Grant for all the Municipal Local Government Units (MLGU) of the Province of Dinagat Islands in support of their Relief Assistance for their respective constituents during COVID-19.
• League of Municipalities in the Philippines (LMP) Resolution No.1, s. 2020: Adopting the Quarantine Protocol Guidelines for the Return of Residents and Employees in the Province of Dinagat Island.

b. Launched the Financial Assistance to Stranded Students (FASST) Program which provided cash assistance amounting to ₱183,000.00 to 85 stranded college students within and outside Caraga Region.
c. Launched the Emergency Livelihood Assistance for Women (ELAW) Program wherein the Provincial Government provided ₱10,000.00 each to 19 beneficiaries of which, all recipients had produced 300 pieces of face masks which were distributed to the frontliners and constituents within the Province.
d. As of 18 May 2020, nine (9) PWDs had received ₱10,000.00 each as a starting capital for their livelihood projects under the ELAW Program.

PDRRMC Agusan del Sur
a. Established provincial control checkpoints manned by PNP, AFP, Health Personnel, and other PGAS Volunteers.
b. Created the Provincial Inter-Agency Task Force for COVID-19
c. Issued PDRRMC Resolution No. 2, s. 2020, activating the Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) and Incident Management Team (IMT).
d. Issued Executive Order No. 15-20, an order Mandating the Observance of Community Quarantine.
e. Issued Executive Order No. 18-20, an order declaring the Province of Agusan del Sur under the state of Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ).
f. Provided food, supplies, and logistical support to checkpoints and to the overall operations.

BARMN

OCD BARMM
a. Coordinated with BARMM READI re LSIs in Kidapawan City.
b. Facilitated and assisted the request of SULAD volunteers.
c. Endorsed the Travel Authority of 2 LSIs in Palawan issued by COVID Shield MIMAROPA to the Task Force Tawi-tawi.
d. Augmented a total of 800 sets of PPEs to PDRRMC-Maguindanao and 100 PPE sets to CDRRMC Marawi City.
e. Turned-over the 2,500 rapid test kits to Marawi IATF.

BFP BARMM
Coordinated with the provincial and district hospital/health facilities in the different provinces,

PRO BARMM
a. Maluso MPS facilitated the PNP Program “Libreng Sakay” for the recipients of relief goods from Townsite Barangay Hall to Sitio Darusalam.
b. Maluso MPS provided assistance in the distribution of relief goods/packs to the residents of Sitio Mabolo, Butong, and Camanggaan, Brgy. Townsite.

PDRRMC Maguindanao
Provided transportation assistance to LSIs and ROFs who are currently housed at Maguindanao Provincial Hospital for screening / testing.

PDRRMC Basilan
a. Inspected and assessed the holding area for COVID-19 at the Provincial Multi-purpose building.
b. MDRRMC Hadji Mohammad Ajul received the relief goods assistance.
c. JAGA Isabela Bantay Dagat Task Group intercepted a motorized boat with two (2) passengers who were ferried illegally from Zamboanga to Isabela City.
d. Continuously conducted disbursement of cash subsidy to the frontline health workers of Lantawan and Maluso RHU on 12 May 2020.
e. Facilitated the assessment and processing of four (4) ROFs of whom, were endorsed to their respective municipalities after.
f. PHO and PDRRMO Medical responders conducted a short briefing and update on the flow of activities that will be mustered and take place at different areas.
g. Endorsed and transported 1 probable case to Zamboanga City Medical Center for a confirmatory test who was later confirmed as a positive case.
h. Serbisyon Pakikiramay-mortuary service of the Provincial Government of Basilan extended service by transporting a 6-year old male expired patient from Barangay Mahatallang, Sumisip Municipality who was previously admitted at Zamboanga City Medical Center.
i. Facilitated virtual orientation attended by frontline medical responders assigned at the EOC.
j. Facilitated and escorted the ROFs to the holding area for screening and assessment by trained medical responders.
k. Trained medical responders screened and assessed 12 ROFs and 1 LSI of whom, were endorsed to respected municipalities after.
l. The Provincial Health Office and Basilan General Hospital received and witnessed the turn over of PPEs worth ₱750,000.00 donated by the US Armed Forces through SOTF 511.2. in coordination with the PAF 104th Brigade.
m. Screened and assessed 15 LSIs from Zamboanga City using RDT on 28 May 2020 and had endorsed to Lamitan City those with negative RDT results.
n. Turned over the 520 pieces of RDT Kits to the Provincial Health Office purchased by PGB.
o. Provided transportation, and facilitated the health screening and assessment of 1,310 LSIs and 75 ROFs who arrived in the Province as of 23 June 2020.
p. Ushered the LSIs and ROFs to the holding area for screening and assessment and were endorsed to the respective municipal isolation counterparts after.

CDRRMC Lamitan, Basilan
Distributed 25kg-rice per household in Brgy. Parangbasak.

MDRRMC Datu Abdullah Sangki, Basilan
a. Distributed family food packs to Brgy. Talisawa.
b. Provided security for transportation of relief goods.
c. Continuous security assistance in quarantine control posts.
d. Established COVID-19 Control and Prevention Center.
e. Launched Ligtas COVID Center

MDRRMC Ampatuan, Basilan
Facilitated the ongoing construction of Ligtas Covid Center.